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5(t Abstract'of. the Thesis,, 0 
on 

LAN D PROBLEMS-OF -IRAQ, 

Written by S. Haider for, the'Fh. D. Degree'ý- 

1-n'this thesis, the writer- attempts to'show: -, 
(1) That the destruction of the irri&ation, sYstem which existed- In 

Iraq in 'the Middle 'Ages,., coupled with, and due to the-various, foreign 

invasions, from the tenth to the ýixteenth century, brought about con-`,,, I 

ditions of insecurity and insufficiency in the rural-ar' eas which pro-.: 
ýmoted the'development of tribal -com-nunities having their' own system' . 'of 

. 
-land tenure, which-In many ways conflicted with the'established legal' 

system. - 

(2) That th el central authority'l'by attemPting'to'impose thO, legal 

sysem upon the tribes added to the conditions of unrest in the rura 
areas, and hindered the settlement of the tribes and their disintegratiOn.. ý' 

(21-'Theýt. -*ýh, &-sc)lu+. ion-ofýthe'trlb-al'rrob2em could"&iý, __'be achieved'-4- 
by, 'the -'remo'v'al of -the insecurity and insufficiency that - tr ought it about 

'through the revival of, the irrigation system and the reform'of the lega. 

-system, of land tenure so'as'to remove the conf lict between the two 

systems. ' 

an 
-ce 

t-o the rurai ae - ve lo Pment Of. the 
The subject, despite, its 

I 
Import 

iter- 
scientificallY studied; and the wr. 

country, has not hither -to been 

'an almost completeýabsence of PUP 
has therefore I' been confronted with 

ces 
- 

lished mater - ials directl: Yý dealing with* the subject The only s OUT 

ierdo elevent. passages'scatt 
of materials for -the 

historical parti were some r 



throughout general historical works on Iraq and the Ottoman Empire and 

certain works dealing with the Islamic theory of land tenure and the) 

Turkish military fiefs. 

On the modern-aspect, there is even less publishpd material The 

sources consist- mainly of books and reports giving a general survey.. 'of 

post-war conditions in Iraq, such as the U. K. Foreign and Colonial Off ýCE 

reports, the reports of the Irrigationi and Revenue Departments of the 

Government of Iraq, and Mr. Hamada's book on"The Economic System of 

Iraq". The report of Sir Ernest Dawson on "Land Tenure and Related 

Questions", written iii 1931 for the Government of Iraq, which was the 

basis of the subsequent establishment of land settlement Commissions, 

only deals summa ily with the conflict between de facto and de JiLie 

rights in land. ' 

The writer had therefore to carry- out personal retie. 
F"""=w 

on, the spot, which lasted for about niný mounths) from ýu 

March 1939. During this period2 he made intesive research', 
WIewýre. 

ýý'llý,., ", 
ý 

levent Government Archives both in Baghdad and in the Frov, 11metri, 

es ecially in, the archives of the Department'of State Domains'''q p Joiwd 

'f or short periods, three of the six Land Settlementjýo 881 'Work 

in Iraq, and observed their procedure in the office and in the', fi ., 
i 

and, finally, he, made a personal inquiry bY touring through most of thi e 

provinces and interviewing ministersi Politician j'adminstrative 0 

land olvners, money-lenders, merchants and peasants. 
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By far the most important problems which occupied the 

attention of the civil administration in Iraq in the period 

between the two wars were the related problems of land 

-tenure# irrigation and tribal settlement. Yet twenty years 

of energetic efforts to solve these problems did not succeed 

in fully removing the various impediments to settlementp and 

the history of Iraq during the Thirties was punctuated by 

"tribal disturbances" and acute agrarian unrest# which 

threatened the stability of the young state. Perhaps the 

most important reason for this failure Is the lack of 

scientific study of the actual conditions and the local 

practices of the tribal system# and the absence of a compre- 

hensive p, olicy designed to place these problems in their 

true perspective# and enable the policy of the goverrment 

towards the tribes# land tenuresp intgation, transport and 

other agrarian questions to be coordinated into one coherent 

whole. In December 1931t Sir Ernest Dowsonp who was asked to, 

recommend a sound system of settlement and registration of 

rights to land# wrote that "there was almost a complete lack 

of precise# authoritative and systematic information in the 

Headquarter Offices of Government In regard to land condi- 

tions generally and to the methods of holding# transferring 
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and transmitting land actually practised from day to day by 

the great mass of landholders and agricultural peasantry 

throughout all parts of the country. " Sir Ernest Dowsonp 

in his report (An Inquiry into Land Tenure and Related 

Questioneg Iraq Government# 1932) from which this passage 

is quoted (P-5). gives a short summary of some nineteen 

pages only on'the "existing conditions" (pp., 10-29)0 and 

devotes the greater part of the remainder to his major 

purpose of suggesting a machinery for the surveyp registra- 

tion and settlement of disputes in land. The result of his 

recommendations were the Settlement Commissions established 

in the country since 1932# which have achieved valuable and 

lasting work in the areas that they have so far covered. 

But they have not yet really tackled the purely tribal 

areas of Mantafigt Amara and Diwaniyya# and there is ample 

reason to believe that they will not be equally successful 

in the settlement of rights to land in these areas unless 

the Law of Settlement is drastically amended. Furthermore# 
ý'land tenure and land policy is only one (though a very im- 

portant one) of the agrarian problems and must be coordinated 

with such other problems and policies as the irrigation 

policy# the transport problem and the administrative and 

judicial procedure to be followed in the tribal areas. On 

these problems and their relationship very little has been 

written and still less published. Mr. Ahmed Fahmils "Report 
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on Iraq7 gives very interesting and valuable material on 

the agrarian conditions in the rice area of the Lower 

Hindly7a in 1925; Said Hamadah's "The Economic System in 

Iraq! ' (Beirut# 1938) is a general survey giving a factual 

rather than an analytical treatment of the conditions of 

irrigationt land tenureq transporto population and other 

economic aspects of the country as they existed in 1938. 

He does not bring out tribaliomp irrigation and land 

tenure in their true relationship and in their relation 

with production, the standatd of living of the peasant and 

the state of public security. Other publications such as 

Aqrawi's "Modern Iraq! '# the eemi-official "Iraq Directory" 

and the Colonial and Foreign Office Reports on Iraq to the 

League of Nations are also of this nature, 

These considerations prompted the writer to assume the 

task of treating the agrarian problems as a wholet in 

October 1937 as a subject for his thesis. After one year's 

study In this countryt'he carried out personal research and 

inquiry on the spot for about nine months from July 1938 to 

March 1939, During this periodp he made intensive research 

in the relevant Government archives (which were kindly open- 

ed to him) both in Baghdad and in the provincesp especially 

in the ardhives of the Departments of State Domains, Revenuet 

Irrigationp Tapu and Interior; he joined for short periods 

three of the six Land Settlement Commissions at work at the 
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time in Iraq and observed their procedure and their prob- 

lems in office and in the fields; and finallyp he toured 

through twelve of the fourteen provinces of Iraq and Inter- 

viewed administrative and judicial officials and representa- 

tive members of the agrarian community. A general idea of 

the material collected during this period Is given in the 

bibliography (Part J+). 

As a result of his research# he was convinced that a 

real understanding of the agrarian problems in Iraq can 

only be arrived at by going back into their recent and even 

remote history because the rural and indeed also the urban 

society in Iraq to-day is in a period of transition In which 

everything is blurred and no problem can be seen in its true 

perspective except by tracing its origin and shape in the 

more or. less static conditions of the past. Here he was 

again faced wi. ih a notable lack of authentic historicalbc 

treatment of these problems either separately or as a co- 

ordinated whole. He therefore had to begin a new period of 

research In this country to collect and correlate relevant 

fragments of material scattered mainly in general surveys 

and historical works in Iraq and the Ottoman Empire# in 

law books# periodicals and consular reports. 

The result of this second period of research Is this 

thesis which deals mainly with the inter-connected problems 

of irrigations transport# land tenure* trades public 
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security and central control as they affected cultivation 

and the state of tribalism up to 1914-. In particularp it 

is an investigation into the origin of the tribal problemst 

the causes which led to their promotion and the policy of 

the Ottoman Turks towards them# and the economic factors 

which led to a tendency of tribal settlement and disinte- 

gration In the latter part of the Nineteenth Century. 

Although the vast material collected in Iraq and in this 

country during the first period of research mainly related 

to a subsequent period# they proved at every stage invalu- 

able for the production of this work* 

The scope was very wide and thus the treatment became 

necessarily long; butt for thist no apology is offered as 

the scanty and scattered material on the subject and the 

vital nature of the problems treated makes a thorough and 

detailed account necessary. Nevertheless only a running 

summary is given for the period up to 1639 and a general 

account for the period 1639-1831. It becomes longer and 

more detailed for the period 1831-69 and still more so for 

the period 1869-1914 in which the history of modern Iraq, 

at any rate from the economic point of view can be said to 

have begun. Faults may be found In the work and the 

opinions adVanoed may bi proved mistaken through the use of 

inaccessible tracts and manuscripts which the writer had 

not the good fortune to trace; but the writer will consider 
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himself to have been amply rewarded if he can by this work 

provoke criticism and thus arouse interest in such a vital 

subject or any aspect of it. 

The generously given assistance in the supply of in- 

formation and in guiding me through the labyrinths of the 

Iraq Government Archives and introducing me to local repre- 

sentatives of the inhabitants cannot be acknowledged here 

In the case of all those who participated in it. Neverthe- 

less# the writer is gratefully indebted to all of them and 

particularly to His Excellency Sayyid Jaafar Hamafidi when 

he was Mutasarrif of Kut and again when he was Director of 

Tribal Affairs in the Uinistry of Interior# to Mr. Hogg 

the Advisor of the Ministry of Finance* to Messrs Aston, 

Ditchburn and Linerp Heads of the Land Settlement Commis- 

sions, to Sayyid Khairi Al-Hindawip Director of State 

Domainsp Sayy1d Abdul-Kerim Al-Uzr19 Director of the De- 

partment of Commerce# Sayyid Abdul-Amir Al-Uzrip then 

Acting Director of Irrigation to Sheikh Balasim Al-Yasin 

of the Mayyah Tribe and Hajil Wadday Al-Atiyyah of the 

Al-fttUk-, for their hospitality and for giving valuable 

Information and kind assistancep to Sir Ernest Dowsonp 

Expert on Land Registration and Land Tenurep to Prof, 

Fitzgerald of the School of Oriental Studies and Mr* Lewis 

of the London School of Economics who gave me valuable 

hints on the Initial part of the work; and above all to 
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Dr. Vera Anstyp my Advisor in the London School of 

Economics for her great inspiration# kind encouragements 

valuable comments and for her critical reading of the 

manuscripts. 

S. Raider. 



CHAPTER I 

GEIMAL BACKGROUND 

ie Physical-Conditions 

Nearly the whole of Iraq consists of a great depression 

running south east from the north western corner of Syria and 

the mountains of Armeniat to the head of the Persian Gulf. 

The northern part of this depression consists of low hills 

and undulating country which gives places far above Baghdadq 

to a flat alluvium plain stretching to the Persian Gulf. A 

drop of 20-50 ft. marking a former coast line separates the 

hilly country from the alluvium plain* As cultivation mostly 

depends on rain in the North and on irrigation in the allu*ium 

plain the northern region will be called the Rainfall Zone and 

that part of the alluvium plain which falls within the boundary 

Of modern Iraq will be called the Irrigation Zone i, 

The Irrigation Zone which is mostly enclosed between the 

two rivers was entirely reclaimed in the past by the deposits 

of silt brought down by the two rivers. It is said that a 

strip of land 72 ft. wide is reclaimed from the Sea by the silt 

deposits every year. 

(i) This terminology was first used by air Ernest Dawson in 
his Inquiry into Land Tenure and Related Questions# 193to 
P. Ii. 
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The plain is remarkably flat and the only noticeable 

eminences are the nuuierous mounds that mark the sitesof dead 

cities# the high banks of old and new Ganal beds andl here 

and there# knolls or slight ridges of gravel or sand. 

The slope towards the Persian Gulf is very slight, 

Baghdad is only 105 feet above sea level# Kut on the Tigris 

55 feet# Nasiriya, - on the Euphrates 15 feet and Basra,, 

8 feet. Due to this slight slope the greater part of the 

heavy sediments carried b7 the two rivers at high water 

season is deposited on their beds or on the neighbouring 

land along their banks. Hence there is a very gradual tra- 

verse incline away from the rivers which end In some parts 

of the plain in permanent or temporary swamps due to the 

lack of a proper drainage system in the Country, This in- 

oline facilitates canal irrigation but also renders the 

Country liable to disastrous floods which create vast areas 

of more or less permanent swamps# the water of which rises 

and falls with the season, 

Moreover the construction of a comprehensive system of 

canals is facilitated by the fact that the water levels of 

the two rivers vary in height in different areas6 Thus 

the Tigris is higher than the Euphrates near Qadisiyah and 

the Euphrates becomes higher than the Tigris in the vicinity 

of Baghdad# the Tigris again becomes higher than the 
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Euphrates in Kut while the latter becomes higher below 

Hasiriy&.. This makes possible the construction of big 

feeder Canals from one river to another so that practically 

the whole plain could be irrigated with perennial water. 

The Rninfall "ejone. Viest of the Tigris there is a 

region of undulating plain with come wide expanses of flat 

country traversed by ranges of hills which are all low with 

the exception of Jebel Sinjar which rises to 3sOOO feet in 

height and stands isolated and treeless. South of Jebel 

Sinjar the plain becomes increasingly arid until it turns, 

towards the south Into hard desert surface composed of 

gravelp gypsomp marlp borax and sand. A certain amount of 

grass grows in this region in spring especially along the 

beds of the Wadis or spring water coursesp the water of 

which dries up in summer and leaves an incrustation of salt. 

The courses of the two rivers in this region are narrow 

valleys from one to five miles wide bordered by low hills or 

cliffs. At the bottom of these valleys are stretches of 

alluvium where the rivers have deposited their sediment in 

flood time, Some parts of these valleys are cultivated and 

watered by primitive water-lift devices while recently 

mechanical water pwaps are Increasingly being used for the 

purpose# especially in the Tigris Valley. In the part of 

this valley between Mosul and the Great Zab cultivation is 

considerableo 
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East of the Tigris the region of the two Zabs has a 

fertile soil but below that there are open steppes of clay 

and gravel clothed in grass in spring, East of Kirkuk# 

Kifri and Arbil the country turns Into rocky heights mainly 

of Sandstone which are covered with luxuriant spring grass. 

Between this region and the higher ranges of the Southern 

Kardish mountains on the Persian frontiers which rise up 

to li*000-i4,000 feet# are the well watered upland plains 

of Suleimania. 

Climate: The Isothermal charts of lower Iraq and the 

lower Mississippi are approximately the same. Summer is 

hot# long and dry and extends from April to September with 

a temperature rising to an average of 94-of. In July in 

Baghdad (see Table No-1 Page 5). Spring and Auti=n are short 

and temperate while winter is cold. In the north si=mer is 

cooler and shorter but the heat in Mosul still rises to 

C, 0 
,0f. in the middle of the summer. In the North Eastern 

hilly region a much more moderate climate prevails, 
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TABLE No. 1 

Mean Temperature 

Hosul Bap 12 
ýhdad- Basrah 

January 40.2 46.8 49.8 
February 45.6 53.0 55.8 
March 53.1 60.3 64.1 
April 61. j+ 70.2 74--0 
May 77.7 80.7 E4.1 
June 84.. 4 89.6 90.1 
July 90.5 94.0 92.5 
August 89.1+ 93.8 91.9 
September 82.0 86.9 86.9 
October 70.6 76.3 76.7 
November 61.1 6o. 7 1+4-7 
December 

_45.4 
50.3 53.2 

Year 66.8 71.9 71.9 

The prevalling winds are from the North and North West. 

Whatever moisture they carry from the Black Sea and the 

Uediterranean has long been precipitated in the plateaux of 

Asia Minor and Armenia. However a sufficient amount of rain 

falls in the Eurdish provinces of Arbil and Suleimania as 

well as in Mosul (16-71 Inches - see Table Do. 2 Page 6) to 

allow the cultivation of a considerable amount of grain. 

Tobacco# rice, fruit trees and catton are also grown in the 

regions especially in the lands irrigated by spring water, 

In the Irrigation Zone the amount of precipitation 

diminishes until it reaches an average of 6.66 inches in 

ý1ý See Monthly Rainfall in Baghdad in Appendix 1, 
2 See MOnthly Rainfall in Basrah in Appendix II* 
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Basrah. Even in Samarra and Shargat rain water is much too 

precarious for profitable agriculture and water pumps are 

used for Irrigation, 

TAIBU No. 2 

Average Monthly Rainfall 

Mosul Baghdad Baerah 
Ins. -Tn--s, Ins, 

January 2.81 1.13 1-37 
February 2,91 1.10 1.18 
Uarch 2.43 1.23 Ilia 
April 2.40 0.82 0,, 52 
Ilay 0.47 0.20 0.30 
June 0.03 
July - - August - 0.02 - 
Septe-mber, 0101 - 0.09 
October o. 65 0.08 0.04. 
November 2.80 0-84. 0.79 
December 2.20 1.22 1.19 

16.71 6.64 6.68 

Cultivation in the Alluvium plain depends on irrigation 

from the two rivers. Hence the economic history of this 

region as well as life itself is inseparably bound up with 

Irrigation and the extent of economic progress# density of 

population and agricultural settlements as well as the de- 

gree of civilization that was reached in the various periods 

of the history of Iraq can be measured to a great extentby 

the degree of control the people of Iraq had over the river 

systems In these various periods. 

.J 
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The two riveres the Tigris and the Lwphrates drain the 

table land of the Armenian plateaup the western side of the 

Persian plateau, the hill country of Northern Mesopotamia 

and the Uesopotamian plain. The mount of water they carry 

varies considerably during the year but generally the two 

rivers begin to rise in December and the snow of the moun- 

tains in the North and L'ast melts in early spring. This 

causes both rivers to rice in sudden and violent spates 

and brinj; a considerable amount of sediment which raises 

their beds# with the result that the rivers often break their 

banks and inundate vast areas on both sides o; C those banks. 

This creates swampap some of which dry up in s=mer while 

others are permanent with their waters rising and falling 

with the season. Very often serious floods lead to a change 

in the course3 of the rivers rith even more dioastrouz re- 

sults. Uany of the old courses of the two rivers can still 

be traced in various parts in lower and middle Iraq. 

In Egypt the floods occur in late auxaaer and when the 

Nile subsides# the lands along its banks are ready for'Winter 

cultivation even without the aid of an elaborate system of 

canals- But in iraqt the high water season extends usually 

from December to June and the floods occur in the Spring'# 

(1) See recent monthly gauge readings of the two rivers in 
Appendix IIL 
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Hence when the river riseep it is already too late for the 

winter crop and when they reach their highest level# the 

crops are not yet gathered and stored safe from inundation. 

Summer crops like millet# maize and cotton are equally 

vulnerable to the fluctuating level of water since the low 

water season starts in July when these crops are In most 

need of moisture. Even rice which is mostly cultivated in 

inundated areas$ is not free from such changeable factors 

as the level of the flood and the amount of silt deposited 

on the land to fertilize it and make it fit for rice cultiva- 

tion, 

Hence two problems have always presented themselves to 

the people of Iraq whose very existence depended on farming; 

these are firstly to prevent the excess of flood water from 

inundating their lands and damaging their croppl, and# 

secondlyt to get enough water in the low water season to 

enable their summer crops to mature and to make it possible 

for them to plough the land and sow their winter crops. 

Iraq in its long history has seen two methods applied 

in the face of these difficulties# Cultivation by inundation 

and cultivation by perennial irrigation. These methods some- 

times existed side by side and the control of the river 

syetem was measured by the extent to which one or the other 

method was used more widely. 
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Cultivation by inundation is of course more primitive, 

The method used was to let nature run its course and floods 

take place and inaeod help to further and extend the latter 

in some arean whore rice Is Zrown. In the land that ic less 

liable to the floods but could be con=anded by the rivers at 

Ito rising aeasons wheat and more frequentlys barleyt is 

grown on a suall ocalo. The plouZhir, 4; and soring begin 

after the first rain has fallen in the late auturan to wet 

the 19nd. Later in the season# the crop is irrigated by 

inundation canals lending from the rivers, 

On a much smaller scale the higher land& at the hea6s 

of inundation oanals and along the banks of the rivers are 

irrigated by primitive. water-lift deviecs using mang beast 

or water-current for power. 

It is obvious thnt these methoda are not suitnble for 

porm, anent cultivation and a settled population. 

On the one hand# the flood coming sudden2, v and in 

variable extents is liable to inundate the crops before they 

are gathered and cause the lose of the fruit of much hard 

toil* Alternatively# even the high water in certain years 

might not reach the level of the inundation canals and 

this causes the destruction of the plent by thirst. 

The most important disturbing and precarious factor in 

this system or cultivation Is# however# the rain that is 
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necessary -for PlouZhing and Sowing. This might either be 

., ýIotely lackinjr. In all cases scanto-t too late or even covm OV .1 
the winter crop would be very wea1r. and liable to peculiar 
diseaaas and the actunj harvest Zometim-es eyem doe3 not 

equal the seeds that were &own, 
The air=--r crop ia again very duubtful. 70=e cro; 3 

like rice only grow on in=datod areas of a =re or leos 

perwanent nature and theze &rcas are limited in Iraq to the 

edges af the marshev and the tails of the big inundation 

canala. 

Idhra (11aize) thou. Zh more adaptable to ahangc3 in the 

amount of water is much lose valued as food by the aelf- 

sufficient com%nunitie3 that live in the areas where the 

river system is =controlled. Cotton, vegetables und oth*r 

su=.. -r cropa are out of the Tacation under such conditions. 

Uf fruit trees only the date palm can be Zrolyn on the high 

lands near the banks of thO river and biZ canals where 

water couid reach the decp roots of the tree in all seasons 

arld everything necessary for its fertilization and nurture 

is Securecs 

OU the other hand this uncontrolled regime is very 

dc3irablc for the shepherd who could iziove his flocýk away 

from the inundated areas in the sprinF, to the steppes of 

the ixabian dcacrt and the foothills of the Kurdish mountains 
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and come back with them in late summer to graze on the 

rich grass that grows at the inundated area after the flood 

has dried or withdrawn, 

The second method of economic life In the country is 

by means of a more or less proper control of the river 

system and by maintaining and constantly repairing the 

river banks by constructing reservoirs for the surplus 

flood water to be used in the low water season when it is 

so badly needed and at the same time avoid the floods by 

digging perennial canals that command vast areas of land 

and supply them with enough water throughout the year for 

the cultivation of good winter crops# valuable summer crops 

as well as vegetables and fruit trees; by constructipg a 

drainage system that drains the surplus water out of the 

fields and prevents "waterlogging" which turns the land 

alkali and saltyl and lastly by proper distribution of 

water and strict economy and good clearance of the canals 

to prevent them from "silting". 

In this way infinitely larger areas of land can be 

cultivated with a given quantity of water, Af ar greater 

yield can be obtained from a given area; more valuable crops 

can be grown; and last but foremost in Importance only in 

this way can a settled prosperous and numerous population 

be maintained and the essential background for economic 

progress can be laid. 
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The people of Iraq have been given these two options 

for the last seven thousand years* What seems very strik- 

ing is that they have not always chosen the right course. 

We must now show when they have chosen the right course# 

what were the consequences and why they have not done so at 

other times* 
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2. The Disturbiniz Factors 

The control of the rivers and the maintenance of the 

irrigation system that is so vital for the economic progress 

of Iraq involves functions and duties which could only be 

properly performed by the concerted actions of the whole 

community, The construction of a dam or a reservoir could 

not easily be carried out by private enterprise or local 

effortl the opening Of 8 canal system in one area may ad- 

versely affect the economy of another area in the matter of 

distribution of the precious liquid; failure to strengthen 

the river banks in one province may render liable to inunda- 

tion and ruin more than one of the neighbouring provinces; 

failure to clear the canals at their heads causes the 

devastation of the whole area that is served by those canals, 

Even in the smallest localarea there must be some sort of 

communal co-operation for the performance of those duties 

that are necessary for keeping the canals In continuous 

repair. Hence perhaps in no country does life itself depend 

on communal cooperation so much as it does in Central and 

Southern Iraq. Peace and communal action organized by a 

strong and energetic central body are the primary conditions 

of existence in Iraq not only to keep order and security in 

the communitys but also to carry out positive programmes 

and accomplish definite projects for the upkeep and control 

of the source of wealth in the country - the irrigation systal 
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Men these conditions were satisfiedt other economic 

forces like the opening of co=anications and expansion of 

trades the exploitation of the natural resources of the 

countrys the increase of population and rise in the standard 

of living gave a new impetus for expansion in the area under 

cultivation and for the intensification of agricultural pro- 

dUation:. in those areas until the country became a garden of 

Eden and actually realised the fabulous wealth that was 

credited her of old. Such were the times of Ha=ourabi,, 

Nabuchadrezzarp Chosroes and Harun al Rashid. But those 

periods were only short and bright episodes in the long and 

tragic history of the country. There were still longer 

periods when the emperor# king or wAii (govemor), being en- 

gaged in costly foreign wars# thriftless expenditure on the 

palace or local intrigues, had not the necessary money or 

time for the maintenance of the irrigation system; and the 

longer the system was neglected the more costly it became 

to repair. Moreover the state revenues and the general 

wealth and labour resources of the country diminished as 

more land went out of cultivation due to the failure to 

clear the canals or strengthen the river banks thus making 

repair and revival less possible. In this way the sources 

of wealth gradually dried up and caused great shifts of 

population which led generally to chronic social upheavalat 
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- political coups and general or local rebellions of which 

the country had more than its fair share# thus adding to 

the causes ýf chaos and destruction. 

External factors were not lacking to enhance the 

forces of instability and hasten the process of devastation. 

For many centuries in Ito ancient mediaeval and modern 

history, Iraq happened to be the frontier province between 

two great empires., Leop the Persian Empires in the East 

and first the R(xaan and later the Ottoman empires in the 

T'est and North. Hence it was the arena of great battles, 

always liable to marauding battalions and destructive 

armies, 

Moreover# the country being a fertile oasis# as it were, 

amidst a vast expanse of steppe and desert,, it was liable 

to invasion by its poorer but more virile neighbourst and 

its long history has largely consisted of a series of such 

invasions. From the East came the Sumerians# the Cassitest 

the Nedess the Parthiansp the Persians and the Mongols; 

from the north the Hittites and the Turks; and from the 

South and west, the Aramaeans# the Assyrianas the Chaldaeans 

and the Arabs., These invaders were mostly shepherds and 

nomadic tribes who entered the country as immense hordes 

subjecting the original population to their yoke and in 
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many cases destroying the irrigation system before they 

could appreciate its importance to the life and wealth of 

their newly acquired territory, 

This inflow of peoples Into the country has not always 

taken the form of invasion by regular armed communities 

with a definite intention to subjugate the country. There 

was a constant infiltration of peoples# partly from the 

Persian and Kurdish mountains in the East# but mainly from 

the desert in the south and west which took the form of 

immigration into the country of sections of tribes# small 

households or even individuals, Thus the Arabian Peninsula 

acted as a reservoir which supplied the country *ith man 

power every time there was a shortage of labour resulting 

from long ware# famines or plagues or whenever the source 

itself overflowedo as it were# due to shortage of food and 

grazing as a result of a natural calamity such as drought# 

religious or political Intolerance# or similar other disturb- 

Ing factors. A feud between two tribes# for instance# 

might drive one of them North into Iraq as was the case 

when the tribe of Taghlib was driven by Bakir In the 

Bassanide period and when the tribe of Aniza drove Shammar 

into Iraq in the close of the eighteenth century, 

This immigration was facilitated by the fact that the 

Euphrates took a predominantly eastern direction leaving a 
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large expanse of nlluvi= from Karbala southward undefended 

by any considerable water dhannelsp and this toot near the 

point where intercourse is casior with the comparatively 

hospitable Nejd onscs in the heart of the peninsula, 

These tribeomen would be primitive nomads living at 

firDt on the fringes of the delta with their camels to 

Gerve for transport. But they mainly subsisted on the 

booty they acquired from forays - "Ghazu" - into the cul- 

tivated lands in the neighbourhood and on the tolls and 

other exactionn they levied on merchandize passing through 

their territoryo Being pushed from behind by more powerful 

tribes they would enter the valley and occupy the steppes 

and common grazing grounds thus becoming shepherds. If 

the irrigation system was maintained and cultivation was 

profitable# they would be gradaally induced to take to 

agriculture first as a subsidiary occupation to the rearing 

of live-stock# in order to secure good grazing facilities 

for their sheep on the young barley shoots 
I 

in the spring 

or on the rich fields of alfalpha that are cultivated amid 

the trees, Then they became permanent cultivators of the 

soil and served to supply the necessary labour that was 

required for a rapidly expanding cultivation and intensive 

agricultureo 

(1) This custom is widely practised in Iraq, It appears 
that no damage is thereby done to the crop. On the 
contraryp the yield seems to increase by stronger roots, 
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If the irrigation system had been neglected# these 

tdbes were a debit rather than an asset to the country, 

A, s they competed with the native semi-nomadio peasants 

for the scanty spring foliage that had replaced the luxuri- LA 
ous cultivation. Is the cultivated area contracted$ the 

land Would# to an increasing degreep be unable to support 

the additional n=ber of people that had moved to it from 

Arabia. Hence the raid and counter-raid of these tribes 

in their struggle for existence added still another factor 

to hinder a qrlck recovery and settlement, 

Lack of pence nnd security have always and in every 

country been deterrent to econ=ie development, Yet in 

other countricalwhere livelihood depunds on rain-fed 

agriculture or on other more or lees constant and stable 

natural resourcest a certain degree of economic life can 

be established on the basis of self-sufficient communities, 

no matter how unstable the political and administrative 

organization may te. Butt it cannot be too strongly 

Omphasizedj that in Iraq Insecurity$ weak central control 

and lax and inefficient administration are inoonsistent 

not only with economio development but also with self- 

eiifficiency and more existence. For the existence of 

political and administrative stability is necessary for the 

adequate control of the rivers and the maintenance of the 

irrigation system which Is the primary source of wealth in 
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the country, If tile banks of the rivers are not annually 

5trengthened and inspected or it no reservoirs are built 

and kept in constant rTpair to absorb the surplus of water 

in the flood season# the rivers are liable to break their 

banks and flood the country or change their course and 

render vast regions waterless. If tho d=s that are built 

across the rivers to lead the rator into the canal systems 

are noU regularly inzpccted and repaired, or if they are 

deliberately broken for militoary purposes# their destruc- 

tion leads to the di-jing up oA. the canal systems and the 

devastation of vast areas that were once rich fields and 

luxurious gardens,, and the etarvation of a large section 

of the population that ucre formerly cupported by them. 

If the canals are not constantly cleaned from the hcavy 

sediment that is annually dcposited on their bedup their 

heads silt up# the amount ofrater they can carry dwindles, 

and the area that they can serve neceasari2, y contracts, 

This renders the population living in those areas gradually 

poorer and thinner until percnnial irrigation 6ives place 

to inundation and cultivation to stoak-breeding. The 

latter in Iraq requires nomadic or semi-nomadic life as 

grass is scanty everywhere and the shepherd has to go 

sometimes for hundreds of miles far into the Syrian deGertp 

in search of it in the Spring. 
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For the sake of protection these shepherds grouped 

themselves together by gathering round one of them# who 

has shown unusual couragep intelligence and,, above allp 

hospitalityp or who has satisfied them of his noble birth# 

being a descendent of some sheiklýy family of the oldArab 

tribes or simply having an influence in the locality. In 

some such way as well as by way of the natural expansion 

of a single shepherd household enhanced by intermarriage 

of cousinst a clan and# later* a tribe is formed which 

proclaims a certain area as its dirah and seeks to retain 

it for its exclusive use defending it against trespass 

from all strangers. 

In the struggle for the grazing and scanty arable 

land between the various groupst that Is enhanced by 

blood feuds$ personal animosities and common cause, the 

tribal bond solidifies and large tribal organizations 

emerge by the confederation of the various units and the 

affiliation of small and weak groups to stronger ones. 

Hencet constant invasiont tribal immigration# floodog 

changes in the courses of the rivers and the silting of 

canalso accompanied sometimes by other ravages of nature 

like draughtop plagues and locusts have several times 

drained the land of its inhabitants and rendered It once 

more a steppe only suitable for a tribal society. In 
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place of perennial irrigationp settled agriculture# a 

prosperous population and a well established social orderp 

we find a society rhere the tribe becomes the social unit 

occupying an area reserved exclusively for itself# which 

it uses mainly for grazing# but partly for very precarious 

cultivation# depending on an average of under seven inches 

of rain per annum# on inundation canalsp or on primitive 

Methods of lift irrigation by the aid of man or animal 

power. 
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The Historical Cycle of Tribalization 
and-Settlement 

This process has taken place continually in one or 

other of the provinces of Lower and Middle Iraq# and to a 

greater or smaller degree in different periods of its 

history, So much so that the long history of this part of 

the world can be considered as a cycle of two alternating 

processes of tribalization and settlement, 

Looked at from this anglet the history of the Irriga. 

tion Zone of Iraq can be divided into the following periods: 

5000 B. C. - 2870 B. C. 
4500 B. C. - 2211 B*C, 

(iii - 2211 B. C. - 1926 B, C. 
(iv - 1926 B. C. - 613 B. C. 

(v 

l 

- 613 B. C. - 331 B. C. 
(VI - 331 B. G. - 226 A. D. 

(v : Li - 226 A. D. - 12ý8 A. D. 
(Viii 1258 A*Ds - 1869 A. D. 

(ix 1869 A. Do - 1942 A*D. 

Period of Settlement. 
Period of Tribalization, 
Period of Settlement. 
Period of Tribalization. 
Period of Settlement. 
Period of Tribalization. 
Period of Settlement. 
Period of Tribalization. 
Period of Settlement* 

Hencep we have a period of settlement of the Sumerians 

at the dawn of history followed by a period of tribalization 

as a result of the first invasion by the Semetio tribes of 

Akkade Then the period of settlement of the First Babyloni- 

an Dynasty (2211-1926 B. C*) followed by another period of 

tribalization covering the Hittite (1926-1746 B, C, )t the 

Kassite 0746 - 1170 B. C, ) Dynasties and the Aramaean 

Invasion (1100-900 B. C, ) and its resulting tribal communi- 

ties during the Assyrian Domination (911-613 BoCo)* This 
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was again followed by a period of settlement during the 

New Babylonian Dynasty (613-539 B. C. ) and the Achaemenian 

Dynasty (539-331 B. C. ). Then there was another relapse 

into tribalism beginning in the Seleucide Period (331-142 

B. C. ) and reaching its height in the Parthian Period 

(142 B. C* - 226 A*D. ). 

The Middle Ages begin in Iraq with a new process of 

settlement taking place during the Gassanide Period (226 A. D. 

- 642 A, D. ) and extending for another four centuries of the 

Arab Caliphate. During the Seventh Centur7s however# the 

usual symptoms of economic disintegration began to appear# 

but the drift towards tribalism was arrested in the latter 

part of the Eighth Century (ie. # in the early Abbaside 

Caliphate) before it had time to assume uncontrollable pro- 

portions. Then about the Eleventh Century, a new process 

of tribalization began and was continued with added force, 

during the Mongol Invasion and the subsequent Turkoman 

Dynasties (1258-i639)t so that by 1639* the country became 

so predominantly tribal in character# that its history 

during the next two hundred years can be truly entitled 

"The Regime of the Tribes. " 

In the latter part of the Nineteenth Century# however# 

a new process of settlement began and continued at an 

ever-4ncreasing momentum after 190. 
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The period of the "Regime of the Tribes" sets the 

background for the social and economic life of the country 

in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries and will there- 

fore be studied in detail in the next two chapters. The 

earlier processes of'settlement and tribalization will be 

summarily dealt with below. 

THEBABYLOITIAN PERI :- 

There Is ample evidence of the existence of tribes as 

early as the Kassite period (1746 BoC. - 1170 B. C. )* Miss 

R. Clays in an able paper on Land Tenure in Babylonia-and 

As"ria (London# 1938) suggests that the tribal system was 

introduced into Babylonia at the beginning of this period 

and says, "there is no evidence of attributing its origin 

to an earlier time. " This# however# seems very doubtful. 

Have not the Semites who invaded the country and established 

the First Babylonian Dynasty# been themselves tribes or# at 

least# of tribal origin ? It seems almost certain that the 

Semetic city states were tribal districts before they were 

United together by Sargon of Agade in 2870 B. C. As a result 

of the advent of Semetio kings in Isin and Larsa in 2357, 

we find the vatesi (the Sumerian prince-priest) being 

"subordinated to many officials among whom were the mayors 

of the provincial towns# rabianu who became more powerful 
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personaiities. 01 These rablan bear very great resemblance 

to tribal sheikhs. They were the heads of the civil pro- 

vincial courts with elders of the town 
2. 

Again the right of family pre-emption over ancestral 

domainsp bit abinjig rhich was recod-tmized by the Babylonian 

Law 
3 

ýrae probably a development of the conception of the 

tribal dirah as the tribe disintegrated into its component 

families. By the reign of Hammourabi or even earlier$ this 

disintegration must have been complete because there was no 

mention of the tribes or indication of their existence in 

the Hamuourabi Codes in his letters or in the contracts of 

this period4. 

In the chaos that accompanied the rise of the savage 

marshland tribes of the "Sea Country" to power over Baby- 

loniag followed by the Hittite Raids, Kassite invasion and 

Blamite conflicts# the devastation of the country and the 

unsettlciment, began, The canal systems that the Babylonians 

had built were neglected and left to ruin and vast areas of 

land became arid as the irrigation system was destroyed and 

the land wac drained of man power, Agriculture was no more 

I Cambridge Ancient Historyp Vol. It P-512. 
2 ibid, 
3 See C. H. V1. Johns, The Hammourabi Code# (London# 1903) 

Art. 191. 
(4) Babylonian and Assyrian Laws Contracts and Letters 

by the same writer (London 19O4ý vol. I* 
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profitable with political insecurity and irregular water 

supplyp and the agricultural population took to grazing 

with its attendant nomadic habitep in support of their 

lives 

The country must have already been fast drifting into 

nomadism when, d6fenceless and comparatively vacant as it 

had becomes it fell an easy prey to the Invading Aramaean 

tribes in the Eleventh Century before the Christian Era. 

For# the existence of tribes and tribal land rights is evi- 

dent from the boundary stones kudurru# of the Eassite period 

long before the Aramaean invasion* These tribes gave the 

Kassite kings a great deal of trouble trying to maintain 

virtual independence from the crown. The Kassites sought to 

minimize their power by confiscation and purchase of their 

lands and granting the latter to high public officials# to 

members of the royal fam ily or to the Temple 
2. 

One of the 

boundary stones tells us that instead of buying the land 

from the tribe# the king demanded that the tribal chief 

should present it to a certain Adadzeriqishap doubtless 

another tribal chief# as a reward for services rendered 
3 

during a campaign against Assyria Another4 records the 

(J) In this period, the Euphrates seems to have changeA its 
course at a point north of Sippar and flowed further west 
of that city (see Lt. Col. W. H. Lane$ Babylonian Probl=sy 
Appendix II, P-178). See attached map* 

2 R. Clay# op. cit. 
3 Kings Babylonian Boundary Stones# Noe VII,, 
4 op. cit. No. X. 
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restoration of estates that had been proviouzly seized and 

the land a: two whole tribes formed the subject of the 

restoration. 
Then came the Arrýaiacan invasion which completed the 

tribalization of the country so that throujýhout the 

Asayrian Period we find nearly the whole of the Irrigation 

Zone of Iraq inhabited by tribeu. Thus the tribes of Utulate 

and Laki settled near the Udheira River eact of the Tigris 

and near Dur Gurigalzu west of it, "On the eastern bank of 

the Tigris to the South was established by the Tenth Century, 

the strong and prosperous co==nities of the Litaus Xhindarut 

Pukadu and Gambulu. "' The Guhhu were in the middle of the 

Euphrates Valley; while the Chaldaean Tribes settled in the 

south of Iraq and were divided at the time of Sargon Ilt 

Into rive clance Namelyt Bit Dakkuri in the north,, and 

south of themt Bit Satalit then Bit Shilani; while Bit 

Ammukani settled across Iraq and Bit Yaqin were east of the 
2 Tigris 

These tribes recognized no authority but that of their 

chiefe belbiti (i. e. # tribal lord)3; and the Assyrian 

(i) Camb. Anc. Hist. t Ill. P. 
ý2ý Ibid. 

3 R. Levyp Descriptive Sociology# Mesopotamia# Londonp 
1929P P64, 
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emperors had to enforce obedience and submission by i: orce 

and deportation; i But these methada so far from achieving 

their purpose# helped finally to unite the tribes under 

Habobalaaer "dj, with the help of zhe Medians under 

Cyaxeresp they overthreAf the Assyrian Uapire in 613 B. C. 

and founded the jaw Babylonian Brapire. 

In the Nc-. v Babylonian Periodo the tribal system still 

existed as is shown by the boundary 6tonea of that period 
2 

But the disintegration of the tribes was taking place at a 

very high speed by the revival of the Irrigation system of 

the old Babylonians and by the digging of new canals and 

da= carried out by the monarchs of this period particularly 

0) Thus Tiglath Pileserv the Assyrian Emperorp marched 
into Babylonia in 731 and went to Suppiap the head- 
quarters of Bit Aj=ukanip and "from Bit Shilanit 559000 
people and from Bit SS'aliv 509400 were deported to the 
Orontes Valley. " (Camb. Anc. Hist. v III# 42)a The main 
citics of these tribes were reduced to ruins and the two 
most powerful princes of the Kaldup Balasu of Bit 
Dakkuri and Meroduch Baladan of Bit Yaqint came to pay 
homage and a rich tribute to Tiglath Fileser as he sat 
before Sappla (ibid). 

Again In the year 700 B*C. t wholesale deportation of 
Bit Yaqin was ordered by 6enacherib (op. cit. jjIv p. 8j)* 
but Esarhaddan ordered the return of these exiles and 
claims to their estates were heard and duly ad3uated. 
This is shown by a bounda! T stone (kudurru) inscription 
dated In Shamaah-Bhum-Ukin a reigne (ibid). 

(2) Ro Clayt op. cit.; see also R. Levy# Descriptive 
Sociologyt op. cit. 
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Rabobalaserg Nabochadrezzer and his i=ediate successorel. 

This process of settlement was continued under the Persian 

(i) Thusp for Instances Nabobalaser dug the old course of 
the Euphrates which used to pass through Sippar. In one 
of his inscriptions he says: "and the banks of that 
river with mortar and burnt bricks I made secure for the 
comfort of Samas my Lord a moat wall I laid down, " 
(c. f. Lanep op. cito Appo UP P-M). 

Nabochadrezzer built the moat of the Arahtu Canal and 
opened up Libil HISall (Eastern canal) of Babylon "which 
for a long time had been in rains ... its course I sought 
out and built its banks with bricks. " (Lane# op. cit. 
P0180). 

Again we read in another inscription (op, cit, q p. 19o): 
"From above Opis to the middle of Sippars, from the bank 
of the Tilris to the bank of the Euphrates five beru 
(60 miles a huge embankment of earth I heaped up .... In order that by the inundation of many waters this em- 
bankment of earth may not be damaged with mortar and 
bricks I fixed it within .... to make happy the course 
of life of the peoples of Babylon. " 

This reconstruction continued by the immediate sue- 
cessors of Kabochadrezzer. Thus Neriglissar I says in 
another cuneiform inscription (op. cit. v p. igl+): 
"The Sippar river which in old days ran passed Isagila 
whose waters under a former king *.. had withdrawn too 
far away for fetching water from# I sought for its old 
beds its old floods as in olden days I led passed Isagila. 
The canal on the eastern side (of the Euphrates) which a 
fo=er king had caused to be dug but whose channels he 
had not built# the canal I caused to be built of mortar 
and bricks I made its bed; waters that would never dry 
up in abundance I provided; for Isagila and Rzidah I was 
ever at worki for the preservation of all the cities of 
the coast I was ever concernedo" 

Note that the construction of irrigation works and 
other buildings were a subject in which the Babylonian 
monarchs of this period have prided themselves and ranked 
with military achievement. 

As to the clearance of canals and the strengthening of 
river banks# the Ha=ourabi Code (Are. 53) makes the 
maintenance of the river bankst the duty of the owners of 
the land adjoining it. The work presumably fell on the 
peasant. Dredging the canals out from silt was the duty 
of the district governor (Johns# Laws# Contracts and 
Letters# opo cit., Vol. it p, 198) who either summoned 
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Achamenides who succeeded the new Babylon Dynasty in 

539 B*C. so that# by the time of Dariusp the land was 

prosperous again and could pay i#000 talents of silver 

annually# together with the contributions in kind' which 

were possibly two or three times as much as the fixed money 

taX2 as "the Great King and his Army" says Herodotus3 "for 

four months in the yearp had their support from Babylon and 

for the remaining eight months from the whole of the rest of 

the Empire", 

A description of the country and the magnificent irriga- 

tion works that have been built up by the Babylonima. and 

Persians can be gathered from various historical documents 

of this period, such as the clay cylinders of the Babylon 

monarchat some of which already referred to abovet as well 

as those relating to the history of the Achaemenians4'* 

the riparian owners to clear out the beds of the canals 
(L. W. King Letters and Inscriptions of Hammoarabi London 
1898 vol. 1. p. XXXVIII) or by a levy, Soldiers or 
forced labour might be used for the purpose, 

In the New Babylonian dynasty# in the time of Nebucha- 
drezzar Ip we find men hired for the purpose. They were 
called Kalle nari or canal labourers (Cuneiform Texts 
from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum London 
1896 IX No. 92987). 

(1) Whereas Egypt with its dependent Cyrenaica paid 700 
talents and 1209uoo measures of corn worth W talents 
(C. Huarts Ancient Persia and the Iranian Civilization 
Londong 1927, P-76)1 Cam. Anco History# V1v p, 25. 

2 Cambridge Ancient History Vol. III p, 200j, Vol. VIj, p. 25- 
3 George Rowlinsonp History of Herodotust Book IIt po193- 
4 As for instance the clay cylinders of Cyrus the Greato 

(Lane# op. cit. App. III)o 
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Perhaps more illuminating than those are the books 

written by various Hellenistic Historians and Geographers 

of this and later periods like the History of Herodotusp 

the Anabsis of the Expedition of Cyrus the Younger# the 

Cyropaedia or Institution of Cyrus# the Geograplyof Straboo 

the Natural History of Plinyp and finally Arrians History of 

the expedition of Alexander the Great and conquest of Persia, 

Of these we shall only quote three passages. The first ii 

from Herodotus in which he says that "the whole of Babylonia 

is like Egypt intersected with canals. " The second is from 

the Anabasis which describes the country between the Archous 

Canal and the Tigris west of Uodern Baghdad2 where "Clarchus 

.. *. asks the messenger of what extent the country was that 

lay between the Tigris and the canal; he$ answeringy it was 

of large extent and contained besides villages# many large 

cities. " The third is from Arriants History of the Expedi- 

tion of Alexander3 in which the writer says that the course 

of the Tigris upstream to Opis was frequently spanned by 

several "weirs and other Impediments" which Alexander had 

ordered "to be pulled up" and the channel "to be cleared! '. 

These weirs were considered by the writers as well as# no 

doubt# by the Hellenistic army# as mere impediments put by 

ýlj As translated by George Rawlinsont Book IIv P. M. 
2 As translated by Ashleyp Spelmang Smith# Fielding and 

others# Chap. IV, p, 228. 
(3) As translated from the original Greek by Rookep Book 

IIIt Chap. VIII. 
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the Persians to hinder the enemy fleet. They were of course 

irrigation dams used to raise the water into the various 

canals. 
During the five centuries that followed the Achaemenian 

period (331 B. C. - 226 A. D. )# another process of tribaliza- 

tion set in again as a result of the two-fold processes of 

internal economic disintegration and external invasion. 

The first process was a result of the political con- 

fliet between Alexander's generals for the large heritage 

in the East, and the Parthian invasion and their wars with 

the Romans - which left the country virtually ruined and 

divided up into several semi-independent districts ruled by 

local chiertainsp which the Arab Historians called Mulukal- 

Tawsif i 
and among which may be instanced the principalities 

of Ilesene and Kharacene2. 

M The word literally means "Kings of the Seats or dis- 
tricts" which was translated from the Persian Khadhagh- 
Khavadhay or ruling prince (Christenten Irang Sous lea 
Bassanidesp Paris 1936 P-17. 

(2) Pliny (VI ch. XXXII5 writes that the Mesenians (like 
the Marsh Arabs of to-day) maintain their independence 
by flooding the approaches to their land when they were 
invaded. The Mesene state was founded in 129 B. C* The 
Mesenians were Semites but their language was different 
from that of the noighbouring Arab tribe# but akin to 
that of Petra (Sur la Mesene et Kharacene by M. Reinauds 
Joun. Asatique 1860, poigO). 
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Thus during the Parthian period the country was fast 

drifting into nomadism with the exception of the district 

situated in the middle of Iraq between the Euphrates and 

Tigriep which was then inhabitated by the Nabatheanas as 

well as by the Greek colonies who mastly lived in their free 

cities and the Zews who enjoyed a certain degree of munici- 

pal independencei. 
2 

The rest of the country was inhabitated by tribes 

This natural disintegration coincided with the leakage and 

later rain of the dam of Malarab in Yemen In South rest 

Arabia about the middle of the second century of our era, 

The flood called by the Arabs Seil-al:: Arim drove many Arab 

tribes-northwards to Hijaz# Syria and Iraq. The tribes of 

Aws and Khazraj emigrated to Yathrib in Hijaz, the Ghassan- 

ides to Syria and the Lakhamides to Iraq. The Lakhamides 

were a confederation of tAbes under the co=on name of 

Tanukh. They were reinforced with the Northern Arab or 

Adnanite tribes of Taghlibp Iyad and Bekr. The Lakhmides 

forced their way into Iraq from the Western coast of the 

Persian Gulf and settled on the Euphratea Valley and 

(1) Sir P. M, Sykes. A History of Persia 2nd ed, London 
eý 1930 vol. Ivp. 362- 

(2) Thus Pliny says (V-31) the lower marshes were infested 
by the Attalip a predatory people of Arabia beyond whome 
are found the acenitae, The banks of the Euphrates are 
occupied by the Nomads 01" Arabia as far as the deserts 
of Syria. 
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established the Kingdom of Hira. The North Arabian or 

jidnanite tribes of Rabiag Mudhar and Bekir seem to have 

been pushed earlier by the Yemenites into North Uesopotamiao 

We find them already eettled in the vioinity of Harranp 

Diarbekir and Mosul before the Sassanide period 
1. 

Some of the Arab tribes such as Anizap Sheiban and 

seotions of Iyad and Bekir remained Beduins living on the 

Western borders of the plain of Iraq west of the Euphrates. 

(i) Allusi - Bulugh-il Irab p. 217 says that they came also 
at the date of Seil-el-Arimp that is during the Parthian 
period. 
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Bright Mediaeval Ages 

On the advent of the Sassanides to power over Uesopo- 

tamia a new process of sottlement took place which was to 

lastp with few interruptions# ror over eight centuries$ ex- 

tending throughout the Saassnide period and a greater part 

of the Islamic Caliphate. This process was initiated by 

the Sassanides themselves and was encouraged by two factors, 

In the first place the Sassanidesp unlike the Parthiana, 

strove to establish a strong centralized authority and des- 

troy the petty tribal and feudal states that grew like mush- 

rooms in the Arsacide Dynasty* Secondly they gave particu. 

lar care to agricultural developmentt mainly due to the in- 

fluence of the Zoroastrian teachings which encouraged agri- 

culture and made it a daty upon its believers to further 

the "rorks of life" by advaneing tillagel. Agriculture and 

(1) Zoroastrian religion came into being in the 7th century B*Cs (Christenten ops cit. P-33) and was the state re- ligion of the Achaemenianst but its influence in Iraq wag 
not strong until the Sassaulde period# partly due to the 
resistance of the Babylonian temple and partly to the 
lukewarm enthusiasm that waa shovn toyeards it by the 
Parthians (Sykes op. cit. I P-370). In the Sassanide 

eriod Zoroastrianism again became the state religion 
OPs cit* 1.397, Its teachings were very favourable to 

agriculture, Thus according to this religion man has been 
placed upon earth especially to maintain the "good crea- tion" (Yacna XXXIII 3, cf. Rowlinsont Great Monarchies 
Vol. III p. 635) and resist the endeavours of Ahrimant the 
force ot evil to injure and ruin it, This could only bo 
by careful tilling of the soil and the reclamation of 
barren land* The ideal life of a Zoroastriant said the 
Prophet Anashustra "is where one of the faithful erects a 
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Cattle breeding were the only noble callings end it was 

encumbent on everyone to look arter his land; hence we find 

that the primary concern of the Persian Kings was the en- 

couragenent of agricultures the digglng or canals and the 

prevention of floods, 

The maintenance of the canal system and the opening of 

new ones weref liko successful military cxploitst always 

conuidercd by the rulcra of Iraq as a matter of pride and a 

source of popularity; but at no time has the agricultural 

system so much perfected as in this period* The Country 

was eovered by a network of Canals and ditches and several 

dams were constructed across the rivers to raise their water 

and enable the maximum utilization of the precious liquid. 

The distribution of water was controlled by the central 

authority by a system of regulators and sluice gates under 

the charge of public officials in the villages, A compre- 

hensive system of land taxation was established by Chosroes 

based on a unit of area under cultivation. Land lying 

fallow at the time was exempt. "The scheme involved". says 

Rowlinson' "not one survey9 but a recurring annual survey 

and an annual registration of all the cultivators with the 

house with cattlot wife and children and v7here the cattle 
go thriving ... the dog# the wifoo the child are thriving 

where one of the faithful cultivates most corn# grass 
and foodl where he waters grounds that are dry and dries 
grounds that are too wet (Sykes op. cit, Vol, I. p. iO8). 

(i) op. cit. Vol. 1119 po635. 
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quantity of land under cultivation held by each and the 

crop or crops to be grown by them" 

In this wayp the cultivator was safeguarded against 

the ravages of floods and droughts and was provided by 

regular water supply for his crops and a fixed taxation 

that was not burdensome and less liable to the avarice 
2 

of the public official He was encouraged to cultivate 

the land more intensively# as the tax was the same on land 

that was well or badly cultivated, But the greatest of all 

benefitsq perhapst was the security of tenure that the land 

owner obtained by having his land registered in his name in 

the official records and by the fact that his land was im- 

mune from confiscation or trespass as long as he paid the 

tax on it. 3 

(1) C. Iluart, Ancien PeraIR--nnd-the Iranian Civilizatio j 
London, 1927#, p. i561 Christenteng ope cit. p., 119; Zeidans, 
Tarikh-UL-Taruddun 11-Is smit Cairop 1910p Vol. Jig 
P-85, Rowlinsonp op. cit. vol. 1119 p*637- 

(2) The collection of taxes took place under the super- 
vision of the Magis or Zoroastrian priests who were em- 
powered to interfere In cases of oppression and protect 
the subjects against the tax-gatherers. (Rowlinsong op. 
cit. vol. III# P 637). 

(3) The Persian kings. # at least in theoryq considered 
themselves the absolute owners of all the soil in the 
Empire in virtue of their divine right and conquest 
leaving to their subjects the right of usufruct only, 
Thus the cultivators were considered mere lessees of the 
land and had to Pay the land tax# taskap and "the portion 
of the king" in order that they shall have the usufruct 
of the land (Newmang Agricultural Life of the Jews In 
MesoDotamiap Londong 1932v p. 161), Thus "the Crown 
decreed that he who pays the tasks shall enjoy the 
usufruct" (of* Newman# ibid, ) The tasks was therefore in 
the nature of ground rent paid to the king for the use of 
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This policy transformed the tribal communities of the 

Parthian period into settled and prosperous peasantap so 

that by the Muslim conquest the greater part of the Christian 

tribe of Taghlib was found settled in the centre of Iraq be- 

tween the two rivers; a part of Iyad was settled on both 

banks of the lower Euphrates; and sections of Rabilap Bekir 

and Mudhar became agriculturalists in North Mesopotamia 
10 

The process of tribal disintegration had gone so far 

during the Bassanide period that the Mass of the peasantry 

were at the time of the Muslim conquests made of Nabatheanst 

Persians and Arabs all mixed and living in communities knit 

together by the ties of communal habitation rather than by 
2 

the ties of blood or kinship 

the land. If the land holder was unable to pay the taskap 
his land was given to another one who could. Newman (op, 
cit. pp. 162-163) cited many examples where land was con- 
fiscated by the crown from farmers who did not pay the 
taska# and was sold to wealthy Jewish landowners* On the 
other hand# if the occupier paid, the tasks he could not 
be evicted from his land# and couWdispose of it as he 
wished., He could even claim his confiscated land when- 
ever he felt he could cultivate it and pay the tasks on it, 
S'b much secure# indeed# land holding was during the Sassan- 
Ide periodp that forty years ofundisturbed possession of the land was necessary to prove title to it, (Newman# 
OP- cit. p. 193). 

(1) Some of the tribes of Lakhmp Iyadp Bekrp Sheiban and 
Temim were still nomads living west of the Euphrates and 
along the western coast of the Persian Gulf under the in- 
fluence of the Arab kingdom of Hira. 

(2) This can be inferred from the following%- Umarp the 
second Muslim Caliph is reported to have said addressing 
the Arabs in Medinah Itlearn your tribal origin and do not 
be like the Nabatheans of the SawaiV (the name given by 
the abs to what corres onds to the irrigation zone of 
Iraqjr"whoj when asked atout his descent says I come from 
villa e so-and-so, " (Ibn Khaldunp Al-Muqaddamahp Cairo# 
P. 1091. 
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Towards the end of the SaReanide period a new process 

of disintegration# however# started to take place owing to 

the internal struggle for the throne among the Sassanide 

claimants to it. The irrigation system was neglected and 

a series of great floods occurred which damaged the Canal 

system, One example of this devastation was the change in 

the course of the Tigris below Kut from its old course past 

modern Amara to what is now called the Gharraf Channel. 

Baladhuri saidi that in the fifth century A. D. the area was 

flooded because the Tigris was neglected for many years. 

The dykes were repaired and the area was cultivated again 

until the seventh century A. D. when about the year 629 A, D, 

both rivers broke their dykes and swamps were permanently 

formed. The Persians were unable to repair the dykes and 

the damage became permanent. "This change" says Ibn RuStah2 

"had turned all the country bordering the older eastern 

course into a desert" and so it remained until the ninth 

century when he wrote. 

This change in the river course augmented and extended 

the area of the swamps between the lower Euphrates and the 

tail of the Gharraf Channel# thus flooding still more cul- 

tivated lando 

ý1ý Fultuh-il-al-Buldam. Cairo 1932, p. 290 
2 Al-Allaq Al-Nafisahq published by De Gp; jep Biblio- 

theca Geographorum Arabicump Leyden 1885-1892 Vol*VIIq 
see also Le Strange The Land of the Eastern Caliphate# 
Cambridge 1905, p. 26. 
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Corresponding damage mast have also occurred in other 

parts of tho Country in the confusion that preceded and 

followed the Arab conquest as the land revenue had declined 

from 150 million dirhams during the reign of Qubadh to only 

120 million dirhams at the time of the conquestio 

This economic disintegration continued daring and after 

the Islamic conquest until the Abbaside Dynasty came to 

power over Mesopotamia in 750 A. D. and the irrigation system 

was revived. The destruction of the irrigation system and 

the continued decline of productivity can be shown from the 

revenue figures of this period# which were 120 million 

dirhams at the time of Umar and fell down to 102 million 

dirhams in the latter part of the Amawide Dynasty 
2 

The causes of this decline are manyfold. 

On the one hand the cumulative processes of destruction 

of the irrigation system already started during the Sassan- 
It ide period were still operative in the Islamic period if 

not enhanced by the confusion of conquest and the religious 

struggle between the different Moslim factions which was 

(1) Hawardi-Al-Ahkam Al-Sultaniyaho Cairo pA65: Cl- 
Huart Histoire den Arabes (Paris 1912) Vol, 1, p*272, (2) Zeidant Vol, 11, p, 215o This does not take account of 
the fact that the Dirham during the Amawide Dynasty was 
worth only 7/iOth of the Dirham. in the Persian period. 
Thus the true decline in the revenue was from 120 Persian 
Dirhams (which reighs i mithgal) to about 71 Persian 
Dirhams. This represents a decline of about 401a. 
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centred in Iraq. Consequently the Country was drained of 

man powert partly due to the destruction of life during the 

internal struggle between the Persian claimants to the 

Throne and the Muslim occupation and particularly In the 

three gicuit battles of Aljacrp Ciadisivah and Halwan and 

partly due to the steady call to arms of the peasantry in 

Iraq on their conversion to Islam I* 

The third reason was the heavy taxation Imposed on 

the peasants by the early Uaslim rulers# who claimed in 

the form of Land Tax (Kharaj) all the surplus of land pro- 

duce beyond the bare subsistence of the peasants 
2* 

Rural 

conditions have become so bad that the peasants began to 

forsake their land and seek livelihood elsewhere, This 

outflux from the land was so serious during the governor- 

ship of the Hajjaj that he had to issue an edict ordering 

"everyone whose origin was in a village must return to it 

so that the Kharaj and the J12ya. should be taken from himP. 3 

Incidentally the destruction of the irrigation system and 

the heavy taxation and oppression of the peasants by the 

Amawides were perhaps the greatest causes for the restless- 

ness and constant rebellion In Iraq during this period. 

(1) In the early, lolamic periodj, the dhimi (none Muslim 
protege) on his conversion to Islam surrendered his land 
and left it to the peasants in his village to pay the 
land tax on It and he joined the Muslim Army and received 
a regular salary from the Treasury (Zeidan Vol. II# p*12). 

ý2j See infrat Chapter III,, pp. tAjf&j& 128-13' - 
3 Ibn Khullikan Vol. Ijp p, 277P Ibn-ul-Athir Vol. Vo 

p. 4.8, v Cf. Zeidan Vol, Ij, p. 2j. 
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In order# howeverp to do justice to the Amavides, 

this qualification must be made. In two areas, namely 

that around 177asit and in the area of Shatt-al-Arabq they 

have affected a considerable development of the land by 

the construct-ion of new irrigation canals, the revival of 

old ones and the reclamation of part of the Bataih (the 

evamps in Lower Iraq), The development of the land In 

the vicinity of r7asit, and lower down the Tigris to the 

Bataih is mainly attributed to the Hajjajj, the Vice-Roy of 

Iraq and Persia during the reign of Abdul-Ualiki. The 

development of the Shatt-al-Arab area may be attributed to 

general economic factors mainly arising out of the existence 

of the Arab military camp of Basrah during this period, 

Happily the internal economic disintegration was soon 

arrested at the advent of the Abbaside Dynasty (74.2-1258 

A. D. ) before it led to the stage of complete tribalization, 

Part of the swamps were reclaimed by Abdullah Ibn 
Darraj# the governor of Iraq at the reign of Mulawiyah. 
The returns kgnallat) of the reclaimed land was reported 
by Baladhuri (op. cit* p. 291) to have been no leas than 
five million dirhams. The same writer also mentions developments carried out at the time of the Hajjaj in 
the Bataih (ibid) and particularly around Wasit which the latter tied built in the year 84 A*H 704. A. D. ) to 
be his seat of government (op. cit. p. 2hý* Thus for 
instance, he ordered the "digging" (or perhaps the re- 
vival) of the two canals of Zabi and Nil in this area (op. olto pp*203-2901 uee a. -. Lao R. Levyt yociolo&Z of 
Isle v Vol. I-P P-321. 
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Iraq again became the centre of a great empire after hav- 

ing lost that position 1: or about a century to Syria when 

Damascus was the seat of the Amawide Caliphs, During the 

Abbaside 0, aliphate the irrigation system was revived and 

extendeal so that the land of the 3wvad became a "veritable 

network of canals"2. Full description of the irrigation 

system during this period can be found in Le Strange# The 

Innds of thm vmstern onliphete- (Cambridje 1905) as well 

as in the works of several Arab Geographers who wrote dur- 

ing this period3. In orders however# to give a rough idea 

of irrigation aystem of this period a tracing of the map 

which Le Strange had ased to illumtrate his work is repro- 

duced (see map attached)- Furthert a passage from his 

work is quoted below 
4: 

(1) Zeidant op. cit. Vol. Ilt pp-78,980. 
(2) Istakhris Maaallk Al-Hametlik, Bib. geog. Arab., q Vol. j. 

(3)po83. The works of the most important JLrab geographers were 
collected and published by De Geojev Bib. Geog* Arab. 
already referred too In addition see also DescriDtion 
of Mesorotami nnd Baghdad written nbout the year 900 
A. D. by Ibnjiera-vion and published by Le Strange# with 
a translationp In the Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society# Jan. 1895, Glimpseu of irrigation system dur- 
ing the Abbaside period as well as earlier periods can 
also be round In Sir William Willoockst Irrigation of 
Mesopoteplay (Londonp 1909) and also in a lecture given 
by Sir William on The Restoration-of the Ancient Irr 
tion works on the Tljzrls aZ Jae rmecuvaj (Jeog, Uocle 
T-published In Cairo# 1903). 

Lands of the 'rastem Caliphate,, pp. 29-30, 
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"Iraq 
.L north of the wrampst was then traversed 

'like the bars of gridiront by a succession of 
annals that drsined eactrard Into the Tigris, 
while cast of the Tigris a canal 200 miles in 
length# called the Nahrawanp starting from 
below Takrit and re-enterina the river 50 miles 
abovo Wasit effected the irrigation of the lands 
on the further or : the Persian side of the Tigris. 
A look at the =p shors how the marvellous fer- 
tility of Iraq during Abbaside times was due to 
a strict cconouW of the water supply. While 
nearly all the lands between the Euphrates and 
Tigris were irrigated by the waters of the 
Euphrates led off through canals flowing east- 
ward# the lands along the left bank of the Tigris 
and towards the foothills of the Persian High- 
lands were made fertile by the canals of the 
Nahrawan which economically distributed the sur- 
plus waters of the Tigris to the eastrard and 
caught the flood of the numerous streams flowing 
down from the mountains of Kurdistan. " 

This economic revival can again be shown by the 

revenue figures of this period as compared with those of a 

century earlier. Despite thO Successive reductions made 

in the revenue demands by the Abbaside caliphs'# the total 

revenue of the Irrigation ""one of Iraq shows a considerable 

increase as compared with that of the Amawide period, 

Acoording to ýjudamaU2 t the land revenue of the gawad in 

the year 225 A. H. (840 A-D-) amOunted to M#457#850 dir- 

ham as compared with 92 to 102 million dirhams over a 

hundred years earlier. 

2 infra P. 137. 
2 Yitabul-Kharajp Bib* Geoge Arab. # opo cit. Vol. Vl# 

pp. 236 f. 
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It would be Illuminating to estimate the area under 

cultivation during the Middle Ages and compare it with 

modern figureso According to au3ually reliable aource 

the total area of the Sawad that was subject to the land 

tax during the reign of Umar was about 36 million jeribs. 

As the jerib was approximatelyp 1384 square Meters (about 

one third of an'acre) 
29 the area subject to the land tax 

was nearly 50000 square kilometers or about twelve million 

acres, Furthert since the land revenue during the reign 

Of Qubadh In the Sessanide period was 25% higher than the 

total amount collected during the reign of Umar (150 Million 

dirhams against 120 million dirhams respectively)t the 

total area subject to the land tax at the height of the 

Sassanide period# i. e. p before the flood of 629 A. D, and 

the ruin of the province of Kaskar# presumably approached 

45 million jeribs i. e. # correspondingly 25% higher than 

that at the time of Umar. This latter figure would be 

approximatel, v 62#500 square kilometers or about 15 million 

acres, 

The 36 million Jeribe mentioned by Arab historians as 

being subject to the land tax do not seemp however., to have 

been all under cultivation in any given year. They appear 

Baladhuri p op. cit. 0 p. 268. 
2, 

ý 
The jerib was 60 dhira' by 60. The dhiral was 62 

centimetres. See also Christentenp op& cit. # P-361j 
C. Huartt op. cit, P-157. 
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to represent the cultivable as well as the cultivated area# 

as they included the 'emir Ie., "developed land" as well 

as the Rhamir or land under water "which could be cultivated! #! 

Most probably they also included the fallow land which con- 

stituted about half the area under grain in view of the 

biennial fallowing system then 2s 
and at present# being 

followed in grain cultivationo This can be inferred from 

the fact that Muslim Jurists have given freedom to the cul- 

tivator to till the land or leave it uncultivated as long 

as he duely paid the land tax on it# in case the kharaj was 

fixed on the land, Where the Xharaj was proportional to 

the produce# only three years were allowed for the land to 

remain uncultivated after which the land could be taken 

over by the state and leased or otherwise dealt with so 

that it could be cultivated and the kharaj paid on it3. As 

grain land was by far the most predominant land in the 

Sawad4j the total area actually cultivated in any one year 

during the Iliddle Ages was considerably smaller than the 

above figures would suggest. Roughly it would probably be 

between six and seven million acres. 

Comparison with the state of cultivation and land 

utilization at the present time reveals the remarkable 

1) Baladharit op. cit. p. 269. 
2 Masudis Al-Taubih gal-Ishraf# Calrop 1938, P-41. 
3 Mawardit op. cit. p. 142. 

14 

infra P-*Oý 50. 
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extent of strict economy and full utilization of the water 

supply in this period. In 19lip Sir William Willcocksp 

after rather hurried investigation layed down projects for 
1. the irrigation of some six million acres Only a small 

part of hie projects have been so far carried out. In 1931s 

Sir Ernest Dowsonp from information furnished to him by 

local administrative and irrigation officers# estimated the 

cultivable area In the Irrigation Zone at 51#000 square 

miles (about i2. i million acres)o 
2 He# however does not de- 

fine what he means by the term "cultivable area". Unlike 

rain-fed areas where the fertility of the land determines 

the size of the cultivable area# in the Irrigation Zone of 

Iraqs water rather than land determines the size of the cul. 

tivable area because "there is more land than can be served 

by the rivers,, 
3. on this basis Mrs Ionides4' estimated in 

1937# the area that "was capable of being irrigated! ' by the 

limited supply of the rivers to be only about 30#000 square 

kilometers (about 7J million acres). Ionides however does 

not seem to take account of the possibility of storing the 

ýij Irrigation of Mesopotamiap op. cit. 
2 An Inquiry into Land Tenure and related Question in 

Iraqt polio The cultivable area of the rainfall Zone was 
at the same time estimated at 41#000 square miles (about 
ten million acres). 

(3) 
P-5 

lonideepRegime of the Euphrates and Tigris# op. cit. 

(4) ibids 
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flood waters of the Tigrid (now under earnest consideration)p 

or even the not inconsiderable amount of flood water of the 

numerous streams flowing into the Tigris from the Zogron 

Uountainse 

Of this cultivable area, Dowson estimated in 1931# the 

area "under cultivation In any given year" 
I to be from one 

fifth to a tenth of his estimate of the cultivable area# 

i. e, p from 2j to 14 million acres In the Irrigation Zone 2 

In 1937P Ionides estimated the area "at present irrigated 

annually" to be about 8#000 square kilometers (about two 

million acres) of which only 3#000 square kilometers (about 

three quarters of a million acres) were irrigated by "con- 

trolled canalst#3, The remainder were Irrigated by "uncon- 

trolled canals" and by liftv especially, oil pumps, 

It will be seen that a=cthing approaching full Utiliza- 

tion of the water resources of Iraq was effected in the 

Middle Ages# enabling the annual cultivation of about four 

, 
times the area which is at present being cultivated* 

ý1ý op. cit. P. ii. 2 The corresponding figure for the Rainfall Zone would 
be from two to one million acres* 

(3) lonides# op. cit. P-5. 
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The Period of Destructio 

The political and economic greatness of Iraq began to 

wane fron. the middle of the Ninth Century of the Christian 

Erat when the Abbaside caliphs were dominated by their 

Turkish guards. The political unrest and administrative 

corruption which followedp immediately affected-the economic 

prosperity of the country and started the devastating pro- 

cess all over again* Oo fast was the decline in the pro- 

ductivity of the land# that not a century had passed before 

the land revenue of the Sawad had fallen to about half. The 

Table below shows this decline in the land revenue: 

T abl a No. 

TOTAL LAND REVENUE OF THE SAWAD i 
(including the district of Basrah) 

Apy)roximat e -Date 
201+ A. H. 819 A D: 
250 A. H. 864 A: D 
306 A. H. 90 A. D, 

Land-Revenue in Dirhams 

114P457#650 
84: 309,9340 
49 736#235 

These figures include beside the land tax# other 

revenues# such as capitation tax# customs duty and other 

(I) The figure for the year 819p is obtained from Qudamah 
(Op. cit. p. 236); That for the year 864, is from Ibn 
Xhurdadhbih, Al-MR89lik wal- Pfsnallkv Bib* Geog, Arab. # 
op* cit. Voi. 'V. p. 8); while the figure relating to the 
year 918 is obtained from a list published by Von Kremer 
in his Einnahmebudget des abbasiden Reichesq (cf, Zeldanj, 
op. cite vol-- 1 p. l12). The original figure or the 
last mentioned item was in dinars and was converted to 
the dirham at the rate of 15 dirhams to the dinar. This 
was the rate prevailing during this period between the 
gold coin and the silver coin. (01. Huartp Histoire Des 
Arabeep VOLIP P-373). 

., ý- I 
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miscellaneous items. But these other revenues only form a 

fraction of the total. In the first two dates in the Table 

above, over 85% of the total revenue was from the land tax 

on wheat and barley paid in kind while no doubt part of the 

remainder was also from the land tax on other crops paid in 

epee es 

It will be noticed that the decline in the revenue be- 

tween the first two dates was about 30%j while there was 

another 41% reduction In the third date as compared with 

the second. The actual figure of the revenue at the be- 

ginning of the Tenth Century were probably much lower than 

was shown in the above Table. Dearly half of the revenue 

collected in 90 A, D. was from the Royal estates (Khassah 

and Abbasiyyah) and from religious estates (Awqaf)s As 

Most of these estates were in the Sawad we have added them 

up with the revenue of the Sawed; but part of these estates 

were outside the Sawad although their revenue unavoidably 

went to augment the land revenue of the Sawad as shown in 

(1) The land tax as shown by Qudamah (op. cit. p. 236 f) 
was composed of 1779200 kor of wheatq 99t721 kor of 
barley and 14,, 095#800 dirhams. The wheat and barley 
together were valued by the same writer at 1000619850 
dirhams. Similarly the figures given by Ibn Khurdadhbih 
(op. cit. pp. 8 f) were 63p4OO kore of wheatt 91#850 kors 
of barley and only l4t456 t 840 dirhams. The grain was 
again valued by the writer at 69,852P500 Drms. 

II 
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the third f igure of the Tableo Hence the reduction in the 

land revenue between the aecond and third datea were prob- 

ably much higher than 

The coutinuous deoline was naturally partly due to the 

system of tax-farming that was practised in the latter 

period# to the partial evasion of the land tax by the 

larger land owners aud to various other reasons 
i; but it 

was mainly due to the fall in cultivation both in area and 

intensiveness resulting from the gradual destruction of the 

irrigation system. It was daring the Tenth Century2 that 

the Tigris started to abandon its course near Qadisiyah 

after sweeping the regulating head of the Hahrawan Canal. 

This canal was nearly 200 miles long# from 22 to 130 yards 

wide andp at its headj, 16.7 feet deep. It irrigated over 

two million acres of land cast of the Tigris from the head 

of the Udheim River to the vicinity of modern Kut. Sir 

William willoocks who investigated the irrigation system 

in Iraq In 1909# said that this region was so densely popu- 

lated before the ruin of the Vahrawan "that, if we judge 

from the ruins and great works traversing it in its whole 

extent# no spot in the globep perhaps could excell it. #3 

(i) See Cl. Huart. Hist. Des Arabcop op, cit. vol. Ip 
p-373- (2) Le Stranget Lands of the Eastern Callphatep op. cites, 
P-32. 

(3) Irrigation of liesopotamiag opo cit. P-15o 
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Muq, -Iddani 
i 

writee in 985 A. D. that the Kahrawan was flowing 

"amid continuous extensive villages,, date groves and well 

cultivated land .... and in like mannerp many branches 

ensnntiný,; from it, irrigate the country between It and the 

east ban; z of the Ti6ria. But Lhe drying q: .d of the Hahraran. 

Canal rao proceeding as he wrote and by the Thirteenth 

Centur-j the ohango in the river course wau complotes, and the 

Nahravran Canal had dried up; the Seljur, ax-miies had made it a 

road-jay 
2 

while the n=eerous t. Dwns and villages that studded 

its banks were ruined as the cultivated land became arid 

once more. 3 

Further the Dujail canal which took off from the right, 

bank of the Tigris# nearly opposite the head of the Nahrawang 

vias over 60 wiles long and 55 yards ride# the Ishaqi Canal 

which ran parallel to it and "the numerous other courses" 

which Irrigated the western banks of the Tigris as far 

couth as Baghdad# oleo began to silt up and the towns of 

Ukbarap Awan and Dusrah which trere described by yag: at5 as 

being picaoant places surrounded by gardens were subsequently 

reduced to ruins. 

(i) Ahsan 11-Taqasim, Bib, Geog* Arab. j op, cit,, Vol, IIJO 
Pe 124 

2 Ibn Serapion# op. cit. p. 270- 
3 Lo -3tranae, op. cit. PP. 36-37. 
4 Willcocks Irrigation of Mesopotamia# op. cit. P-13- 

151 

YajLut Mu'Jam ul Bul*dan Vol-III9 705P 1 395 and 654. 
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Hence the process of devastation has started long 

before the Mongol invasion of the 13th century. The weak 

resistanoe that the country could offer to the various in- 

vaderz an: 11 pretenders to power between the tenth and the 

thirteenth century testify to its ever decreasing wealth, 

ever contracting cultivated area and'diminishing man power. 

The tax larmsp military fiefs and the petty states that 

arose in various parts of the land by the eleventh century 

haatened the process o. C devastation. 

Bet. ween the ijth and seventeenth centuries the ruin 

plated. In the 13th cenTury a federation of mongo- was com- 

lian nomads rose in . '-entral Asiu and swept westward destroy. 

ing every vestige of wealth and culture, Baghdad was sacked 

and burnt by 11olago in 1256 A., D,. and its inhabitants 

massacred, Bi4w thq most ruinous Oýý Holagolz acts was the 

studied destruction of dykes and headworkol. In this way 

the process of devastation Zained impetus while the few and 

Opiritless survivors of that invasiOU could not check its 

accumulating force..; and the longer the irrigation system 

ras left in disrepair the greater was the devastation due 

to the silting up of canals and scouring of rivers. Then 

towards the end of the i4th century came the next blow under 

(J) Longrigg Four Centuries of Modern Iraqp Oxford# 1925P 
P. 13. 
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Timurlane followed by a struggle for ascendancy over Iraq 

between the two Turkoman dynasties called the Black Sheep 

and the White Sheep in the course of the 15th century, 

In the 16th century the Safawites rose to power in 

Persia and Iraq became a frontier zone between two Empires 

i. e. # the Ottomans who were at their highest glory and the 

young Persian Empire with its new claims to glory. The 

struggle between these two empires mainly took place in 

IraýL and Azekbeijan. Persian and Turkish marauding armies 

pillaged the country in turn from 1508 to 1639. In 1508 

Shah Ismail occupied Baghdad which in 1525 fell to Suleiman 

the Greatq the Ottoman Sultan. Baghdad remained in Turkish 

hands until 1623 when the Persians recaptured It. But dur- 

ing this period there was almost ceaseless hostility between 

the Sultan and the Shah. In 1638 Baghdad was again reoccu- 

pied by the Turks under Murad IV after a siege of some weeks. 

The whole Persian garrison and 30#000 inhabitants are said 

to have perishedi, The "Permanent Peace" was signed In 

1639 giving Iraq to the Ottomans 
2; to remain in their hands 

until 1914. 

(1) Foreign office Peace Hand Books# No. 65 - Mesopotamia$ 
1920p p*20., 

(2) This peace was not final as Nadir invaded Iraq In 
1730 and war was intermittant until 1746 when the Treaty 
of 1639 was reaffirmed. 
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Hence by 1639 very few traces of the previous 

prosperity were left in the country. The neighbourhood of 

Basra was still covered with date palms thanks to the action 

of the tide which automatically raises the water of the 

river at its mouth to fl6w into the ditches leading to the 

gardens. This stable system of Irrigation enabled intensive 

cultivation to be carried on in the Middle Agesp so that 

"the district was covered with continuouG palm trees from 

Abdasi to Abadang a distance over 150 miless so continuous 

that one cannot be in any part of it without being amid 

palm trees and near a river or in a position to see them! ". 

The same author says that in the 8th century the creeks of 

Basra were counted and found to be 120#000 creeks 
2. 

By the 12th century# it was ruined due to the "in- 

jt; atices of the Walls and the tribal raids made on it once 

or twice every year from the Arabian deserto particularly 

the tribe of Khafajale3. 

By the 17th century the area under cultivation had 

considerably diminished and the land between the site of 

old Basra (Zubei: r) and Ubulla (Modern Basra) a distance of 

nearly twelve miles which was the depth of cultivation 

along the main river# had become mostly barren; while in 

(1) Ibn Hawqall, Al M-asalik Wal. Mamaliks, Bib. Geog. Arab. 
Op* C: Lt" Vol-Ili, P-159- ý2ý IbicL 

3 Op. cit. pp. i6O-i. 
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other places sedge and bulrushes took the place of palm# 

Alfalfa and other fruit trees and vegetables. 

Above Basra nearly all the country was alternated by 

desert and marsh with none of the great towns and 

prosperous villages that once studded the river banks and 

canal courses. On the Tigris the bulk of which still took 

the Gharraf course since the Sassanide period# none of the 

ancient towns had survived. Madain (Cteciphon)p Jarjarayat 

Al-N=aniyahv Jubbull, Fam-il-Sulhp Wasitp Nahr Bins, Siniyahl, 

Hawanitp Qatr and several others which once commanded well 

cultivated and densely populated districts had all fallen 

into ruin as the once cultivated land around them was turn- 

ed into a desert or marsh. So intensive had cultivation 

and settlement been along this river that the Arabs of the 

early Caliphate used to say that the villages were so close 

to each other on the Tigris that the cocks crowing answered 

each other from housetop to housetop all the way from 

Baghdad to Basra Instead the banks of the river were in 

the 17th century lined with willow and poplar and the in- 

terior was arid waste$ and marehland. The modern towns of 

Aziziyap Modern Namanivat Kutt Amarap Qalat Salehp Qalat 

Biker and Shatra were yat unborn with the exception of Hai# 

then a miserable little village by the ancient Tkiasits 

Willcocksp Irrigation of Mesopotamia XZZZX P Op. cit. # 
P. viii. 
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Instead of these towns there were moving clusters of 

tribal tents along the Gharraf and lower Tigris. 
. 

On the Euphrates above Basra there were numerous 

moving clusters of tribal homes the most permanent of which 

were Nahr Antars, Mansuriya and Kut-al-IluAmmar i. Purther 

upstream the Hindiya was dry and forgotteng whilst in the 

flooded lands lie Rumahiyaj Kufa and the holy cities, On 

the Hilla branch there were the tribal centres and desert 

markets of Arjap Samawag, Lamlum and Hiska (Modern Divaniya), 

Purther up to Hilla several well settled villagess in their 

date gardens, survived but were confined to the banks of 

the river and mostly irrigated by water-lift devises. 

The numerous canals between the two rivers west and 

south west of Baghdad that had formed a "veritable network 

of canals and cultivation between Baghdad and Kufa" 
2 

had 

silted up like the other canal systems. 

East of the Tigris the vast area that had been cul- 

tivated by the Nahrawan Canal had long been converted into 

desertp with the exception of some narrow patches around 

Baqubap Shahraban and Dalli Abbas along the Dyala river and 

ýiý Longriggy op* cit, p, 2. 
2 Ibe%Hawqalt op. cit. P. 163. 
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Khalia Canal where palm and fruit plantations and fields 

still existedg depending on semi-perennial irrigation se- 

cured by the damming of the Dyala River at the head of the 

Khalia Canal by brush wood and mad every year at the begin- 

nir4j of the law water season. The dam wan swept away by 

the river at high water season to be rebuilt when the water 

subsided, 

North of Baghdad the lands along the east bank of the 

Tigris had been arid ever since the Nahrawan dried up# 

while on the west banks some cultivation ras carried out by 

the trickle of water that still flored into the Dajail at 

high water season. 

This was broadly the condition of the irrigation system 

and cultivation in lower Iraq in the 17th century, Only 

around the big towns of Bacra# Baghdad, Hills and Baqubap 

can it be said that cultivation was permanent# and that 

was mainly due to the existence of greater aecurity and 

nearby markets. Elsewhere the country was mainly a steppe 

inhabited by tribes of shepherds* Where cultivation 

existed it was precarious and shifting from place to place 

and lasted in any one area only as long as the floodst or 

the raids of another tribe# or the rains# permitted. It 

was half hearted and secondary due again to the same dis- 

turbing factors as well as to the absence of markets and 
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lack of transport facilities and security en route to make 

cultivation a profitable undertaking. 

TRIBALIZATION: 

With the silting up of Canals tribalization began. 

This process of unsettlement had indeed started as early 

as the Tenth Century. Thus Ibn Rustah I who wrote in 903, 

tells us that on the way between Dir Tirmah and Daskara on 

the road to Halwan only 24. to 48 miles east of Baghdad# 

*the villages on both sides of the roads fell in ruins and 

the inhabitants cleared away for fear of tribal beduins. " 

Again in the latter part of this century a tribal chief 

named Umran Ibn Shahin declared his independence in the 

marshlands below Wasit and the Caliph was powerless to en- 

force his submission, By the Eleventh Century several 

petty tribal states arose In Mesopotamia. 

This process of tribalization was enhanced during the 

Mongol period3 and Turkish and Persian Wars as more land 

went out of cultivation and convuunication became more 

difficult with the extension of the marshes which afforded 

I Op. cit. p. iO, +- 
2 Ibn Muskaweih Taj'arib-ul-Umam Cairo igi4. p VII p, 230o 
3 In the Monaolian Perioetp the tribe of Khafajah occupied 

the land in the vicinity of Kufaht Beni Asad had*their 
"asit; AgLil in the neigh- dir near Hills, and South of V 

bourhood of Basra and the various tribes that Ibn 
Battutah called Maadi were in the marshes on the way to 
Wasit and Kufa (A Azzawiv ITBrikh-il-Iraqq Bagdad# 1935# 
p, 540), These marsh dwellers are still called Mandan 
today. 
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an admirable defence line for the tribes against the 

forces of the central administration. 

These tribes originated in various ways, Poor men 

or adventurers grouped round the younger son of some tribal 

nobility to form a new tribe called by his name. Oppor- 

tunity# personality, hospitality and victory increased his 

tents as he could give more protection to the shepherds now 

attracted to him. Legend stepped in to enhance the origin 

of the tribe. Hence the shepherds soon carried the name 

of 11abiat Khuzqlav Tamim or other of the great pro-Islamic 

tribes. 

In this period toot many tribes from the ateppes of 

Nejd and the Jazira crossed the Euphrates to the pastures 

Of Iraq and competed with the local tribeo for the grazing 

grounds which would be allotted by the endless process of 

raids and counter raids; and every wave of new comers 

started a new series of tribal shifts and local migrations 

to make room for the unwelcone auests. 

Internal causes such as feudl factiong jealousy, 

economic insufficiency# drought and campaigns by local 

governors also contributed to the MObillty and Instability 

of these tribes. Hence dispersion and coalescence modi- 

fied their size and presaare from without and faction from 

within changed their dirahs and constantly marred the 

possibilities of settle%ent and cultivation. 
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During, the next three hundred years the economic 

history of the country as vvell a3 the social and political 

history was that of the tribes and their relations with 

each other# with the central administration and with the 

outside world. 
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The Painfall Zone 

The Rainfall Zone can be divided into two partal namely 

the undulating plain lying mainly on the western side of 

the Tigris# and the Kirdish hilly district lying east and 

north east of that river. The Western parts which together 

with the upper Euphrates region now included in Syrias was 

called the Jezirah by the Arabs and has mostly shared in 

the political and economic vicissitudes of the Irrigation 

Zone. It hasp like the Irrigation Zone witnessed several 

Simetic invasion from the west and south and wasp for the 

most part of its history again like the Irrigation Zones 

inhabitated by several tribes. It can therefore generally 
be Included within the tribal regions of the south. The 

precariousness of the rainfall in this region# particularly 

west and south of its and the difficulty of securing Irri- 

gation waters added to the proximity of that region to the 

Byrian desert and therefore its accessibility to Arab 

tribes# have taken the place of the precariousness of the 

water supply in the south to cause the same alternating 

processes of tribalization and settlement in this region 

almost coinciding with those of lower Iraq. The only 

exception perhaps# to this rule would be found during the 

Assyrian period when the Jazirah can be said to have been 

at the height of its glory. 

. l. -. -'A 
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Although It has shared In the Aramean invasion in the 

beginning of the first milleni= before the Christian era# 

the Jazirahp unlike the Irrigation Zonep soon recovered 

and was developed into a prosperous country mainly through 

imported slave labour and foreign tributes brought by the 

Assyrian Emperors from the subject nations including the 

Chaldaeana in lower Iraq, The ruins of the irrigation 

works now visible mainly date to this period. This pros- 

perity seems to have ended quite suddenly at the fall of 

the Assyrian Empire and the Jezirah fell back into obscuri- 

ty# as it was reduced to a subject province at the border 

line of first the Median and Persian Empire and then the 

Seleacidep Parthean and Roman Empires, 

Reference has already been made to the migration of the 

tribes of Bekrjp Mudhar and Rabia to the Jazirah during the 

Parthian period and their settlement during the Bassanide 

period. In the Islamic period the Jezirah close3, v followed 

the fortunes of the Alluvial Plain in its decline during 

the Amawide Dynasty and revival during the Abbasides. 

in the latter Abbaside period tribalization, in this 

region again set in# mainly due to the weakness of the 

central administration and the invasion of Beduin tribes 

from without. 
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Thus Ibn Hawqal writing in 979 A. D. ' tells us that 

the Jezirah was previously inhabited by the tribes of 

Habia and Mudhar2p "some or them owners of horses# sheep 

and camelep but the greater part of them are settled in 

villages" .... "In our times", he goes on to say# "other 

tribes from Qais Allan# Beni Qushkarv UgAllt Beni Hemir 

and Beni Kilabf had cleared them of most of their lands", 

This accounts for the fall In the land revenue of the 

district of Mosul from about 58 million d1rhams in 810'A. D. 

to about 24 million dirhams In 900 A. D. 
3 

This decline continued throughout the latter part of 
the Abbaside Caliphate and gained speed In the Mongolian 

and Turkish invasions as the lack of security that resulted, 

made cultivation precarious and lack of safety on the road 

Made the marketing of crops unprofitable compared with the 

rearing of live stock which is more mobile and therefore 

more easy to protect against a raid. 

Thus during the seventeenth century we find most of 

the Jezirah inhabited by nomadic tribes whose livelihood 

I op. cit. P-1501 
2 They were ther since the early Islamic period, 
3 The first figure is from the list of Ibn Khaldun and 

the second from Ali Ibn Musat see Zeidan Vol. lit pp-51s 
110-121* 
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depended on raids# on tolls from the merchandize that 

passed through their Dirahs# and as merchandize carriers 

using their camels, 

East of the Tigris the mountainous districts of 

Suleimanlyah and the eastern half of Arhil Liwas contained 

well watered valleys and fertile upland plains which 

allowed self-sufficient agricultural co=unities to settle 

dawn. The amount of rain was sufficient In this district 

to make agricultural life more or less i=ilne from the 

disasters and insecurity attendent on the uncontrolled 

river system as in the south. Moreover the mountainous 

and inaccessible nature of the Terrain has to a large ex- 

tent protected this region from repeated military invasions 

which are so destructive of settled economic life. Occasion- 

allyp however# Kurdish pastoral tribes penetrated to this 

region from the mountains of southern Kurdishanq while 

other pastoral tribes from the same source annually visited 

this region during the winter season in search of pasture 

and retired to their mountainous abodes in the early spring. 

The camunities settling in this region were, since 
the Assyrian period Kurdish in racep and their social 

structure was paternal and tribal. Of these tribes Ibn 

Hawqal i 
mentions the Hukkariyyahs the Humaidiyyah, the 

jubiliyyah and the Hawiy7ah who inhabited these districts 

(1) Ibn Hawqal op. cit. p. i3ý. 
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in hie time* At the head of each community was the figha 

who wielded a great amount of authority over the peasants 

and levied a share of the produce part of which he retained 

for himself and the other part he paid as revenue to the 

Government. In addition he claimed military service and 

other dues on the occasion of marriage# feastep as well 

as the sale of live stock. 

The Aghas were generally Independent heads of their 

own districts but sometimes they were vassals to still 

more powerful tribal or feudal potentates who ruled a 

larger district. Of these latter rulers were the family 

led by Husnewsih Al-Kurdi and his sonelp who ruled over 

Kurdistan during the Tenth Century and were for all 

practical purposes independent from the Abbaside Caliphs 

of Baghdad, Of these families may also be mentioned the 

Kakawihiyah Dynasty ruling in Kurdistan from 393 to 443 A. H. 

(1008-1052 A, D, )# the Baktagini Dynasty of Arbil ruling 

from 539-630 A#H- (1145-1233 A-Do) 2# 
and the family of 

Beni Ardalan which sprang in the Twelfth Century In 

Persian Kurdistan and rapidly extended its suzerainty over 

the tribes of Shahrizor during the Thirteenth Century3. 

In the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries the Kurdish 

districts of Iraq were disputed between the Ardalan 

(1) Ibn Uuskawelhp Tajarib Il-Umamj, op. cit. Vol. 6, pp. 270 
et s4Lq- 

21 Zeidant op. cit. Vol. I# p. 84. 
3 S. H. Longriggg op, cit. p. 6. 
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Dynasty and the Jalairis of Baghdad# and in the Sixteenth 
i Century between the Turks and the Persians 

The most Important local feudal families which were 

to be found in this region in the beginning of the Seven- 

teenth 06nturyt were the Bahdinan Family of Amadiyyah# the 

Aghas of Rawanduz and the Suran Begs of Koit A branch of 

the latter family# the Babansp ruled# in the Seventeenth 

and Eighteenth centuriesp the districts from the River 

Dyala to the Upper Zabe 

West of the Uountainous, district of Kurdistan# lay the 

fertile valleys of the Two Zabs and the cultivated belt 

which extends southwards through Kirkuk to the River Dyala. 

This district was dominated by two factorst its geographic- 

al position and its fertility. 

The region is situated between the Kurdish Mountains 

and the Arab steppest and through it passes the main trunk 

route connecting Baghdad with Mosul and Asia Minor, While 

its central position and Its fertility allowed settled 

agricultural life to take place in this region# the same 

reasons have made it a subject of conflict between the 

Arabs from the Vests the Kurds from the East and the 

Turkoman tribes who settled in it in the later Middle Ages, 

Nevertheless# this region from time immemorial grew 

(1) op. cit. pp. 1+1-46. 
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considerable quantities of wheat which were exported 

mostly to the south when flood and draught, had caused an 

acute shortage of food in that part of Iraq, 

In the Assyrian periods it was the core of prosperity 

of Ilesopotamia and the centre of Assyrian settlements. 

The export of wheat seems to have continued in the latter 

part of the Middle Agesi and in the Seventeenth Oentury 

when the South was mostly an expanse of steppe and Impene- 

trable marshlandp a chain of Turkoman villages and cities 

lined the main road from Baghdad to Uosulp Uardin and 

Aleppo -a fact which indicates the existence of consider- 

able agricultural settlements. 
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CHAPTER ii 

THE REGIME OF THE TRIBES 
(1639 - 1831) 

i, The Tribal Confederations 

The two centuries extending between the two Ottoman 

occupations of 1639 and 1831t were characterized in Iraq by 

the development of strong tribal confederations which became 

formidable powers in the country. By a process of integra- 

tion# absorption, and alliances mainly taking place during 

the Seventeenth Century# the scores of comparatively small 

tribal units which developed in the earlier periodt had 

united together to form large confederation occupying nearly 

the whole of the Irrigation Zone and the major part of the 

Rainfall Zone. During the Eighteenth Century and the greater 

part of the Nineteenth Century# they were virtually inde- 

pendent from the central authority thus forming a sort of 

ýperimn in the country. imperio in im 

The disposition of the various tribes had varied within 

wide limits from time to time according to their relative 

power and the changes taking place in the irrigation system 

which often forced them to change their abode. During the 

lb 
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early part of the Nineteenth Century# according to a con- 

temporary source' the disposition of the more important 

tribes was as follows: - 

Along the Euphrates, from Samawah to Qurnah and the 

Lower Gharrafp was the tribal confederation of the Huntafig. 

They were composed of several tribal unite the most im. 

portant of which were Al-Shabibo Beni Malik# Al-Ajwad and 

Beni Said. - among other tribes in the confederation at this 

time were Beni Hukeim of Samawah and Beni Uansurp Beni 

Khalgans and the various tribal groups called the tribes 
2 of the Jazair in the Oharraf Area, 

In the Uiddle Euphratesy from Samawa to Hllla3 were 

the Confederation of the Khazall; this was composed of the 

Khazail tribe together with aeveral others the most im- 

portant of which were the tribes of Afagg Al-Agra'p Halijah 

and Al-Fatlah 4 

Above the Khazail Confederation on the HindWa branch 

of the Euphrates were the tribes of Al-Bulaijl, Al-Wawij 

Al-Qashaam and Zigareet5o Vhllo on the Hilla Branch of 

(i) Huha=n d Bas sam al-Tamimi 
an Arabic US (Catalo us Godicum Orientalums M. B. 9 pars 
Secundap London 181+61 which gives an account of the 
tribes about the year 1818* 

ý2ý Al-Tamimij, op. cit. 
3 Ibid. # see also F. R. Chesneyp Narrative of the 

Euphrates Expedition (London# 1868)t p. 92, 
ý4j Tamimig op. cit. 

5 Ibid. 
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thatip river were the tribal confederation of the Zubeid. 

The former were generally under the domination of the 

KhazaI12. The latter was however an Independent confedera- 

tion composed of the three tribes (among others) of Al-jhaish 

Al-Sultan and Al-Said 
3. 

Above Hilla were small tribal units the most important 

of which were the Zoba' and the Janablyyin and a part of the 

Jubur4. Higher up the Euphrates to Anah were the Dulaim 

tribes composed of fOUr sections namely Albu-Rediniv Albu- 
5 Fahadq Albu-Alwant and Al-Uahamid 

Along the Tigris from Qurna to Bagdad were from South 

to North# the tribes of Kaaba under Persia# Albu-Mohammed 

who were at this time under the domination of the Muntafig 6 

Further up the river there were the independent tribes of 

Beni Lamp Rabia and Shammar Togah7. Above Baghdad# along 

bi 
21ý 

1,13ýFraserl 
Travels in Kurdistan and Mesopotamia 

(London# IE40) P-35- 
Al-Tamimit op. cite 

4 P. R. Chesney# The expedition for the Survey of the 
Rivers Euphrates and Tigris (Londonq 1850) Vol. Is PP-55- 
57. 

Al-Tamipiv op. cit. 
6 see Information-secured from-Shaeikrh Falih Al-SgZhood 

and his Mullah-re arding the tribe of Albu-Muhammad which 
forms Appenaix Be to 1jr, M. F. Jarmil thesia-T-h-e-Ne-w Iraq 
Its ]Rroblem of Beduin Education (Columbia Univ, N. Y. 1934) 
p. 1281 Tamimi top* cit) d es not mention Albu-Uuhammed 
as a separate entity while Chesney includes them in the 
jazair group (Expedition# op, cite Vol- It pp-722 f). 

(7) Tamimip op. cit. 
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the Tigris Riverp were from South to North, the tribes of 

Al-Ubeidv ShamMar Jarbah and Tai; while along the River 

Dyalah to Kirkuk were the tribes of Beni Temimp Al-Azzahe 

part of Al-Ubeidp Al-Kromah and Al-Baynt'. 

T', 'est of the Euphrates there wiere -the purely nomadic 
2 

tribes of Beni Khalid near Zubeirp Al-Dhafir and Anizah 

In addition to the tribes mentioned above there were 

also scores of other smaller tribes in various parts of 

the country# being generally in alliance with or under the 

protection of their larger and stronger neiahbours3. 

We cannot here give the details of the growth and de. 

velopment of each of these tribes. In order however to 

give some idea of their nature and the process by which they 

were unitedv we have chosen four of the larger confederations 

for the purpose of giving a brief account of their origin 

and their relation with the central authority during this 

period* These confederations are the Muntafigs the Khazail, 

Beni Lam -and the Sohammar. 

I Ibide 
2 Tamimit opo cit.; Chesney# ope cit. p. 722. 
3 Note that the tribal map as it existed in the beginning 

of the Nineteenth Century was broadly Identical to that 
of the present day with the exception Of course that they 
are now more settled than they were then* This will be 
more clear later in this work* See location of the 
tribes at the end of the Nineteenth Century in Map 
attached,, 
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The Munte-fig-Confederations 

Along the Euphrates below Samawa to the Hammar Lake 

and on the tail of the Gharraf Channelp were in the Early 

Seventeenth century the three comparatively big tribes of 

Beni Maliky Al-Ajwad and Beni Jaidp as well as some other 

smaller tribes who were either pure beduins living In the 

steppes or "Jammasah" (i. e, p "people of the baffallo") 

living in tho marshes* About that timep it is said a re- 

fugee nobleman came from Mecca and settled in the neigh- 

bourhood. By his personality and noble birth# he soon 

commanded the respect of the tribes so that they submitted 

their 16requently recurring disputes to him for arbitration, 

Then# it is said# hd was murdered by the tribes 
1p 

and his 

son was brought out in the desert by Beni Malik to become# 

eventually# their leader* He was to form the family of 

Al-Shabib which was destined to unite the scores of tribes 

of that district into a strong confederation under the 

name of Muntafig. Members of that family succeeded each 

other as the supreme overlords (under the title Sheikh il- 

klashaZik or "the chief of the chiefs") of that confedera- 

tion for over two centuries with an authority rarely 

0) This story of the access of the family of Al-Shabib 
to the overlordship of the Uuntafig tribes Is told by 
Longrigg (op. cit. p. 78) which, he Sayst was derived 
from local information. A slightly different version of 
the same story was told to the writer also by local au- 
thorities on the subject. The divergence however lies 
In the details and does not affect the result. For in- 
stancep I was told, it was his son rather than Mani the 
nobleman of Mecca who a grderedp and the indemnity dem 

nInged 
b the, latteý 

8 
DTy., h 

ýfsa: 
J) tAa. such as made *1w Ilan he -D7 -nn over odote ribes. 
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challenged until the latter part of the Nineteenth Centuryo 

The striking power of the Muntafig Confederation must 

have been growing at a very great speed during the Seven- 

teenth century. By the end of that century they had subdued 

all the neighbouring tribes under their rule and were so 

strong as to march to Basra and occupy it in 1690 and de- 

feat the contingent sent against them by the governor of 

Baghdad In 1694, Their away then extended from Samawa to 

the Persian Gulf along the Euphrates and across the Tigris 
i 

to Mandali due east of Baghdad For seven years, Mani', 

their leader was the governor of Basra and not until 1697 

was Basra recaptured by the pro-Persian tribe of Huprafta 

and delivered to the ottoman Sultan through the Shah in a 

truly eastern act of diplomacy., 

But the power of the Mantafig had not waned as they 

were holding the area from Samawa to Qurna and had revolted 

In 1705 owing to disputes with the governor of Basra "over 

taxationp, cultivation rights over Euphrates Islands and 

(1) The Historical data relating to the four tribal con- 
federations were# unless otherwise mentioned# mainly col- 
lected from scattered passages in Mr. Longrigg's Four 
Centuries of Modern Iraq (oV, cit. ) The writer is great- 
ly Ind ted to Mr. Longrigg a work for a great part of 
this chapter as frequent references to his work in the 
following pages will indicatev as the first-hand 
historical sources of this period$ being mostly in 
Turkish$ are inaccessible to the writers The pages re- 
lating to the Huntafig confederation were from pp-78#94-P 
120-2p 12-4 f-s 156 f., 167 f. t 213-i5j, 225 f. p 228-30P 
233 f. t 237 and 248 f. 
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subsidies claimed by the tribes"i; and in 1708 they were 

raiding far into the province of Baghdad. 

In the Turkish Persian wars of the Eighteenth Century 

(1722-1747) the Uuntafig gained greater strength and in 

1741 they again surrounded Basra and blockaded the towns 

and looted the villages from Qurna to Nejef. But the Wali 

of Baghdad could this time capture their sheikh Sadun and 

have him beheaded# an act which Inflamed the tribes more 

than ever as we find them rising again In 174.7, cutting the 

dykes and inundating Basrae 

In the latter half of the i8th century the power of the 

Muntafig was still rising. They were against the Turks in 

V69 but In 1775 we find them helping the Turks to deliver 

Basra from the Persians who occupied the city In 1774.. This 

led to the appointment of their leader to the Eyalet of 

Basra with the rank of Mirmiran2. Howevert In 1787,1792 

and thereafter# we find them continually rising against the 

Turks and successive operations were led into their dirahe 

year by year# right into the 19th Century trying in vain 

to subdue them into obedience. In V85 an alliance of the 

Muntafigp Khazail and Abeld tribes again Occupied Basra for 

ý 1ý Op. cit. p. 125. 
2 According to Fraser op. cit. p. 294 the Muntafig in 

1774 had acquired dominion and right of taxation over a 
small tract of country below Suq--el-Shuyukh, 
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two yearov and in 1787 an attempt by the Wali to depose 

their leader and aPpoint a loyal Sheikh had finally to be 

abandoned after ten-years struggle. Finally the old leader 

was restored in 1796'. 

In 1812 we find them giving shelter to a fugitive pre- 

tender to the Wilayat of Baghdad and actually succeeding a 

year later In installing him to the governorship of Baghdad, 

In 1824 they were again blockading Basra and the Turks were 

fighting them out of it. This was followed by another 

attempt to appoint Ajil as the Sheikh of the Muntafig in- 

stead of their now old and blind rebellious leader Hamud al 

Thamir. 

The-Confederation of the KhBZail. 

The Khazall tribe claim to have descended from the 

tribe of Xhuzaa, who came into Iraq from Arabia with the 

Islamic invasion* But the first record we have of them 

as a strong tribal confederation was during the Turkish- 

Persian wars of the early seventeenth century when they 

rose against the Turks under their leader Moha=a who 

hailed the Persians as deliverers in 1621 and two years 

later tried to drive them out of Karbala2* In 1639 we 

again find him fighting the Turks in a pitched battle when 

(1) During this period the Muntaf ig were the strongest 
bulwark which stood against the Wahhabis of Arabia from 
invading Iraq. 

(2) Longrigg op. cit. P-58. 
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his followers were largely butchered and 600 heads of the 
I leaders of the confederation were sent to Baghdad This 

event inflamed the tribes and united them into a strong 

league against which Basrah and Baghdad were Impotent. 

Hence they were attacking Wurna in 16539 revolting In 1657, 

marching to Basra with the Huntafig tribes in 1690 and 

looting villages and threatening Hilla with Shammar and 

Anaza tribesmen in 1705* 

During the Eighteenth Century the Khazall too gained 

rather than lost strength when the Turks were occupied in 

the Persian wars between 1723-1747. In this period the 

Khazail were under their strong and famous leader Hamad Al 

Hamud who substantially defeated the Wali in 1746 2 but a 

larger contingent from Baghdad subsequently defeated the 

tribes and destroyed Lamlum the principal settlement of the 

Khazail and a number of tribal leaders were decapitated. 

SheiX4Hamud escaped* Here again a new sheikh was appointed 

and again the attempt failed and Sheikh Ramud was subse- 

quently restored* 

In the latter half of the Eighteenth Century column 

after colu= was despatched almost annually against the 

ýj op. cit. p. 82. 
2ý Nivbuhr says that the Khazail can muster two thousand 

Cavalry and a35roportionate number of infantry. (op. cit. 
Vol. 119 P-17 * 
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Khazail and a few months suffioed to show that hopes of 

better security in this region was in vain as Hamad al Hamud 

refused all control and scorned all ordersi. In 1813 we 

find the Khazail blockading Karbala and in 1814. and 1815 

expeditions ended In their defeat and their sheM deposed, 

The deposed sheM called in the Shammar and Zubeld tribes 

to help and the Pasha asked the tribes of the Lluntafig, 

Dhafir and Ubeid who were on his side. The Wall, was vic- 

torious but restlessness and insurgence was increasing in 
2 

the area until 1831 

The--Tribe of Beni La : 

In the seventeenth century too# we learn that Hafidhp 

great grandson of Lam quarrelled with Barrak his overlord 

of the Huwaiza dynasty in the marsh on the Persian frontier 

Of Southern Iraq# and founded the Independent tribe of Beni 

Lam which after a long struggle restricted the dirah of 

Rabia to the fork of the Tigris and the Gharraf and Occupied 

the area from Kut to Amara. In 1681 and 1696 the Vrali of 

Baghdad undertook a campaign to chastise them and in 1704 

they were at war with the lluwaiza, In 1717 and IM fresh 

campaigns were necessary which ended in deposing and 

(1) op. cit. p. 2049 M ... (Rousseau) Description de 
Pashaliq de Baghdad,, Paris 1809. p. 59. 

(2) Longrigg P-155. 
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Imprisoning their sheikh who later escaped and took 

refuge In Huwaiza. In the wars with Persia they were 

allied with the latter and were raiding in 1726 to the 

walls of Baghdad. They were punished in 1738 when the war 

was over and a force stayed behind to collect revenuei* 

During the latter part of the Eighteenth Century# Beni Lam 

like the Muntafigo the Khazail and several other tribes 

continuously called for expeditions from Basra and Baghdad 

to chastise themp extract revenue from them or punish them 

for robberies and revolt. Thus U, Hiebuhro who visited 

Iraq In this period writes 
2 that the 

"Beni Lam are a great tribe between Korne and 
baahdad upon the banks of the Tigris .,, They 
receive duties upon goods carried between Basra 
and Baghdad. These Arabs sometimes pillage 
Caravans. The Pachs, of Baghdad then sends 
troops against them# and sometimes chastise them 
by beheading their chiefs. But the successors 
of the Gohiechsp who have been beheadeds are 
always a great enemies to the Turks and as zealous 
to maintain their liberty as their predecessors 
have been. " 

Thus in 1763 they invaded and forced to pay a large fines 

in 1800 their sheikh was deposed which Set the whole 

comtry from the Tigris to Luristan ablazel but peace was 

restored with brutal force, 

Here too force was of no avail as we find them rising 

again in 1806 and in subsequent years to the end of the 

periodo 

ýij Op. cit. p-156- 
2 U, Riebuhrp Travels through Arabiap Dublin 17929 

Vol. II, p. 169. 
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The Tribeof Sharnmar: 

Unlike the other tribal confederations the tribe of 
Shammer had its original home in Arabia. Its entry into 

Iraq constituted yet another wave of tribal invasion and 

caused a new dislocation in the economy of the Jczirah by 

the eviction of nlready settled tribal peasants from their 

landsp the routing of other tribes from their pastures and 

the creation of a new power in that district to levy tolls, 

4arrass trade and endanger communication. Probably due to 

come natural tendency towards Increasing aridity in Central 

Arabia or come other causes not yet clearly understood by 

Geologists and Orthologistay not dissimilar to those which 

2ed to the Aramaen# Chaldaeanp Islamic invasions and the 

invasion of the qaramitah in the Tenth Century* the great 

tribal horde of Shammar moved northward into the Syrian 

desert about the 7ear 1640 under their chief, Sheikh Fariso 

Lesser tribes were easily subdued and a struggle with the 

strong tribe of the Mawalis lasting for 20 years ended with 

the Shammar as the masters of the richer pastures of the 

Syrian desert. This brought them into direct contact with 

the 'Aniza tribe with which they were in conrlict for a 

whole century, At first Shammar had the upper hand and 

scored many non-decisive victories over tAniza; but in 

the end the latter were to prevail and drive half the 

Shammar across the Euphrates to the Jazirah towards thO 
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close of the Eighteenth Century dividing them into northern 

and southern branches,, one of which became purely Mesopo- 

tamian while the other roamed over the northern Rafud of 

Arabia 
10 

Throughout the Eighteenth Century# however$ we f ind 

sections of the Shammar crossing the Euphrates and raiding 

Into the Jezirah and lower Iraq to the extent that major 

operations had to be undertaken by the Wali of Baghdad to 

check their pressure in 1696s 1705# 1706,1738P 1756 and 

1760. By the last mentioned date a section of them had 

already crossed the Euphrates into the Dujail and Jezirah 

areas and part of them# the Shammar Togat even crossed the 

Tigris to their modern home on the left bank of the Tigris 

below Ctesiphon, 

The major defeat of the Shammar about the year 1800 

this time sent the greater part of them to the Jezirahp and 

"the whole country from Mardin to Qirqisiyahr 
2 

was overrun 

by them. This large scale migration caused a series of 

tribal movements from one end of the country to another 

0) Peace handbooks issued by the Hist. section of the 
Foreign Office Vol. XI, Turkey in Asiap Hog* Stationery 
Office# Londonp 1920p Arabia No. 61 p. 65. 

(2) J, B, Fraser, ', Uesopotamia and Assyria from Earliest 
ages to the present time (London 1842) p. 24, 
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especially in northern Iraq. The tribe of Tai was pushed 

up northward to Hardin to struggle with the Turkoman and 

Kurdish tribes of the locality for pasturei I the Jubur who 

were settled along the right bank of the Tigris above 

Sammarah were scattered northward towards Mosul and south- 

ward to the vicinity of Hilla, Some of them crossed the 

Tigris to the pasture land of the lower Zab. The Albu 

Hamdan who at one time held the supreme authority in the 

whole of the Jazirah were cleared from their now contracted 

homes south west of Uosul and were dispersed. Finally the 

Ubeids whose dirah was In the Dujall area had to cross the 

Tigris to Hawija after bestriding the Jebel Himrin while 

part of them emigrated to the river Khabur 
20 

In the first third of the nineteenth centuryp the 

Shemmer tribe became masters of the Jazirah levying tolls 

from passengers and car4vanag collecting dues from the 

settled peasants along the Tigriep raiding into the settled 

villages around Mosul and dispossessing the Yezidis of 

Sinjar from their land, Strong expeditions were undertaken 

against them by the Vali of Baghdad in 1805P 009 and 1818# 

and various other smaller campaigns were led into their 

(i) Thus Fraser (op. cit. p. 254) says that the Taco (Tai) 
Arab tribes settled in the territory of the Chief of 
Rawanduz whom he allowed to settle as they were pushed 
by Shammar Jarbah. 

(2) Thus Rousseau (op. cit. p. 92) says that the country 
between Takrit and Mosul was once oncupied by the tribe 
of Al Ubeid ... they have emigrated and retired to the 
river Khabur. 
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dirah. But most of these campaigns and expeditions failed 

and all of them were indecisive. The Sha=ar were to con- 

tinue their nomadic life supported by tollso raids and 

pillage throughout the nineteenth century* 

A direct result of the Shammar invasion was probably 

the driving out of some of the Yezidis of Sinjar from 

their land to form "bands of robbers several hundred 

strong"' which Infested the roads to Uosul and Mardin. 

Inter-Tribal Wars: 

Beside the ware with the central authorityp the tribes 

fought very often among themselves for reasons of tribal 

feuds# rivalry for power among the chiefs and struggle for 

existence. To give only a few examplest there were the 

tribal battles between Beni Ijam and the HuweiZa in 17041 

between Qashamp Al-Rashid and Al-Hamid in 1706; between 

the Montaf ig and the Khazail in 1816 and between the Shammar 

and the Ubeid in the early nineteenth century* We can 

generally say that every inch of the tribal dirahs of all 

the tribes# small or big# had at some time or other been 

contested by the neighbouring tribes and defended by blood. 

The boundaries of the tribal dirahs were like the frontiers 

of the various states in Europe in the same period# Jealous- 

ly guarded by vigilant and ever-ready tribesmen and by the 

Lonarigg p. 242. 
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balance of power and alliances and treaties among the 

various tribes* 

The changes of these boundaries also represented the 

upsetting of this balance of power and generally resulted 

from the rise of a strong tribal leader in some tribe or 

the weakening of another tribe by some natural disaster. 
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2* The Internal Tribal Structure 

The tribes in lower Iraq in this period were mostly 

live-stock rearing nomads, 4 Each tribe occupying a well 

defined areaexclusive to itself and Jealously guarded 

against trespass by members of other tribes. This areas 

called the tribal dirah, was held in common and used for 

grazing by the tribesmen. The latter# irrespective of 

their social position in the tribeg had equal right to use 

the tribal dirah for grazing and camping. The number of 

stock that each tribesman could graze in the area was not 

restricted by law although It was limited in practice by 

the amount of grass that was available for the purpose. 

Some tribal dirahs included small patches of arable land 

cultivated by the aid of primitive waterlift devices and 

hence necessarily limited to narrow strips along the 

banks of the rivers# or by inundation canals depending on 

the precarious late autumn rain for ploughing and sowing 

until the river waters reached a sufficient level in 

December to flow into these canals, 

The cultivated lands were in some areas held in com- 

mon under the Mushalsystem similar to that in Palestine., 

Reallotment took place generally every year but longer 
I 

periods from three to thirty years were also known* 
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These cultivated lands# were more ofteng however# 

held privately. Private holding originated in different 

ways. In the first place the cultivatable land might be 

divided immediately after its acquisition by conquest 

from another triber among the tribesmen who participated 

in the conquest. The Sheikh generally retained a large 

portion ranging from af ifth to a third or even half of 

the land in order to be able to defray the expenses of 

his public duties. This sheikhly portion was called the 

portion of the Itudhif or *guest house" which was maintained 

by the sheik to serve as a guest house# town hall and 

coffee house for the tribesmen. 

The remainder of the land was divided among the differ- 

ent families in the tribe according to the number of 

warriors p taffazahp (rif lemen) in the family, Each man 

capable of carrying arms# who participated in the battle 

acquired an allotment called saham, iscot portion's This 

allotment of land might be temporarye In that case periodi- 

cal re-allotment took place. This is called Qismeh-dawriX 

and lasts for one year# three yeara# five years or even 

M Similar procedure was followed in the allotment of 
the land among the ancient Hebrews when they invaded 
Palestine. Hence the following divine instructions 
were cardfully followed by Joshua as soon as he con- 
quered Palestine (Joshua XIII-XXI): "Unto these (the 

tribes)# the land shall be divided for inheritance 
according to the number of names. To many thou shalt 
give his inheritance much# and to few thou shalt give 
his inheritance little. To everyone shall his inheri- 
tancebe given according to those that were numbered of 
hie ; see also Numbers XXVIP 53-56. 
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more 
I, 

Hore generally however# the allotment was permanent2o 
thus creating private ownership in the areas 

Another way In which private ownership of land origin- 

ated in the tribal areas# which was even more common than 

allotment, was by the revival of uncultivated land by the 

digging of a canal or the draining of a previously flooded 

areas The land thus revived was variously called nagshO 

in the Lower Euphratest lazmah4 on the Tigris and kasr-il- 

hUlaLsh5 in other parts of Middle Iraq. A third method was 

the grant of land by the head of the tribe and with the 

sanction of other tribesmen to strangers of other tribes on 

condition of their military help in case of need in order 

thus to augment the military power of thetribe, These lands 

were sometimes granted from the share of the SheMp but 

(1) ]Periodical re-allotment still takes place among some 
of the tribes both in the south and the north of Iraqj 
as# for instances among the tribe of Albu Njeim in the 
land of Al-Gassah in the Huntafig Llwa and among the 
tribes of Ubudah In the land of Abul-Ujul in the same 
Liwa. Similarly in some parts of the Shamiyah and Afag 
in Diwaniyah Liwa. In the North it Is even more wide- 
spread. 

(2) This is called in the Uuntaf ig Liwa, Sismah khaf aaiyah 
after the tribe of Khafajah among whom it is more widely 

)practised. (3 Literally means "marking* and denotes the fact the 
right to the land was derived from the ploughing marks 
and ridges which were carried out for the first time by 
the owner who revived the land. 

(4) Simply means "holding" but it generally denotes a 

)proscriptive 
right to the land. 

(5 Literally means "breaking of the stone or earte and 
Is u3ed in tho same sense no lazmah and nagehah. 
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more often they were uncultivated lands that could be put 

to the plough after digging of a canal# draining or clear- 

ing, Reclamation was of course undertaken by the vassal 

who usually came with a band of his own kin. 

Private ownership by the trib6amen of their land was 

not absolute. There was always a oor.. munal right over the 

cultivated land as well as the meadows, This communal 

right was manifested in different ways, The right of 

alienation was restricted by a jealously guarded right of 

pre-emption by the tribesmen to prevent the land from 

passing to strangers; the right of Inheritance to females 

was limited to personal property whilst real property 

only passed to the male heirs# firstly because holding of 

land carries with It a duty to defend the area and second- 

ly in order to prevent the land from passing to strangers 

by marriage 0 Another manifestation of communal ownership 

in the land is that these holdingrs could sometimes be 

withdrawn from their holders by the chel" Sections of 

(1) There is again a parallel in the Babylonian and 
Hebrew land tenure, In the Babylonian period a dower- 
less virgin had a sonU share in the estate but she only 
enjoyed it as long as she lived. After her death it 
belonged to her brothers (Hammourabi Code Art. 180),, 
Similarly among the ancient Hebrews the daughters of 
Gelpahad who inherited from their father because he had 
no male issue could not marry any of other tribes "for 
if they marry any of the sons of the (other) tribes Of 
the children of Israel then shall their Inheritance be 
withdrawn from the inheritance of our fathers and 
added to the inheritance of the tribe to which they be- 
long". 
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the tribes were often moved from one area to another. 

Further the land of the Sheikh was generally attached to 

his office rather than himself and can thus be considered 

a communel property. Similarly the land which was held by 

the members of the ruling family or by the sub-tribal 

chiefs could be considered to be so hold in trust for the 

benefit of the whole tribe, or the sab-tribal section, 

In general the cultivated lands were commonly held by 

onl$' a small section of the tribe. Only those who partici- 

patcd in the conquest of the land or their heirs and those 

who revived previously unproductive land held land of their 

own* 

In some areas where allotment rather than rCTiVal WaS 

thq main source of ownership the size of the holding would 

be r-=11 and became even smaller by subdivision caused by 

Inheritance by a large number of children. Hence these 

landownin6 tribesmen cultivated their land by themselves 

with the aid of the members of their household# and very 

few of them employed outside labour to help them, In 

others where revival was the main source of ownership# 

holdings were usually large and owned by a few tribal chiefoo 

These lands were cultivated by landless peasants called the 

Afrad (Sing, Fard) or Fellal4n. The ranks of the Afrad were 

recruited firstly from the young sons of small landholders 

L 
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whose holdinZe could not support them is 
secondly by the 

migration o-A P sections of the sa-me tribe when a tribal raid 

or a natural disaster had robbed them of their own land In 

some other region; third1y by partial or temporary settle- 

ment of the shepherdo of the same tribe who were attracted 

to cultivation in order to secure in the young barley 

shoots as well as in the crop a saf a source of fodder for 

their stock and f ood for the=elves; and finally by stran- 

gers to the tribe who were hard hit in their previous abodes 

or came to take refu&e in consequence of a personal f eud 

with one of their kin or were otherwise attracted by 

greater prospect of secarity or better returns. These 

Af rad usually came in bands or families und3r their own 

chief* Each band was called a Shadda; sometimes however 

they were independent individaals or small households. They 

leaned the land from the landowning tribesmen Mallac 

(owners sing. Mallach) on the metayer systeme generally 

providing their own stoakep implements and seeds and paying 

f rom one half to two thirds of the gross produce to the 

L'allacho If the Mellach supplied the seeds# the fard re- 

oeived only a sixth to a fourth of the producep and if the 

MA government official (administrative) told the writer 
that in Diwanlyah it is considered below the dignity of 
the eons of the landowning class to plough the land by 
themselves even if it was so small that it could hardly 
support them. They would rather lease the land and sit 
idle. 
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fard borrowed the stocks and implements from the Mallach 

or some other tribesmang he surrendered half his share to 

the lender. The Afrad were nominally tenants at will and 

could be dismissed at the end of the harvest. Bat in 

practice they mostly stayed with the same Mallach or at 

any rate In the same area all their lif e and their 
1 descendants took their place at their death They were 

safeguarded from oppression by the Mallach by their 

freedom to leave him whenever they wished. When It Is re- 

membered that the n=ber of tribal followers determined the 

number of rifles a landowning chief co=anded and hence his 

comparative power and prdstige in dealing with his inevit- 

able rivals in the area and his enemies in the neighbour- 

hood# the effectiveness of this safeguard can be appreciatede 

for if they were maltreated they could always go to the 

chief's rival where 'they were always welcome. In additioUr 

most of the peasants were related by blood to the chiefs 

and landowners# they took part in battle under him# they 

helped him in digging the canal or reclaiming the land and 

making it fit for cultivation. Hence they acquired a vague 

prescriptive right in the land of their chief and there was 

(1) Some of these Afrad were very mobile. They stayed for 
one season in the land and moved somewhere elso. When 
the desert was rich with grass they gave up cultivation 
in favour of stock breeding. 

0 
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a tacit obligation on the part of these chiefs to employ 

them and to prefer them to others. They were also not to 

be dismissed from the land except on the ground of a grave 

offence or negligence of a serious nature* This was still 

another way# however vague and weak it may seem# in which 

common right in the tribal dirah was manifested. 

Notwithstanding all that was said above# the metayer 

was not attached to any one plot of land that he could call 

his own even as a long-term lessee. This was primarily due 

to the following system that was applied in the land. Since 

the land waseverywhere plenty in comparison with the amount 

of water that It received and no effective method of manur- 

ing was knowni no more than half of the land was cultivated 

In any year while the other half was left fallow, Sometimes 

land was left fallow for several years to recuperate its 

strength, Every year the cultivatable half was divided into 

a number of units called feddans In the winter crop areas 

and Khaits in the rice areas and allocated to the Afra 

according to their capacity and means. The allotment was 

made by the Mallach or allocated by lot, Hence only chance 

would cause the same area to be cultivated more than once 

by the same man in the same cultivated portion. 

(1) Natural manures were and still are used as fuel due 
to scarcity of wood and trees in lower Iraq. Sometimes 
flooding the area is practised to revive it by the silt 
deposits. 
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The tribal organization was simple. At its head stood 

the sheikh who exercised a certain amount of paternal 

authority over the members ranging according to his person- 

ality from a nominal head of equal rank to the other chief a 

and sections of the tribe who shared authority with him# to 

a royal despot in whose hands lay the very lives and 

destinies of his followers, The position was halt heredi- 

tary and on the death of a sheikh# not necessarily the 

elder son was elected to succeed him; a younger song a 

brother# a cousin or even more remote member of the ruling 

family might command the respect of the tribesmen and get 

recognized as the successor. The Sheikh organized the 

carrying out of the functions that required collective 

effort such as the clearing of canalep the building of 

dams and houses and the repair of roads. He was also 

responsible for the collection of taxes in the area# the 

commander in battle and the arbiter In dispute, Similarly 

every section or family had Its own chief who performed 

the functions relevant to the particular section or family 

concerned. 

Beside the sheikh there were two councils; the first 

one was the council of elders usually composed of the 

members of the sheikhly family and the chiefs of the various 

sections who were consulted by the sheikh on the more 

serious questions of policy that concerned the tribe# and 
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the second was a judicial council called Arifa composed 

of those who were better acquainted with the Intricacies 

of the tribal code and who aided the chief in settlement 

of disputes and in arbitration* 

A Sheikh of the greater tribal confederations had 

personal guards who also acted as a police force in the 

areaq a scribe to do his accounts# prepare the contracts 

with his tenants and write his letters; and an agent Shihna 

to direct the operation of cultivation in his private land. 

Besides these officials there was also a sa2Zi who per- 

formed the religious functions In the area and was the 

astrologer to the sheikh# a carpenter who was also the 

barber and smith in the area# and a Qahwachi who took charge 

of the Mudhif (guest house) and cooked the coffee, The 

three officers last mentioned were on the charge of the 

tribesmen who supported them by contributions in kind at 

the harvest. The others were supported from the private 

income of the sheikh, 

Beside the share of the produce# the tribesmen did not 

generally owe any material due to their sheikh. They were 

however liable to forced labour Hashir for clearing the 

canalsp maintenance of the dams and building of huts for 

the sheikh or any other tribesman. The Sheikh and other 

tribal chiefs claimed personal service from the Afrad In 
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and in the 
his houseAhe Mudhif or power to send them as messengers in 

the dirah and outside it. At certain ceremonial occasions 

like the death or marriage of a prominent member of the tribe# 

the tribesmen often contributed towards the heavy cost of 

entertaining guests or mourners and feeding them for several 

days by gif to of sheep or sacks of rice. In return all the 

tribesmen joined in the meals when an important guest visited 

their sheikh. This Item was and still is the heaviest one 

that the sheikh had to incur f rom his private income. The 

number of sheep slain at such occasions was and is determined 

not by the nmaber of guests but by their status and there 

were always enough mouths to consume the food that was pre- 

pared. 

Beside the marked co=unal character of the tribal 

organization there was another perhaps more significant 

f eature of the tribal organization. This was the militant 

nature of the tribes, Each tribe was essentially a military 

unit and its importance lay not in the n=ber of population 

it contained or in the area under its commands but by the 

number of fighters (both Infantry Rajdal or Sazw- and 

horsemen Khayyal or Fursan) they could put in the fieldo 

Every tribesman from his childhood was trained to be a 

soldier ready to answer the call of his leader when the war 

cry was sounded, Each tribe had its own leaders for battle# 

ita own war emblems and war songs. Crafts and Industries 
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were despised and left to the womenfolk because the men were 

essentially fighters, 

Again this militant charactcristic Is clearly revealed 

in the matter of land tenure. The right of tribesmen to the 

land whether the7 were cultivating peasants or stock breeding 

nomadat carried with it an obligation to defend the tribal 

dirah and join in the tribal wars* We have seen that the 

arable land of a newly acquired area was divided equally 

only among those who could carry arms. Again in order to 

augment the number of fighters In the dirahp land that could 

be spared by the tribe was freely given to outsiders who 

were willing to accept the authority of the tribal chief 

over them and to render military aid to their hosts when they 

were required to do so. A tribe formed by this bond of 

military alliance for mutual protection was called "a tribe 

9f a standard" "Ashirat Raya" as distinguished from "Ashirat 

, 
plae or "a tribe of blooV where the tribe was linked 

together by blood relationship and common origin, 

Moreover women could not inherit landg partly because 

the holding of land carried with it a duty to carry arms to 

defend the tribal dirah, 

Again this militant nature is manifested by the restless- 

neso of the tribes and their predatory nature as was exempli- 

fied by the four tribal groups discussed in the early part of 

this chapter. 
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This militarism has always been a prominent character- 

istic of the tribes In the desert of Arabia and indeed 

wherever tribes existed. Conditions of insufficiency and 

insecurity that usually combined together in the inhospit- 

able and Inaccessible areas of the world, where these tribes 

flourished. were to a large measure responsible for their 

existence, 

In the remainder of this chapter an attempt will be 

made to show that Iraq during the two centuries under study 

displayed to a large extent# these conditions of insecurity 

and insufficiency and that they were in turn responsible for 

this militant nature of the tribes and indeed for their very 

existence. 
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The Political Factors 

Among the political factors which resulted in general 

insecurity in Iraq were mainly the pre-ocoupation of the 

provincial governments in Iraq in frequent devastating ex- 

ternal ways# the weakness of those governmentsp the unstable 

nature of the administration# its corrupt and venal personnelp 

and the fact that they were alien in race# language and re- 

ligion to the great body of the Inhabitants of the country, 

Apart from the wars of the Ottomans with the European 

powers particularly Russia# which indirectly affected the 

administration in Iralq and weakened the hold of the. pro- 

vincial governorap there were three series of ware with the 

Persians which were mainly fought Inside the territory of 

Iraq, The first one lasted intermittently for no less than 

seventeen years between 1623 and 1638. The second lasted 

for a new record of 24 years between 1723 and 1747. In 

both these wars the Persians Invaded Iraq; in the wars of 

the Seventeenth Century$ they actually occupied Baghdad and 

the greater part of the Irrigation Zone# while in the ware 

of the Eighteenth Century# they besieged Baghdad no less 

than three times and over-ran the settled cultivated areas 

of Dyalap Hillah and Kirkuk. The third war took place in 

1773-1774 when the Persians engaged the Turkish Provincial 
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Government in Basra and Shahrizor both of which they had 

occupied for some time. 

In these warpp civil government in the rural areas was 

for all practical purposes non-existent* and the tribes were 

largely left to themselves to manage their own affairs# to 

settle their own disputes# to apportion the land into scores 

of tribal dirahe among them3elves and to combine into strong 

confederations to protect their diraho against other tribes 

and to be able to attack their neighbours successfully and 

annex their lands or raid the towns and settled villages 

with immunity. 

The instability of the provincial government and its 

consequent weakness was even more devastating in its conse- 

quences on the social and economic life of the country. This 
instability can be explained by the general decay of the 
Ottoman Empire# which had already begun In the early 3even- 
teenth Century i and was rapidly increasing so that by the 
lattler part of the Eighteenth Genturyl the empire was denuded 

of all political and economic strength. "The Sultan became 
tpassivet ... and a recluse of the Imperial Harem; while 
the Harem itself composed of Bunuchs and Illiterate women 

(1) P. 'Wchc, 7ill,, The Balkan Peninsulap London 1922, p. 297. 
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gradually usurped the functions of the government"'; high 

offices began to be sold for money and the purchasers re- 

covered their outlay from their inferiors who in their turn 

were more than compensated by various exactions from the 

oppressed public& The flood gates of bribery and corrup- 

tion were opened and could never be subsequently closed; 

even the provinoial governors were appointed by bribery and 

corruption in which officers of the hibhest rank participated. 

"The change of Sovernors"s says Mr. D'Ohsoon 20 
was an abund- 

ant source of wealth to the ministers", The decay crept to 

the judicial and Military institutions of the Empire; 

"Judges (Cadhis) rendered decisions eloquent less of their 

learning of the law than of their shameless venalityu3i 

while the standing army# the Janissaries who were once the 

backbone of the Empire had gradually cast off the bone of 

discipline and degenerated into an unmilitary rabble# being 

by 1800 completely disorganized and irromediable4.. 

This decay can be admirably exemplified In the pro- 

vincial a&-ainistration of the 

Baghdadj Basra and Mosul. Dix 

the provincial administration 

Ii Op. cit. p. 298. 
2 Tableau General Do L'Ern 
3 Schevillp op. cIZ* 
41 Ibido 

three Eyalets (Provinces) of 

ring the Seventeenth Gentur7p 

in those Iýyalets was constantly 

, dre Ottomane Tom, VII9 p, 277. 
341 
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occupied with ceaseless personal Intrigues and conflicts 

among the various pretenders to the governorship each 

supported by armed followers from the Janissaries and other 

local troops. The Janissaries themselves often revolted 

against the governorsg whilet the caprice and venality 

which dictated the appointment and removal of the pro- 

vincial governors encouraged them to flout the orders of 

their superiorel and apread additional chaos and confusion 

in the provinces. Thus the death in 1646 of Saleh Pasha# 

Grand Vezir and Patron of Ibrahim Pashap Wali of Baghdadg 

brought with it another Wali in the place of the latter. 

Ibrahim refused to surrender his officel the deadlock 

which lasted for three months of street fighting and law- 

lessness ended by the execution of the rebellious Wali. 

Between 1639 and i7O4t a period of 65 yearst the Eyalet of 

Baghdad changed hands no less than forty times giving an 

average tenure of just over a year and a half for each 

governor 
2o In these 65 years the Janissaries seven times 

openly revolted against the Walis of Baghdad* 

The first two decades of the Eighteenth Century saw 

the comparatively strong and energetic government of Hasan 

Pasha and consequently# were a breathing space of greater 

(1) Habib Shihaq La Province de Baghdad le C&irew 1908, 
40. 

(2)p* A list of the governors during this period can be 
found in Shiha (op. cit. pp-40-41); see also Longrigg 
op. cit. pp. 81-95. 
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peace and security enforced by the Wali by a series of 

punitive tribal campaigns that took him "from top to 

bottom of his province and outside It"'* But Peace and 

securityp even at the point of the bayonet# were soon lost 

In the fruitless Persian wars which lasted for twenty-four 

years from 1723 to 1747# and during which the tribal con- 

ditions soon lapsed Into even greater chaos* 

Between 1747 and 1831 a dynasty of freed Georgian 

slaves arose in Iraq. Although they at no time renounced 

their allegiance to the Sultan and always sought for his 

half-sacred Parmaneg and recognized his formal claims for 

prayers# coinage and over lordship in external public life# 

internally they were practically independent. Little or 

no revenue left Baghdad for the capital and the Sultan's 

nominees were ignored. The various claimants to the 

Eyalets among the Georgian Mamiuka (slaves) rallied to 

their cause a part of the Janissaries and local troops andt 

by the aid of intriguep faction# open revolt and assassina- 

tion# followed each other in the governorship. In each 

case a petition was sent to the Sultan representing the 

previous Wali, as a usurper and a traitor and the new one 

as a loyal subject and deliverer. This was followed by 

the inevitable farman to appoint the new pretender as the 

(1) Longrigg op. cit. p, 126. 
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Wali of Baghdad. Due to the constant revolt and insurgence 

by the Janissaries and their abuse of powerg they were 

more a danger than a safeguard in Iraq* The system of 

government and the political vicissitudes seemed to follow 

no trend of evolution and no rule except that of personal 

caprice or accident, 

The "slaves" hardly attempted direct Sovernment in the 

rural areaso The Sheikhs were in name accountable to the 

nearest Agha (Turkish civil or more generally military 

officer) for the behaviour of their tribes and themselves 

farmed the tithe'and sheep tax of their Dirah. But in 

effect# they managed their own affairs in an atmosphere of 

constant struggle and blood feuds and general acquiescence 

in the tribal code which was evolved by ages of desert and 

marsh life uncontrolled, The weakness of the Mamluks was 

exemplified by the rapid strength of nearly all the tribes 

as was shown in the case of the Muntafig Khazailp Beni Lam 

and Shammar. 

In the latter half of the Eighteenth Gentury the Mam- 

luks lost even the power to depose and create the official 

sheikhs through whom the earlier Walis had been content to 

govern'* In the thirty years between 1800 and 1830 four 

Pashas ruled in Baghdad to none of whom a peaceful end was 

op. cit. p. 175. 
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allowed. They were so weak that the citizens of small 

townships dared to expel their agents 
I 

while the tribes 

were so strong that they could give refuge to one Wali# 

kill another and instal a third in the Eyalet of Baghdad. 

Another political factor which contributed towards the 

Insecurity is that the provincial administration was alien 

and therefore hated and mistrusted by the tribes. Apart 

from its fateful policy of opportunism which spread disorder 

In the tribal areas and encouraged the tribes to take the 

law into their own hands# it was alien in race$ language 

and faith2, It could not inspire in the tribes a spirit of 

patriotism which would rally them to Its support, Its call 

to pan-Islamism and the charm of the Caliphate did not ex- 

tend beyond the borders of the settled towns and their 

scanty orthodox middle class and semi-literate civil ser- 

vants# The tribes having at all times loose and shallow 

religious feeling mixed with superstition and exploited by 

local Say7idap did not recognize the claim of the Caliph at 

Constantinople firstly because they mostly belonged to a 

different sect in Islam and secondly because they were 

Arabs and still remembered as the many relies that still 

survived were bound to remind themk of the Arab caliphate in 

ý1ý Op, cit, p, 234, 
2 The Turks belonged to the Sunni sect while the tribes 

Of lower Iraq are mostly Shias. 
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Baghdad In which the Caliphs for over 500 years spoke the 

language of the Koran, 

Hence when the Persians invaded Iraq in the 17th and 

18th centuries, the tribes far from rallying to their 

sovereign* saw in the danger of his Empire only a chance 

more boldly to flout him Nasir Al-Mohannap the chief of 

the Khazail welcomed the Persians in 1621; the tribes of 

Beni Lam were allied with the Persians in the war of the 

Eighteenth Century and took this opportunity to raid to 

the walls of Baghdad. Even the Shammar who were Bunnies 

furnished guides and guards to the Persian army. So 

dangerous was the attitude of the tribes In 1726, that 

Ahmed Pasha# the Wall of Baghdad# had to come back from 

the midst of his campaign in Persia to punish the trlbes2. 

Thus Niebuhr writeS3 "That people (the tribes) are 

passionately fond of liberty and show by their conduct 

that they, consider not themselves as subject to the 

Turkish Yoke. The frequent wars in which several of the 

tribes are engaged with the Facha of Bagdad# although 

viewed as rebellion by the Ottoman offioerst are proofs of 

the independence of the Arabs". 

i Longrigg op. cit, P-115- 
2 OP. cit. P-155. 
3 op. cit. Vol. 11. p-172. 

-1 
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40 The Economio Faotoro 

With the deatruotion of the Irrigation systemp Inse- 

curity became a permanent feature In the economic life of 

lower Iraq. The constant shifting In the river courses 

and the recurring droughts and floods necessitated a pre- 

carious life in which the movement of tribes to less 

affected areas whenever their land experienced one of these 

disasters, happened frequently; while the struggle ands 

often$ bloody contest among the tribes for the areas that 

were for the time being immune from these insecurities 

and the areas that wore opened up by the new courses of 

the ribers added another cause of social and economic 

instability, A drought in 1767 dispersed the tribe of 

Beni Temim from their abode near Agrar Gufs, west of Baghdad 
of 

and led to the emigration of a large seation/them. partly 

eastward to Jebel Himrin and partly northward to the 

neighbourhood of Samarrah 
I. there to struggle with the 

local tribes for existence, The flood of 1700 swept sever- 

al tribes from their lands and increased the pressure on 

the other tribes who were less affected by it, 2 
As was 

(1) information Secured from-ShaeM Hagean Al-Suhail 
regarding the tribe of Beni Te-, AIM romIng Appendix A in 
jamalis Thesis top* cit* PP. 12i-12b)e 

(2) Longrigg op. cit, p, 12O, 
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seen above the immigration of the tribe of ShAmmer across 

the Euphrates into Iraq at the end of the Lighteenth 

Century caused a series of tribal movements from one end 

of the country to the othere 

Changes in the river courses were not lacking in this 

period to add to the causes of unsettlement. The Tigris 

had since the great flood of 629 A. D. taken the Gharraf 

course, But about the year 1500 an increasing amount of 

rwater began to flow into the old course of the Tigris past 

modern Amarah to Qurnahj by 1575 the water of the Tigris 

was eg: ual3, v divided between the two channels and by 1650P 

the eastern route was definitely preferred'. The decrease 

in the volume of water passing through the Gharraf caused 

an increasing aridity in the Gharraf area and upset its 

economy and tribal relations which ended by the stronger 

tribes clearing the weaker tribes from the areas 

Thus a Ions tribal conflict is said to have taken 

place during this perioe between the tribes of Rabia and 

Abadah for the land now called the Jezirah3 west of the 

ýij Longrigg op. cit. p, 2 (footnote). 
2 This is derived from local informations My informant 

told me that ittook place about 250 to 300 years ago# 
i. e. p in the Seventeenth Century. 

(3) This must not be confused with the Jezirah of Mesopo- 
tamia. The Arabs seem to call any arid country Jezirah. 
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Gharraf Channel which was 

Channel and its tributory 
I 

sequently dried up The 

Rabia from this areas but 

destroyed their homes and 

of the Ruwaizah. 

then fertilized by the Dujailah 

the Akhdhar, both of which sub- 

tribe of Abaclah firet cleared 

Rabia eventually defeated Abadahs 

cleared thein out to the marshes 

I., gain the pressure in the Gharraf area can be illustra- 

ted by the clearing out of the Chaab tribe. This tribe was 

settled in the Gharraf area around vasit. They were eject- 

ed "towards the end of the sixteenth Gentury or the begin- 

ning of the SeventeentV 
2 

by the powerful muntafig con- 

federation and moved on to the Delta of the Karoun and the 

Jarrahi in Persian territory3. 

On the other hana the new eastern course of the Tigris ; 

opened up increasing areas which were finally divided among 

the tribes of Beni Lam and Albu kuhammad after a long 

struggle. 

On the Euphrates# the Hindiyah branch which in the 

Islamic period had followed the ancient Pallacopus of 

Alexander's time# became in the 15th and 16th centuries 

so choked with silt as to be useless and the main river 

(1) The Dujailah is now revived as an important part of 
the new irrigation scheme carried out in the Gharraf 
area# subaegýaent to the building of the Dam at Kute 

(2) The Arab of Mesopotamia Govt. Press* Basra, 1919q 
P-71. (3) Ibid. 
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flowed down the course of the present Hilla branch to 

Babylon and Lamlum. Then towards the end of the Seventeenth 

Century the Hindiyah Ganal was dug to carry water to the 

holy city of Nejefi. This coursep originally a canal# be- 

came larger until in the beginning of the Nineteenth 

Century it was taking a considerable quantity of the water 

of the Euphratesi, so much sol that by 1830 the Turkish 

governor found it necessary to check the stream trying to 

desert the Hilla river in favour of the Hindlyah2. 

The Hilla branch suffered in consequence and the first 

direct effect of this was the gradual drying up of the 

Fawar and the Rafiat and to a less extent the old Usufiyah 

inundation canals that were fed by the Hills branch (Later 

in the Nineteenth Century the Lam2um marshes began to dry 

up and the Hills, itself was threatened - see infra p. 1+00 

A number of tribes who in2habited those areas had to move 

elsewhere, 

About the year J8053 the tribe of Beni Hassan moved to 

the Hindiyyah area; they were followed five years later by 

(1) The cost being met 
) 
by an Indian n=ed Asif Al Dawlar 

, 
(Ioniaes ff44.0p. cit. 

ý2 see infrapp, 223P 400. 
3ý My local informant in the Liwa of Diwanyah who had 

the history of these tribes recorded in Mai told me 
that the emigration of the tribes from the Fawar started 
in the year 1220 A. H. (in 1805 A. D*) and continued 

-throughout the first half of the Nineteenth Century. 
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a part of Al Patlah, Hunaidatp Al Alip Al Shibil, Zayyadt 

Al Gha. -alat and Al Khalid. Later in the century the re- 

maining part of LI Fatlah Rnd the 'Awabid moved to the 

Shamiyyah arca. 

Unce those natural dieturbanoes caused almost a 

constant movement of the tribes and created raven of refu. - 

gee tribesmen who by n trial of sheer strength of numbers 

struggled for nert land with those tribes rho had them and 

endod by sharing the already conjested arid area or by 

clearing the Indigenous tribe away from the area to 

struggle somewhere else with-still another tribe for 

existence. 

In this period too# the main rorld trade routes which 

previously passed through Iraq on their course from the 

Lent to the Uediterrancan basin and Europe, had shifted 

with the discovery of &acrica Lsnd the Ctpc route to India 

with the result that Iraq became an Insignificant backwater 

region. The prosperity that it had cnjoycd In the Uiddle, 

Ages, from transit trade and as a result of being a centre, 

of a big empiroj had vanished and the wealth that wan 

accumulated and partly invested in the land was drained outj 

the world famous industries of cotton and ailk textilesit 

(J) B. G. , the Muslin that was produced in Mosul. The 
textile industry has not completely died out. During 

'ury silk and cotton textiles were produced the 19th cent 
in Baghdad, and Mosul for local use. Some was even ex- 
ported to other Turkish provinces and to Persia. The 
opening of the new trade routes consequential to the 
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glass carpets and scores of others that had been respons- 

ible for the prosperity of large and numerous towns with 

teaming populations had died and their population disap- 

peared by a series of plagues and famineal and with their 

death the markets for the products of the land were lost. 

Instead of a system of economy of a large empire knit 

together by good roads and safe waterways which passed 

through Iraq and converged in Baghdad, in the Seventeenth 

and Eighteenth Centuries there had arisen an economy of 

tribal units separated by insecure desert and pirate-in- 

fested marsh and river. These tribes were not even self- 

sufficient peace loving village communities like those that 

existed in the static conditions of the Middle Ages in 

Europe. For the land# deprived of regular Irrigation# 

could not even support their meagre number after it had 

supported many times that number In the Middle Ages. Hence 

faminbs and plagues in these two centuries became regular 

oocurrenceso Vhen the rain failed in 1621p there was an 

acute famine in central Iraq in which "looting of provision 

stores"# one historian tells us 
I to was followed by the 

eating of every abomination* Cannibalism was not unknownoo" 

From Vlejd came starving thousands to intensify the famineo 

advent of steamships and the opening of the Suez Canal 
resulted in the flooding of the markets with cheap 
European material that strangled the native industries. 

(1) Longriggs P-54. 
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These famines followed usually by plagues due to ware 

with Persia# shortage of rain or to floodt recurred inter- 

mittently throughout this period' with the r6sult that the 

hunger-stricken tribesmen were driven to attack their 

neighbours and raid the towns when food had failed them in 

their own land. 

(1) Thus famine occurred in various parts of Iraq. Some- 
times locally and sometimes generally in the years 16359 
1656,1659# 1689,1690, MOP 1719s 1733P 1756,1786, 
i801g 1827 and 1831. In the latter date plague spread 
in the country from Kirkuk and Arbil to Baghdad and 
Basrah. In Baghdad for nearly a month the daily death 
roll started at 150 and was in ther last two weeks from 
1500 to 3000 a day. The plague was immediately followed 
by flood which inundated Baghdad and washed the corpses 
which could not be buried# and destroyed 7000 houses in 
Baghdad (Longrigg pp* 54-P, 68P 90# 91P 93.9 119p 1209 126t 
143# 172p 203p 249 and 271). From Bafhdad alone the 
plague and flood took 100#000 people Fraser p. 280). 
"The town of Hills" Fraser writes "which contained 
100#000 inhabitants was entirely depopulated, Some no 
doubt have fled but the greater number fell victims to 
the disease. " (op. cit 281). Nor was this confined 
to the big towns. It s*pprýad to the country also (op* cit) 

90 according to a local source no-less thari 0& of the male 
population of one tribe in the Hindiyyah area (namely 
AloAli) w= victims of this plague which the Arabs called 
Talun Mirlix* 0 
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The Policy of Qpportunism 

Added to those political and economic factors which 

in themselves constituted formidable obstacles towards 

settled life# there were two more factors which weighted 

the scale heavily in favour of insecurity. These were 

the policy - or kather the impolicy - of the central 

authority In the administration of the tribal districts 

and in the matter of land tenure and land revenue. The 

administrative policy will be dealt with in this section 

while the policy of land tenure will occupy the major part 

of the next chapter# 

The alien character of the administration# its weak- 

ness and short sightednesal its rotten foundation based 

upon intriguep corruption and personal enrichmentp and its 

ignorance of tribal conditions precluded it from having any 

definite policy towards the tribes that would pacify them 

and lead towards their settlement and incorporation In the 

state, It was devoid of ideals which would form the under- 

lying principles of its policy and It lacked the power# the 

knowledge and the initiative to put any policy into prac- 

tice# even if it had one. Consequently its dealings with 

thetL-ibes were based on a series of expediencies inspired 
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by the exigencies of the particular situation or problem 

of the moment. Tribal risings were crushed down by force 

without further investigation Into the causes which led 

to such risings, Force was also used to extract revenue 

withheld without enquiring into the ability of the tribe 

to payo Raids were punished without any further thought 

of preventing them by providing another means of liveli- 

hood. The tribes were treated as incurable criminals 

whose only remedy was annihilation. The failure of a ser- 

IeS of campaigns against a tribe to subdue and pacify it# 

so far from Indicating the futility of force, olone as a 

remedyt prompted the Turks to embark on still more re- 

pressive measures and more cruel vindictive treatment. on 

his appointment to the governorship# the Pasha usually 

opened his rule with a series of tribal campaigns that 

took him from one end of his province to the other. Each 

successful campaign resulted in the murder of a large 

number from both sidesp the decapitation of the tribal 

chiefs who were not fortunate enough to escape or take 

refuge with another tribep in the looting of livestock# 

the dispersal of the tribe and the imposition of a heavy 

fine; and was followed in each case by a change of the 

Sheikh and a few months of good behavioure after which a 

fresh campaign became necessary 
I* Sometimes as we have 

(i) Longrigg p p. 240. 
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seen in the case of the bigger tribal confederations of 

the Muntafigy Khazail as well as the Ubeidp Shammar and 

tAnizap the Pasha was substantially and even utterly de- 

feated when he was lured to the treacherous marshes of 

southern Iraq or to the desolate sands of the Sha. mlyah 

desert* 

The cruelty with which the tribes were treated pro- 

cluded surrender and called for acute resistance and re- 

taliation, Of this cruelty many examples could be cited. 

In 1639 a big tribal force of the Khazail was largely 

butchered and no less than 600 heads were sent to Baghdadi. 

In 1740 Lamlumv the principle settlement of the Khazall 

was destroyed and a number of tribal chiefs were decapi- 

tated2. In 18i8p the Turks having been more than once 

defeated and roughly handled by an inferior force of 

tribesmen of the Shammar and Sugur (section of Aniza which 

was then West of Musuyab) resorted to "the grossest 

treachery"3 whereby a dozen of the rebel sheikhs were 

trapped and despatched to an abject captivity in Baghdad. 

The tribesmen furious at the outrage to honour and decency 

raided as far as the Euphrates and across it. The Turks 

i Longriggp p. 173. 
2 Op. cit. P-175. 
3 Op, cit, p, 24A, 
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counter-raided with the aid of friendly tribes. The 

battlefield shifted from Hiskah to Afagp thence towards 

the Tigris at Bughalla and back to the Shamiyah marshes 

In the end resistance was broken but left behind conditions 

of hatred and misery pregnant with stronger resistance and 

still more trouble, 

Foreign observers were appalled at the cruelp foolish 

and short-sighted policY of the Turks towards the tribes. 

Rousseau writes 
2 "it Is known that the Turkish army 

leaves everywhere it passes# profound traces of its march 

which is always accompanied by violence and devastation", 

Xr. C, J. Richp the British Agent in Baghdad (1808-1820) 

describes the treatment dealt to the tribes by the Turks 

as "the strange impolicy and savage oppression of the 

Turks towards their peasants"3. 

Yet they were not always consistent in their attempt 

to break the tribes. The weakness of the central ad- 

ministration and the rising of factions within itt some- 

times drove one of the claimants to power in Baghdad to 

seek the support of the tribes either against other tribes 

or against the local militia# As for instance when the 

Muntafig sheltered Said in 1812 and later helped to instal 

1 Ibid., 
2 La Provinoe De Baghdad# p. 64. 
3 cr. Longriggo p-241. 

----I 
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him to governorship of Baghdad. Or when the Muntaf Ig 

the Ubaid and the Dhaf ir helped the Cali of Baghdad against 

the Khazailp Sha=ar and Zubeid in 1815* These alliances 

naturally strengthened the prestige of the tribes who were 

for the time being on the side of the goverment and were 

paramount to an admission of the helplessness of the 

government without their supports In all cases they en- 

couraged bitter emities between the tribes and increased 

their more devastating inter-tribal wars. 

In ot'her cases the tribes were actually subsidized to 

keep amed forces and given a special function. According 

to Rousseau I the Huntafig and the Zubeid were paid iOOpOOO 

piastres annually to defend Basra from the Wahhabis. 

According to Chesney the Muntaf Ig "marched to def end 

Baghdad and received JOtOOO L. "2 

Very often more subtle ways were employed to secure 

the obedience of the tribes. They were no more success- 

ful than the direct use of forces while on the other hand# 

they were more destructive of the tendencies towards 

settlement. 

They played one tribe or a section of tribe against 

another by exploiting the long existing enmities and feuds 

ý1ý Op. Cit- P-437. 
2 Chesney Expedition# op. cit. Vol. 1. p. 114. Besides 

these "considerable revenue was privately distributed 
to secure the obedience of the sheikhs. " (Ibid, ) 

A 
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between the tribes or the personal Jealousies of the 

various leaders* Thus they very often played Shammar 

against the Ubeidp the Uuntafig against the Khazail and 

Beni Lam against Rabla. 

Within the tribes# they sought to break the unity of 

the different sections by encouraging the rivalries and 

jealousies of the various chiefs# helping any rebel against 

the recognized leader or by actually deposing the latter 

and appointing a loyal one from the tribe, thus hoping to 

break the sheikhly house into two camps, Ve have seen 

some examples of this practice in the case of the Muntafig, 

Khazail and Beni Lam. Examples in the other tribes are 

ample throughout this period to show that the practice 

was generally applied wherever it was possible. It was 

applied with the Ubeid in 17999 with the Zubeid In 1760 

and iM and 1*82)+ and with various other tribes. 

This policy was followed during the latter part of 

the Nineteenth Century and continued to the Twentiethl 

but whereas in the latter periods it had a more or less 

definite and pre-meditated purpose# lee## to detribalize 

and was accompanied by collateral measures of settlement 

and land development# in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 

Centuries it was carried out alone and unaccompanied by 

positive reforms in the tribal areas to remove the causes 
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of discontent and afford an alternative way of living 

Instead of raidep tolls and nomadism, Hence this policy 

so far from achieving its aim of submicsion of the tribe 

to the central authority and general peace and security 

in the tribal areas# had an aggravating Influence$ since 

it created rival and warring camps in the once united 

tribal diras and fostered the enmity between the differ- 

ent tribes. Mkere the Turks succeeded in appointing a 

Sheikh other than the recognized leaderp all the odds 

were against the Government nominee# because the condi- 

tions of non-suffialency which the central authority did 

not remedyp favoure4 an independent life of nomadism or 

semi-nomadism supported by tolls on the caravans and on 

river traffic and on raids# Moreover# the inaccessibility 

of some of the tribal areaev the weakness of the ad- 

ministration# X. he government's land and revenue policy and 

itsallen character went to discredit the government-appoint- 

ed Sheikh among the tribesmen. He was therefore doomed to 

failure unless he took the first opportunity# which he 

often did* to revolt against the Pasha who appointed him 

and therefore bow to the overwhelming factors in favour 

of that course In the tribal areas. 

The greatest source of friction between the tribes 

and the central authorityp as well as between the tribee 

among themselvesp and the greatest impediment to settle- 

ment beside the failure to maintain the irrigation system# 
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was however to be found in the Turkish policy of land 

tenure and land revenue. In su--h an arid region like 

central and southern Iraq r-ater rather than land Is the 

source of wealth and the irrigation policy Is the primary 

factor in the general economic life of the country. Ve 

have seen how the failure to maintain the irrigation 

system caused the impoverial3ment and devastation of Iraq 

in the latter part of the Middle Ages and in the two 

cefituriee that followed. This however does not minimize 

the Importance of the part played b7 tho systems of land 

tenure and land revenue in the rural economy; and this 

even more so as their importance was, until recentlyp not 

general3, v recognized. The next chapter will be devoted 

to the history of this problem and its effect on the 

tribes. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE LEGAL SYSTEM OP LAND TENURE 

The Early lelamia-Period 

The theory of land tenure in Iraq is a product of the 
heterogeneous legal principles and local practices of the 

races that have invaded Iraq during Its long history, Some 

of these principles date back to the Babylonian period as a 

comparison of the Hammourabi Code with the Mejelle (Islamic 

Civil Law) or the Ottoman Land Code would admirably show. 

Others date to the Persian period while still others date 

to the Islamic invasion and the Turkish period. 

Thus the private ownership (with a family pre-emption) 
ý' 

of the Babylonians and the Arabs# the feudal systems of the 

Persians and the Turks and the tribal oo=unal ownership of 

the tribes all contributed towards the development of the 

theory of land tenure. 

This was further complicated by the growth of extra 

legal practices which may or may not have been embodied in 

the legal system. 

For a complete understanding of the legal theory of 

land tenure one must therefore trace the legal and customary 
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practices of the various races which Invaded Iraq, For 

the purpose of this work# however# the Islamic theory of 

land tenure will be discussed as the basis of later develop- 

ment, Although that theory has been considerably influenced 

by the preceding Babylonian and Persian systems of land 

tenurep yet it fundamentally changed the previous systems in 

various waysi. Furthermore it Is sufficiently comprehensive 

in itself to render It superfluous to discuss the earlier 
2 

system& 

(1) It Is generally agreed among historians that the Arabs 
on their conquest of Iraqp Syria and Egypt adoptedj, whole- 
sale# the systems which then obtained in those countries. 
In the case of Iraq a comparison between the Islamic 
system as herein described and the Persian system, 
glimpses of which are found in the footnotes on pages 37-38, 
suT)rav will show how much of the system in its early 
'itages was owed to the Persians who in their turn borrow- 
ed from the Babylonians. Perhaps the most fundamental 
divergence between the Persian and early Islamic theory 
was the fact that the feudal principles of land tenure 
which formed a part of the Persian system (see Christenten 
op. cit, pp# 14-34 and 94. -120) was not adopted: or recog- 
nized by the Islamic law. 

(2) For the Babylonian system of land tenure see C. H. W. 
Johns Babylonian and Assy. LILwo contracts and letters 
Chaps* X-XIXI and 

_ASsZrian 
Doomsdav Booki and The 

Hammourabi Code. R. Levy Descriptive Sociology Mes-pot, 
R, Clay Land-Tenure-in Babvlonign and Assv. 1938. For 
the Persian period see Arthur Christenten Lilran Sous lee 
Sassinides Paris 1936, pp. 14-34 and 94-120. Rev. J. 
Newman Agricultural Life of the Jews in Mesopotamia 
Lond. 19321 Chap. II and III. And Wormer Recherche sur 
la constitution do la Propriete Territoriale dans lea 
gays Musulmanp Journal Asiatique XIV (1842) pp. 121* et 

ulvi. 
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Like all other social institutions in Islam# the right 

of property in land Is essentially religious. Land# and 

indeed all other propertyp belongs to God% the enjoyment 

of which he has bestowed on his believers which they how- 

ever must justify and purify (Yuzekki) by surrendering a 

certain portion of its revenue annually in favour of the 

poor 
2. Subject to this tax which is called "Purif ication! ' 

(Zakat) or alms (Sadagah)#Islam recognizes the right of be- 

lievers to own land. Thus the Prophet addressing the Mus- 

lims said "Land belongs to Godp to his prophet and then to 

yoO. Henoe the Muslim law "fundamentally and In an abso- 

lute manner admits the right of property in land to Muslims"?: 

The Zakat was one tenth Ushur of the gross produce on land 

irrigated by rain or canals and one twentieth of land irri- 

gated by lift Such land is called Ushriyyah or tithe 

land. 

By willingly aocepting Islam# the infidels got their 

right of property over their land confirmed by religion 

provided theypaid the Zakat or tithe. If they did not 
-... W 

(1) "Land belongs to God which he bestows on whom he wishes 
of his people" S-7 V. 125. Coran. 

(2) Coran S, LXIV v. iI LXVII V. 1.11 vo 256 & 284 et passiml 
VI v. 14.2 & 91+; V. V. 176. 

(3) Max Von Berchem, La ProDrietd territoriale et 11impot 
foneiersous les preml res-Cplifs Geneva 1886 p, 8, -b- 

(4) "In what is Irrigated by heaven (rain) or running waterl 
one tenth and on what is irrigated by buckets and water- 
wheelsp one half of one tenth" Hadith (or pronouncement 
of the Prophet) Yahya Ibn Adams Kitabul-Kharajp Cairot 
134.7t P-J15; Aerhnidesp Mohammaden Theories of Finance 
N. Y. 1916# p. 235. 
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accept Islam# they had two alternatives; either to accept 

the socially inferior status of DhImmis or tributory people# 

and pay an annual capitation tax# or choose the sword and 

face the Muslims in battle. In the first case their status 

as well as that of their land were conditioned by the terms 

of the treaty of peacet sulh or "capitulation" between 

them and the Uuslims. That treaty fixed the amount of the 

annual tribute they had to pay in the form of capitation 

liz. ya and their rights as to the exercise of their religion 

and their freedom from molestation etc. Under that treaty 

the nature of their right to their land was also determined. 

In some cases they retained their land in full ownership as 

for instance in the treaty of peace between the Prophet and 

the people of Wadil Qurap of Fadak' of Saluba and of Allis. 

In other peace treaties like those relating to Al Jarbap 

Muganna and Tabukp the land was annexed by the Muslims as 

XA& 2 
and made into public property. It was made Inalienable 

(1) These lands were later bought by Umar the second Calif 
and their fall price was paid to their original owners, 
llawardi, t. l Ahkam al Sultaniyah p. 295. Berchem op. alt. 

18. 
(2)p* What'is acquired by the Muslims without battle, It 

became the property of the prophet in accordance with 
edict (Hadith) "territory acquired by a treaty of peace 
is to God and to his prophet" (Bukharip Sahih, VII9 p. 294) 
Muhammed spent the revenue of such lands in favour of the 
community after using a small portion of it for his do- 
mestic purposes. After his death, in spite of the claims 
to itp by his heirs, the fai was seized and immobilized 
for the benefit of the community. Hence the successors 
of Uýhammed were only administrators of the property on 
behalf of the community and had no personal right to it# 
S6e Berchen poli. 
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(waclf) administered by the Imam or Uuslim ruler on behalf 

of the communityp the Imam having no personal right over It. 

If they chose the second alternative# namely battle# 

and were defeated then legally all their property and even 

their persons were considered booty (ghanimah) and were at 

the disposal of the Imam to do what he saw fit with them. 

The apddls of war# i, e., q the property that was carried by 

the enemy in battle was always equally divided among the 

conquering army With regard to prisoners of war and In- 

deed all the inhabitants of the conquered territoryt the 

imam oould either put them to deaths make them slaves and 

divide them among the conquerors or leave them in liberty 

2 in the status of dhi=is subject to capitation The land 

was also oonsidered booty and divided In the same way as 

immovable objects. The Prophet thus divided the land of 

Khaibar and Beni-Quraidha among the conquerors3. 

A fifth of the land and other booty was retained by 

the Imam for the public treasury. This portion of land was 

made waqf similar to the fal. 

(1) For the division of booty among the conquerors in 
Islam in detail see M, Belin Etude our la Propriete 
fonciere en Pays Musulmans# Journal Asiatique 1861 p. 406. 

(2) op. cit. p. 4069 The first one was applied to Arabia 
proper becauce an Arthcould not be made a slave in Islam 
or even rendered int umiliating position of a dhimmie 
The second was generally applied to the prisoners cap- 
tured by the raids of the Muslims into the territory of 
the enemy; while the third principle was almost universal- 
ly applied in the conquest of the then mainly non-Arab 
provinces of Syria# Iraqi Egyptt Persia etc. 

(3) Berchemp op. cit. pol8o 
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These in brief p were the principles applied by the 

Prophet and his first caliph for the disposal of the booty 

Including land. Umar,, the second caliph# however had to 

deal with circumstances vastly different from those prevail- 

ing at the time of his predecessors. Already there was a 

vast and rapidly expanding empire inhabited by more civi- 

lized and mostly non-Arab races. The expenditure of the 

state had increased with Its expansionj while the Muslim 

invaders found the fertile plains of Mesopotamiap Syria 

and Egypt very tempting for settlement whichp if encouraged 

at the outset by the division of landp would have diminished 

their zeal to fight and thereby check the expansion of Islam.! 

Therefore instead of dividing the newly acquired Sawadi 

2 among the army of occupationp Umar not without opposition 

by some of the Moslems of Medina# annexed the whole terri- 

tory as public domain in spite of the fact that it was 

occupied by force. He confirmed the indigenous population 

in their land with heritable occupancy right on condition 

that they paid an annual tribute called Kharaj3 in exchange 

0) A name given by the Arabs to the Alluvial plain of 
Iraq. 

ý2ý Abu Muouf Kitabul Kharaj p. 14. 
3 Borrowed by the Arabs from the administrative language 

of the Byzantines. It was probably Qreek in origin. 
Originally it meant tribute and was an alternative word 
for Jjzya; by the first century A. H. it was taken to 
mean as (yields of the fields) and hence came to mean the 
tax on landed property as opposed to Jizya which was now 
used exclusively as poll tax. (Encyclopaedia of Islam 
under Kharaj), It was used as Capitation tax levied on 
non-Muslims in the Ottoman period. 
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fox, that right of occupancy, Hence thia category of land 

was called the Kharajiyah. 

In this way Umar created for the Moolims present and 

future a vast 
I inalienable domain to be administered by 

the Caliphs in favour of the con-miunity for all time to 
his 

come. Hence he writes to Saad ibn Abi Vaqqaso Uz Army 

chief in Iraq# "If I divide the land among those that are 

presentp nothing will be left to the others who come later"i 

lie insured a permanent source of revenue for the empire 

commensurate with its requirements for defence and other 

purposes; finally# he preventedp for the time beingpthe 

settlement of the Muslims in the conquered territoryp 

thus preserving the best spirit of his IMople for the 

sacred missionj as he forbade them to buy or cultivate land 

in the conquered territory3. 

The Kharaj was of two kinds; Kharaj H=adhaf or a 

fixed Kharaj per unit of the area and Kharaj Muqasamahz., or 

a proportion of the produce. At the time of conquest until 

the early Abbaside Caliphatep the Yuharaj in the Sawad was 

mainly fixed in kind or money or both. The amount of it 

(1) The same principle ras applied to other territories 
occupied by the Moslems outside Arabia proper such as 
North Mesopotamia# Syria and Egypt (Berohem op. cit. 

29). 
(2)p* Abu Yusuf op. cit. p. 14; Yahya Ibn Adamp op. cit. 

P'48- 
(3) Op. cit, # pp, 55-58; Zeidan op. cit- Vol-II. P-130v 

145; Ilaqrisi op# cit, Vol, III p, 259. 
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seems to havevaried according to the kind of crop grown# 

the fertility of the soil# the method of irrigation and 

the proximity to marketal. On the staple products of wheat 

and barley the Kharaj was usually levied at the rate of 
2 

one dirham and one qafiz of the crops per jerib Land 

under other crops paid more3. In the case of wheat and 

barleyp this fixed Kharaj was calculated by an Arab 

Historian4. to constitute about 13-113,51., of the gross produce 

on well cultivated land* Since some lands were not so well 

cultivated while half of the land under the Kharaj was 

usually left fallow every years this Kharaj would be over 

26. Z/3, cl. ' of the gross produce# 

This rate of revenue demand became even higher as a 

proportion of the produce in the latter Anawide Dynasty. 

This was mainly due to the decline in the productivity of 

the land owing to the deterioration of the irrigation 

(i) Baladhurip op. cite p*271* This certainly applies to 
the case of proportional Kharaj which must not exceed 
half of the produce# Mawardi op. cite p#168, 

(2)(H This is the same rate an In the Persian period 
uartp Ancient Persia# op. cit. P-156). Other ratea 

for Wheat and barley were also reportedo Baladhuri 
mentions J+ dirhams for wheat and two dirhams for barley* 
He also mentions two dirhams and two qafizes for wheat 
and one dirham and one gafiz for barley (op. cit 270) 

(3) Date palms and vines paid 10 dirhams per Jeri; 
f; 

r 
8 dirhams) other fruit trees 10 dirhamsp sugar cane 
6 dirhamsp cottons 5 dirhams. Vegetables were exempt 
(Balddhuri pp, 269-270, Magrizi, op, cit, II* p, 213. 

(4) Zeidan op. cit. Vol, II. p. 85. 
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systemp as well as to the fall in the general level Jx of 

prices. So heavy in fact had the Kharaj become in the 

second half of the Eighth Century# that when the Mahdiq 

the third Abbaside Caliphp changed the fixed Kharaj then 

prevailing in the Sawad into proportional Kharaj# taking 

one half of the gross produce on land Irrigated by canal 

and one third to one fourth on land irrigated by lift j 
this arrangement was considered a reform and a great relief 

for the cultivators 

The high share of the state In the produce of the 

Kharajiyah land shows that the theory of the state owner- 

ship of that category of land was not hypothetical but 

real# as in the case of the Ushriyyah landt the private 

ownership of which is absolutet only the tithe or even 

half the tithe was paid on it. In the First Century of 

the Muslim conquest the conquered territory was indeed 

considered by the Amawides as their property and their 

inhabitants as mere servants and labourers for their 

benefit* Hence Said Ibn Allast the Wali of Iraq said2 

"The Sawad is the garden of Quraisht we can take from It 

(i) Baladhurl says that Al-Mansur the second Abbaside 
Caliph was approached to change the fixed land tax into 
a proportion of the produce and he was contemplating 
the change but he died before he put it into effect* 
Ilia successor Al Mahdi introduced it (op. cit. p. 271). 
See also Zeldan op, cit. Vol. I. p. 87- 

(2) Aghanip Vol, II. P-30. 
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what we will and leave what we Will", Again the Governor 

of Northern Iraq and Jezirah during the reign of Abdul- 

Malik calculated the income of the average person in his 

district# and after deducting his expenditure on foods 

clothing and other purposes# he demanded the whole of the 
1 remainder as a Kharaj 

In this period# too# whenever a dhimmi became Muslim 

he 
-had 

to surrender his land and house which was allotted 
to the peasants in his village to pay the Kharaj on it# and 

he joined the Moslem Army and received a regular salary 
from the treasury2* The Hajjajt another governor of Iraq, 

in this period wrote to the Caliph Abdul-Malik asking him 

for permission to take as tax everything over the sub- 

sistence of the peasants in Iraq. The Caliph answered 

leave them their flesh to make fats" meaning leave 

this surplus to them so that you can get greater revenue 

out of them3. 

Additional taxes were also imposed beside the Kharaj 

and poll tax, For Instance the peasants were asked to pay 

the Kawruz present which totalled 100 million dirhame 

(9500#000)at the time of Maawiyah, 40a tax on betrothal5, 

Zeidanp Vol. 1. p. 210. 
2 Op, cit, Vol. 11,, p,, 12, 
3 Mawardi p-14.3. 
4 Zeidan Vololle p, 259- 

15 

Tabari Annals Vol. 111. p-1367. 
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and were charged with the payment of the salaries of taX 

collectorep with cost of carriage of the share of the 

state to government stores# the fees of the measurers and 

various imposts of this kindl, 

The heavy taxationg and indeed the whole theory of 

state ownership of the land as It was understood and 

applied by the Amawides was perhaps one of the greatest 

causes for the economic disintegration and political rest- 

lessness and constant rebellion that took place in Iraq 

during the First Century of the Arab Conquest. The de- 

terioration of the Irrigation system was partly at least 

a result of these political upheavalov although it further 

reacted on the economy of the country and enhanced the 

economic disintegration and political and religious 

strife 
20 

Henoe in theory as well as in practice the early 

Muslims considered themselves owners of the land in the 

conquered territories* 

The cultivation of the soil was undertaken by two 

classes# the dehaqin and the taliya The dehaqin were 

jij Abu Yusuf p. 62. 
2 This period in the history of Iraq and particularly 

at the reign of the Hajjaj would if undertaken perhaps 
make the most fascinating and important study, in the 
political# social as well as economic field. 
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the descendants of the Persian nobles and they owned most 

of the land which they leased to the agricultural labourerep 

the tajiyah held the land on the metayage system called 

Muzaraah in the case of corn land and Musaqat in the case 
I 

of gardens The Tajiyah were a mixture of Persians# 

2 
Nabathaeans and Arabs and were attached to the soil 

After the Uuslim conquest# it was the dihqans who 

retained the right of o,, acupancy In land while the status 

of the peasant seems not to have altered. The dihqans 

0) According to Abu-Yusif (Eitabul-Rharaj P-52) a typi- 
cal contract of this type is where the land is provided 
by one man# the landowner and the labour by another# the 
muzarip and the expenses of cultivation were shared 
equallyby both. The crop is similarly divided equally 
between them, If the land is Kharajiyahp the Kharaj was 
paid from the share of the landowner and if it was 
UGhri ah# it was taken from the crop before its division 
(ibid Sometimes the peasant only got a third or a 
fourth of the produce and If he did not provide any 
seeds or stocks or pay any of the expenses of cultiva- 
tion&)he only got a sixth or a seventh of the produce 
(ibi . If the peasant provided them all by himself# 
he was said to have "borrowed" the land; hence the con- 
tract is called muzaraah ariyah, He may get in this 
case half or more of the produce leaving the landowner 
enough to pay the Kharaj and some compensation for the 
land. Fixed rent was also practised and paid by the 
peasant generally In moneyo The period was usually one 
or more years (IbId)* 

(2) Zeidang op, cit. Vol. lis po16. 
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could alienate their right of possession (but not the 

raqaba 
1 

or don, iniun plenm which belonged to the state) 

to any dhimi and later to Hualims when Umar's ban on sale 

to the latter gradually became obsolete2. If the Kharaj 

on the land was f ixed he was free to cultivate or neglect 

it provided he promptly paid what was duel but when the 

Kharaj was a proportion of the produce# the land was 

given to another one if he neglected its cultivation* In 

this way the Kharaj was assured. The right of occupancy 

was hereditary and could be psesed to the dihyans' heirs3. 

On failure of heirsp this right eccheated to the state, 

Further the dihqan was free to cultivate the crop as he 

choee and he enjoyed a fixity of tenure* 

2ý Berchem, p. 27. 
1ý This term literally means "the nape or the neck on 

which a yoke Is f ixed" (G, Youngp Corps do Drolt Otto- 
mans,, Oxford 1906t Vol. VIp p, 48 footnote), Then It 
became a legal term in Islamic law meaning absolute 
ownership, According to Fisher (Ottoman Land Law 
translation and notes# Oxford 19i9p p, 2 footnotesj "the 
owner in having the raqabah vested in him, has the most 
complete form of ownershipt known in Islamic law". 
Young (Ibid) translates the term "raqabah" as "pleine 
propriete" or dominium plenuml Fisher (ibid) translates 
It as "legal ownership". 

(3) Mawardit P. i52. 
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The principle of state ownership of the Kharajiyyah 

land did not however last long. Umar's attempt to prevent 

the settlement of the Arabs in the conquered territories 

had failed. The Military camps of Basra end Kufa estab- 

lished on the fringes of the desert soon became flourish- 

ing towns surrounded by cultivated land mostly owned by 

the Uuslims. Concessions of cultivated and uncultivated 

land I 
were made almost immediately after conquest andpby 

the Abbaside periodpa large area was irrigated or recla: Ln- 

ed from the swamps# particularly around Basra# in the 

province of Kaskar and around the newly built town of Wasit 

in Lower Iraq. 

Furthermore# it was found Impoesible to prevent the 

Arabs buying lands from the indigenous population. This 

0) Concessions of the cultivated land were made from 
the Sawafiq which literally means" chosen" and is a name 
given by the Arabs to the lands that belonged to the 
previous Persian Royal Family and those who were killed 
or escaped in the conquest, These lands were so con- 
siderable that they gave Uthman fifty Million dirhams 
In revenue (Maqrimi op, cit, Vol, it p. 96) or over a 
third of the total revenue of the Sawad, These lands 
were annexed by Umar as public domains and managed 
directly for the benefit of the treasury. Uthman al- 
lotted them among some of the important Moslem person- 
alities as concessions of usufruct Iota 11ara. Then 
In the civil war of Ashaath (83 A. H. ) the aFo-hives 
were destroyed and they were appropriated (ibid)s 
Berchem (opo cit. P-39) says that Uthman gave these 
lands in full propertyp ioe. p Iqtatsmllk. This is 
extremely doubtful because the Sawafi were still con- 
sidered a separate class until the ycar 83 A-Ho 
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economic necessity led Uthman and the Caliphs after him 

to repeal Umarle, lar against sale and expressly authorize 

the Muslims to buy lnnd f rom the rhirnis. At the same time 

many dihqans and peasants were converted to Iol=. These 

Huslims refused to pay the Kharaj because it was in the 

nature of humiliatinZ tributep and only paid the tithe on 

their newly acquired land. Thus a considerable area changed 

Into Ushriyah. Umer II submitted to the fait accompli in 

the case of lands that had been acquired during the hundred 

yeare previous to his rule and accepted the tithe on theml 

but he forbade any new property to be acquired after that 

date. The latter provision was soon ignored aftqr his 

death He even liberated from the Eharej all dhi=is 

rho adopted Islam on the grounds of equality between Kus- 

lima hence destroying the whole system established by Umar I 

but that law was soon repealed after his dcath and the 

theory of Uniar I prevailed again2, 

By the Abbaside periodp Iraq ceased to be an alien 

conquered territoryg and became the centre of the Islamic 

Empiro and Its land was owned mostly by the Muslims. A new 

theory for the Kharaj was oalled for other than a humiliat- 

Ing tribute imposed on the land of the dhimmis, Henoe we 

find Abu Hanifa who lived during the early Abbaside period 

ýlj Berchemp op. cit. p. 41* 
2 Berchem, ibid. 
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declaring the Sawad as mulk 
I 

freehold) to its owners 

and the Kharaj as mere land tax which must be paid by 

Uusli= 'us well as by dhimmis on the lands of Iraq (ex- 

cluding Basra which remained Ushriyah). He further con- 

sidered that this tax was not payable# if the land was 

not cultivated and could not exceed half of the crop no 

matter how small the produce was2, 

(1) The correct pronunciation of the word in literary 
Arabic is milk and not mulk. However the latter pro- 
nunciation is more universally used and better under. 
stood in Iraq. Hence it will be adopted throughout the 
work (2) M61im Jurists found it difficult to explain the 
nature of the Kharajo Three of the four orthodox 
Muslim schoolet flanbalij, Shafii and Malikip held on to 
the theory of state ownership of the Kharajiyyah land. 
They considered that It was vaQf or inalienable state 
domain reserved for the benefit of the whole Muslim 
CoMmunityo It cannot therefore be alienated Ie. * 
converted into private property (mulk), The Kharaj 
was a permanent charge on the land due to the state in 
virtue of its ownership of the land, it was considered 
as a species of rent charge for Indefinite period. Thus 
Uawardi who belongs to the Shafii school speaks (OP. 
cit* p*253) of the Kharaj as Kharaj lJara or rental 
Kharaj as opposed to Kharaj Jizya or capitation Kharaj - 
a term which he uses for the tax levied from Ahl Ul Ahd 
or the people who by treaty of peace were allowed to re- 
tain ornership of their land. The latter depends en- 
tirely on the religious condition of the peo le and 
relapses at their conversion (op, cit. p, 1425. 

The Xharaj however does not satisfy all the condi- 
tions of rent in the Islamic law# because the period 
is not limited# the amount in the case of proportion 
of produce Is not definite. Furthermore whereas the 
lease becomes Invalid# unless renewed$ at. the death of 
the lesseep the Kharajiyah land passes to the heirs of 
the occupier, Hence in the Muslim law books of these 
&hree sectep the Kharaj is classed as a section by 
Itself distinct from rent (see also Al Istikhraj fi- 
Ahkam Al-Kharaj by Abil Farajo Abdul Rahman Ibn Ahmed 
Ibn Rajab Al-Hanbalit Cairo 1934P P-30)* The fourth 
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Probably due to the influence of the Henef ite 

Schooly as well as In order to improve the conditions of 

the peasants who were by then almost exclusively Muslimag 

the Caliph Uanum reduced the Kharaj in 808 A. D. from one 

half to two fifths of the gross produce 
1. 

What has been said above only relates to oultivated 

land. Thcre hasp howeverp always been a considerable area 

in Iraq which was not cultivated due to lack of water# 

floods or various other reasons. These lands are called 
2 Uewat or "dead lanV Dead lands have in all times and 

Muslim school led by Abu Hanifa (and his two disciples) 
considered that the Imam was free to grant it as mulk to 
its holders or keep it as VTaqf j they also considered that 
Umar had resold the Sawad to the dhimmis and the Kharaj 
represented the annual interest on the fictitious price 
of sale (op. cit. P. 303). According to himp therefore, 
the Kharajiiyyah land is mulk belonging to the indi- 
genous population and not waqf belonging to the states 
His doctrine relating to the land and other civil juris- 
prudence was mainly followed 'by the Ottomans. Hance the 
Kharajiyyah land is classified as mulk in the ottoman 
Law (Ottoman Land Code Art, 2). 

(1) Tabarip op. cit. Vol. III# P. 1039. The Kharaj had 
in the meantime been increased from 50% to 6C% of the 
gross produce at tha reign of Al-Hadi but was reduced 
to 50% by Harun-Al-Bashid (Mawardi op. cit. p. 168), 
(Baladhurl op, alt, t p, 291p Tabarl op* cit. III# p*607). (2) The Hidayah defines dead lands as those that are 
unproductive whether due to lack of water floods or 
other reasons which prevent cultivation, 

(of. VoMS 
OP* cit* Oats 1841s, P. 363. ) Abu Yusuf defines the 
conditions of Merat as follows (op* cit. p pp. 40). "It 
must be so far from cultivation that h=an voice cannot 
be heard from it in the nearest cultivation. This dis- 
tance was to be 400 dhiral (of 62 am. each), Further 
"it must not contain a building or cultivation# must 
not be attached by a village as meadow land, cemetery 
or for the supply of fuel; finally it must not be the 
property of anybody or possessed by anybody", Be* 
also Arts. 6& 103 of Ottoman Land Code, 
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in all countries been a part of the public domain'; hence 

the acquisition of it must be by the sanction of the 

states In Iraq dead lands have special significance. The 

change of river courses the opening of new canals or the 

drying of old ones, makes dead. lands nearly as Important 

as the cultivated lands. Vast areas which were ushriyah 

of Kharajiyah were rendered uncultivated by aridity or 

flood and reverted to the state as dead land after their 

original owners had perished and were long forgotten) 

while nearly every day there Is a patch of dead land re- 

vived by the digging of a canal or a ditch# or the drain- 

ing of a flooded area. In fact# it is this class of land 

and not the previous two classes which presented the 

greatest problems of land tenure in the latter Abbasidep 

and throughout the Mongol and Ottoman periods mainly as a 

result of the increasing ruin of the irrigation system. 

As far back as the early Babylonian period# dead 

land in Iraq became the private property of the person who 
2 

revived it and made it productive In Islam this law 

was confirmed. Hence the Prophet Is reported to have 

said "Whosoever revives a dead land# it shall belong to 

hiM3* In the early Islamic period when the dead land 

revived was mostly in Arabia or on the borders of it as 

I Code Napoleon Art. 539. 
2 R, Clay# op. cits P. 90 
3 Yahya Ibn Adam op@ cit, P. 84-o 
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In Bacras sanction of the Imam was not necessary and the 

land became private propertyp Ushriyah or mulk to the 

one who revived it. Later various restrictions were im- 

posed and revival rigidly definedo According to Abu 

Hanifa revival did not create ownership unless previous 

permission by the Imam was obtained. If revival took 

place in the neighbourhood of Kharajiyah land or by aid 

of Kharaj waterl the land became Kharajiyah and not 

Ushriyah* Furthermore If revival did not take place within 

three years after permission had been obtained the Imam was 

free to give it to another man. Revival was defined as 

making the land productive by irrigation or reclamation 
2 

Besides these three categories of land there are 

still two others# namely Mawqufa and Mahmiyyah or Hatruke 

lands, 

; 7aqf or Uortmain have their origin from verses in the 

Coran and teachings of the Prophet exhorting the Muslims 

to consecrate a part or the whole of their fortunes fj 

, 
sabil illah or "to the way of God! '* All pious deeds such 

as the help of the poor# the building of mosquest the 

donation of horses and other equipment for the Muslim army 

are said to be made "to the way of God"o 

(i) The Tigris and Euphrates were considered Kharaj 
water by Abu Hanifa, 

(2) See Majalla Arts 1051r 12751 Aghindes op, cito 
P- 503. 
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I 
Hence according to Bukhari the Prophet left on 
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hia death a piece of land which he Made as alms fI sabil 

illah; and advised Saad Ibin Abi WaQqas to devote a third 

of his fortune to deeds of that nature. The caliphs and 

other pious Huslims followed his example and mosques, 

hospitals# cemetriest librarieso drinking fountains were 

erected ; or the poor and lands were donated to defray 

the expenses of their upkeep from their revenuet or to 

feed and clothe the poor. The Vaqaba or dominium ple'mu-n, " 

of these properties were transferred from man to God 

although the usufruct was to be spent for the benefit of 

men. Hence the properties were Inalienable. They were 

therefore called w or nabe meaning "immobilizee 2 They waQf 

were administered by regents called Mutawallis who were 

appointed by the founders but their accounts and their 

I adninistration were audited and supervised by a judge* 

Since the founder had the right to appoint the 

Putawalli and lay down the conditions and purpose for 

which the waqf was mades a custom soon grew up whereby 

some landowners made a waqf of their property and appointed 

themselves and-their direct descendants as the mutawallis 

of it. Thus a kind of inalienable family entail grow. This 

practice seems to have been resorted to in order to avoid 

jiý Al-31hah - Kitabul Vasaya op. cit. 
2 The word wear indicating mortmain Is of later de- 

velopment, I17-Only meant consecration by worship In 
the early Islamic period and was used in, general and 
not confined to land or other property. 

I 
i 
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confiscation of the property and Ito sequestration which 

was very widely practised In the latter Abbaside and 

Ottoman Caliphate. This kind of waqf Is called waqf dhurri 

or "waqf of the descendants*" 

Still another category of waqf grew up later called 

customary woqf or we6Lf ilarateing whereby the proprietor 

ceded his property to a religious foundationp e. gep a 

mosque at a price much below the actual value of the 

property# and retained the possession of that property in- 

definitely as a permanent lessee paying as rent a small 

annual sum fixed in the dooument Hujja of the wag; r,, He 

can lease his "tenancy right" or bequeath it and it 

passes to his descendants of both sexes who share In it 

eQuallY. On the failure of heirs the property escheated 

to the waqf free from any servitude, In this way the 

landowner can in effect borrow money and pay interest in 

the form of Iluajjalah or deferred rent. He also renders 

the raqaba of the land inalienable and therefore not 

liable to foreclosure or acquestration. The waqf institu- 

tion also benefited as it could thereby employ Its re- 

sources in a country where the taking of Interest Is for- 

bidden by religion* Moreover# It had a good security for 

its money and acquired the right of escheat while it was 

not responsible for the repair or the property which fell 

on the losses. This system was also followed in other 
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wnqf property, the "nqf land res actually leased to 
tht 

private holders and their heirot on conditioVtchey paid a 

srinll payment in advance called the Mun! jjalah or immediate 

rent and also paid a certain sum every year called the 

IluajJalah or "deferred" rent. The ryatem was one of the 

mOthids whereby the inalienability of vaqf property was 
hindering 

prevented from gz=axbd=X the development of the land. 

Naverthelessp religious foundations had come to be 

very great obstacles to development of lands that were 

made waqf. Many regulations were evolvedo nearly all of 

which for the purpose of ensuring its perpetultyl but 

these same regulationn were responsible for the mal-ad- 

ministration and decay of the property 
2. Furthermore 

their inalienable character and the fact that no compensa- 

tion was paid for improv=ente made by the lessee pre- 

cluded any capital expenditure on the waqf land and pre- 

vented them from passing into the hands WE* wealthy people 

who could improve them or small families which could 

look after them by intensive agriculture, 

Ustroukll lands, relates to those lands like grazing3 

and threshing and camping groundz belonging to a 

(i) For the regulations of the waqf see Omar Hilmit 
A Gift to Posturity On The Laws of Waqf. Eng. tranal. 
by Tyner and Demetrindes. Also In Arabic M. Kadri. Pasha- 
Qonun Al-Adl wal-Insaft Cairo 1923. 

ý2ý Belin op* cit., 1862 p. 165. 
3 In general# however grazing groundst unless otherwise 

reserved ab antico for a particular Villagep is consider- 
ed Muba j, i,, e. p free for the use of anybody who can use 
them* 
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particular village as well as to public streetat cemeter- 

i0sp mericets, rivers, woods and the likep which have been 

used ab tintico for the conmon use of a particular group 

of people. e. g, 0a village or for the community as a whole, 

They are therefore of two kinds - for a particular group 

of people or for the whole communlty* 

In the : first case the villageris have the sole right 

to use them but they also cannot change them into cultivat- 

ed property and no one can enclose them for his private 

use to the exaluslon of others* 

In the other case# every member of the community can 

have the free uee of the place provided lie does not do 

anything to prevent othera from using it. 

Both these kinds are inalienable and cannot be made 

into private property. 
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2. Later Islamic Develoment 

Although the legal principles sumnarized above re- 

mained practically unaltered right down to the Turkish 

occupation of the Country by Sultan Suleiman in the six- 

teenth century# yet certain practises# mainlywising out 

of various manipulations of the methods of collections 

of the Kharajv developed particularly in the latter 

Abbaside periode and materially qualified the early 

Islamic legal principles. The most important of these 

practices were three; the development of the Dhiman or 
Icita 

tax-farmingg the M or concession and the military fiefse 

During the first century of the Islamic era# the 

government taxes were collected by salaried public 

officials called Ummal-Ul-Kharajo Farming of these taxesp 

Dhiman (also called Qabala and Iltizam) began in the latter 

part of the Amawide Dynasty and continued throughout the 

Ibbaside Caliphate. Abu Yusif 1 
advised the Caliph to stop 

this practice and condemned it on the ground that it leads 

"to the oppression of the people of the Khara j"2 . But 

the practice did not stop and was extended to the collection 

ý1ý op. citopp. 6i-62. 
2 Ibid, 
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of custom duties# tolls on rivers and canalsp the poll 

tax and other dues. It was even extended to the collection 

of fines imposed by the judges and police hisbeh i. Public 

officials# judges and army officers as well as private 

individuals acquired these farms and sub-let them in 

smaller lots to merchants and local potentates 
2. Hany of 

these farmers made great fortune out of their farm3 but 

those who were suspected of that soon had all their 

property confiscated as rightly belonging to the treasury3. 

The farms were usually sold for one year. A part of the 

purchase price of the farm was paid in advance and the 

rest by later instalments, During the Mongolian period 

In 1303 A*D* farms were abolished and the land was divided 

into military fiefs. 

Side by side with the farming of taxes for a definite 

sum fixed In advance there wassnother way In which the 

Kharaj was collectedo namely by ; 
_qta or concession. The 

word Iqta which meant the concession of mewat land to 

private individuals in full proprietory right on condition 

of revival within three years# was extended to mean the 

concession of the land revenue of a district or a few 

I Zeidanp Vol. J1, pp, 216p 230. 
2 Op. cit. Vol. II, P. ". 
3 Zeidan Vol. Il. pp. 33t "t 35. 
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villages in payment for a sum owed to private individuals 

or as a substitute or guarantee for the salaries of public 

officials. Such concessions are called iqta-ul Kharaj as 

distinct from the concessions of Mewat land which are 

called iqta Tamlik or proprietory concessionsio Amils 

(governors)$ Qadhis (judges) and Emirs (military chiefs) 

were often the recipients of those concessions. The Iqta 

can be granted for a n=ber of years or as long as the 

concessionaire holds office. if he dies while he is still 

in office# the concession reverts to the state and his 

heirs receive a pension from another fund 
2. If his health 

fails# he may retain his concession or may forfeit it 

according to the practice of the locality3. Iqta for life, 

according to Uawardi is only possible in localities where 

a concessionaire in bad health retains his fief., 

Hereditary iqta is forbidden in Moslem law because it 

would virtually mean the alienation of public rights to 

private individuals5. Only the Kharaj could be granted in 

iatap the Ushur cannot be so granted firstly because the 

(1) Concessions of cultivated land of which both the 
raqabah and the Tasarraf belonged to the state were 
called iqta-ul-istighlal or "concessions of usufruct. 
Of this category were the concessions made by Utbman 
from the ftwafi (supra, p. 131+ Notes). 

2 Uawardi op. cit. p. 189. 
3 Ibid., 
4 "xx-+kxxpxx1Q'ax Ibid. 
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OP. cit. P-189. 
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beneficiaries of It are mainly the poor and secondly be- 

cause it only falls due at the time of the harvest 

Hawardi says that iqta of the Rharajiyah land was 

especially suitable for members of the army 
2, In reality 

military fiefs did develop out of It# especially in the 

latter Abbaside Caliphate when the real authority passed 

Into the hands of the Persian and Turkish military and 

political rulers who were used to the feudal system In 

their homeland. In this period soldiers and ftirs were 

given the Kharaj of certain areas# varying from a whole 

province to a few villages# as a guarantee of their pay or 

as a part of it3. Provincial emirs tended gradually to 

take the place of the originally distinct Amilso as 

collectors of revenue in the provinces either directly or 

I through local farmers. Hence Iqta later came to be used 

to designate eapeoially a military fief. 

The feudal system was further extended under the 

Seljuks (ilth-13th Century) when Nidham-Al-Uulkp wazir 

(Minister) of Alb-Assalan and his son Malik Shah# was 

faced by the problem of supporting a large tribal army 

and solved it by the partial abandonment of the traditional 

1 Op. cit. p. 186. 
2 Op. cit. po i8q. 
3 Zaidang Vol. 1. p. 159. 
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policy of tax-farming and revenue-collecting,, for that of 

Iqtag whereby the army (djun ) supported themselves on the 

yield of the landi. Ile gave to each muQta or concessionaire 

one or several villageS2 according to his pay and the 

revenue derived from thoue villages. Only a part of the 
land was distributed in military fiefs. The revenue of the 

rest of the land was still collected directly or farmed till 

the year 1303 A. D, when the Mongol feudal system was intro- 

duced in Iraq, 

In view of the fact that iqta or military f iefs to 

emirs in lieu of their pay and the pay of their troopst was 

known before Nidham Ul-Uulkp it is not clear what was the 

nature of the innovation that the latter had introducede 

M. SobernheiM3 thinks that the Seljuks introduced an innova- 

tion in so far as they made the f ief s hereditary in return 

for military service. But there in not enough evidence to 

support this viewl as Nidham-Al-ifulk himself insistac In his 

own book The Siaset Na. -neho on the necessity of limiting the 

(1) Zeldan Vol, 1. p. 15q. Belin Du Regime des fief mill- 
taire dans l'Islamisn Journal Asitique 6th series Vol. XV# 
1870P p, 216. 

J2J belin ibid. 
3 Encyclopedia of Islam under Ikta Vol. XXI# pp. 461-4631 

Mr. Sobernheim bases his view on a statement quoted by 
Maqrisi (op, cit. Vol. Up p. 216) by a djundi (mercenary) 
of the Artay of Seljuk Atabeg Nuriddin of Aleppo (1146- 
1173) in which he says "the fief belongs to ý4s; it is our 
property .,, we pass it to our children from father to 
sonj and in return for it we are willing to run the risk 
of deatkPo 
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rights of f ief holders to the collection of f ixed dues 

and of setting a short time limit for their tenure it 

iv more probable that the innovation was in the allotment 

of land to individual soldiers (djund) In litu of their pay# 

nta inatead of granting the ig. ta to the emirs to enable 

thern to psy their troops which was' certainly the case be- 

fore the Se1juke, The statement of the djundi mercenary 

reported in ITao_rici who was obviously s private supports 

this view. Moreover the iqta waso it was expressly stated 

by Muslim Historians 20 
an alternative to the at& or stipends. 

Again Virkhond3 states that " ... 1+7,000 Cavalry accompan- 

iod the (se1juk) shah always and their fiefer IQtaat were 

spread in the provinoes* which suZgests that each of them 

has an iqta. 

This system was continued until the Mongol invasion. 

A special diwan department called Diwan al-Muqataat 
4. 

was 

established to administer them, 

The Mon, &ols further perfected the feudal system. The 

army of Gengiz Khan was recruited from among the nomadia 

tartar tribess Each tribe was divided into platoons Of 

ton men commanded by an onbashi selected from among them- 

selves* Each ten of these platoons was commanded by a 

(1) Uncyclopaedia of Islam under Nidham-Al-Uulkt Vol-3-Ilt 
Pp-932-935. 

2 See Zeidan Vol. le po 159. Belin op. citý, p. 216. 
3 Cf. Belin Fief Militairet op. cit. p. 21 
4 Ibn il Fuwatip Al-Hawadith Al-Jami'ah p. 178. 
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Yuzbashil ten of these were in turn comrnanded by a chief 

of a thousand Mingbachij and ten of these were under a 

chief of 109000 or emiri. Par from receiving any paymentsp 

the tartar fighters gave annually to their chief a contri- 

bution in horsest sheep etc*2 Ghazanp after his conversion. 

to Islam established the military fiefs in a decree In 

1303 A. D. he abolished the farms and gave a piece of land 

to each corps of iolooo as fiefs (iqta). The peasants of 

these lands continued to cultivate the soil and paid the 

same contribution to the army as they used to pay to the 

Caliphs or to the state3. The army had no right over them 

except those of supervision of cultivation and the collec- 

tion of their share, They were however, not to be trans- 

ferred from one fief to anothero Those who left their 

land for less than thirty years were to be brought back4. 

The chief a of a thousand meng of a hundred# of ten as 

well as ordinary soldiers also had their f iefs varying 

according to their position, A commissioner# bitiktohi 

(called in Iraq Uushrif , i. e. r supervisor) was appointed 

In every canton to keep a register of these fiefs5v 

copies of which were submitted to the wezi (minister) 

(1) Belin Du Regime dea fief militaire ... Journal Asia- 
tique 6th serien Vols XVj p. 217. Petis do la Croix 
Vie de Timur Bee Vol. II. pp. 27p 82# 111# J9, Institute 
do Timur p, 47. 

1 2) Belin op. cit. p. 218. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Belin ps 220* 
5 Op. cit. pp. 446v 4549 469. 
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and to the heads of a thousand* The bitiktchi made an 
inspection of these fiefs and the feudatories whose land 

was found uncultivated were punished. He was also to 

report and stop any exactions over the legal taxest that 

were unduly made on the peasants by their lordel. These 

fidfs were not to be sold# transmitted to a friend or a 

brother or given in any way on pain of death. On the 

death of a soldier, his fief was given to one of his sons 

and In default of a son# to his oldest slave (Ghulam) and 

in default of that to a man chosen by the chief of a 

hundred men 
2. Timur preserved generally the system in- 

augurated by Ghazan. The revenues of the provinces were 

divided into unequal lots and each Emir or bingbashi drew 

one. If the sum of the revenue of his lot exceeded his 

paye the excess passed to anotherl If it was insufficient 

another lot was given to him to supplement It. Two In- 

sPectors (mushrifs) were again appointed In each province, 

One was to defend the peasants against their lords and 

give an exact account of all that was drawn from the Iwo- 

vince and the other to supervise the expenditure of the 
3 

state The fief was conceded for a period of three years 

at the end of which an inquiry was to be made, If the 

land was found in a flourishing state and the peasants 

I Op. cit. pp, 219p 242.0s 

2 Op. cit. p. 220. 
3 trorms op. cit. p-15l. Belin p. 221. 
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were happy the f ief r, as ren6wed for another three years I 

if on the other hand the inhabitents viere complaining# 

the ficf was vithdrawn from the concessionaire who was 

not to touch it for three years 
I. 

In India and Persias the peasant gave one third of 

the crop to the state and retained the remaining two 

thirds4. Hence Akbar based his fixed revenue on one third 

of the value of the average crop of a bad and a good land3. 

In Iraq the Islamic system of taxation was preserved4. 

The Ushriyah land still paid the tithe and the Kharajiyah 

land, the Kharajo which varied from one tenth to one half 

of the produce according to its fertility# the method of 

irrigation appliedp the kind of crop grown and its 

proximity to marketso 

It appears that the feudal system of the Mongols was 

only applied In the settled districts, In the areas where 

the destruction of the irrigation system had rendered 

them arid or swamps inhabited by nomadic or semi-nomadic 

tribes the tribal system prevailed. 

The military character of these tribes Paved the way 

for their incov-, Toration in the feudal system of the 

Mongols, The tribal Sheikh was recognized as the emir 

iI Inatitats de Timur PP. 52-1. -', 4* 
2 Worms opo cit. 1843v po 132v 152. 
3 op, cito P. 155. 
4 Fuvl. ati p. 4-93a 
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over his tribesmen and the tribal dirah was granted to 

him as a fief either directly from the Sultan or from a 

more powerful tribal chief * Some tribal chiefs were 

granted cultivated lands outside the tribal dirahs. Thus 

Hohanna# his sons and his brother who were the chiefs of 

the tribe of Al Fadhl (a section of Tai) whose dirah was 

in the Syrian desert held f ief a from the Mongol viceroy 

of Iraq# Khudabendap around Hills# the Furatieh districts 

and in the Basra Province'* These f Jefs were further' ex- 

tended in 1312 to include the whole of lower Iraq (Al- 

Ira. k Al-Arabi) in return for the help these tribes gave 
2 in the viceroys campaign in Syria 

The tribes held their fief e on condition of guarding 

the road& and punishing highffaymen and supplying in case 

of emergency an auxiliary cavalry to aid the Sultan in 

his campaigz4 

(1) The cause of these grants says the author of Aldarar 
Al-Kamina (of* Azzawi ppo 467-472) was to prevent, the 
tribes from raiding the caravans of the pilgrims to 
Meccas "Khudabenda" the author says "asked for the 
cause of these raids and he was told that these tribes- 
men live in the desert and have no means of living 
except what they acquire from these raidej and he said 
we shall give them enough from Beit Ul Mal to prevent 
thers, ifrom resorting to this means or livelihoodo" In 
the next few years the pilgrims were not molested (ibid). 

(2) Azzawi pp. 426-428,, Ibn Battuts. Vol, 1, p. 44* 
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Some of the more inaccesible and powerful tribes main- 

tained their local independence from the Mongols, In theory 

their chiefs held the land on farms to be renewed eyery year# 

but in practice payment of these taxes was Irregular and 

precarious, 

To recapitate: By the Ottoman occupation of Iraq by 

Sultan Suleiman in 1525P the cultivated land on both banks 

of Shatt-Al Arab were Ushriyaht and around Hillal, Baghdad 

and Baquba were Kharajiyah. Both these categories were in 

the hands of the Mongolian and Turkoman chiefs who supervised 

their cultivation and collected the Ushr and the Kharaj from 

the cultivators. Similarly the lands that were cultivated 

around Mosul and along the trade route between Baghdad and 

Mosul past Kirkuk and Erbil were held as military fiefs. 

Elsewhere the lands were inhabited by Kurdish and Arab 

tribes. some of whom recognized the central authority and 

were confirmed in their land on condition of military ser- 

vice and guarding the roads to travellers and caravanal 

while others maintained a virtual independence and the ex- 

tent to which they were affected by the Mongolian system 

was inversely proportional to their power and resistance by 

armed forces and to their inaccessibility in their mountain- 

ous# marsh or desert land. 

The other Islamic classifications of Waqf, Mewat and 

U6trouke land were left unaltered. 
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The Turkish Period 

The Turkish feudal system which was partially intro- 

duced in Iraq on its conquest by Sultan Suleiman in 1525,9 

was different in many ways from the Islamic and Mongol 

systems. Like the early Uaslims# the Turks considered the 

land that they occupied as public domains Arazi Miri=a . 

the raqabahl or absolute ownership of which was claimed by 

the state and only the Tasarruf2 of possession was retained 

in the hands of the actual cultivators against a certain 

payment of revenue. On this basis they gradually built and 

perfected a system of military fiefs by granting the miri, 

lands on condition of military service. 

0) This term literally means Othe nape or the neck on 
which a yoke Is fixed" (G. Young# Corps de Droit Orromanst 
Oxford 1906t Vol. VIP p. 48 footnote). Then it became a 
legal term in Islamic law meaning absolute ownership* 
According to Fisher (Ottoman Land Lawp translation and 
notesp Oxford 1919j, p. 2 footnotes) "the owner in having 
the raqabah vested in him# has the most complete form of 
ownership# known in Islamic law", Young (Ibid) trans- 
lates the term "raqabah" as " leine propriete" or 
dominium 9 Ionum; Fisher (ibiý3 translates it as "legal 
ownership . (2) The Ottoman system of Tasarruf as will be described in 
this section has a certain analogy with gMigtheose and 
the right of superfici. 2 in the Roman legislation, In 
both cases# the state not being able to cultivate the 
land by Itself# seeks as a better means of exploitation 
to give it on long indefinite) lease and gets In return 
periodical revenue 

ýsee 
Belin Etude sur la propriete 

Fonaiere en pays Musulman at)speolalment en Turkies 
Journal Asiatique (1861-062 9 Vol* i8p p, 205. 
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Writers differed as to the origin of the ottoman feudal 

organization, D'Ohason't Worms 2 
and Belid take the view 

that it was an adaptation of the Hualim system of jqta. 

These writers however were influenced by the legal interpre- 

tation of the Ottoman jurists in the latters'attempt to 

assimilate the Ottoman feudal system to the principles of 

the Islamic Law, Only by a very wide interpretation could 

these authors relate the Arazi Ifiriva to the principle of 

state ownership of the Kharajiyya Land which prevailed dur- 

Ing the early Islamic period. Indeed the ottoman jurists 

themselves found it difficult to define the status of the 

military fiefs In terms of the Islamic law and particularly 

so because these juristop following Abu Hainfal considered 

the Kharajiyyah Land iss mulk and not as waqf. 

0) M. D'Ohsoon Tableau General de L'Empire Ottoman* Paris 
i 788-1824t Vol. VII. 

(2) Rescherche our la, Constitution de la Propriete Terri- 
torials done les pays Musulmanst Journal AsiatiqUOP 3rd 
series XIVO 1842; 4th series# I# 1843P 111# 1844- 

(3) Etude sur la Propriete Foncisitops cit, see also 
Boling Du Regime des fiefs militaire done ltjolamisme et 
principalement en Turkie Journal Aslatique 6th seriest 
vol. XV# 1870. 

(4) Ottoman jurists tried to interpret the miri system in 
terms of the Islamic Law by considering the hereditary 
right of possession (tasarruf as a lease-trom the state; 
according to the Islamic Law 

Wjelleh 
art. 455) if the 

period is not mentioned In the lease the latter can be 
revoked by either party whereas in the Miriyyah land the 
state cannot revoke the right of possession of the 
peasants. Furthermoret whereas the leaseý-, in the Islamic 
Law# becomes invalid at the death of the lesseq, the right 
of tasarruf is# per contra# inherited in a certain way 
(see N, Chihap Traite do la Propriete Immobillere en 
Droit Ottoman# Calroy 1906s p. 131 Padel (W) and Steeg(L) 
Do La Legistation Fonoiere Ottomans pp. 19-20), 
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The hypothesis of Persian origin seems to be no more 

justif iablei * The more accepted theory by modern writers is 

that thelurks preserved the Byzantine system that they 

found? and that the Timar was a direot adaptation of the 

Byzantine pronoys. (pronia) 30 

The f eudal organization was developed in stages. Othman 

the founder of the dynasty received a fief from the last 

Seljuk of Asia Minor as Emir of the district of Qara HasaA 

In 701 (1301) he divided the land conquered by his army into 

flefs among his sons and his principal emirs* In 730 A. H, 

(131+0) Al' Eddinj Wezir of Orkhanp Othmns successor# formed 

a corps of horsemen from the Turkish populatiOU5 who held In 

time of peace certain lande free of taxation. This Militia 
6 

was called musellem, i. e. , exempt from taxation In 1375 

Hurad I diVided the military fiefS into big and small Ones# 

Zismet and Tims 7 
and made these fiefs hereditary from male 

to male; they only escheated to the state on the extinction 
8 

of the family Uilha=ed 11 Instituted a more s7steMati* 

(i) J. Deny In the Encyclopaedis. of Islam 5 Up p. 767 
(under Timar), 

2) Ibid P. 768; Voltaire# Essai des Uosurs Chapo XCXIo 
3 Deny Op. 0ito 
4 Bolin fief milit. p. 223. 

J5 And a corps of Yayao from the Christian population 
D'Ohsson VIIv P. 312. 

(6) Bolin Fief U11. p. 225 (see Firman relating to them in 
Bibl, Nato Paris US. suppl, Turco No. 79P lot in fineJ 

(7) Hammer Staatferfassung des Osmaniche ReisýýIoý243- 
Bolin Fief Hil. 226. 

(8) Belin opo cito po 226. D'Ohssonf op* cit. VII. P. 375. 
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method of keeping the register (defter) of these fiefai and 

Suleiman the magnificent promulgated a code determining the 

conditions of the feudal regime and the right3 of the peasants 

and feudatories in the land 2 

After the conquest of Iýgvpt the ottoman caliphs came 

more and more within the influence of the Islamic law* Hence 

the feudal Turkish lavve were fused with the Moslem laws In 

Suleiman's cod03. The Kharajiyah and Ushriyah lands were 

considered mulk as also were the houses in the town. Public 

endowments waqfe constituted out of mij3k land were also 

governed by Islamic lawj while Metrouke land still remained 

a separate category, 

The fiefs were called aacordir4g to their size Khasst 

Ziamet and Timar and were granted to the military cast 

SDahis and Zaima, and to the governors of provinces on con- 

dition of presenting themselves with full equipment in time 

of war and providing a certain numberp vai7ing according to 

the revenue they derive from their fiefp of fully equipped 

soldiers Jabalu ISukammal. They collected to their own account 

a part of the revenues of the state and exercised a sort of 

seigneurial jurisdiction over the peasants, They were 

I HaMMer VIIIq pp. 87-iOl, Denv 768- 
China# P. 17. 

Op. cit. p. 17. 
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considered the lords of the land Smhlbl Arz but in effect 

they were only the aaents of the state who were replaced by 

state officials In the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Hence the whole system unlike the feudal system 

in Europe# was an administrative rather than a social 

organization 

The E-hass was an estate the revenue of which was at 

least 200#000 aspero. It belonged to the 3ultan (Rhavassi 

Hamayan) 2. to the ministers and influential men at the 

palace (Khavassi Wuzera)3 as well as to governors of Eyalets 

(provinces) and Liwas (districts) in which case they were 

called beylerbeyl khaso and '; sanJ, 9o--be-Yi Ehass respectively. 

Unlike the Timaro and Ziametsy the Miass was attached to 

thO Office of the governors rather than the person of the 

feudatory and chanZed hands at every transfer 
40 

The beylorbeyi Khass had an annual revenue of 600#000 

aspers to well over a million aspers. The Khass of each of 

the eyaleta of BaZhdad Basrah and Shahrizor exceeded a 
5. 

y one Jebelj million apperv Each beylerbevi had to supplo 

(1) The eastern and western systems of granting fiefs are 
compared in Stauerpsoht und Lchswesen in Der Islam# 19i4s 
pp. 82-92, 

(2) CUM Traite de la Propriete inraobiliers en droit Ott, 
Cairo i9O6v p, 13- 

3 Op. cit. P. 13. 
4 0?. cit. p. 13. 
5D Ohsson V11p P. 379 eqq. Belin Prop* Ponciere opo cit. 

po 204., 
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naammol or fully equipped soldier for each 5tOOO aspers 

of revenue, 

The Sanjaqbeyi Lhasa had an annual revenue of at least 

200,000 aspers rising to 600pOOO aspers. The Sanjaqbeys who 
hold the military title of Mir-liwa or brigadier-general 

were promoted by an addition 
_of 

vacant rief a to their Khass 

at the rate of IN of the revenue of the latter at each 

promotion 
2, In caae the newly 6ppointed Sanjaqbc7. a did 

not have a right to the whole of the revenue of their Rhass, 

the surplus was retained by the state and set aside for the 

ffanissiLries who had a right to a ýLjmar3. The Sai3jaqbeys had 

to provide one jebeli mukannel for every five thousand 

aspers of the revenue of their Khass4'* 

Ziamtp- Every fief with a minimum revenue of 20#000 

aspers was called a Ziamet. The fief of this minim= 

revenue was called, QiliJ or sword land. The surplus over 

this, figure is hisse or "part". Every Ziamat that Is 

entered Into the register as. 1jmalli could not be divided 

Into parts in opposition W hisseli ziametlwhich is formed 

by a combination of small fiefs and could be divided into 

parts5. Zaims had to go to war in person and supply one 

Bolin op. cit. p. 204. 
2 DenY P. 770; Belin Worms (1844) P* 240. 
3 Deny op. cit. 
4 Worms ibid p. 241. 
5 Worms op* cit, pp, 24.2,1 243. 
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lebeli for each 5#000 aspere above their qiliji. The 
2 

maxi== revenue of the zitmet is 100#000 aspers The 

holders of the Ziamet are called Zaims 3 
or SAhibi Ziamet 

i. e., owner of a ziamet. 

Timari- Military f ief a the revenue of which were below 

20,000 aspera were called Timars4.. The Qili. j of a timariot 
5 

was 5,000 - 6tooo aspers# the root was hisse . Such Timars 

could only 'be granted by a royal decree born on production 

of a certificate tezkere issued by the governor general of 

the province where the fief is situated; hence they were 

called tezkereli. Timars the revenue of which was under 

this figure was called temkeresiz and could be granted by 

the governor general beylerbey rithout a bere 
6 The qUIJ 

of this lntter class was 2#000 aspers. Any Timar the 

revenue of which was below 29000 anper3 In called muctaqil 

Qilij (independent)ý The tim3riot rho wao also called the 

Spahi, i. e.,, horseman owed personal service for his Qilij 
8 

and had to provide one jebeli for every 3,000 aspers over it 

i Deny op. cit. 
2 Chiha opo cit, p. 13. 
3 Meaning agent, Wakilp guarantor, administrator of a 

tribe# orator one who repreaents others in public affairs 
Wamus Vol. III. p. 473). 

(4) Timar in Persian means "give respect" or solicitude 
to a sick person or man In trouble to be at, his service 
In mansking his affairs# to nourish him* Cf, Belin Prop* 

)Fono. 
p. 196. 

(5 y1orms (1844) p. 243o The differ in different pro- 
vinces (op. cit* ppe 243-244T. 

6 Ibid. 
7 op. cito p. 245. 
a Belin Prop, cono p. 197o D'Ohsoonp P- 373o 
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There were also few timars granted to non-combatants 

for religious and other services. These were called 

mustahfiz timars. Quedikli timars or "privileged timars" 

were a few fief a whose holders were not obliged to do 

servibe except when the grand Wezir or Sultan led the Army 
I In person 

Beside the military service# the feudatories had to 

renew their bera or act of concession every year and pay 4% 

of the revenue of their f iefe at each renewal as chancery 

dues Qalamiyah 1, e. # "of the pee. If the timariot failed 

to obey the stmmons for military service or committed a 

crime he might be deprived of his f ief, This sort of con- 
2 

fiscation did not affect# however# his children He could 

not divide his fief without sanction by the state3 and 

could only pass It to his male children)+, In default of 

sons the fief became vacant. 

The Position of the Peasants: 

The racLabah or the dominjum plenum of the miri land 

was vested with the state of which the feudatories were 

agents. The peasants# however# were allowed to retain the 

I Belin Prop. Pone. No. 357. 
2 Ibid. P. 304.9 
3 Ibid. p. 202. 
4.1 Chiha ibid. P. 15. 
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tasarruf v i. a. v possession against payment of two kinds of 

Quasi-rentj one called mutaJjalsh or immediate which was 

usually a fixed sump andthe other called muaJJallsh or 

11 def erred! ' which was partly a fixed sum and partly a pro- 

portion of the produce. 

The right of tasarruf was hereditary# the mutasarrif 

i., e,, p the holder of this rights could pass it to his 

direct descendants free of charge. In default of direct 

descendants# other heirs could acquire possession of the 

land only on payment to the Spahi of a sum called bedel tapu 

or mul a iala. the amount of which was fixed by impartial 

Muslims* These heirs were defined by special laws i 
an had 

"preference" (Haq rujhan) to the land. If they refused to 

pay the bedei taDu or were in default# the land was offered 

to the peasants of the same village on payment of bedel 

taiDue If it was refused it is put up to auation2. 

The peasant could not sell or bequeath his land without 

the consent of the spah13- He could not erect buildings or 

(1) Previous to 975 A, H. even the peasants' sons acquired 
their fathers lands on payment of bedel tapup but they 
had preference over all others. In 975 theY were given 
the right to succeed free of charge. But females could 
not succeed to the land except on payment of bedel tapu 
until the year 1264 A. H. In INO A. H. and IM A. H. the 
right of preference was extended to brothers and sisters 
and in 107 to mothers. The land Code of 1275 0858) 
further extended the right of succession (Intiqal)o 
Chiha pp. 17-18* See infra pp. 499-500. 

ý2ý Worms op. cit. p. 85. Belin Prop* fono. p. 212o 
3 Belin prop. fone, p, 210. D'Ohsson VII, p. 373. 
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II plant trees without his permission If he left it un- 

cultivated for three years without a cause# the spahi 

could give it to another cultivator 
2& 

The Spahi had no legal right of lordship and justice 

over the persons living on his fiefo He was the agent of 

the government rather than the owner of the land. Ile could 

not evict the peasant of his land3. Hence the timar was 

unlike the feudal system in Europe# an adrainistrattve 

rather than a social organization. The fiefs were given 

in hereditary title for administrative convenience. "In 

all that concerns possession# mutationp transfer and devo- 

lution! ' says ChihaJ+ "the beneficiaries of Timars and 

Ziamets represented the state as a proprietor .... and per- , 
formed the functions that are entrusted to-day to the 

officials of the Ministry of Registration. 

The Spshi however had numerous fiscal rights in their 

fief a, These rights were usually specified In the beva or 

grant of concession and varied according to the locality. 

They fell under two categories - Huquqi Shariyah and 

Rusumi Urf iyah5op 

(1) Extract of Canunameh of 1609 A#D. cited by worms 
op@ cit. (18") 86,88. 

(2) Belin op. cit, pp, 1090 257. Worms op. cit. (j844) 

3 Belin p, 258. 
4 N. Chihat op. cit. p. 15- 

P* 88 " 

5 D'Ohoson VIJO p, 150- 
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The Hucmi Shariyah were the taxes prescribed by the 

Moslem law. They included: 

(a) The Kharaj which was represented by a fixed sum of 
money for a fixed area called tchift. The tchift was 

def ined as that area which could be ploughed by a pair 

of oxen in one day 1. The tax imposed an this holding 

was called reemi tchift or tasma ukeheei. It was fixed 

by the atate and could not be Increased by the feudatory. 

Posseasors of half a tchift or less were registered as 

Nebak and paid a minimum of half the tchIft Ukeheoi. 

Anybody who by negligence left his land uncultivated 
21 paid a compensation for the right of *chift . 

(b) The capitation or jiziya on non-2uslims represented 

by a poll-tax called Ispenji or penjiq3 (i. C. 9 fifth). 

(a) The tithe or Ushur which in spite of its name varied 

in practice between one tenth to one half of the produce4. 

The rusumi UrfiYah: Were those deoreed by the Sultan 

or oanationed by usage5, These impositions were numerous 

(1) The nearest meaning to tchift is holding. This holding 
varies# but it is usually between 100-150 donms in Boane. 
The donum was 40 dhira sq. or 900 square metres (Belin 
prop& fonco p* 206. ) According to rorms (op. cit, i844t 
p. 160) the tax in Bosne was one asper for two donume of 
land of good quality and one asper for every f ive donums 
of land of the second qualityo 

2 Worms p. 162. 
3 Belin Prop* fonc, op. cit. p. 208. 
4. Deny op. cit. P. 773. 
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D'Ohsson VIIv p. 234, Belin op. cit. P. 200,, 
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and varied from place to place# among the most important 

of which were: 

(a) MuJarra (bachelor) imposed on a male bachelor 

adult who could gain his livelihood and lived with his 

father i. Those who were not able to earn their living 

were exempt, 

(b) Resmi Dukhan or right of fuel for individuals 

foreign to the timar 2" 

(a) Asyab or de: 7irma ioe. # "Moulin" or milling rights3. 

(d) Arousana - or right in case of marriage4. 

(e) Otlaq - or tax on the use of winter pasture (kishlaq) 

and summer pasture (yaX101, I)5. 

(f) Resmi Aghnam or sheep tax or reami ofthil or herd 

tax 
60 

Other taxes were the Kowa (hives) Lib (measure of 

wheat) bedaya or badii-hawa (extraordinary taxes). 

Side by side with this military organizationp another 

feudal system of civilian character developed out of the 

systan of tax-farming. 

The taxes mentioned above were in some districts shared6 

in various proportions7 between the Spahip the Zaims or 

(J) He paid in Bosne 12 aspers a year, Belin prop. fone. 
No. 321. 

2) Bolin Prop. fonc. p, 208, Woms p. 161. 
3) Bolin op* cit, p. 259. 
4) Ibid* p. 259-260 '0 his also paY this tax to their 

superiors Bolin p* 
i6o7psYlorms 

op. cit. p. 162. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 See Bolin Prop. fonc. pp. 259-260. 
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Subaship and the mir liwat or between the first two ex- 

cluding the third. In most districts the state retained 

some of these taxes for its own account especially the 

tithe# the custom duties and the sheep tax2. These state 

taxes ivere at first collected by public officials (-Amels) 

en regie (Amanet)3 until the reign of Mohammed II when 

they were given on annual farms muQata or 11tizam. In 

1695# the annual farms# muQatap were converted*into farms 

for life* malikianat by 11ustafa, II in imitation of the 

system followed at that time by the Hamluk Sultans of 
4 Egypt Vacant farms were put up to auction to the highest 

bidder who acquired possession by paying an advance sum 

(mal mu'ajjala) or (Clolchnne Akeheci) and chancelery dues 

(resmi Qalamivah)5 together with an annual payment of a 

fixed sum. 

These farmo could be transferred to relatives and 

friends, The transaction was called, flraah and was 

carried out by a legal contract huJJa .A tax equal to 

i0j% of the amount of the farm was paid to the state at 

each transfer. Descendants of the farmers had a preference 

I it, 
2 

'96hosson 
Vllp p. 239. 

3 Op. oit. VII. p. 242. 
41 Belin Prop. fone p. 263; Fief Uilit. 196. Works 

(1844) P. 182; WOh; son VII# pp. 242-243. 
(5) D'Ohason p. U3. 
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over all other3 on condition that they paid the sum 

offered by the last bidder 1. 

In some districts like those in Syria, Egypt and 

Baghdad the governors were themselves the farmers of the 

revenue, These districts were called Salyana, (Pers. mean. 

ing Annual). They rere held by their governors either 

for a year at a time 11tizam lleý or Senewl iltizam, ile 

(whence the vord salyane) or they were held by hereditary 

local chieftains as Odlaklik or Ytirtliko Hence out of 

163 liwas or Sanjaqs in the whole Ottoman Empire# 64 were 

held by their governors as Senewi iltizam ile. The emolu- 

ments of government were deducted from the revenue and 

nominally a half2 of the revenue was paid annually to the 

governor generals or vioeroys of the provinces, While 

27 liwas were held under hereditary fame by the local 

chieftains who sublet them or administered them through 

agents called voyvodesp nazirs or aghas. Under this 

system the revenues went to those chieftains without the 

beylerbeyi being able to exact the least thing from the 

people3. The Salyana must not be confused with the Khass. 

The difference between thqm appears clearly when one 

(1) Ibid p, 244, The Mal mulajjala paid by the new pur- 
cha&&F of a farm for life and 10% tax on firagh of the 

rm/called dhilhurat (D'Oheson p, 253). 
ý2j DI Ohason pe 279. 

3 Deny ope cit. p. 7699 
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considers that the Xhass, was not attached to the person 

but to the position of the go7ernor 
I. 

DecaX of the Peudal Syster: 1. 

The feudal system as described above lasted till 

the first third of the nineteenth century. In its early 

period and especially under Suleiman the Magnificent# it 

provided no less than 200#000 2 fully equipped horsemen 

who were employed in the building up and expansion of 

the Ottoman Empire, But soon after Suleiman died various 

abuses developed in the eystem and it began to decay, 

This decay could not be attributed to any one reason. It 

was rather a phase of the general decay in the Ottoman 

Empire$ glimpses of which were already shown in the last 

chapter. 

The feudal system did not escape the abuses and 

corruption that prevailed throughout the Empire. Military 

service began at first to be comm. uted for payment in cash 

at the rate of 50 piastres for each jebelil but that was 

gradually evaded and not regularly paid3. Then the 

pashas began to adjudge for their own account the revenue 

derived from the auction of the vacant fiefe. Sometimes 

ý1) Deny op, cit. P. 770. 
2) D'Ohason 0.375. Belin Prop* Ponciere op, cit. 

' A. 5. 
(3)p" Belin Fief Militaire p, 293, 

'0 
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the same fief was sold to several persons at the same 

time and each was granted a bera -a practice which was a 

rife source of dispute and often bloodshedl. A great 

number of fiefs passed to civil servantse officials of 

the Palace and even private Individuals 2 
who often dis- 

pensed with the obligation to reside in their fief3 or 

provide the requisite number of jebelist so that by 1768, 

the feudal cavalry aocording to D'OhsSOn 
4 

only amounted 

to 20#000 horsemen as compared with ten times that number 

two centuries earlier while the system of life-farms led 

the government near to the alienation of its sovereign 

rights In certain provinoes5. 

Various attempts to reform the system and stop the 

abuses we're considered In 1632,1651 and 1777 
6 

all of 

which met with strong resistance and opposition from 

vested interests and had to be abandoned until the Nine- 

teenth Century when the whole system was abolished as a 

part of the general reforms which were then carried out 

In Turkey,, 

II) D'Ohason VII# p. 375* 
2 Ibid, p. 283- 
3 Belin Fife Militaire p. 291* 
4 Op, cit. VII, P. 376. 
5 Beling Fife Militaire op. cit. p. 196. 
6 Belin Prop. Fonciere pp. 261p 262. 
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4. The Application of the Ottoman Feudal System in Iracl. 

On their occupation of Iraqv the Ottomans abolished 

the military fiefs of the Mongols and substituted the 

Royal Domains Arazi Hiriyyaho Hence most of the lands 

of Iraq became of this category. Real estatesv the 

owners of which could produce valid title deedes #ujjah 

Shariyyah to testify the fact that they were Kharajiyyah 

or Ushriyyah land were however left in the hand of their 

owners as mu-1k. Similarly religious endowments were 

recognized as waqf. The remainder was either divided 
w, a B 

into fiefagrfarmed out or/retained by the tribes and 

hereditary chieftains under the local system of tenure, 

Hence Iraq during this period reflected both the civil 

and military feudal systemowhile at the same time retain- 

ing the Islamic institutions of private ownership (mulk) 

religious endowments (waqf) as well as tribal tenure. 

As In the case of cultivation# there was a marked 

difference in the matter of land tenure between the 

Rainfall Zone and the irrigation Zone* 

In the Rainfall Zone mulk land and true waqft Le. 9 

waqf constituted out of mulkt were rare and nearly all the 

land was considered Arazi Miriyyaho However a part of 

these lands were granted in this period by the Sultan to 

certain pious foundations in the form of untrue Waqf 
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i. e. t while the raqabah was still retained. by the state# 

the usufruct (tasarruf) or revenue (rus ) or both were 

assigned for the benefit of the particular religious 

foundation. The untrue-waqf does not cease to be miriy7ah 

land# with the exception of the fact that the interests 

forming the act of donation remain inalienable. 

Por the purpose of explaining the nature of land 

tenure in other lands in the Rainfall Zone# that Zone 

could again be divided into three parallel belts running 

from North West to South East. In the middle there was a 

well cultivated and well settled lowlands extending from 

Tel-Afar# Mosul and Arbil to Kirkuk and the Dyala River. 

East of that belt lay the mountainous country of Southern 

Kurdistan and West of it run the Steppes of the Jezirahe 

The centre of the northern half of the cultivated 

belt is the town of Mosul which was directly under the 

authority of the Turks since its occupation by Sultan 

Selim. In 1726 a local dynasty called the %Talili which 

was founded by Abdul-Jalil (originally a Georgian slave) 

became the ruling family of the Ryalete The family 

gained its popularity largely for its brilliant defence 

of the town of Mosul against the Persians in the early 

Eighteenth Century and had been firmly established for 

over a hundred years to the end of our period. But its 
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authority outside the town and surrounding villages was 

nominal rather than real. Civil war inside the town was 

frequent due to faction and rivalry among the members of 

the ruling familyg while in the rural areast Arab,, Kurdish 

and Turkoman tribes were getting stronger and more unruly 

every year. In 1820 the Arab tribesmen were so strong as 

to break into the town spelling havoc and murder and 

nearly succeeded in capturing the government headquarters 

(serai), Mosul was still an entrepot for the trade in 

grain from the Kurdish provinces east of -the Tigris and in 

other products like dates and animal produce from southern 

Iraq via Kirkuk and Arbil to Dyarbekr and Aleppo., Further 

there was a considerable amount of cultivation mainly of 

wheat South of the town stretching to the valley of the 

Great Zab and across it to the plains of Arbil. The ample 

rainfall and the proximity of these cultivated land to the 

oentre of the civil administration afforded them a certain 

degree of security and made settled agriculture possible; 

but also determined the system of land tenure in them. For 

they were mostly divided into military fiefs held by Banjaq 

Beyis and Spahis. According to Belin I there were in the 

Beventeenth Century six estates of the category of the 

(1) Belln Fief Militaire p. 285 f. 
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Khass belonging to the Sanjaq Beyisl and 274 Qilijs of 

the categories of Ziamet and timar. During that period the 

total revenue of the Khass fiefe was 1#513#284 aspers 

(Ukahe) and that of the Ziamet and timar was 29240,000 
2 

aspers 

The cultivated belt which passes through Mosul# 

crosses the Great Zab into the plain of Arbil and extends 

through fcrtile lowlands irrigated by rain or spring water 

to the river Dyalao This part was in this period studded 

with numerous well settled villages and towns the most im- 

portant of which were from north to couth - Aoki-Kelekv 

Arbil# Altun Koprip Kirkuk# Tanqp Touzkhormatu and Kifri. 

All these towns lay on the trunk road between Baghdad and 

Mosul and most of them were inhabited by Turkomans. They 

therefore were in effect admirable strongholds of Turkish 

influence between Kurdish and Arab countries; and acted as 

military outposts which guarded the trade route and achieved 

a considerable degree of security alonZ the whole belt# and 

made cultivation possible, Consequently that belt was one 

of the few parts of Iraq where Turkish rule was firmly es- 

tablished and rarely interrupted by major rebellions* 

(1) Those were in Mosulp Badjvan3. yp Eski Mosul# Horan or 
Herviane Bene and Tekrit. 

(2) Making a total of 3#753p284 Ukehe for the whole 
Eyalet which was equal to 46#916 Turkish Ghurush at 80 
Ukche for each Ghurush4 Belin Fief Militaires ope cito 
p. 270. 

ýk 
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As in the area round Mosul# the Turkish feudal system 

of Khass and Ziamet and Timar was firmly established here 

with all its military and financial aspects, According to 

M. Belin there were here in the Seventeenth Century twenty 
on the whole, however, 

Sanjaq bcliq7o and five smaller f iefs. / the inhabitants of 

this belt were mixed. There were among theml Arabsq Kurds* 

Turkomans# Zezidis and even christian. cor=unities. The 

latter were represented by their religious patriarchs who 

acted as liaison officers between the feudal lords and the 

inhabitants, 

East of the cultivated belt and running parallel to it# 

are the Kurdish mountains intersected by well watered and 

fertile valleys which were in this period inhabited by 

peasant Kurdish communities. Their social organization 

seems to have been tribal in character. According to 

ChesneY2 who wrote in the Thirties of the Nineteenth Century 

"There are many different tribes in Kurdistan and those are 

generall, y divided into small chieftainships forming separate 

(i) Of the beillqs one belonged to the mir-miran of 
Shahrizor and was situated in Saratchek with an annual 
revenue of JqjOOtO0O aspers per ann=, The other nine- 
teen were qiiri-liwaliqs. These were# Erbilg Kesaf 0 
Chehri Bazar# Jabal Himrinp Bil Otarip Kir Kavahj Dul 
Jafrap Hazar Maid I Mavran# Barman, Ben Xawluq Ajurv Said 
Abu Zanjinp Galaat Khazijan# Ochinip Balgas# Behrendp Baq 

and another one, Of the other five, two were Ziamet 

and/or timar, one was Defter Ketkhoudacy one Timar Defter 

Dari and one Sanjaq "on hukumet". Bolin Fief Militaire 

pp. 284-285. 
(2) Expeditiony op. oit. Vol. It p. 127. 
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patriarchal governments under an hereditary chief called 

the Dere-Bey who ponsesses an extensive tract of land 

which in all probability has been In his family for many 

generations, The rent chariies drawn by the local chief- 

tain from the people are on moderate scale and the taxes 

paid to the Sultan do not appear to be by any means 

oppreesive, " 

Fraser 
I 

also writing In the Thirties says "The Kurds 

are divided Into clans and sects acknowledging the su- 

premacy of chiefs .. regarded with devotion and blind 

zeal **.. The higher chiefs have their nazirs or stewards# 

their heads of body servant3t poish Khidmits ferusheo and 

the like", 

Howeverp the Kurdish tribal organization appears to 

differ widely from its counterpart in the Arab countries. 

The main difference lies in the fact that whereas the 

Arab tribel organisation is composed of a social hierarchy 

beginning with a family and ending with a confederation 

with a head of each unit drawn from that unit itself and 

representing it viz-a-viz the superior head# the Kurdish 

system# on the other hand appears to be composed of a few 

ruling families whose members were the exclusive rulers of 

(1) Op. cit. p- 311* 
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the various villagea. Very often these ruling families 

were not connected in blood or origin to the peasants over 

whom they ruled. 

Uoreoverp whereae the Arab tribe recognized a status 

of equality in the matter of land tenure and land ownership 

between the various heads of Sections$ the Kurdish chief 

Seems to be considered for the moot part the sole owner of 

the land, while the peasants were only hie tenants. Con- 

oequently the Kurdish organization Ms more feudal than 

tribal in character. This appears to be more so as the 

origin of some of the ruling dynasties can be tracelto 

other than paternal relationship and their authority was 

held mostly by a religious sanction rather than by ties of 

,; 
f'loocL Thua the so-called tribes of Sheikhanp Talabani. 

and Jabbari had religious founders'. The Baban dynasty 

was again founded by a holy man. The family which ruled 

for three centuries in Rawanduz was founded by a member 

of the princely house of Ardalan 
2o The Bahdinan family of 

Amadiyyah claimed religious canctity as the basis of their 

rule over the Hakari, peasants3. 

I Longrigg op. cit. p. 6. 
2 OP. cit. P. 45 (footnote)o 
3 According to Fraser (op@ cit. p. 292) the Bahdinan 

overlord of Amariyyah was considered (in the Thirties of 
the Nineteenth Century) of particular sanctity, "He sat 
alone and dined so strictly in private that none of his 
servants were allowed to see him cat. Sometimes he even 
rode with a veil over his head to prevent profane eyes 
from looking at his august countenance. But when in WAnt, 
of mo4eyp he. bdgged from the chiefs under his authoritY 
in the form of stronger boliciting hospitality. " 
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There were, of course# purely tribal Kurdish con- 

Liunitierm as for instance the Jeff, the Ha: -Aarandt the 

Zanganah and the Bilbao, but these were mostly pastoral 

and nomadic, Indeed the first two were late comers and 

had only entered Iraq from Persia in the latter part of 

the Seventeenth Century, They rere in this period under 

the protection and overlordship of the feudal dynasties, 

The principal feudal families durina this period * 

vere four in number vAth headquarters in AmadiYahr 

Rawanduzg ! 4oi Canjaq and Cara Sholan Other co=, mities 

like those centrcd around rahoki, Aqrat 'Deir# Zathol, Raniag 

Darmhj, Panjarin and Es. rir were unaer the suzerainty of 

one or othcr of the above mentioned ruling families* 

Above the Great zaabjw ! Ln3, diyyah and Its dependencies 

Avas Deirs, Dohuk and sometimes Zakhop formed a part of 

the Ardalan dominions 2 (now Persian Kurdistan). This was 

followed by the suzerainty of the Jalairs until in the 

latter part of the fourteenth century when an aristocratic 

family of great sanctity - the Bahdinan family - gained 

overlordship of the peasant Hakari Kurds and passed it from 

son to son right dow to the Nineteenth Century 
3o 

The Bar 

of Amadiyyah was so strong and wealthy during the Seven- 

teenth Century that he could raise in 1660 from 8pOOO to 

(1) These formed four of the 27 Kurdish Cantons which 
M. d'Ohason speaks about (opt cit. Vol. VIlp p. 373) an 
having hereditary chiefs and providing a certain number 
of soldiers 2ý Supra pp: 66-7. B 

Longriggo opt cit. p. 6. 
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i0#000 horsemen and a great n=ber of footmen for his 

master at Constantinopleo The natural defensive position 

of Amadiyyah and Its remoteness from main routes preserved 

It from Turkish Interference. The Bahdinan family held a 

hereditary tenure on condition of military service In 

the third decade of the Eighteenth Century# it appears 

that the Turks attempted to reduce the Bahdinans to annual 

farmerse Thus according to Longrigg a Turkish force from 

Baghdad b6seiged and took Amadiyyah. The family of 

Bahdinan was confirmed in their feudal position but a 

yearly farman (credential) and robe of investiture was 

granted from Baghdad 2* 

The dependencies of Amadiyyah - Aqrav Dohuk and 

Zakho were commonly assigned to members of the Bahdinarx 

family as their feudal aghas. The latter recognized the 

overlordship of the paramount Bahdinan Beg of Amadly7ah3. 

Rawanduz was since the middle of the Sixteenth Century 

a separate independent principality ruled by a dynasty 

which was to endure for three centuries* It was established 

by a member of the Ardalan faml & The dynasty so formed 

jil OP. Cit. P. 58. 
2 Longrigg op. cit. P- 159- 
3 op, olt, p, 209* 
1+ Longrigg op. cit. p. 45 (footnote). 
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soon consolidated its authority and by 1600 it extended 

its rule beyond the narrow gorge of Rawanduz to the 

plains of Harirp where It was In Immediate contact with 

the Baban power In Southern Kurdistans which had risen In 

the seventeenth Century. After a long struggle the Babans 

succeeded in 1778 in pushing the Rawanduz rulers behind 

their gorge which had always served them as a defence and 

customs barrier, But the chiefs of Rawanduz soon recover- 

ed and taking advantage of the war with Russia and the 

civil war in Suleinayyah, an Agha of the Bahdinanp extend- 

e? L thii3- sway in the Thirties of the Nineteenth Century 

to include Arbil# Kirkuk and Amadiy7ah and reached the 

vicinity of Mosul. According to Fraser the mir of Rawanduz 

kept in the Thirties from 30#000 to 50#000 musketeers in 

constant pay 
I, 

Koui Sanjaq was under the Suran feudal 

lords. The Surans maintained independence until 1730 

when they were subjected to the vassaldom of the Babans, 

But the Suran family though now vassals to the Babans 

remained in power in Koui until 1783 when they were re- 

placed by members of the Babanse 

The area between the Sirwan tributory of the Dyala 

River and Qara Sholant East of Kifri and Altun Kopri was 

Fraser op. cit. p. 252, 
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in this period under the feudal authority of the Babanse 

The Baban family was established in the early seventeenth 

century by a holy m3n named Ahmed Al Faqih who rose in 

the difficult country of Plohdar., His son Uuhammed ex- 

tended hia power to Shahrizor and his grandson 6uleiman 

further extended it to the Sirwan and Kirkuk. After a 

long struggle with the Tueze in Baghdad in which major 

operations in 17169 1721# 174.31 174-79 1760# 1774# 1778 and 

1783 and various other minor campaigns failed in their pur- 

pose to bring the Kurdish province under their direct 

government# the Turks were finally content to rule through 

the now firmly established local family of Baban. Thus 

ýthey recognized Suleiman Pasha# the Baban ruler as the 

official Sanjaq Beg of that area# But the position of this 

Kurdish principality at the Persian frontier,, its contact 

with the Kurds in Persia and the almost unceasing feud and 

rivalry between members of the Baban family did not allow 

the province any considerable period'of peace. The Babans 

were used as pawns in the game of international politics 

and intrigue between Turkey and Persia# Each of the. two 

powers helped a Baban pretender to the government of the 

province but he was overthrown soon after by his rival 

through the military help of the other Empire. Moreover 

the peaea treaty of 1639 had left the Kurds divided on both 
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sides of the frontier and various nomadic Kurdish tribes 

did not cease crossing and re-crossing the frontiers in 

their seasonal migration In pursuit of grazing for their 
the 

stocke Other tribes lik4/Jaff and Zangana permanently 

crossed the frontier into Iraq to take shelter from the 

oppression of the Ardalan despots towatAds the end of the 

Seventeenth Century. These tribes were d considerable 

hindrance to the economic stability of the province, 

Politically# the Babans seem to have acquired a con- 

siderable additional prestige and. power between the Turko- 

Persian wars of 1774. and the treaty of Arzerum, in 1823. 

Their away grew at the expense of the Suran and Bahdinan 

families of Kbui S&njaq and Amadiyyah respectively. They 

could advance into the Mosul province as far as Sinjar in 

1794. and 1799j, attack Kifri in 1808 and could even take an 

active part in the political vicissitudes of Baghdad and 

succeeded to instal their nominees to the governorship in 

1816 and put down a civil war in 1817. Between 1823 and 

034 Sulelmania which became the headquarters of the Babans 

since its foundation in 1783 was under the Persian rule 

where a Persian garrison was established. 

Everyone of these Kurdish principalities was incorpora- 

ted In the Turkish feudal system as their ruling families 

were. confirmed in their districts as Ganjaq Beyl# under the 
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authority of the Pasha of rirk. ukg Baghdad or Mosul. They 

owed personal military service and the provision of 

Jobelis whenever the viceroy required them for his local 

tribal campaigns or his wars with Persia. Throughout this 

period we find Kurdish feudatory contingents accompanying 

the Pasha of Baghdad to put denm the unceasing rebellions 

and raids of the Arab tribes of Southern and Central Iraq, 

Thus the Kurdish begs were with the Ottoman army In 1629 

In their campaign against the Persians's In 1701 and 1705 

and 1731 Kurdish horsemen were aiding the Pasha against 
2 tribal rising in southern Ira; L j In 1787 they helped to 

capture Basra# and In 1805 they were with the Turkish 

garrison at the Ruphratese. 

In return for the military service they were# in the 

beginning of the Nineteenth Century# according to Rousseau, 

Ox=Pt of all fixed contributions because of the frequent 

Campaigns they had to make with the Turkish governors3* 

They seem to have been virtually free to manage their own 

affairs and the Turks had at best only a loose control over 

them The Turkish feudal laws were not rigidly enforced 

i Longrigg p. 64.. 
2 OP. cit, pp. 54P 98t 136. 
3 Rousseau op. cit. p* 30. 
4.1 Thus in 1689 the pasha of Kirkuk tried to stop the 

oppression of the Kurdish aghas to their Subjects, He 
organized a campaign for that purpose in which he lost 
his life and achieved nothing. (Longrigg p. 94. ). 
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in those districts mainly due to their inacoessibilitys 

Thuo there were several differenoes between the Turkish 

feudal system and tha Kurdish practices* 

In the first place amongst the Kurds there were no 

timars and ziamets independent from the Khass and direatly 

under the control of the Pasha. The land belonged to the 

ruling families administered by their ageats who resided 

In the villages and were called Aghase These Aghas were 

usually related in blood to the Kurdish overlord and often 

even to the peasants, Hence the system In these-mountainous 

Kurdish districts was more paternal and tribal than feudal 

in character. 

Secondly these ruling families held hereditary rights 

as collectors of the tithe and hence their flats were of 

the category of Malikiani rather than z1amet and timar. 

Thirdly-'. their hereditary rights over gover=ent taxes 

and their seigneurial jurisdiction meant the practical 

alienation of the public domain so much so that the Kurdish 

-nobles considered their feudal estates as their personal 

property rather than the property of the state for which 

they were the agents, Hence the peasants though the 

possessors of the land, and moatly having prescriptive right 

to their plotsp they owed a portion of the produce to the 

feudal lord3 together with domestic and military service 

and other additional feudal imposts* 
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The purely tribal Lurdish communities were mainly 

pastoral., They ow ad considerable flocks which they grazedL 

in summer on the rich verdure that abounds in that season 

on the slopes of their mountains. In winter these mountain- 

ous regiorm are covered with snow and consequently these 

Xurds moved westward to compete with the Arab tribesman for 

the scanty vegetation of the hilly pasture land just East of 

the Tigrisj, between the Great Zab and Dyala. This constl- 

'tIOG& a problem that has not been solved up to the present 

day and created a seeminjly permanent and serious source of 

dispute and discord In that region which taxed the ingenuity 

of Turkiahs English and Arab administratora to cope with It. 

In this period$ the heads of these tribes had a title 

of Emir or Ag" They were not Sangaq beys of their dirahs 

'but simply ,,, ai=, They were not invested with the official 

emblems of feudal authority namely the tabl (drum) and the 

alem (standard). Theoretically# they had to march in an 

", rcditlon under the order of the Sanjaq beyis of the dis. 

trict. Their dirahs, were holdp in theory again# by their 

leaders as a military fief which passed to their sons and in 

case of extinction they were conferred as other ziamets 

and timars to new holders But in practice their leaders 

(1) Bolin Fief Mil. p. 285. 
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are self appointed depending on their personal prestige 

and popularity as well as their noble birth. Only those 

tribes whose homes were more accessible to the Turkish 

garrisons provided the military contingents required of 

them by law, 

West of the cultivated belt lay the steppes of the 

Jezirah which was mostly uncultivated and primarily In- 

habited by Arab tribes (apart from the Yezidis of tho 

Sinjar). These would therefore more properly be included 

with the tribal areas of Southern Iraq. 
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Land Tenure In the Irrigation Zone 

In this zone both 11ulk and true T&qLf ionds were =Ch 

more frequent* These two olaeses of land mainly existed In 

the settled districts situated around the main towns of 

Ughdad, Hina, Baqpbs and along the Shatt-al-Arab in the 

neighbourhood of Basra, The latter area roe preserved 

since the Islamic periods though on a emaller soales by the 

action Of the tide which made possible the survival of a 

part of the date plantations which rere Ushrly7ah or Ifulk. 

Similarlyp there was a considerable area of Kharajiy7ah 

land (Hulk) mainly in the neighbourhood of the three towns 

Of Baghdadv Hills. and Baqnbah, served by lift irrigation and 

the fM canals like the DUtmiljp the SrZ1awiyVahp the KhaMs 

and the Hillas branch of the Suphrates that survived the age 

of destructions althauZ-h with a much em. aller efficiency and 

oapaoity. 

OwinZ to the relative stability of the source of water 

Supply in these areas, a considerable part of them was not 

rendered wholly uncultivated for any lenZthy period to re- 

vert to the state as Mewatp but they retained their Islamic 

character as mulk lands either of the UshriyYah orthe 

Kharajiyyah categories and were recognized as such in the 

Ottoman period on production of valid title deeds, 
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This is however not the only source of miz, lands in 

Iraq. A part may have been constituted out of miriy7ah 

land by a special grant of the Sultan during this periodi, 

Another part was acquired as mulk by the planting of trees 

on miri land. Although legallyp the land still remained 

miri while the trees on it were mujjýv yet for all practical 

purposes# the land itself was *subject to the Uulk" and 
"mergeO in It so that it ceased to be a separate entity 

2 

Most of the plantations along the Hilla river and the 

Huseiniyyah Canal In Karbala were and still are of this 

category, 

In spite of the addition to the area under millk by the 

special grants and the planting of treest the tendency for 

Mulk land seems to be declining In area, In the first 

place a part of the millk lands eachtfated to the state on 
default of heirs# another part became state-owned by 

confiscationp still another part was converted at various 

times into true vaqf either out of a pious motive or for 

fear of confiscation by ruthless and oppressive rulers* 

(Ij Land separated rrom miri land and made millk requires 
the issue of an Irada and must be justified by a valid 
reason as'provided in the sacred lawe The Justifying 
circumstances are (a) payment of twice as much an the 
assessed value, (b) payment of the equivalent value of 
the land if the state is in hardship or if the expendi- 
ture on the land exceeds the revenue. The change of 
category has however often been done as an act of 
generosity by the rulerso (2) Goadby and Doukhang Land Law of Palestine# Tel Aviv, 

. 
1935j, P- 30- 
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Others have no doubt been gradually converted into 

mewat as their water supply ceased to existp and reverted 

to the statel On their revival they did not become mulk 

again but they remained Hirly7ah land as under the Turkish 

legal syntem revival of dead lFmds by permission of the 

state only gave a preferential right of possession 

(tasarruf) and no right of ownership 
i# In view of the in- 

stability of water supply and the precarious state of 

cultivation during this period In most parts of the Irri- 

gation Zone# it is not therefore merely an accident that 

Mulk lands were only to be found in the vicinity of the 

towns (and inside the towns) or where the water supply was 

permanently assured by lift# canal or tidal actiom Other 

parts have at, one time or another gone out of cultivation# 

due to floodsg change of river course# silting of canals# 

for a sufficiently long period to render the land mewat and 

Its owners dead and forgotten. 

Still another part of the mulk lands were converted 

Into the Royal Domains by being taken over by the state to 

ensure their oultivation and their owners were allowed a 

(1) Rand Code Art. 103- fi- chihat OP- cit. P. 36. The 
Ottoman legislation abrogated the Islamic law which con. 
aidereddead land revived by permission of the Iman as 
I rivaLtt ý property (Tralk) of the party who revived it 

Mejene Art. 1272)o 
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permancnt heritable right called the Uqr to af ixed pro- 

portion of the produce of the land amounting to one in 

twenty, twenty-five or thirty of the gross produce of the 

land. The Uqr, irrespective of the category of the landj, 

cm1no to be cmrned as mulk and follored the Sharl'ah law 

with reZard to its dispocition and devolution., In this 

r0s"Oect it was in the f ozzom o. "0 servitade in the land com- 

parable r-ith the tithe in England. Aa in the tithe# the 

Uqr holder had no right to interfere with the ownership# 

cultivation or management of the I=d and he wasg Zxr XXz* 

XXX# protected from being, called upon to share in the costs 

of any improvements made in the land or even in the cost of 

bre. aking barren landa rithin the boundary of the estate 

Oubject to the uqr. 

It sems a purely local institution as it only exists 

tO a lRrge extent in the Wilayet of Baghdad and to a slight 

dearee in the area of Shahrizor around KiMuk., it seems 

to be =re prevalent in the areas that wore more likely to 

have outlived the destruction of the Irrigation system' 

(1) A survey of the uqr lands made in igig (taken froM 
the Archives of the state Doma ins) gives the distribu- 
tion of the uqr rights as follows: - 

So, of pieces Prop, of the Total 
subject to produce taken value 

District 
D l i 

t1he 
_imr rJaht as uar 

20 
ru 

Re 0- u e m 1 1/ . 
Zut (Azzizi, 17ah) 5 1/20 202/- 
Hillah 27 1/20 & 1130 not given 
Baghdad (Samarrah) 91 1/20 
Ba sewhe: re) g h a d 'L e l 69 1/20 Re. 73 P9 86/11 
Ba qu b a h 

ýX 
a naqin) 35 1/20 & 1/25 Re. 7#337/2 

Baqubah elsewhere) 
Kirkuk 

IR 1/20 & 1/28 
1.730 & 174 

R:: 18108 - RI OOY/ iA 
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either due to their proximity to the towns or due to their 

permanent supply of water., Thus uqr rights cover con- 

siderable areas in the Mahmudlyyah and Yusufiyyah areasp 

in the Latifinahg in the Hillap In the Dujail and in 

Baqubah and Kir3cukj while It does not exist at all in the 

northern liwas of Mosult Arbil and Sulaimania or the 

southern liwas of Basra# Amarat the Uuntafiq and the 

Diwaniyya, 

The date and origin of the uqr rights Is very Obscure. 

The only seemingly authentic information relating to 'it 

in the Turkish period comes from the preamble to Hadhat 

Pashas farman on uqr of 1287 A. H. (1870) which is also the 

Only law we have on ucjr up to the war of jqj4-jqj8, The 

preamble to that farman explains the origin of Sqr in the 

following terms:. 

Footnote continued from lDrevious Daize. 
Unfortunately the above Table does' not show the areas 
Of land involved and they cannot be deduced from the 
income per annum as proportion of land that was subject 
to the uqr but was uncultiyated in 1919 to not IMOwn-, 
To take only one example* The total value of about 
Re, 74. #000 per ann= of uqr rights in Baghdad Liwa (ex- 
eluding the Qadha of Samarrah) represents at least - 
i0#000 acres of fully oultlyated land. The true area 
under uqr in that liwa is probably several times the 
area given above in view of the fact that only a frSc- 
tion of the area subject to the right of uqr was actual- 
IY cultivated in Igig. 
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ao*** The vicissitudes Which took plaes (in 
Iraq) since two hundred years have robbed the people 
of the financial power and the capacity to cultivate 
the landl therefore# the state with a view to insur- 
Ing the cultivation of the land and benefiting Its 
owners# took over most of the land at that time with 
owners consent and administered and famed out the 
cultivation# alloting to the owners an uqrp as It is 
called of one in twenty# twenty-five or thirty (of 
the gross produce) an arrangement which subsists to 
this day. And now# the then owners having finally 
died out, the right of possession is vested in the 
state subject only to a right of uqr"o 

Several other theories were advanced by local people 

as to the origin of uqr, One states that the uqr was 

granted as a reward by the Abbaside Caliphs for services 

rendered but na document have so far been produced to sub- 

stantiate this theory,. Another theory states that the 

Ottoman Empire was pressed for soldiers and gave the farmers 

a share of the produce of the land in return for their 

forsaking their ploughs and taking to arms, A third states 

that former governors (presumably Walls of Baghdad) gave 

out to favourites a share of the produce of the land be- 

cause they did not have the power of granting the land 

Itself, The gift# It is said was made to their SwmXR1 
ge erale fevourlteý2or even to soldiers on condition of military 

servic0a In course of time the right came to 'be regardless 

of service, Another theory popularly held in Rhanaqin is 

that uqr was originally a pious grant made (it is said by 

the Caliph Umar) as waqfo In the confusion that succeeded 
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the overthrow of the Abbaside Caliphate powerful houses 

secured for themselves the right of uqr and maintained it 

ever since. 

It seems that the theory put down in Madhat Pashas 

farman is the more plausible an the lands subJect to the 

uqr as they exist to-day are mostly in l1was like Baghdad# 

Hillas, Dyala and Kirkuk where mulk lands were likely to 

have existed. This is supported by another relevant fact, 

According to the Islamic Law (Mejellch Arto 1085) If the 

owner of the Kharajiyyah lands dies leaving minor heirs 

unable to cultivate the land# or the owner himself is for 

some reason or another unable to cultivate it# the state 

in order to insure the Kharaj can: 

Give the land for another person for Cultiva- 
tion and get the Kharaj from the owners share, 

(2) Lease the land and deduct the Kharaj from 
the rent, 

(3) Cultivate the land on its own account and 
take its share of produce, 

Bell the land and deduct the Kharaj from 
the purchase money# 

The conversion of mulk lands Into miriy7ah land subject 

to the Uqr has therefore a precedent In Islamic Law both 

In the first and third alternatives open to the state* 

The period in which such conversions were made 

cannot be ascertained* Hadhat Pasha's Farman puts the 
since 

date "Awo hundred yearellp i. e.,, in the Seventeenth Century,, 
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More probably the uqr rights were not all made at the 

same time but it was rather a process that lasted for a 

long time as more land went out of cultivation# The 

first conversion may well have begun in the latter 

Abbaside period, 

This proceps of conversion may have been encouraged 
by the Ottomans as an attempt to liquidate the mulk lands 

and unify all the lands under the category of miriyyahe 
Thus the gradual conversion of mulk lands into mewatp 

miriy7ah and waqf reduced mulk lands so much that they 

only constituted i2%o of the cultivated area in 1866 after 
they had formed the larger proportion of the cultivated 

area in the Abbaside Period. 

Unlike the position existing in Turkey where by far 

the greater part of the Amiriyyah land was divided Into 

military fiefsp in the Irrigation Zone of Iraq only a 

small proportion of these lands was so divided; while the 

greater part legally remained in the hand of the state 

and was farmed out in big estates to Turkish military and 

civil officials and$ more usually# to tribal sheikhs* 

A part of the Amiriyyah was granted by the Sultans 

to Vaqf foundations, In such grants which are called 

(1) Ha Kemball - Consular Reports# Baghdad 1865-67. 
State Papers 1867 (LXVII). 
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"untrue waqfs" the raqsbah was still retained by the 

state while the tasartuf (possession) or the rusum (taxes) 

or both were assigned to a pious foundation, Assignment 

of such Interests to waqf purposes were considered pious 

and very generous acto and Sultans and Governors vied 

with one another in the. constitution of such waqfs so 

that considerable areas were so converted during this 

period in all parts of the Ottoman Empire. Iraq probably 

had more than its share of such waqf assignments which 

were often made over the heads of the occupants of the 

land who were thus deprived of the occupancy right and 

became tenants to the religious trust, 

Vast areas were constituted in waqf of this category 

by Sultan Suleiman and Sultan Uuradl. to f inaUCO the 

various -, religious institutions such as the shrine of 

Sheikh Abdul-Cadir# of Al Imam Al-A'Dham and various 

other mosques, While Persian Shahs when they had the 

power in Iraq donated additional areas to maintain the 
2 Shiah Shrines of Xejefp Karbalap Kadhimain and Samarra 

The property so attached to the Hadhrah of Sheikh Abdul- 

Qadir give a revenue valued in 1890 at Z-T-509000ý. The 

i H, Ghihap op. cit. pp* 34-s 172 and 173. 
2 Op. cit. pp. 176-177* 
3 Guinet# Turkie D'Asie# Parisp 1890# Vol. III# p. 95. 
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appointment of Mutawallis (administrators) for the raqLf 

properties gave rise to a spiritual nobility like the 

Haidarisp the Gailanis and the Ifaqibs who became heredi- 

tary mimagers of such Waqfs under the auspices of the 

Qadhis (judgea) or the Pasha of Baghdad. 

Of the cultivated area that remained miriyyah and 

was not constituted into vaqf # only a small part seems to 

have been divided into military fiefs, 

According to Belini the Eyalet of Baghdad was com. 

posed at the time of sultan Suleiman of AS sanjaq Beyliqs 

of which seven were under military f ief a of Ziamets and 

Timar as in other Byalets2p three beloik3ed to the Civil 

Officials of the Administration of domains3 and the re- 

maining eight were administered by the Mir-LiwaliQ and 

presumably let by iltizaA4. He seems# however# to have 

ý1ý Fief Militaires op. cjLt, pp. 286-287. 
2 These were the Sanjaqs of Baghdadt III11aht " 'aMzL 

Abadt Jazairp Itumahiyaht Jangulah and Qara Dagh (opt 
cito po 286)* The last mentioned sanjaq more properly 
belongs to the Rainfall Zone although administratively 
it bel6nged to the Eyalet of Baghdad during this period. 

(3) These wereýthe Khazinah Defterdari (the treasury)# the 
Ketkhoudacy (the inspectorate) and the Tima Defterdari, 
(the Registry Office of the military fiefs)o Ibids 

(4) The annual revenue of these various sanjaqs was 
given by Belin as follows: 

Ugohlb 
Baghdad (Salianeh under the Miri-miran) 104000000 
Six other feudal Canjaqs 29886P77i 
Three fiefs of Khaso of the feudatories 

of the, administration of domains 290,9000 
Non-feudal districts 2075.59j- 

. or about 84#804 Ghurusho 
Total 6#752#362 
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included under military fief a# districts held by Beller- 

beyis and Sanjaq Beys v some of whom were not hereditary 

fief holders# but salaried officials or even farmersi. 

Actually the military f ief s of the Turkish pattern must 

have been relatively few as even at the time of Sultan 

Suleimant when the feudal organization was at its heights, 

the number of Jebelis provided by the feudatories in the 

Eyalet of Baghdad was only 857 2. Moreover such oanjaqs 

as Jazair and Rumahlyah which Belin included3 within the 

seven Sanjaqo under military f iefsj were in fact pure3, V 

tribal in character and could not have been otherwise 

administered but by farming under purely tribal tenure, 

The Sanjaq of Baghdad Itself p which was also among the 

seven feudal areas,, was actually of the category of 

Saliane under the mir-alravý which the Sanjaqs of Hillah 

and o. aragaqh were according to Belin himself# owned in 

the form of mulkiet5. 

0) A-W. Poliak Feudalism in Egypt# Palestine and the 
Lebanon p. 54.. 

2 Beling Vief Militaire, op. cit, po 286. 
3 Ibid. 
4. Ibid, 

151 

Ibid. It is not clear what is meant by the term 
Mulkiet, Belin (op# cit* p* 287) uses this term also 
when he describes the tenure of the district of 
Amadiyyah which he says was "possessed on mulkiet"o 
Actually it was under hereditary local family of 
Bahdinan and was certainly not, mulk in the Islamic 
senseo qara-Daqh may have been similarly under a 
hereditary chieftainship, Hills, on the other hand 
contained several estates which were mulk or millk 
trees on miri land. 
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Purely feudal estates of the Timar# Ziamet and Khass 

no doubt existedj, but even these seem to differ from their 

counterparts in Turkcy. In the first place there was Ao 

Qilij or sword land in the whole of the Eyalet of Baghdad i 

Secondly the peasants unlike those in Turkey were most3, y 

not attached to the coil and fair of them therefore acquir- 

ed right of tasarruf in the land, Hence when the feuda- 

tories were liquidated in the Nineteenth Century and the 

land was left in the hands of the peasants# it was found 

in 1866 that only 6% of the cultivated area of the Irri- 

gation Zone was held b; r the peasants under the system of 

tasarruf 2v The remainder was either Uulk# Vaqf or Miri, 

under Iltizank. 

Hence the attempt of the Turks to lztroduce the 

feudal system in the Irrigation Z11"one had failed right 

from the start. That the feudal system was not intro- 

duaed either in name or practice in eight Out of eighteen 

Sanjaqs of the Eyalet, of Baghdad# was an implicit recog- 

nition of tho peculiar conditions prevailing in the 

Irrigation Zone and their inadaptibility to the fief 

system. 

The reason in not far to seek* The feudal system 

was borne out of the particular conditions of village life 

ýiý op, cit, p, 286, 
2 Kemballp Consular Reports opo cit. 
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in Turkey where the peasants were attached to the soil 
always recognizing a master who ruled them from above and 
to whom they were Individually answerable* The Spahis 

and Zaims took that role of master without considerably 
affecting the social organization of the village community. 
In Northern Iraq similar conditions existed whether in 
the Kurdish mountains or the settled districts of the 
Hosul and Shahrizor Byaletso Hence though there were marq 
local differences# the principles of the Turkish feudal 

s7stem were applicable. 
In the tribal areac the conditions vere different* 

The tribe was an independent social unit with its own 

social hierarchy* political constitution and economic 

organization, It had its own comprehensive laws and 

Judicial and administrative machinery, It was indivisible 

and it had no vacant place to be taken by any outelds 

agent imposed from above$ without at the same time breaking 

the whole organization into its component individual units, 

But# since the tri1al organization was bornt out of the 

economic conditions prevailing in Iraq as was shown in an 

earlier chapter# it could only be broken by altering thosc 

economic conditions that brought it zbout. This was not 

done by the Turks in this period4 Hcncc the appointment 

of a feudatory imposed from above on the tribal conuUnitY 

at once proved impracticable, The tribes resisted by arMS 
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the effective control of the tribal area or the applica- 

tion of the feudal laws on the Individual tribesman as a 

unit distinct from and outside of his tribe, 

The only alternative left therefore to the Turkish 

authorities was to recognize on sufferencep the existence 

of the tribes and attempt to employ the tribal organization 

In the collection of revenue. This was done by the adop- 

tion of the system of Illiza or tax-farming. The tenure 

of the tribal areas as well as the revenue accruing from 

them# were sold in annual farms either directly to tribal 

chiefs or through the Aghas of the Jannissaries who re. 

sided in the capital and the various Turkish outposts' and 

Sublet these farms to the tribal chiefs, The latter Col. 

leoted the revenue from the cultivators by again sub- 

letting these farms among the chiefs of the various see- 

tions of the tribe and through the latter# among the 

Cultivators, 

The estates given on Iltizam were not military fiefsp 

and the grant of them was not conditioned an the mainten- 

ance of a spealal contingent of troops as a part of the 

state army# but simp3, y on payment of an agreed amount of 

tribute in kind or in money, However# the farmer was 

(I) Longrigg# op. cito p. 252. 
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entitled to have in his service such armed forces as were 

necessary for securing levy of taxes - which he often 
utilized for settling quarrels with his neighbours and for 

extending the limits of his territory He was also ex- 
peoted to support his superiors when engaged In similar 
feuds2 0 

The system of tax-farming in the tribal areas not 

only assured the continuation of the tribal organization 

but it tended to strengthen it. The sale of farms to the 

tribal sheMs gave them a nd* power over the various 

sections of the tribe and over the individual tribesman 

and further solidified the tribal bond; while the mainten. 

ance of amed contingents in the tribal areas were legal- 

ized although they often fought against the government 

forces, 

Furthermore by the farming system the Turks did not 

relinquish their claim to the ownership of the tribal 

lands which were still considered Arazi Miriyya (Royal 

Domains) the ragaba of which was vested with the state. 

This principle applied even to the land that was revived 

by the tribes themselves out of mewat lands. Such land In 

the Islamic period was considered mulk if revival of it 

was duly sanctioned by the Imam3o Ottoman legislation 

i Poliak# op. cit. p. 49. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Xejelleh Art* 1272, 
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11 seems to have abrogated this Islamio maxim and revival of 

dead land even by pemission of the state only gave a 

pref erential. right of possession (haq rujhan) and no right 

of ownership to those who revived 11*1 * Hence the principle 

of state ownership of the land worked in the Irrigation 

Zone without its stabilizing and qualifying principle of 

Tasarrufo. The tribesmen were at least in theory# tenants 

at will and could be evicted from their holdings by the 

state# by the Aghas who farmed their districts or by the 

tribal sheikhs or local farmers who were the sub-lessees, 

This introduced still another element of insecurity in 

the tribal areas# particularly among the weaker tribes, 

But even among the stronger tribal confederations the 

principle of absolute state ownership and tenancy-at-will 

were not wholly Ineffective* Although these tribal oon- 

federations generally succeeded In resisting any attempts 

at their eviction from their land# they were often played 

one against the other by severing a part of the land of 

one tribe and granting it to another* While within any 

tribal dirahy the chieftains were allowed to move whole 

sections, of tribes frequently from one area to another 

or even to punish a reoaloitrant section by driving them 

out of their land and depriving them of their only means 

of livelihood, 

Land Code Art. 103; see also N* Chihap ope cit* po 36* 
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Purthermore the tribute Itself was often heavy and 

burdensome* The Kharaj which was levied on the khrajiy7ah 

land In the Islamic Period gradually fell into disuetude 

and the 1 and tax was called the ushur both on the kharajiy- 

yah and ushriyyah lands as well as on the Aradhi Amirlyyah. 

Despite Its name the tax varied from ten per cent to as 

much as 5CV/* of the gross produce. Hulk lands seem to have 

paid only one tenth of the produce up to 1866 11 
on the 

other hand the tithe on the Amiriy7ah land varied accord- 

ing to the method of irrigation# kind of crop grown and 

proximity to markets. In practicet however# the revenue 

collected from the different areas varied not according 

to these factors or even to the ability of the cultivator 

to pay$ but according to the relative strength of the tax- 

payer viz-a-viz the famer or the government Itself, It 

was heaviest and nearest to the legal demand In areas 

occupied by weaker tribes or individual cultivators as for 

instance near the main towns, Butq on the other hand# the 

collection of tribute from the strong tribal confederations 

involved serious military operations which did not always 

end In the sacoess of the government forces, More than 

onoe and In various districts picked Georgian companies 

were defeated by the tribes and the revenue was not 

colleoted for years* 

(i) See below ps296. 
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While peace-loving cultivators who happened to bO 

within reach of the government forces were crushed with 

heavy taxation and strangledwith the &varies of the tax- 

farmers strong tribal chiefs so far from paying any tri- 

bute were actually subsidized by the government to secure 

their obedience, 

This system again discouraged settled life and put a 

premium on the militant organization of the tribes. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE REGUIS OF COERGION 
1831 - 1869 

The Centralization-gf Adniinistrat-on. I 

After 18319 the central authority tended to gain 

strength and wield an increasing amount of authority over 

the once independent tribes and Kurdish principalities, 

This strength was acquired through the reform of the 

Turkish military and administrative organization which it- 

self was a part of the general reforms carried out in 

Turkey In this period and partly enforced in Iraq, But 

this policy of centralization# so far from bringing about 

an Improvement in the economic conditions of the country 

so as to lead to the general settlement of the tribes# was 

interpreted by the administrators of Iraq to mean# in 

practical the use of force as the sole means of bringing 

about direct govermentp which not only failed in achieving 

its purpose# but also brought conditions of greater inse- 

curityp drove some of the cultivators back to the desert# 

and generally defeated its purpose by promoting the very 

conditions which previously nursed tribal life and were 

responsible for its development, In this chapter# and the 
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next one# It is proposed to show the working of this 

policy of centralization and the economic conditions which 

led to Its defeat. 

(I) Reforms in Turke3r. 

The decay in the ottoman Empire has# by the end of the 

Eighteenth Century# reached such a proportion as to en- 

danger its very existence and its safety from foreign 

aggression, The Empire had therefore either to reform or 

be divided up by the rising imperialist powers, Russiag 

especially after the treaty of Qutchuk Qainarjeo saw in 

the decay of the Ottoman Empire the prospect of making the 

Black Sea a Russian lake with full command over the 

Bospherusq while Napoleon's campaign in Egypt laid bare 

the rear defences of the Empire and endangered the inter- 

ests of Great Britain in Indial and led the latter to 

encourage Turkey to reform so as to make of her a bulwark 

against rival imperial expansions, Moreover the reforming 

and the liberating Influence of the French revolution did 

not fail to reach the distant Sultan and his illiterate 

subjects, Consequently a wave of reforming tendencies 

swept the Empire in the beginning of the Nineteenth 

Century and continued with few interruptions throughout 

that Century& 
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The reforms were first initiated by Sultan Selim III 
0789 - 1807) who endeavoured to reduce the Pashas to 
their former role an obedient servants of the crownp 

abolished by decree the wasteful and ruinous system of 
tax-farms and issued an edict to prevent the abuses of, the, 

military fiefs and effect the gradual absorption of these 

fiefs Into the domains of the state. Most of these reforms, 
however# could not be carried out as the military and ad- 

ministrative machinery which was to apply them was itself 

rotten and needed to be scrapped first. Sultan Selim was 

aware of this defeat# but his attempt to reform the 

Janissaries brought instant mutiny which caused his deposi- 

tior, In 1807 and his subsequent assassination* 

But the Incentive to reform continued to exert Its 

Influence on the Empire. Thus Sultan Mahmadq Selims Sua- 

cessorp was able# to carry through at least in part# the 

reforms envisaged by the latter* In June 1826t he cancel- 

led the privileges of the Janissaries and exterminated 

their rebellious members by the aid of the new artillery 

corps which he prepared and strengthened for the occasion. 

The Janissaries were replaced by a new regular army 

organized on modern lines and based as from 1843 on oom- 

pulsory military service. 

Purthermorej, with the regular army established# the 

feudal militia had become useless; it was therefore disbanded 
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as early as 1826 and the military fiefs were added to the 

public domains. The e1jtg of the dispossessed feudatories 

were however formed Into four squadrons which in 1831', be- 

came the framework of the new regular cavalry. 

At the same timep Sultan Mahmud set about reforming 

the administrative machinery by overthrowing# one by one, 

the self-willed almost Independent pashas and dere-begs 

in the provinces# so that by the time of his death in 

i839P the whole Empire was under a centralized administra- 

tion and run by more efficient civil servantse 

Abdul-Uejidp the next sultan 0839-186i)j followed 

his predecessor In extending the scope and area of the 

reforms* He opened his rule by issuing in November 1839 

from the Kiosk of the Gulkhana# the famous Khattl Hamayunt 

which was a charter of liberty promising security of life 

property and honour to all citizens of the Empires regular 

and just taxation# and equality before the lawl and also 

abolishing the slave trade and secularizing public in- 

struotion. These principles were implemented by various 

enactments called the Tandhimatp which regulated the con- 

stitution of the central governmentp the administration of 

the provincesp justice# public instruationg and finally# 

the army and the navy* 

After the Crimean Vlar# the Western powers in the 

Treaty of Paris obliged the Sultan to reiteratep in more 
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detailed and binding from the principles and the promises 

of the Tandhimat of 1839, and# as a result, a new group of 
which 

laws were promulgated to complete the reforms/were initiat- 

ed by the Tandhimat. Among the more important enactments 

of this latter period# may be mentioned,, the Land Code of 

1274 A, 11, (1858) and the Tapu Law of the same year which 

established the right of occupancy to the peasants and 

provided a machinery for land registrationt and the two 

laws on the administration of the Wilayets (provinces) of 

7 Jamad Ill, 1281 (8 Novo 1364) and ig Shavalp 1287 (21 Jan, 

1871) which re"-ulated the administration of the provinces. 

But these principles and enactments remainedt however# 

to a large extentp paper sketches more honoured in their 

breach than in their observance" 
i 

Thus as late as 1875# 

a prominent Turkish statesman declared: 

"The Empire wan being rapidly brought to destruc- 
tion; corruption hae reached a pitch that it had 
never before attained; the service of the state 
was starved while untold millions were poured Into 
the palaosi and the provinces were being ruined by 
the uncontrolled exactions of governors who pur- 
chased their appointments at the Palace; and nothing 
could saye the country but a complete change of 
Bye t SUL. " Z. 

(i) F. Schevillp The Balkan Peninsula and the Near East# 
London 19229 p. 354@ 

(2) It was Hadhat, Pasha in an interview with the British 
Ambassador in 1875 (The Nineteenth Centur-y)s Feb. # 1888. 

k 
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(li) The Poll of -the 
MSMIUX8. 

The reforms; of Sultan Mahmud were not applied at the 

same time and with equal vigour in all the provinces of 

the Empire. In Iraq# the order for the liquidation of 

the Janissaries was received by Daoud Pasha# the last of 

the Uamluk Dynasty of Baghdad in the sumer of 1826. "The 

Pashallp writes Mr. Longrigg 
i. "decided to obey the order 

so as to Improve relations with his sovereign and to remove 

the only power in the Pashaliq not wholly his own. " He 

ordered all the Janissaries to be enrolled in the new 

forces which were to take'their place* "Without violence 

or rancour# without change Of commanders every soldier of 

0 the companies doffed his napla for a head-dreBB of the 

new patterz4 registered his name in the Nldhamiy-ya (the 

new army) regiment .... #2 9 The same was done in the main 

tow of Hillap Basra and elsewhere* The new armY was under 

the training of a French off icer while the now equipment 

was brought from Bombay, 

Still, the nature o; r the administration had not 

changedl the Mamluk rulers may be likened to feudal lords 

on a big scales being'Independent of the Sultan exCOPý In 

name and paying no tribute in recognition of thetr vassal- 

dom, Furthemorev the incorporation 6f Iraq in the reformed 

ý1ý Lonariat op. oit, p, 260. 
2 Ibid. 
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Empire was particularly urgent in vidw of the International 

situation brought about b7 the rise of French and Russian 

Imperialistic ambitious In the I; iddle East# and the develop- 

ment of the idea of an "alternative routs" to India which 

was to pass through Iraq* 

Henoet in 1831# the Sultan sent a strong expedition 

under Ali Ridha who was appointed to the governorship of 

Iraq In accordance with the new system of administration 

now in force in other parts of the Empire. Ali RidhsL suc- 

ceeded in occupying what was left of the country after the 

double disaster of plague and flood of the prevlýus year., 

The Mamluk Aghas were systematically exterminated in all 

parts of the country and the Georgian Dynasty was thus 

ended, 

(Iii) yhe j, j! Lujejatjon of -the 
Pere-Begs, * 

After their new reclamation of Iraq, the Turks set 

about to strengthen the administration and centralize it. 

They Increased the n=ber and equipment of the local militia 

both in Baghdad and in the provinoes., In Baghdadv about 

five thousand troops were maintained and organized on a 

European modelli this force formed later In the fifties# 

the nuoleus of the oixth army corps of the Empire with its 

(1) Chesney# The Expeditions Op. cit-o Vol. Is ps Me 
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i headquarters In that city In addition parties of 

Irregular horsemen were stationed in other provincial 

towns and in caravanserels (halting places for the caravan) 
"which have been built at regular distances" on the main 

roads# as for instance on the road between Baghdad and 

Hilla 20 

Then# In pursuance of the policy of their sultant they 

aimed at the liquidation of the dere-begs and the tribal 

chiefs and the establishment of direct government* 

In the Norths, where conditions were not materially 

dissimilar to those prevailing in Turkeys, this Policy 

attained a considerable measure of success. The Jalill 

Dynastyp which was establibhed in Mosul for over a centuryt 

was overthrown almost without a struggle$ In 1835 and a 

Turkish governor was appointed directly from the capital 

in place of its last ruler. Direct rule was also aimed 

at in the Kurdish provinces and was achieved in the period 

between 1835 and 1850. In those fifteen yearsp the Kurdish 

principalities wereq one by one liquidated and absorbed 

into the state and their dare-begs were replaced by 

Turkish officials. In 1835# the Agha of Rawanduz who had 

recently extended his rule over a large area Including 

(i) Habib Shihat La Province do Baghdadt Cairo, 1908j, 
P. 56. 

(2) A*H, Layard Early Adventures in Persiaj, Susiana 
and Babylonia 

jLondon 1894) P. 308* 

A 
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Arbil and Altun-Koprip was defeated by Rashid Pashap the 

Turkish general and sent as an exile to Istanbul and 

Turkish governors were appointed to the various parts of 

his domain. In 18389 Amadiyyahj, Aqrah and Dshlk were simi- 

larly annexed and their dere-begs were replaced by Turkish 

off icials, 

The Babans# however# endured till 1850. But between 

1834. and that date,, the Turks were gradually gaining power 

OTer them by encouraging feuds between the members of the 

dynasty and installing an increasing number of their troops 

In the locality as well as by claiming and enforcing pay. 

ment of tribute from the Babans. Finallyt in 1850# the 

last Baban was replaced by a Turkish generalie 

(1v) The Folley of Forcible Detribalizalion* 

In the tribal areas# the-policy of centralized ad- 

ministration met with complete failure despite the cease- 

less etforts of the Turkish Valle of this period to 

accomplish Lt. Their failure is mainly to be attributed 

to their lack of understanding of the true nature of the 

tribal system. To them# the tribesmen were bands of 

savages maliciously opposing the government,, They# there- 

fore# strove to crush them by weight of arms. Rather than 

(i) Longrigg, op. cit. ppe 284-288. 
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looking into the causes of the tribal system and ameliorat- 

ing the conditions that brought it About# they chose to 

treat Its symptoms and aimed at the forcible conversion of 

the tribesmen from wild outlaws as they saw them into 

obedient subjects of the Sultan. 

Ali Ridhat the first wali of the new regir4ot in his 

attempt to gain more control over the tribest *brought 

Baghdad more than once to a state of blockade. Anizaho 

Shammar and the Zubeid (tribes) ranged outside its walls, "i 

But the first exponent of forcible detribalizationp was 

Nejib Pasha (184.2-184.9). During his governorship of 

Baghdads, he applied this policy with great v1goUr and firm 

determination; he marched In 1843 against the lUiazail and 

Shammars in 18449 against the Khazail and Anizah; In i845t 

against the Ubeidl in 181+6, against Afag and the Uuntafigl 

In 1847# he ordered the assassination of Sufugp the chief 

of the Shammar creating thereby a great confusion in the 

Jezirah; in M+99 he marched against Beni Lam and the 

Hindiyyah tribes and repulsed the Shammar who raided round 

the city of Baghdad 
2, 

But he left the country in greater disorder and inse- 

curity than he found it on his first arrival. So lawless 

(1) Lonriggo, op. cit. p. 290; Fraser# Mesopotamia and 
Assyria# Lond. 1842# p. 286. 

(2) Longriggp op. cit, p, 291e 
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In fact the country has become# that even settled districts 

as for instance in the neighbourhood of Baghdad and Hillah 

were not Immune from insecurity; as the "Shemmar ,, * were 
Intercepting traf fio between Baghdad and Hillsh a 4, and 

plundering caravans. "' 

Nevertheless, his policy was continued by his successors 

who were not yet convinced of its futility and evil results, 

Thus their rule was Punctuated by tribal rebellions that in- 

creased in extent and frequency as the century advanaed. 

Under the governorship of Abdi Pasha (184.9-050P the 

Eqphrates tribesmen butchered the whole Turkish garrison at 

Kifill under Namiq Pasha in 1852# there ras a general tribal 

rebellion extending from the Tigris to the Euphrates led by 

Sheikh Wadip the overlord of the Zubeld; again in his second 

tenure In Baghdad between 1861 and 18681, Namiq Pasha showed 

an extreme perseverance in the policy of breaking the tribes 

by force# but this ended only In greater disorder and dis. 

location, lie led several campaigns against Beni Lam and 

carried on a war with the Muntafig for two years only to 

substitute one Sadun leader for another and to annex a tract 

of land from their dirahl he then marched against the Khazail, 

but his forces here were unable to exact submission or change 

the tribal boundary and suffered defeat at the hands of the 

(1) Layardp op. cit. pp. 307 and 310o 
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Well-organized and less -ý-acoess ible tribesmen of this marsh 

area. 

Thus the tribal system successfully resisted and sur- 

vived the attempts of the Turks to dissolve It and impose 

their own conception of governmentp as it had previously 

resisted the imposition of the feudal system of the older 

regime* In both cases the Turks had failed to recognize 

the Inherent differences between the North and the South 

of Iraq and sought to impose a uniform system of government 

In both areas* As in the old regime the success of their 

policy in the North led them to the belief that they could 

accomplish it with equal success in the South. But their 

success in overthrowing the power of the dere-begs could 

be explained by the fact that the feudal system In those 

areas was a little more than an adminiattative organization. 

The tribep on the other hand# was much more than merely an 

administrative organization; it was a social and economic 

organization as well# produced and evolved by the conditions 

of economic insecurity which were prevalent In Iraq during 

the preceding centuries, Detribalization and direct govern- 

ment could only# therefore# take place by economic measures 

which would gradaally remove these conditions of economic 

Insecurity which was largely responsible for the existence 

of the tribal system. 
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Political and social factor3 have undoubtedly con- 
tributed towards the defeat of the Turkish policy. The 

tribesmen hayinj led for centuries an independent life, and 

proud# as they were# of their race and their way of livingp 

naturally refused to submit to the domination of the Turks 

who were alien to them in race and language and scornful 

and intolerant of everything tribalism stood for. Moreovert 

the still inadequate forces used against the tribes# and 
the inefficiency and the corruptibility of the Turkish 

officials# led to the occasional defeat of the Turkish armyo 
thus materially damaging the prestige of the administration 

and Invoking the contempt of the tribes towards the regime 

But# at bottomp It was economic factors which defeated 

the Turkish policy and worked for the preservation of the 

tribes* Had the Turks revived the Irrigation system to 

provide to the tribesmen a permanent source of livelihoodi 

built an efficient system of transport and encouraged in- 

ternal and external trade to create marketable values for 

his products and help him to exohange them for other neces- 

sitiesi and finallvp had they established security in land 

tenure and equity In land revenue to enable him to look into 

(i) Thus in his report for the year 1877# Mr. Ifixons the 
British Consul-General in Baghdad wrote: "The Arabe look 
upon the Turks as their conquerors and as alienal and 
they have givon a great deal of trouble at Karbala and 
Nejef and on the Euphrates and at Amarah., " (Report on 
the Trade Conditions of Baghdadv State Paperst Co=ercialp 
1878# LXXIV9 p. 708, 
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the future with confidence and get attached to the land 

an his main source of livelihood; had they in short# pro- 

vided the tribesman with an alternative way of life that 

was economicallv more secure# in order to Induce him to 

abandon his nomadic habits and make him economically in- 

dependent from his tribal organization - they might have 

achieved their aims even without the use of force* What 

then was the state of these economic conditions that pre- 

vented the disintegration of the tribes and worked for 

their preservation I 
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2o Irrlization and thg- Control-of 
-the 

River Syst , 

(i) Irrigation by Perennial Canals. 

The f irst condition for economic security in Iraq 

is the proper control of the rivers and the construction 

of a comprehensive irrigation system* Yorp without that# 

the major part of the country becomes partly a desert due 

to shortage of water and partly a marsh suffering from 

superfluity of it, In both areas cultivation is obviously 

impossible; while in the belt between these two areass 

oultivationp at best# is precarious as it must depend on 

an extremely precarious and scanty rainfall for ploughing 

and sowing and on the level of the rivers for the maturing 

of the crops, These# in factp were the conditions that 

nursed the tribal system in Iraq in the previous period as 

was shown in the earlier chapters, In this periodp as no 

attempt was made to control the rivers and revive the 

irrigation system# they continued to exert their full weight 

for the survival of the tribes, 

It is difficult to find a reason# apart from ignorance 

and shortsightedness# for the failure of the Turks of this 

period to attempt gradually to revive the irrigation system, 

Mro Kedball the British Consul in Baghdad, in his trade 
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reports for the two years 1864. -65 wrote as follows' 
"Cultivation is limited by the prevailing insecurity 
which endangers the harvest and precludes the con- struction of canals (otherwise a most profitable investment) in districts liable to be overrun b7 
predatory Arabs. " 

Thus Ur. Remball seems to think that political inse- 

ourity was the reason for the absence of canals. But 

political insecurity# it cannot be rzpeated too often# wail 

precisely tjLe result rather than the cause of the failure 

to revive the irrigation system. Forp had the irrigation 

system been revived the Arabs would gradually have ceased 

to be predatory and order and security would have been 

established (given a strong and sincere administration in 

the centre) which.., would render these irrigation schemes 

as they should be, "most profitable investment" both from 

the Point of view of the government finances as well as to 

the cultivator2 0 
Undoubtedly,, financial obstacles stood in the way; asp 

big irrigation schemes require a considerable amount Of 

oapitalp the returns for which# however lucrative# take 

time to mature, on the other hand# the Imperial 'budget 

was suffering from chronic financial difficulties as a 

(1) Report on the General Conditions of Commerce of the 
Province of Baghdadp op* cit. * (1867) I=II p 270- 

(2) Pirhaps Mr. Eemball was thinking of fore, 99neexploita- 
tionp in that case# his statement would probably be 
correat. 
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result of the engagement of the Empire In various wars in 

Europe and Asia which, were the produot of the Near Eastern 

Question, 

Despite these obstacles# a modest programme of public 

works could have been successfully undertaken and financed# 

If need be, $ from the annual surplus of the provincial bud- 

Set# had the local governors realized the importance of such 

Pu'blic works both from their political and economic aspects, 

and insisted on their execution. But the aim# it seemsp of 

the local governors of this period was the collection of the 

maXimum amount of revenue*rather than the spending Of it for 

local projectst the benefits of which# in view of their 

short term in office# they could not personally reap* In- 

deedp so far from asking for appropriation from the Imperial 

budget for irrigation projects in Iraq# they were sending 

annually the major part of the revenue of the province to 

Istanbul in bribes and tribute as a proof of their loyalty 

to the Sultan# and in order to Insure and prolong their 

tenure In office. "Yearly tribute left Baghdad to Istanbul"' 

In this period. Namiq Pasha# for Instanoep applied strict 

measures for the collection of revenue and starved the local 

services so as to procure the maximum surplus for the Sultaný 

According to Shiha,, ),, he sent each month several males loaded 
3 

with silver. / 

I Longriggp op* cite p, 277. 
20 cite p, 284-o 
3 S91hap opo cite P. 58* 
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Such# in fact were the traditions ectablished by the 

goyernors of Iraq during this period, that when 1jadhat Pasha 

In the early seventies launched his schemes for public works 

and could not consequently spare any surplus to send to 

Istanbul# he was accused of trying to achieve independenae 

from the Empire. 

It is significant# therefore# that of the ten Turkish 

governors of this period# not a sinZle one was noted for 

having contemplated an irrigation scheme of any UVortance 

or dug a new canal. 11inor works# such as the clearing of 

the few old canals that survived the destruction of the 

earlier periods# or the strengthening of the river banks 

near the main towns to protect them from the floods# there 

MaY have beeng, but these must be put under the heading of 

ovorhead charges rather than capital expenditure in the 

balance sheet of Iraq's economic activityl because they 

did not appreciably add to the cultivated area or leal to a 

considerable increase in agricultural productivity so as to 

remove the conditions of insufficiency and encourage the 

settlement of the tribesis 

(1) In this category must be included the apparently sin- 
cerebut unsuccessful efforts of Reshid Pasha Guesliklit 
governor of BaZhdad between 1853 and i858P to revive the 
ancient irrigation system* LongriZg (op, cit, p p, 283) 
gives him the credit of having "opened a score of irriga- 
tion canals"# but he does not eive the source of his in- 
formation on this point# and there does not seem to be 
any record of the names or localities of these canals# 
nor the extent to which they helped to settle the tribeso 
Shihal who was Longrigg's main source (apart from local 
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Of the ancient perennial canals# none had apparently 

been revived or brought up to Its previous standard of 

efficiency, The Euphrates-Tigris system west of Baghdad 

remainedp as in the previous period# an inundation canal- 

system threatining to inundate Baghdad at every flood season. 

The Hilla Branch of the Euphrates which served a well-settled 

and a prosperous area extending from Hindiyyah to Lamlumv was 

fast falling into ruin as a result of the diversion of the 

water of the Euphrates from that branch into the Hindiyyah 

Branch$ while the half-hearted attempts of the Turkish 

Governors were naturally unsuccessful to check this devastat- 

ing tendency. For# these attempts consisted of building 

cheaply constructed weirs of mud and bulrushes or piers of 

bricks which were shortly afterwards broken through 
i 

and left 

the settled inhabitants on the banks of the Hilla River In 

extreme danger of penury and starvation until the next equally 

short-lived device was made. This continued throughout this 

period with the result that the Hilla area which was the 

largest grain producing one in the Irrigation Zones was 

inquiry) for this period# wrote (op, cit. P P. 53) that 
Reshid Pasha was "no doubt the first one who introduced 
reforms in the economic conditions of the country; he 
encoukaged and induced a section of the nomadic tribes to 
abandon their nomadic life and take up agriculture 9,9, " 
In view of the meagre finances of the province and with 
the Empire at war In Europe and Asia# and# above all# in 
view of the extremely limited extent of the canal irri- 
gated area at the end of this periodp as will be seen In 
the following pagess the achievements of Reshid Pasha 

(, )could only have been on an extremel small scale* 
Long. # op& cit. p. 311 (footnotef. 
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fastly denuded of Its settled inhabitants who were gradually 

abandoning their land and movina to the Hindivvah Branch and 

elsewhere in aearch of greater security, 

Apart from the Hilla Arealp the only permanent cultiva- 
tion was restricted# as in the previous periodp to the 

vicinity of the main towns particularly in the areas of 

Shatt-al-Arab# Dyala and Karbala as well as the cultivated 

belt extending from Mosul and Arbil to the Dyala River and 

mainly depending on rain for its Irrigation. 

In the vicinity of the towns# cultivation was carried 

out mainly by lif t Irrigation which made possible the pro- 

duction of a certain amount of vegetables and fruits to 

satisfy the limited requirements of the corresponding towne, 

In the Area of Shattal-Arabs the dates plantations# thanks 

to the action of the sea# still flourished and dates# as a 

result# were the staple export commodity of Iraq* In the 

Dyala Area# the canal system of the Khalis and the Xhuralsan 

of the previous period still survived together with the 

date-palm and other fruit-tree plantations which they 

originally brought in being. 

Finally the Huseinlyyah Canal which was dug to provide 

water for the holy city of Karbala# being also perennial# 

was responsible for the development of the considerable date 

plantations along its banks and the corn fields beyond them 
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which f ed the relatively large population of Karbala and 

the thousands of Persian and Arab pilgrims who visited the 

holy places of Nejef and Karbala at certain seasons of the 

year# as well as supplied the neighbouring beduins of 

Arabia with provisions. 

Only in these areas of the Irrigation Zone# beside 

the townsp were the population fixed, The permanent supply 

of water enabled them to take up cultivation as a permanent 

occupation and to build themselves mud-houses either 

separately in their respective palm-groves or collectively 

to make up villages In the vicinity of their fields by 

the banks of the canals or the rivers, 

But the aggregate area -under permanent cultivation was 

only a very small fraction of the total cultivatable area 

in the Irrigation Zone. Thus Mr. Kemballip describing the 

extent of cultivation In this Zone in 1866# wrote as 

follows: 

"At presentp cultivation# like the fixed population 
Is restricted to the neighbourhood of the towns and 
villages situated on the great trunk roads and to 
canal-irrigated districts which are very limited in 
extent. The intermediate country is occupied by 
the great nomad tribes# who never engage in agricul- 
turep and by the half-settled Arab communities who 
shift their place of abode annually within certain 
limits# and raise only sufficient grain for their 
own consumption. " 

(i) Opo cito* p. 274. 
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So limited# inaeedg these settled areas were$ that 

Uro Kemball a little earlier in hie report'j, estimated the 

"fixed peasants" in these areas to be only 160pooo souls. 

W) Irrization bv Inundatio . 

The remainder of the Irrigation Zone was a vast ex- 

panse of desert and marsh Interrupted by patches of cul- 

tivation depending for water on rain and inundation# the 

precariousness of both of which never ceased to impose on 

the majority of the population of the country who live in 

Itt a life of unsettlement and poverty of which nomadism 

and tribalism were the essential and seemingly inevitable 

features, 

What cultivation was carried out by the t1ribes could 

broadly be divided into two categories; f Irstly the growing 

of mainly wheat and barley in areas cultivated in the 

winter, hence the name ghitwi (winter) crops and shitwi 

areasi and secondly# the growing of rice and# to a minor 

extentp maize# in areas cultivated In the summer; hence 

the name saifi (summer) crops and saifi areas. Each of 

these areas was suffering from its own peculiar conditions 

of precariousness and instability largely as a result of 

the uncontrolled river system and the constant fluctuation 

in the water supply, 

(1) op. cit. # p. 266. 
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Shitwi-CroDs. 

Wheat and barley were by far the most important of the 

shitwi crops. Beans and hurtuman (a kind of oats)p being 

also cultivated In this season# were comparatively neglig- 

able in quantities. The winter crops were generally grown 

on the higher and drier lands that were capable of irriga- 

tion* They were sown either in September and October# or 

between November and the end of Januar7, The earlier 

sowing# called the hirfi (or harfi) was less liable to 

disease and thrived better than the later sowing which 

was called the IfU. The yield of the afli scming was 

less the later in the season it was sown, Moreovers as the 

hirft crop ripened earlier# it was morCltkely to escape 

the attacks of locusts than the afli crop# The harvest of 

these winter crops generally began in April and extended# 

for the most part to the end of May. 

But the supply of water in the inundation areas was# 

generally most unfavourable both for the sawing and harvest- 

Ing of the winter crops. As can be seen from Appendix III# 

the river levels are at their highest in Spring and at 

their lowest between August and October, Thus$ whereas the 

rivers were most. Aikely to be at too low a level to flow 

into the Inundation canals in Autumn to irrigate the land 

and prepare it for ploughing and sowingp they become so 

high in Spring as to threaten the inundation of the field's 
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and the destruction of the crops before they could be 

harvested or oollectedo Whether or not the inundation 

canals received enough water in time for ploughing and 

sowings, naturally depended on the annual variation of the 

river levels and the state of efficiency of the different 

canals themselves. It can# however# be generally stated 

that while nearly all these canalsNWere unlikely to re- 

oeive water In time for the hirfi sowingp most of them 

were never certain to contain water save In the three 

months of the flood; thus making the already precarious 

afli, cultivation still more doubtful to take place with 

the aid of irrigation water. Perhaps the best example 

and the most typical of the Inundation areas for winter 

Crops was the area outlying the Shattal-Oharraf particu- 

larlY that part of it which extends from Its head to the 

town of Shatrah and forms about two thirds of Its whole 

length* Prior to the recent (1935-1938) construction of 

the Kut Barrage# the Gharraf was an entirely uncontrolled 

channel. According to constant observation and gauge 

readinipmade at Zut during the years 190-1933P it was 

found that "only In Marohq April and Mays is the Gharraf 

certain of water throughout the whole month; while during 

the months August to Octoberp there is a high proportion 

of years when it is dry. "'o Thus the Ifirfi sowing could 

(1) U, G* lonides 11 Regime of the Euphrates and Tigrisp 
Lond* 1937P p, 187. 
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not take place by the aid of irrigation as the Gharraf 

was most likely to be dry in that season. As regards 

afli sovingp the Gharraf might in some years be high 

enough in the early winter to enable its performance. In 

most years# howevers the Gharraf was either dry or Its 

level not high enough# especially in its upper parts# where 

the land is higher# to flow into the numerous ditches lead- 

Ing to the shitwi areast until the sowing season had 

already passed, This was also the cases to a more or less 

extent,, with nearly all the inundation canals in the Irri- 

gation Zone of Iraq. 

In view of the lack of irrigation water in the autumn 

and early wintere ploughing and sowing of the shitwi crops 

had consequently to depend on the rain which Is even more 

precarious than the rivers* This is clearly shown in the 

Tables of total monthly rainfall in Baghdad and Basra In 

Appendices I and 11p and also on Table No. 2# pag* 6* it 

will be seen in those tables that the average monthly rain- 

fall in both Baghdad and Basra in the hirfi sowing season 

of September and October# is only a fraction of an inch; 

while in none of the nine recent years between 1927 and 

19359 was there practically any rain in that season with 

the single exception of only one third of an inch which 

fell in Baghdad during October 1929. 
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Thus we can conolude that the hirf I sowing was rarely 

possible In Inundation-canal areas as the river was at its 

lowest and the rain was lacking throughout this season., 

Rain in the afli sowing season# although becomes more 

plentiful especially towards the end of the season# is still 

Inadequate both because of its small average quantities and 

annual fluctuation, Thus in November the average rainfall 

Is under one inch and frequently falls down to an Insigni- 

ficant fraction of an inch* Out of nine recent years# in 

five years in Baghdad (1929P 32P 33s, 34. and 35) and in 

three years, in Basra (1931P 32 and 33) the total rainfall in. 

November was about one tenth of an inch or even less, 

The Month3, y average for Peoember and January is a 

little over an inch in both Baghdad and Basral but in those 

months the total rainfall may be as low as half an inch or 

less in dry years as# for Instance in 1927 and 1932. More- 

over# althou, 6, h rainfall increases as the winter advanoesp 

the afli crop is weakest and less successful the later in 

the season it is sown. 

Therefore# It can broadly be stated# that afli sowing 

has more chance of being carried out as the ri-fer is more 

likc2, v to rise and the amount and frequency of rain Increase 

an compared with the hirfi seasong yet the chances of sua- 

cess of the crop are still meagre, 
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Saif Crors,. 
The most Important of the su=ar crops was rice# but 

maize (Idhrah)# millet (dukhun) lentils (=sh) and sesame 

were also grown In small quantities* The sumaer crops were 

Govrn in April* Uay or Juno, and harvested In August# Sep- 

tember and Octobere 

The rice lands were those that could most abundantly 

be supplied with water, They were# theref ore# geneýally 
limited to tho edges of the marahes at the very tails of 
the Inundation canals. The rice ceeds rare generally sown 
broadcast on the silt deposited by the falling floods 

mostly without previous ploughing. The plant required 

constant watering and had aotually to be under water for a 

number Of weeks extending In the case of one quality of 

rice# naraely the shittalp to upwards of three months* The 

area suitable for rice as well as the size of the crop 

grown was therefore subject to fluctuation owing to its 

dependence on the height of the river-levels in the flood 

season which vary from year to year. 

Apart from thic factor which was sufficient in itself 

to produce an element of economic Instability in the rice 

areas$ there was still another disturbing factor of even 

more far-reaching consequences# The silt-deposits brought 

yearly by the rivers and the floods to fertilize the rios 
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areas also made these areas higher every year and# there- 

fore# less suitable for rice cultivation which had to be 

pushed deeper in the marshes. In coma areas# the low-lying 

marsh-lands got gradually filled up by the silt-deposits 

and ceased to be suitable for rice growing and foreed the 

Inhabitants of these areas either to abandon the land alto- 

gether and move to a different area where rice could still 
be grown# or give up rice cultivation altogether and take 

up the cultivation of shitri crops. But before this 

ohange could finally take placep the inhabitants of the 

area had to go through a very slow and painful process of 

social and economic readjustment of highly disturbing 

character. Firstly, they had to grow rice of inferior 

Quality* such as shimbell and huwaigavi instead of Oanba 

and D=aze # becau3e the former need lose flood water 

but are alao of less marketable value; thent as the cul- 

tivation of rice became more and more impracticable by the 

raising of the land-levels and the inabillt7 of the water 

to con. tand itp they turn to such crops as maize# Millet 

and dates which could be grown on a higher levell finally# 

their land becomes un, suitable except for the precarious 

shitwi crops, Each of these stagcs Involved further im-- 

poveriehment to the inhalcitanta and a greater pressure On. 

the land which can no more support the fall umber of its 
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previous inhabitants# hence the Inevitable consequence Of 

Insufficiency# insecurity and tribalism. 

The process which has just been described is by no 

means an imaginary one. It actually took place to a more 

or less degree# In many rice areas during the last hundred 

years partly due to the raising of the land-levels by the 

silt and partly through the silting up of the Inundation 

canals and-river branches from their heads thereby reduc- 

Ing the volume of water reaching the rice areas in the 

tailso Thus the Hindiyyah area# the Rumaitha Area# the 

Daghara Area# the Fawwar Area# the Bed'a area# the lands 

along the Shatt-al-Atshan and numerous other areas through. 

-out lower and Middle Iraq have undergonew partially or 

whollyp the same change sometime during the last hundred 

, yearej while rice cultivation in the Shamlyyah Area which 

had only existed for about fifty years Is undergoing the 

same change at present 
10 

It is dignifitant that the rice areas# both in the 

Nineteenth Century and at present# have always been the 

most turbulent of the tribal areas in Iraq. Thus in the 

0) US. report on The Problems-of-the River SulDhr-001 
between Hindiyyah BarraS2 and Samawah submitted by 
Uro F*8. Hardyp Irrigation Engineer for the Liwa of 
Diwaniyyah to the Iraq Irrigation Department on the 
23rd of May 1938, a copy of which has been kindly 
presented by Mr. Hardy to the writer., 
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Nineteenth Centuryp the rice areas of the Lamlun Marshest 

of the Dagharahp of the Lower Euphrates around Suq--il- 

Shuyukh and of the Amarah Provinoet were the centre of 

the disturbances and the stronghold of tribalism. It 

Is also significant that whereas in the Shitwi areas the 

tribes have generally tended to disintegrate In the 

latter part of the Nineteenth Century and particularly 

during the post-war period of the Twentieth Century owing 

to the improvement In the irrigation systems trade and 

co=unicationp the rice areas still present the most 

acute agrarian problems In Iraq largely owing to the pre- 

carlouaness of their water-supply and the raising of land- 

levels both of which. are elements of Instability which 

considerably slowed down the process of tribal disinte- 

gration in these arease 

Other summer crops such as maizet millet# lentils 

and SSSSMO were generally grown on the intermediate levels 

between the winter cereals and rice or even in the winter 

areas themselves, Although under extremely favourable 

conditions# they might successfully be attempted# yet 

their cultivation in the inundation areas was even more 

precarious than both winter cereals and rice, Beeause 

although water was abundant in May and might still be 

sufficient In June for the sawing of these crops# Its 

level in the river diminishes and it may dry up in the 
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canals in the months of Tuly and particularly in August and 

September when these crops are in most need of water for 

maturing. In some areas liable to the floodsp salfi eeedsp 

especially milletp were nown broadcast on the damp earth 

after the water has recededl but the plant rarely reached 

maturity as the Intense heat of the summer vez7 rapidly 

dried up the stock of water remaining in the earth. The 

Young shoots served however# as grazing for livestock, 

What has been said above only takes account of the 

annual fluctuation of the water supply due to the variability 

of the rain and the water-levels of the main rivers* It 

assumes the inundation canals and the minor channels of the 

rivers to have a constant capacity to draw water from the 

main rivers. This is not however the case in reality* 

Most oanals in Iraqp both inundation and perennial$ generally 

silt up and therefore require regular annual clearance if 

they were to maintain a constant standard of efficiency. 

This process of silting even applies to the river branches 

as well as to artificial water channels. Where the river 

forks into two branches as the Tigris does at Kut and the 

Euphrates at Hindlyyah and again below it# one of these 

branches tends in time to draw a greater vol=e of water 

while the other branch gradually silts up and draws a 

decreasing amount of water as the years go by, 
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Generally the d=11 inundation canals were annually 

cleared by the particular tribe or community which directly 

benefited from them. But larger canals and river branches 

commanded a large area which was usually inhabited by 

several independent tribal units none of which may have an 

absolute control over these channels, Heres the need of an 

extra-tribal authority to organize and carry out the main- 

tenance of the main water channels by annual dredging and 

by the construction of dame and barrages for the adequate 

distribution of water# becomes Imperative, The failure of 

the central administration in this period to carry out 

these functions introduced a further element of precarious- 

ness and instability of even more far-reaching consequences 

than the seasonal and annual fluctuation in the river-levdls 

and In the amount of ra " 

Owing to the slow nature of the changes in the courses 

of the main rivers and their branches# the effects of these 

changes# though cumulative and far-reaching over a long 

period of vears# are more or less imperceptible over a 

ishort period., This may account for the fact that the writer 

has not been able to trace any observation regarding these 

changes in the historical record of this period# with the 

exception of the degeneration of the Hilla Branch of the 

Euphrates already referred to above., But the process 

described in the previous chapter# which was operative prior 
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to 1831 t must have been slowly operating in other canal 

areas and river branches. Thus# for instance, the process 

of the diversion of most of the water of the Tigris from 

the Gharraf to Ito Amarah Branchp must have continued in 

this period with the result that, the Gharraf was unable 

adequately to feed several inundation canals depending on 

itt such as the Shatt-al-Amah which probably dried in this 

period. 

Elsewhere, several canals appear to have ceased to 

exist such as the Majilahp the Jamilah# the Antar and the 

Zamidah mentioned by F,, W, Ainsworth as irrigation ducts 

near Gerahlo Further the degeneration of the Hillah Branch 

itself did not only affect the prosperous plantations and 

fields along Its banks down to Diwanlya but It also grada- 

any reduced the area of the Lamlun Marshes and led# later 

to the overthrow of the Khazail as a power in the lower 

Euphrates* This phenomenon must have been precededby a 

painful process of economic strangulation of these tribes 

as less and less flood water was carried to their land with 

the degeneration of the Hillah Branch* The constant re- 

bellion and the unceasing tribal quarrels in this area during 

this period and in the latter part of the Nineteenth Century# 

are the only recorded symptoms of the cancer which besot 

Rescarohes in Assyriap Babylonia and Chaldacap Londont 
1838# P- J27, 
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this area and whose source lay at the Hindiyyah and the 

fast silting head of the Hillah Branoh 

All these factors resulting from the precariousness 

and the instability of the water supply# have worked to- 

gether to prevent settled and permanent cultivation with 

consequent insufficiencyp insecurity and tribalism. Thus 

the Gharraf Areat which with a barrage at Kut and a compre- 

hensive system of canalisation and drainage would have 

enabled the cultivation of some 2509000 hectares and would 
have surpassed any of the settled areas in fertility and 

productionit remained in this period predominantly desert 

with sections of the tribe of Rabi'a occupying Its upper 

part and several members of the Muntafig Confederation 

occupying its lower and major part. All of these tribes 

were straggling for existence and fighting for the scanty 

produce that the land could bear while the unexploited 

waters which were their only salvation Passedby in 

voluminous quantitiesp but (owing to their Inability to 

control it) in the wrong season of the year, 

These conditions applied to nearly all the inundation 

areas and were no doubt the conditions which prompted 

(1) This was the estimate of Sir William Willeockep 
(Irrigation of Mesopotamia# London 1917). With the 0011- 
struction of the'Kut Barrage recently completed and after 
fall canalization# it is estimated that not 250#000 but 
300#000 hectares will come under the ploul h in this area 
(Al-Dalil Al-Iraqip Baghdad# 1936v pe 1+82 . 
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Hr. Nixon to describe Iraq in 1874 "as one of the most 
fertile of earths provinces and now the most desert"Is 

"In the distance of 500 miles between Baghdad and Basra" 

he added# "there are not twenty villages to be seen. The 

banks are here and there dotted with Arab encampments", 

(III) Stock Breeding. 

Cultivation being precarious and Its possibility limited 

to a comparatively small area. 4, the tribesmen had to depend 

on live-stock as the main source of wealth and livelihood. 

Among the entirely nomadic tribes of the desert areas of 

the Jezirah and the Syrian steppes camels# horses and sheep 

were reared; the semi-nomadic tribes in the shitwi areas 

kept large flocks of sheep and a smaller number of horses 

and cattle; while the MRadanp the tribes of the marshes 

kept herds of buffaloes as the main source of their wealth 

and livelihood. 

But the rearing of stocks was by no means immune from 

the instability engendered by the precariousness of the 

water supply, For# even in the best years of rain natural 

grass is wanty In the Irrigation Zone and oonf ined to a 

short season of the year namely in the late winter and early 

spring months, In those months the tribesmen bad to range 

(1) Consular Reports# S. P,,, (1875),, LXVII, p. 1710. 
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with their flocks Car over the plains of Iraq# sometimes 

hundreds of miles away from their tribal dirahs on the 

fringes of the Syrian desert or the foothills of the Persian 

Mountains where they may succeed in finding adequate pasture 

for their flocks at the risk of exposing them to the severe 

frost which very often inflicted a heavy rate of mortality 

among the flocks and herds, While in some not infrequent 

wintersp when rain failed# this rate of mortality was 

multiplied through lack of feeding. 

Again, the intense heat of the long summer months 

accompanied by the complete absence of rain and shortage 

of irrigation water# burned away all natural vegetation 

everywhere and the tribesmen had to feed their flocks 

largely on the more precarious supply of barley and hay 

produced by themselves or their follow-tribesmen III the 

inundation cann' areas. 

Unfortunately no records are to be found during this 

period to demonstrate the precarious conditions of stock- 

bree-dingj but as these conditions have remained largely the 

same in the latter part of the Nineteenth Century$ here 

are a few instance& derived from the records of the latter 

period to illustrate the precariousness of this source of 

wealth, in 1396, the British Consul reported that owing 

to the oevere winter and dry spring there was a lack of 
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pasture and a great mortality among sheepi; in the next 

year he reported that dry weather continuedi there was 

heavy mortality among livestock# so much so that most 

wool supplied to the market was skin or dead wool (from 

dead sheep),, so heavy was in fact the rate of mortality 

that no less than 900,000 to one million lamb skins were 

brought for sale in Baghdad alone !2 Again in 19019 the, 

lack of rain in Baghdad province caused no less than 700ja 

mortality among the flock* 3o Yetiv with all its precarious- 

ness$ stock-breeding was# it appearst economically more 

profitable in the long run to the tribesmen and hence more 

widespread in the tribal areas than cultivatione Thus 

M. Cuinet writes in 1890, that "one exceptional winter when 

rain fails is sufficient to rain the breeders of animals 

who otherwise are richer' than landowners, ". This is also 

shown by the predominant place animal produce occupies in 

the export figures of this period# as will be seen lxkmz 
ne, xt In the/ chapter (Page 351 ) as compared with agricultural 

produce apart from dates* 

But stock-breeding under the conditions it was practiced 

In Iraq encouraged nomadism and prevented settlement while 

1 1) Consular Reports trade Series# 1898# No* 2098v p- 3. 
2 Op. cit., 1899, No. 2316, P. 4., 
3 Op, cit., * 19029 No. 2884, p. 4e 
4 Opo cit, Vol, Illp p, 23. 
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Its precariousness was a powerful factor for Insecurity 

and disorder, 

Comnercial Poli_. 

The second economic factor that defeated the policy 

of detribalization was the misguided Turkish commercial 

polloy which had extremely adverse effects on Internal 

and external trade and on local production. 

Two factors governed the commercial policy of Turkey 

during this period. In the f irst placep her weak and 

declining political status in the concert of Europe Im- 

posed on her a commercial policy especially with regards 

to imports# almost entirely out of her control and work. 

Ing almost wholly for the benefit of the other powers and 

in most cases detrimental to her own eoonomy, The second 

was her chronic financial embarrassment which led her to 

impose heavy taxation including customs duty on her ex- 

ports and heavy tolls on her internal trade which was 

paramount to subsidizing rival foreign products in both 

her external and internal markets. 

Up to 1673, all imports to the Ottoman Empire were 

subject to a long established duty at a flat rate of five 

per cent of the value of the goods imported4 Under the 

treaty of Capitulation of that year import duty was reduced 
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to three per cent ad val. The latter rate was unchanged 

until 1838. It was affirmed In the Prench Treaty of 
Capitulation of 174010 

In 1838, the Treaty of Commerce of Balta Liman with 
Great Britain and other later similar agreements with the 

other foreign powerst raised the duty again to five per 

cent on all imports. At the s=e time, It f ixed the duty 

on all Ottoman exports at the rate of 121a ad val. # which 

represented the ancient export duty of 3% established by 

the capitulation plus an increase of 9% an a compensation 

for ancient taxation of internal commerce* 
2 

Moreover, local produce# carried by land# sea or rivere 

to a destination within the wilayet or to a different wilayet 

within the Empireq was also subject to a tax called 

I'mururiyyah" or "passage" at the rate of Vio of their valueý. 

In view of the international tendency for free trade 

durinj this period# the import duty does not seem by itself 

to be too low to protect native production; but when con- 

sidered In conjunction with the high duty on exports and 

the tax on internal tradep its effects would be clearly 

seen to have Imposed a considerable handicap on the economic 

development of the country, It made it poselble for many 

0) G,, Young,, Corps Do Droit Ottomanjq Oxford 1505# Vol. 111,9 

ýp, 
222, 

(2 Op. cit, 111# 223- 
(3 Op. cit. 111 236. 
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foreign goods to compete favourably with home-produced 

goods not only abroad but even in the local markets* Forg 

whereas the foreign producer was only subject to 5% of 

dutyp the home producer was subject in the localimrkets to 

85' duty In addition to other taxation ouch as the isnaf 

levied on the incomes of craftsmen# ise, # on industrial 

productiong the ashar or tithe on land produce and the 

kodah levied on animal produce. In effect it subsidized 

foreign produce at the detriment of the local producer, 

It strangled local industries such as the silk and cotton 

industries of Baghdadv Mosul and Kirkuk and the woollen 

textile industries of Nejef and other provincial towns of 

Iral', 

(i) Despite these handicaps local industrial production 
destined for local consumption as well as for other 
Eastern markets# seems to have been considerable. Sta- 
tistics are not available during this period to show its 
volumej but In 1890,9 despite the strong competition of 
European products made cheaper by the opening of Suez 
Canal and the development of the steamshipg the total 
industrial production of the Wilayet of Baghdad alone 
was valued by Cuinet (op. cit.,, IIIp p, i0q) at 447200 
Turkish Liras# i. e., 1: 406545 most of which was produced 
at the city of Baghdad (ibidj. The most important 
products were silk and cotton textiles such as eghabanig 
shaari and lankah (silk and cotton piece goods)s and 
such wearing apparel as izars (silk cloaks for women), 
Kaffiyah (headwear for men)# kamar# hayasah (belts) etc# 
In addition there were In Mosul at the same time 32 
tainturies (op, cit. Ilp 825b while in 1912 there were 
about 500 weavers "using native handlooms" (Commercial 
Seriess op* cit., No- 5055# p. 322). 

Textile production in Lower Iraq was also consider- 
able. According to Cuinet (op. cit, 111 .2 1) about 

nI 
05 

150,000 woollen abas (cloaks for me manufactured in 
lower Iraq were exported to Rojid and Kuwait aloneo 

Other, jW3orftnt Injuatries n various parts of Iraq 
wele tann 0 iling týe produ2tign of date 

celp si ver wor: Pa mUing 0 P-ot eries and earthffn 
es mate# domesti6 utensils made rrom Imported copper 119. 



It also discouraged agricultural production because 

it put it at a disadvantage with foreign# particularly 

with Persianp produce# both in the foreign as well as in 

the local markets. Thus while Persian grain imported 

Into Iraq paid a duty equivalent to only 5% of its valueg 

home produced grain paid 8% of its value as mururiyyah 

as well as a tithe ranging from 10 to 20% in the Rainfall 

Zone and from 20 to as much as 501/*fo of the gross produce. 

in the Irrigation Zone, So discouraging In fact was this 

commercial policyp that it led# together with other factors 

such as the uncertainty of water supply# the lack of trans. 

port facilitiesp the insecurity in land tenure and the 

heavy taxation which will come under discussion in the 

next chapter# to the position that Iraq became an importer 

rather than an exporter of grain. 

Another Iraqi produce which suffered heavily on this 

account was tobacco* Whereas "Persian imported tobacco" 

writes Mro Kemball in i866g"was subject to 4% duty if it 

was for transit and Q19 duty if it was for local consumption 

*we* other foreign tobacco and tobacco raised in Turkey 

Is liable to a tax of 75%. 01 Hence the considerable im- 

portation of tobacco from Persia during this period 

0) Op. cit. 9 p. 272. The tax includes the tithes the 
mururiyyah as well as a special excise tax on tobacco@ 
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despite the great potentialities of tobacco cultivation 

of Mosuig suleimanirlah and Sharizor as elicited by later 

development under more tavourable conditions. 

Not until 1861, was this fatal commercial policy 

modified. In that year a new commercial treaty with the 

foreign powers was signed to replace the treaty of 1838. 

Under the new treaty the general Import duty was raised 

from a flat rate of 5% to 8% ad val,; while export duty was 

reduced to Me to be further reduced in subsequent years at 
the rate of one per cent annually until it reached only one 

per centl, The mururiy7aht however* was not changed during 

this period and continued to be leviable at the full rate 

of V, * on all internal traffic of goods destined for home 

consumption2 

This treaty was decidedly a great improvement on the 

previous one although its provisions in the matter of ex- 

ports were not ful3, v operative until the very close of this 

period# yet its favourable effects were visible in the trade 

figures of the last five years of this period* 

ý1ý Young op. cit. Vol* 1111p p, 223-224. 
2 Op* cit. 1119 p. 2361 Cahet op. cit. Vol. III, p. 
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TABLE 4 

Total Trade of the Eyalets of Baghdad and 
Basra in 1864-69 

Imports Exports 
G. S. P. G. S. P* 

1864-65 60#385P560 119253#456 

1865-66 62#41+2p246 12#153,696 

1866-67 57,695.910 lip585t592 

1867-68 1 

1868-69 63#557t897 15#302036 

As can be seen In the Table No. 4p the total exports (includ- 

ing re-exports) of the Wilayete of Baghdad and Basra rose 

from a combined total of lip253#456 piastres in the 

financial year 1864--1865 to a corresponding figure of 

15,302t136 piastres in the financial year 1868-1869* 

Thus the combined figure of the total exports of Baghdad 

and Basra increased during these five years by about 36%; 

while imports (including goods in transit) into both 

Baghdad and Basra only increased by about five per centp 

from 60#385P560 in 1864-1865 to 63#5579697 piastres in 

1868-1869. 

(1) During this year only the trade figures of Baghdad 
are available, They amount to 19#2250638 Grand Seigneur 
Piastres for imports and 3t5960126 G, O. P. for exports. 
See Consular reports for Baghdad and Basra for relevent 
years. 
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The full effects of this wiser policy can be seen in 

the export f igures of the latter part of the Nineteenth 

Century which will be dealt with in Chapter VI. 

4. Transport Ind gow=iaatl2g 

The third f actor for economic security Is the providing 

of efficient transport facilities to enable the bringing of 

agricultural produce within reach of internal and external 

markets at a reasonable cost which would leave the producer 

with a handsome net return for his labour, The transport 

facilities were either lacking or entirely deficient in 

this period with highly aggravating results on the state of 

production and trade, and consequent discouraging effects 

on settlement and economic security* 

Transport was up to the end of the Nineteenth Century, 

restricted to roads and rivers* Although several plans 

were contemplated in Iraq and abroad for the construc- 

tion of various lines of railways to link up the country 

with the rest of the world# none of these plans materialized 

In that century* The first line actually constructed was a 

part of the famous German Baghdad-Bahn itself not completed 

when the Great War started. 
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(I) Road-Trans-oort. 

There were practically no wheeled vehicles In exist- 

ence in Iraq until well into the Nineteenth Century, The 

reason for their absence was probably the fact that In the 

Irrigation Zone the country was everywhere intersected by 

numerous old and new canals and canal remains that hampered 

the passage of wheeled conveyances& Furthermore# the 

country was liable to flood in various parts of the main 

land routes which further hindered wheeled traffic* In 

the Rainfall Zone the tracts that were available were only 

suitable for the passage of pack-animals. As in the case 
Zone 

of the IrrigatiozVo here again the central administration 

was both unwilling and financially unable to initiate and 

carry out schemes for the construction of bridgent culvert a 

and metalled roadel while the meagre amount of private 

capital, &ML the existence of general insecurity and the 

absence of official encouragement precluded private enter- 

prise from contemplating such schemes. 

Road transport was therefore# oonfinid to pacac-animals 

which were mainly camels and mules for long distances and 

donkeys for short ones, Caravans composed of several camels 

were employed In the cross country routes to Turkey# Persia 

and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

There were no metalled roads but there were generally 

well-defined tracts diverging from Baghdad northward to 
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Mosul and Aleppop eastward to the Persian frontiers# west- 

ward across the Syrian Desert to Damascus and southward 

along both the Euphrates and Tigris to Basra& There were 

also minor tracts connecting the main towns and villages 

to each other* 

Transport by road was slow# expensive and =safe. In 

the Sixteenth Centuryt according to LonZrigs ip the cara- 

vans made the journey from Baghdad to Aleppo in fifty days, 

This rate of speed was virtually unaltered until the Great 

War as the came means of transport were used throughout 

the Nineteenth Century# Thus In 1885# the British Consul 

tells ust "it took forty days for laden caravans from the 

Mediterranean sea-ports to Baghdad. *2 Again M, Culnet who 

wrote in 1890, stated that it took from one to two months 

to go from Baghdad to Damasous3. 

The cost of transport by road along most routes Was 

virtually prohibitive for nearly all kinds of agricultural 

products and very restrictive for other goods* The charges 

per camel load naturally varied according to the distance 

and the difficulty of the routes According to Cuinetp the 

average transport charges of a camel load.. of from 150 to 

200 kilograms was about twelve piastres per 0 If we 

Ii Ops oits P. 39, - 2 Consular Reports* op. cit., i886s LXIp pe 248o 
3 Op. cit. Vol. IIIj po 62# 
41 Ibid* 
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take fort7 days as the average time required for a laden 

caravan to cross the Syrian desert from Baghdad to Damascus 

and the Eastern Mediterranean# the transport charges for 

the whole journeZr on this route would be from 2400 to 

3200 piastres per ton (C. 21/14/7 - Z29/1/9). 

Owing to the difficulty of this roate# being mostly 

across desert, the charges were exceptionally heavy. But 

charges on other routess though much lower# were, never- 

theleass, still too high for most agricultural products to 

bear. Thus the transportation of a camel load from Baghdad 

to Mosul cost 130 piastres 
I 

or from 65o to 866 piastres 

per ton (Z5/i8/2 - 97/17/5) while from mosul to Aleppot it 

cost 160 piastres per camel loadt or from 800 to 1.066 

piastres (7/5/5 - 49/14/-) per ton 2e Transport charges 

to the Persian frontiers wero also VerV high) th" even 

as late as 1894# a consular report stated that "the aver- 

age rate of carriage in previous years betwoon Baghdad and 

Karmanshah wgs fifty krans per waznap ie eo # fiVO YOunda 

per tong bat it Coueh6d i10 krans per waznat Iseep Mi per 

ton last year. " 
3 

Apart from Its heavy cost and slow service# trans- 

port by road wa3 h=pered by atill other obsticies. It 

was liable to plunder by the tribesmen who CaMpOd along 

i Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Commercial Series# OP- cit-s No- 1592p 
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the various routes& Thus Mr., Layard wrote in the Yorties 

that "the Journey between Baghdad and Basra was a danger- 

ous onep and the traveller was not infrequently robbed 

and even maltreated by the wild beduin tribes recogniz- 

Ing no authority, "I Even on the road between Baghdad 

and Hillah# the caravan was sometimes liable to plunder 

by the tribes. Again even as late as 1885# the British 

consul in Baghdad reported that parcels could not be 

trusted to the drummadory post organized by the Turkish 

Government between Baghdad and Constantinople "for fear 

of the bags being pillaged by the nomadic tribes met with 

on the wae2, 

On other routes# as for instance on the route be- 

tween Baghdad and Damascus and Mosul and Aleppo# goods 

were subjected to certain dues claimed by the sheikhs of 

the tribes when the caravan passed through their dirahs., 

These dues were called the khuwvrqh or "fraternity"# pay- 

ment of which made the payee a "brother" of the tribesmen 

and entitled the caravan the guidance and protection by 

the tribe on its passage through their dirahe As there 

were usually several independent tribal units on the trade 

Layard# ope cit. v p. 298. 
Co=ercial Geriesp opo cit., LXV (1886)9 p. U90 
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routesp the khuwrah had to be paid over several times as 

the caravan passed through the various tribal dirahs on 

its destination, 

In 1860, an enterpriisinj Frenobmano U. Le Conte De 

Parthuis,, arranaed with the Sheikh of Anizah to make an 

annual payment to him in lieu of the Xhtxwwa if he 

guaranteed the free paseage of the caravan across the 

desert without lose en routel he then attempted to form 

a company for the transportation of goods through that 

route and the Baghdad merchants supported the project 

with enthasiaoml but the Baghdad Government refused to 

sanction it for political reasons. Itras therefore# 

abandoned and the tribes continued their tolls on the 

caravans throughout the Nineteenth Century and the Post- 

War period until a few yearn ago when the7 were compensat- 

ed for their now established privileZes by grants of 

crown landB 
I. 

(11) River Transport, 

More used than roads for transport purposes were the 

two rivers and their tributaries which were plied mainly 

by local river crafts and# to a very much smaller but 

(1) Cuinetio op. cit*j Vol. III, p 631 Longriggg op* 
cit. # p. 295; Shihat op* cit., p: 62, 
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growing scale# especially towards the end of this period# 

by steam-boats. 

River Craft, 

There were several kinds of locally built river 

craft nearly all of which were of ancient design and each 

kind suffered from its own peculiar handicaps. 

The kelekg were rafts borne by means of inflated 

skins and carried grain and other merchandize down the 

Tigris and the two Zabsj when they reached Baghdad the 

wood was used as fuel and the skins were carried Daok to 

the North to be used for new rafts; they were and still 

are in use almost exclusively in Northern Iraq and they 

varied in size and capacity according to the number of 

skins that went to make themj they could carry from five 

to thirty-five tons each. According to Cuinat'# trans- 

port charges by the kelek in 1890 varied from 20 to 30 

Piastres per Kanter, This is equivalent to 9-1i3ViO to 

WO/9 per ton. The kelek takes from two to three days 

in the high water season and from eight to fifteen days 

in the low water season on its journey from Mosul to 

Baghdad, This compares favourably with road transport 

both with regards to cost and speedl but on the other hand 

0) op. cit. IIP 797. 
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traffic by kelek is only one-sided as the kelek could 

not go upstream, 

On the Euphrates from Birijik to Vellujah flat- 

bott=cd boats of about five tons capaoityp called 

shakhturs were navigated down the river; they werep how- 

ever# extremely unmanageable and took from twelve to 

fifty days# or even more# according to the state of the 

riverp on their journey downstream# Like the kelekev 

they were only one-sided and they had to be towed back 

the whole distanae of their journey upstream* 

In lower Iraq# cailing vessels were used in both the 

Tigris and the Euphrates as well as the Shatt-al-Arab, 

They were v4riously called safinahop qMka_il. _as and AjD_aks 

according to size and locality., The safinah was used on 

the Tigris from Basra to as far up as Samarral Its 

capacity was from ten to seventy-five tons according to 

size* The muhailah was rather larger# and the danak was 

used on the Euphrates and was gsnerally from five to ten 

tons burden. These crafts were4rawn by sail# but against 

the wind or against the current# when there was no follow- 

ing winds they were towed or poled along the shallow 

waters close, to the river banks Thus a great deal of time 

was lost on the upstream journeys owing to the frequent 

necessity of towing* The journey took from two to three 

weeks in low water season from Baghdad to Baerah 
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downstream; the tipstream journey from Basra to Baghdad 

took from two to three vecýcs in high water and from f Iva 

to oeven weeks in low water season 
10 

Smaller river craft was also used for passengers and 

small goods traffic, They were the bel which somewhat 

resembled the Venetian gondola used in Basra and in 

various towns on the Tigris; the mashhufs the ki'i 

the WIZa and other similar craft constructed of light 

planks or reeds and covered with bitumen were used on the 

marshes of the lower Euphrates and Tigrisj and finally 

the Enffa ta kind of coraclep circular-shaped craft of 

about five to eight feet in diameter used for downstream 

navigation as well as ferrying* 

Apart from the difficulty involved in navigating the 

local river craft against the stream# there were still 

other obstacles which restricted their use and reacted on 

Wrade and production. In the first place# they wero 

mostly undecked and their cargo was liable to be dama ed 

by rain eta. # on route. Secondly# in some areas,, as for 

instance in the Gharrafp the crop was usually harvested In 

June and Jul. 7 but the water in the river was low if not 

completely dry and the crop could not be carriedp even in 

the flat-bottomed local lighters until late In the Autumn 

(1) Chasneyl, op. cit. Expedition# Ilt P. 705. 
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or early Winter thus entailing long storage and oceadional 

damage to the crop when Autumn rain falls, 

Moreover# the rivers in this period were as unsafe as 

the roads* Thus in the beginning of the Nineteenth 

Century,, the rivers# according to Rousseaul, "were In- 

fested with brigands who swam beneath the water until 

they approached the boats and robbed anything they laid 

their hands on. " As Insecurity in the tribal areas was 

still prevailing throughout this period# it can safely be 

aSsUmed that the rivers were still InfUted by these petty 

pirates. 

Again tolls were claimed by the tribes on boats as 

well as on caravans. Chesney informs us that the tribe of 
Beni Lam levied dues on all boats passing through their 

dirah in the Tigris in the Thirties and that these dues 

were so heavy that merohants preferred the Gharraf River 

which was only navigable during eight months of the year, 2 

In the Fourtiesp Layard had to pay four shamis or about 

six shillings to one tribe to be allowed to pass through 

the Laml= Harshes in a small boat, In this connection 
he writes: -3 

I OP. cit. i P. 529 
2 Expeditionp op. cit-# Vol- I. p- 37. 
3 Layard Adventures# op. cit.,, p. 306. 

N 
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"A man was sent to accompany and guide us 
until we had passed the district of the 
tribe ... then the guide out certain notches 
on the club of the Agaili (Layard's private 
companion and guide) as a passport ooso Each subdivision of a tribe has its particu- 
lar mark which is recognized and respected 
by all its branches". 

In this connection$ Cuinet remarks that "Sheikh 

Fassal (eic) the chief of Albu Muhammad"q who then was 

a vassal to the chief of Beni Lamp was authorized by the 

latter to levy a "tax on all river craft to which even 

the English steamer Comet was submitted. 101 

These exactions seem to have stopped at least on the 

Tigris as early as 1845, In that year Shilah the son of 

Sheikh Faisal Al-kbalifah quarrelled with his uncle 

Hunshid over the chieftainship of Beni Lam and sought the 

aid of the Governor of Baghdad to restore him to that 

office which his uncle had usurped, The governor seized 

the opportunity which he probably had a hand to create# 

and sent an army to the lower Tigris under Muhamed Beg 

Al-Diarbekri, The latter "defeated the tribes# swept 

them to the marshes# and built a castle where he stationed 

a regiment of N1 v and around which grew the town of 

Amarah, "2 * That Turkish regiment seems to have suooess- 

fully stopped the tribal exactions an Mr. Kemball in 1866 

(1) Cuinet op. cit, # III# p. 280o "Sheikh Fassal" is 
no doubt Sheikh Faisal Al-khalifah (see Appendix B in 
M. P. Jamali# The New Iraq N. Y. i934-o 

(2) Cuinat op., cit. # IIIv po 280. 
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wrote that "the arbitrary exaotions levied from boate at 

different points on the banks of the two rivers have for 

some years entirely ceased. "' This could hardly apply to 

the Gharraf and the Euphrates where the Ifuntafig and the 

Khazail were still masters of their own dirahs. 

Stellm Boats. 

The introduction of the steam-boat in the rivers of 

Mesopotamia dates back to as early as 1836 when Captain 

Chesney of the Indian Navy carried his famous expedition 

down the Euphrates from Maskana to Basra* The motives 

for this expedition were primarily political* Napoleon's 

Egyptian Campaign In 1798 was followed In the early part 

of the Nineteenth Century by the growth of the tOrritorial 

ambitions of Russia in the East and the rising influence 

of France in Egypt and North Africa. These developments 

prompted Great Britain to seek a new route to the East 

instead of the slow Cape Route for the purposes of com- 

munication and reinforcements. Hence the growth of the 

Idea of an "overland route" which was further enhanced 

and put on more practicable bases by the simultaneous 

development of the steamship,, 

There were two overland routes to the East; one 

passed through Egypt and the Red Sea and the other across 

(1) S. P. Op. cit. IJMII (1867) p, 273o 
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the Syrian Desert from Alexandretta to Aleppo and Maskanah 

on the Euphrates and then by that river to the Persian 

Gulf. While French Political influence was strong in 

Figypts Britain concentrated its attention on the other 

"alternative route" as it was called throughout the Nine- 

teenth Century, By the Thirties it has become the ex- 

pressed British view that "Mesopotamia may yet become the 

$oil on which the dominion of the East Is to be disputed. "' 

Moreover the good reports of several European 

travellers in Mesopotamia in this period such as Bucking- 

hamp Heudes Heppel and Mignon and# above all# the favour- 

able report of Capt, Chesney who descended the Euphrates 

from Al-Qaim to Fellujah in 1830 for the purpose of survey- 

ing the rivers led to a debate In the House of Comm na in 

1832 and it was decided to give the route a thorough trial, 

An expedition was organized under Chesney and financed 

jointly by the British Government and the East India 

Company, Chesney desoended the Euphrates with two steam- 

boats which were carried overland from Alexandretta and 

assembled at Uaskana on the Euphrates., One of these boatst 

the Tigris# was lost in a mishap# while the other# the 

YuDhrjteg# encountered great difficulties involving six 

days of hard toil in passing through the narrow and shallow 

(1) Lowp Hist, of the Indian Navy Ili p. 4.2. See also 
H*L. Hoskinsp British Routes to India# N, Y, 1928# p*i8O. 
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Laml= Uarshes below Diwaniyyah 19 Henoes, despite the 

favourable report of Chesney# the expedition was deemed 

a failure. Nevertheless# the political causes which 

were responsible for It was still operative and the 

"expedition! ' was continued* In 1837v Lieut. Henry 

Blosse Lynch who was second In command in the expedition 

took charge of the supplementary isurveys for the Bombay 

Government and navigated the Tigris River with a small 

flotilla of steam gun-boatal and in 1840 the Company 

sent four iron vessels to Basra for the "expedition of 

the Tigris and the Suphrat 0502, 

Howeyers, the settlement of the Turko-Egntian prolb- 

lem in j84. j closely following the official opening of 

the overland route through Egypt brought an end to its 

rival plan through Mesopotamia and the Euphrates expe- 

dition was formally ended in 18)+2# and three steamers 

were withdrawn while the fourth was attached to the 

ftsidency. 

Similar political factors which were dormant during 

the next fifteen years, rose again in the Fifties and 

in the latter Nineteenth Centuryl but by that time# rall- 

ways were successful In nearly every country and several 

0 

M Hoskins. op. cit.,, p. 181. 
2 lbid4 
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projects for the construction of railways to link the 

Persian Gulf with Europe were advanced by Britishv French# 

Russian and$ later# German Imperialistap none of which 

however materialized with the exception of the construction 

of a part of the German-sponsored Baghdad-Bahn in the 

years immediately before the Great War* 

Although the Euphrates Expedition and the various 

railway schemes have failed to accomplish their purpose$ 

they had at least two favourable economic eff eats in Iraq,, 

The mere study of those schemes showed the considerable 

commercial prospects of Iraq and consequently resulted in 

the growth of trade between Iraq and the outside world 

particularly after the opening of the Suez Canall and# 

8000ndlyp they led to the development of locally sponsored 

steam navigation enterprise in the two rivers* 

Whereas the schemes were mainly promoted f or strategic 

reasons,, yet the reports that had been made# from time to 

time on their advantages "almost invariably laid stress on 

the commercial opportunities of the region, "' This was 

particularly true in the case of the railway schemes 

which were closely related to the economic potentialities 

of the region. The commeraial aspect of these schemes 

were fully vindicated by later developments, Already In 

18689 Commander Lynch wrote 
2 "The trkde between Indias 

jij Hoskinsp op. cit. po 423. 
2 Ibido 
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Vingland and the ports of the Persian Gulf and the 

Euphrates has increased in an extraordinary degree since 

the e3Tedition first drew attention to these countries 

Many of the European nations are nor represented by 

meroantile firms at Baghdad, " But the extent of commeraial 
development during this period was still restricted par- 

tioularly In the case of exports owing to the costliness 

of the Cape and Trans-desert routes. Not until the open- 

Ing of the Suez Canal did trade come to its full strides 

of development, The Euphrates Expedition and the various 

railway schemes could therefore be said to have paved the 

way for a fuller advantage to be taken from the opening 

of the Suez Canal than would have been the case had the 

comercial prospects of the oountry not been previously 

publicized by those schemes, 

The introduction of co=aerdal steam navigation in 

Iraq was a more tangible and no lose Important economic 

result of the expedition, But in this case too# it was 

only introduced towards the end of this period and its 

full effects on the economic conditions of the country 

were# therefore, not perceptible until the latter part of 

the Nineteenth Centur7, 

The failure of the Euphrates expedition did not 

necessarily signify the failure of steam navigation in 
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Iraq. Forp although the Euphrates was difficult to naVi- 

gate by steam boats# the Tigris could easily be so navigated 

for at least five hundred miles of its lower course. Hence 

though the steam boat could not 'be profitably employed on 

the Euphrates as a means for opening a commercial route 

between Europe and the Eastj yet it could be profitably 

employed on the Tigris as a local means of transport, In 

factv as early as 1838, no leas than 20,000 bales or 

packages were carried from Basra to Baghdad by means of 

the steam boats of the expedition. The possibility of 

commercial steam navigation in the Tigris# was howeverp 

not fully realized and exploited until 1855* Le. p thirteen 

years after the official closing of the expedition. In 

that year# Reshid Pasha Guezliklip the governor of Baghdad 

and the forerunner of Uidhat Pasha in sponsoring economic 

enterprise in Iraq, called a meeting of the merchants of 

Baghdad and Basra with a view to form a public company for 

commercial steam navigationt the capital for which was to 

be subscribed partly by the government and partly by the 

public. The scheme gained immediate response from the 

public and two steam boats Baahda and Basra were ordered 

from Huropek It was characteristic of the Turkish rulers 

of this period that when the boats arrived in 1857* after 

(1) Chesney# The Euphrates Expeditions Op. cit## II*# 
P. 705. (2) Shiha opo cit. po 541 Longri"t op, cit. p, 293- 
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the death of Reshid Pasha# they were considered by the new 

governor as entirely public property without due compensa- 

tion to the merchantsi. Consequently in the next ton years 

the steam boats were employed for administrative purposes 

such as the transport of troops and for postal services 

and private freights were not aocepted2. In i867P Namiq 

Pasha added three more ships3 to the fleet and organized 

the service on commercial bases under the name of Uman 

Ottoman Administrationt he also built a repair shopq Lhj 

DE-3irkhanehp with the assistance of some skilled workers 

from Europe4-, 

In the mean time another steam navigation company was 

founded under the name of the Euphrates and Tigris Steam 

Navigation Company by Lieut. H. B# Lynch who in 1861 obtain- 

ed an imperial farman for the navigation of one steamship# 

The-Oity-of London# in the waters of Iraq and for another 

onet the DaJlah# in 18645. This company could compete 

favourably with the Turkish service,, ass. &part from having 

bigger and better boats# they were subsidized by the Indian 

II Shihap O. P. cit. P. 58- 
2 Longrigg# p, 2%, 
3 They were the Mosulp Rahaba and Furet. 
4 ShIhaq ope cit, ppo 58-59 ffe, 
5 Hoskins 425. 
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Government for carrying the mail and were further assisted 

by having a virtual monopoly of carrying the imports from 

India and Great Britain when they arrived at Basrah and 

for handling the export trade carried out by British firms 

in Iraq, These factors enabled the British Company to 

maintain a regular service between BaZhdad and Basrah 

with one boat leaving In both direations at ten days 

intervall. The Uman Ottoman Gervice was rather irregular 

owing partly to its occupation in official xxd work and 

partly to bad management2 0 
The steam-boats had reduced both the time and the 

cost of transport on the Tigris* Thus whereas the local 

crafttook from thirty to forty days from Basrah to Baghdad 

going up the river# the steam-boat could make the journey 

in a Weeko Uoreoverp the cost vras reduced also; thus in 

18669 the average cost of transport on the Tigris was 

150 piastres per ta-ahR (2690 lbs. )j, but on the Euphrates# 

where steam-boats could not be employedt the average cost 
3 

wtts 200 piastres per taghar . 
But the steam-boats were still in the early stage of 

their development in thic period# and their effect on trade 

and production in Iraq has not yet become of sufficient 

i S. P. (Commorcial)v op. cit*# LXVIlIv (1867) p., 255. 
2 Longriggg op* cit. $ p. 294o 
3 S. P. # op., c It, s p, 2 73. 
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importance to alter the argument set forth in this 

chapter, Uoreoverp they were limited to only one routep 

namely between Bachdad and Baer& on the Tigris# while 

the other river courses were still plied by the ancient 

river craft with all their peculiar cumbrances. 

(Iii) Ses. 
-Navigation. 

The only port that Iraq possesses is that of Basra 

on the Persian Gulfp which# prior to the opening of the 

Suez Canal# i, e, j until the end of this period# was a 

backwater port with few facilities for sea communication 

with Europe through the Cape. Hence most of Iraq's sea - 

going trade was with India and the ports on the Persian 

Gulf and the Red Sea, This can be shown from the Table 

below which gives the number and tonnage of the three 

classes of ships calling at Basra daring the period 1864 

to 1869, with the exclusion of the Turkish financial year 

1867-1868 for which the figures are not available. 
Over two thirds of the total tonnage of ships calling 

at Basra during this period was composed of small sailing 

vessels called "Bughalas" of a hundred tons each or even 
constrooted less/in Kuwait and other ports on the Persian Gulfs and 

generally engaged In ooastal trade from port to port on 

that Gulf* Only a few of the larger bughalas found their 
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TABLE NO. 5 

Number and Tonnage of Ships calling at Basra 
During the period 1864-18691. 

1864. 1865 1865-1866 1866-1867 1868-1869 
No. Tons No. Tons NO. Tons Ito. Tons 

Baghalas 717 63#437 1317 107#072 1361 207,078 806 62#284. 
Larger 

Sailing 
Ships 19 6,, ogo 34 11#590 27 129401 26 12#958 

Steamships 9 6#450 12 9#940 30 19#785 27 16#288 
Total 745 75#974 1363 128v602 1418 136,264 859 91v520 

way to Karatchtq Bombay and the ports on the Red See, 
2 

. 
The bughalas sailed these waters from ancient times 

and belonged to the Arabian ports on the L*estern shores of 

the Persian Gulf but in this period they carried the 

Tarkich flag. According to the British Vice-Consul in 

Basrap there were in i866 about 300 bughalas under the 

Turkish flag which called at the port of Basr& several 
3 times in the year 

(1) These f igures were derived from Basra shipping pub- 
lished in the British consular reports on Basra for the 
same years (State Papers Commercial# 1867# LXVII; 
1867-68# LXVII; and 18700 LXIV). In this table all 
ships under the British flag as well as the one French 
and one Dutch calling nearly every year were included 
in the category of "larger sailing vessels" although 
some of them may have been of the bughala classi while 
all Turkish and Persian vessels wsre deemed to be of 
the bughala class though some of them may have been 
large enough to deserve the other name. 

ý2j Consular,, Report, Basra# 8, P, (1872) LxVII9 P. 300. 
3 op. cit. (186748) LMI, p. 386 
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in addition to the Turkish bughalael there was also 

a number of the same class of ships that belonged to the 

ports on the Eastern shore of the Persian Gulf and sailed 

under the Persian flago About a fifth of the total number 

and tonnage of the bughalas annually calling at Basra 

during the period 1864 to 1869 were Persian* 

Apart from two Ottoman steamships which visited Basra 

once in 1866# the remaining third of the total tonnage 

calling at Basra belonged to three European powers among 

whom Great Britain takes by far the most predominant place, 

Indeed the French had only one calling ship which called 

at Basra once In every one of the three years between 186)+ 

and 1867 and a single visit by a steamship in 18661 while 

the third power, the Dutch# had one ship visiting Basra 

in the same year. The remaining tonnage were entirely 

British coming either directly from England# or, more 

usually trading between Basra and Bombay. 

The existence of European powers in the Arabian 

waters dates back to at least as early as the Sixteenth 

Century when the Portuguese sailed the Indian Ocean and 

settled In the fortress of Hormus on the Persian Gulf in 

1507* In the Seventeenth Century three other powers 

appeared in the Arabian waters# namely the Dutch and later 

the British and the French. Throughout that century the 
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influence of the Dutch was risingi by 1650 they captured 

Uascatv the headquarters of the Portuguese in the Arabian 

Sea# and 1655t they acquired almost a monopoly In the im- 

port trade of Shatt-al-Arab, Although their factory at 

Basra lasted till 1752, their influence was already de- 

clining by the end of the Seventeenth Century and their 

trade was taken over by the East India Company 
10 

Although their consular representatives were first in 

the field both in Baghdad and Basra2t the French never 

held a position in the Persian Gulf comparable with that 

of the Dutch in the Seventeenth Century or the British 

in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. 

The first attempt of the East India Company to trade 

with Basra was in 1639; by the third decade of the Eighteenth 

Century, the Company established a factory in Basra* and 

In 1764P the agent of the Company was granted a consular 

status3e We find him in 1766 helping the Turks by the 

aid of the Company's fleet to suppress the piracy of the 

Chaab Tribes in Shatt-al-Arab and interfering in the 

ý1ý Longriggp op., cit. pp. 103m. 105-108j, 158- 
2 The Catholic Bishop of Babylon# first appointed in 

1679t often acted as a consul for France in the 
Eighteenth Century; Dy 1755 11 the French agent kept a 
permanent residence in Basra (see Longriggo op. cit* 
pp* 87P 185 and 253. ) 

(3) Longriggp op . cit. pp. 87P 157 and 188. 
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Persian attack against Basra in 1774. In the last tWO 

decades of the Eighteenth Century# the Agents aid at the 

accession of Suleiman Pasha in 1780 gave him twenilryeara 

of complete favour during that Pasha's long rule. Orders 

for armsý and ammunitions were placed in India# and the 

company wielded greater influence in Iraq,, and with Itv no 

doubt# obtained important commercial privileges 
2, 

After the French occupation of Egyptg Harford Jones 

was sent to Baghdadt in 1798, as a *political agent of the 

East India Company to arrange with the Pasha of Baghdad 

the regular transmission of official dispatches . *., and 

observe and counteract the work of French agents who were 

active In the region at the time. "3 He was formally recog- 

nized by Turkey as the British President in Baghdad In 

1802 and the Basra Residency which was established as a 

consulate in 17649 was amalgamated with the Baghdad Resi- 

denoy In 18104. In the Napoleonic Vars between 1802 and 

18i5t the British ran a postal service for official dis- 

patches through Europe and Turkey across Iraq to the Persian 

Gulf and Indja5j but they had a set-back in 1820 when 

Ure Rich# British Resident was arrested (subsequently re- 

leased in 1821) and a double custom duty was iWosed on all 

I Longriggp op, cit, 
2 Op, cit. p. 2_54. 
3 

I 

Hoskins# op, cit. 
4 Longriggp p, 2 

-: 4 
5 Hoskinss p. 66 

pp. 173 and 188-196, 

64o 
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British goods, In fact political intrigue by various 

European powers was so rampant in this period as to prompt 

the Governor of Baghdad to declare in 18209 that "no 

European rights existed in Baghdad" I* The increasing in- 

terest shown by European powers in the affairs of Iraq 

led the Turks to reconquer it and bring it under more 

direct rule as has been shown barlier in this chapter. 

Prom the Thirties onwards# the monopolistic position of 

Britain in the trade and shipping of Basra was maintained 

and strengthened unquestioned until the Germans entered 

the Persian Gulf and keenly disputed it in the beginning 

of the Twentieth Century* Hones we find that nearly all 

the larger sailing ships as well as the steamers in the 

Sixties were British, 

Host of this tonnage was however engaged in trade 

between Baera, and India and indirectlyg i. e, # through 

Indiap with Europe. 6 Very few came directly from England, 

Thus in 1864g only three vessels aggregating 1628 tons 

came directly from Englandl while the corresponding number 

in 1865 was again three of a total tonnage of 1265. Even 

this small tonnage was not exclusive for Basra; thus in 

the latter year# only about a thousand tons of merchandize 

was brought by these ships and five hundred tons taken 

back2. Again in the year 1866-1867P six ships came 

11) Long iggp p. 25 
2 S*P9 

ýC2ommeroial5*1867 
1JMII p. 2549 
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i dire*tly f rom Erigland of which three left in ballast 

Two years later, in 1868-1869# howeverp the number of 

ships directly coming from England jumped to ten and they 

brouzht 5894 tons of marohandize and took back 5360 tons. 

Most of the steamers in this period were engaged In 

carrying the mail between Basra and Bombay and only a 

fraction of the tonnage they represent was used for freight. 

The mail service was maintained by the British India Steam 

Navigation Company and subsidized by the India Government, 

It first started in 062 and ran at six-weekly intervals; 
2 then it became montU7 in 1865 and fortnightly in 1867 

This mail service grossly exaggerates the actual trade 

carried by the steamship In this period, To take only 

one Illustration# out of thirty eteamers calling at Basra 

in the year 1866-67 no less than twenty-four were mail 

boats which brought onlv 763 *Ong of merchandize and took 

back 269 tong3e 

Having regard to the fact that several ships left the 

port in ballast or partially loaded# it might appear on 

first sight that the shipping facilities in Basra were in 

excess of her trade demandst consequently# one might In- 

fer that these shipping facilities# would naturally on- 

hanoe trade and favourably affect production. This is 

i op. alt. 1867-68 LXVIII : 395e 
2 Op. cit. 070 LXIV p. 389 
3 op. cit., 1867-68 LXVI11v P. 395. 
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however not the easel because, in the first placep most 

of the exports of Iraq# being agriculturalg were seasonal 

while her Imports were distributed all the year round. 

Hence whereas at certain seasons as for instance In the 

late AAXtUW and early WiAtOrp her exports far exceed her 

imports in bulk and weight# In other seasons the contrary 

is the case, This phenomenon# coupled with the fact that 

Basra was not on the main international shipping routes 

tended to make the frieght higher than would otherwise 

have been the case# thereby reducing the possibility of 

marketing these agricultural products with profit In dis- 

tant markets. 

Moreover the British shippers were to a large part 

themselves exporters and Importers on their private account#, 

and# as they held a position paramount to a monopoly in i 

Basra# they naturally sought to gain the highest margin 

of profit in their shipments and absorbed any surplus that 

mightýotherwise have accrued to the producer to encourage 

him to Increase production* 

These shipping conditions led to an anomalous sitiza- 

tion whereby freight was much lower in the date season 

when shipping was in most demand than In other seasons of 

the year, Thus the British Vice-Consul In Basra reports 

in 1867 that freight normally was thirty dollars per 

5600 lbs weightp but in the date season of that year It 
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was only 15 dollare for the same weight'* This can b* 

explained partly by the abnormally small datep harvest of 

that year2s and the existence of a considerable amount Of 

non-British tonnages, particularly bughalaBy which calls 

at Basra during the date season and forces down the 

freight, but also by the fact that British chippers who 

largely bought the crop on their own accounts, lowered the 

freight rates to attract privately owned cargo so as to 

supplement the loading of their ships. 

To am ups all me= of commercial transport were in 

such a state as to act as a great impediment to economic 

expansion and the removal of economic insufficiency and 

insecurity, Road transport was primitive# expensive and 

unsafe., River transport though more amenable to tradep 

was also cumbersome and slow while the steamship an a 

means of commarolal. transportation was not known. In the 

rivers of Iraq until the last decade of this period and 

when introduced# remained at Its early atages of develop. 

ment and was limited to one route only, Overseas naviga- 

tion was restricted owing to the fact that Ir&q was a 

baokwater region while the Cape Route was too long and too 

expensive to allow the transport of agricultural products 

on a large scale# MoreoTer# the privileged position of 

Great Britain in the Arabian Vaters narrowed the possi- 

bility of International competition In the shipping of Mers. 

op. cit. p. 867-889 LXVIIIs, P- 396. 
2 IbIlL 
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CWTIR V. 

LAND AND REVIUME POLICY 

lo The abolition OrPoudalism. 

The last but by no means the least factor that defeat- 

ed the policy of detribalization was the insecurity In- 

herent in the system of land tenure and land revenue pre- 

vailing in this period in Iraq* What are the various 

aspects of this insecurity in the land system ? How far 

was it a product of the precariousness of the water supply 

and of tribalism Itablf ? And# to , -what extent litswas a 

cause rather than an effect of the tribal system ? or in 

other words how far did It prevent the development of the 

land and was a hindrance to settlement ? 

In two stages both taking place during this period, 

the Turks attempted to abolish the feadaLl. system and es- 

tablish direct contact between the state which was the 

legal owner of the land and the actual cultivator who was# 

again legally its tenant. In the first stage the spahis 

and dere-begs were liquidated and replaced by revenue- 

farmers called multazims and muhassile who were its agents 

from 1839 to 1858. In the second stage which took place 
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af ter 1858t the revenue farmers were again abolished and 

replaced by public officials* 

As the latter stage was not put into force in Iraq 

until 1870,, when MAdhat Pasha introduced the Tapu system 
applying 

in Iraq with a view to za: ýM the second stage of develop- 

ment in the land system only the first stage of develop- 

ment concerns us here# while the innovations taking place 

after 1858 and their application in Iraq after 1870# will 

be discussed In detail in Chapter VII, 
The exact process of change that took place during 

the first stage of reform between 1839 and 1858 is rather 

obscure. This process is sumarily described in Art. 

of the Land Code of 1858 which reads: 

"State lands the legal ownership of which Is 
vested in the treasuryl comprises arable fieldsp 
meadowag summer and winter pasture groundsp wood- 
land and the like# the enjoyment of which is 
granted by the governmento 

"Possession of such land was formerly acquired# 
in case of sale or being left vacant# by permission 
ofq or grant by feudatories (spahis) of OTImars' 
and "Ziamets" as lord3of the coil# and later 
through the 'Uultazimst and the 'Muhassilsle 

"This system was abolished and possession of 
this kind will henceforth be acquired by leave of 
and grant by the a 

11 
ent of the government appointed 

for the purpose .. 

According to Belini . the Multazims were revenue 

farmera of a village or a town (Qariah or Qqs ) for a 

(J) Prop. Fonc. t op. cit,, p. 2631 Fief Llilit-jp Op. cit-s, 
p. 196. 
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specified term. The Muhassils were revenue farmers of a 

larger area such as a cladha or a sanjaqe Von Hammer' tells 

us that the Uuhassila were pashas to whom the Porte had 

granted for life# Helikane (in the form of mulk) the collec- 

tion of the whole of the revenue arising out of the taxes 

of a sanjaq or a province. As we have seen in the last 

chapterl both the multazims and the Huhassils wero already 

known in Turkey long before the liquidation of the Spahis. 

It is not clear whether these revenue farmers who were 

already in existence were appointed as agents for the 

government to fulfil the duties arising out of the state 

ownership of the land and take up the functions of the 

Opahis or whether a new class of revenue farmers were area- 

ted and if so how were they recruited. 

It is also not clear what the Ottomans did with the 

long-established rights of Spahis. According to Bolin# 

they were compensated by receiving annual pensions for 

life from the public treasury 2o Mr. C. D. Fieldst In his 

work on Land HoldinR and the Relation of landlord and Tenant# 

ij Op, cit,. 9 VII1,9 p, 254,; XIV,, p. 2. Cf. Belin# Ibid. 
2 Prop. Foncp p. 2641 Fief. Uili% po 152. These 

pensions according to the same writ r9 (ibid) amounted 
originally to about sixty million piastres (about 
9545,000), Through the gradual extinction of the bene- 
ficiaries# they fell to forty million piastres in 1850 
and a little over twenty million piastres in 1860. The 
latter figure included a sum of nine and a half million 
piastres which was paid annually as pensions to life 
farmers who were also liquidated I=XjBM subsequently. 
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(Calcutta., 1885) on the other hand writes that the Spahis 

"who offered no resistence were allowed to remain in 

possession for their lives# while those (the great majority) 

who resisted were banished or put to death and their lands 

confiscated and sold in parcels to the first bidders. "' 

All these methods may conceivably have been applied simul- 

taneously and each method was decided upon according to the 

attitude taken by the various spahis towards the reforms. 

It seems also that at least a part of the old spahis were 

left in their land either as revenue farmers or simply as 

holders of the land under the system of tasa 

The distinction between the old feudatories and the 

revenue farmers was that the latter were civil fatmers of 

the land revenue and had no rights over the peasants other 

than those which they performed on behalf of the government; 

whereas the former owed military service in lieu of their 

fiefs and had a right to certain feudal dues specified in 

their beras. These feudal dues were abolished and the 

occupancy rights of the peasants (the right of tasarruf) 

to the land was recognized. But the government, still re- 

tained the right of raqabah or dominium plen for which 

she claimed the iJarah mu'aJlalah or "immediate rent" in 

the form of a fee taken on the occasion of the right of 

(1) 213- 
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possession being granted to another person "in case of 

sale or being left vacant"'. This fee was called the Tapu 

Fee. The government also claimed the Ijarah muaJJalah or 

"deferred rent" which was represented by the ughur or tithe 

which was a proportion of the produce and the virahi which 

was a fixed sum paid annually. 

During this period the Virghl was collected in the 

form pf a "Collective Tax* or "a fixed sum imposed upon 

each province of the Empire# upon each district (qaza) 

composing that province and upon each town and village 

6ontained In such district#" 
2 The sum payable by each in- 

dividual was decided by the town or village authorities3 

"each according to his means and extent of oultivatioe)+. 
As the sum fixed on each village and district were 

not changed for about twenty years,, this "collective tat" 

becarae more and more unsatisfactory. Because changing 

conditions in the meantime have caused the Incidence of 

the tax to lay more heavily on impoverished villages while 

it became gradually lighter on those villages and towns 

ýIj Land Code,, Art.. 3. 
2 Report on the Financial Condition of Turkey by 

Mr, Poster and Lord Hobart dated Deco 7t 1861 (Foreign 
Office Papers (1862)# LXIVý# 

ý3j Ibid. 
4. Circular addressed to H. M* Consuls in the Ottoman 

Dominions regarding cotton cultivation to ether with a 
s=mary of their replies (F, O, Papers (I Bg )S LVII)I 
answer by Mro Rassamp Vice-Consul in Mosull p. 6. 
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that have prospered during the same period. Moreover it 

tended to bear more heavily on the poorer class in the 

village while the richer and the more influential people 

often paid less "because of their connection with the 

officials"' 0 
Hence in 1856, the collective tax was abolished and 

was replaced by a tax (also called the Verghi) which was 

to be leviable on all real property and was equivalent to 

four piastres on every thousand piastres of the estimated 

value of the property. This naturally necessitated the 

establishment of a comprehensive system of cadastre# I. e., 

land valuation and registration all over the Empire which 

was not put into force in Iraq until 18701 it will there- 

fore be taken up in chapter VII together with the applies- 

tiOn of land registration as ordained by the Land Code and 

Tapu Law of 1858, 

The Tithe as a proportion of the produce was retained 

throughoug this period as a fundamental principle of land 

taxationo Despite its name (it was called ushurp anArabia 

word which means "one tenth*) the tithe was sometimes 

leviable at a much higher rate than just a ttuth of the 

produce. According to Mr. G. Youngv it was leviable at the 

rate of 15 to as much as'507* of the gross produce 
2, before 

ýiý Report on the Financ, Cond. # opo cit, 
2 Op. cit. t Vt p. 304.. 
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the Tandhimat. After the Tandhimatp it seems to have been 

reduced to only one tenth of the produce as It was collect- 

ed at that rate in 1860 according to Mr, Foster and Lord 

Hobart's Report on the Financial Condition of Turkey (dated 

Dec, the 7th, 1861) 1 

The method of collection of tithe (as well as almost 

all other taxes) was through the system of farming or 

iltizam., In i839s, an attempt was made to do away with 

this system and the tithe ras collected directly by public 

officials (amanet). But owing# howevert to the inadequate 

administrative machinery then at the disposal of the statet 

this arrangement soon appeared to be unsatisfactory and 

only lasted for three years until 1842 when farms were re- 

establishedp and were adjudicated for two years at a time 

until 1847 when the period was extended to five years. 
2 

At the same time the tithe was fixed at the basis of an 

average of the produce of the previous three years and a 

remuneration equivalent to two per cent was allowed for 

the farmers; but this arrangement was also abandoned In 

i853P owing to the financial difficulties of the Crimean 
3 

War and the farming of the tithe was henceforward adjudica- 

ted to the highest bidder. 

1 OOX=JrkX;: V# P. 4. 
2 Young,, o, . p. cit. V. 304. 
3 Ibid. 
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The farming eystemp despite its condemnation by suc- 

cessive sultans and governmentst remained In force. during 

the whole of this period and Indeed till the Great Wari. 

In 1856# howevers a speoial law was issued to regulate 

the farming system and prevent some of Its abuses so as 

to conform with the reforms Indicated by the Rhatti 
2 Hamayun 

But most of these abuses could not be stopped by law 

and continued. In practices Thus In 1861, according to 

the Report mentioned abovet the farms were-liable "to three 

or four (sometimes# it is stated# five or six) different 

sales and sub-letting before it is fil2ally levied" 3 
some- 

times collusion was practised between the farmer and the 

assessors of the tax to over-valuate the tax and divide 

the prorits4.. Other evils of the farms were that they 

were a most expensive system of collecting revenues that 

the farmers were prevented from disposing of their produce 

for a considerable time until the tithe was assessed and 

paidl sometimes bad weather sets in and demages, the crop 

and the losses, fall on the cultivator and-not the farmer5; 

while the peasant had to borrow at rainous rates of inter- 

est in order to meet the deiinds of the tax farmers, 

Op. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Rep. on the Fin. Cond. of Turkeyp OP, cit- t P- 
4 Ibid., 
5 Ibid. 
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Sometimes the farms fall In the hands of speculators and 

in the event of bad harvest arrears were frequently shown 

in their acoounto with the government 
16 

The definition of the right of tasarruf has been 
Chapter 11 

made in the VWVI? 9? ýW (pages 163-66 Apart from 

the liquidation of the spahis and the abolition of the 

feudal dues# the r1jht of tasarruf had undergone still 

another change during this period by the extension of the 

right of devolution (Intiqal) without payment of 

mualjjalah (Le. # free of payment of thebedel-tepu) to 

include the feaale direct children of the deceased 

possessors in 1264 A*21- (1847) as well as the male 

children# who shared equally with their sisters after that 

date 20 

In other respectep the condition of tenure did not 

alter daring this period. Holders of suoh land still had 

a right over the surface only while rights over the sub- 

surfaaet e. g. # mining rights had to be obtained separately 

from the state. The right of tasarruf was still con- 

ditioned by the duty of cultivation and the payment of 

the government revenue on the land. If the land was left 

10MM 
TAp 0% 9A- XXXXT bra m. 

P-85 (in Arabic) Baghdad 1926. 
Vol, 11 j, 
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uncultivated for three years in succession, this right 

lapses and could only be obtained again on payment of 

bedel tam, 

The rights of disposition to this land was also limited 

and not absolute. Hence the holder cannot sell or bequeath 

his land without the consent of the state through the tax 

farmers who were then its agents on the land, He also 

could not erect buildings or plant trees without the 

latters' consent. 

On the other hand# the state or the tax-farrmer could 

not evict the holder from his land which devolves to his 

direct heirs free of any payment and in accordance wi, th 

special laws of inheritance which differed considerably 

from the Islamic (Sharita) laws on the subject. 
I In de- 

fault of direct heirsp the land was said to be subject to 

the right of tapup whereby it wast first be offered 

against payment of the bedel tapup to certain other classes 

of heirs (e. g.,, to the brothers and sisters and then to 

the parents of the deceased). If it was refused by such 

heirs or in default of them# it had to be offered on the 

same terms first to the owners of mulk trees or buildings 

on the land if any# then to joint owners of the occupancy 

(1) See Ibrahim Hajiv op. cit. Vol* ITLP ppe 83-211; 
Y, 11, Goadby and U. J, Doukhaa, The Land Law of Palestine# 
Tel, Avivp 1935# pp. 96-124. ** 
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rightp, ir any# and lastly to those peasants of the same 

village who were in need of land i. 

In default of all such heirs and in the event of it 

being refused by all those who had a right of tapu over 

it# it escheated to the state as mghlulp i. e-p vacant or 

free from any right and the state could dispose of It by 

auction through its tax-farmercs 
2 

ýiý Ibrahim XaJit op. cit. IIP PP-, 84-85. 
2 Ibide 
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f all 
2, The Rain/Zone in-Irag. 

The practical effects of the replacement of the 

spahis by the tax-farmers differed in the various provinces 

of the Ottoman Empire according to the Influence the 

feudatories had In the locality and the ability of the 

local government to liquidate this influence and replace 

it 'by their own, In some cases the distinction between 

the old feudatories and the tax-farmera were rather 

nominal than real# as the spahis had mostly ceased to 

render the military dues they owed on their fiefe long 

before their liquidation# while the tax-farmers have in 

effect stepped into the shoes of the old feudatories with 

regard to the feudal dues. In other cases# the landlords 

have merely changed thair titles while their position and 

their military privileges have not materially altered. 

Never"elessp taken as a whole# It could be stated 

that the Tandhimat and the subsequent reforms had ameliora- 

ted the conditions of the peasant In Turke7 as compared 

with the previous periode In most cases the feudal exac- 

tione were abolished, the tithe was reduced and an effort 

was made to put the colleation of the Verghi and the tithe 

on more efficient and equitable basis* 
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In Iraqp most of the arable land being either under 

tribal tenure or else as mulk or waqfp was not under mili- 

tary fiefs and was therefore not affected by the new re- 

forma. Hence even if the reforms had been strictly carried 

outp they would have fallen far short of being revolution- 

ary in character as was the case in Turkeyp because they 

would have involved a relatively small portion of the 

arable area in Iraq In which the military fiefe had 

existed. 

Yet even In these feudal areas the reforms were not 

far-reaching in their consequences, 

In the Kurdish districts# although the political 

power of the Dere-Begs (also called aghas by the local 

inhabitants) had been successfully overthrownp their 

economic power had to a large extent survived throughout 

the Nineteenth Century, The reason is not far to seek. 

The Turkish administrative machinery that had replaced 

the Dere-Begs did not have the necessary strength and 

experience to take over their duties accruing from the 

state ownership of the land, Hence the aghaep for the 

most part still retained their land either as tax-farmers 

in their respective areas, or even as holders of the land 

according to the system of TasArruf thus reducing the 

peasantry to the status of an agricultural labourer. In- 

deed in some areas as for Instance in the tobacco growing 
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region of Suleimania and Shahrizor they were recognized 

as "mellaks" or "owners" of the land. Thus eve4 as late 

as 18900 we find these aghas in the tobacco areas still 

having "an absolute authority over the peasants" accord. 

ing to Cuinett who adds that "each of these Omellaks' 

had under his domination from 5000 to 6000 peasants who 

obey him and are willing to sacrifice their lives for 

him so* The officials of the government are at the mercy 

of the mellak. " 

Only in the relatively few military fiefs situated 

in the vicinity of the main towns in the north of Iraq 

and along the cultivated belt running from Mosul to 

Baghdad through Arbil# Kirkuk and Baqubahp where the 

Turkish administrative machinery was stronger and more 

firmly established can it be properly said that the 

feudal lords were successfully liquidated and rendered 

"harmless pensioners in Mosul or Baghdad" 21 
and the land 

was left in the hands of the peasants under the system 

of tasarrufs 

Legally# only the actual cultivators who had been 

in the land long enough to establish a prescriptive right 

over it were entitled to it under the tasarruf tenure, 

But even in this# some of the tax-farmersq old spahis and 

ýi OP- cit-t Vol. IIIt P. 37. 
2ý Longriggg op. cit., p. 286. 

T-- 
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even townsmen may have succeeded to acquire by their 

influence over the peasants or in official quartersp the 

right of poseession over the land and render the aetual 

peasants to the status of agricultural labourers employed 

as tenants at will. But it seems# however# that most of 

the land under the tasarruf was held by the peasants 
i themselves in this period; asp Mr, Kemballt who called i 

land under the tasarruf tenure# "life grants"p wrote In 

18661 that "it consisted for the most part of small 

holdings. " 

The land revenue system in both the Kurdish feudal 

areas and in the settled belt west of these areas# closely 

followed the system applicablO In Turkey, The agricul- 

tural population were subject to two land taxes. Firstly 

the Virghi (called the werg in Iraq) which was a "f Ixed 

sum imposed on every village# and the villagers divide It 

among themselveal each pays according to his means and 

extent of cultivation2, And secondly the tithe which is 

"sold yearly by auction and the buyer has a right to 

demand 10% of the gross produce from all the cultivators,, A3 

The tax-, farmers were generally recruited from the 

Ashraf or "notables in the settled districts of Mosul and 

I Consular Reports Baghdad, (1867) LXVIIP po 271. 
2 Rassaml British Vice-Consul of 1Aosulq op. cit., p. 6. 
3 Ibid. 

F-- 
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Shahrizorp and from the Ailhas in the Kurdish principali- 

ties which were incorporated In the state between 1835 

and 1850. 

West of the settled belt and within the Rainfall 

Zone the country was occupied by oeveral tribal units 

mostly JLrab in race and languaget and among whom the most 

important were from north to South the Tai, the Juburp 

the Ubeid and the Azzah; while the Shammer Jarbah occupied 

the Jazirah area west of these tribes to the present 

Syrian frontiers and even beyond* 

As land tenure in this area was similar to the tribal 

tenure in the Irrigation Zone# It will be taken up with 

the latter, 
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The Irrigat ion Zone - 

The abolition of the military fiefs in the Ottoman 

Empire and the substitution of the system of farms did 

not per se affect the legal position of land ownership 

and land revenue in the Irrigation Zone 0V Iraq, As the 

military fiefs were not numerous in this Zone and most of 

the settled areas were either mulk oJr waqf landsp while 

the tribal areas which constituted the greater part of 

this zone was considered a part of the state domains 

leased to the tribes against annual rents collected by 

the heads of these tribes themselves as the official tax- 

farmers, 

In his trade report of Baghdad for the two years 

1864-18661, Mr. Kemball. devoted a few passages for the con- 

ditions of land tenure In the Irrigation Zone which broadly 

corresponds with the area under the purview of his report, 

In that report Mr. Kemball classified land under three 

kinds*of tenure: -' 
(Firstly) mulk lands or I'mulk Vemin" which he called 

"private lanV and estimated at about 12% of the cultivated 

area2 01 
(Secondly) Land under the right of tasarruf which he 

called "life grants (tamlik) by the Government"3 and which 

I Consular Reports# Baghdad, 1867* LXVII. 
2 op. cit, p, 270. 
3 Ibid. 
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he estimated at only 6% of the cultivated area. 

(Thirdly) "Crown lands including V: aqf" generally 

farmed for a term of one year and constituting together 

the remaining 82% of the cultivated area* 

(1) Ifulk Lands. 

As it has been stated in Chapter Ills the cultigated 

area in Iraq was in the Islamic period predominantly mulk 

either of the Ushriyyah or the Kharajiyyah categorieso In 

the confusion that accompanied the following centuries# 

and particularly owing to the destruction of the irrigation 

sYSt6m# most of this land had become barren and its 

original orners had perished or lost all connection with 

the land as it was then of no value to them# thus becoming 

mewat or dead land and legally esoheating to the state. 

Some of the mulk land had also fallen into the hands of the 

state as miri land either by confiscation or by default of 

heirs of its deceased owners. Another part had been given 

up by its original owners to the state as mirl land with 

the provision that the former were entitled to a fixed 

portion of the gross produce as 9, permanent charge on the 

lando in the name of Mjr. Still a further portion of the 

mulk lands were constituted into waqf by Its owners. 

Hence mulk lands were reduced in size and significance 

so that by this period they were limited to those parts of 
(1) Ibid. 
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the settled areas which# owing to their proximity to the 

towns or to the permanent nature of the means of their 

irrigation# were prevented from failing Into ruin and 

were retained in private hands with the state having no 

proprietary rights over them, 

Ur. Kemball estimated the size of the mulk lands as 

being about 1200 of the total arable area which fell within 

the purview of his report and which broadly corresponds 

with the Irrigation Zone. But he seems to have included 

in mulk lands, not only the Ushrlyvah lands of Basrah and 

the Kharajiyyah land elserherep but also planýations and 

orchards which were owned as Hulk but grown in non-mulk 

lands. Thus he writes: that these mulk lands "consisted 

for the most part of date plantations# orchards and kitchen 

gardens"'. Of course some of these plantations may have 

been grown on millk lands as in Basra and the mulk right 

related to both the land and the trees on it. This part 

of mulk land was the remnant of the Kharajiy7ah and 

Ushriyyah lands of the previous period# On the other hand 

the mulk interest may have only related to the trees and 

may therefore be considered as a different category of 

mulk interests in the land which are held irrespective of 

the kind of title to the land and separately from It. 

(i) consular Reportep Baghdad, 1867# LXVII, p. 270. 
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These Interests not only relate to trees but also to 

buildings# wells# canalsp aclueduotep etc. # they arose 

from the rulo laid down in Islamic law that things added 

to the land remained the private property of the one who 

made them This principle was adopted by the Ottoman 

leaislator with regard to mirt land, Although the 

planting of fruit trees and the construction of buildings, 

without leave of the state cannot be lawfully made by the 

holder of the miri land# and are liable to be removed by 

the state within three years of their erections# yet 

should they be made with the leave of the states and also 

without leaves If they were left for three years# these 

trees and buildings belong in full ownership to the 

possessor of the land 2. 

So long as the trees or the buildings remain on the 

land# the miri land is "subject to the mulk"3 - 0 Dut it 

remains mirl land and if the trees and buildings disappears 

the land on which they stand once more becomes subject to 

all the laws of miri land. 

Owing to the weakness of the Central iLdministration 

and the laxity in enforcing the laws# many plantations in 

the settled areas and some In the tribal areas have been 

i Goadbyp Op- cit. p. 29. 
2 lbido 
3 op. cit. ps 30. 
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made on miri land in Iraq mostly without the leave of the 

government and these plantations have become mulk although 

the land on which they stood remained miri. Such planta- 

tions (mostly date plantations) exist to the present day 

in various parts of the Irrigation Zone and also in the 

Rainfall Zone (where vines and other fruit trees take the 

place of date palms of the Irrigation Zone), 

Previous to 1840# mulk lands and mulk plantations were 

subject to payment of the tithe which was only one tenth 

of the produce- with a view partly to gain a greater 

amount of revenue and partly to unify all land under one 

category with regard to the payment of revenue# the 

Tandhimat# according to Us Young 
1# 

abolished the distino- 

tion between the miri land and the mulk land subjecting 

them both to the fixed tax (verghl) and the proportional 

tax (ushur) which ranged at that time from 15 to 5(r% of 

the gross produce 
2. In the Irrigation Zone of Iraq mulk 

landst it appearep continued to pay only one tenth of the 

gross produce until 1866. Hence the remark of the British 

Vice-Consul in Basrahs 
3 

"The Baghdad Goverment In 1866# doubled the 
tithe on dates and fruits grown in private property 
in Basrah, and trebled them on wheat and barley and 
quintupled them on rice. Rice is now liable to be 

clarged at 50/1* of the gross produce. " 

i op. cit. P Vol, VP p. 303. 
2 Ibid, 
3 Consular Reportp Basrahp (i867)t LXVIIp p. 264. 
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The damaging effects of this steep rise in the land 

revenue demand have largely been prevented from taking 

place in the case of the mulk date plantations in the area 

or Shatt-al-Arab by the foresightedness and timely action 

of Hadhat Pasha, vho abolished the tithe in that aroa and 

replaced it by a fixed land tax per unit of the cultivated 
I 

area which gave excellent results Uulk lands in other 

parts of the country remained subject to the proportional 

tax at a high rate, 

As mulk lands followed the Islamic laws of inheritance, 

where primogeniture is not knorn, they were 3Jable to 

Buffer either from uneconomic froginentation or irrespona- 

ible joint ownership (musha'). It is true that Islamic 

low so represented by the Majelleh (Arta. 1130 and 113l), 

does not allow partition of the property among co-heirs 

ifby partition, a plot Is created which is less in value 

than the original share would be worth in the whole proper- 

ty unpartitioned. In such a case ar4y co-orner can dhaist 

on selling his share to the other co-owners or alternative- 

ly to have the whole property put to auction and receive 

the equivalent of his share in money, But this provision 

has not prevented the exictence of small non-economic 

shares wherever the Islamic laws were applicable - in Egypt 

(i) YOurIgs OP- cit- * Vol- Vo P. 304. see infra pp. 603-606 
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and India as vrell as in Iraq. Thic is due to the fact 

that the legal standard of the smallest pleoe of land which 

does not create material injury to any of the co-owners on 

partition does not sometimes coincide with the minimum 

nize of holding that can support a household. 

On the other hand# owing to the frequent existence of 

minute shares which come within the definition of the law 

preventing partition as well as the almost inevitable 

existence of minors among the heirsp most mulk lands rather 

from being sold by auctiont have tended to be left for more 

than two generations as jointly owned by the co-heirs and 

administered by a member of the family with all other 

members having mathematical shares in the property which 

often ran to several figures both in the numerator and the 

denominator, This wxz not only tended towards the usurpa- 

tion of the whole property or its proceeds by the more in- 

fluential members of the family at the expense of the less 

fortunate ones# but it also discouraged the development of 

the property Itself as in Islamic law any capital expendi. 

iure, over necessary repairs, made on the land by any co. 

owner without the previous consent of the other co-owners 

are deemed to have been made at his own expense as a gift 

(tabarrul) and he has no right of recourse against the 

others for their share of the expense 
1. 

(i) Mejelleh Arts. 907t 1076 and 1311. 
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V7aqf Lands. 

Another category of land which mostly existed In the 

settled areas of the Irrigation Zone is waqf, But where- 

as mulk lands are very rare In the Rainfall Zone vacif 

lands are more frequent in that zone. It is not possible 

to ascertain the proportion of waqf land in the total 

arable area in the country during this periodp but they 

seem to form a greater proportion than Mulk lands. Thus 

In 1890# according to Guineti# no less than 20% of the 

arable area in the Wilayet of Baghdad was waqf - As the 

total arable area had greatly increased by 18909 tho 

proportion must have been even larger during this period. 

But this proportion is greatly reduced when the other 

two Wilayets of Basrah and Uosul are taken Into considera- 

tion as waqf lands in them are much less f requent. 

Waqf interest In the land was of various kinds* 

Pirstlyp there was the waqf Sahih or "true waqf" which was 

constituted out of mulk land and of which both the raqabah 

and the tasarruf are waqf. This again may be divided into 

two categoriesp namely waqf 'a or "public waqIr" which is 

constituted for the benefit Of & Pious purpose such as the 

maintenance of mosques# hospitals# inns$ schools or the 

care of the poor; and wa2f khass or "private waqf" which 

(1) Op. cit'r Vol. III# P, 
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is a sort of family entail made inalienable while the In- 

come derived from it was to be used by the members of the 

family and their descendants in accordance with the will 
(Waqfiyyah) of the founder. 

Secondlyt there was the waqf ahair Gah1h or "untrue 

waq; r" constituted out of miri land by the sultan and the 

various rulers In the past and of which the raqabah is re- 

tained by the state and only the tasarruf Is consecrated 

for the beneficiaries (j1hah) of waqf. Sometimes only the 

rusum or taxes and fees leviable on mirl land were dedicated 

to the waqf while in all other respects the land retains its 

status as miri. land with regard to the tasarruf and the 

raqabah. Such lands are called waqf of the takhoisat Cate- 
1 

Ljr. 2 Still In other cases both the tasarruf and the 

rus= were dedicated as waqf while only the raqabah Is re- 

tained by the state. 

True waqf is governed by the Sharila laws and the will 

of the founder which again had to follow the rules and 

procedure laid down in the Sharila laws, raqf of this 

category is rare outside the towns, 

Vaqf of the Takhoisat Category Is in no way different 

in its disposition and ownership from other mirl land. 

This leaves only the waqf constituted out of miri land of 

(1) Takheisat means appropriation of revenue, 
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which the tasarruf alone or both the tasarruf and the 

rusum are dedicated for the benefit of a certain object. 

Such waqf is both more widespread and more significant 

with regard to land tenure and land development. 

The most outstanding feature of waqf is its inallen- 

ability. Once property is dedicated as waqf in the proper 

manner laid down by the Islamlo Laws, it cannot be revoked 

and the property cannot be transferredp e. g. # by sales into 

private hands 
I, 

The property is managod by the mutawalli 

(administrator) appointed by the founder or by a court for 

the purpose, and leased to private individuals with the 

proceeds spent on the (Jihah). 

According to Mr. Kemball most waqf lands were famed 

annually to the highest bidder who becomes the lessee of 
2 the land for one year This system no doubt was responsible 

for preventing any development in the land and was unsatis- 

factory both from the point of view of the waqf as well as 

the lessee. Hence various devices have come into use to 

mitigate the situation. This took the form of various 

modifications in the terms of the contract of lease. Of 

0) An apparent exception to the rule of inalienability 
permits waqf property to be exchanged for other property 
or even in some cases to be sold provided that the sale 
price is invested in the purchase of other property 
which becomes waqf. (Goadbyt op, cit. . p. 72-73). For 
rules of exchange and sale see Kadry Pasha Du Waqf; 
Cairo iag6p Arts, 129 ff, 

(2) Op, cit, p, 270. 
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thesep the most important is the single long (or perpetual) 

lease (Ijarsh Vahidah Tawilah or Daimiyyah) of the land 

whereby revenue is secured to the Waqf without correspond- 

ing capital expenditure by it as all repairs were to be 

made by the lessee, 

Another form of lease is the IJaretein or double- 

rent form which is very similar to the system of tasarruf 

employed in miri land. The lessee paid a small sum in the 

form of an "immediate rent" (ijarah mu'ajjalah) with the 

condition of his paying each year something to be called 

the ijarah muajjalaLi or "deferred rent"s In this form of 

lease too# the carrying out of repairs fell upon the 

lessee 

Like the system of tasarruf In miri land# the ijaretain 

waqf devolves to the heirs of the lessees in a similar 

system of inheritance as in miri land# and escheats to the 

waqf in default of such heirse There Is however one im- 

portant difference, Any development carried out by the 

lessee# such for instance as the planting of trees and the 

erection of buildings on the land# are considered a free 

gift to the waqf even if the leave of the mutawal3iwas 

secured for such development. If such leave was not secured# 

these developments may be uprooted at the will of the 

mutawalli 
2a 

jij Goadbyp op. cit. p. 80. 
2 Kadrip op. cit. Art. 284.. 
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A third form of lease is what is called the muQata*a. 

It is created when waqf land is leased at a fixed rent on 

condition that buildings and treea thereon shall be the 
1 

millk of the lessee The waqf land in this ease becomes 

subject to the buildings and trees as long as "there are 

traces of buildingsp trees or vines on a muqata'alu waqLf 

Blte. u2 Even if no traces of buildings# trees or vines 

remaln, v "the mutawalli cannot cancel the lease and take 

the site from the hands of the possessor so long as the 

latter duely pays the rent at the right timeo": 
3 

The laws and practices mentioned above have existed 

long before this period and have not been changed through- 

out it. The laws and regulations that were Issued by the 

Ottoman Government during this period were mostly to in- 

sure the enforcement of the religious laws and the wishes 

of the foundersp than to remove the obstacles that stood 

in the development of the land under waqf. As a part of 

the Tandhimat the great body of waqf properties were placed 

under state control and were administered by the Department 

of Awqaf. These endowments were called Al-AwQaf Al-*adhbu- 

tah the "seized waqfs" and were mainly composed of those 

properties (Awqaf 'Ammah) which were constituted for the 

benefit of the public as a whole such an mosques# hospitals# 

I Goadby# op* cit. p. 83. 
2 op. cit. P. 55. 
3 IbId* 
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khans eta. . and land and other income-produoing property 

which were consecrated for their maintenance. 

There still remained a great portion of the waqf 

property administered by their mutavallis either under the 

supervision of the Awqaf department# In which case they 

were called Al-Awqaf 
--Al--Mulhalqah 

or "attached vaqfs" 1, or 

entirely independent from official control in which case 

they were called Al-AwQaf Al-Mustathnat or "The Exempt 

Waqfs". 

The Laws of 25 Ramadhant 1281 A. H, (1864) and 19 Dhil- 

Hijjaho 1284 (1867) NAU: "M X1dk=xkRR 

JKVx"XxgzxxaxxUaXxxXMZX regulated the status of these 

various categories from the point of view of their ad- 
and disposition 

ministration/leaving the Islamic principles as to ownership 

Kadtx&%xq=z1t: k= of the waqf. lands unaltered. 

The principle of controlling waqf properties by the 

state was no doubt a step forward towards reform; but it 

fall far short of what was needed for the development of 

the lan& It lacked twd things: firstly an efficient and 

honest administration and secondly the modification of 

Islamic law and customary practices so as to transform 

the Awqaf Department and the Awqaf beneficiaries (Jihat-ul- 

Waqf) from sleeping partners# as they were$ to the produce 

of the land# into conscientious landlords performing the 
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very important duties of subscribing towards the expenses 

of production and financing the capital expenditure on 

the land which was urgently needed for its development. 

As regards the character of the administration even 

of those endowments that have been taken over by the. Awqaf 

Department# perhaps the best description of it was that 

summarised in a passage written by Ur. Longrigg'. "The 

AWQaf Department",, he saysg "saved the waqf property from 

secular mizusep but did not save the yearly dispatch to 

Stanbul of surplus waqf revenue while its properties de- 

teriorated; mosques crumbledl and starvad officials stole. " 

"Secular misuse" in the Awqaf Departmentq deprived both the 

beneficiaries of their lawful share and the. land of Its 

necessary development. 

On the other handp the waqf institution provided the 

worst kind of absentee landlordism In the country, As was 

seen earlier most of the waqf land In Itaq was leased 

annually to the highest bidder according to the system of 

iltizam, which gave the tenants neither security of tenure 

nor interest in land developmenti- As regards those which 

were held under a long lease as the case in JJara Wahidah 

TawJlgJ ljgreteinnp although their tenants enjoyed a greater 

security of tenure# land development was discouraged or 

absolutely forbidden. Only in the Iqtala (also called Hikr) 

(1) op. cit. p. 317* 
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form of lease were the interests of the lessee properly 

protected with regard to improvement made in the land. 

jjx*4. The Irrigation Zone - Tribal Areass- 

Apart from the mulk and waqf lands which mostly existed 

in the settled areas of the Irrigation Zone and constituted 

a relatively small proportion of it, most of the arable 

area in this Zone was miri or crown landBo part of which no 

doubt was in the settled areas and leased by the state to 

townsmenj but by far the greater proportion was held and 

cultivated by the tribes, 

The policy followed by the Turks with regard to this 

class of land diverged considerably from that followed in 

the miri land in Turkey and in the Rainfall Zone of Iraq. 

Vhereae in the latter areas the Turks had recognized the 

prescriptive rights of the peasants to the land and sought 

to liberate the peasants from the burdensome exactions of 

the spahis and the tax-farmerej In the Crown lands of the 

Irrigation Zones they claimed both the raqabah and the 

tasarruf and considered the tribal cultivators as tenants 

at will, This led to a peculiar anomaly* As the central 

administration gained strength In this period the position 

of some of the peasants in the Rainfall Zone improved by 

the gradual and inore or less effective liquidation of the 

feudal lords, ThIG strength led to the opposite results in 
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the Irrigation Zone an the central authority by bepomIng 

stron, gcrs, also became more able to, enforce the theory of 

state ornership of the land which meant a higher rate of 

taxation taken In the form of rent., to the, land coupled, with 

a decreasing security of land tenure as the result of ýhe 

government effort to reduce the tribal cultivators to the 

status of tenants at vill. 

The fact that the Turks had claimed both the raqabah 

and the tasarruf in the z; lri land of the Irpigation Zones 

can be shown by the divergence in the rate of revenue de- 

mand between the Irrigation Zone on the one hand and Turkey 

and the 4ainfall Zone of Iraq on the other. , Whereas. in 

the latter regýon, s the cultivators were sdbject to the 

Virghi and the tithe (ushar) which was only ýen per cent 

of thegronsproducep in the Irrigation Zpne the VirghV, 

was not leviable except on immovable property within the 

boundarien- of the main towns; while, tho Ushur.,, 
'. 
vas - leviable 

at a much higher rate than one, tenth of the groesproduce, 

The exact rate at which the Ushur:., tras.. leviable in the 

South oannot be, reli, ýbl; ý,, ascertainpd as, direot Information 

on this subject and relating to this_period, cannot. bp ob- 

tained, Indeed# it seems-that the, Ushur was not levied 

at a single standard rate as was the case in the North# but 

that there were several rates, which were simultaneously 

applicable in different areas and on different crops; they 
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ranged# It seems from 10% on land cultivated by fruit 

trees and irrigated by liftj to as much as 50% of the gross 

produce on land cultivated by rice and irrigated by inun- 

dation. It has already been stated on the authority of 

1dro Johnston# the Vice-Consul in Bacrah that the tithe 

leviable on mulk lands ras raised in 1866 to Mjo' on dates 

and fruits, 305 on wheat and barley and 50% on rice 

Presumably these rates were generally applicable to the 

mirl lands both before and after 1866* This is supported 

by a remark made by Mr. Nixon# the Consul-General in 

Baghdad In his report for the year 1874# Le, s after 

Madhat Pasha had made a reduction in the rates of reyenue 

demand on land alienated in the 
ýspu 2 He wrotd: 

"It is creditably stated that the Turkish demand 
on oome land irrigated by canals is very highl 
sometimes so high as seven fifteenths of the 
produce. But in most places the demand is limited 
to one fifth, Payment is usually made in kind. " 

The rate of revenue demand seems to have varied also 

according to the method of irrigation used. This Is indi- 

cated by Mr. Nixon's remark above mentioned# where It can 

be inferred that land irrigated by canal pays a higher 

rate of revenue demand than other land as for instance 

land irrigated by the various water-lift devices# or 

See bulira p.. 296. (2) Infra p. 6oo. 
Consular Report# Baghdadp (1875) LXXVIlt p. 17il- 
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simply by rain (daim). Again according to U. Young# "in 

some qadhas In Basrahp date palms paid (in 1870) a tithe 

of iWo to 20% of the estimated value of the produce 

according as to whether the land was irrigated artificial- 

ly (by nalur) or simply by canal, "' 

It must be remembered that these rates are proportions 

of the gross produce and would therefore include the cost 

of productions such as the provision of seeds# the cost 

of maintenance of live-stock and implements as well as 

the cost of labour and the sustenance of the peasants 

until harvest. In cases where the revenue demand was 

half the gross produce or even 30% of its the amount due 

to the government would not be far from absorbing the 

whole of the net produce over and above the bare sub- 

sistance, of the cultivator, 

These high rates of demand could be partially ex. 

plained by the fact that they Incorporated the Virghi 
U, 

from which the land iVYrrigation Zone was exempt. Still 

in some cases where the revenue demand was as much as 

30% or even 50% of the gross produce they could only be 

explained by the fact that the Turks had tried to exploit 

the theory of state ownership of the land more fully in 

the South than was the case in Turkey and in the North of 

Iraq. 

(1) Op. cit-P Vol- VP P. 304. 
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Indeed whereas in Turkey and in the Rainfall Zone 

of Iraq# the agent of the government was a little more 

than a collector of the revenue while the peasants rights 

to the occupancy of the land was generally recognizedl 

in the Irrigation Zone the official farmer of the revenue 

seems to have also been a lessee of the land itself, 

Thus in his Trade Report for the year 1866, Mr. Kemball 

speaks of the I'vicidum practice of letting crown lands 

parcelled into districts to the highest bidder including 

the farm of the revenue derived therefrom. "' Again in 

his answers to the questions relating to the possibility 
2 

of cotton cultivation in the Pashaliqi, of Baghdad # he 

writest 

"The various estates that compose the Pashaliq# 
are lot out annually to capitalists who are 
alone responsible for the revenue demand and 
who make their own arrangements with the culti- 
vators of the soil according to the various 
systems of farming which obtain in different 
places. " 

The above remarksp however# need qualifications. 

Left as they are they would probably describe the system 

followed in the Crown lands in the vicinity of the towns 

and towards the weaker tribal units, As regards the 

larger and more powerful tribesq the farms were mostly 

1ý op. cit. P. 270o 
2 op. cit. 
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adjudicated to the tribal sheikhs themselves who could 

hardly be considered as "middlemen" and much loss as 

"capitalists" in their respective tribal dirahs. Moreovert 

the sum actually collected by the government was fixed 

with full consideration of the relative power of the 

government and the various tribal units though outwardly 

"it was famed by auction to the highest biddeV1. It 

would therefore be more correct to describe the sums paid 

by the tribes as "tributes" rather than rent or even land 

revenue, Indeed in the case of the great tribal con- 

federations it bore no relation to the theoretical revenue 

demand or the amount of the crop raised In their areas, 

Thus to take one illustrationt the chief of the Muntafig 

tribal Confederation used to pay in this period'a tribute 

of seventy horses valued at 70#000 shamis or ZT 7#000. 

This also seems to be the practice with regard to 

the other tribal confederations both in the North as well 

as the South, Thus according to Fraser 
2 *the lands in the 

(1) Shihat Op. cit. P. 49. Cuinat (op. cit. Vol. IIIv 
p, 299) reports the same n=ber of horses but he valu- 
ates them at 4OpOOO Shamis or 4vOOO Turkish Lirahs, 
(one ZT is about nine tenths of the Z). The writer was 
also told by a learned personality now in high position 
in the Judiciary in Iraqp who had a close connection 
with the affairs in the Muntafig that the Sheikh of the 
Muntafig Gonfederation used to send# before the time of 
Madhat Pashat 0 purses annually each containing 1000 
MuhammadlyYah 

18hami) 
to the Provincial governor, It 

seems therefore that the tribute due on the Muntafig 
area was traditionally fixed at 70#000 Shamis and was 
paid either in money or in kind, 

(2) Op- cit- P. 35o 
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South were farmed out by the Pasha at a certain sum in 

great parcels. The whole of the Vestern Ruphrates from 

Buq-il-3huyukh to Hit was farmed to the (tribal Confedera- 

tion of the Khazail ... and the Dujail was in the hands 

of the (Shammar) Jarbah Arabs. " The Lower Tigris was in 

the hands of Beni Lam and Albu Huhammed; further up the 

river there were the tribes of Rabilas the Zubeidt 

Shammar Togah and Beni Tamim. Above Baghdad# apart from 

the Shammar Jarbah already referred top the land was in 

the hand of the tribes of Al-Azzahp Alubeldp Al-Jubur and 

Tai* Apart from these large tribes there were scores of 

smaller tribal units mostly under the supreme overlordship 

of the Sheikhe of the larger tribal confederations, 

As Mr. Kemball puts Itt "the government is not in 
ý'any 

case brought into contact with the poorer classes of 

the agriculturalists" i 
I, but deals with the tribal chief a 

who are deemdLd Its representatives In their respective 

areas as well. as its tenants and revenue collectors. As 

a sign of investiture# the government made a gift (Xhil*a) 

to the sheikhs which varied according to their importance 

and the size of the tribal area under their control, 

For instance it consisted of a pelisses a shawlp a standard 

and a sword for the sheikhdom of the Muntafig; a pelisse, 

a showlv a standard and a saddle embroidered with silver 

M Circular regarding cotton cultivation# op, cit, 
P. 787o 
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for the shiekhdom of the Zubeld; an aba (Atab cloak) em- 

broidered with gold and a standard for the sheikhdom of 

Beni Lam and so on 
10 

Furthermore# it may be stated that the tribal 

sheikhs are not created by the government but they were 

generally the accepted leaders of their communities and 

their recognition by the government adds little to their 

prestige In the area and sometimes even discredits them 

in the eyes of their followers, 

These qualifications# howevert only modify rather 

than alter the principle underlying Turkish policy of 

considering tribal lands as absolute state domains and 

the tribal chiefs as tenants at will. They were imposed 

by practical considerations arising out of the tribal 

resistance to that policyo As the Turks became gradually 

stronger they attempted to apply this policy farther into 

the tribal areas and more effectively. 

Why then it may be asked did the Turkish policy di- 

verge between the North and the South of Iraq ? Tho 

answer can be found in the internal structure of the 

tribal system and the natural conditions that produced it* 

It has been shown above that the Turkish system of 

land tenure was evolved out of the conditions prevailing 

in Turkey where cultivation mostly depends on rainfall 

(i) Guinets op. cits III, p. 280* 
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and wbere the peasant tends to get attached to a small 

piece of land in which he develops a prescriptive right* 

This right was recognized by the Turkish legal system as 

Hao: -11--Qarar and was the basis of the tasarruf system of 

land tenure, Since these conditions that obtain In Turkey 

were broadly similar to those in the rainfall Zone of 

Iraq the Turks had no difficulty in applying this system 

In that Zone, except in the purely tribal Kurdish Areas. 

In the Irrigation Zonev howevert natural oonditions 

produced a very different system of land tenure which was 

inherently conflicting with the Turkish system as the 

attachment of the peasants to the land which was the 

basis of the Turkish system was rather the exception than 

the rule in the Irrigation Zone. 

One reason for this phenomenon is the mere fact of 

irrigation which brought duties which were in their 

nature more oommilnal than individual. Thus for instance# 

the clearance of canalso the maintenance of the river 

banks# the reclamation of one piece of land and the in. - 

undation of the other required the cooperation of the 

whole community engaged in cultivation not only in a 

small locality such as a village but it sometimes involved 

the cooperation of the Inhabitants of a whole canal area 

or even a district. 
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Of course some of the larger functions could be 

more effectively and more efficiently performed by the 

central authority and charged on public funds. Of these 

larger functions may be instanced the construction of 

canals and dams# the maintenance of the river banks and 

the reclamation of marsh areas, Even such funotions an 

the annual clearance of canals and waterways could be 

performed by the central government by the aid of hired 

labourers just as the construction and maintenance of 

roads have been committed to the charge of the government 

and local authorities in nearly all the modern states, 

Similarly the clearance of smaller canals and the equit- 

able distribution of water to the various canals would 

be performed by the central authority while the distri- 

bution to the various plots would be performed by a local 

body# Alternativelyp cooperative or even private com- 

meroial enterprise could be organized to perform some 

of these essential services and charge the peasants for 

them. 

By this way an agrarian system based on small hold- 

ings and individualistic or household economy would be 

feasible and practicable in the Irrigation Zone@ 

As conditions were in Iraq during this period# such 

a system was impossible. The central authority was weak 

and inefficient* It was negligent of its most primary 
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duties of establishing public Socurity and maintaining 

the rider and most urgent pre-requidite for settled and 

prosperous economic lifel namely the oontrol of the river 

system* Hence it was left to the local communities to 

make the best of their inhospitable conditions* Thus a 

semi nomadic system of economy was evolved based on a 

p6ternal tribal administration and characterised in the 

matter of land tenure by three featuress large estates, 

shifting patches of cultivation and a floating peasantr7. 

Formally these large estates were leased by the 

government to the chiefs of the tribeal In reality they 

were considered by the tribes as their dirahs In which 

they have an Inalienable right In virtue of long reei- 

dance and ancestral heritage. Consequently they belonged 

in common ownership to tribe as a whole, . 
These estates were invariably not all cultivated In 

any one year although they might all be potentially cul- 

tivable.... Apart from the biennial fallowing system al- 

most universally practised in the shitwi areas of this 

Zone# the amount of cultivation was governed by such 

factors as the level of the riverg the extent of the 

floodp the amount of rainfall as well as the relative 

scarcity and aWle supply of grazing in other areas which 

would determine the number of semi-settled cultivators 

and distribute them annually between the rival occupations 
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of cultivation and the raising and tending of livestock* 

It ic conacqu-nntly easy to understand that although 

all the members of each tribal community can be deemed 

to be attached to their tribal dirsh and have a very 

strong sense of ownership and attachment to that dirah 

for which they were prepared to sacrifice their lives, 

it could not equally be said that they individually were 

attached to any particular plot within the larger tribal 

dirah, 

This is not to say that private ownership of land 

did not exist at all, In a previous chapter it has been 

shown that a sort of private ownership# conditioned by 

the state ownership of the land as well as a vague com- 

munal duty was widespread. Individual prescriptive 

rights in certain plots were known in most localities* 

They were variously called lagmah, naasha 9 kas=11_- 

hiJara . saha 9 hussah etc, p according to the locality, 

But these were restricted to a small class in the tribe 

while most of the peasants (fellahin) were to be deemed 

agricultural labourers in the cultivated parts of the 

dirah as well as partners in it; the latter aspect of 

their pocition Is still more definite in the uncultivated 

part of the tribal d1rah., 

Local variations of course existed within very wide 

limits not only between one tribal area and another but 
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within a single tribal area. These variations depended 

on the degree of the solidarity of the tribe and the 

personal influence of the sheikhs as well as on the 

method of irrigation used and the kind of crop grown. 

there the sheikh was strongg he exercised dictatori- 

al powers over the persons and the property of his f ellow 

tribesmen. In his capacity as representative of the 

tribe and trustee of the tribal dirah as well as the 

lessee of the land from the state, he could and very 

Often did particularly in the tribal confederations of 

Beni Lamp Muntafis and the 11hazail 
i 

remove a whole sec- 

tion of a tribe from one area to another as his lessees 

at will, In the tribes-where solidarity was not so 

strongp his influence might be limited to his particular 
'was. estate which/ilso considered as a common property en- 

trusted to him to defray the expenses of the Mudhif. 

He could not remove the various sections from their 

usually well-defined areas which remain in matters of 

land tenure under the independent control of the chiefs 

of their respective sections* From the point of view of 

the governmentp he was considered to have sublet the 

state land under his lease to the various sections of 

tribes within his area* 

Wý Information relating to tribal practice mentioned 
in this section were all derived from local sources 
and can therefore not be substantiated by any recorded 
references,, 
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Variations according to the methods of irrigation 

were even more pronounced. Where the land was Irrigated 

by a dbarid (water lift device) there was a strong sense 

of private ownership generally iin lested by the heads 

of the tribes and respected by the rank and file. In 

canal areas private ownership is less rigid but still 

widespread. In the case of cultivation by inundation 

as in chibis in the shitwi areas and in all rice areas, 

communal ownership of the land is more widespread than 

private ownership. This is manifested by the periodical 

redistribution of land as was the case with the rice 

areas In Shatrah and the fawwar and the reshuffling of 

the estates among the cections of the tribes as if they 

were tenants at will in the Amarah District* Where land 

Is cultivated by the precarious rainfall in the Irriga- 

tion Zone (Daim Cultivation) private ownership in the 

land itself hardly existed because sufficient and timely 

rainfall did not recur often enough to allow the peasant 

to stick to one piece of land which he could call his 

own, 

As was shown in an earlier section# the kind of 

crop grown largely depended on the condition of water 

supply. Ilhere that supply was more or less permanent 

as in land irrigated by water-lift and in some canal 

areas# fruit trees especially date pilms were cultivated 
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and again here the sense of private ownership was very 

marked and respected. At the other end of the scale 

where rice is cultivated the land was more co=unal than 

private. 

It can be seen from the above account that land 

tenure In the tribal areas diverged considerably from 

the system prevalent in Turkey and in the more or less 

settled areas of the Rainfall " "one of Iraq. Whereas in 

the latter areas the peasant wim generally remained in 

the same plot of land long enough to develop a prescript- 

ive right to Itp in the Irrigation Zone# large estates 

vem the rule. They were held either communally with all 

members of the tribe having a right to it and with the 

head of the tribe as their representative and managerp 

or they were held by the leading heads of the tribal 

families and af ew other smaller landholders with the 

fellahin having a communal right In the uncultivated 

part of the tribal dirah and a vague right to work in 

the cultivated part of it, The great majority of these 

at ne fellahin can therefore be considereeasoagricultural 
and partners 

labourers/having a right to work while the landowners 

held the land with a duty to give employment on terms 

decided by traditional usage# to the rank and file of 

their tribes in preference to others. 
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On the other hand# the Turkish legal system was 

more or less rigid. It recognized and defined the pre- 

soriptive rights of the fellshin to their particular 

plots If such rights existed. Had such rights been pre- 
dominant in the tribal areas# their recognition by the 

Turks would have furthered their policy of centralization 

and detribalization and also would have been consistent 

with the spirit and the letter of their legal system* But 

small holdings in the tribal areas were the exception 

rather than the rule. While the recognition of communal 

rights to all the peasants in the tribal area 
i 

or the 

individual rights of the heads of the tribes to the large 

estates would both be contrary to the spirit of the Tur- 

kish legal system and inconsistent with their policy of 

detribalization and centralization. 

Hence the Turks chose to retain# at least In theorys 

both the raqqDah and the tasarruf in the Irrigation Zone 

and did not recognize any rights of the tribes In the 

land they occupied. Indeed they seem *, o have exploited 

the theory of state ownership of the land to further 

their policy of forcible detribalization and even to got 

the maximum amount of revenue out of the tribese As the 

revenue farmer in the Irrigation Zone was not only a 

(1) Communal prescriptive rights in the land were unknown 
In the Turkish legal system except in what is called 
the Metrouke category of land# e, g, o meadowst threashing 
floors# roads# etc. 
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tax-collector but also a lessee of the land from the 

governmentp therefore by a proper choice of the personnel 

employed as the revenue farmers and by deciding the size 

of the area to be let to each farmer# a considerable do- 

gree of progress In the process of centralization could be 

gained. In some areas where the tribes were weak and dis. 

united# the farmers chosen by the government were either 

towns people or tribal chiefs who did not belong to the 

same tribes to which they were assignedq as for example 

the apybintmdnt of the Sheikh of the Zubeid By Nejib Pasha 

as the tax-farmer over the Hindiyvah tribesit or the 

appointment of a Sudun of the Muntafig tribal Confedera- 

tion as a tax-farmer in the area of Beni-LaM 2 

Where this was not possible owing to the resistance 

of the tribeep a more loyal tribal chief other than the 

recognized head of the tribe was appointed as the lessee 

of the tribal dirah, 

Still another way was by carving out a portion of the 

tribal dirah and letting It to an independent headman or 

even the splitting up of the tribal dirah into two or 

more sections and the appointment of a local chief as the 

official lessee in each section. 

ýij Longriggp op. cite p. 291* 
2 Ibid. 
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By these methods accompanied by military operations# 
the Turks attempted$ in some cases not without ou0cesst 

to gain control over the tribes, Thus# for instance 

they succeeded in curbing the power of the confederation 

of Beni Lwa by encouraging the chief of Alba Muhw=ed 

who was a vassal to Beni Lam# to gain Independence from 

his overlord and establish direct contact with the 

government% They reduced the power of the Muntafig 

first by detaching the district of Qurnah from their 

jurisdiction and then by dividing the ruling house into 

two factions 2j 
and they weakened the power of the Khazail 

by setting up the Hindiyyah as a separate farming unit3. 

But these methods encouraged inter-tribal e=ities 

which furthered the cause of unsettlement and tended to 

undermine the internal administrative machinery of the 

tribal system without a prior improvisation Of a new 

machinery to take its Place. 

While the divergence in the Turkish policy with re- 

gard to land tenure between North and South could thus 

be adequately explained by their policy of centralization 

and detribalizationt there is nevertheless# a strong 

suspicion that the Turks by withholding both the right to 

I Cuinets III# p. 280 
2 Shihap op. cit. # p. 56. 
3 Longriggg op. cit. pe 291* 
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the raqsbah and the Tasarruf In the Irrigation Zone had 

attempted to get the maximum amount of revenue out of 
the cultivator. 

During the Hamluk period# the rulers of Baghdad 

rarely paid any tribute to their Sultan while the expenses, 

of government were limited to the maintenance of the 

Serail the Janissaties and local militia and of the few 

civil officials in the provinces. No expenditure was 

made or contemplated for public works# health or educa- 

tion and therefore no considerable revenue was required 

to meet the limited government expenditure., 

Now that the Province of Iraq had finally fallen 

under direct Turkish rulev the governors had to send the 

maximum amount of revenue that they could collect to the 

capital of the Mpire in order to prove to their Sultan 

their loyalty and efficiency and pay additional but no 

less considerable sums in bribes and gifts to their 

patrons in Constantinople to Insure their continuance in 

office, Thus according to Shihalp Namiq Pashap the 

governor of Baghdad in the sixties used to send "each 

month several mules loaded with silver to Constantinople" 

and Sultan Abdul-Aziz used this money in the building 

of another palace which bore the name of the Kiosque of 

Baghdad. 2 

ýij 0- cit-P P. 58* 
2 

Aid. 
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Furthermore the expenditure on the local administra- 
tion has considerably increased in relation to what it was 
during the Mamluk Period. Although educationt health and 

public works had not yet become regular items in the local 

budgets, yet there was a larger army and a greater number 

of civil servants to supporte 

On the other handt as theeconomic productivity and 

therefore the taxable capacity of the country were at a 

standstill if not actually diminishing through the tragic 

and abortive policy of forcible detribalizationp additional 

taxation were prone to have extremely adverse effects on 

the state of prosperity and therefore settlement and 

security in the country, Yet# In order to meet the 

heavier expenditure and secure a surplus for dispatch to 

Istanbulp additional taxation was inescapable. Thus it 

came about as Mr. Johnston the British Vic"onsul in 

Basrah put in 18661 that 

"the endeavoul- of each individual governor is 
not that the r*venue payer shall receive any 
lasting benefit from his administration# but 
that he shall find and suggest some alteration 
which will show some Immediate though transient 
addition to the revenue which# however detri- 
mental in Its after-effects will serve to bring 
him into note. " 

As a result of this policyt the industrial and com- 

meroial activities in the few towns then in existanoe 

were burdened with several cumbersome taxes and tolls# 

(i) Consular Reportst op. cit. 1867v LXVII, p. 264. 
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some of which as the taxes on the sale of corn and 
fruits in the towns and the tolls on Internal transport 

directly aff coted the agricultural producer while the 
I others affected him Indirectly as a consumer 

As an illustration of these cumbersome taxesp a 
list is given below of the exactions levied by the 
Pacha of Mosul and the amount of revenue derived from 
each tax in the year 1341. It is reproduced from 
Chesney (Expeditionp op. cit. . Vol. Ilt p. 672) who 
commented that they were "besides the ordinary taxes", 
Preeiimably the latter were the tithe, the Virghi and 
the Yharaj (leviable on non-Muslimal 

Name of Tax 
General stamps on goods 
Tax on Indigo dyeinge printing 

Revenug. 
-inPa. 

in 1841 
2509000 

and bleaching 
Tax on building of rafts 
Tax on the sale of yarn 
Ferry tolls 
Tolls on public weighing 
Duty on auctioneers 
Duty on corn 
Tax on precious metals 
Duty on copper# butchers' meat# oile 

Sweatmeatp candles and 
roasting of "kabab" 

Tax on dried fruits 
Tolls on load$ 6ntering the towns 
Tax on water melon gardens 
Tax on other gardens 
Tax on the sale and keeping of cows 
Tax on flocks of cheep by counting 

herds 
-"Isnaf" or "Corporation Tait" 

Uonopoly on the sale oft 
Tobacco 
soap 
Coffee 
Salt 
Charcoal 

Exactions from Mohammadens at the 

2529000 
501000 
24#000 
iopooo 
30POOO 

99000 
i0omooo 
20pOOO 

209tOOO 
20vOOO 

3009000 
13#000 
150000 
lotooo 

300#000 
ito5otooo 

24. it 500 
350tOOO 
27#000 
209000 
27#000 

New Year 6o. ooo 
Total Piastres 3095P500 

or about Z32pOOO 
"Previous to 1841 "t Chesney adds# "there was only 

a small tax levied on Isnaf under the name of 
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in the country districts of the Irrigation Zones 

an example of the ruinous rise of taxation can be provi- 

ded by the steep rise of the rate of the tithe on agri- 

cultural crops grown in mulk lands which took place in 

1866 as was already referred to above, The increase# 

howeverp of the burden of taxation in these districts 

has mostly taken the form of more strict collection of 

the existina taxes rather than by raising the theoretical 

rate of revenue demand, Indeed the rate of the tithe 

leviable during the Hamluk Period had been probably as 

high as it was during this period* At the beginning of 

the Nineteenth Century according to Rousseau 
19 

the revenue 

demand was mostly at the rate of from 20% to 30% of the 

gross produce. The difference however lies in the fact 

that the Mamluks were at no tine able to effect full 

payment of the theoretical demand. Indeed so far from 

exacting tribute from the stronger tribal confederations, 

the Mamluks themselves had often to pay these tribes in 

order to secure their obedience or get their military 

aid against their enemies. According to Rousseau2 "the 

Central (Mamluk) Government paid Ps. 100#000 annually to 

"ibes or Zobai (most-probably Zubeid) and the tribes of && 

"Ballan" which was due on Mohammadens only* "Again 
the Kharajq (levied on Jews and Christians) according 
to the same writer was fixed by the Porte at PsaiiOPOOO 
but the Pasha levies it at Ps. 200#000, "He also ex- 
acts Ps, 40 on every loaded camel leaving the town*" 

at. P. 673. 
(1)(OpBec rl tion Du Pashallq Du Baghdad par M, o, [Rous: 

(eau 
Paris 1809, P. 65. 

(2) op. c1l. p. 43. Chesney Exped. Vol. T. p. lio. 
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Huntafig to defcnd 11aarah from the Wahhabis. " According 

to Chesney I the Ijuntaf ig sheikh marched to defend Baghdad 

durinj the later days of the Uamluks and received jOpOOO X. 

The Turks of the now regime# on the other hand# were 

more in need of revenue and far stronger to effect pay. 

ment of it in cuch amounts which gradually approached 

the otate's full theoretical share in the product of the 

land as the central administration gradually gained 

strength. Various methods were employed to obtain the 

maximum am, 3unt from the tribes. one way was the employment 

of tribal chiefs no the tax-rarmers not only in their own 

diraho but also in the dirahs of other entirely distinct 

tribes. For instance the appointment In 1849 of the 

chief of the Muntafig as the tax-farmer for the tribe of 

Beni Lam already referred to above was an attempt not only 

to undermine the authority of the chief of Bani Lam among 

their tribosmen but also to gain a much higher revenue 

demand. Because the chief of the Muntaf ig was in a far 

better po3ition to assess the actual area under cultiva- 

tion and the amount of the crop produced than the govern- 

ment could ever hope to do so by other meanso He was 

also in a better position than the government would have 

(1) IbM 
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been to effect payment of the full assessment by means 

if need be of his own armed forces as well as those of 

the goverment. This arrangement was naturally strongly 

resisted by the tribe of Beni Lam. In the same year# the 

chief of the Zsubeid# Sheikh Wradi was appointed as a tax- 

farmer in the Hindiyyay area, This again prompted an 

immediate revolt by the Hindiy7ah tribesmen against 

Wadi's "pitiless collection"'t and the arrangement had 

finally to be dropped. 

Another method was the capture and detainment of 

the nearest relative to the prominent head of the tribe 

as a security for payment of the government demand. An 

example of this practice is provided by Chesney. He re- 

lated an incident taking place in the thirties to the 

effect that the son of the Sheikh of the Bordenep which 

according to him was a tribal community near Hit,, was 

detained in Baghdad ao a security for 30#000 piastres 
2 due to the government on account of the land revenue 

Still another and more usual way was the direot use 

of Turkish armed forces to enforce payment., As these 

armed forces grew during this period the amount of 

exactions grew with ito so that by the sixties at the 

ýiý Longriggs op. cite p, 291, 
2 Narrative# op, cite ps 81. These are of course Albu. 

rzedinif a Scction of the Du2aim tribes, 
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reign of Namiq Pashap Shiha could state that "all taxes 

were regularly paid, "I 

The heaviest burden naturally fall on the weaker and 

more accessible tribesmen. The greater tribes very often 

managed to evade Payment of the fall government demand 

either by grossly understating the amount of crop grown 

or even by redurrent armed "sistancep which very often 

ended in a compromise as the Turkish armed forces though 

they had become increasingly more powerful# had never 

attained during this period a strength which was equal to 

their task2. This put tribal life at an economic advantage 

at the expense of settled life, 

Furthermore# it was one of the greatest hindrances 

to settlement and cultivation in so far as it made stock 

breeding far more profitable not only because the rate 

of taxation was far lower in proportion being a fixed 

charge per head which represented only ten per cent of the 

value of the animal3p but also because the occupation of 

stock-breeding in Iraq generally meant a mobile nomadic 

life not attached to a particular area and therefore less 

liable to government control and seizure as the crop was. 

op. cit. P. 58. 
Longriggo op, cit. p. 290, 
Report on The Financial Condition of Turkey$ op, cit. 

p. 6. This tax was levied on livestock such as sheepp 
goatsp cows and butfaloest which are not used for 
draught or as beasts of burden, The tax was farmed 
(ibid) and levied by the famer according to the nmber 
of heads. 
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Economic-Pointers 

We have seen how economic factors have worked to 

keep the country at a very low stage of development and 

have prevented the extension of cultivation and the 

settlement of the bribes. It is thought useful especially 

for purposes of comparison with the next period# to give 

an indication by figures# wherever possible# of the actual 

state of the economic conditions of the country during 

this period. 

Unfortunately figures for agricultural production for 

this period do not exist. Revenue figures are vague and 

deficient' and do not serve our purpose. As economic 

(i) All we have In the form of revenue figures daring 
this period are the following: 

Rousseau (op. cit. P. 31) In the first decade of the 
Nineteenth Century stated that the total government 
revenue of lraý was 7j million piastres. These included 
receipts from customaq ordinary taxesp produce of farmst 
annual contributions from governors and vassals# tri- 
butes from tribes and casual receipts". 

Chesney (Expedition# opo cit. t 1119 p. 107)p in the 
Thirties# on the other hand# reported that the revenue 
of Mesopotamiat which included both the north and the 
south of 1raqv amounted to 12-j million dollars (Sic. 
Probably piastres) which consisted of four millions 
received from taxes on grain# Ij million on dates# 
votton and house rents, 31 millions on animal tax and 
3, 'w millions from nephtha, 

Figures for later years of this period are only ob- 
tainable for the EYalet of Mosul# for which we have two 
zets of figures one dated 1841 and reported by Chesney$ 
making a total Of over three million piastres besides 
the "ordinary" taxes; and one reported by the Vice-consul 
of Mosul and dated 1874.9 which totalled about 71 million 
piastres including the ordinary taxes (Consular Reportme 
op. cit. 9 1878-79P LXXjjp p, 244), For the Eyalets of 
Baghdad and Baerah no corresponding figures exist unti3 
1890 when Tuitet aave thAm for that These latter 
figures wi 1e used In the next chaýtgrr: 
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pointers two kinds of figures are therefore left to usp 

namely the estimates of population and the returns of 

the export and import trade of the country. 

(i) Estimates-of Population, 

For the purpose of obtaining a rough estimate of the 

size of the population during this periodo three sources 

are used: a list of the tribes and their population given 

by Chesney in 1831', a compilation of the tribes with 

figures of their fighting man-power made by Al-Tamiml In 

IM 
2p 

and# finally# an estimate of the population of the 

Irrigation Zone made by Mr, Kemball in 18663. 

Chesney estimated the total population of the valley 

of the Euphrates and Tigris In 1831 to be about j1j milliank. 

In another part of the same work# he produced a list of 

some 130 tribes and sections of tribes with the estimated 

population of each unit against Its name5. The population 

so recorded was based on the number of households (beits) 

ý1ý Expedition# op, cit. # Vol. I.,, pp. 720-722. 
2 Al-Duraral-Fawakhir Fi Malrifat-ul Arab A-InAwakh1r, 

being an account In Arabic. crthe tribesp compiled in 
1818 by Mohammad Bassam Al-Tamimi for Mr. Richp the 
British Resident in Ireq* (USS, No. CCXLII# Catalornin 
Codicum Orientaliump U, B. pars secundap Londonip 146-). 

3 Consular Reports# Baghdad# 1867, LXVII9 p. 266. 
4 Expedition# op* cit. p Vol. 1.9 p. 114. 
5 Expeditionp op. cit-* Vol. I., pp. 720-722, 
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each tribal unit was said to have contained# allowing 

an average of 4j persons f or each household. According 

to this list# iOl tribes had a total population of 

2,818.866; while the population of the other 29 tribes 

was not mentioned as they were apparently unobtainable. 

Their number would no doubt bring up the tribal population 

to over three million souls leaving rather less than half 

a million for the town and other non-tribal population. 

Unfortunatelyp Chesney does not give the locality 

of most of these tribes either in the list or elsewhere 

In his voluninous work. Neverthelesso there is ample 

evidence to support the belief that Chesney included in 

the Valley of the Euphrates and Tigris not only the 

Irrigation and Rainfall Zones of Iraq but also that part 

of the Uiddle Euphrates which Is now within the boundary 

of Syria, the Valley of the Karun now in Persiao the 

Eastern Shores of the Persian Gulf and some parts of the 

Western Desert. This can be gathered from the names of 

some of the tribal units Included In the list# Thust for 

instanoeo he Included the whole tribe of Anizah (the 

population of which he estimated at 144#000) and Tribe 

of "Beni Khalid of Palmyia"t (with a pope of 56#000) and 

several tribes in the Valley of the Khabur and the Uiddle 

Euphrates. He also included in his list the tribes of 

"Beni Khalid of Zubeir" (pop. t 168tooo) which according 
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to Al-Tamimi p mostly occupied the Eastern Shores of the 

Persian Gulf and particularly the region of Al-Hasa and 

only a small part of which was in Zubeir. Again# he also 

included such tribes as Al-Kethir (pop. 30#000) and 

Bawiyyah (pop, 14#000) which according to Al-Tamimi lived 

east of the Tigris and Shatt-al-Arab respectively and 

were both under Persian Dominion 20 

Not all the tribes mentioned in the list are however 

capable of such identification without a thorough know- 

ledge of the tribal map during this period not only with- 

in Iraq but also outside 1t9 especially as such identi- 

fication was made even more difficult by the fact that 

Chesney was content in some cases to mention only the 

names of their sheikhs inateadof the names of the tribes 

themselves, Of these unidentifiable tribes there were 

some 14 large units (of over 200000) with a total popula- 

tion of j, j94, O0O3* These must be presumed to be either 

outside the boundary of Iraq or# alternatively they were 

misnomers for tribes already included in the listp because# 

i Al-Tamimi# op. cit. 
2 Ibid, 
3 These tribes were put down in the list under the 

following names: Alayet Hochir (111. pop. 350#000)p 
Gubeih pop. i4OvOOO) Sheikhibn Shahlan (J12gooo)t 
Fadhan 

ý120#000)# 
Sabhah (1120000) Masiblek Sheikh ibn 

Gish (sio, pope 98tOOO)p Sheikh Mihsin (pop. 56,000)t 
Al-Rui7t-(sic. pop. # 56,000) Hut Chman (LU. pop,. 
426000) Sheikh ibn Gayyar 1280000)pSheikh Somer 
(2 0000 Hadring (26g6oo)p Shogy Sho (gig* popet 
22tOOO)o 
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if they were living as distinct tribal units within Iraqv 

they could not# in vidw of their strength and size# have 

failed to play an important part in the social and politi- 

cal life of the country or escape mention by other 

authorities such as Al-Tamlmi In his compilation of the 

tribes or Longrigg in his history of Iraq, 

It would therefore seem that at least a million and 

a half of the tribal population could be deduoted from 

Chesney's estimate on account of being most probably out- 

side the limits of Modern Iraq; thus placing the upper 

limtt of the total population of Iraq as not exceeding 

two millions. 

The lower limit can also be determined by another 

process of verification. Here Al-Tamimi's work is very 

helpful, Al-Tamimi gave the names and localities of 

some 41 tribal unita within the borders of Iraqj all of 

which could easily be identified, Against each name he 

gave the number of fighters (fursanp i. eot "horsemenr 

and sugmans, i. e. 8"infantryllp that the tribe had at its 

command. The- total number of fighters of all these 

tribes was 959000- Of the 41 tribes# 27 commanding 

73POOO fighters could be found in Chesney's list with a 

total population of 5859700; while the remaining fourteen 

tribes with a total of some 22#000 fighters were either 

not mentioned in Chesney's list or disguised under anothe- 
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name, Their population based on the same ratio (of the 

fighters of Al-TamIMI to the population in Chesney of the 

27 tribes mentioned in both) would add another 176#500 to 

the tribal population making a total of about 762,000, 

If Chesney's 130 tribal units Included tribes whose 

usual domicile was outside the boundaries of modern Iraq, 

Al-Tamimi's 41 tribesp on the other handp though they 

Included the most important units# presented an Incomplete 

picture by the omission of perhaps scores of smaller units 

which escaped mention. Indeed# Tamimi himself# admitted 

that his list was Incomplete by sayingp that *those which 

were left unmentioned were more than those which were 

mentioned. " 

Hence perhaps the lower limit of the purely tribal 

population may well exceed the million mark. To this 

figure we must add the population of the xurdish provinces 

and those of the towns and settled non-tribal or semi- 

tribal areas. Having in mind the estimates of Mro Kemball 

and 11, Culnet (see below)v an additional half-a-million 

for the combined population of thees, non-tribal areas would 

be probably# if anything# an undereatimato; and the total 

population of Iraq would appear to be not under one and a 

half million inhabitants* 

Thus by using the upper limit deduced from Chesney 

and the lower limit from Al-Tamimij, the population of 
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Iraq could be estimated betwean. one and a half and two 

million inhabitanto at the beginning of this period. 

In 1866, on the other hand Ure Kemball estimated the 

population of the Irrigation Zone "not to exceed 900#000 

or at most a million souls"'* He divided the population 

of the Irrigation Zone as follows: - 

Population in the Cities 2809000 
Population of the fixed peasants 16o. ooo 
Pastoral Arabs and beduins 4801000 

Total 9209000 

Unfortunately# these estimates only relate to the 

Irrigation Zone and we have no comparable figures for the 

Rainfall Zone until 1890 when Cuinet gave the population 

of that Zone to be 30002802. As the number of population 

in ihe Rainfall Zone must# If anythin4p have risen be- 

tw een 1866 and 1890 for reasons which will be shown in 

the next chapter, the population of Iraq could at most be 

about 1#300000 In the sixties of the Nineteenth Century. 

An these figures especially those relating to the 

tribal population ares however# no more than mere guesses 

and must therefore be treated with a considerable amount 

of caution. Even Mr. Kemball admitted that the figwe he 

1ý op. cit. 0 p. 266. 
2 Cuinety op* cit. # Vol. 11P P. 764. 
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gave for the "pastoral Arabs and beduins" was a mere con- 

jecture when he said that "in districts of which the 

major portion of the inhabitants are nomads# it is diffi- 

cult to form a correct judgment of their number, "' 

Yet# however incorrect they may bay they still serve 

to indicate# very broadly# a decline in the n=ber of 

population during this period which In its turn shows an 

impoverishment of the country, 

Further evidence of this decline can also be provided 
from the estimates of the town population. 

Owing to the expansion of trade by the opening of new 

communications and particularly by river steamships# one 

would expect the town population along the main routes to 

have shown a considerable rise. This was, however# not go, 

The population of Baghdad# according to BuckinghaU? 'was 

110#000 in the beginning of the Nineteenth Centuz7j in the 

thirties# according to Chasney3p it was reduced to 659000 

mostly owing to the plague and flood of 1831P and had 

only partially recovered to a population of 90#000 in the 

Sixties4** Again# according to Ghesneyp Hilla had a popu- 

lation of 609000 in the Thirties and was reduced to a 

population of 24#000 thirty years later according to 

Kemba, 15. Basrah had a population of from 45 to 50#000 in 

II op. cit. p. 266. 
2 Cf. Fraser# op. cit. p. 278. 
3 Expedition# op Vol. L P- 32. 
4 Kemballp op* olto. 

'ýt: 9266. 

5 Narrative# op. cit 9 pe 901 Kemball,, ibid, 
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the beginning of the Nineteenth Centur7 according to 

Rousseau' and 24#000 in the Thirties according to ChesneY 
2 

and only 9pOOO in the Sixties according to Kemball3. 

The towns that showed a rise in their population 

during this period were mostly in the settled districts 

of'the North; thus Uosul, with a Population of 509000 In 

this beginning of the Nineteenth Centuryp rose to 80t0OO 

in the Thirties'+# and Kirkuk with a populationcC 15POOO 

in the early Nineteenth Century# after falling to half 

that number In the Yortiesp rose again to 25#000 In the 

Sixties5. 

Of the towns in the Irrigation Zone# the population 

of which had Increased,, may be mentioned the towns of 

Diwwdyyah the population of which had risen from 4g800 

In the Thirties to 8#000 in the Sixties and Suq-01-Shuyukh 

whose inhabitants increased In the same period from 6, ooo 

to 12tOO06. The increase in the number of population of 

III Rousseau, op. cit. # P. 32. 
2 Expeditions Vol. 1. p. 60. 
3 Kemballp op. cit. 
4 Buckingham# of. Fraser# op. cit.,, P. 243; Kemball,, 

ibid, 
(5) Ainswortho Travels and Researches in Asia Minorp 

Mesopotamia# Chaldaea and Armenia (London 1842) p. 128. 
(6) Chesney# Expedition# Vol. I. # p. 67; Kemball# op* 

cit. t Frasers P, 295. 
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both these towns may be attributed to the change In the 

tribal centres of the Khazail and the Muntafig Confedera- 

tions from Lamlum and Al-Zut respeotivelyl. The Increase 

in the population of Amarah from almost nothing to 5#000 
t2 ;' 000 

inhabitants# and Qwnah from 3v 0 7*as directly due to 

river steam navigation, 

Hence in so far as the number of population can serve 

as an index for economic productivity# and if the above 

estimates of the population can be relied on# even for 

broad comparisons,, these figures reveal a general con- 

traction rather than an expansion in economic productivity 

in the Irrigation Zone and provide supporting evidence for 

the arguments set forth above* 

Of the figures given above# perhaps the most striking 

Is Mr, Kemball's estimate of 160#000 as the n=ber of 

"fixed peasants" in the Irrigation Zone, It shows how 

"limited in extent"# Indeed# was permanent cultivation 

carried out in the settled areas, Of these fixed peasantst 

it, appears that about a quarter were in the date plantations 

of the district of Shatt-el-Arab alone. Thus Mr. Johnston 

told us that in i864-t "the cultivating population of this 

district (Baerah) may number 70pOOO to 80pOOOP about half 

(1) Both Lamlum and Al-Kut, which consisted in the Thirties 
of 300 and 3#000 houses respectively have not been men- 
tioned by Kemball in the Sixties and have apparently 
declined in favour of Diwaniyyah and Suq: -al-Shuvukh 
respectively. 
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of whom attend to dates alone and the other half to 

gra in. "i 

Again# the contraction appears to haVe occurred only 

in the Irrigation Zone and can therefore be attributed at 
least in part to the policy of forcible detribalization, 

The striking increase In the population of the main towns 

of the Rainfall Zone points to a development in the 

opposite direction in that region. As these towns were 

more or less the agrarian and commercial exchanges of 

their surrounding rural distriatepthey could only have 

grown as a result of parallel growth in the wealth and 

production of the rural districts which they served. Here 

again# the arguments set forth above are vindicated and 

the Turkish attempt at liberating the peasants by abolish- 

ing the military fiefs in this region and liquidating the 

dere-begs may be said to have borne fruitj while the at- 

tempts to dissolve the tribes had adverse economic effects. 

(ii) Trade Yia=eo: - 

Another more reliable index of the agricultural 

productivity of the country are the figures of foreign 

trade,, Unfortunatelyg trade figures for Iraq only become 

available after 1864 and therefore only cover the last 

five years of this period# Prior to 1864# the customs 

(1) Circular as to Cotton cultivations, op. cit. 
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revenue of every town and district was farmed to the 

highest bidder; and this made It iMossible to acquire 
Information of the extent of trade 10 

The trade figures that exist after 1864 were obtained 

from the reports of the British Consulates at Baghdad and 
Basrah and cannot be checked by off ioial Turkish returns 

as all records of the Turkish administration in Iraq have 

either been destroyed Or carried away to Constantinople 

with the retreating Turkish army during the Great War. 

Beginning from the Turkish financial year of 1864-65 
(from the thirteenth of March to the twelfth of the 

following March)q the British Consul General in Baghdad 

and the Vice-Consul in Basrah issued annual reports con- 

taining import and export figures as they obtained them 

from the custom houses of their respective towns2* In 

the Table in Appendix IV# the trade figures of Baghdad 

and Basrah have been added together and the annual aver- 

ages were calculated for the four years between 1864-67 

and 1868-69. As the figures for the financial year 1867-68 

were not available for Basrah and only those relating to 

Baghda4L were reported# the trade for both Baghdad and 

Basrah for that year was not included in the annual 

average, The figures were rendered into English Sterling 

Xemballj, op, * cit. # pe 278. ý2, i 
These reports were published in Bre State Papers# 

Commercial# 1867# LXVII# pp. 267 et eqqj 1867-68, 
LXVIIIP pp. 389-4001 and 070P LXIVP PP- 389 et sqq, 
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from the original Grand Siegnor Piastres at the rate of 

110 G. S, P. for the 2stg, This was the approximate official 

rate of exchange In those yearsi. 

Apart from tho inacouracy that might have attended 

the compilation of the customs returns from which these 

figures have originally been takenp due to errorp smugg- 

ling and false declarations by tradersp which in themselves 

considerably reduce the usefulness of these figures# they 

are also Incomplete in that they do not represent the en- 

tire trade of the country. They do not include the 

country's trade going through Mosul northward to Turkey 

and westward to Aleppo and Damascus. They also do not 

include the trade of Mosul with northern Persia and Persian. 

Kurdistan, As a customs house did not exist in Mosul 

during this period It is impossible to find within reason- 

able limits of accuracy the trade figures pertaining to 

these routes, The British Vice-Consul in Mosul# however# 

(1) The actual official rate was 109k G. S. P. for the go; 
but the local rate varied from time to time and with a 
very wide margin. In 1867a the gstg. was valued in 
Baghdad at 1221 G. G. P. in Baghdad (Kemballp op. cit, 
P. 303); while in 1872 the rate In Baghdad was around 
113 G. S. P. for the Zs$g, The G*5, Po was merely a fic- 
titious unit of value and did not exist in reality; its 
value varied in relation to the Turkish Lira which was 
on the gold standard) as well as In relation to foreign 
currencies although it was officially considered 1/100 
of the Turkish go 
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made in 1878p a rough estimate# based on information 

received from the leading merchants of Uosuls of the Im- 

port and export trade of that town during the f ive years 

from 1874 to 1878 1. These f igures, however# relate to 

quantities and do not give, the value of the trade. Accord- 

ing to this reports exports from Mosul to Aleppo were 

composed of four items (withy no doubts others which were 

too small to be montioned) namely sheep which amounted to 

an average of 80,000 heads per annump wool averaging 

3,688 kantars a years gall nuts with an average of 456 

kantars a year and finally silk averaging 809 bundles per 

annurp. If we compute the quantities of the first three 

items on the basis of their ruling prices in Baghdad dur- 

ing the same period which were about 7/9 per sheep# 

Z2-3-4 per kantar of wool and Z2*iO. O per kantar of galls, 

the export value of these three items would be as follows: 

Sheep . *. * .... * Z27#000 
Cool 6*006.640 79 859- 
Galls a ........ 1.140 

Total Z35#999 

The value of silk cannot be obtained as the weight of 

the bundles in which it was expressed cannot at present be 

ascertained, 

Consular Reports# Mosul# (1878-79)p LXXII# pp. 240 
et sqq. 
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Exports to Asia Minort according to this reportt were 

mostly composed of goods made in Mosul or Baghdad such as 

the lappets and calicoes of Mosul and the silk wares of 

Baghdad# together with foreign goods in transit. In view 

of the fact that they were not stated in standardized 

units their total value cannot be computed. The export 

trade on this route cannotp howevers have been very con- 

siderable as in 1890 more than two decades later, it wast 

according to Cuinet only 210#350 while goods in transit 

to Turkey in the same year totalled ZlOtBOO. 

Of the exports to Persia from Mosult the report men- 

tioned only three items namely an average of 2#770 sheep 

skins worth in all Z64-5-0 at the Baghdad price of about 

6d per skint 4020 fox skins and 16 loads (7) of boots, 

As to imports from Aleppo and Asia Minort it is even 

more difficult to form an opinion as these goods were 

mentioned in the report not according to the route they 

came through but according to their country of origin; 

thus goods that were imported from Europe via Basrah were 

Included with those which were Imported via Aleppo and 

Turkey* The imports of Syrian origin were mainly soaps 

head showlsp rope# twine and the like. Those of Turkish 

(i) op. cit-t Vol. IIIt P. 72. 
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origin included silk# hazel nuts# gold thread etc. Nearly 

all these imports were not agricultural products and would 

therefore not affect the argument presented below. 

The trade bqtween Baghdad and Damascus was necessari- 

ly limited by the cost of transport charges across 500-600 

miles of desertt to small but valuable goods which would 

exclude agbloultural products. 

The first striking point regarding the trade figures 

of Baghdad and Basrah Is their small amounts. The com- 

bined total of net imports and net exports is only about 

Z648#000 and would certainly not exceed C-750#000 if we 

were to include the trade of Mosul with it. If the popu- 
lation of Iraq is assumed to be about 193009000 the total 

trade of the country would represent about 11/6 per head 

of the population per annum. This reveals the extent to 

which the nation was living under primitive conditions 

of production and exchange, 
Secondly# these figures reveal a considerable excess 

of imports over exports* This exceedingly unfavourable 

balance of trade was no doubt offset by invisible ex- 

portop the most important Of Which was the large amount 

annually spent in Iraq by the thousands of Persian and 

Indian pilgrims to the holy cities# the recurring receipts 

of funds and contributions from Muslim countries for the 

support of the various religious foundationsp and# 
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finallyg the sale of provisions to the Beduins of Arabia 

who freely entered Iraq from the western Desert for this 

pu. rpose at a certain season every year, The f eeding of 

the scores of thousands of pilgrims' during their long 

journey (with the extremely slow communication of this 

period) and long domicile in Iraq# and the provisioning 

of the beduins of Northern Arabia may therefore be con- 

sidered an addition to the net export of food stuff a in- 

cluding datess meat and cereals from Ikaq. 

Thirdly# the most important points revealed by these 

f igures which are directly relevant to product IvitY con- 

oerns the details of the export items and their relative 

proportions, If we add the figures of the agricultural 

goodd exported from Uosul to Aleppo and Persiap to the 
in Appendix IV 

net exports mentioned in t ýdblq/,, we "get the following 

revised table of net exports: 

Table No. 

Revised Table of the Average Annual ifet Exports 
of Iraq during 1864-1869 

Commodity Net Export Percentaae 
z % 

Dates 7191+33 51.3 
Live Stock 289001 
Wool and Hair 28,893 43.0 
Hides and skins 3#083 
Gall nuts 3v1+74- 2,5 
Seeds 99 0.1 
Other 4*362 

- 
3.1 

Total 139P351 100.0 

In 19059 the Persian pilgrims to the holy cities 
were estimated to be no less than 959000 (Peace Hand- 
books# F. Ot Londont i, 920v No. 63# Mesopotamia. p, 45* 
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Three significant observations can be made regarding 

these figures: The apparent absence of grain exportp the 

preponderance of dates and the importance of animal produce 

as against agricultural crops, 

So far from being a grain exporting country as her 

natural fertilityt her pocition in the post and her im- 

mense potentialities would warrant# Iraq in this period 

wasp according to these figures# importing more grainihan 

she was exporting. Whereas the value of her grain imports 

averaged about 911#000p her grain exports were only valued 

at a little over Z50000p so that her net trade showed an 

import of about ie6joOO worth of wheat# barley and rice. 

Only In seeds was there a meagre net export of Z99 ! 

These figurec are# however misleading in so far as 

the export of grain was concerned. Apart from the f eeding 

of the pilgrims and the provisioning of the beduinst a' 

considerable quantity of grain was annually exported from 

Iraq during this period# by the government to provision 

the troops in Jiddah and other Red Sea ports. Thus no 

less than 60000 tons of grain were sent by the Turks in 

1864. -65 and i0j, 000 tons in 1865-66 for that purpose The 

corresponding figures for 1866-67 were 69000 tons of wheat 

and 4., 100 tons of barley and rice 
2A 

and there seems to be 

ýlj Kemballp op. cit. 
2 Consular Reports# Basra# 1867-8P LIMIX Pi- 397. 
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no doubt that comparable tonnage was sent in the next 

few years 

It would therefore be more correct to say that the 

dispatch of about lOpOOO tons of grain left the country 

short of food and her supplies of grain had to be aupple- 

mented by imports from Persia to the extent of perhaps 

over a thousand tons annually. 

When It is remembered that in recent years (1929-39) 

an average of over 200#000 tons of grain were exported 

with only from one tenth to one fifth of the total arable 

area in Iraq actually under the plougO and with about 

three times the number of population to feed at homes it 

could then be fully appreciated how barren and undeveloped 

the country was during this period, 

Of all agricultural crops only dates give a clue 

to the settled$ as distinct from the pastoral nature of 

the country. The biggest date producing area was that 

situated on both banks of Shatt-al-Arab almost along its 

whole length, The average production in this area alone 

was estimated in the Sixties to be about 30#000 tons 

ý1ý Op. cit. Baghdads 1874P LXVIIP P. 304. 
2 Supra pp-47-8. The total cultivable area is estimated 

in 1930 by Sir Ernest Dowson (op. cit. p. ii) to be 
about 920000 square kilometres of which from one fifth 
to one tenth was actaally under the plough at any 
season (ibid)o 
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per annumi of which probably about 7#000 tons were ex- 

ported. 
2 Considerable SMOunte of dRtes were also produced 

M In 18660 the total production in this area was 
estimated at 33,000 tons (Consular Reports# Basrah# 
i867p LXVIIp P. 393). In 1867, it was estimated at 
"300000 tons or less" (op. cit., 1867-68, LXVIII). in 
1869, it was only about 25POOO tonsl and 1870 rather 
less (op. cit. 9,1872t LMI). 

(2) As only the value of dates exported was mentioned in 
this period, it is not possible to state the exact 
quantities of this export. We know# however# the aver- 
age prices for the different qualities of dates pre- 
vailing in the market in this period (see Cons, Reports 
for Basrah from 1864-69 op. cit. )v and we can therefore 
calculate the approximate quantities from these values. 
There are actually scores of different types of dates 
grown in Iraq# of which mainly three types are known in 
the foreign marketsv namelyp Hallawis KhRdhrawi and 
Sayir, The last-mentioned name relates to "otHer" kinds 
of dates of which no less than 36 kinds are exported 
under that name. The average price of the Hallawi and 
the Khadhrawl (which usually had the same price in this 
period) was about L26 per big karah (5#550 lbs)p while 
the average price of Oayir was about 220 per big karah. 
If the dates exported were all of the first quality# 
their export value of 01P433 represents 2p7O9 karahs 
or 6#763 tons; if it was all Sayirp the export would be 
3P247 karahs or 8tii8 tons. These figures are checked 
by later exports which were as followst- 1879 .. 6#718 
tons, 1880 ... 6,747 tons; 1881 ... 5,739 tons; 1882... 
11.868 tons (Cons* Reports# Basrahp 1884-859 LXXIX# 
p. 631). 

The statement of Mr. Johnston# the Br. Vice-Consul 
to Bacrah in his report for the years 1864-66 to the 
effect that 33#000 tons of dates were produced "in 
ordinary years of which half is exported and half con- 
sumed in the interior" although it may well be correct 
In the matter of production ic very far beyond the mark 
in the estimate of export. This error may have been 
co=Itted due to the confusing units in which the dates 
are expressed. Actually., there were two kinds of karas; 
a big karah equivalent to 5550 lbs. ty which dates are 
sold in the local market and a small karah equivalent 
to half a big karah by which the dates were stated in 
the export figures, It seems almost certain that 
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around Baghdad# Baqubahp Hilla and along the Huseiniyyah 

Canal as well as in the Lower Euphrates region in the 

Muntafig Area. Mr, Johnston estimated the produýtion of 

phrates alone to be about 2)+9000 dates in the lower Eu 
12 tons in 066 This however# seems to be an over-estimate 

The crop raised in these areas was very largely used for 

local consumption and for provisioning the beduins, 

Apart from dates which constituted over half of the 

net exports of the country and the cultivation Of which 

was limited to a small area# livestock products which 

constituted another 43% of the total exports may be con- 

sidered the staple export produce of the major part of 

the country and reflect its pastoral character during 

this period, of these livestock products# wool takes the 

most predominant part; of that commodity an average of 

about 7#000 bales (of 3 cwto each) worth L30#000 were ex- 

ported annually during this period against which only about 
3 

130 bales worth L565 were importdd from Persia 0 

Mr. Johnston rendered the quantities exported (which 
were actually expressed In small karahs) into tons on 
the assumption that they were expressed in big karahs, 
That led him to estimate the exports in double what 
they actually were. If that was true# the exports were 
about 8#000 tons aacordinj to his estimate, 

i Ibid. 
2 See footnote No. l. 
3 Of these 7#000 bales# about 5,150 were exported 

through Basrah and the remainder through Aleppo and 
Alexandretta. 
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The acport of sheep across the desert to Alcppo and 

Damascus as alread. 7 referred to above amounted to as 

much as 80#000 hends worth MOM About one tenth of 
the latter f igure can be considered as re-exports as it 

repre3ento the valuo of cheep annual3,7 imported from 

Percia. No export of sheep and goats were made from 

Bacrahp lut horses, beginninZ from the year 1866 were 

exported to India at an increasing rate. Whereas during 

the financial year 1366-7 only 9 horses (worth 19000 

piastres each) were exported, this number rose to 317 

horses in the next year and 562 in 1868-69. 

The third Item of animal produce was hides and skins 

to the average value of about Z3,000 a years Hair and 

ghCe show a shortage rather than a surplus as their im- 

portation from Persia exceeded their exportation. 

The final remark to be t., iado about these figures is 

tho considerable amounts of tobacco and cotton imported 

from Persia presumably for home consumption as no 

corresponding exports of these commoditle3 appear in the 

groas export flZures of Baghdad and Basrah, The misguided 

co=ercial policy Xxi the heavy taxation on home-grown 

tobacco end the precarious supply of water in the late 

summer months -when cotton is in most need of irrigation 

seem to have made the country unable even to satisfy its 

modest demands for home consumption of these commodities 
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instead of showing as its potentialities warranted# a 

considerable surplus in theau 

The extremely impoverished state of the country 

during this period can perhaps be more appreciated if 

It is studied in conjunction with the corresponding facts 

and figures of the latter Rineteenth Century* This will 

be shown In the next chapter, 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE PERIOD OF EXPANSION 

1869-194 

1. Phases of Expansion 

This period in characterized by a remarkable expan- 

sion In almost all phases of economic activity. This Is 

shown by the expansion In tradev In the area under culti- 

vationp In the revenue receipts and In the number of popu- 

lation. It Is here proposed to give a series of figures 

to serve as a broad indication of this expansion* A warn- 

Ing Isp however, necessary at the outset* These figuresj, 

apart from inaccuracies that may have cropped up in their 

corVilation, are mostly Incomplete and In some cases no 

more than mere guesses; they are Siven here not to measure 

this expansion in exact termsp but rather to illustrate 

Its nature In broad terms, 

The most striking expansion has taken place In the 

export trade which Itself Indicates p general advance in 

production, As will be seen In the table 110.7 belowly 

the total annual value of gross exports rose from an 

average of nearly 0.200#000 for the five years ending In 

(1) See also table of gross exports and imports for Basra 

iyý? 
ndix V and their graphic representation opposite in A 

p. 4 
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1869 to an average of Zlp280tO0O for the five years end- 
Ing In 1892 and 92,223,633 for the five years endirig in 

19121k 

Table No* 7 

MANSION IN THE EXPORT TRADE OF IRAQ 

during the period 1864-19le 

Commodity: 1864-69 
z% 

55014 27-6 
71P433 35-6 
64#422 32-2 
9p3i6 4-6 

1888-92 
P. % 

318#968 24*9 
310 " 276 24-3 
457t650 3507 
193#714 15-1 

1908-12 
z% 

935o"5 42-6 
430p293 19-3 
479Y243 21*1 
378,652 17#0 

Grain3 
Datea 
Anlmaý Produce4 
Other 

20OP305 10000 lo280,608 100-0 2j, 223,633 100-0 

(1) The year 1913 was not included in this and other tables 
Of trade In this section owing to the economic disloca- 
tion occasioned by the Balkan ware. The figures for 
1 913 are however given in the tables in the Appendices. 

(2) For the details of the column relating to 1864-9v see 
Appendix IV. on those figures were added a am of 
Z50#000 as the estimated value of 10#000 tons of grain 
annually exported to provision the Turkish troops in 
Jiddah, as well as Z35p999 for sheepj wool and galls 
exported to Syria from Mosul (supra pe 344) for the other 
two periods, the figures were obtained from British 
Consular reports for the trade of Basra for relevant 
years, and an average was made of them, To these 
figures of Basra a sun of Z52#000 was added on the 
animal produce of the period 1888-92 to represent the 
value of sheep exported from Mosul to Syria; the esti- 
mate Is obtained from Cuinet (op, cit. vol. Ilt p., 800j: 
vol* III, p*72)o Similarly, to the figures of 1908- 
1912 was added a sum of 9779750 as the average value of 
sheep and cattle exported to Syria from Mosul (Consular 
Reportes opocit*v Mosul, 1912, No. 4885 and 19139 Koo 
5055). 

(3) This includes wheat# barleyp rice and paddyp sesame and 
seeds, I 

(4) This includes not only wool but also goat and camel- 
hairt hidest skins# Shee and live animals especially 
horses and sheep. 

(5) A large part of this is made of goods of Persian origir 
in transit or re-exported through Basra* Thus for 

/instance 
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These figures,, howeverp need two qualifications: on 

the one hand, they are incom plete an they only relate to 

exports through the Port of Bacral they do not Include over- 

land trade to Persiag Turkey and some minor 00modities 

to Syrial. The bulk of export trade was however made by 

sea through Basra and goods of native origin which were 

exported by other routes were relatively small. 

Secondly, these fienres represent gross exports,, i., e, 

they Include goods In transit and re-exports. It Is very 

difficult to assess accurately the not exports as transit 

and re-export trade was not shown separately In the returns 

of this period. The bulk of both transit and re-export 

trade was made of goods of Persian origin destined to 

Europe* Now the ayerage Import trade from Persia during 

the corresponding three periods were Z178t6oo in 1864-69, 

C185#800 in 1888-92 and Z268,263 in 1908-122, No doubt a 

instance In 1888-92y a sum of Z49,046 out of the 9193#714 
of this Item was the value of opium and carpets alone 
which were exported through Basra and both of which were 
almost entirely of Persian origin. The corresponding 
figures for the period 1908-1912 was Z174#493 out of 
, C378,652* Other goods ouch as gums# silk etcot also 
included In this item are partly persian. 

(1) With the exception of the export of live animals which 
are Included in these figures as stated in detail in 
footnote no. (2) above* 

(2) The figure for the period 1864-69 Is from the Consular 
Reports of Baghdad and Basra (op. oit., 1867# LXVIIp 
pp. 268 and 293; 1867-68# LXVIII# Pp. 390 and 396; 1870# 
LXIVP pp. 391-392); that for 1888-1892 is from Cuinetp 
oP. cit. vol. IIIs p. 80; while that for 1908-12 is an 
average calculated for the imports from Persia as report- 
ed in the Peace-Handbookt F, O,, 1920t No. 63# mesopotamia- 
P. 109. 
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great part of these Persian Imports especially in 1864. -69# 

wore consumed in Iraq and only a portion of them were re- 

exported. An examination of the items for the period 
1864-69 shows that perhaps about VOvOO0 worth of goods 
imported from Persia were actually re-exported, In the 

periods 1888-92 and 1909-13 probably the greater part of 
these imports were re-exportedl. Even so the total imports 

from Persia during the last two periods are relatively 

small compared with the total exports of Iraq and even if 

we Outire3, v exclude them from the export trade as being 

wholly goods in transit, the rate of expansion winnot 

be materially altered. 

On examination of the =in Items of exporto It win 

be seen that the expansion in the export of grain has been 

most marked., This item jurVed up from third place in the 

exports of Iraq in the period 1864-69 to first place In, 

1908-12g having multiplied In value about seventeen times 

In half a centary* Whereas In the sixties only from six 

(1) Thus for Instance in 1880-92 an average of V*9046 
was the value of opium (937j, 376) and carpets (Z13#670) 
which appear as exports from Basra and both of which 
were almost entirely of Persian origin. The corres- 
ponding figures for 1908-12 were Z112v02O for opium 
and 9,62o473 for carpets making a t6tal of 074#493, 
Other goods such as gums and silk also appearing In 
the exports from Basra are partly of Persian origin* 
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thousand to ten thousand tons of grain were exported to 

provision the Turkish troops In Jiddahl, and that amount 
left the country short of grain so that supplies for local 

consumption had to be supplemented by imports from Persia% 

In the early seventies grain began to be exported to India 

and Europe in addition to provisioning the Turkish troops 

in the Ports of the Red Sea with practically no recourse 

to Persian graino 

Thus In addition to exports to Jiddah which continued 

In the seventies2,1650 tons of grain were exported directly 

to Ensland in the financial year 1869-703. In 1873,, the 

tonnage of grain so exported rose to 7360 tons'* and con- 

tinUed at an Increasing rate throughout the seventies and 

eighties with the exception of the years 1878-188OP when 

the Turko-Russian war and the dislocation which took place 

after It Imposed a temporary halt. By the period 1888-92j, 

an average of 64,602 tons of grain were exported through 

Basra and by 1908-12 this average rose to 121#632 tons per 

annume 

1 supra, pp. 348-9. 
2 Consular Reports# opscit, Baghdad, 1874# LXVIIP P, 304 

and 1875, LXVIIP P 1711- 
13ý Op. cito# Basra, 

1870P LXIVP po 391* 
4 Opocit. v Basras 18749 LXVII# p. 865. Of these# 1730 

tons were wheatp 771 tons were barley. 3p295 tons were 
rice# 1#465 were paddy and 100 tons were maizea 
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In the table No, 8 below,, the actual tonnage of grain 

exported In the year 18731 is compared with the quinquennial 

averages for the yoars 1888-92 and 1909-13. 

Table Noo 8i 

ANNUAL GRAIN TONNAGE EXPORTED FROM BASRA 

during the period 1864-1913 

In tons 
1873 1888-9 1908-12 

Wheat 1#725 260934 18459 
Barley 771 25#966 59pO86 
Rice and Paddy 4#760 5p125 27#351 
Seeds 100 5#823 17,9015 
sesame 749 721 

Total 7#356 6j+ 0 602 121p632 
Provision of the 

Turkish Troops 10,0000 - 
Grand Total 17#356 640602 121,632 

These figures,, however# conceal the fact that owing 

to t1le gt: L, 13. Imperfect condition of the Irrigation system 

the actual tonnage exported had aotual3, v fluctuated within 

very wide limits from year to year# Thus whereas over 

17#000 tons were exported in 1873P only four years later 

the country was reported to be suffering from shortage of 

food and prices of., grain soared so high as to make the 

This Is the earliest year in which details of the 
tonnage of grain exported from Basra were reported 
classified according to the various kimb of cereals. 
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population apprehensive of faminalt In fact, conditions 

were so serious as to prompt the administration to place 

an embargo In the Wilayet of Baghdad on the export of all 

kinds of edible produote including grain and datG82 0 

Again, v whereas In 1885 no less than 13,, 835 tons of 

grain were exported from the Wilayet of Baghdad alone via 

the Port of Basrav two years later in 1887,, the yield of 

grain was Insufficient for exportation3. In the succeeding 

season i8t835 tons of grain were exported from Basra* 

From 1888 onwards the export of grain became a perma- 

nent feature In the export trade of Iraqi but It continued 

to fluctuate widely, The tables in Appendices VI and VII 

give the annual tonnage and value of grain exported in the 

period between 1888 and 1913- It will be seen in those 

tables that whereas grain tonnage exported from Basra rose 

over 100#000 tons in nine out of the 26 years in questiont 

It fell below 50pOOO tons In six years while it ranged 

between 50#000 and iOOpOOO tons In the remaining eleven 

years. The annual fluctuations in the total value of grain 

(1) in his report for the year 1877 (1878# LxXIV# p. 717)t 
the British Consul in Baghdad wrote that there was a 
riot in consequence of the export of grain to Indias 
The rioters plundered seven boats of grain which Vere 
Intended for export* The price of grain rose about 50% 
(ibid. ). This shortage continued in the succeeding Year 
and the tribes were restless. (1878-79, LXXIIp p, 225). 

J2ý Consular Reportsijaghdad, 1878-79# LXIIw p. 225. 
3 Op. oitov Basrap 88, CIII. 
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exported from Basra is also illustrated in the graph I 

opposite p. 467. 

Of the various grain crops, the export of barley 

shows the most spectacular expansion. Wheat, after show- 

Ing a general increase In the ten years between 1888 and 

1896, suddenly dropped never to recover again to the record 

level of the early nineties. The explanation perhaps lies 

not only In the Increase of local consumption of wheat 

owing to the rise of populationt but mainly beoaUse 

Iraqlan wheat was of an inferior quality and could not 

coupete with the flood of cheaper and better-quality wheat 

which was produced at Increasing quantities in the Balkans,, 

Russia and North Americas Barley# on the other handj, was 

of an excellent quality and found ready markets abroad. 

Hence Whereas wheat still remained the staple crop In the 

Rainfall Zone because a hard variety could be grown there,, 

the soft wheat that was grown in the Irrigation Zone 

gradually gave way to barley so that by the twentieth 

century the area under barley in this Zone was about tWO 

to three tiAms as large as that under wheat. 

The rise shown in the export of rioe and paddY (rioe 

In Its husks) was relatively recent and dates back to 1906. 

before that year# the export of rice rarely exceeded 59000 

tons per annum. The sudden Increase after that date owes 

its origin to extensive land development especially in the 
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district of Amarav carried out under the auspices of the 

administration of the Civil List which owned large tracts 

in that area* 

The export of seedc (mostly maize and millet) largely 

produced In the Irrigation -&. gone shows a constant rise 

throughout this period which reflects a steady improvement 

In the irrigation syetem. 

More significant perhaps than the rise In the pro- 

duction of grain,, is the production of dates which Indi- 

catea a more Gettlad life than grain and is exclusively 

carried out in the Irrigation Zone., In the late sixties 

between 25,, 000 to 30,, 000 tons of dates were produced 

annually of which cnly betwean 7,, 000 to 8YO00 tons were 

exportedit in 1687 the total a=unt produced was estimated 

at 60, ooo tons of which 44#000 tons were exported2, In the 

fiva years previous to the Oreat Warp the average crop 

was estimatod at about 91P500 tons3o of which an averaZe of 

65,655 tone were exported annually4. 

See supra PP- 349-350-188 
CI. 2 Cons. Reports, Baerap I,. 

3 Peace Handbooko Mesopotamia, op. cit., p. 74- 
4 The actual amounts exported In the years lmediitely 

before the Great War were as follows: 
X! 

-ar 
Tons 

19o6 62pO65 436 0 512 
1907 55P523 4381100 
1908 51.470 30,617 
1909 63#369 4149700 
1910 61 780 423., 233 
1911 66tI169 1+56#795 
1912 61#490 471019 
1913 75#490 582#074 

See Consular Reports for Basra for relevant yearso 
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Of the exportable animal produce,, wool was by far 

the umat Important Item and formed over half the total 

value of the products so exported. Other animal products 

wera hides and akins, hair and mohairp ghee (purified 

butter), casings and livestock, particularly sheepi, cattle 

and horseso 

It will be noticed from table No- 7 (p. 355) that 

whereas the export value of ani=l produce Increased about 

sevenfold in the first half of this period# this rapid 

expansion had considerab17 slowed dorn in the second half 

of this period, so much ao that the nvar&Ze value of these 

product3 exported in 1908-12 showed lase than 5% increase 

over that of 1888-92. The amne phenomenon is revealed in 

the quantity of wool exported as chown In the table No, 9 

below: 

Table No* 

EXPORT OF ANIMAL PRODUGZ FROM IRAQ 

during 1864-1913 

W o01 Other Animal Produce Total 

Bales I & a z 
1864-69 7#000 22#266 42,9156 64j, 224 
1888-92 34p227 269,346 168,9423 457#769 
19G8-12 35#747 247#548 231,695 479#243 

Thus whereas the export of wool has Increased from 

an average of 7sOOO bales (1050 tons) In 1864-69 to 34#227 

The bal* of wool weighs 3 cwt. 
.j 
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bales (5134. tons) In 1888-920 the average export in 19o8-12 

was only 35,747 bales (5262 tone)* 

on the other handp the export of hair and mohairt hides 

and skins and ghee and live animals shows a faster Increase 

between 1888 and 1912. 

The annual fluctuation in wool and the steady rise In 

other cnimal products are chown in the table of Appendix 

VIIII. 

It =at be pointed out that although the increase in 

the export of grain and dates definitely shows a correspond- 

Ing Increase In the extent of cultivation and a greater 

degree of settlement, the Increase in the export of animal 

produce does not necessarily indicate a corresponding in- 

crease In the number and relative size of the pastoral 

population or the degree of settlement; because a consider- 

able proportion of the livestock Is reared by the settled 

cultivators and even by townsmen who rear their stocks 

either in their astates., If anypor by hiring pastures that 

belong to others and eoploying shepherds for them. 

In addition It imist also be pointed out that even with 

purely pastoral tribes the fact that their animal products 

could find ready markets abroadt had in fact provided them 

with a source of livelihood other than piilsge and tolls on 

the caravans and tended to Introduce an element of peace 

(1) See also the graph opposite p, 467. 
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and stability, as the tribeawn began gradually to realise 
that hip. co=arcial interest coincided with veourity now 
that he beeamo the ounar of a valuable and highly market- 

able co=*, iodity. 

In the import trade of Iraq, there was also an expan- 

sion; but the extent of It cannot, howeyerp be measured 

within reasonable limits of accuracy. The annual gross 

Imports through tho Port of Basra in the period between 
i 1887 and 1913 are given in Appendiz V; the table (No, lo) 

below gives the annual average for the periods 1888-92 and 

1908-12 as co. mpared with annual average for the period 

1864-69. 

Table Ito@ 10. 

IMPORT AND TRANSIT TRADE OF BASRA 

During the period 1864-1912 

Groge Imports Exports to Perot Nut-lMorte )rt 4 

1864-69 352p530 59000 34.7# 
-930 1888-92 930#776 164,000 766,776 

1908-12 2p597F950 1,9226, #462 19353#488 

But these gross Imports are misloading. on the one 

hand they do not include imports from other routes beside 

the Part of Basra. In the first place there were iMorte 

from Persia mostly through Khanaqin; but thesep EL93 Wag 

shown above2v were for the large part re-exported or were goods 

800 also a graphic repreaentation of them oppogits 
pe 467. 

(2) supra, p. 357. 
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In transit. Then there 'were ii: ports from the Mediterranean 

ports, particularly Alexandrettas to Mosul and Baghdad, 
The value of the inports to Aosul averaged In the period 
between 1909 and 1913 about Z158,000 per annumli part of 
thece iniVorts came from Baghdad and Bacra and as far as 
they were of foreign oriain,, they were Included in the 

gross imports from Baara. Imports to Baghdad via Aleppo 

and Dmascuo by way of tba Ruphratee and tba Syrian Desert 

could not be accurately socartaine4p but like the IEports 

to Mosul from Aleppo, they cannot bo so considerable as to 

affect the arguments set out below. 

A more formidable obstacle for determining the nat 

Importc into Iraq io the Yernian transit and entrepot 

trade. In the Table No, 10 above, tho exports to Persia 

via Khanaqln for the corresponding periods are compared 

with the gross exports from Baer&. By far the greater part 

of these exports =re of foreign origin ouch to cotton 

Sood3t sugars tea etc. Imported through Basra and re- 

exported or in transit to Persia* It will be seen that 

they grew no fast that they constituted in the period 

between 1908-12 over half of the gross imports through 

Basra. Indeed if we deduct these exports to Persia from 

the gross Imports from Basra# we get a better approximation 

of tho net Import trade fr= Basra then was represented by 

(1) Consular Reportat Uosul, 1912, NO- 4885; 1913Y No. 5055- 
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tho gross Imports. This is done In the third column in 

Table No, 10 under "net importa" though of course the 

figurae imder that colu= are less than the true not 

Iriporta as part (though a a=11 one) of the exports to 

Persia were goods of Iraqi origin. 

But this is not the last Obstaole. The Gross Imports 

from Basra were the=olves inaccurate as all Ottoman 

customs atatistics (from Which they %varo obtained) were 

always so inaccurate, Thle in particularly the case in 

the figures for the Period 1908-12,, an cotton goods uhloh 

represented about 40% of the gross imports were priced as 

from 1908 at thirty per cent higher than the value in the 

invoicesi. They were also partly rwellad by the IMPort of 

mterial for the Baghdad raili-ay. This latter items how- 

evers did not assum a larZe proportion until 1913 which 

wac not for this and by reason of the disloaDtion of trade 

ocesoioned by the BaLtan War, Included in the averaV 
2* 

Novertheleas the tondency ror net imports to expancl 

can clearly be seen in the Table No* 10 above# but this 

expansion appears to haye been much slower than the expan- 

clon. of exports an a cemparlson between this table and the 

table of exports 17o. 7 on page 355 will show. In fact if 

we allow for the Persian transit trade from both exports 

N Peaco Handbookat Meuopotamla, op, cit. p y, 108. 
2 Tho imports of iron &nd steel averaged Z349000 in 

190-12. In 1913 alone they were imported to the Va1UG 
of 0,1#207p8829 
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and imports of Basra, and also allow for the rise in the 
that 

prices of cotton goods after 1908 we shall rjwlý after 

being extremely unfavourable In the period 1864-69, the 

balance of trade became favoUrable In 1888-92 and still 

more so In 1909-13- 'Chia phenomenon becomes even more 

striking if we remember that a considerable anount of 

invisible exports were mde by catering for the Persivn 

and other pilgrims to the holy cities and by provisioning 

the bedulne of Arablao 

The aurplus of exports over Imports waut howeverg 

cc) Unterb a lanced amiong other things by the contributions 

that Iraq was making towards the Imperial budget In the 

way of surpluu of revenue over expenditure In the pro- 

vinoial budget by levies of excise dutieb by the Depart- 

ment, of kublio Debt and by the increasing contributions 

made to the service of the private foreign capital Invested 

in Iraq. The profits of the Sanlyyah administration and 

the other foreign enterprises In Basra are 6xamples Of 

these contributions, Thus It can be said that a consider- 

able portion of the produce of the land In Iraq was not 

directly enjoyed by the people of Iraq or exchanged for 

imports fox, their benefit but found Its way to the coffers 

of the imperial budgeto and to the pockets of the Sultan 

wul European Investors* 

The general expansion in this period is also reflected 
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In the Increase of the n=ber of population and in the 

total annual revenue of the provincial administration. 

In the last chapterp the population of Iraq in the 

late sixties has been estimated at lo, 300#000. Against 

this figurep Culnet In 1890 estimated the population at 

about 300POOO for the Wilayet of Uosul, 85OpOOO for the 

Wilayet of Baghdad and about 6ooooo for the Wilayet of 

Baerall, making a total of 1,750#000 for the whole of Iraq2. 

In 1919, the population of Iraq was estimated at about 

2#850#0003- The table in Appendix IX shows the estimated 

population of the various provinces of Iraq during the 

nineteenth oentury as compared with the census of popula- 

tion In 1935. 

The revenue figures also tell the same story. Unfor- 

tunatelyt figures for the beginning of the period do lot 

existo The table in Appendix X gives the revenue figures 

for the financial years of1889-90 and 191o-11 for the 

three Wilayets of Mosulp Baghdadj, and Basra. It will be 

seen that the total revenue of Iraq has risen from Q57#125 

(1) The figure for the Wilayet of Basra does not include 
the population of Nejd and Kuwelt which were adminis- 
tratively attached to that 171layeto (See Cuinetv op. cit,, I 
volo 19 pp. 763-4 and vol. III# pp. 151P 175 and 220*) 

(2) According to Culnetv this was even an under-estimate 
particularly in the case of the Vilayet of Basra (op. cit. 
volo III, p. 220), 

(3) This estimate was made by the British Administration in 
Iraq In 1919* (See Iraq Year Bookp Baghdads 1922p p. 38; 
Sir Arnold Wilsonp Loyalties,, Mesopotamiaj, London# 19309 
p. 236. ) 
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in 1889-90 to Z1#653#075 in 1910-11; while land revenue 

alone (including wairgoop A'shar, lease of public domains 

and tapu fees) rose from 065068 to z606,025 In the same 

period. 

What then are the causes of this expansion? How far 

were they fostered by the administration and by external 

factors beyond their control? And what were their effects 

on the tribes? 
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The Administrative Policy 

It Is generally supposed that the progress noticeable 

In Iraq after 1870 was the direct result of a new Turkish 

policy generally associated with the name of Madhat Pasha, 9 
the governor of Baghdad between 1869 and 1872. It cannot 

be denied that the governorship of Madhat marks a new era 

in the history of Iraq for three yeasonso In the first 

place during the governorship of Madhatp the various laws 

and enactments of the Tandhimat' were applied In Iraq for 

the first time. Secondly Madhat himself inaugurated a new 

policy towards the tribes; and thirdlyp several external 

economic factors outside the control of the administration 

began to make themselves felt in the economic life of the 

country# after 1870. The most Important of these factors 

were the opening of the Suez Canal and the consequent 

development of trade,, the rise of capitalistic enterprise 

In agriculture and especially the efforts of the Sanniyyah 

Administration towards the development of its vast properties ý 

In Iraq$ and finally# the greater contaot with the Western 
4 

povers'particularl, v during the latter part of the period* 

Hence the expansion that took plaoe during this period 

was not solely due to the refoms of Madhat Pasha which in 

(1) oupra pp. 208-9. 
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themselves were mostly frustrated by lack of funds and 

Ignorance of the local conditions but also to those other 

external factors which were outside the control of the 

administration. 

Uadhat Pasha can be said to be the first governor who 

introduced the various laws and enactments of the Tandhimat 

in Iraq, He thus enforced conscription In the Wilayet of 

Baghdadv Introduced the Wilayet sYstemo the Nidhamiyah 

(statutory) Courtall Instituted municipal councils in some 

of the main townsp made a beginning in public instruction, 

established a department of public workep and introduced 

the Tapu System with a view to applying the ottoman Land 

Code. But even more so than was the case in other parts 

of the Ottoman dominions in this periodo the enactments of 

the Tandimat and Indeed Turkish authority itself was largely 

Ineffective outside the confines of the main towns and the 

real authority In the country was still in the hands of 

tribal sheikhs andL village headmen who exercised their 

authority In accordance with the unwritten code of customs 

and habits of the locality# which were accepted by the in- 

habitants because they ware the outcome of local conditions 

and not a superstructure Imposed from above as the various 

(1) As distinct from the religious (Shariyyah) Courts, For 
both these categories of courts see The Juridical Review# 
Vol. 3 (1891) pp. 145 f. and 245 f. p"The Administration 
of Justice In the Levant*" See also Infra PIP. 378-9. 
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enaotmente of the Tandhimat and other subsequent Imperial 

laws and decrees generally were. 

Thasp even as late as 1919, a keen observer of the 

affairs of Iraqi remarkedt 

"The Turkish Empire was a land of make believe 
In matters of established rule and centralized 
government .., It was run not on the paper ordi- 
nanc6e that was the job of the wall but on un- 
written laws, not on the efficiency of the wali or 
commandant but on the authority of tribal sheikhs 
and local sayyIds. ... The power of the sheikhs or 
headmen was derived neither from the Sultan nor 
from the Constitutiont nor can It fall with them. 
It Lis deeply rooted In the life of the people and 
with wise supervision will form for several 
generations to coma the staple of law and order. " 

AnOther observer remarks2: _ 
"Turkish administration was more or lose effective 
in certain limited areas- chiefly In some of the 
larger towns# but even In many of the towns, 
muJtahide# sheithst begs# aghasp were often more 
Influential than the local officials, Over by 
far the greater part of the country It was not 
Ottoman jurisdiction that held society together 
but tribal or local custom administered by sheikhs 
or headmen or the arbitration of holy men*" 

The ineffectiveness of the now administrative organiza- 

Uon was above all due to the desire of the Turics for 

extreme centralization as a reaction against the previous 

feudal system which was extremely decentralized. As the 

Empire was composed of several races and varied social and 

(1) Go Bell in The Arab of Mesopotamiap published by the 
Superintendent or the Government Press# Basrap 1919j, 
pp, 10-12* See also Handbook of Mesopotamia., opeoitop 
p. 142. 

(2) Handbook of Mesopotamia,, op. cit., p. 11+2. 
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economic conditionpt and as the provinces had been for 

centuries under almost Indopendent, status and having their 

own institutions,, the attempt to unify the administration 

of the Empire all, at once by laws and decrees which did not 

take provincial conditions into account were bound to fail 

even with the beat intentions and efficiency on the part 

of those who were entrusted with the carrying out of this 

pollay-which was by no means the case. 

This policy, rather than achieving Its purpose, 

weakened the power and initiative of the provincial governors 

and introduced a duality of oathority and laws in the pro- 

vinces-one derived from the local conditions and the other 

Imposed from aboye-with the result that either the foreign 

system had to remain Ineffective# or,, if it was blindly 

applied by some energetic walij, It brought chaos and con- 

fusion in the social and economic system of the province, 

plea derived from the experience In IraQ will, A few exam 

illustrate this point, 

Before the Tandhimato the Empire was run on feudal 

llnes* It was divided into several immenas provinces called 

eyalets. As a part of the Tandhimat,, the need for a mare 

closely knit system was feltt hence the eyalete were re- 

placed by smaller units called the wLjaZet! 
ý, The Wilayet 

(1) The administrative divisions in Iraq during the 
Nineteenth Century were as follows: The Kurdish states 
as they successively fall Into direct Turicish control 
were grouped either under the Eyalet of Baghdad or under 

/Mosul 
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was governed by a wali with an accountant general 
(deftordar) for financop a secretary general (mktubohi) 

a representative of public works, public instruction and 

other departments in the capital, 
The wilayet rise divided into two or three sanjacig or 

or liwas administered by lieutenant-governors (matasarrif) 

appointed by imperial decree. The sanjaQ has a finance 

officer (muhasibehi), a secretary general (tahr1rat mudiri) 

and representatives of the various ministerieso Each 

sanjaq, *aa again divided Into a small number of qadhas., each 

administered by a sub-governor called qaiL=ýam appointed 

by the governmente The Qadhas were further divided Into a 

number of nahiyas presided over by a mudi . In each _ýLariq 

or village (of 20 housos or more) there was a village head- 

man# r. mkhts . chosen for one year by the village oom=: Lty 

and aeaisted by a council of elders who were similarly 

Moaul which was a separate eyalet until 1850* Between 
1850 and 1879,, Uosul became a sanjaq of Baghdad and 80 
were the districts (sanjaqs) of Shahrizor and SuleimanlMh 
(Longriggi, opecit. p pp. 280 and 313)- In 1879# Mogul 
became a separate wilayet and the two senJaQs Of 
Shahrizor and Sulelmaniyyah were attached to It@ 
(Cuinett op-oit-9 vol. IMP P-3)* Basra was under the 
Eyelet of Baghdad until 1850v when it becamep in that 
years a separate eyalet,, This arrangement only lasted 
twelve years until 1862 when it was again reduced to 
the office of Mutanarrif under Baghdads In 1875t it 
again became a separate wilayet for five years and was 
then reduced to a sanjaq* Four years latez$ In 1884# it 
was again made Into a wilayet and remained so until the 
Great Ware 
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elected by the Inhabitants* Similarly there was an 

administrative council (mejlIS Idara) In each nahiyahp 

qadha and liwa, as well as in the capital of the province* 

The local governor, mudir., qaim-maqam., mutasarrif or wali 

respectively was the ex-officto president of the administra- 

tive council In his area and the members were partly govern- 

ment officials and partly non-officials selected by the 

local government from a short list of names submitted by 

the coamunities concerned. 

In addition, the headquarter towns of qadhas and l1was 

had municipal councils. 

This In brief was the system of wilayets vhich was 

applied by Madhat Pasha in Iraqe Apart from the weaknesses 

arising from personal inefficiency of the local governors# 

and the lack of cooperation and a4t1j)athy of the local popu- 
lation to Turkish rale, the scheme Itself suffered from 

serious Inherent drawbacks In principle and in practice, 

on the one hand a large part of the administrative 

machine was outside the control of the walls. Not only the 

departments of public justice and the provincial army# but 

a host of other services like Land Records (Tapu)t Post and 

Telegraph, Religious Endowments (Awqaf)q customsp public 

Instruction and Sanitary service reported direct to their 

respective departments In Constantinople while virtually all 
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excise was in the hand of the department of Public Debt 

and the Regie. Only such departments as the civil police# 

gendarmariet revenue-collecting and general acaounts were 

directly under the orders of the walip though he Investi- 

gated and reported any complaints against departments out- 

aide his control and often received copies of their orders 

and Instructions. 

Secondlyp the local commimities had very little share 

In the local government according to the wilayet system, 

Both the administrative and municipal councils had no real 

powers* The administrative councils were advisory and on3. y 

met four times a year. ' The municipal councils bad very 

restricted powers both In the levy of rates and In the 

expenditure of revenue; so much so that the municipal 

council of the capital of the province (Baghdad) could not 

of itself expend any sum 3arger than 200 gold piastres 

or thirty-six shillings! 
I 

Again, although the wall was responsible for public 

order in the wilayetg yet the military unit stationed in 

his wilayet was not directly under his control2. He had, 

however, directly under him the local gendarmarie who bore 

the well-known name of zabtiyyah. Their strength In each 

wilayet varied according to local conditiones They were 

J1 Handbook of Mesopotamia# op. cite, p, 148. 
2ý Ibide 
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scattered in various parto of the country and were employed, 

apart from their functions of maintaining order, in the 

collection of revenue, In furnishing garrisons for posts,, 

escorts for Europeans and even domestic service for public 

officials, 

In the Wilayet of Baghdado their number was supposed 

to be 1#500 mounted and 1,9000 unmounted zabtl"ah; in 

Basra# 350 cavalry and 400 infantry, It is doubtful 

whether they were always at full strength as their pay was 

often In arrears. Yet even their fall n=ber was by far 

Insufficient to stand againat thousands of amed tribesmen 

and recourse had very often to be made in Iraq to the 

military organization to keep order and enforce paymnt of 

revenue. When the military and civil authorities were in 

different hands, as was generally the case# friction and 

delay were liable to take place to the detrimnt of effi- 

ciency. 

Still another example of the Ineffootiveness of the 

Turkish reforms due to over-centralization was to be found 

In the judicial system, During the second half of the 

Nineteenth Century the Turks had Instituted a Penal Code# 

a Commercial Codep a law on criminal procedure and a civil 

code. The first three codes were based on the French legal 

system; while the civil coder the Mejallehr was compiled 

mostly from early Islamic jurisprudence. Furthermore a 
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hierarchy of criminal,, civil and appelite courts were 

established under the name of the Nidhamiyyah (Statutory) 

Courts as opposed to the Shari"ah Courts which had existed 

before and judged cases according to the purely Islamic 

maxims and laws of procedure. The whole structure was im- 

posed in Iraq; and while the civil and criminal procedure 

was alien to the traditions and customs In Iraqj the civil 

code itself was based on the Henefi Seat while most of the 

tribal population in Iraq were Shiites* The result was 

that these courts were shunned by most of the Inhabitants 

particularly in the tribal areas and "in spite of the un- 

relaxed efforts of the Ottoman officials to drag all caseso 

more especially, all criminal cases# Into their own courtst 

beyond the Immediate limits of the townsp the bulk of the 

crimes and misdemeanours of the nomads and of the settled 

populationg from murder and robbery under arms to the 

pettiest disegreementp never reached the Turkish Law Courts. "I 

Finally# perhaps the most glaring example of the can- 

fusion brought about by the Imposition of alien laws and 

systems without due regard to the local conditions is to be 

found In the chaos that resulted from the application of the 

Ottoman Land Code and the Tapu system in Iraq. This will 

be discussed in detail in the next chapter, 

(1) The Arab of Mesopotamiap OP-cite, p. 19e 
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There is none evidence, to show that Madhat pasha 

recognized the inadaptibility of the ottoman laws to the 
local conditions of the Arablo-speaking provinces of the 

Em pire. Thus when he was governor of Syriap he wrote as 
followal: 

ueos- Local manners and oUsto= must be taken Into 
consideration with regard to the new organization* 
But the now laws# Instead of embodying these rooom- 
mendations have been dravn up on exactly the old 
lines *** This state of things had produced a 
result quite the opposite of that Intended and the 
greater part or the new laws as well as the old 
ones# remain in disuse. The general situation$ 
thereforet is most, strange and, peoultard" 

Ten years proviouslyi when he was-governor Of Baghdad, 

Madhat Pasha tried to take local conditions into considera- 

tion within the narrow-limits of freedom and discretion 

which the extremely centralixed administrative and legal 

system alloved him., He was not content to introduce the 

formal fapade of the Tandhimat suoh as the Wilayet System,, 

the Judicial Systemp the, inunialpalities etc*; he attempted 

to deal with the tribal problem on more constructive lines. 

Ile disoarded the policy of foroible dotriballzation of his 

predeoeRsors as futile, and harmful and tried earnestly to 

secure the oooperatlon of the tribes through their leaders 

by giving the latter, a-share in the administrationji and 

to remove the conditions of insufficiency czd insecurity 

(1) Telegram of Madhat Pasha to Ali Puadv the First 
Secretary dated the 7th of Junev 1880, regarding res1g- 
nation: of. All Raider Madhatj The Life of Madhat Pasha, t op#oitq# ps 1946 
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in, the tribal areas by economic measures, Hereing and not 

in the introduction of the Tandhimat lies his most im- 

portant contribution. Although most of his economic 

measures and public works proved a failure and such 

economic progress and tribal settlement as took place 

after 1870 were largely due to external factors and only 

to a small degree to his reforms# yet credit must be given 

to him in that he was the first to draw up the principles 

along which the good government of the country must be 

carried out and to bring into the limelight the importance 

of the economic measures as an essential and integral 

part of any successful tribal policy and indeed of the 

'whole administrative policy of the countryo 

Madhat Pasha began at the outset to strengthen the 

hand of the administration, He combined in himself# In 

addition to the governorshipp the office of commander to 

the sixth army corps whose headquarters were In Baghdad 

he-pushed further the application of the obligatory 

military service which had been introduced In the Eyalet 

of Mosul since 183520 and introduced this system for the 

first time in the other two wilaYetO of Baghdad and Basra3 

despite strong opposition by the tribea4. 

(i) R. Shihat OP-cit-s P. 56; Cuinett opooit. p Volo III# 
P. 5- 

2 Longriggp p. 299. 
3 Ali Haider Madhato op, oit,, P. 48. 
4 The application of compulsory military service In the 

purely tribal areas wasi, howevero not insisted on. 
Guinet says that the population of Amara and Muntafig do. 

_ not furnish contingents in the Army (op*oite volo : EIIP_' 
pe 217)- 
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He established,, in addition to the Zabtlyyah,, a special 
force called the Shabanehl. This force was recruited from 

the tribos=n "to pursue in the awa;: Qs tho reealcitrant 

t. rabilit2p and act as guides to the active army in military 

exPeditions3. The Ghabaneh wereqtherefore, mostly stationed 

In the marshy rice-growing areas 
4; thus In 1890, accord- 

ing to Cuinet5, there were two regimenta of Shabaneh in 
the Wilayet of Basra, one In the Azmrah Liwa and the other 
In the Muntafig Liwa; there was also a strong force of 

Shabaneb. in the Wilayet of Baghdad stationed at Hindiyyah6. 

In order to establish the prestige of the adminietra- 

tion. which had been shattered by successful tribal resist- 

anoe during the reign of his predecessors, Madhat Pasha 

doalt with tribal resistance by a show of decisive force* 

All Haiderv Hadhat's son, gave an Instance of this policy; 

he wrote: - 
"A colonel at the head of a battalion of regulars 
was sent to Diwan1yyah and Dagharah to collect the 
tithes; he was surrounded by tribeemn to the number 
of ten thousand man and himself killed and his 
troops kilaed or dispersed6 Uldhat, accordingly 
ordered a large force consisting of seven battalions 
of Infantry and 41,000 cavalry with a complem3nt of 
artillery to a* Dagharah under the command of 

(1) op. cit. vol. III# p. 227- 
2 ibid, 
3 op, cit. vol. Illp p. 297. 
4 op. cit. # p. 200; they were provided with small challow 

boats called mashhufs which carried six soldiers eaoh, 
for use In the swamps (ibido) 

(5) op. cito vol. III, pp- 217P ý899 
297. 

(6) Op. cit, vol, III# po 200. 
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Samih Pasha; whilst with three thousand chosen troopep he hastened himself to the disaffected 
district ... The tribes were completely defeated 
after a pitched battle *** aný the rebel chiefs 
were condemned and executed,. "" 

Madhat, howeverv realized that to defeat the tribes 

by force was not enough; some radical measures were re- 
quired to cecure the cooperation of the tribes and positive 

reforms to emellorate their conditions and remove the 

factors of Insufficiency and Insecurity of the country* 

He proceeded to detach the tribal sheikhs from their tribal 

settings and to win them for the government by exploiting 

the motive of self-interest* He strove to change the 

tribal chief from a social leader and military commander 

of his tribe to a lendlord and an official administrator. 

Instead of leaving the sheikhs of the tribes more or less 

as detached or tributary chiefsp he strove to secure their 

cooperation by =king them the owners of the land# or most 

of It,, in their dirahs and integratliýg th= within the 

framework of the administration by appointing them governors 

and civil-servants. Madhat's land policy will be desoribed 

In detail in the next chapter; here we are only concerned 

with his administrative policy towards the tribes and It 

is sufficient to say that* by making them the landlords In 

their dirahap he would render them more accessible and more 

rooted In the land and give them an interest in the 

(i) Ali Haider Madhatt OP*oit-t p, 49, 
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maintenance of order and cecurity In their areas, thus 

diverting their energy from loot and quarrel to production. 
'Thus he gave Ibn Hadhalp the Sheikh of Anizah,, 

gardens in the Upper Euphrateop and established Farhans 

the chief of the Ghanmar In his land in Shargat. He 

bestowed on Sheikh Jabirt the chief of Muhaisin of Chaab 

tribep gardens in the left bank of Shatt-al-Arab; and 

allowed the Saduns to have nearly all the cultivable area 

In the Muntafig registered in their names as the official 

landowners. 

In addition, he employed some of these Sheikhs as 

governors within the framewo& of the provincial adminis- 

tration# He obtained for Nasir-al-Badunt the chief of the 

Uuntafigp the title of Pasha and the function of Uutasarrif 

of the Muntafig Liwa; and made him build the town of 

Hasiriyyah to be his place of residenoei. 

Similarlyp h6 appointed Sheikh Barrak,, the chief of 

beni Khalid as Ifutasarrif of Hasa2j and promoted Farhan 

the chief of Shaamar to the rank of Pasha In his own tribal 

dIrah3. 

This policy of collaboration seems to have been 

followed by Madhat's successors* Hence Nasir Pasha was 

employed In 1874. to suppress a rebellion in Hasa4 and was 

I 1ý 011inat, III, p. 298; H. Shihap P. 70. 
2ý Longriggo p. 302. 
3 ope c1tep p. 3081 He Shihap p, 70. 
4 Longriggo p. 302. 

i 
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appointed in 1875 as wall to the nawly-constituted wilayet 

of Basra. After Kneir, his son Sheikh Palih Pasha again 

was appointed by the Turks to carry out the policy of 

collaboration 
I. thon Sheikh Sadun followed as the Govern- 

ment exponent in the Vantafig. 

AZain,, according to Cainet2,, we find that in 18go 

Sheikh Fahad, the son of the chief of Anizahp was holding 

the office of Qaim-maqam in tho "fictitious qadha" of 

Razazeh in the Shamlyyah Desert3. 

The policy of tribal collaboration was not unanimously 

accepted by the tribes. Their aversion to external domina- 

tion of any type was deep-rooted as it was fostered by 

centuries of independent life, Thuop no sooner were some 

members of the raling houses swayed to the side of the 

government, than they lost popularity among the rank and 

file; and their authority was challenged by rivals and 

aspirants to the sheikdom within the ruling house and out 

side It. Thus the policy of collaboration of Nasir of the 

Huntafig was strongly opposed by his brother Mansur who led 

the old school of hostility to the contral government, 

Indeed this policy was the primary cause vhioh alienated 

the. various Muntafig tribes from their ruling house the 

Goduna and led ultimately to the overthrow of this house in 

I op-oit-o P. 308. 
2 Cuinet, IIIo p. 174- 
3 The land policy of Madhat Pasha and economic revival 

were however largely abandoneAq at least with regard to 
land ownership. See Infra PP. 585-98. 
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the Muntafig and the disintegration of the Ifuntafig con- 
federation. 

Similarly,, Farhanx the government supporter among the 

aha=aar had a staunch opponent in Paris, the protagonist 

of boduin life and freedora of central controlj while the 

TUV. cish policy toward-9 the tribes In the Amara area during 

this pariod was little more than "divide and rule", particu- 
larly aftor Madhat Pasha. 

Thus in come aupectat this policy was similar to the 

old policy of soving dissension within the tribes In order 

to weaken their power and prepare the grounds for official 

domination6 Yet there is an im; ortant differ3nce which 

lies not onlv In the fact that Madhat's policy was more 

peaceful and inducive than Rejible policy of forcible 

detribali-odation, but also in the fact that the former was 

cGuPled with a recognition of the economic factors Influeno- 

Int; tribal life and an attempt to remove those conditions 

which fostered It, 

Thus in addition to the administrative reforms already 

mentioned,, Madhat Pasha is credited with a long list of 

achievements in the economic fieldp particularly with a 

view to improving the irrigation system (see pp. 396-406 

ping transport faCilitiCS (See pp. 429-450 t providing dovclo 
lb 

security of tenure (see PP., 562-598 )j, reduoing reveme 
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demands, and improving revenue collections (pp. 600-606). 

Among his other works may also be wantioned the building 

of the towns of Nasiriyyah and R=adii, the establiebment 

of a textile factory in Baghdad2v the opening of several 

schools3, a hospitalt an almshouse and an orphanage4', q the 

construction of several publio buildings in Baghdad and 

elsewherep the foundation of a tramway aervice from Baghdad 
t 

mij its suburb Kadhimain-5,, and the establishment of a press 
6 

and the publication of a journal in Baghdad 

As win be seen later# his major works largely failea 

and all hie echemes did not materializev for reasons the 

most important of which were the lack of preliminary 

scientifio study, the lack of funds and the shortage of 

technical staff. Nevertheless It was due to his Initiative 

that the economic problems in Iraq were brought to the 

limelight to be dealt with subsequently, 

Some of his successors like Abdul-Itahman Pasha# Redif 

Pasha, SIXTi Pasha and above all Nadhim Pasha were not 

slow to follow In his footsteps althouSh they were also 

hampered by the same obstacles arising from over-oentraliza- 

tion, lack of funds and Inefficient staffo 

i) Culnet, Illp p. 299; Longrigg, p. 299. 
2) Longrigg, p. 299* 
3 Shlbap p, 68. 
4 Longriggg p. 299. 
5 Shihal, p. 66. 

161 

Shihap pp. 65,68; Longriag, p. 299, 
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Irrigation and tho Control of the 
_River, 

SZstem 

Tha problem of introducing soientific irrigation In 

Iraq is an unusuallv co; Vlicated one, Many factors have 

to be ta%en into account. 

P1 In the first placot tho beds of tho two rivers have 

boon spoilt by centuries of neglect and local Improvisations. 

Wh en tho irrigation system was woeking efficiently# as for 

instance In the Babylonian# Caseanido and early Abbaside 

periods, the rivers flowed in well deflned and capacious 

bads and tUair surplus flood water flowed Into great canals 

or were stored in damso The ancient canals according to 

Sir William Willcocks carried more than half of the water 

normally brought by the rivers Tolien the Irrigation 

system broke down and the canals silted up,, the river beds 

were unablo to carry tha water in the flood season# while 

woIrs and obatruations constructed by the tribes to raise 

the watar level In yoars of insufficient supply still 

furthar told against tha rivers and prevented them from 

soouring adequate beds. Consequently the rivers often 

broko their banks In timas of flood and in saveral plaoes, 

so that annual lixandation baosaa a permanent feature in the 

(1) The Restoration of the Ancient irrigation works on the 
Tigris -n lecture given by Sir Willism roilloocks at the 
Khedivial Geoge Boo*,, Calro# 1903@ 
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Irrigation Zone of Iraql. Hence the first problem is how 

to prevent Inundationp especially of the well settled and 

urban areas of the country* 

,, Secondly, the total annual discharge of the two rivers 

and their tributaries are not nearly enough to irrigate 

and make productive the otherwise fertile lands through 

which they flow. This not only involves strict economV in 

the use of water in Iraq but it also involves considerations 

which extend beyond the frontiers of Iraq itself. Thus 

'heavy Irrigation workja-ýcarried out In the Upper Euphrates 

and its tributariest the Balikh and the Khabur upstream of 

Anah *so would deprive the lower Euphrates of the whole of 

its low supply"2, Again "the date groves along the Shatt- 

el-Abab "owe no small part of their prosperity to the low 

supplies of the Karun river of which every particle could 

be drawn off by barrages at Shushtar and Ahwaz. "3 Hence 

international agreements between Iraqp Turkey# Persia and 

(1) In his Irrigation of Mesopotamia# Sir William, Willcocks 
writes in 1911 "In the Euphrates valley Inundations are 
the rule and not the exception*,, * and any attempt at 
reclamation without insurance against floods would result 
in the country drifting some day into the seventh chapter 
of Genesis. " 

Vith regard to the Tigris# he remarks (Restorationg 
Opecito) "The Tigris at Mansuriyyaht above Baghdad# 
carries a discharge which in very high floods are out of 
all proportion to what the river can discharge at Baghdad 
itself. " 

(2) 'Willcocks# "The future of Hesopotamiallp The Near Rastv 
Sept. 29,, 1916. 

(3) Ibid. 
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those In control of Syria as to the utilization of the 

waters of the rivers am necessary for the future security 

of Iraq.. 

Even within the, boundaries of the three 111layets of 

Mosulp Baghdad and Basra as they existed during the Hine- 

teenth Century,, or of the frontiers of Iraq as it exists 

todayj, Important decisions have to be made ae to the most 

economical utilization of the waters of the two rivers. 

Thus heavy works carried out on the Upper Tigris and Its 

tributariest the two Zabso in the neighbourhood of Mosul 

would seriously reduce the low supply of the lower Tigriel, 

The "delta" of the two rivers which constitutes the 

Irrigation Zone of Iraq is by itself larger in area than 

could be irrigated by the waters of the rivers even with the 

aid of reservoirs. Thus according to the calculation of 

Sir William Willoocke the total discharge of the two rivers 

could cultivate three million hectares (7,, 400,9000 acres) of 

wheat, p barley and other winter crops and 4. oOqoOO hectares 

(990000 acres) of rice and lv2509000 hectares (39100#000 

acres) of millet, sesame, ootto4 eto. p in eumm r; while 

the delta constitutes soma five million hectares or over 

twelve minion acres of cultivable land2. 

jlý Ibide 
2 Villoockop Irrigation of Mesopotamiat opcit, j 

Willcookop Restoration# op. cit, 
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The low season supply of the rivers wouldo however# 

be largely increased by the construction of storage reaer- 

voiro at the heads of the deltas of the two rivers. With- 

out these reservoirs the full developmant of Irrigation in 

one area of the delta may very easily have the most serious 

consequences on cultivation In another area of the delta, 

Thus the development of irrigation upstream of Kut and 

DIwanIyya would prevent the Shatt-el-Arab from receiving 

any water supply In the summer and would rain the rich 

Basra date groves* Hence strict economy in the use of 

water and planned distribution of it to the most productive 

areas with due regard to the social and political conseý- 

quenoes of such distribution must be an essential part of 

any successful Irrigation policy in Iraq, 

ly on the other hand# the number of population In Iraq 

during the latter part of the Nineteenth Century and even 

today Is not 3arge enough to make financially profitable a 

full and comprehensive system of canalization. It Is esti- 

mated that with the present methods of cultivation one 

million and a half inhabitants are required for every 

f- 
million acres of land under cultivation'. Hence the popula" 

tion of Iraq should rise to over ten millions to enable the 

cultivation of the area that would be commanded by the 

(1) A*B* Buckley# Mesopotamia an a country for future 
development# Ministry of Public Works, Egypt, 1919* 
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rivers subsequent to the fall development of the irriga- 

tion system. This shortage of labour can to a certain 

extent be remedied by the improvements in the mathods of 

oultivationtud by the introduction of machinery$, while the 

existing labour power In the country can be considerably 

augmented by supplying the existing population with a 

greater Incentive to industry, The provision of facilities 

of transportw marketingp and creditv the establishment of 

security and orderp and particularly security in land 

tenure and the application of an equitable and unoppressive 

system of taxationp would go very far In Inducing the 

nomadic and semi-nomadio tribes to settle down and encouragi;. 

Ing the sedentary population to further industry. Improve- 

ment of health and education could reduce the check on the 

expansion of populatioult while the country could count on 

a considerable supply of labour provided by immigrants not 

only from the half-starving beduins of Arabia but also from 

(1) The number of deaths registered to ever7 thousand of 
the population In the period between 1923-29 for the 
three principal towns of Baghdad (poj? ulation 250,, 000)t 
Mogul kPotpulation 80 0 000) jmd Basra tpopulation 50pooo) 
were 241/00 11 220/00 and 38'/0 respectively., Of the 
total number of deathsp 52,15-ý were of children under 
the age of five in Baghdadt while the comparable figures 
of mosul and Basra were 3891% and 48*4% respectively 
[Aqrawir Al-Iraq al-Hadithp Baghdad# 1936, ppe 200-205]. 

The percentage of deaths to births available for 
the three towns are not accurate since a great number of 
births escape registration while the registration of 
deaths is better controlled. 
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the Arabs of South West Persia I. 

Nevertheless the population of Iraq could not take 

advantage of more than a gradual extension of Irrigation in 

the form of piecemeal projects; but these projects must 

form Integral parts of a comprehensive plan., 

The fourth consideration which must be taken into 

account is connocted with the problem of navigation of the 

rivers# as navigation competes with irrigation so far as 

the use of the rivers is concerned. It Is true that so 

long as only a small portion of the waters of the rivers 

are used for irrigation, 9 navigation can go on side by side 

with irrigation. But if the irrigation system was suffi- 

ciently developed, the inland waterways of Iraq would be 

useless except for small boat traffic. Thus according to 

Sir William 'Willoocksp the use of the Tigris water for the 

Irrigation of the area commanded by Shatt-el-Gharrafj, would 

make the river below Kut unnavigable In the low water season. 

air T113.11am declares that In arid areas such as those of 

Iraq, 9 the rule must be "rivers for irrigation and railways 

for navigationot, 2 Hence a fruitful irrigation acheme must 

be coupled and aligned with a railway or road systemo and 

There are several hundreds of thousands of Arab tribes 
in the Arabletan district of Persia. Some of these 
tribes move backwards and forwards in the Iraq-Arabletan 
border or have sections in both territories. Several 
thouoands of these Arabs come to the Shatt-el-Arab area 
every year to help in the picking and packing of dates, 

(2) v; illoookep Restorationt opocit., p. 27. 
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as in Egypt and the Punjab,, the railways and the canals 

must be designed togetherp so that they make each other 

economically profitable. 

YL The fifth problem directly connected with Irrigation 

In Iraq is drainage. It is not sufficient to lead the 

water into the fields. A parallel system of drainsige 

chann. ele to draw the surplus water out of the fields is 

also essential in Iraq where flatness precludes the possi- 
bility of natural drainage. Therefore If perennial canals 

are opened without a proper system of drainage to go with 
themp such canals may prove a curse rather than a blessing 

to the country# as the sub-soil water would rise in a few 

years and the land would ultimate3, v become waterlogged and 

salty, When the rivers are uncontrolled# Inundation 

generally washes away the salt and the water finds Its wa. V 

back to the rivers or forms swamps whichp In say case are 
I 

easier to reclaim than dry salty land But when Inundation 

Is stopped a proper system of drainage becomes vital* Several 

examples derived from recent experience in Iraq can be cited 

to show the havoc done by lack of drainage in perennial 

canal areas. For instancep the Beni Hassan Canal was dug 

In 1917, to command i4opooo acres. In 1923 It was reported 

that fully 3079 of this area had been ruined by salt caused 

(1) I. Gs Websters Alkali Lands in Iraqp Agricultural Depart- 
ment of HaSOPOtamia NO* 1p Bombay 19211 Willcockst 
Restoration# opscit. 
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i by want of drains The same is also the case with the 

Georgia Canal area 
2 

s, while about a quarter of the land 

commanded by the Saglawiyyah canal iv also unfit for 

cultivation due to saltiness3. Purther, a great portion of 

the area COMManded by the Latifiyyaho Mahmudiyyah and 

Yusufiyyah had become salty. Along the Hilla canal from 

Musay7ab to Diwanlyya large tracts of land which were re- 

cently cultivable are now covered with a white sheet of 

salt In which not even palm trees, which are more retistant 

to saltp could survive "A great number of cases of so-called 

'diseases' attacking crops have been traced to this root 

cause-I. e. saline land. "4' The pest of the salt Is conQuer- 

Ing new lands every year. It Is estimated that land that 

is intensively cultivated without proper drainage becomes 

Impregmted with salt within a period ranging between seven 

to twent7-five yeara5. 

These are the salient features of the problem of 

irrigation In Iraq. How then have the Turks of this period 

(1) 14otee on the Future devolopment of the Eurphrateg,, 
being an 113 report by Ur Sellierj, presented to the 
Department of Irrigation in 1923. 

J2ý ibids 
3 Special Report on the Progress of Iraqs, H*M*8#0#, 

London, 1931- 
(4) Report by HoM Government an the administration of 

Iraq# April 1923 to December 1924.. H. U. S. 0-j, London, 
19250 pq 113. 

(5) 'Webstert op. cit., p. 5. 
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treated the Problem? 

There Is ample evidence to show that the governors of 

Iraq during this period realized the Importance of irriga- 

tion in the country* The havoc that was done to cultivated 

lands and the threat to the main urban areasp especially 

around Baghdad,. of almost yearly inundationsp and the slow 

but sure damage to prosperous areas (as for instance in the 

Hilla) by the silting up of canals and change In river 

courses were brought painfully to their notice year after 

year. While the success of irrigation schemes carried out 

in this period In Egypt and In the Punjab could not have 

failed to impress them. 

Yot their efforts In dealing with this problem were 

until 1908 (when Sir William Willcooks was asked to study 

the problem and report fully) restricted to either grandiose 

but impracticable schemes unsupported by detailed solenti- 

fie preliminary study,, or of the nature of local palliatives 

which eventually did =re harm than good, Ho doubt lack 

of funds and shortage of technical staff mainly contributed 

to the existence of this state of affairs so that the 

revival of ancient prosperity In Iraq had to be delayed 

for at least another half a century. 

Madhat Pasha employed a European engineer and proceeded 

to study the problems of irrigation and transport apparently 

with the earnest and diligence that was typical of him* He 
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actually put several schemas Into operation at the same 

time,, so the canalization of the Euphrates# the revival 

of the 11ahrawanq the dredging of the rivers for navigation 

and the study of a railway scheme to connect Baghdad with 

the holy cities of Nejef and Karbala on one sidep and 

with the Persian frontiers on the otherp in order to en- 

courage the trade of the country and pilgrimage to the holy 

cities. It is said that these and other projects which he 

launched' absorbed In a short time no less than ZT 270jOOO 

which vms all the reserve of the treasury as well as the 

revenue of the province in the first year2. He then had 

to resort to other resouroeo such as the funds obtained 

from the sale of cereals then existing In the government 

stores and the sale of certain urban and rural properties3. - 

When these funds were exhausted and the Imperial treasury 

was not willing or Indeed able to advance any fundsj, these 

projects had to be suspended and the initial expenditure 

on them mostly ran to imste 

11 See supra p- 387ý 
2 shihat Opocit 66. 
3 Op,, cItj p. 6ý. o 

4 As a result Of these studies plans were made as 
early as 1873 (arid even beforeý for the Irrigation of 
several million acres of land in Iraq* Thus In an 
article written in 1878 (Public Works in Asiatic Turkey# 
Fraser's Magazine December 1878) Ur McCoan writes that 
the Turkish government was contemplating the irrigation 
of no less than 18 million acres of land and the reolamae 
ticn of another 4 million acres of marsh lands in 
various "parts of Asia Ulnor and Syriap but chiefly 
below Baghdad. " "The only thing that was done" he adds, 
"was to Invite a contract for reclaiming iOOpOOO acres 
in the Plains of Brussa. " 
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Vadhat Pachal a good w111 and enerMr could not entirely 

absolve him from the blame arisina from tho failure of most 

of his projects and the virtual squandering of public funds, 

It appears that he had not studied these projects suffi- 

ciently before he launched them# His ambitious schemes 

were out of all proportion to the funds at his disposal 

while sormo of them did not seem to go well with each other, 

The effective revival of the Kahrawan. alone would have re- 

quired several millions of poundsi* The dredging of the 

Euphrates for navigation was in direct contradiction to the 

use of the water of that river for canalization. But perhaps 

the most disastrous of his acts was In his treatment of the 

Saglawlyyah Canal, 

This canal was of great antiquity. In the Nineteenth 

CenturY It acted as a regular escape for the floodwaters 

of the Euphrates. "It isq" wrote Chegney2, "without doubt 

one of the most ancient commercial comunications in the 

worldo"; and it was at the time of his expedition in full 

flow during the flood season. Lieut. Lynch., one of 

Chesnay's assistantep made a passage from river to river 

In the Saglawlyyah In 18383. Itt however., caused the 

Inundation of a wide expanse of land In the Immediate 

vicinity of Baghdad with attendant inconvenience and disease. 

I ifilloodkes Restoration, op. cit. 
2 Expedition,, opoclt. # vol. It p. 55. 
3 Ionidesp Regime of the Euphrates and Tigriep opcit, 

p. 67. 
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It appears that In order to Improve the navigation between 

the two rivers# Uadhat had out a now head for the Saglawlyyah 

and himnelf sailed through that canal from the Tigris to 

the Euphrates In a small steamer'o This now head draw a 

greater volumo of water from the Euphrates and threatened 

the stability of that river2. Purther the inundations In 

the vloinity of Baghdad had widened. Henae Madhat Pasha 

olosed the head of the Saglawiyyah with a dam3. ' But this 

was destined to bring still more evil results, The channel 

of the Euphrates was no more able to carry the water during 

the flood season when not relieved by the Saglawiyysh, In 

a few years, the Euphrates broke through Its banks and 

poured into the suglawiMh channel which now began to 

carry a greater volume ofvater than ever it did before, 

and for a time it was thought that tho Euphrates was abandon- 

ing Its course past uusayvab and flowing Into the Tigris 

through the Saglawiyyahl+,, while the swamps of Agar-guf 

further extended. "The whole plain opposite to Baghdad"# 

says the British Coonsul in his report for the yearl8775,, 

"turned to a swamp. " 

This was not all. The closing of the Suglawiyyah had 

evon moro far-reaching results. 

(1) Consular Reportsy Baghdadv 
Longriggp OP-Oit-v P. 318- 

2 Consular Reports, op. olt, 
3 jonidesp op. cit., pp. 679 
4 Consular Reportev Baghdad, 
51 Consular Reportep Baghdad, 

As has been stated else- 

1878-9 v LXX41p pe 225; 

75. 
1877# MUMP P. 771. 
LXXIV9 18789 P. 707. 
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wherel In this work, the 24UPhrates rac gradually abandon- 

Ing Its course below ZLaarjab from the Hilla to the 

Hindlyya Branch, uo that In tho middle of the Nineteenth 

Century this phenomenon was oausinZ some concern to the 

Turixish administrationo as it was threatening the prosperity 

(and the govern=nt revenue) of tho Hilla districts The 

closing up of tho saglawLyyah, In the opinion of irrigation 

enaineera in Iraqv hastened this process. "The Euphrates, " 

writes go Ionides 2. "swollen beyond its capacity in the 

flood season# was forced to seek relief elsewhere and chose 

for thio end the Hindiyya canals, which broke out into 'the 

plains farther south and created the shallow Bahr-el-Rejef 

(Sea of Rejef). Year by year, the Hindins. canal beceme 

larger and larger to the detriment of the main river post 

Babylon ... By 1880, it (the IIindiyya) was . *# the main 

river. " and by 18859 the Hills. river was almost dry3, to 

the consternation of the settled population along Its banks. 

The trees withered,, and the fields were abandoned and the 

population forced by misery and starvation to abandon their 

hozy3a to other sanjaqs. Thua according to Cuinet no less 

than two sanjaqs were ruinedi*. Thus like the tribes of the 

Fawwar who had to clear out from their homes in the begin- 

ning of the 11ineteenth Century and eaek now homes in the 

1 1) Ouprap pe 223. 
2 opocit, p P. 75. 
3 Longriggp P- 31l- 
4 op. cit. III, p. 168; Shiha, op. cit,, P, 78. 

1 
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Hindiyya and elsewherelt the settled and prosperous tribes 

on the banks of the Hills, had to follow for the same reasons. 

Thus Uadhat Pasha's attempt to reclaim the =rshes of Agar- 

guf# not only failed in its purpose but brought about or 

rather hastened a disaster of conaidorable megnitudee This 

is a further example io show how Irrigation 1n Iraq Is 

essentially one problem and no area could be developed 

successfully without due regard to the effects of such 

development on other areast and how proliminary scientific 

study of the problem was essential for the success of any 

irrigation scheme in Iraq. 

The failure of Mdhattij sohemes gave the wrong lesson 

to his successors. Rather than showing the futility, and 

in some cases tho dangerip of launching sohemes without 

. preliminary scientific otud7v it aoted ao a dett=ont 

against the expenditure of public t%mdn for almost any 

scheme or even the study of ', *he problem as a whole. Henoe 

ujp to 1906, when air WilliamVillcOdIts was employeds the 

efforts of the governors of Iraq in the field of irrigationg 

and indeed in any other typa of public workol, were restrict- 

ed to the absolute miniMUM Which Would provide temporaz7 

relief from tho raVO903 of the uncontrolled rivers. Need- 

less to say that these efforts could not fiolve the irrig, - 

tion problem and were-only short-lived in so far as they 

(1) suprat p* 223. 
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made como: local Improvementa in tho DUPPIY of water or the 

prevention of floodso 

Of thece attemits, the remedien improvised to prevent 

the drving"'uP Of the Chatt-al-Rilla rare tYPiCal- According 

to Shiha's a collection was mado for the construction of a 

weir across the river to prevent It from abandoning the 

Hilla River; and contributicne 'vero made for the scheme by 

the Inhabitants, nrich and poor alikel#2. 'A special comý 

miscion under the direction of th.: state engineer Tias 

appointed to take charZ3 of the construction of the weir,, 

The weir was finally built; but it appeared that it was 

so haphazardly construotcd that it vas swept awa7 by the 

floods of the first year after Its construction* "Years 

passed., " writes Shiha3, "before a second attempt to remedy 

the seitu3tion. was made 0., Again contributions were 

colleotod *a. and a new d= was built vhieh was again un- 

&ble 'to resist the current*" -ý"'Jkt last, Sirri Pasha appealed 

to the Sultan for helpl* and French engineers were employed 

to, deal with the situationo A dam waa brailt across the 

river at Hindiyya,, But even thig only lasted till 1903P 

-when it partially collapseds, owing to "the "limited and 

o, VaBmodia sums of monezr pliced at the disposal of M. Mougel 

I opocitst PO 80* 
2 Ibide 
3 OP-01tot P. 81. 

. 

141 

Shihat p. 81. The Sultan had by this time considerable 
interests in the form or estates In the Hilla area, 
infra, gp. 419-20. 
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the engineer In charge for the purpose of necessary 

modifications and repairs. 111 The whole scheme, it appearep 

was cheaply constructed. According to Shiha 29 the esti- 

mates for the dam submitted by the French engineersp 

Ho Schoenderfer and hie assistant M. Deuvanto were only 

ZT 35#000 while Arab Sheikhs provided about five thousand 

labourers. Thus the single important scheme which was 

carried out by the Turks during the whole of the Nineteenth 

Century only lasted for thirteen years (1890-1903). 

In his report for 19049 the British Consul of Baghdad 

reported3 "The condition of the Euphrates deteriorates 

yearly; the bund of the canal which irrigates Hills, has 

broken and the district has run dry. It is doubtful there- 

fore whether crops can be raised In the spring. " In his 

report for the year 1906, he said4 "no grain arrived from 

Hi3_1a distriatp where much barley used to be growne The 

breach in the Hindly7s. Barrage has not been repaired; the 

bed of the Euphrates at Hilla is dry for many months In the 

year# and the district between Iftsayyab and Samawahs, which 

was previously very fertilet produces less and less every 

years" 

The problem of Inundation was treated in the saw way* 

Recurrent inundations were costing the country a great 

I 1ý T1111cocks# Irrigationg opocit. 
2 op, oit. p p. 82. 
3 Consular Reportap Commercial Series# No- 3168. 
4 Consular Reports, Commercial Series, No. 3865. 
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proportion of its hard-won crop., and endangering the very 

lives and security of its settled population, Even Baghdad 

itself was not Immune from the perilous shadow of complete 

Inundation similar to that which took place in 18311 0 
Stronger embankments were built In 1878# by Abdul-Rahman-, 

Radri. Pasha, along the left bank of the Euphrates to keep 

the river In its original bed and prevent it from Inundating 

the plains west of Baghdad: 2. They were again farther 

strengthened during the second governorship of Taq'il Din 

Pasha (1880-86)3. Sirri Pasha (1888-92) built a dam across 

one of the channels which fed the Saglawiyyah for the same 

purpose4o Purtherp according to GhIha5, credit was often 

allocated for the strengthening of the river banks# and 

bunds were aotually built during the latter part of the 

Nineteenth Centuryp along the Tigris and Dyals. as well as 

the Euphrates6. 
/I 

But# failing a comprehensive system of canalization 

and water-storage schemess no effective remedy lasted longj 

bunds were made yearly more and more Ineffective by siltingi 

while stronger bunds in one area caused weaker embankments 

in other areas to give way sooner and cause greater havoc. 

II Suprat pp. 111-12. 
2 Consular Reportst Baghdadr 1878-79P LXII# p. 225. 
3 shihap op. cit. p p. 87. 
4 Ionidesp opocitep ppe 68 and 71. 
5 op, cit, * p. 87. 
61 Handbook of Mesopotamia, op-cit., P. 159. 
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Thus In the governorship of T&q'Il Din Pasha (1880-86)v 

aooording to Shlha ip the town of Baghdad was once 

"surrounded by water for months". Again in 1894, the 

British Consul reported2 that "the river Tigris burst its 

banks# and Baghdad was completely surrounded with water#" 

In 1897 and 18989 great floods were reported both In the 

To'llayets or Baghdad and Basra# In the Wilayet of Baghdad# 

no less than 309000 sheep were reported to have perished in 

the floods of 1897, while grain rose In price owing to the 

fact that a great part of the crop was damaged before It 

oould, be collected3. In the Wilayet of Basrap the flood 

destroyed# beside the grain cropj, two million palm trees 

"by water entering the plantations and becoming stagnant4"4 

Similarlyp "great damage" was done to the palms in the 

floods of 18985, Again, due to the abnormal rise in the 

two, rivers In 1907# "muoh of the country was inundated"6 I 
and "much damage was doneo"7 Floods reourred in 1912 and 
caused "considerable lose in some districts . *. before and 

after the harvest. " 8 

i op. oit. 'ýP. 88. 
2 Consular Reports# Baghdad, No. 1592 (1895). 
3 opocit. p Basrav 1897P No- 1964. During the years 

1897 and 1898, the tonnage of grain exported was at its 
lowest flVm for the whole period between 1888-1913, 
See Appendix VI, 

4 Consular Reports, Basra# 1897s, No* 1964, 
opse t*v Baeraq 1900v No 21+28. 
op. oit. 9 Basra# 1907t NO: 3865- 

7 opsoit. t Baghdadq 1908# Hoe 4073- 

18 

opocit. p Basra# 1912v No* 4980. 
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The Proposals of Sir'William Willcooks: _ 

The serious situation developing in Hillas the re- 
current danger of floods In Baghdad and the considerable 

material damage elsewhere; the success that was met with 
in other parts of the world and espeoial3, v in the Punjab 

and Egypt; the serious studv of the glary of Iraq In the 

past as a result of the excavations carried out In this 

period; and# above all the bringing of Iraq into the lime- 

light of international politics as a result of the develop- 

ment of the Baghdad-Bahnt and the Intense competition In 

the Peraian Gulf, and the study by scholars and schemers 

an to the possibility of capitalistic enterprise in Iraq1- 

all these prompted the Ottoman Government to act at last, 

Sir William Willcocks was entrusted in 1908 'to prepare 
"a project for the restoration of the ancient irrigation 

works of the coUntry. l12 

air William Willcooks was confronted by almost ah 

entire lack of scientific information# but after making 

hurried studios-and assisted by twelve other engineers of 

his staffv and guided by the ancient irrigation works which 

are paivtly recorded and partly traceable on the land,, he 

handed over In Aprilq 1911p a report In which he gave a 

considerable encouragement, to undertake a series of large 

See Infrat PP. 482-94. , 
ý2'ý 

Two and a half years in Menopotandal, by air William 
Willoookep Blaokwoods Magog April, 19i5s PP. 304-323. 
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worksl# Here In a s=mary of Sir William's proposals: - 
For the effective control of the rivers, he considered 

that barrages should be constructed at the heads of the 

deltas of both the Euphrates and Tigrisp with a view to 

relieving the rivers of their surplus water during the 

flood season# by leading that surplus into natural 

depressions from which It could partially be drawn and 
led back Into the rivers In the Xow water season* The 

barrages proposed were one on the Euphrates below Fellujah 

near the head of the old Abu Ghuraib Canal: 2- An escape 

canal wouldlead the surplus water Into the Habbanlyyah 

Depression for subsequent use in the river through another 

channel leading into the Euphrates downstream of Fellujah. 

The other one would be constructed on the Tigris 

about, ten miles below Samarra with an escape loading the 

surplus water into the trough of the Tharther west of the 

Tigrine If the Tharthar depression (which bad not been 

surveyed by Willcooks) proved sufficiently Urgep a reser- 

voir inight be established therej if the depression was; 

not large. enough to store all the surplus water of the 

Tigris, an escape would lead the excess water to the 

This report was published under the name "Irrigation 
of Mesopotandaffo op. oit, 

(2) As a result of further study in this neighbourhoodo 
Sir William expressed in 1916 a preference for a point 
near the head of the Saglawlyyah above Fellujah, owing 
to the existence'of 31mestone In the bed of the Euphrates 
at this point which would give a solid foundation. The 
future of Mesopotamlap Near Rasty. Sept. 29,1916. 
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Euphrates and then to the Habbaniyyah and the neighbouring 

depression of Abu Dibis. 

By these barragesp it would be possiblep acoording -to 

Sir-Willlam# to store some eighteen milliards of cubic 

metwe of'waterp of whicht after evaporationg twelve 

milliards would be available for irrigation purposes, I. e. 

four and a half times the amount of flood water which 
I 

could be stored in Egypt The total area that could be 

cultivated in the Irrigation Zone by so controlling the 

two rivers would be according to the'aalculations of Sir 

William as followst- 

Hectares Acres 

Shitwi Cropst 
Wheat, barley etoo 3POO00000 7P400#000 

Saifi Crops: 
Ries 4009000 9901000 
Millet# sesamet cotton &a. 1#250#000 3PIOOPOOO 

Total 4,650,000 110490000 

Owing to the poor f1hanoes of the Ottoman Empire at 

that time# howevers Sir William left the full development 

of irrigation for the future# and did not include storage 

schemes In his concrete proposals. The latter consisted of 

the construction of Irrigation works which would enable the 

cultivation of only i; 410. v'000 hectares (3#480,9000 acres) 

In the following areasi- 

Willcockes, Irrigation of Uesopotamla# opecits 
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The district between Fellujah. and Baghdad in the 

north and Xufa and Kut in the south enclosing 650, tooo 
heatares to be Irrigated from the Euphrates by a system of 

canals and a feeder (The Left Euphrates Canal)1. 

The oountrv on both sides of the Garraf to be com- 

manded by that river to a total of 250pOOO heotares by the 

oonstruction of a barrage across the Tigris at Kut., 

(o) An area of 90,0000 hectares would be commanded west 

and south-west of Basra by the constraction of a barrage at 

Gurmat A31,, a bund running from Suq-11-Shuyukh to Qurnaq 

and a canal passing between Basra and Zubeir. 

An additional area of 5Qj-OOO hectares were also to be 

rsclaim, ýýd from the Euphrates marshes by draining them In 

oompartments, 

(d) The country between Baghdad and Baled on the right 

bank of the Tigris would be commanded by the Dujall when 

restored by the construction of a barrage across the Tigris# 

so that 170ooOO hectares could be irrigated. 

(e) An area of 200#000 bectaree situated along the lower 

course of the Kahmwan could be irrigated (for winter oulti- 

vation only) by feeding the Mahrawan In the winter from the 

Dyala RjVer2. 

(1) Including 100#000 hectares on the right bank of the 
Tigris to be irrigated from that river by the "Right 
Tigris Canal"t 

(2) The owmer supply of the Dyala. River was entirely 
exhausted by the Dya2a system of canalss namely the 
canals of Khalies Xhuralean, Mahrut and Beled Rulo 
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The cont of these schemes as estimated by Willoodke 

in the conditions prevailing before the Great War was an 

fo3lowo: - 

Area Irrigation Agricultural 
District Cdonauded mcks works Total 

Acros de A le 
(a) W*Ot Of 334hý is605*000 4j, 812#4i7 598500000 io, 66204i'l 
(b) GhazTAf Area 617#500 2#4820182 2#250,, 000 4t732,, 182 
(a) Baw'a Aroa. 222,300 19797s2(4 6101000 20607#2(4 4uph, 

toa j6srsheg 123#500 
- 

3821,500 225#000 607#500 
(d) Dujail Area 4-19. (X* 1,906,06 1,530,000 3AA416 
(0) Wwawan Area 4940000 1&635#408 ij, 800,000 3o435#408 

Total 3s480*000 130oi6, ji87 12,465joGO 25s4810187 

In order to prevent the rivers from flooding the 

cultivated land, Sir William recommended the use of the 

Habbaniyyah as a flood prevention scheme for the tim being 

by cutting an escape channel from the Euphrates leading to 

the depression. As a flood escape at the head of the Tigris 

delta was very oostLv,, he recommended the adoption of tho 

following measures with regard to the Tigris* That the 

Inundation from the Tigris at Baghdad should be reduced 

by an escape at Huadham (north of Baghdad) which would allow 

the water to flow Into the depression east of Baghdad and 

return to the river by an outlet below the city* He also 

advised the building of an embankment north of Baghdad 

from about opposite Kadhimain to Mansuriyyah on the right 

bank of the river. South of Baghdad the river was to be 
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allowed to spill an the left bank and an embankment was 

to be built from the earth excavated from the Right Tigris 

Canal which would irrigate part of the area between the 

two rivers* In order to Prevent the river from inundating 

the area south of Oteciphont lie proposed a out across tim 

neok of the bend existing there in order to induce the 

river. to silt up Its former channelo 

Further down the Tigris below Amaral, Irdilloocks only 

rooommended the placing of =Ira at the heads of the larger 

canals In the marshes and other works considered necessary 

for the preservation of. the navigability of the Tigris 

below Amara. 

Of these schames, only the most urgent oneej, namely 

the Hindayyah Barrage and the Habbanlyyah escape were 

started before the war. The Hindiyyah Barrage was finished 

by 1913, The Hills, Canal was, cleared of silt for about 

65 mileal up to the town of Hills and a regulator was con- 

structed at its head. But subsidiary canalization of the 

area was not made to make full use of the barrage until 

1919-20. Similarly the Habbaniyyah escape was not finished 

when the war broke out, 

In additionp the embankments on the Tigris, Dya3a and 

the Euphrates were strengthened and a out had been made 

(1) Empire Review# June 1915p Engineering Problems of 
Mesopotamia by John JKaoksou. 
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across the loop below Ctestphon to reduce the inundation 

inithe neighbourhood of Baghdad, 

These workaj, together with the previous attempts to 

prevent the ruin of the Hills River and its region# and 

the grandiose schemes of-Madhat Pasha which did not come 

to fruitionp were the most important direct contributions 

of the Turks towards the improvements, of the Irrigation 

System-of Iraq. 

Apart from irrigation schemes, direotly carried out %1_1 

or contemplated by the governmentp there worst in addition 

two classes of ouch works carried out in Iraq during this 

period# the first one by the tribes with or without the 

permission. of the government# and the second one by the 

Sanlyyah administration. 

Apart from various water lift devices which onlyý 

irrigated small patches along the banks of the riverst 

the tribes carried out various devices to make use of the 

waters of the rivers. Some of these were of a permanent 

nature-such as the opening of a minor inundation (and 

sometimes even perennial) canal. Some were temporary or 

recurrent such an the annual-clearance of the working 

canals or the building-of temporary weirs across the 

minor channels of the rivirs-to raise the water and 

irrigate the land. The clearance of the canals was 
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effected by the tribe as, a whole* Each section of the 

tribe benefiting from, ihe'eanal had to provide a certain 

number of labourers for'the work at the'season. Such 

'labourers are called HashrI6 and the duty hashir. The 

clearance was effected under the supervision of the 

Sheikh of the Tribe'or his representative. 

Hashris were also-employed for, the digging of new 

canals or the Inilding-of dams. The latter were mostly 

made in the rice areas, They were generally broken off 

immediately the land had received sufficient watert and 

the water led to other lands'situated downstreamp which 

would be irrigatedý'by new dams which are also temporary 

"The Turkish Goverment generally encouraged the 

digging of new canals by the tribest by granting them 

exemptions or reductions of the taxes. Thus Habib Al-Amir 

of Rabia (tribe) was permitted to dig the Huseinlyyah 

canal near Kut and was granted 50,1% reduction of the revenue 

demand on'his newly reclaimed land. According to the 

instructions dated 1286 A. H. lands could be granted in 

the Tapull-gratuitously on condition of development. The' 

Land revenue charged 'according to the same instructions 
2 

was much lower than on developed: land 

See a desoription of these dams in Ionidesp Regime# 
op. oit. pp. 92-93- 

(2) See infra PP- 563-4,602. 
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in 1873P Nasir Pasha of, the Muntaf Ig offered to con- 

struct a big dam (called sadd-el-Jazair) between Buq-01- 

shuyukh and Basraj, at his own expense with the aid of Ahe 

Muntaf. ig. tribes#ý on condition that he would be granted 

permission to cultivate the marshes# thereby reclaimed 

without taxation for a period of five years., Redif Pasha, 

the governor of Baghdad at that-times accepted the pro- 

posal and theworks were started, The Arabs worked for-, 

eight months to raise the dams only to learn# subsequently 

that the Porte had refused these terms and offered to-pay 

ZT20#000-sel-, compensation to Nasir. It appears that the 

issue was dropped after Hasir's visit to Constantinople 

and his-subsequent-appointment to the governorship. of the 

Wilayet, of_ýBasra,, -The dam was therefore left to ruin be- 
I 

fore, its completion and the marshes reformed 

Another example of the, cooperation of the, tribes was 

the ready offer of some 5pOOO tribesmen as labourers in 

the construction. of the Hindinah Dam of 1889. 

Purthemore nearly all the canals (called tubars) of 

the Shamivya and Abur Sukhair areas, and some of the ýAmara 

Area, and elsewherep have been dug. and developed by, the 

tribes, during this period. When Willcocks was in Iraqt he 

found. the. tribes digging a canal to connect the two branches 

q4ihat op. 
-cit.. 

74- 
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of the Hilla and the Hipdiyyah togetherp a scheme# which 

If carried out* would in the opinion of Sir William# would 

hays been of great value to the tribes and to. the irpiga- 

tion, pyotem in that area. Unfortunately it was not com- 

pleted. 

Not all the works earried out by the tribes are of 

such. value, Indeed some of these wor. ), -s were very harmful; 

in the firot place because,, t#py were viewed from a purely 

lpeaLaspect and without consideration to the effects on 

other areas. Secondly their construction was primitive. 

and, involved a great wastage in water and labour resources 

owing to the lack of technical advice and supervision. by 

the local administration at the time of their construction. 

Thus the canals, which were opened by the tribes at. Amara, 

and intended for irrigation#-were without any supervision 

and their heads were not provided with regulators. In a 

few years, they became broad flowing, rivers and the greater 

parý of the Tigris flowed in them mostly to run to waste 

In the marshes# while the river itself became shallow in 

the "narrows" below Amara -a phenomenon which presented 

a great difficulty to navigation in the first decade of 

the Twdntleth Century 
1. 

, SimJkrlyp the irrigation works which were carried out 

'in the Diwaniyyah Areat prevented the river from scouring' 

Consular Reports# Baghdad, Comaercial series, 1896, 
No. 1783. Infra ppz p. 449. 
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an adequate bed for itself and caused its deterioration 

while the water that was drawn from it# in this areap was 

out of all proportion to the requirements of a soientifical- 

ly constructed irrigation channels. 

Another form of irrigation effected by' the cultivators 

themselves is by erecting various water-lift devices on the 

riverain land and along the 'banks of the Canals* Different 

types of lifting appliances were used. The principal types 

are first the Water-wheel on the Upper Euphrates which is 

worked by water power. Then there is the Chari I, 
a kind 

of bucket tied to a rope running on a pulley and pulled by 

oxen. Then there'is the fiorizontal water-wheel worked by 

a mule or a donkey and called Naur. These'de*ioes however 

only cultivate limited areas along the banksýof the rivers 

and'aloiig the main canals. As their water, is generally 

permanentp summer as well as winter crops are grown in 

these Charid lands; while the'greater paPt of the date palm 

groves outside the area of Shatt-al-Arab was irrigated by 

the Charids 20 
: 

(1) It, -is called Kard (plural Kurud) in the literary 
Arabia. 

(2) In the'years'; Lust'before the Great Odar a few mechani- 
. oil pumps were-installed on the rivers mainly near 
Baghdad and Diwaniyyah. 
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The Administration of the Sani-Yvah 

1he Dairat-ul-Saniyyah was a branch of the Civil List 

Department which was in charge of the very large private 

estates, and other property acquired by Sultan, Abdul-Hamid 

II in Iraq. As will be seen In the next chapterg. the 

application of the Land Code and the establishment, of the 

AapuýSyatem in Iraq-had failed, -in, its purpose, of giving 

security of tenure to the cultiyatore of the soil and 

resulted for the main part in the alienation of the right 

of tasarruf to speculators and capitaliets who were partly 

townspeople and retired Turkish officials and partly, - 
tribal Sheikhs. Among those was the Sultan himselfg. who 

saw, It is said' in the plans of the'Baghdad Railway and 

the schemes of the Irrigation of Mesopotamia which were- 

under consideration, in this period# an opportunity for 

enrichment brought about by the. expected rise of land 

values of Iraq when these schemes-were realized. Hance, 

he bought mostly In, the period between 1383 and 189.0, for 

nominal. pricesi no less than 3W)o of the cultivated area 

of the Wilayet of Baghdae and large' tracts in the Wilayets 

of Basra and Hosul. Such estates were called the Saniyyah 

(i)-,, ý, Contemporary, -Reviewt May# 19O3p The Baghdad Railway# 
by Dr, E, J. Dillon* 

(2) Cuinetj,, opo cit-i III, # 
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Lands, They constituted'some of the wet fertile lands 

of the -country,, and were irrigated'by the Tigris# 

Euphratesip Qlhatt-el-Qharrafv Shatt-el-Arab and Dyala even 

as'near to the Persianfrontiers as Xhanskin 10 

On the Tigrisp the Saniyyah oined the wliole are-a" 

watered by the Dujilil Which'it partially restored. " The' 

area#, thl's caL'al comwnded in 1890 was estimated by 

Cuinetl to be over 2#000 feddanra, '(55*'00a hectares) and: 

its proauce is said'to haye been befoic the Gredt Wais, 

atout 2#000 tons of wheat and 3#000 tons of barley3. 

P, elow Baghdadl-the ohniýýah had acquired the eStates 

of Shadi and Bughailali; it also owned the lands along the 

Tigris from Tawil td'U=-el-AJ&J' on the 'right'Iýank and 

from Samr to Imam X&hdi on the left barik tog'ethe'r with 

the country behind it to-6 depth of 20 Miles inland from 

the ri I ver. The traot - of land along the right bank of'the 
I Tigris from inimediately 'Dolow Shatt-el-Gharraf t'o'Sheikh 

Saad'to, a'depth of'40 miles from the ri%ier ai'so belong ed 

to - the Ganiý7ah. 'Below this also on the ýright bank, it 

own6d tiie tract ext , ýnding frbm-Rumait to the Butalrahtanal 

(j) Cuinetp IlIt p, log; Handbook of Mesopotamia# op. 
cit-,, Pý- 14.9- 

.. 1 (2) Cuinet op., citý III, * P. 133. The feddan is about 
441 ; Lcres except In the, Dyala, Lira where it is Bi. 6 
acres in the Khalis, -and'1241'4cres elsewhere In that 
liwa. 

(3) Uss Memorandum. on canal clearance by Hedgecockp In- 
spector G6neral of Iraq State domain Department# dated 
28 06tobers 1925* 
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to a depth of 30 miles inland. On the left bank# the 

Saniyyah land extended almost continuously from Amara to 

a point almost opposite Uzaix% and inland almost to the 

Hawizah Marshes* In addition# a tract of land Irrigated 

by the Shatt-al-Gharraf wa3 also owned by the Saniyyah 

On the Huphratesp the canal or Abu Ghuraib and its 

45 tributaries 2 
was Saniyyahe It Is said to have command- 

ed4n i890p about 2#500, feddans (about 40#000 hectares) 

and, produced about, 49UOO tons of wheatt 7#000 tons of 

barley, p and 3jUUO tons of other grain when it was in the 

hand of. the Saniyyah3. sjmilarly,,, ýhe canals of the 

14ahmudiyyah and. the Ridhwaniyv. ah were Sanivyah- 

In the Hilla area# the civil list had acquired the 

most important canals# and had in its possession In 1890t 

the canals of An-Nilp Alajt Jarbouiyyaht Jaurap Shafiyyah 

and Khannaq# together with parts of the areas irrigated 

by. the ShomSlyp Shah and Mahawil 4 The cultivable area 

of, the Saniyyah in this district alone was estimated by 

Guinet to be about. 7o5OO feddans or about 200#000 hectares5, 

In addition# the Saniyyah# also had, In t. he Diwaniyyahp, 
6 

rice lands equal to about 1#000 feddans or 27#570 hectares 

0 Handbook of Mesopotamia# P. 14-9. 
2 Cuinet# III, ýp. 14.5* 
3 Hodgecock. # anal Clearancep ops cit. 
4 Guinetv op. cit. III. p, 156j Shihap op. cit- P-4.3. 
5 Guinetv op. cit. III,, P. 156. 
61 Culnetv op. cit- III* P, 156* 
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In the Llwa of Karbala# the Saniyyah had in 1890 about 

4#000 feddans of cereals and 800 feddans of rice together 

with some UPOOO jeribs of date gardens along the Huseiniy- 

yah Canal 

In the Shatt-el-Arab Area# the Saniyyah owned ex- 
2 tensive estates on the right bank of that river 

. In'additions, it owned the estate of Al-Tash near 

Ramadip and 1&rge'ebtsLtes in7 the beighbourhood of Mosul 

and in the plains near the lower courses of the Greater 

and lesser Zabs, and in Suleimania. Thus the estates of 

Delin# Malwan, and Bakra Jog and'larege tracts'in the Qadha 

of Makhmur in the Liwa of Arbil were Sanniyyah. 

" Thus next to the state 
30 the Saniyý, ah was the largest 

owner of land in Iraq in the period between 1883 and 1909. 

These estates were administered by a central committee 

which sat at Baghdad and received its instruction directly 

from the-Civil-List Department In Constantinople. The 

committee consisted of two branches#-one for the adminis- 

tration of these estates and the other for the management 

of the interests of the Saniyyah'in the steam navigation 

in the rivers which it had taken over from the Uman 

Ottoman administration in 1904* 

Thq committee had as a chairman# the Gomander-in- 

Chief of the'army in Iraqv who gave any military aid needed 

i Cuinetp op. cit III. P. 1941 Shihag op. cit, p, 120. 
2 Handbook of Mes; potamiap op. cit. P. 14-9. 
3 Infra pp. 
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for the protection of the Interests of the- Sanlyyah and 

located troopaq sometimes permanently on the various 

estates administered by the Committee. The actual 

management of the various estates was entrusted to 

officials (mamur Shubahs) on the spot# who were'regularly 

paid and had better guarantee of promotion than other 

state officialsi. These officials had to inspect the 

agricultural lands and report to the committee* They 

had a right to prevent any encroachment on the lands of 

the cultivators# and they leased the lands and collected 

rent in due. time. They prevented the exactions of the 

Zabtiyyah and the sheikhs from the tribesman-and even 

interfered when a peasant wao'charged in a state court 

and were able to protect him from the Injustices'of these 
him 

corrupt tribunals and free jim by the Influence of the 

chairman in -case the latter was satisfied of their pro-, 

tigals Innocence 241 

Furthermore# the-Sanlyyah took charge of the clear- 

ance of canals, and the digging of new ones* It eqployed 

arvW officials who were acquainted with engineering# in 

the clearance and excavation of canals, The committee 

M Handbook of Mesopotamia# op, cit, pp. 149-509-190. 
2 Acquired from a Memorandum on the Saniyyah Estates 

and other papers relating to the same subject In File 
No. 52 for the period# 1921-21+ in the archives of the 
State Domains Department in Baghdad. 
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was enabled to expend on improvements and had several 

surveyors. For the clearance and digging of canalsp it 

employed hired labourers 10 

Other advantages offered by the Saniyyah to its 

cultivators was the lending of seeds till harvest time 

free of interest# the building of mosques 
2 

and even the 

opening of primary schools in some of their estates3 

Hence the Saniyyah lands were. preferred, by the 
8 tate 

peasants to any private or alml land despite the apparent- 

ly higher, rent the Saniyyah demanded for the land4'o 

ý The contribution which the Baniyyah had made to 

irrigation and land development in Iraqq perhaps far 

exceeds the -irrigation works which were made by the- 

Ottoman Government. and the provincial administration be- 

fore the arrival of Sir William Willcocks in Iraq. Even 

the attempts to stem the deterioration of the Hillah River 

by building a dam in 1889# and perhaps also the employment 

of Sir William Willcocks may be owed to the influence of 

the Saniyyah and the personal interest of the SultaU5. 

(1) These labourers were however supplied mostly from 
lessees of the land and were aid nominal wages. of from 
one to two piastres per day# 

fUllemo 
on Saniyyah Estateag 

-ops cit. ). Except for this payment the labour service 
was not different from the Hashir -in other lands. 

(2) As for instance in Bughailah# Musayyab and, Abu 
Sukhair, 

(3) 
_P. O., Peace Handbook# No. 63v Mesopotamia# op., cit, 

P-39. ý4j "'infra -6 8. See also Appendix XIV. 
.5 Sir V1111amo'Willcocks was employed in 1908# by the 

young Turks but his employment must have been con- 
sidered at the time of Abdul Hamid. 
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More directly# the expansion of trade in graln and 
the settlement of several tribal units mustt to a large 

partp be attributed to the efforts of the'Saniyyah arid 
the material attractions it-offered to the beduins for 

settlement$ in its search for labour to man its vast 

estates* In the North# the development of the land of- 
the Saniyyah at least In part accounts for the settlement 

ot the beduin tribes in the plains of the Zabel* 

In the Irrigation Zone$ the clearance of the Dujail 

and Shadi and the opening of several canals in the Amara 

area were the works of the - Saniy7ah. Indeed# the develop- 

ment and growth of the towns of- Aziziyyat Bughailap Kut 

Amara and Qalaat Saleh in-thi ,s period may be ascribed to 

the development of the surrounding lands of the Saniyyah 

and only in part to the developmentof steam navigation 

on the Tigris, 

On the Euphratesi the Saniyyah ha&cleared the large 

canals of Abu, Ghuraibv Mahmudiyyali an&Ridhwaniyyahp' and 

put toworking orderýthe other canals which it'controlled 

in the Hilla area up to Diwaniyya. Abu Ghuraibj, and per- 

haps alsoýMahmudiyya had a masonry regulating head which 

was another contribution of the Saniyyah, 

- On the Hindiyyah Prach# the canals ofýAl-Hamidiyyah# 

(after Sultan Abdul Hamid)# the Al-Hashimit Al-Faisali,, 

(1) See infra pp. 670-2. 
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Al-flusaini and. Al-Mahajir between Kufah and Shinafiyyah 

may be owed to the Saniyyah also. 

Perhaps the beat measure of the contribution the 

Saniyyah was off ering to the cause of prosperity in Iraq 

can be taken from the result that ensued after its 

liquidation in 1909. The Young Turksp nfter dethroning 

Sultan Abdul Hamid in that year# transferred from the 

civil list to the -Ministry of Finance all the properties 

which belonged to the Dalrat-ul Saniyyah. A fixed civil 

list and stipends were allocated to the Sultan and the 

1ýaperial princes. The Saniyyah lFmds "reverted" to the 

state# as public domains and were administered by a 

ýpeoial department called the "Amlak Hudawwarah" ieep 

the properties which had been "transferreW' from the 

sultan to the state, In Iraqp howeverp although the 

Saniyyah, lands also acquired tha name of "Mudawwarah" p 

yet they were treated as other miri lands. Thus the 

peasants lost all the pri. vileges which, they had enjoyed 

before on this land# while they had to pay the same pro- 

portion of the produce as rent# as they used to pay to 

the, saniyyah administration ., The results were almost 

instantaneous,. The landwas-deperted of its labourerst 

the canals, silted up and werý not clearedi while the 

general insecurity following the withdrawal of some of 

the fight I ing forces from Iraq to the theatres of war in 
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the Balkans and elsewhere added to the mounting causes 

of the ruin of these lands. Thus the Abu Ghurralb canal 

which used to yield to the Saniy7ah for its share (of 36% 

of the gross produce) about Rs. 150#000 - Rs. 160, -000ý did 

not'yield to the government as Hudawwarah more than 

Ra. 50,000 in the season of'1328-29 A. H. (1911)1. Again 

the Duýail was caid to have produced about 5#000 tone, of- 

grAin under the Saniyyah; when it became mudawwarah,, its 

clearance was neglected; islands appeared near'its head 

and obstructed the flow of water except in'the'flood 

season, Mence the area it'could'irrigate was reduced 

to from 300 to 360 fed&ns with perhaps less than 29000 

tons of grain as the total crop produced from the area. 

Other canals which'were under the care of the Saniyyah' 
2 had more or lces suffered the same fate 

Thus although the Turks 9f thiý period showed a. 

greater concern th&n their jpridýceacors in irrigation 

matters, yet the works'which'they suacesafully'achieved 

in this-period did not'go beyond tei4porar7 and cheaply 

constructed acýemes to averts for a timep an immediate 

disaster. There is reason to I)elleve that even-thosO 

schemes like the'Hilla dam of'1889 and, the employment of 

Sir VrillismIffillcocks and its consequent earnest study 

M Memo. on canal clearance by Hedgecockv op, cit. 
2 Hedgeoockp Memo on Canal Clearance# op. cit. 
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o J" .& the rhole problem# the buildina -of the Hindiyyah 

Barrage# and the cocape of the Rabbaniyyah were prompted 

by the p-,. raonallnfluence and self-interestedness of 
the Sultan# Other,,, rorks such as the strengthening of the 

embankmonts on theýTigris., Euplarates and D7alap especially 

In the neighbourhood of Baghdaed# were also temporary 

palliatives# rather thin the result of a real tackling of 

the problem of irriZation and inundation In. the-country, 

Willcocks' schemes, although-they are open, to criti. 

oism. from several aspectelt were invaluable for Iraq# as 

they vrere the foundation on which the Irrigation policy 

of tho post-war adUninistration of -Iraq was built. They 

still, remain the guidinj principles ofArrigation in the 

-eountryp, and they are for the most part responsible for 

(1) They were criticized by subsequent writers# on. the..., 
following grounds: 

. 
(a) That irrigation and-navigation can combine, 
- .. for a long 'time in''Iraq:. 

(b) That the schemes-proposed were out of pro--. - 
porti='to. the number of population in Iraq' 
and its natural growth. 

(c) That Willcocks accepted the'-degeneration 
of the Euphrates and the swamps near Buq-91- 
Shuyukh. 

(d) 'That the preventionof the floods by ein- 
bankwcntoý =., V De made per. -mnentlr -unsuccessf ul 
'by silt deposits, 

F., U. reace, Handbookat Mei3opotamlap op. cit.. p. 'ý60j 
Buckley# Development# op*- cite 
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the-. bad as well as the good results of that policyle 

f ew diversions have so far been made from the lines pro- 

posed in those schemes, 

However. during this period, # only the Hindiy7ah 

Barrage was builtg of all the recomendations of Sir 

Willianu 
Land development carried out by, the, tribes were 

small in exteAt and proved In many cases harmful because 

they lacked the necessary appervision and technical ad- 

vice which-should have "an provided by, the central 

authority, 

Only the Saniyyah appears g. Within the soope of its- 
- 

sphere and resources* to have been able to affect land 

development. on, a comparatively large soýle,. But these 

developments proved short-lived as the canals which were 

0) Thus the construction of the Kut Barrage reon m ended 
'by Willoocks was carried out by the Iraq Governmentp 
although the land commanded could only be irrigated for 
Winter crops which are by far less profitable than Summer 
cropsr e. g. 0 cotton which might have been produced had 
the million pound been spent on the further development 
of the Euphrates while leaving the Tigris mainly for 
navigation and water-pumps until such time as the number 
of population warranted the expenditure on the reservoir 
for storing the surplus water of that river and harness- 
Ing it to Irrigation* 

Similarlyt an so detailed scheme for drainage was 
planned by Willcockep due perhaps to the heavy ooat 
involved# the present administration in Iraq since the 
Great War had In no case provided the canals they built 
with a drainage system to prevent the land from being 
salty. 
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under the care of the Saniyyah soon silted up when the 

Saniy7ah administration was liquidated. 

Yet with the help of the Saniyyah and the other land 

developments by the tribes# only 5% of-the cultivable 

area in Iraq was found to be. actually under cultivation 

in the years immediately before the war. Hence it can be 

said-that the Turks during this periodp -1-1as in the previ- 

ous periods# did not solve the irrigation problem# al- 

though in the earlier part of this period# they envisaged 

big schemes which could not be put into practice and in 

the latter yearsr'they put into application only a small 

fraction of a more practical, schemep and there is reason 

to believe that more portions of Willcooke scheme would 

have been carried outt had it'not been, for the Great War., 
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Transport and Communication 

(1) Road Transport. 

In the last three sections* it was shown that ad- 

ministrative reforms were largely ineffeotivep while 

Irrigation works whether they were carried out by the 

state# the Saniyyah or by local tribal effort# were not 

in themselves such as to lead to economic expansion. in 

this section# an attempt will be made to show that this 

expansion was only made possible by the existence of 

increasing facilities for trade through the improvement 

in the means of communication and the fall in the rate of 

transport charges so as to make the products of Iraq 

acquire a world market, Hence to forestall the conclusions 

of this sectionp it is possible to say that the irrigation 

works of the Saniyyah and the increased-effort at reclama- 

tion by the tribes were made largely because an incentive 

was found in the increased demand for the agricultural 

products of Iraq owing to the access of these, products to 

European and even American markets made possible by the 

fall in transport charges both inside the country and 

overseas. 

The improvement of transport took place particularly 

in ocean navigation owing to the opening of the Suez Canal 

and the development of the steamship as a means of 
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navigation for long distances, The benefits of both 

these phenomena were universal and affected the economies 

of other countries# particularly eastern countriest as 

well, as of, Iraq. These were ooupledv in Iraqq with a 

parallel development in the Inland (river) navigation by 

the steamship. R6id transport was not much improved 

during thi's period. In the Irrigation Zones communication 

was maintained 'chiefl3r by water. There was some local 

caravan traffic across the-open steppes or along the 

paths extending by the rivers and canals# but this 

traffic was more or lese-su]ýplementaryvather than com- 

petitive'to the water transport system. It existed along 

thi, routes vhere'the water channels are not navigable or 

do not exist at all. 'It was also carried out along the 

water channels'which are not'navigable upstream or dry up 

in thii, loir water seasoni 

These roads were almost'entirely unmetalled andp 

after-heavy'rain# mobtly, became impassable for wheels and 

difficult even for pack animals. They were Interrupted 

In parts by marshes so that-they'beoame impassable during 

the flbod'season'for all kinds of,, traffic. "The neigh- 

bourhood of Baghdad may be so widely inundated during the 

flood season that on the right bank of the Tigris# the, 

city can-be approached only along the tops of bundst while 
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on the left bank# passengers and goods coming by the 

Khanaqin Road (from Persia) have occasionally to be 

ferried across the floods to the bunds protecting the 

city on that sideO" 
I 

The rivers were crossed in a few places near the 

main townsp by boat bridges, Most of these consist of 

roadway on pontoons or native boatse One or more of 

these boats can be swung open to let vessels pasal and 

in a high flood some bridges may have to be temporarily 

remoYeds. Planks of palms usually bridge smaller water- 

ways# while ferries exist in other places, Most of these 

bridges are constructed for light traffic and some of 

them may not even be practicable-for laden pack-animals. 

Wheeled traffic was rare in this Zone except in cer- 

tain, well-troddenýroadways where passenger traffic was 
2 

carried by animal-driven carts 

-In 
the Rainfall Zone# road communication is naturally 

far easier than in the Irrigation Zone, For the most part 

Handbook of Mesopotamiat op. cit. p. 296. I 

'' . service between 
12. 

Thus there was a horse-driVen tram 
Baghdad and its suburb Kadhimain established by Madhat 

,, Pasha as a public, Company (Longriggv 299), . 2here was 
also a van service between Baghdad and its other suburb 
Muadham mentioned In the consular report of the year 
1889 (Baghdad.. An. Trade Series# 1890s No* 783)- Shiha 
(Opo cit* po 115) also mentions a carriage service to 
have been in existence between Karbala and Baghdad 
"belonging to the notables of Baghdar. 
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the surfaoe of this, reglon oan be traversed by pack- 

animals or even by wheels eapecially-in the dry season. 

As the rivers iA this, region-can only b. o used for,, trans- 

port In one direction (i. e,, #, downstream) by the primitive 

,p roads were much more needed and much more used . 
than in the Irrigation Zone. , There is reason to believe 

that the Turks during this period had Attempted to Improve 

the roads of this region. Thus as. early as 1883p an 

engineer was appointed to the Wilayet of Mo, sul to oarry 

out plans for public works and a road betwqen -Mosul and 

Zakho was begun 2. Agýin, according -to the. consular re-.! 

ports for Mosul for 1912 3,, 
carts as well as-p4ok-anima14 

were, used on the routes -between Aaghdad. and Mosulp Mosul 

and Aleppo and Mosul and Diarbekr., Yet apparently very 

little had been done, as in a generally-rellable source4 

it is stated in 1918# that "only. a few stretches of 

metalled roads" existed in-this region. The-roads remained 

largely very difficult to pass., ý 
They were interrupted, by 

patches of marsh land& and, ýby,, unfordqd-wadiaj . while In, 

the sumner the lack of water. in the steppos and the 
, 

insecurity still prevailing In-this area presented. formid- 

able obstacles,. 

I Supra p. zM 254 
2 Gone, Reý*-Mosulp 084P IMIXt P. 180. 
3 An, Tr*ýSeriesp-, Mosulp 1913# No. 5055. 
41 Handbook of Mesopotamialp opo cite p. 273. 
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-In the Mountainous country to -the'North and North 

East there were feW mAle-traoks-which, viere more or less 

difficult in the summer and some of which, got "blocked by 

snow for days or even weeks, in the winter,, 

Bridges on -the rivers andtheir tributariea, were few 

and far between. In 18339 the British Vice Consul of 
Basra stated in a reportl#, "the absence of bridges, in 

the wilayet of U66ul. was most marked;, the fewthat exist 

are periodically sviept away or at all events parti&13, v, 

destroyad-by the spring flood*" In the. 1atter part of 

this period especially just before the Great War and dur. ý- 

ing the course of. it# a few bridgeowere built presumably 

to-facilitate-the transport of the materials for the 

Baghdad railway and later-for tailitary, purpoges#2 

Gener&lLy speaking road traffic during-this period 

followed much the same routes and used the -same, means of 

transport# namely-pack animals# as in theýprevious period, 

The prindipal routes for this traffic are the followingi 

In the first place there-was a'muahýfrequented route be.. ý 

tween Baghdad-and Aleppo-along the Euphrates Valley cross- 

ing the river at, -Yellujaon &, boat bridge. A branch of it 

crossed -the Syrian Des art -,. from 'Del r-el-Zor passed-. Tadaur 

(Palmyria) 
-to, Damascusý Another route was from Baghdad 

Mosult 1884, LXXIX, P. 180. 12 
Handbook of Mesopotamia# pp. 275-6. 

li 
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by way of Kirkuk and Arbil, and then from Mosul to 

Aleppo via Zakhop Jezirat-ibn-Umar and Diarbekir. The 

route from Mosul across the Jezirah via Tel Afar and 

Sinjar to Aleppo was generally avoided principally be- 

cause of its insecurity as it was dominated by the 

Shammarp the Yezidi and the Milli tribes. Similarly# 

the route along the Tigris from Bagdad to Mosul was 

little used for the same reason, These Voutes were con- 

nected with Anatolia and Armenia through Aleppop Diarbekir 

and Jezirat-Ibn-Umar. Branches of the route to Baghdad 

from Mosul extended from Kirkuk to Suleimaniap from Arbil 

to Rawanduz and Rayat and the Northern Persia# and from 

Mosul to Amadiy7ah and Armenia. 

Then there was an important and even more frequented 

route which ran from Baghdad to Persia along the Dials, 

River to Khanaqin and Kirmanchah and from thence to 

Tehran and Tabriz. Along this route ran most of the 

transit trade of Iraq with Persia and from it 

came over a hundred thousand Persian pilgrima annually to 

the holy cities of Iraq and on their way to Mecca# 

South of Baghdad there was much less road traffic 

except on the road between Baghdad and Hillap Karbala and 

Nejefe From Nejef a route ran along the borders of the 

Syrian Desert to Hasiriyyah and Basra and another route 
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ran from Hilla via Diwaniyyah and Samwas to Nasiriyyah 

and Basipa, , Caravan routes starting from Nejef # Samawa 

and Basra ran to the heart of the Arabian Peninsula and 

to Hecca. 

Along the Tigris from Baghdad to Dasra via Kut and- 

Amara or via Kut and along the Gharraf River-to Nasiriyyal, 

the roads were little uDed and the main lines of communi- 

catiozx, ýwere the rivers, 

, These routes were ctill slow# expensive and unsafe. 

The usual pace of a camel caravan was 2j miles and hour 

and its daily march ranged between ton and fifteen milesi, 

A bagge pony or a mule moved about three to four miles--an 

hour under. favourable conditions and covered 20-25 miles 

In a day's march 
2& Thus it took from one to two months 

for laden caravans to cross the distance from the 

Uediterranean sea ports to Daghdad3. 

Hence the cost of road transport was very heavy and, 

was still Onhanoed by the inseaurity of the routes and 

the necessity of. employing an armed guard for the protec- 

tion of the caravan all the way. Consequently it cost 

from Z6 t`6_Z8 per ton from Baghdad to Mosul via Kirkukj, 
4. 

a distance-of about 300 miles 1 seven to ten pounds por 

i Handbook of Mesopotamia# op* cit, p. 278. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Consular Reports$ Baghdad# i886j, LXV# Culnetp op. 

cit. vol. III# p. 62. 
Supra, p. RQJ, 251. 
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ton from Mosul to Aleppop a distance of About 400 miles; 

and twenty to thirty poundsper ton from Baghdad to 

Damascus a distanoe of, about 600, zailes Between Baghdad 

and Kirmanshah, a distanoe of 220 milest the-average cost 

of carriaSe of one-ton of merchandize was in the Eighties 

about f1ve. pounds and reached aboutC11 in 18852. 

Further nearly all. these, toutes -were still unsafe,. 

The caravans were still oubject to the-, Khuwwah or toll^ 

collected by the tribmparticularlyon the, route between 

Mocul and Aleppo., between Baghdadp, znd Damascus and 

Baghdad and Jileppo... , Oft en- tha caravan was plundered by 

the, tribes despite the fact that tho Turks'paid a salary 

totthe i3hiefs of the-'beduin tribes, to guarantee the safe 

passage of the caravan rcrose. their, territory, 

Thus the bad conditions o; r, -the roadsp and their -un- 

suitabilit3r, 'U., wheeled traff ict, th6, slowness# high cost 

of the caravan traffic-and-. the lack-of safety on the roads 

caused., the virtual zo=ierclal Isolation -of-those parts of 

the couzitry which wcre, not served by two-ways river navi- 

gation, as for Instanco Uosul and the Kurdish districts, 

I Supm, p. XQU 251 
2 Supra p. &Cfx 251. 
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These causes also resulted in, a greater dependence on 

the rivers for transport particularly southwards (down- 

stream) to Basra and made this port take by far the 

greater portion of the, export trade of the country as 

even the agricultural products of Mosul and Xurdistan', were 

mostly floated down on keleks on the Tigrisp the Khabur 

and the two Zabs to Baghdad and ultimately by steamers to 

Basra* In the case of imports there were no such facili- 

ties for the Rainfall Zone as boats could. scarcely go up- 

stream of the river, and gooda had to be transported by- 

road from Baghdad via Kurkuk &from Aleppo across the 

steppes of the Jezira and then along the foothills of the 

TAuros Mountains to Mosul and Kurdistan4 Thus when the 

idea of the construction of a railway# to link up Iraq 

with Turkey or the Eastern Mediterraneang was diffused 
Rainfall 

among the inhabitants of the : L=D%vW=, Zone# they were 

mostly quick to see the many advantages of the scheme and 

they mostly supported it when it was at last put into 

execution in:. 1he forvi of the Baghdad Railway ia 

The Baghdad RailwaX. 

So much has been written about this railway that, it 

has been judged superflously to give a detailed aooount.. 

of it in this work, Hence only the major events leading 

Sir Mark 37kesp The Caliphs' Last Heritage# Londont 
IMP pp. 329Y 341P 351-2. 
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to this railway end-its construction are briefly stated 

below'& 

The political factors whichýled, to the Euphrates ex- 

pedition in the Thirties rose again in a new-form in the 

fifties of the Nineteenth Century# France claimed the 

protection of the Roman Catholic# and Russia the Greeks 

In the Ottoman Empire, The mutiny in India and the 

Russian attack, on'Herat aZain raised the question of find- 

Ing a short route to India which was not under the in- 

flUence of a foroign. power* Hence Identical factors to 

thoc6 of the Euphrata3 expedition came to exert-their in- 

fluence$ but as the railways were by this time successful 

ift'almost. 'every country# and the Euphrates expedition 

showed the inadequacy of'that river as the waterway for, 

navigationg "the alternative route"- took the form of a 

railway project to link the-Eastern Mediterranean with the 
2* Peralan Gulf * 

. In 1851P Wop, Andrews# chairman of the Sind, Punjab 

and Delhi Railways promoted a privato'company for; the 

(1) See. particalarly !, l, ' Earle Tarkeyt, the Great Powers 
and the Baighdad, Railway'(Kew York 11 1935)'where a compre- 
hensive account of this scheme and ff'sinternatiOnal 
implications is given* U. Earle also gives many 
references at the end of each oliapterp which could be 
o6noulted for further study of 'any aspect of this 

. 
probl=. 

(2) Hoakinsp, op. cit. pp. 327-28. 
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construction of a line to link the Orontes with the 

Euphrates# with Cheeney as advisor, The promoters soon 

Issued a prospectus and an eatimate, of the. building of 

900 miles or railways ftt the rate of 4:. 5#000 - 96,, ooo per 

mile 
i. In order to attract the necessary funds# they 

considered that Turkey should guarantee a dividend or 

and In case of default by Tur4eyj the British Government 

should gultrantee a minimum dividend of 4-ý;. In 1856# they 

actually succeeded In obtaining from Turkey a concession 

for the scheme and a promise of 6jOla guarantee of interest. 

The-British guaz! antee however, was turned down by Lord 
2 

Palmerston owing tq the compromise with France # hence 

the scheme made little projress in the latter fifties 

and met with considerablo, obstructions in the SiXties with 

the, development of French interests-in Byria3* 

The opening of the auýz Canal, under French auspices 

revived: the ocheme in the early seve. nties, and a n, =ber of 

surveys for a pQegt. ible roilway Xine were carried out in 

Syria in 187Cý* -The revival-, of the. int, ereet of the 

I Ibid# 
2 Coupled with the railwayst a scheme for telegraphic 

, co=unicat, ion. in the Middle gast was, launched;., ýhe 
latter wac accepted by Palmerston and 'the Ottoman 
Oovernment vFA Induced to build, a line through. Diarbekir 
and Mosul to Baghdad''in 18581'thih line was*linkedvith 
Persia, in 1863 and was extended to Basra in 1864 
(Hoskinsf P, 380)o 

(3) 'The 1hitibnal Reviev,, The Baghdrsd -Railways by D., Gi 

, 
Ifogarth. 37:, 46ý-4.73. 

(4) Noskinsp pt 430, 
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British Government was manifested in the appointment of a 

select committee of the House of Commons "to examine and 

report upon the whole subject of the Railway communications 

between the Mediterraneanp the Black Sea and the Persian 

Gulf"'* 

The Committee# both in Ito preliminary report and Its 

final one agreed to the feasibility of the line but its 

members differed as to the route. The Committee recommended 

the line from the Alexandretta to the Persian Gulft but 

mentioned no less than four alternative-routes which - 

started from Constantinople or'Tripoli and extended along 

the left bank of the Euphrates or along the left bank of 

the Tigris 2 

Between 1865 and 18711 Yrenchp German, and Austrian 

Syndicates were authorized toý-construct a railway line. 

from., Tripoli to the Persian Gulf with two branchesp one 
3 

going to Baghdad and the other-to Khanaqin and Persia 

But these syndicates failed owing to lack of financial 

dupport# while-the interest, of Britain subsided owing-to 

the removal of France as a, menace after the Franco-Russian 

warp to the acquirement by Britain of representation In 

in the Suez Canal Company In 1875 and to her occupation of 

Egypt in 1882i 

I Parl. Papers# Wit No. 386, pp. 36-37. 
2 lbid. p Parl. Papers# 18729 c- 534. 
3 Hoskins$ pp. 435-36. 
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In 1870P Madhat Pasha, entertained the idea of con- 

structing a railway from Baghdadýto Karbala and'Nejef 

and from Baghdad to Khanaqin but theae, projects failed 

due to lack of funds. ' 

In 081, dermany entered as a staunch rival in the 

Middle East. By 18850 it had completed the Balkan railways 

giving 'direct icoess to Istanbul, In 088j, it leased 

from Turkey the iiaidar-Pashi-Ismid linep and in 1889,, *the 

"CheMin de Fer D'Anatoliell was formed with German, capita, 2 

to carry out the extension of the line toAngora a'distance 

of 485 Kil6metres, This line was 6ompletedby 1893 when a 

new concession was obtained to extend the line from Eski- 

Sheher to Kbniai another 444 kilometres. ý This was com- 

pleted in 1896. In 18§3P'-to'o*t a concession'was obtained 

for'an Angora-Kaisariyyah-Sivae-Diarbekir-Baghdad linel 

but this was not used. Instead# a line from konia to the 

Persian Gu3. f,, v" q, distance, of '2264 kil6rdetreg3 was proposed 

and*the concession for it was secured in 1899 and finally 

confirmed in 1903 after long diPlomatio-negotiationa'with 

other interested foreign powers4.. 

i Longrigg., opi citj, p. 299j, 239* 
2 H. Earlep op. citi P, 31. 
3 With branch lines mainly,, to'the Kurdish districts and 

to the frontiers of Persia-, totalling'800 kilometres. 
Thus the total'Iength 'of the railways were to be'3773 
kilometres frbm Constantino'ple to Basra (Earle op. cit. 7. 72-75P 901* 

(4) op. cit. pp. 32-33# 58-68. 
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The line was to extend from Konia to Belgrellip 

Adannal Aleppo Nesibinjo Mosulj Baghdad and Basra., In 1910p 

the Baghdad Railway Company renounced the right to build 

the section beyond Baghdad including-its concession for 

the, construction of port works at Basra with the proviso 

however# that this section of the linei if constructed# 
to a be assigned. 11m, Turkish Company-internationally owned and 

administered. The first, part of the-line (between Qonia 

and Belgrellip a distance of 200 kilometers) was opened 

in 1904# and another 200 kilometers between Belgrelli and 

Adana was opened in 1914. At the other extremity of the 

line# i, e, p in Irqq,, the first tugs andbarges carrying 

railway material arrived in 1912 and by 1914p the Baghdad- 

Samarra section, a distance of 121 kilometers was com- 
2 

pleted During the World War of 1914. -18# the line was 

(1) M. Earlep P. 112, In 1903 the British Government 
had blocked the way on the Persian Gulf by assuming pro- 

. 
tection over the Arab principality of Kuwait# at the 
head of the Persian Gulf. Kuwait poseessed a good 
natural harbour and, was. contemplated, as the natural 
terminus of the line in preferýknce to the constantly 
silting Fort 'of Basrap which-isýplaced half-way-along 
the river of Shatt-al-Arab. 

. With. regard to tits section of the line, - it is signi. 
ficant that one of the clauses of the concession speci- 
fied that "the sootion. between'Baghdad and Basra should 
not be placed in operation before the section between 
Konia and Baghdad Ahould have been opened to traffic.. " 
[Earlep op. cit. p. 82]. Earle (op. cit. pp, 23#820 
explains this, clause, by, the desire of the-Turkw. to 
establish economic and political links between southern 
Uesopotamia' and the reat'of the 10#ultan1s*'domini*onsq and 
improve theýauthority of the ; Sultan in that region. 

(2) Longriggo op* cit. P. 319. 
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further extended from Adana toAlpppo and Ntsibin by the, 

Germans while the British Expeditionary force in Iraq 

extended the line from Samarrah to Beiji* The line be- 

tween Hisibin. and, Beiji was not constructed until 19P-3§p 

when the IVaq Government had constructed the, line-gp to 

the Syrian frontier at Tel-, Kotchek, whepoe the French. ad- 

ministration had extended the. line from Hisibin. 

.,. Thus as far as Iraq was concernedp the railways 

became as a factor, in, itq economy only at the. very end of 

this period, Even at that date# the line constructed 

In Xraqq lee., p from., Baghdad to Gamýk; Tav passed mainly 

through a steppe# and Mosul and, its. fertile agricultural 

district-was stillIleft isolated.. 

(iii) River Navijzation-- 

The most important contribiltion of'Madhat'Pasha"with 

regard to transport was in the improvement he achieved in 

the Uman-Ottoman Idara, which was established by Namiq 

ýasha to administer the river naifigation I service. 'He I put 

t, )ýe service in the hand's of a coiapetent manager# improve Id 

. 
the workkbqpand put into immediaýe service the three addi- 

tional'steamers which NamIq had orderedi. He strove to 

extend-t e service, to the Euphrates and the upper Tigris# 

and gave instruetio'ns to open the kinlan Canal into the 

(1) Consular Reports# Baghdado 18709 LXIVv P. 391. 
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Saglawiy7ah to form a single waterway from riyer to river 
1 

He deputed a ship to carry out a survey of the Euphrates 

and-ordered a dredger to make it naviga: ble for steamers. 

He further ordered small steamboats for the upper Euphrates 

and himself sailed through the Saglawiyyah Canal and 

ascended the Euphrates as far as Maskaneh 2 Furthermoret 

occasi, onal-sailing in the Upper Tigris was attempted to 

carry the pilgrims to Samarrah* 

The development of the river navigation was continued 

after the time of Madhat Pasha. In 1878t the Turks 

attempted totgo with three steamboats up river from 

Baghdad to Uosul; but the attempt was a failure because 

the steamships proved to'be too weak to stem the current3, 

At that date steamers used to pass the Saglawiyyah twice 

a year in the, flood season and there were frequent sailings 

up the Euphrates to Uaskaneh and downstream from Hills. to 

Basrs. 4. The latter servide was interrupted when the Hilla 

dried up but was resumed in the early Nineties by Sirri 

Pash&5. The steamers used on this river were however smalA 

I Longriggo op. cit. # p. 318, 
2 Ibid, 
3 Consular Reportp Baghdads 1878-799 LXXII# p. 22. 
4. Ibid. 
5 Shihap op. cit., p. 115- 
61 Cons, Repo Basra# 1905# Trade Series No. 3382#1 p. 2. 
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In 1909# a service was establishe(lby a. native 

merchant between Basra and Xufa, The craft used were 

small twin-screw steamers# ;n the same year a shallow 

etern-wheel steamer carrying about 40 tone a4d able. to 

to's a barge was put, toZether in Basra and employed oulthe 

Euphrates# while another larger one was prepared in that 

year and put to seryiep In 1910.1. According to the con- 

sular report for, Bagbdad for theýyeer 1911 2p this service 

became regular in that year but ýt was carried out ýrith, - 

great difficulty., not only because navigation on the 

Euphrates was difficult butalso because of the insecurity 

prevailing in that region, "The vesselallp writes the 

consul# ! 'are freq4ently, blackmailed a; id otherwise inter- 

fared with by the Muntafig Ar#bo on the, rivjer banks. "3 

The report goes on thatjUessrsýLynch 'also sent light 

vessels on-several occasions, with. materlals for irrigation 

works carried out at HindiyVah and elsewhere by the 

Turkish Governmentl "but-thavallings. are irregular and 

the Journeys are undertaken at groat riek. to life and 

property". 
4., 

_r, 

In igi2p,. the, utilizing, pf the new cliannel formed by 

the Euphrates near Its junction with,; the-Shatt--ýel-Arabp 

1 Cons. Rep. Basras 1910p Trade Series, No, 4.730., 
2 Trade seriesp 1912e No. 4980. 
3 Ibid,, 
4.1 Op. cit. 
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made tvalgation in'the lower, course of the Euphrates 

easier; so that -a 30 tOn tug "'plied regiLlarl3t'on the 

Euphratesq drawing a barge of 100 tons, from Bast-a as-far 

as the Hindiy7ah, Barrage and two others-as far as Nasrie"I, 

Stillp it was bn'the Lower Tigris rather than the 

Euphrates that steam navigation made grýeater progress.,, 

Herd the Uman-Ottoman Idara attempted to secure a monopoly 

in navigation between Baghdad and-Baera* Frequent sail- 

ings were arranged for their boats by'Madhat Pasha regard- 

lose of the amount of businessp and lower rates were 

charged to attract more traffiA, By 1878, the service up 

and down the river became regular3. The management was 

further improved 111 1885 1+. 
. and by 1890#, the, Uman-ottoman 

Idarah was running a weekly service both ways between' 

Baghdad and Basra according to Cuinet-5. The cargo, oarried 

'by this service jumped up considerably in--the earlyzins- 

ties andfar outstripped the, cargo carried by the British- 

owned Euphrates and, Tigria-Steam-Navigation Company# 

which in, the sixties had almost an exclusive monopoly in 

the Tigris waters. Thusýin, 1893t-the British Consul of 

Baghdad reports that "the cargo carried by the Turkish 
1. . 1,1 1.. .1ý-At 
steamers were probably four or five times greater thejwas 

Geog, Jotirnal#. Uarch.. I 913s, Progreas of the Baghdad 
Railway# , pp. - 

244-48@ 
2, HoskIns*i. p* 427. 

3 Cons, 'Reportss 1878-9. * LXXII. 
4 Consular Reports$ Baghdadp 18861, LXV# p, 251. 
5 Guinet, # op. cit-v, III, p, 24.4.. 
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some three years ago and certainly double (perhaps more) 

than that carriedL by the Euphrates and Tigris"', 

The Euphrates and. Tigris,, StGam, Navigation Company 

possessed-only two steamerse However# diplomatic action 

at the Porte added another steamers the Blosse Lynch In 

1875 and a fourth one# the Majidiyyaho In 1883t despite 

strong proteats by the-, local governors of Baghdad 2. It 

appeam-howeverg-that both-the Blosse Lynch and the 

Mejidiyyah were uzed eta reserves or'to replace the older 

ones# as the Company only had two steamers at a time in 

operation throughout this poriodV. 

Notwithstanding this restrictionj the, company could 

survive by making the beat use 'of its concession. Larger 

and better steamers were employedv regular weekly service 

was maintainedp and additional packing and other facili- 

'tiesý'were provided for its. oustomers; while the privilege 

of carrying the British mail from India and chartered im- 

ports from Britain and India helped it along. 

These two concerns by providing efficient pervice and 

loWer freight-rates, graduaLly ousted the native sail-craft 

(i) Consular Reportsp Baghdad# 189/+#, Trado Seriess 

ý 
No. 1424p P- 3- 

2j Longriggo op,, aýt* 318o Hoskins# P. 427- 
3 Consular Reports#A&# LXVv %_251*1892f Trade. 

Beries No. li42p ý- 3* 1913# No. 168iýp- il* 
(4) The Compaw owned among other things# awool-pack- 

ing. enterpritie in Basra and granted reduction of., -.,.. freight for wool-paoked therein, Cainetp op, cit. IIIq '6 

p. 2)+6. 
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froa the Tigrisp especially with regard"to through-traffic 

between Baghdad and the outside world. Thus In 1878, the 

British Consul of Baghdad reported that "the-native boat 

traffia., on the rivers had greatly diminished owing to the 

regularityýof the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation 

Company and, the Uman Ottoman Idara, '500' W, i In 1885P the 

consular report for Baghdad'oontained-the signifloant, re- 

mark "the. day for traffic of, this description (native 

sail-craft), may be considered, pass6A BY 1903t, the 

traf: ic-. of the native sail craft was reported to have- 

stopped lh-the Tigri-8-1-beoause Insurance companies refuse 

to*taka the risk of such transportt#3 This oraft was- 

stillp. howeverp engaged In hAndling-the, balk of the. traffic 

in other river coArses. 
41 

Unfortunately the stcadV- development, and progress: in 

the steam navigation of the -, Tigris which had continued for 

over. thirty years until the Hineteess was arrested for 

about-a, decade. between 094 and 19CV+. Indeed so far from- 

maintaininZ the rate, of prajresep, it'had 90tually degenera-ý 

ted,, with serious effects. on the trade-of, the country-as.. 

M Consular reports, op. cit.,, Baghdads 1878-79# LMIP 
P. 225. 

2 Consular ReportspBaghdadj, 1886# LXVj P.. 251. 
3 -Annutil'Tradel'. Serieap'. Bighdadj 1904P Noe 3235t-p. 60' 
4. In 1917v the British Expeditionary Authoritiesp com- 

mandeered no'less*, than-2VOO'native craft of carrying 
capacity between 10 and 

LO, tons. for military purposes, 
(air Arnold '21ilson# Loyalties# London 1931# P. 145). 
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will, be shown belovo The roasons for this halt In 

development are the-following., 

In the f irst places the river traffic which, the- 

steamers of the Uman-Ottoman Idara and the Euphrates and 
Tigris Co, had helped to - enhance# had butstripped the- 

capacity of the steamers in operation so that there was 

a scarcity of tonnage, This scarcity was intensified by 

the ousting of the native, craft in Tigris., To'make- 

matters woreet the Tigris itself began to degencrate be- 

cau se several large Inundation canals In Amarah originally 

dug, for Irrigationt-had becozýe so large'-as-to drav-a-con. ý 

siderable amount of the water of the Tigrisj soUat. -it 

'became Increasingly difficult to navigate-the TAgrisin 

tho'"narrows" below Qalaat, Salih during'the-'low water, " 

season* By 1895, Navigation, in the low water season be- 

Ca: aO IMP03sible for the big lynch, ste=ersIj, while smaller 

steamerc took a longer time to sail the river in *, that 

seasons In 1897 itwas reported that-steamera'were unable 

toý-Alass. thc "narrows"-below Amarsh in the-low water season 
2 

In addition to these dif f ictilties the maintenance vifid 

replacement of the steamers of the Umin Idara were neg- 

leatedo Already in 1890# M. ClUnat wrote'that the Idara 

p. oases I sed six boats "which vere badly maintained and one 

waýld imegine that. only tra or three can survivo for : our 

-4ý 

Consular Reports,, Basrav 1896v Annual Trade Seriesp 
No. 1785, p. 6. 

(2) op. citot Pasral i898p No, 2098, 
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or more years"le In tho socond governorship of Teqi-il-- 

Din Pashat the Demirkhana which was established by Namiq 

Pasha and enlarged by Hadhat as a workshop, to carry out 

repairs was according to ShIha2 virtually ruined, as Teqi- 

11-Pin had removed some of the machines to Basra. while the 

rest, which were left in Baghdad were unusable. 

Thus owinZ to the, fai. lure of the Turkelto renew the 

, old. steamerst their number dwindled; one ship, was. ounk; 

one was scrapped; and one burnt near Kut; hence when the 

8aniyyah acquired the Uman Ottoman interests in 190ý0 only 
3 three old steamers, were found inreasonably working order 

On the other hand the restriction on the Euphrates and 
Tigris Coa_to. two, ýsteemars wao. still Insisted onpartly for 

political reasons and partly to. restrict Its ability to 

compete with the Turkishý steamers. 

Hence the. tonnago-of-the ateamere dwindled In the 

cloging ycars of the Nineteenth Century and the early 

years of the Twentiethl and became Insurfioient to cope 

with the Increasing amount of traffic eepecially as the 

sailing has becn re4luced, by throe to four months-owing to 

the unnavig&bilitvý bf'the Tigris durinZ the low vater 

scason, Thus goo da,, ambunt inli,,, to several thousand tone4, had 

p. 24J+. Cuinett., JIIi 
,. Stiihap Op"Cit. 'O"p. 

66* 
3 Handbopk qf, -Mecopotamiat op, cit, j p. 14-9. 

Ij+ 

Annual Trade Se'rics# Basra# i899p No. 2316; Baghdad# 
1897m. No- 1964.. 
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to be laid out In the Port of Basra awaiting-shipment for 

four or five monthel, 'while# owing to the lack offacilities 

for storage in this port# a great-amount of this tonnage so 

"2 laid out suffered damage. This state'of affairs con- 

tinued till, i9O4, when the Sa-niyyah Administration acquired 

the whole stock and assets of the Uman Ottoman Idarap viz. # 
three river steamersiýbargesp workshops$ a dry dock at 

Basra and offices 'and workhouses', at Baglidadp Kutp Amarah 

and Basrs, 3. 

The Ganiyyah proceeded at once to re-organize the 

navigation of the Tigris under the Idara-al-Nahriyyah 

al-Hamidiyyah which 'became abranoh of the Saniyyah Ad- 

ministration in Iraq4', It'bought two new steamers with 

carrying capacity of 230 tons'each'and, four barges with 

carrying capacity of 265 tons each# and added them to-its 

fleat5. It began to, run two-steamers', weekly-from Basra*to 

Baghdad'in 1905 to-relieve the'congestion of goods*ýin the 
6 

'of Basra,, with profit able ', fi nano ial results Portt, In 

1908p the Hamidiyyah purchasedtwo more steamers to replace 

two old ones which were sorapýedp, thus maintaining five 

I Op. cit. j. Baghdad# 1902 v --No. 2884. 
2 Op, cit. # Baghdad# 1903P, No- 

' 
3025. 

3 Handbook of Mesopotamist'op. cit. # p. 149. 
4.1 The other branch dealt with the Saniyyah estates, 

see above ppo07-28. 
ý5ý En. Tr. Series# Baghdadp i9O4-P No. 3168* 

6 Op. cit. $ Basrat 1906, - 3609. 
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steamars In good workingý. oondltlons',, The concern was- 

taken, over and run by the government in 1909. 

In 1906# the Euphrates: and Tigris was allowed to 

acquire an additional steamer to be used as a reserve2 

Thus, the congestion In t4e port of, Baera was ognsider- 

ably relieved3o 

Between 1911 and 19i4p the construction of Irrigation 

works and the building of the Baghdad Railways gave a 

further impetudýtQ stgam navigation in the rivers of Iraq. 

In 1913 an, Arab Capitaliatt Agha Jaefarp acquired three 

steamerso which he ran between-Basra and Baghdadp and 

built a fourth one which plied between Basra and the 

Persian port of Muhammarahl+. Thus. by 1913 there were 

some eleven ateamers, in operation between Baghdad and 

Basra; and each steamer could tow two barges of a carrying 

capacity of. 150 to 200, tone, oach. Assuming that it took 

two and a half Week$Lfor a steamer to make a round. trip 

from Baghdad to Basra and back (including time. for loading 

and-unloading)# it was calculated that the carrying 

capacity of the river fleet was4some 275#000, tons per 
5. 

annun each way 

(1) Op. cit. j, Basra, 1909# No, 1+267v Baghdad# 19099 No. 
435)+* 

(2) Op. cit. p Baghdad# 19O7t No. 3865t P. 99 Basra# 1913, 
No. 5168- 

3 Op, cit. p Basra# 1906, No. 3609- 
4 Annual Trade, Seriess-Baeral 1914-P No. 5369-, 
5 See Geog. Jour. 9 March, 1913e ]Progress of the Baghdadr 

Railwayst pp. 244-48. 
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This does not iýclude the la'unches and-barges which 

carried the materials for the Baghdad Railway, ''By article 9. 

of the original Baghdad Railway concessions the'6mpany 

had the right to construct steamers for the special trans- 

port of the railway materials from Basra to"Baghdad. 'ý As 

the commercial fleet'could not cope with the transporta-ý 

tion. of these materials so, well 'as ordinary merchandize, ia 

company known as the "Sociefe de 'transport Fluvieux en. 

Orient" was jointly floated in 1912 by Messrs Lynch Brothers 

and the Deutche Bank, The foiller were appointed to manage' 

the servicel. By 19140 ihis coficern had five laun6hea'6 .f 

35, tons eaoh and 0 barges 20 

In addition the Baghdad-Railway, Company itself 

possessed -two launches and'a'Gierman f irai' Meseri Wonkhaus, ' 

also had a tug3e 

Despite this r'a-pi&devel6pii6nt in the river trin a-port, 

especially in the decade between'1904'and 19149-the Inland 

transport system'in Iraq stili'left'a-great deal to be de- 

sired. The whole of the 'Rain: 6mll Zbn'e'w'ai itill left 

praotically'isO'lated. 'The roidi"In this Zone were, costly,, 

unsafe''and in the wet season largely impassablej the rail- 

ways had not yef-come into operation', while the'rivers 

were only navigable downstream, by the antiquated kelekit, 

I lbido 
2 Anno-ýTr. Seriess Ba, orah,, 19l)+# Ko-5361ý. 
3 ibido 
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In the Irrigation Zone there were hardly any roads# 

and railways did not exist#, The rivers were not navigable 

during' the low water se , ason by large steamers and in some 

cases even by, the native craft. This was-particularly 

the case with the Gharr; af and the Dyala Rivers. The 

Gharraf actually-dri'ed up In some parts'between the months 

of July and November. Hence graiiigrown in that fertile 

area had mostly to be stored and Was not sent down until 

February or as soon as the, Gharraf River rose high enough 

to make it navigable for the'Llocal river craft. Sometimes 

the crop was stored till the hext spring A gr*at por- 
tiOn of -the grain was thus liable to damage by exposure, . 
and rain in its generally inadequate storeg2'#, or'wh: Lle on 
its wdy -in the', native undeeked river craft* This was 

also the case With %yala River# of whioh, the. *lowwater, was 

almost'exhausted for irrigation. But asAn this arsaj, - 

Baghdad is near# the crop was gonerally'aarried by-road. - 

The Euphrates'was also inadequate for transport,,,. -. 
Apart from-the lack ofýsecurity in that-region# the river 

itself was interrupted'by "Narrows" and divided up into 

several"branches as it passed the marshy areas of Buq-el- 

Shuyukh and Shinafiyyaho- The-use towavdaAhe end of, -this 

(i) - This isý still the condition of. transport on the 
Gharraf, On the Euphrates and Dyalav railways have 
been built since the-Great Warý. 

(2) Grain in rdostly stored in the country side by simply 
-covering-'it with reed mats and mud and keeping it in 
the open. Sometimes it is kept under roof by the 
town merchants. ' 
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period of the New channel of the Euphrates passing 

through the Hammar Lake and flowing into the Shatt-el- 

Arab at Qurmaý Ali# allowed shallow steamers to pass in 

the high water season, The dredging of this channel by 

the British Authorities during the Great War of 1911+-j8# 

allowed a navigation depth of six feet up to Hasiriyyahi. 

The Shinaf iyyaýh Lake, vac however, found in 1917 ýo 

allo7 only three fect,, of Araughý in ýhe, high water seasonp 

andýhis fell to a few Inches In the low water season2 
The. Hilla Branch after the ruin of the dam built, by 

Sirri. Pasha in J8$9-90# became unnavigable, even, for native 

craft in the lor water season. In 1905, p, ýhe, B: ritish Vice- 

Consul of Basra wrote, ln this connections, "ýhe,. preisent 

nondition. of the Ru 
. phratee, in an. effective bar to the 

shipment of grain in sound pondition before the rain sets 

in; and the Ions-to growers and morohante. through. exposure 

of their stocks muzt, be enormous. "3. After the construc- 

tion of the Hindiyyah, Barrage. in 19l3t the Hilla Branoh 

allowed ad th of three, to four, f eet in -the , 
high water 

ýý , "ev. ,. I 
season from the Hindiyya4 to, Rumnitha4. 

The,, T, igrýý, was however more aocommodatingfor about 

five hundredmiles between,. Baghdad and Basrao But even 

here theabeenco of regulators at the heads of the canals 

(1) Lto Cole L. J* Hall# Inland Water Transport of Mesopo- 
tamia# London 19219 p. 8. 

2 Op. cito P. io. 
Annual Trade Seriesp Basrap 1906, No- 3609. 
Hallp opo cito 0 P. 10, 
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leading to the rice areas and-marshes in the Amarah Liwav 

had caused a great portion of the water of this river' to 

be drawn into themarshes and resulted in the formation 

of "narrows" through which navigation by small barge-tow- 

ing steamers was difficult and impossible for the larger 

steamers, 
Thus navigation In the low water season in the Tigris 

became very costly, In the period between 1900 and 1912,, 

the average freight downstream from Baghdad to Basra was 

about eight shillings per ton in the high water season. 

This rate rose to as much as 31/2 In the low water season. 

Upstream from Baerah to Baghdadp the average freight for 

the seven years between 1905 and 1912 was 2-V8 In the 

high water season and rose to 36/iid in the low water 

season. In both 1905 and 1906 the corresponding figure 

reached 50/- shillings per ton2. A comparison with the 

rates in 1890 in the low water season shows a rise in 

1805 and 1806o There was however a general tendency for 

freight in the river to fall after 1906, but it was still 

true in 1911 to say as the British Consul-General in 

Baghdad has done# that "it was sometimes more expensive to 

sonvey goods between Baghdad and Basra than between London 

and Basra. "3 

According to Hallp The Chahla Canal alone# diverted 
about 50% of the Tigris water into the marshes (op. cit. 
P. 3). 

(2) These averages have been calculated from the figures 
reported annually in the consular reports of Basra for 
the relevant period and produced in Appendix XIII. (3) Annual Trade seriess Baghdad, 1912p No. 4999. 
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(iv) Sea Navigation and the Port of Basrp., 

It was shoWn in a previous chapter that sea naviga- 

tion to Basra up to the latter aixties was mainly carried 

out by native bughalme which plied between that port and 

other ports on the Perxian Gulf# the Red Sea and India, 

The long sea voyage around the cape preoluded-thePossi- 

bility of marketing the agricultural products of Iraq In 

Europe on a large scale, Hence ships coming directly, 

from Luropo yere veryýfew pnd they mostly left In ballast. 

There vere. plso some steamishipz plying the sea between 

Dacra and Bombay orKaratchip but tLey mostlybelonged 

to. the t-iail pervice carried by the British India Steam 

Navigation Company since 1362 ana did little, carriage of 

merc4andize before the opening of the Suez CanaL,. 

The- opening of the Suez Canal gave a great impetus 

to steam. navigation to Basra, , The numbcr of steamers 

calling, 
'at. 

Vasra jumpc4 frora 27 ýýn 1864 to 11+0 An i8gov 

and their, total tonnage rose, from 16p288 to. 117t4.51 tons 

, respeotively. This is 4hown in the Table, in Appendix XI 

WjUch giyes the annual, number -and tonnage of ships calling 

at,, Pasra betyreen. le64. and 1913 

(1) This Ta'ble "i's actually not complete, There is a gap 
of about, eighteen years between 1867 and 1887 (with.. the 
exception of the 'years 1868-9 and 1884-5) the figures 
for which were not 'reported in tho consular reports. 

'Mostly 
the report a themselves were discontinued, 
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The fortnightly mail steamers, maintained by the 

British India Steam Navigation Company was during the 

early Seventies carrying merchandize on an increasing 

scale and absorbing Turkish and other traffic In theý. 

Persian qul1*# In 1,372# the DritishVice-Conaul In Basra 

repo. rted that the trade with India and indirectly with 
England, is carried on almost exclusively by means of the 

fortnightly mail steamers. from Bombsy* In 187A. this, 

oompany'started a monthly, line of steamers between London 

and the Persian Gulf touching at Karatohi and, other Persian 

Gulf Ports from which cargo, opuld beobtained2o By J884p 

the expansion of the business of this oompany. in the gulf 

warranted the extension of the mail service between Basra 

and India Into, a weekly instead-of a fortnightly one. 'In 
that year out of a total n=ber of steamers of 17,7 aggre- 

gating 160vJ82 tons,, which visited. Basrap 52 steamers 
3 totalling 67#154 tons belonged to this company 

-- Howeverp by that, year new. lines of steamers running 

both. to, lndia And directly to, England and elsewhere had 

ent. ered the-field as competitors* As earlyas 1870# the 

first of an intended Turkish line of steamers which were.. 

to run regularly between ConstentinoPle. and Basra# calling 

at-the Intermediate portscf Jiddahj, Adeng Mascatp Bandar 

Consular 
' 
Rvpýorfsj Bacrap 1872p LVIIo 

2 cOn iular lieportep Basra* 18740 LXVII. 
3 , cito , 

Basra#. i884-5p LXXIX, 
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Abbas and Bushihrp arrivedýat Easralq but, this line like 

the others of Madhat Pashals grandiose schemes did not 

outlast his tenure to the governorship of Baghdad, 

A more effective challtnge to the monopolistic posi- 
tion of, the British'India. Company was made In 1876 whený 

some Iraqi firms began, to charter their own steamers with 

the"re5ult that the "high freight" to England was lowered2. 

In i878P'the Consul of'Baghdad'reported that the Jewish 

mercantile community, maintained a bi-monthly, line of 

steamers with England "in opposition to the British India 

Ste; 6mýXavigation Company; and this had theýsffect of reduc- 
ing the freight betweeh-Basra'and England very consider- 

ably". 
3 

ty , 1890 twom6re, lines were establishedj, by the, Bombay 

and Persian Gulf Steam'Xavigation Company$. one was a 

fortnightly line, or, steamers'between Basra and Bombay and 

the other was''s monthly line, bf steamers to, Hngland4'* A 

French firm# the Mennier et'Cie was also, running steamers 

at irregula'r-interVals'tb the Persian Gulf; while. some 

Persian coasting'--'i3teamers'oooasionally went, to Bomba. V56 

The"Monopolistic position o: týthe British India Steam 

Navigation Company having been virtually brokeng the 

(I -Y. C, Danveriip- The Persian Gulf Routs of Commeree#ý 
Asiatic Reviewt Aprilt i838j,. Po 413. 

2) Consular Reportsp Baerap 16770 LX=II. 
3 op., cit. # i1 187&-9 P LXaI. - 
4 "Op, ' 'cit,,, ' Baerai CIIIj - 

15 

'-Op. -citep Baghdadq 1878-9# LXXII. 
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tonnage capacity of the steamers, oalling at, Basra, begang 

in the late Seventies and in the Eightless to be far in 

excess. of the trade In Basra exceptýperhaps,, In the date 

season. This had two important results. In the first 

place# steamers considerably replaced the native bughalas 

which were reduced by about two thirds of their number, -and 
total tonnage in the periodbetween 1876 and 1890 as-will 

beiseen in the shipping figures in Appendix XII. In the 

second placep this great excess of tonnage acted as a- 

strong influence in reducing freight and indirectly en- 

couraging tvade#, while the expansion of trade and the 

shortening of navigation mileage by the opening of, the 

Suez Canal further reduoed-freight. Thus ln'1867,, -the 

freight from Basrato London was normally thirty Dollars- 

per 59600 lbs. weight (i. e. p 60/- per ton)p and was re- 

duced to 15 dollars per 5s600 The (i. e.,, 301- per ton): Jn 

the date seasonl. On the other-heindp the*average Treight 

from Basra to_ the Unit ed, Xingdom'for the three years# 

1890# 1892 and 1893 was. as follom- 2 

First quarter of the -year 28/6 -.. -per ton 
Second 25/ý 
Third 32, /2 
Fourth 30/10 

Thus while freight in the dato-peason had risen as 

compared with-the, corresponding, figure during the sixties# 

ýlj Consular Reportep. Basra, 1867-689 LXVIII. 
2 Annual Trade Series# Basra, 1892, No, 1142, i893p 1892P 

1894-t 1424.. 
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At had, in other seasons of the yearp been considerably 
I 

reduced. 

During the period 1890-1914., still more competitors 

entered the Persian Gulf, In 1892# the Consular report 

for Basra stated that in addition to the lines maintained 

by the British Indiag The Bombay and the Persian Gulf and 

the French steamerst which ran from Basrah to Europev two 

additional services were established; one by Messrs Dawes 

and Go. which ran a monthly line of steamers to England 

through Karchi# and the other by Messrs. $trick and Co. 

II which ran at irregular intervals In 1894., the Anglo- 

Arabian and Persian S. N, Co. was started and a monthly 
2 

line was established by the Clan I while in 1895p the 

British and Colonial S., K. Co. commenced to compete in the 

Persian Gulf. 

In the Nineties# too# an increasing number of non- 

-British steamers found their way to the Persian Gulf. 

One or two Turkish steamers visited the port of Basra at 

'irregular intervals between 1864. and 1890 and more regular- 
3 

, ly between 1890 and 19% o Some under the French flag 

, also visited Basra# while one or two Nozvegian and# 

%occasionallyp Austro-Hungarian steamers appeared at Basra; 

J Op cit. v Basra,, i892, v No. 1142. 
2 Op: cit,, j Basra# 1896v No. 1785. 
3 There were sometimes more than two Turkish steamers 

in one year, See Appendix X. 
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but the service of these ships was Irregular and they 

were more in the nature of "tramps" rather than "liners". 

One German Ship called at Basra in each of the years 18909 

1893 and 1896 and three steamers in 1895 1; but this 

service was discontinued after 1896 and did not appear 

again until 1906 2 

Competition by non-British steamers was largely in- 

effective and Britiah lines held their position and even 

strengthened it in the Persian Gulf in the period between 

070 and J91g. Thus out of a total tonnage of 201.736 

tons calling at Basraq in 1900# no less than 172#938 tons 

i. e. p 85.7% were under the British flags This compares 

with only 22% in 1866-67 and 78.5% in 1890 
3* The virtual 

I See, Appendix XI, 
2 Ibid. 
3 This is shown in Appendices XI and XII9 where 

steamers and sailing vessels calling at Basra between 
1864. and 1913 are classified according to their 
nationality. in 1870 out of forty-four steam-era 
totalling 22,437 tons# forty were under the British 
flag while the other four were Turkish. Of the sail- 
ing vessels (which were mainly bughalas)j, 122 out of 
908 were under the British flag. In 1890p out of 140 
steamers'totalling M#451 tons only one steamer of 
906 tons was French while the remainder were British. 
Of the total to e of ships (including sailing 
ships and bughalas calling at Ba-sra in that yearp 
namely 159,617 tonsy no less than 125#240 tonsp i. e. # 78*5% were under the British flag. In 1900# 130 
steamers (161,, 699 tons) out of 135 steamers (166,784 
tons and 103 sailing vessels and bughalas (11#239 
tonsý out of 717 (34#952 tons) where also under the 
British flag. 
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monopolistic position of British shipping in Basra ex- 

plains the fact that freight did not fall in Basra to the 

as= degree as the fall in navigation costs due to the 

development of the. steamerp the opening of the Suez Canal 

and the expoMsion of the trade of Basra. As the principal 

British lines could combine In the Nineties and fix the 

freight or prevent it from fallingi. The frbight, for 

dates to, the United Kingdom was thus maintained at about 

27/6 per ton almost throughout the Nineties. The freight 

for grain. and general cargo on the other hand was occasion- 

ally allowed to drop owing to 'the increasing cost of in-. 

land transport which It had to, bear and owing to the 

greater fluctuation in its production. Thus the freight 

for general cargo from Baers, to London dealined from an 

average of about 3516 per ton in 1890 and 311- in 1892p 

to about 22, /6 in 1900 2. Grain, freight fell from 22, /6 - 

24/.. in 1894.3 to as low-as 12/6 per ton in 1896 owing to 

the scarcity of shipment-in that year4. It rose again# 

however# to 20/- and 22,16 towards the close of the 

centurV5, According to, Guinet the freight from Basra to 

Consular Reportes Annual Trade 
' 
Series, 

_Baera. p 1894t, 
No* J592# 1898,0 No, 2098p 19oll, No. 2712. 

(2) op. -, cit, lp Zasrav 1891 go. 92, it- i893P No' 13200 1901# 
No, 27J2, The figures reported by the consul of 
Baghdad during this, period are generally higher as they 
relate', to through cargo. and they include trans-shipment 
charges. 

3 op. cit., # Basra# No. 1592,, 
4 op. cit. # Basra# 18979 No. 1964.. 
5 op, oitot i900o No* 2428. 
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Beirut and Jaffa in 1890 was. 15/- to 1.7/- more than to 

London# to Constantinople# Srjyrna and Alexandriag it was 

10/- o*er the freight to London; to Marseille, it was 

51- to 61- mores and to Port-Said# it was the same as to 

London 

In the period between 1900 and 1914. # -two foreign 

powers began to compete off actively in the -. Persian Gulf 

namely Russia and Germany. The first appearance of the 

Russian Steamers in the port of Basra was in 1901 when 

three steamers totalling 5#136 tons called at that part* 

Although the experiment was a failure from the commercial 

point of view2j yet lt. was. ropeated with five steamers 

in 1902s In that yearo a definite agreement had been 

made between the-Russian Steam Navigation Company at 

Odessa and theýRussian Government according to which the 

latter grantodýa stibsidy of 0-5POO0 for every round voyage 
I; ', ý. II13 

made by the ships of the company to the Persian Gulf 9 for 

the succeeding, twelve year's4o'' Thus between 1903 and 1913P 

a number of steamers ranging between three and seven 

called at Basra with a maximum tonnage of iiv8O5 tons 
5 

reached in 1913 

1 Cuinet 1, op. c'it. 'IIlt pp. 247-46- 
British Interests in the, Persian Gulf Saturday 

Reviewt. -Decol 5*, 1903P p. 693. 
3) Ibid* Consular Reportso Ann. Trade Ser## Basra*,. 19021, 

No. 2835, 
British Interests in the Persian Gulf# op, cit, 

5 see Appendix 11. 
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After their former attempts in the early Nineties 

to compete in the Persian Gulf# no German vessels reached 

that Ou2f until 1906 when oix vessels totalling %4-11 tonsp 

of the liamburg-America line visited Basra. Of these 

vesselsp five cleared with cargo destined to ports In 

Turkey and the Levant', This number was rapidly and oon- 

sistently increasing until it reached 20 vessels totalling 

55049 tons in 19132, 

Besides these linesp additional Arabp Persian and 

British lines for steam navigation were established between 

1900 and 1913# so that by 1913 there were no less than ten 

distinct lines of steamers serving the Persian Gulf and 

the port of Basra. They were the following: -3 

a) The British India Steam Navigation Company. 
11 Allarman and Bucknall SoV. Co., 

Ia 

Striak Lino 
d Messrs Uarcus Samuel and Co. 
e Messrs Andrew Weir and Coo (Chartered steamers) 
f The Arab Steamers Ltde 
g The Bombay and Persia S. N. Co. 
h Haji Sultan akli Shushtarly Line 
II The Hamburg America Line 
J) The Ruasian Steam Navigation Company, 

Thus the total number of steamers had inoreased from 

140 aggregating l17v45i tons in 1890 to no less than 240 

steamers aggregating 2041.186 tons in 19124. 

Ii Annual Trade Series# Baerat i9O7t No. 3865. 
2 SeeAppendix. 11. 
3 Annual Trade Scriesp Basra* 19%, No. 5369, p. 
41 See Appendix XI* 
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Another blow was dealt at the ealling vessels and 

bughalas so that their numberwas reduced from 780 totalling 

42ti66 tons in 1890 to only 250 craft totalling 19pO26 in 

1913 1, 

The total tonnage (including sail) increased from 

159p617 tons in 1890 to 31+6,93,0 in 1913. Of the latter 

figure 266P309 tons# i, e, v 76.8% were under the British 

flag. This compares with 85.7% In 19009 78.5% in 1890 and 
22,0% in 1866-67, 

The entry of Russia and Germany as competitors in the 

shipping of the Persian Gulf ca-ased a new reduction in the 

freight rates ranging up to fifty per cent of what they 

were before2o This was particularly the, case with freight 

ý1ý See Appendix Ma 
2 See Appendix XIII, The movement of reight rates from 

1902to 1913 was as follows. In 1902 the freight to 
London was up to July only 10/- per ton* During the 
latter part of the year It was higher but never exceeded 1ý/- per ton (consular Reports Basrar 1903P No. 2987). 
The latter rate continued for the first part of 1903 
but the principal (British) shipping lines had combined In the latter part of the year and raised it to 20/- per ton "which rate was maintained for the rest of the year" (op. cit. Basra# 1904-, No. 3163). In 1904-p freight to 
London was again 15/- per ton in the beginning of the 
year and rose later to 20/- and still later to 2Z/6 per ton (op. cit, Basra, 1905t No. 3382). The rising tendency for freight rates since the abrupt drop in 
1902 continued in 1905 when grain freight to London was 
at 203- and general cargo at 301- per ton (op. cit. 
19069 No. 36og). In 1906 rhen German Steamers entered 
the Persian Gulf freight for eneral cargo from Basra 
to London fell t0l 17/6 and 2ZA according to the season. 
The Hamburg America Line was charging only 20/- to 22/6 
from Europe to Basra and 17/6 for the homeward journey 
(op. cit. # 1907P No- 3865) These rates were generally 
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for exports from Basrale ThuD with the aid of a Gover=ent 

sabsidyp the Hamburg America Line wao charging Zi to 

z1/2/6 per ton for goods f rom Genaany and 17/6 per ton for 

the return journey 2,, After a freight rate war lasting for 

about seven yearst the British lines represented by Lord 

Inchcape came to an agreement with their competitors in 

1913 and the freight tended to rise again3* On the whole 

maintained till the end of 1910 when they rose to 22/6 
to 25/- in 19li and 25/- to 30/-'in 1912; then they 
f ell again to 22, /6 in 1913- 

Freight for grain was shipped at lower rates from 
1906. The average was 20/- for 1906 and 19079 then It 
fell to 15/6 and 12/6 in 1908 and 1909. It rose to 
15/- to 20/- in 1910t 17/- to 20/- in 1911 and 22/ to 2. N 
25/- in 1912. Then they fell again to 20/- In 191; ýo 
cit. Koo, 40240 4267P 4513p 1730P 4980P 5168, and 53 

g: 

The freight rates for dates also fell about 20/- and 
even 151- in the early years of the Twentieth Century 
and 1906 it was deliberately lowered by the three 
principal British Companies whioh ran regular steamship 
lines between Basra and Londono (op. cit. No. 3865) to 
only 10/- per ton "in order to oppose chartered steamers 
during the date season"(ibid). This rate was naturally 
raised again to 17/6 and then to 20/-'in the same year (Ibid) and was further raised to 21/6 in 1910 (op. cit. 
No. 4730) and 301- in 1912 and 13 kop. cit. No. 5168 
and No. 5369). 

1 See Appendix XIII, 
2 Consular Reports# Basra , J907s, KO. 3865. 
3 M. Earle# op. cit. pp. 108-91 11.0.11andbook Mesopo. 

tamiat pp. 99-101. 
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the rate of 20/- per, metric ton for grain) 2V6 for general 

cargo and 27/6 for date& can be itaken as representative: 
figures for-the freight. rates In the five years just pre- 
ceding the Great War, Thene compare with 27/6 for grain# 
32/6 for general cargo and 37/6 forýdatex in 1890* The 
former rates represent a fall, of-about, 27ýv In the case of 
grainj 4Cr/a 4,1*or ganeral cargo and 27% for dates. 

'The effeats of the development, of steam-navigation 

on the rivers and especially on, - the Tigris and the fall In 
I 

the freiaht rates particularly for exports, during this 

period were largely reoponsible-for: the-exponsion in Pro- 
daction noticeable in, the figuresof-trade. Indeed, when,, 

steam navigation on the Tigria. had degenerated in-the , 
the 

period, between 1896 and 19041 gal effects on trade were 

spontaneous, Not only. the, trend of,., expansion., during... the 

previguz- decade-had been arrested but-in. -some-cases-it 

had declined absolutely and# Zenerally speaking, had,. not 

risen again: until: -after This, cau-be seen in the 

figurec of, trade_in, thekppendices, V - IX-and also In, the 

graphic reprozcntation of-Eomeýof thvse,.. Tablcs in the 

plate attached. -It will,. be; noticud from this, graph,, that 

the total value of imports showýa. -generalý. rise, up to, 1895 

then it drops ir- i6c., 16 &nd-189T. and though they recover 

after 1898 yet. the,, rate ot-expansion of the previous decade 
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is not equalled, and overtaken until after 1904p I. e. # 

after the reorganization of the river navigation by the 

Saniyyah and entry of Russia as a competitor in the 

Persian Gulf* Similarly in exports# the fall began in 

1892 and 1893 and although there was a general recovery 

In the period between. 1894. and i901+v yet the rate of 

expansion was slower than during the period between 1887 

and 1892. Here again not until 1904 and after did the 

rate of expansion outstrip that of the late eighties and 

early Nineties, This phenomenon Is also repeated with a 

few modifications arising out of seasonal fluctuationeg 

-in the case of the value of grain and to a less extent of 

, wool exports, Only in the case of dates which were mostly 

produced in the area of Shattal Arab and therefore did not 

require river navigation to the same extent as grain and 

wool# was the expansion more steady throughout this period. 

It will be noticed that the rate of expansion in all 

these cases becomes much steeper (if we eliminate fluctua- 

tion due to natural causes such as the failure of the 

crop ate. ) after 1906 when the Saniyyah had already 

organized the river navigation and the Hamburg America 

Line entered Basra and competed effectively with the 

previously virtually monopolistic position of British 

steamers in the Persian Gulf. 
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Nevertheless It must not be supposed that the trans- 

port services by 1913 were satisfactory. The drawbacks of 

the road and river transport have been mentioned above; 

but ocean navigation as far as it affected the trade of 

Basra had its own shortcomings. While the trade of Basra 

was continually growing$ there were no conscious improve- 

ments made by the administration to foster this development. 

The port of Basra was inaccessible to the larger ocean 

steamers owing to the existence of a shallow bar in the 

shatt-el-Arab opposite to Mauhammarah. The steamers of 

the British India S, N, Co, O requiring a draught of only 

16 to 18 feet had to run their way through the bar; while 

larger steamers could not enter to the Port of Basra 1. 

According to Lt. Col. L. J& Hal, 20 this bar which extended 

to about half a miles could easily be removed by dredging 

to a navigation depth of 20 feet* This dredging must 

however be continualp because# otherwise the bar is liable 

to reform by the silt deposits of the Karun. 

Moreover Basra itself# up to the Great War of 1914- 

189 possessed no wharVes and the steamers had to discharge 

and load their cargo in mid str eam Into lighters3. 

Op, cit. # Basra# 1892# M2. ý21ý 
John Jackson# Engineering problems of Mesopotamia 

and the Euphrates Empire Review# June 1915p ppe 193-199. 
(3) C. Wills# The grain trade of the Persian Gulf, 11p 

The Near Bastp November 5P 1925j pp. 567-569. 
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Storage amenities and docksp were also absentp and 

grain destined for export was stored by the Kundeck Creek 

and necessitated a great deal of handling. This site was 

also inconvenient as loaded lighters could only navigate 

this creek at high water 
10 

A. 11 these naturally increased the cost of transport 

to the detriment of the interests of the local producer 

and consumer alikG2 * 

ýiý Ibido 
2 To make matters worseq the administration occasionally 

imposed quarantine restrictions on incoming steamers 
which lasted for five or even ten days, This further 
Increased their expense. Thus in 1897t 98 and 99, 
there was a quarantine for ten days imposed on incoming 
steamers in Basra (Baerat Jtnnual Trade Series 1898t 
No. 2098p 1899p No. 2316,1800t No. 2428), In 1900 the 

quarantine was reduced to five days (op. cite# 19Oit 
No* 2712). 
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Commercial Policy and Foreign-Exploitation 

Many references have already been made regarding the 

economic activities of foreign powers in Iraq and in the 

Ottoman Empird as a whole* In this section it is proposed 

to assess their importance as an economic factor in the 

development of Iraq during the letter part of the Nineteenth 

Century. 

Economic explottation of the Ottoman Empire by foreign 

powers had gradually been developing during the Nineteenth 

Century and particularly after the Crimean War. The rela- 

tions between the Great powers and the Ottoman Empire was 

mainly governed on the bases of the treaty dated 1535 

between Francis I of France and Sultan Suleiman# the 

Magnificentp as renewed and modified by the treaties of 

1740p 1802# 1808 and 1861. These treaties contained three 

important stipulations as follows: 

(a) The right of foreign subjects to be judged accord- 

ing to their own laws in the established consular courts* 

(b) Freedom from Ottoman taxation. 

(c) Limitation of custom duties levied on goods of 

foreign origini. 

(1) Ever6leyq G. The Turkish Empiret London# 1917P p. 2879 
BUisdellp D, Cep Eurppean Financial Control in the Otto- 
man Empire# X. Y, 1929p p. 24. 
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, 'The first two of these proyisions placed foreigners 

outside the law of the Empire; the third gave a privileged 

position to imports and eventually placed the bulk of trade 

in the hands of foreigners"io 

Furthermore# the foreign powers began to interfere in 

the internal affairs-of Turkey. At first this intervention 

was limited to the holy places* to their caretakers and to 

foreign visitors, Then it was extended to include Catho- 

lics# and Ottoman citizens who. belonged to the Greek Ortho- 

dox faith# and finally it was based on the Pretext of the 

protection of all Ottoman Christians 2e This Intervention 

was further extended-by the treaty of Paris. European 

diplomacy originally Interested in protecting the minorities 

in the exercise- of. their religions# added the right to 

oversee the necessary administrative reforms3, 

From 1854,9- toop, financial interests wore eLdded to 

religious Interests in the Ottoman dominiono#ý-And gave 

foreign powers a stronger case for intervention., Yrom- 

1854 onwards# Turkey began, to borrow from th4. foreign 

powers on a large soale, By 1875p Turkey had borrowed over 

Z200 millions from Europeý. The ease with which loans were 

II Everaleyp opi cit. # p, 24-o 
2 Blaisdell#-op.. cjt. p p. 24. 
3 Op, cit. # p. 25. 
41 Op. cit. 23. 
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raised,, the high interestp the great margin between par 

and the aotual price accepted by the underwriters and the 

lavish and unwise expenditure by the Sultans and their 

ministers ended in forcing Turkey to declare bankruptcy in 

18759 This led to further control by the foreign powers 

over the. eoonomic affairs of Turkey. By the decree of 

Huharram, 1881, the Department of Public Debt was formed 

governed by a council composed of representatives of the 

foreign holders. This council not only looked after the 

Interests of the bond-holders but also came to be an in- 

strument for furtherýforeign'exploltation by accepting 

responsibility, and -acting as guarantee for the fulfilment 

of further-concessions, "In cooperating with the Ottoman 

Bank and the Deutsche Bank-'and with their railways and 

industrial enterprisest the administration of the Public - 

Debt, "t says Mr. Blaisdell% "functioned as the colleague 

of modern European oapitalistic society intent on the 

economic exploitation of the Ottoman Empire. It was it- 

self a partner in the imperialistic enterprises, " 

Thus the German imperial, interesto In the form of 

railways and., banks, were guaranteed by the Public Debt 
2 

W Op, cits"p. 4. * , 
2 Uost of these interests were in the form of concessione 

to a aroup of financiers and enterprisers carrying with 
them a guarantee by the Ottoman Government of a minimum 
dividend for the capital sunk in the concessions, The 
Public Debt Department not only had to agree to such 
concessions but also saw to it that these guarantees 
were kept. 
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France constructed the, porto. of Beiru, tk Smyrna and 

Constantinople# financed the SnVrna-Gascaba Railwayal 

directed public utilities in Constantinople# Beirut and 

Salonicas and exploited mines In North Anatolia and 

commercial establJohments in many Turkish cities. The 

majority. of these intereste were protected by the Public 

Debt Department, Again the major operations of the Im- 

perial Ottoman 13&nkt (7hioh was the creation of France 

and England) and the Deutsche, Bank, were also protected by 

the Public Debt Department I*, 

In Iraqj foreign,, exploltatign, v! as not on such a wide 

scale as was the case in Syria and, Anatolis. Perhaps 

the absence of security and the laxity of control by the 

central administration over,. the tribes whq f ormed. the 

majority of the populationg prevented British capitalists 

from-extensive economic exploitation in, lraq;,., while to 

these obstacles muat be added the oppositign of Britain 

to the exploitation exercise4 by other European capital- 

lots* 

Nevertheless Iroq van affected both as part of the 

Ottoman L*mplrcp and by. localýfc)reign, i-. Ivestments. 

op. ciie PO 80 
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. As a part of the Ottoman Empire# Iraq shared in 

the injuries done by the restrictive tariff policyt and 

submitted to the excise duties assigned to the Public 

Debt Department# branches of which were established in 

varluas pirts of the country. 

It may be considered a happ7 coincidence in the'- 

economic history of Iraq that the opening of the Suez 

Caiial was preceded by the reduction in 1861 of the export 

duties from 121%, to I"', This reduOtion coupled with the 

opening of'the new route for commercei caused an inaense 

relief and A strong impetus to the export of agricultural 

produce in Iraq as the figures in Appendices'V# VI and VIIO 

clearly: show, 

- The Import duty was also raised from 5% to 8% ad 

valorem, -This uniform dutyp howeverp discouraged native 

industry and the Ottoman Government tried to modity it 

: Ln'-1077 and 18S3 but without success 
1. Hence up to July 

1907P the import duty at the Port of Basrawas levied at 

the rate of Q/L'* on most articles# and was calculated at 

the option of the custom House eithor on the invoice value 

plus 25% to allow for-the cost of transport, or on the 

marketýprice-in-Basra less ton per cent. It might be 

paid in cash or was paid at M/ in kind. 2 In 1905# the 

ýiý See Youngg -up, o: Lt.,, Vol. IIIj, p. 226. 
2 Consular Reports# Basra# 110.3609* 1906. 
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additional "custom house expenses and gratuities" in 

Basra amounted to J to 1% ad val, 

In the first decade of the Twentieth Century,, the 

question of raising the Import duties in order to procure 

a greater amount of revenue and to Protect native indus- 

tries was complicated by the question of the Baghdad 

Railway. Foreign powers whose consent was necessary by 

treaty to any increase of the import dutiesp were re- 

luctant to agree to such increase lest the additional 

revenue thus accruing# would be directed to guaranteeing 

further concessions and to the building of additional 

parts of the Baghdad Railways. After long negotiations 

lasting from 1903 to 1906, the foreign powers however 

agreed in the latter year to an increase of 3% on the 

import duty# to be effective in July 1907 2,, Thus by that 

date the import duty was raised to J1%, ad val. In 1910t 

the new regime of Turkey again found it essential to In- 

crease the revenue of the Empire so as to carry out 

necessary reforms and expedite the construction of the 

ý1ý op. cit. 
2 This increase was only agreed to on conditions which 

rendered difticult the diversion of the increased 
- revenue to the payment of railway guarantees; of these# 

reforms in Macedonia and costly readjustments in the 
customs administration may be mentioned among those 
which were, incorporated in the new connercial treaties. 
See E, M. Narlep Turkey the Great Powers and the 
Baghdad Railways, lf*Yo 19351 Pp- 95-96- 
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Baghdad Railways. Hence negotiations were conducted in 

1910 and 1911 to secure the consent of the powers for a 

further increase by 4% of the import duties. This was 

opposed by the powers and particularly by the British 

Government, The British objections were founded In large 

part upon Its opposition of the Baghdad Railway and 

especially that part of it between Baghdad and the Persian 

Gulf. It would not agree to any increase "unless it were, 

granted important compensations of a political and economic 

character and unless it would determine in large measure 

the purposes for which the additional revenues would be 

expended, "I The negotiations again lasted for three years 

1., e,, # until 1913 when the British gover ent consented to 

support an increase of 4% in the customs duties of the 

Ottoman Empire. This "coneession! '# however# formed an 

integral part of a comprehensive agreement between Turkey 

and Britaing with regard to the Baghdad Railway# navigation 

rights In the Tigris and the Euphrates# Irrigation in Iraq,, 

the status of Kuwait and Egypt and the Persian boundary 
:- !"ý-21. 

dispute in so far as they affected. oil lands In 1914. the 

import duty was raised to 15% and subsequentlvp Ie.,, during 

the course of the war to 30%;. but. as Basra was in British 

ý1ý Earle# op, cit, pp, 226. 
2 Most of these agreements lost their significance by 

the war. of 1914. and the consequent fall of the Ottoman 
Empire and the British occupation of Iraq. 
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hands from 194t the increase over 11% came too late to 

have any significance in Iraq, 

The internal duty which was levied at the rate of Wla 

on goods carried by land and sea within the Ottoman Empire# 

was abolished in 187)+ in so far as they affected goods 

carried by lan But local products carried by river 

whether to the same wilayet or to other wilayets still 

paid this duty throughout the Nineteenth Century. In 1889, 

the receipts from internal traffic in the Wilyat of 

Baghdad were according to the British Consul 2# 9130636 

involving goods to the value of Z18ip819. This internal 

duty was replaced on the first of March 1900 by a duty of 
2% col lected for the benefit of the Ministry of War3. 

As the rivers were the main channels of transport in 

Iraq$ internal commerce was handicapped by this duty to a 

degree perhaps surpassing that of any part of the Ottoman 

Empire,, 

Foreign exploitation in Iraq occurred chiefly in the 

field of foreign trade. There are# however# some notable 

exceptions. Of these the Euphrates and Tigris S. N. Co. 

owned by the Lynch Brothers has already been referred to 

(1) Regulation of 2 Maharram, # 1291j, Dasturs, Vol. LLL. - 
P. 32J+. t See Youngt Vol. - ,. ý2ý Consular Reports# Baghdadq 1890# No. 783. 

3 Yowig'f op. cites Vol. IIIp p. 236, 
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elsewhere. The Lynch firm also orned two steam presses 

for the pAcking of wool'in Amarah and Basra's Hessru 

Darby Andrews also owned two large hydraulic"presses for 

wool which could turn out 1509000 bales per annum, 
2. In 

the Eighties a European firm in Baghdad under the protea- 

tion of the French Consulate invested capital ihthe 

raising of wool. on their own account; but the uncertainty 

of rainfall as well as numerous other difficulties hinder- 

ed their actiYities which were continued at a reduced scale 

and finally died out -in 18863. Furthermore some foreign 

concerns in Basra were doing profitable business in the 

packing of dates. 

But the most important activities of foreign capital. 

ists and speculators in Iraqwere In theýzphere of foreign 

trade. These activities have'grown considerably from 1870 

onwards. in 067P there were onlyiwo British trading 

firms in Baglidad (established in 1839 and 140) and one 

Swiss'and two Greek firms-(established in 1859-1860) In 

Basra there were some British and Prench firms whose 

activities were "limited to the purchase of dates for 

their"vessels and the sale of a small quintity of'manu- 

factures throxiZhuative agents. "5. By 1890 there were 

1 Consular Reports'j Dasra# 1890t Ho. 783; 1892t No. 1142. 
2 op, cit-. # 18goolwo'. 783. 
3 Op. cit Baghdad# State Papersp 1886, I=. 
4 op. cit:: 1867p LXVII* 
5 op, cit's Basrat 1867t LXVII, 
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I four British fAme and three Yrench f Irmo in Baghdad 

In 1891# the British Vice-Consul in Basra, re: ported that 

the trade of Basra was "al=st entircly In the hand of, 

four British firman2. In 1891p toop, a branch was opened 

for the Imperial Bank of Persia as the first banking es- 

tablishment opened in Iraq up till that time apart from 

the Jewish money lenders and "money changers" (Sarrafs). 

Between 1895 and 1913P the Imperial Ottoman-Bank opened 

branches in Baghdad# Basra and Mosul., 

As in the shiPping. of Basrav British firms seem to 

have maintained a virtual monopoly in the foreign trade of 

Iraq until they were challenged in the first decade of 

the Twentieth Centuryby the Russians and above all by 

the Germans. Indeed. the ia pil British commercial pi n'i 'a 

houses in Iraq Were themielves shipping Agents., Such 

were Stephen Lynch'and Strick and Scott and Co. 

The"Oubtidies"granted to Rustian and German Shipping 

in the' jPersian Gulf was an"instrument to break the monopoly 

thAt'Britain-enjoyed in the-import and ýxport trade of that 

Region. With the subsidy granted to the Russian Steamship 

Co. 9 the Russian-Goireinm6nt appointed consular and 

commercial agents to study the demands of the local markets 

1, op. cit* 9 Býghdadjv --'j890'9 No. "7830 
2ý op. -ciý. #. Bpsrav 891# No, 921, 
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and to nurse the infant trade 1. Gerzanýcompetition after 

1906 was however more serious. Trade between Iraq and 

Germany both in import and export grew SA a-great speedw 

2rom an insignificant figure before 1906, the value of 

trade carried by German vessels in 1911 aceording, to- 

German returns was 13.9% of the total imports of Basra 

and 11,6% of the total-exports. In 1912# the-correspond- 

ing figures were 20% of the total imports. and 11,5% of., - 
the total exports, In 19129 it--, wa&%50% of the total1m- 

ports and 11.7% of the total-exportso 2_ In 191OP-the 

British Vioe-Consul in Basra reportedO, 

"German competition, in-a newýfactor in Basra 
grain business and seems to have led to a 
rise of prices. Constderable-quantities of- 
grain are purchased for shipment to Germany 

, -by the Hwiburg-America steamers at a figure 
which In view of the cost of freight to the 
United Kingdomi is not covered by prices in 
the British markets, " 

But during the first dec 
. 
ade of1the Twentieth Century, 

the aim of foreign powers was no longer restricted to 

purely commercial enterprise. It extended to attempts at 

further economic and political exploitation which if 

realized would have reduced the whole population to 

economic slavery and the peasants particularly to serfdom. 

(1) British Interests'in the Persian Gulfp Saturday,, 
Revier. # Deo, 50 1903# pp, 69j-ý, 4'_ 

ý2j F. 0, Handbook of Hesopotamiat op. cit.,, . PP-99-100. 
3 Cons. Repo 191it No.. 4730. 
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As a part of their, imperialistic aim in the Near 

Eastp for whichý the Baghdad Railway was a path$ the German 

contemplated the capitalistic exploitation of the agricul- 

tural and oil resources of7raq# Ae'the French railways 

in Syriti'led to the demand of further economio'concessions 

and finally to political domination so in Iraq'the 

acquisitive ahd expansionist'capitalist regime irould have 

inevitably'led to the completwooonomle and, Verhaps poli- 

tical conquest of Iraq-by the'Germansi 'Already in 19039 

German publicists like Dr. Rohrbachýputýforward a scheme 

for the capitalistic exploitation of, 'the agricultural ý 

resoarces of Iraq on a largelsoaleo, ''German Ceipitalists 

were to form one or more agricultural admpanies who should 

obtain from'the ottoman Gover ent vast districts of land 

in the Sawad on long'leases and'then parcel them outýor 

sublet them to patty farmers or else have them tilled by 

natives at the companys- expens8o- "In thisýmAnnee says 

Rohrbaoh't "Germany can draw her'ohief, cotton`suýplies- 

from Mesopotamia in lieu of America,. *'. * We'will also, 

have .. like'the Russians (in Turkestan) consumers'for 

the products of-our_industry'in'the-peo]ýle of the countr7p 

who through our instruments, ity had become better off and 

acquired larger'purohasing power*" Iraq would-be restored 

(1) Die Baghdadlahut p* 26. See alsog Dr. E. J. Dillon# 
Foreign Affairs* The Baghdad Railway# Contemporary 
Reviewp Mayr 1903. 
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to Its position during the Sessanide Kings when it was'-- 

the granary of 41sia for graini The rainfall Zone would 

only require the plough and the Irrigation Zone would re- 

quire the development of canalization. For-the sum of 

one to. one and a half million pounds the necessary canaliza- 

tion were supposed to have been accomplished. The Turkish 

Government could then farm out the tithes to the German 

canalization Company for a fixed amountsabout one million 

pounds The Arabs would be taught to-use the now methods 

of cultivation to Increase the productive eapacity, -of the 

land. The area capable of cultivation In the'Irrigation 

Zone was eatimated ýpy.. Rohrbach to be-equal to the area of 

the Kingdom of Bavaria (7.5,864. squaro. kilometers) or about" 

5WI, greater than thet, figurea estimated by Sir William 

Willcocks and more-recentlyby Sir Ernest Dowson-'as repro- 

senting the cultivable area of, this-zone. 

The Prenoh, were also studying, the possibilityýof having 

a share-in the agricultural exploitation of the'virgin ioil 

of-Iraq. In a paper read by. Uii. Henry-Viollet to-the French 

Geographical Soajety2s he suggested, that, Frenah capitalists 

could.,., take up. irrigation, works, in Mosopotamia. --"Les terre 

ýiý RohAachp op. cit. p. 44- 
2 Iýa_, 14qsopotamia Econ=iq4o et POlitiques La GeographiSt 

Mai# 15 mep igiip 488-94. 
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conquis et lea taxes Wirrigation scraient lour ramunera- 

tioel * He addad that the Turkswould agree to such con- 

ditions, In the discussion which, followe&M, Bourdarie' 

rcfcrred to an estate of about 100#000 hectares "recently 

acquired by a French man. " 

Idoreovers in 1909, the nouse of &afar# a family-of 
French origin# presented'a project for a concession'to-, - 
exploit some thirty million. donums or more than 27#000- 

square-kilometers ofo the land whichwers previously under 

the Saniy7ah Administration 
2. 

The, period of the conCS2- 

aion was to be seventy years during which the land would 

be developed and sold toýthe peasant proprietors (the, 

raqabahýstill retained by the, state)* Twenty per. cent of 

the-gros4 produce of the reclaimed land would be given to 

the state; while of the price of sale# 20% would be re- 

served for sinking fund and-the-Test was to, be divi4ed 
3- between the Company and the government The project 

was accepted by the Minister of Finance and presented to 

the Council of Ministers for Approvall, the-latter made 

some modifications# but the concession was-, n6t, finallyý - 

granted when the Turks became, fully oocupied, in the 

Balkansp and later the Great War# and thus the project was 

suspended, 

ý1ý OP. Cit. 9 P. 491. 
2 This represents all the Saniyyah properties in the 

ottoman Empire with the exception of those estates 
situated in Aidin (reserved as a military hara)p RuD-Eli 
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The British also shared In. these unrealized schemes* 

After the German Dranj nach Oaten became evident# they 

took an increasing interest in the Wilayets or Basra and 

Baghdad. After bloi; king-the, vay to. the Persian Gulf. by 

assuming protection over Ruwaitp Britain began. to assert 

its interests In the Irrigation Zone of Iraq. The Baghdad 

Rallwayr an, ng its political and strategic disadvantages 

to Britain was declared by Sir Udwara Grey. ln the House, of 

Commons I 
#-to be Vof, doubtful adVantage-to British trade.. 

oo(and) wIll take the place of comunications which have 

been in the hands of British Concessionaires (ioeop the 

Lynch Brothers)% "In the SprIng Of 1910g. -the British 

Government proposed that A concession for a railway from 

Baghdad to Basra via Kut-al-Araarah ehould ba'awarded to 

British fillanciers in ord6r that British economic interests 
2 

in Uesopotarala. might be adequatelY safeguarded!, ' Upon the 

(to be given .' to the local I 
-cultivators)# Jerusaiem (the'' 

farm of Nriha)p and parts of the aanlyyah, in Iraq such 
as those in Amarah which were. lease4L to the tribes,. on, _ three years leaset those situated on the boundarie$Lof 
the desert, in the wilayete. of Baghdad and Mosul and 
that part which wis)reserved-fo*r the settlement of the_ 
tribes, in Iraq (ijo , 

(This, information,. was. derived,. 
from a, memo In the Archives, of the State. Domains De- 
partment of Iraq. File No., 52/3# 

ý3j lb*d; . 11 ýI 
I _Parliamentary. Debatest House of Commonsp Fifth 

Series# Vol=e XJUI (1911)*' PP. 12841-1285- 
(2) Earls, op. oito pp, 226-7. 
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refusal of this demand *Sir Edward Grey Wrote to Sir Henry 

BabinZton Smith# English representative on the Ottoman 

Public Debt administration# that niigland must be awarded: 

at least-a 55% participation in the Baghdad-Basra' section 

of the Baghdad Railway# as well as concessions for the 

construction and control of port works'at Kuwait. "' In 

the Anglo-Turkish agreements: of 19139Lord'Inehaape the' 

shipping magnate and chairman-Ok'the Peninsular and Oriý-- 

ental, and the British India Steam HaTigation Companies 

was ararded a concession to forn-the Ottoman'Navigation 

Companyp for the navigation by steamers'and*barges-of, the 

Tigris# Euphrates and Shatt-el4rabe, This concession was 

for a period of sixty years irith optional renewals for 

ten-year, periods2. Turkish 6apitai was i6'14- off e'red 

jlý Ibid. 
2 Thin concession was dgreed to by the Baghdad Railway 

Company in a contract bet*`een the Company and'L6rd. 
Incheape signed In Lbndon on Fibiýary 23P 1914. (Earle, 
op. cit. p. 259). It- was'f urther acknowledged by the'' 
Angleý-German'Conventipn, in 1914.. (op, cit*, pp. 263-264). 
The Baghdad Railway, Company. was granted 205% part, I cipa- 
tion in the new Ottomirf'Navigation Co. 

- #. In an agreement 
made on'March 27F 1914., This Lynch,, Brothers were'also, 

_ granted part lclpatloýl in ýhls comparq, ' In, this, agree- 
ment too the Baghdad Railway, Companrassigned, to a-new--- 
Ottoman Ports Co; -- -in, rhich-Mr. , 

J-6 F ý' Lynch'. and Lord, 
.. Incheape-were granted, )+O%'partialýation-; --,. all the'rights 

or thl- Baghdad Railway, to'the: construbtion, of 
_'port"_. 

'and_. 
terminal racilities' at'Baghdad 6nd'Basra- (oý* cit, 
p. 260). 
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fifty per cent participation'. 'I'The. British Government 

agreed that no navigation rightp of its nationals would 

be oonstrued as permitting. interference with the develop- 

ment of Mesopotamia by Irrigation# and the Ottoman Govern- 

ment guaranteed that no Irrigation works would be per- 

mitted to divert navigable-streams from their course. t#2 

But British ambitions in-Mesopotamia were not limited 

to navigation and transport-voncessions. The, employment of 

Sir William Willcocks givoo. a, P; U4 to the interest of 

Britain in the irrigation development of Iraq3# In the 

Anglo Geman Convention of June., the. 15thp, 1914lp "Great 

Britain recognized German Interests in the Irrigation of 

the Cilician plain# and -Germany recognized British, inter- 

eats in the irrigation of the lower Mesopotamian, valley*"4 

1 See also Sir Arnold, Wilsonp, Loyaltiesp pp. 219-222, 
2 Earle# op. cit, p,. 256. 

ý, _ ,I 3 The British also- had claims on the- oil bf Iraq. 
Early. in 1914. t ", in, order to Ansure an uninterrupted 
supply of fuel to the, fleetp The.. British Government had 
purchased a controlling interest in the Anglo-oPersian 
Oil, 

_LGompany. 
As 

-a 
neceasary., atep, in the negotiations 

regarding Turkish oil-fielAa. theGerman Government was 
oblige4, j in. March 1914-p to recognizeZouthern Mesopo-! 
tamia as well as central. and southern Persia as the ex- 
clusive field of operations of the Anglo-Peirsian Company, 
andp in addition# to agree to the construction of a 
railway from Kut-el-Amarah. to Mandeli-for-the, purpose of 
facilitating petroleum shipments. Thereupon an Anglo- 
German syndicate organized the Turkish Petroleum Company 
for the acquisition and exploitation of the oil resources 
of the Wilayets of Mosul and Baghdad. Half of the stock 
of the new Company was assigned to the national bank of 
Turkey(controlled by Sir Ernest Cassel) and the DtArcy 
group (in which Lord Inchcape was Interested); one 
quarter was assigned to the Royal Dutch Companyt and 
the remainder was reserved for the Deutsche Bank, Upon 
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In the course of, the Great Toar when the British were 

occupying Iraq with the aid of Indian troopes several 

articles appeared in the British Press, as to the possibility 

of developing the land of Iraq and im&rting Indian labour 

to work it. air t1illiam Willoocks who was. very optimistic 

of the speedy revival of the ancient prosperity in Iraq, 

himself suggested that the dense population of India could 

find a great relief in populating Iraq',, Mro John Jackson 

whose firm completed the buildingof the Hindiyyah Barrage 

started by Sir William in ý911#'also' suggested that the 

land thus opened should be granted by concessions'to caipi- 

talists who- would employ, 
-1hdian 

labour to, get over the 

difficulty of labour shortagpin the country 
2* More out- 

spoken remarks were. madein_, Co=trv_Ljfg3 and the Revigg 

joint representations by the British and Oerman Anbassa- 
dors-at the Sublime Porter the Sultan# in June 1914.,, con- 
ferre'd upon the Turkish . Petroleun Company exclusive rights 
of exploitation ofthe oil resources of the Mesopotamian 
valley from Mosul: -to Baghdad. " (op. ' cit. ' p. 261). 

4ý Op. cit. p. 263; ' 
i Sir William rlillcooksp. Two and a half years in Meso- 

potamiap Blackwood Mag'a'zinep April# 1915s' pp. ' 304-323. 
(2) -John Jacksong, Engineering Problem of Mesopotamia and 

the Euphrates# The. Empire Review,, June# 1915, pp. 193- 
199, 

(3) The-tworld"s New Granaryp Country'Lifep April 10,1915P 
p. 469. * 
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of Reviews 
I. In an article in the latter periodicaig the 

editor says: 
2 "? 

to 0.. A change of rule would be beneficial to all 
the inhabitants of Mesopotamia with the possible 
exception of the beduins. We sympathise with themp 
but of course they could not be allowed to occupy 
indefinitely such splendid land which they neither 
use themselves nor allow others to use. " 

These ideas gradually found expression in official 

circles3o Lord Crewe referred specifically to these views 

in a Parliamentary Debate4; and they found expression in 

the House of Commons on the 21 st July, 1915 in a speech 

made by Colonel C. E. Yate who remarked amid cheers that: 5 

"India alone could carry out the great schemes of 
irrigation planned by Sir W. Willcocks, " 

Happily all these schemes did not materialise. Apart 

from the fact that the European powers up to 1914 did not 

agree between themselves as to their respective spheres of 

influence# the insecurity and the staunch resistance by 

the indiginous population would have made all these schemes 

(1) ! tkzxlaztA*XXXBNXOIVIUUEVf*XODK'gmtrYxxlla. YxxPzIJ4xic4 
IUX*xj§xx"9x Lower Mesopotamiap Review of Reviews# 
January-June,, 1916,, pp. 138 and 2%. 

2 OP- cit. p- 138. 
3 Arnold Wilscnj, Loyalties# op, cit. # p. 103. 
4. He L, p 25.6,20. 

151 

See Arnold Wilsong Loyalties? pp. 103-4. 
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impracticablet or at least too costly. In 18E40 a keen 

observer of the conditions in Iraq in an article in the 

Fortnightly Reviewl comparing Iraq with Egypt remarked that 

the inhabitants of Iraq "instead of being abject fellahin 

destitute of leaders and incapable of resistance" as in 

his Opinion was the case in Egypt l, "consiated, of indepcndent 

and warlike Arab and Kurdish tribes obedient to their 

sheikhs and Boys and animated by a profound detestation of 

Ottoman rule, " ors it may be added any other foreign rule. 

This was also true in 1914 and even to-day. 

Nevertheless# within the purely commercial sphere# 

foreign capitalists and enterprisers have done a consider- 

able service to Iraq. The development of commercial steam 

navigation In--the Tigris by the Euphratea and Tigris S. N. 

Co. p the wool and date packing plantsp the stabilization of 

exchanges and other services afforded by the Imperial Otto- 

man Bank and the Imperial Bank of Persiap the railway be- 

tween Baghdad and Samarrah and the opening of foreign 

markets for the agricultural products of Iraq by Britisht 

Germant Frenchg and Russian shipping concerns and commercial 

houses are some examples of the advantages of the investment 

of foreign capital in Iraq. The representatives of the 

(1) Trevor Chichele Plowdeng Turkish Arabia# the Fortnight- 
ly Reviews Vol. 1+1# ppe 190-201, 
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Departmentl of Public Debt in various parts of Iraq also 

gave good and much needed example of loyaltyv honesty and 

efficiency to their colleagues who belonged to the purely 

Ottoman administration, 

To suaaaarize, It may be esid that the reforms in 

administration and the increase in public security# the 

irrigation works undertaken by the sltatep the Saniyyah 

and the tribeaq the opening of the Suez Canalp the develop- 

ment of the steamship for ocean and river navigation in 

Iraq, the improvement In the tariff policy after 1861 

particularly with regard to exports# the development of 

foreign trade by foreign enterprise, all these worked to- 

wards the expansion of agricultural production# to the 

raining of the standard of living of the inhabitants and to 

the settlement of the tribes. This in turn reacted on the 

systen. of lanl tenure and social relationship between the 

tribec and the state# between the tribes among themselves 

and within the social and economic structure of the tribal 

organization. The next chapter will deal with the nature 

and effects of land tenure and land revenue during this 

period. 
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CWTER VII 

THE MUDD1,73 OP THE TAPU SYSTEM 

1. The Ottoman Legal-System 

The liberation of the peasants from the feudal tenure 

of the spahis and dere-begs and the replacement of those 

foudatories by tax-farmers was carried a stop farther In 

, 
1858 with the promulgation of the Land Code and the Tapu 

Laws which stipulated the replacement of the tax farmers 

by the tapu officials as the agents of the government in 

its'oapaoity as owner of the Hiriyyah land. 

These lawsp howeverp as well as the various laws# 

regulations# Irsdas and Masbatas whioh were subsequently 

Issued between 1858 and 1914 did not have as their sole 

purpose the establishment of direct contact between the 

cultivating peasants and the goverownt. In addition,, the 

ottoman Government conceived the more ambitious scheme of 

(a) the settlement of the possessors of the Hiriyyah land 

, in their holdings under a clearly defined title# (b) the 

establishment of a universal and regular system of regia- 

tration of these titles, and (a) the survey and the valua- 

tion of the land so that* a basis may be obtained for a 

regular and equitable system of taxation. Nowhere perhaps 
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has It been so clearly proved an in the Ottoman Empire 

that to pass laws and conceive grandiose schemes is one 

thing and to put them into effect is quite another, This 

was particularly so In the Ottoman land policy as applied 

In Iraq* 

The nature of the title was defined by the Land Code,, 

which was promulgated in 1274 A. H. (1858),, and the subse- 

Vent 'enactments which modernised the Ottoman Land Law and 

extended the rights of the miri holder. Of the latter, 

the most Important are -the law of 17 Moharram, 1284. A. R.,, 

which extended the rights of Inheritance In Miriyyah land,, 

the law of 7 Safar#1284 A9H*# which gave to foreigners the 

right to hold immovables In the Ottoman Empirep the Forest 

Law of 1285 A. H. # the Law of 15 Showal 1288 AJf* an to sale 

of immovables for payment of debtt the Law of 4. Rejob,, 1292 

as to succession to private interests in the mustaithillat 

and =saqqafat waqfs possessed in Ijaretoln, the expropria- 

tion Law of 1295# the Mining Law of 1304. and the "Provisional 

Laws", promulgated after the, Turkish Revolution of 19091 the 

most important of, whioh vere the Law relating to the 

Inheritance of Immovable property of 27 Rabi-el-Awalp 1331, 

the Law concerning the right of certain corporate bodies 

to own Imovable property of 22 Rabi-el-Awal 1331# the Law 

for mortgageýof, i=uovable-property, of I Rabi-el-Thaniq 
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1331p the Law regulating the right to dispose of imnovable 

property of 5 Jamad-el-Awal, $ -1331P the Law of partition of 
joint Immovable property of 14 lfuharram-1332,0 and the Law 

as to leasing of Immovable property of 18 Rabi-el-Awal" 
1332, In additioup there are Iradosp Judgements of the 
Court of Cassassiong regulations and instruotions vhIch 
further define and. limit this titlee., The State Domains 

Department in Iraq traaed and oompiled no lose than 91 laws, 

regulations, instruotions, Iradas, eto, 

Furtherp these-laws must be read in the light of the 

mejelleh which was compiled in 1285 A*H. (1869) by the 

ottoman oovernment out ofthe Common Law and the Islamic 

maxims -lot the Heneft -School) and where the. ýland laws are 

silent the Uejelleh, must be.. resorted to. It Is not pro- 

posed here to give a detailed account of theme laws* The 

Land Code'itself was mostly a codification of the various 

land laws issuedAn the Ottoman Finpire up-to 1858 relating 

to the system of taserruf.. This system# which was a part 

of the feudal, tenure,, was, desoribed-in an earlier part of 

this work*ý. ý Bxit the'feudalý. system has been abolished and 

the uplrii. 'and general-prinoiples-ralating to land'tenure 

after 1858 was considerably dhanged; hence even at the risk 

of repetitions the main principles which underlie the Land 

Code and subsequent ottoman legislation are summiarized below: 
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The Land Code (Art, 1) divides the landsof the 

Ottoman Empire into their traditional five categories of 

mulk or freeholdp waqf or religious foundation, mtrouke 

or land reserved for public use# Mewat or vacant (dead) 

lands and fiual3, v miriyyah or public domain. Apart from 

mulk and true waqfs, of which the raqabah does not belong 

to the state and which follow the Sharia laws as to their 

dispositionip the Code confirms the principle of state 

ownership of the raqabah in respect of the other classes 

of lando The raqabah cannot be alienated in respect of 

thOse classes ex9opt by a special jradah2 which must be 

justified by the soared law3. 

On the other hand# the Land Code allowed the alienation 

of the right of taaarruf on the basis of revival of the 

land as In the case of Mewat Land4 and has- recognized the 

inalienable communal right of tasarruf over the metrouke 

land for the purposes of which such land was assigned 

I Land Codes, Art. 2,, Art. 4g part ia 
2 opaoit, Art. 121, Law of Dispositions Art. 8# 
3 On justifying alroumstances presoribed by the Sharia 

Lawx, p, see N. Chihav Traite de la Propriete immobiliere 
OU. Drolt Ottomans, Cairo# 1906, p. 32; F. U, Goadby and 
MeJ., Doukhan,, The Land Law of Palestine# p. 41* 

Land Code, Art. 103* 
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ab antiquo 
10 

In the case of miriyyah land, the Code stipulates the 

alienation of the right of tasarruf to those in possession 

of the land who can prove a prescriptive right to It. This 

right is granted by Othe agent of the goverawnt appointed 

for the purpose. Those who acquire possession will receive 

a title dead bearing the laperial 0 Ypher. 02 

The right of tsearrur remained In the nature of a 

heritable 3.0400 against which the leases had to pay two 

kinds of rentsi the Mulajjalah in the fom of the Tapu 

fact and the Muajja3. lah which consisted of the tithe and 

the Virghi. The possessor of such a righto i. e. the 

Uutasarrif, whom we shall call the Tapu Holderp could not#, ", \ 

without the leave of the Statep dig up the moll to Make 

bricks (Art* 12)v erect buildings (Art@- 31 and 32) or 

plant trees (Arts. 25 and 29) on the land or uproot natural 

trees growing thereon (Art. 28) and cannot use any part of 

It an a burial place (Art- 33)- Further,, he cannot, without 

(1) See Arta, 5 and 91 to 102 of the Land Code and Arts. 
1271 and 1 75 of the Mejellsh; regarding forests see 
also Law of 10 Rebi-el-Awal 1293, Forest Law of il Shawal 
1286p Arts. I and 21 to 26 and Instructions dated the 
23rd of Uuharram, 1293 (Dastur, vol. III# P- 300)1 
roaarding taxes to be charged on wood out from Y13-lage 
forests we also Art, 25 of the Forest Law and Instruc- 
tions dated 20 Safarv 1293; regarding pasta" grounds 
(yaylaq and qishlaq) see also Iradaq dated the third of 
Muharram 1274 A. H. 

(2) Land Code Art# 3- 
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the leave of the officialt transfer (Arts. 36,37p M and 
120) p bequeath (Art- 38) or mortaege It (Art. 116). ]Parti- 
tion of such land# among the heirsý in aloo =do with the 
leave of the official (Art. M. Finally, It could not 
be Made Vaqfj, other than of the Takhoisat category 

10 

In 1329p howeverp the right of tatarraf had been ex- 
tended by the Law on the Disposition of Immovable Property 

which provided that the tapu holder may use its soil for 

making bricks2p erect buildinge3o plant treesk or uproot 

naturally grown trees5s The Tapu holder has only a right 

over the surface of the land; mining rights belong to the 

satato &nd are assignable separately from the land6. Siml- 

larlys treasures and relics of antiquity found on the land 

are SUbJeot to separate laws oontidned in the Books of the 

. W7. Bacred LO 

(1) oPecito Art. 121; see also Art. 15 of the Tapu Law 
of 1275 and Art. 8 of the Law of Dispo6itiono 

(2) Art. 7j see also Law on Quarrying dated !$ Maio# 13i7s 
and Irada dated 5 Tachrin Thanip 1318. 

(3) Art. 5., Provided he pays a fixed annual charge in lieu 
of the tithe on the site so used. See also Iradah 
Sanlyyah dated 20 Rebi-el-Akhir, 1315- (GoiVilation of 
Turkish Financial Laws, Yol. 1, p, 1ý6); Iradah dated 
17 Ailulp 13U (Now Dastur, YoI6 It po 99). For the 
assesement of this charge see order of the Defter Xhaqani 
dated 29 liuzeiran, 1305; further see Circular dated 
19 Muharramp 1305 and Young# opealt. volo VI, 9 pe 54). 

(4) Art* 5* 
(5) ibid.; see also Iradah dated 18 Rebi-el-Awalt 1293 

(Young op-Oit., vol. VI, P. 53); Forest Law# Art, 91s 
(6) Land Codep Art. 107; see also Mining Law# dated 14. Safar, 

1324 (Youngo opooitop v P41 17)o and Law an to quarries 
(Young# vol. VIs P-307 

(7) Land Codep Art. 1079 
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The right of tasarruf is conditional on cultivation 

In the case of arable land and other form of exploitation 

in the care of e. go meadows. Thus if the Tapu holder 

leaves his tapu land uncultivated for three years In 

succession rithout a valid excuselt he forfeits his right 

of Tesarruf and can only recover It on paymnt of its Tapu 

jrq. lUe2. Otherwise It becomea m9h1ul (vacant) and "shall 

be put up to Ruction and a4Judged to the highest bidder3. 

The right of tasarruf Is heritablet but it does not 

foUow the inheritanoe laws of the Sharl a as in the case of 

=Ulk. This right, is called haQ-el-Intiqal (right of 

devolution) as distinct from Irth (Inheritnnce) which 

applies to mulk4. This riZht of Intiqal had gradually been 

extended by laws and decracs pmvicus to tho Land Cod85* 

In tho absence of the spocified heirs uho have the right 

(1) Valid excuses were specified in the Land Code to be 
the rosting of the soil., flood., Imprisonment of the 
Tapu holder (Art. 68) . emigration of all or part of the 
int ý-Itants of the village or town (Art. 72), service 
in the army Art. 73)v minoritys unsoundness of mind 
ato. (Art. 78- 

(2) The Tapu value, also-called bedel tapu,, or more 
gercrally in Iraq as bedel mijUl(equivalent Talus) is 
defined in Art. 59 of =ta Land Code as the price to be 
fixed by Impartial experts who know the extentp dimen- 
sions# boundaries and value of the land according to its 
productive capacity and situation. " Artificial Increase 
of the value of the land an for instance in the case of 
speculation anl other sentirwntal reasons are discounted 
in the assessment of the bedel mithl. 

j3j Land Code Arts. 68P V and 74- 
4. In the case of calo also the tanu'used for miriyyah 

land to faragh (evacuation) as distinct from Bali (sale) 
for mulIC-p-ropertiese 

(5) suprap ppe 163, p 284. 
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of Intiqalp the land devolves on some other relatives and 

three classes of strangers on payment of bedel tapu: in 

this case the land Is said to be subject to the right of 

tapu. The tendency was to change the right of tapu of 

certain heirs to a right of IntIqalp Ise. devolution with- 

out payment of bedel tspu. The Land Code granted the 

right of IntIqal to three degrees of heirs and the right 

Of tapu to further nine degrees. The Law of 17 Muharramj 

1284 A*H*j, extended the right of Intiqal to eight degrees 

and the right of tapu to three degrees 1. The latter law 

was replaced by the law relating to the Inheritance of 

Immovable property of 27 Rebi-el-Awalt 1331j. which further 

extended the right of IntIqal 20 

With the extension of the right of lntiqal to those 

heirs who previously had only a right of tapu by the Land 

Code and more particularly by the Law of 1284# the right of 

Tapu since 1284 was limited to three classes onlys 

(1) LeCs Arts. 5)+ and 55t under these articles the riýht 
of IntIq&1 was granted exclusively to (a) children of 
both sexes equally, (b) fathers (o) mother# The Law of 
1284 extended this right to eight degrees and included 
grandchildren# brothers, sisterst half-brothers, half- 
sisters and surviving spouse In addition to the three 
degrees above mentioned. (2) This law divided succession Into four degrees: 

a) direct descendants, (b) parents and their descendants, ýo) 
grandparents and their descendants, (d) spouse* The 

successor in an antecedent degree excludes those in the 
latter degrees except In two CaSO83-(i) surviving parents 
receive one-sixth In the presence of descendants# 
(10 surviving spouse receives one-fourth in the presence 
of descendants and one-half In the presence of heirs in 
degrees (b) and (a). 
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(a) Those who have Inherited mulk trees or buildings on 

the land# (b) Co-possessors# or those who had joint 

Interests, and (o) "To thoso Inhabitants of the locality 

where the land is situated, as are in need or want of It 

(Zaroorat wa lhtiyat)"I. This right is only a right of 

pre-emption or first refusal# available in the absence of 

heirs who have a right to Intiqal and conditional on pay- 

ment of bedel tapu. It could be exercised within a period 

of ten years in the case of (a)t five years in the case of 

(b)v and only one year In the case of (c) 2. 

If there are no heirs and no right to topup or If 

those who had the right of tapu refused to pay the tapu 

valuet the land becomes mahlul and Is put up to auction and 

adjudged to the highest bidder. 3. 

Perhaps the most inportant provision In the Land Code 

Is Art- 78 which establishes what is called Raq-el-Qarar 

or the right of prescription. Owing to Its sysolal 

significance particularly In the history of land problems 

In Iraq,, It is qu6ted below in full: 

Article 78. -Everyone who has possessed and culti- 
vated state or Mawqufa land for ton years without 
dispute (bila nizal)p acquires a right by prescrip- 
tion; and whether he has a valid title dead or not# 
the land cannot be regarded as vacant,, and he shall 
be given a new title deed gratuitously. 

Nevertheless if such person admits and con- 
fesses that he took possession of the land without 

I Art. 54. of the Land Code, 
2 ibid, 
3 oy. citov Arts. 60 and 64o 
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any right when it was vacant,, the land shall be 
offered to him on payment of the tapu value, with- 
out taking Into account the lapse of time. 

If he does not accept, it shall be put up to 
auction and adjudged to the higheat bidder. " 

There are a nwaber of regulations and judgements of 

the Court of Cassation whioh define and interpret the pro- 

visions of Art- 78. The moot important are the following: 

(L) Haq-el-qarar =st be supported by ten yearal con- 1, 
tinuous ploughing and cultivation. If a person had never 

sownp ploughed or reaped the land, or he had cultivated it 

once or twice only and left It unoultivated at other timsel, 

he Is not entitled to Haq-el-Qarar even if he had more than 
I ten years' possession 

(11) Possession must be established by personal cultiva-I 

tions LlunicipaUtles and other corporate bodies are not 

entitled to acquire land by haq-el-qarar2. Similarlyp a 

trader living in a toym but cultivating land by leasing it 

to others Is not entitled to heq-el-qarar3. On the other 

hand# haq-el-qarar claimed by a person who Is in actual 

possession of the land Is not refuted by the statement 

that the claimant has been handing the crop to somebody 

else4. 

(III) Haqý-el-qarar to not granted to aliens5a 

(1) Art. 2 of the regulations as to Tapu organization In 
the Vilayets dated 18 Safarp 1284 (Dasturt vol. 1I# p-23)- 

121 Decision of the Shural Dawlay of the 13 Martp 1307. 
3 Ruling of the Ministry of Justice, V+ Maio, 1324. 
4 Cassation Judgement dated 1i Shabat,, 13o6. 
5 Decision of the Shural Dawalt, 7 Shabatp 1330- 
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(1r) The meaning of ffw1thout dleputeff is that the 

holder of the land was not sued at a competent court of 

law within ten years of his possession; the words "with- 

out dispute" therefore mean without legal proceedingsi. I 

(v) An explicit or Implied confession of the interests 

of others on the land on the part of the claimant renders 

him Ineligible to haq-el-qarar. Thus possession by lease- 

hold or by an Invalid transfer implies the claimant's 
2 

admission of a third party's possessory rights 

(Yi) This principle seems also to apply when the state 

16 the possessor as well as the owner of the land# L*e. 

confessed or Implied squatting or the Payment of rent and 

the holding of a leasehold from the government seems to 

Invalidate the claim to haq-el-qarars, although the squatter 

or the lessee from the state Is still entitled to a title 

deed on payment of the tapu value. Article 8 of the regu- 

lations of tapu Sansdag whose validity was^fully admitted 

by the Turkish CourtS3, "is so worded as to Imply that tapu 

kushans are only to be issued to persons claiming presorip- 

tIve rights under art. 78 In cases In which their possession 

has, been acquired by the legal means of devolution by 

inheritance sale by the previous possessor or a grant by a 

petent authority. This subject was discussed by M. Wajih com 

(1) R. C, Tatep The Ottoman Land Laws# p- 75, Jerusalem 1927- 
(2) Judgement of the Court of Cassation dated 15 Kanun-al- 

Aww 1.1331; Art. 23 of the Land Code and 167 of the 
Mejelleh. 

(3) Goadby and Doukhang OPecit., ps 260, 
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Khoury I 
s. who remarks that the Ottoman declaions have 

Invariably followed the regulatio"2. 

(vil) Ilaq-el-qarar Is applicable exclusively to mirlyah 

land and to waqf land of the takhoisat categor7. It is 

not applicable to mulks, other classes of waqf,, metrouke or 

mewat lands3e The period of 1Lnitation (murur zaman) in 

the case of mulk and waqf land is prescribed in the Sharia 

laws. Art. 166o of the Mejelleh bars the courts from hear- 

Ing claims to the ownership of mulk lands adversely 

possessed for fifteen years without dispute. The period 

in the case of waqf Is limited to . 
36 years by Art. 1661 

of the MeJelleho This lattexi period also applies In the 

case of murur zaman regarding the raqabah of miriyyah 

land4'. In the care of tapu lands, i. e. mIrIyyah land 

against which a tapu sanad has been granted, the period of 

limitation In respect of adverse possession is limited to 

ten years by Article 20 of the Land Code. However# the 

Obtomen Court of Cassation in a judgement dated the 23rd 

of August# 1331, decided that "the plea of limitation 

(murur zaman) cannot affect claims based on valid title 

(i) Gazette TrIbo Lib. Syrienev 1932t ppo 113# 114; Of- 
Goadbyp opcit. 

(2) See also Padel and Steeg#De la Legislation Ponalere 
ottomanat (Pariss, 1904) p. 168; N. Chiha, op. cit-o P-597; 
Goadbys, op, citoo pp . 260-261; Ruling of the Court of 
Cassation dated 9 Ailulp 13280 29 Ninan, 13300 22 TannuZp 
1331 and 16 Kanun Awwalt 1331- 

(3) Art. 18 of the Regulations as to Tapu Organization in 
the Vilayets of 19 Jamad el Thani,, 1325 A. H.; Cassation 
Judgement, lot of Ailul, 1321. 

(4) Iradah Saniyyah dated 22 Tashrin Thani, 1298p Arto 15 
of the Law of Disposition. 
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deeds. 0 Th1B Judgement 1n of fect rendered Art. 20 of the 

Land Codo Into a dead letter. 

These are In short the principal provisions of the 

Land Lawo of the Ottoman Empire in so far as they are rele- 

rant to our purpose. From them one can discern two chief 

principles. 

In* the first place,, the Ottoman legislator# although 

otill insisting on the state ownership of the raqabah of 

the miriyyah landp sought to alienate the right of tasarruf 

in reopeot of all the mirlyvah land which was cultivated 

or put to private use by the inhabitants. Nowhere In the 

lava was it intended that the state should hold the taaarxuf 

as well as the raqabah of cultivated lands or usable 

meadows; nowhere In the laws was ths state Intended to be 

a landlord on whom devolves the management,, development or 

even disposal of such land. On the contraryp several 

articles In the Land Code and elsewhere were so worded as 

to make It binding on the state to part wi th the tasarraf 

of occupied land,, whether gratuitously, by payment of bedel 

tapu or even by auction, Thus Article 78 which grants the 

right of tasarruf gratuitously to the cultivator who 

establishes ten years undisputed possessiont also provides 

that in case he does not satisfy the conditions which would 

confer haq-el-qarar upon h1mq he can still have the land on 

payment of the tapu value "without taking into account the 
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lapse of timeo* If he does not accept it# it shall be 

put up to auction and adjudged to the highe3t bidder. 

Again, in the absence of heirs to a deceased tapu holder, 

the land does not simply escheat to the states, but It 

becomes subject to a right of pre-emption to those who 

have a right of tapu over It., If It Is refused by them,, 

It becomes mahlulp and here again the law stipulates (L. O. 

Art. 64)9 that It shall be put up to auction and adjudged 

to the highest bidder. Similarly,, If the land remains un- 

cultivated for three years without a valid excuses and If 

its previous tapu holaer refuses to take it back on payment 

of bedel tapu, It shall be put up to auction (LoCe Arts. 68, 

71 P 74). 

This principle also applies to Mewat land which was 

revived with or without 3eave of the state (L. C., Art* 103)t 

to land reclaimed from the sea (Art* 132)t to chiftliqs 

(Art, 131), and to "piecee of land (shawati) fit for oulti- 

vation (which) come Into existence by the receding of the 

water from ancient lake or river*" 

Hance whcncwr a state land Is exploited or could be 

exploited th-- atate was readyp nay it was boundp to alienate 

tho r1rht of tanrrruf of it to interested private parties 

either gratuitously by payment of Its bodel topu or by sale 

by auction. 

The seoond prinolple was that the legislator Intended 
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alienation to the actual cultivators of the soil and the 

establishment of proprietary peasantry in the Otto= 

FnPireo Thus It sought to discourage both co=lnal owner- 

ship and large holdings. ThuB the Spahic and dere-begs were 
liquidated and the multe"zims and muhassils were replaced 
by public officials so that the state could got in direct 

contact with the cultivator of the soil* Again Art. 8 of 

the Land Code states: 

"The whole land of a Village or of a torn cannot 
bo granted In its cntirety to all of the inhabitanto 
nor to one or two persons chosen from amonget them. 
Soparate pieces arc granted to each Inhabitant and 
a title is given to each showing his right of 
possession, " 

Further, Artiolo 130 stipulates that: 

"Lands of an inhabited village cannot be granted in 
their entirety Jo an individual for the purpose of 
making chiftli4V but if the inhabitants of a village 
hUVO dispersed .., and the land hao become subject 
to topu, or if it is found ipposviblo to restore it 
to its former stato by bringing new cultivators 
there and vattling thcm in ceparate plots to each 
cultivatorp In such a case the land can be granted 
as a whole to a sinZle person or to several persons 
for the purpose of naking a chiftliq. " 

Furthermore., Art. 2 of the Law of 16 Shabat 1328 

concerning the right of corporato bodies to o= immovable 

property stipulates that land which may bo possessed by 

A chiftlici in law is defined by Art. 131 to mean a 
tract of land ouch sis needs one yoke of oxen to work it# 
which in cultivated and harvested every year *-- But 
arbitrari3,7r speaking it mans an "estate" and Inoludes 
buildings., impl=ents,, animals and other accessories, 
(cee also krt. 31 of the Tapu Law). 
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figriCultUral Co-r-Tpanice raust not be situated rdthin the 

boundaries of an Inhabited villLge and the lands pertain- 

ing to It. ManicIpctlttIeq ond other corporate bodies, or 

a trader lIvInZ in a town are not entitled to haq-el-qarar. 

Finally according to Article 2 of the Instructions 

Concerning Tapu Administration in the VilaYets (already 

roferred to)p to make the claim to haq-ol-qarar tenable 

"it is not occupation which counts but personal and con- 

tinuous vowing and ploughing, A jperaon who did not sow or 

cultivate the land is not entitled to liuq-cl-qarar. " 

Hence the principles underlying the Land Code and 

other land legiolation during thia period can be swmsrlzeý 

as the universal alienation of the tasarruf of cultivated 

state land to eraall cultivatorat by either confirming 

prescriptive righte to tho land and regulating them where 

tthey c: dLet orp as in the case of sale of land by auction 

and revival of dead land,, b7 creating then where they do/ 

not exist. What is then the machinery by which the Taeks 

attempted to give effect to thosoprinciples? 

Tho enforcement of these measures were put in the 

head of a now department called the Department of TaPU cor 

Defter xha. qAnI (Imperial Register) which vas established 

in 1056* This department formed a number of commissions 

in the provinces composed of publle officials as well an 

notablea from r: mong the inhabitants of the province under 
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defterdar (the provincial registration coamissioner) and 

assisted by eurviyors and estimators. Th3 co=ir, 31on were 
alven the power to valuate real property inside and outside 
the towns and even to c arry out a population census,. as 
well as to inventigate ownership and occupancy rights In 
the land and issue title deeds aCainst valid rights. 

The System Tas at f Jr3t tried on a small scale in the 

provinces of Bruss. ard Yania; then the tested regulations 

were etbodled In a series of laws notably the Tapu Law 

of 8 Jamd-el-Thani, 1275 (1858)p end the Reaulations as 

to MIS D*eds of 7 Shalban 1276 (1859). A few years later, 

by the law of 28 Rejobp 1291 (1874) the system of registra- 

U011 res extended to title deeds relating to mulk properties 

which sere previously dealt with by the Sharia Courts* 

Further the Law of Rebi-al-Amral 1283 (1876) dealt with 

the ignue of title deeds by the Defter xhaqani to interests 

'in woqf landr, Guch as the interests of holders of ijaretain 

lease. 

in praotice,, horeverl, these so-called commissions 

did not InvestIgate rights from plot to plot and the work 

of the "ostinatoro and surveyors" was no badLy done as to 

be for all Iractical puxTones useleas, Tapu mamuro (pro- 

Vinoial registration offiocro of the Tapu Department) vrers 

conaidered the "ownore" of state lands responsible fbr all 
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questions concerning tafwid (grant of possessory title 

to the land) escheat of land to the state, adverse 

possession of miri land and disposal of mewat land. They 

were also responsible for the registration of ordinary 

transactions regarding iamoTable property as the Issue of 

sanad nmjaddado ioe. the Issue of a title dead for the 

first time, the registering of sale# partitiong transfer 

on death# giftt mortgage and the redemption of mortgage of 

Imnovable property. The person who required registration 

had to make a written application with a "ilm wa khabar"p 

I9e* a sort of affidavit from the mukhtar and two witnesses 

as to the title in property concerned and as to the correct- 

noes of the transaction, The Tapu Department then searches 

its records for ancumbrancesp eege mortgage or attachment# 

and then makes a kashf or inquiry on the spot. In the case 

of an Issue of a mujaddad sanad an advertisement had to be 

put up In case there are other claimants to the land. 

Although the tapu system and the Tepu Department had 

a run of over half a century up to the Great War of 1914-18j, 

a considerable portion of the cultivated miri land had not 

been registered in the Tapu Department by 1914 nor have 

title deeds been iseued for them. Although suoh registration 

was theoretically compulsory# actually all registration, 

whether for the first time (sanad mujaddad) or in case of 
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transfer,, inheritance etc. was optional and on3, v when the 

owner or possessors were driven by force of circumstances 

did they take out tapu sanads. Attempts to encourage 

registration by penalizing delayed registration or even 

prohibiting the courts from hearing cases relating to land 

which are not supported by a sanad khaqani appear to have 
I 

r_ been largely Ineffeotive. 

There was also a great deal of misuse of the powers 

given to tapu mamurs partly out Of corruption and partly 

out of Ignorance# which subsequently led to a great number 

of disputes; while the vagueness of most of the sanade 

issued as to boundariesp areas,, etc. p and in some cases 

the conVlete absence of proper Investigation of Various 

rights in the land increased the chaos of the system. The 

Issue of the registration and survey law of 5 Shabat 1328 

can be considered a direct confession of the Turks as to 

the failure of the previous maohinery set up to put Into 

effect the tapu system, This law provided for the estab- 

lishment of several ad hoc COMMisOiOnS to survey the land 

of the 3Dnpire.. Inquire at the spot into the title and other 

claims ever the lands and valuate the property for pUrPODS9 

of taxationj but the outbreak of war precluded the app: L: L- 

cation of this law in Iraq. 

The principles of the tapu system were criticized by 

different writers on various grounds* 
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In the first place it was considered that this systemp 

as It stood before 1909, did not give sufficient freedom 

to the cultivators of the land* it has forbidden the 

planting of trees and theerection of buildings on the land# 

and introduced several complications where trees and build- 

Ings were erected with or without the leave of the states 

as these were conBidered usilk and Inherited according to 

the laws of the Sharis. whereas the land itself devolved 

according to a different principle. Hence a proposal was 

made after the Turkish Revolution to refom the land law 

with far-reaching s1rVli; Ci cations according to vhich the 

raqabah as well as the tasarruf would be alienated to 

private Individuals, thus Introdaoing a uniform system of 

land ownership and giving a greater freedom to the owner 

of the land In Its development., This scheme however was 

not carried out, The Provisional laws subsequently enacted# 

although they confirmed the principle of the state ownership 

of the raqaba, gave further rights to the oultivator already 

mentioned above 

The reluctance of the state to part with the raqaba 

of the land is based on a very sound argument. It is 

primarily a means to govern the land by special laws and 

not to be tied up to the laws of the Sharia. Thus the tepu 

land has the following advantages over mulk lands: - 
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(a) Tapu lands are inherited according to specific 

laws which established equality between the sexes and 

according to which the land devolved upon a smaller number 

of degrees of heirs. Furthers, tbese laws can be changed 

whenever necessary without provoking the opposition arising 

out of religious sentiments. 

(b) The shaflas, I, e. pre-emption to nelghbours and co- 

heirs is not applicable to tepu land; while haq-el-RuJhan* 

which replaces It is in many ways economically a sounder 

principle than the shufla. 

(o) Tapu lands cannot be made into a true vaqfo 

(d) In the case of tgpu lands, non-oultivation of the 

land is penaLized, by escheat, 

(e) Uining and other under-surface rights are still 

roserved to the state. 

(f) The tapu system provided a better basis for land 

taxation than In the case Of Mulka, 

Another criticism of the TaPU system is made on the 

ground that this system by liquidating the feudal lords 

has left the cultivators unable to bear the burden of 

cultivation and to support themselves In a bad harvest 

because of their lack of capital and the meagre means in 

their hands. Hence this system has tended to deliver these 

cultivators and their lands into the hands of speculators 

and usurers. "The backbone of the old system, " writes 
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Palaravel v "I mean the large entail estate proprietoraj, 
men able to meet demand, to cupport a failure, to lift 

their lesser co-landlarde over a diffloultys being Sonep 
the entire mass is fast collapsinZ into a chaos of feeble 
land-owning and produce sharing beggarat too slender,, the 

mooto to bear the yearly burden of expenditure and taxation 

and utterly crushed by a single bad harvest; no one has 

etrenZth to carry out or even to undertake any roal 
improvement on his wretched little plot of ground; no one 

feels that ground firm enouSh under his feet to attempt 

any superstructure of capital on it; no one cares to better 

what* if battered, Is only so for tho increase of govern- 

ment dues and the ultimate ruin'of legal and hereditary 

partition, " Ur Palgrave not only raises the question of 

peasant proprietorship but a number of othor questions 

affeating it suah as the absence of credit facilities# the 

ha, avy burden of taxation and fragmentation by hereditary 

partition# 

The question as to whether the creation of a small 

proprietor olass was a wise policy to follow In the Ottoman 

Empire Is a difficult one to answer, Uany factors had to 

be taken Into consideration* 

(1) This and other remarks were quoted by CeDo yields in 
his work Landholding and thei. iRelation of Landlord and 
Tenant (Calcutta, 1883) p. 216. The reference given by 
Fields in Blue Books on Turkey In Asia, 1875P which I 
was unfortunately unable to trace In the state papers 
in that year or any other year during that period, 
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From the purely social and political aspects, small- 
holdings tend to bring more equality and perhaps also more 

stability in the country and are therefore supported by 

consideratiorsof social justice. Economically their 

advantages are doubtful. The large owner employing wage- 

earners generally benefits from the fan use of Indivisible 

factors which the amallholder either cannot afford or 

cannot make full use of them even If he can secure them., 

He has to keep a greater number of animals and machines and 

at the same time he cannot make fan use of themj,,, he has 

to buy his requirements at retail prices and sell his pro- 
duce the moment it is secured regardless of market condi- 

tiOnSj perhaps he has to transport his produce at a higher 

cost and oven borrow at a higher rate of interest* He is 

at a disadvantage In securing casual and seasonal laboure 

In every aspeot-oredits. production and marketing-he is 

handicapped, on the other hand some of these handicaps 

have successfully been removed (or partially removed) in 

some parts of Europe like Denmark and Bulgaria by cooperative 

enterprise which brought some of the advantages of the 

indivisible factors within reach of the smanholdero More- 

over, p It has been foundp as in the case of some parts of 

Western Europe# that the smallholder can got a greater 

yield per acre and compete more favourably with the large 
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holder under certain conditions,, such as when his land 113 

situated near the towns or densely populated industrial 

contras where fruits vegetable and poultry farming and 

other products which require a greater amount of personal 

supervision can be grown 
Ia "General arable farming 

(covering of course the production of cereals)" says 

Ur J*A* Venn, 2 "is essentially the large farmer's preroga- 

tive and represents the maxi=lm disadvantages under Wh1oh 

the enzillholder can struggles" 

The importance of these factors has been borne out by 

recent experiences of the Balkan countries where small- 

holdings have been artificial. 1y createdp particularly in 

: tho third decade of this century* In a course of five 

lectures about land problems In Eastern Europej, which she 

gave in the London achool. of Economics In February and 

Uarch, 1938# Dr Wariner has shown that where conditions 

are aimilar to Western Europe# i, e, where land is situated 

near Industrialized centresp as for instance in Irestern 

Czechoslovakia and Central Poland, the creation of small- 

holdings resulted in better incomes for the famers and 

the fuller employment of labourp whereas the disadvantages 

of under-employment of capital were alight. In other 

regions more or leso remote from Industrial centresp as In 

J, Ao Venn,, The Foundation of Agricultural Economicap 
Cambridgep 1933P PP- W-149- 

(2) op. cit. p p. 144. 
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Bulgaria and Hungaryp redistribution of large estates 

was less successful in Its economic effects. In Rumaniap 

on the other hand, the refom had genemlly adverse 

economic results. The export of wheat diminished; the 

yield per acre deolinedi livestock has ceased to Increase; 

the peasant atill remained a serf to his environment. As 

regards the long term effects of these reformap she 

jr-iggested that although generally speaking the peasants 

tended to sava more, investment of these savings, where 

cooperative enterprise was not advanced to make use of 

themp Involved a waste owing to the duplication and under- 

employment of working capital* 

In Turkey# the results of this reform are more diffi-, 

oult to assess. Apart from the absence of accurate data 

as to the size of the holding$ the geographical distribution 

of the various holdings,, and tho average yield etcr the 

problem has been a caplicated by such external factors as 

tho opening of the Suez Canal# the developmant of navigation 

and other Internal comnunicationst foreign investment and 

exploitation and the Improvement in Internal security. 

The general remark of Ur Pa2grave quoted above showsp 
howeverp that the conditions became worse. This is not 

surprising,, as the absence of industrialized centres In 

or near Turkeyt the absence of adequate credit facilities 

and cooperative organization for credit,, marketing and 



produotion to lift the smallholder when in distress and 

to help him compete with the large owner emd fight the 

usurer as well as adverse natural conditions,, the fact that 

cereals foxmed a large proportion of the produce of the 

land-these factors coupled with the prevailing absence of 

political security, the system of the tithe rand tax-farmIng 

which tended to favour the large and more influential land- 

owner,, still told heavily against the amallholder. Indeedlý 

the reforms seem to have led in a large number of cases to 

the delivering- of the peasant and his land to absentee 

landlords ar-d moneylenders. In some cases wbere auction 

was resorted tom, the land mostly fell at tho outset into 

tho hands of some town notables who In other cases assumed 

protection of the smallholders against corrupt officials 

and avaricious tax-farmers only to secure for themselves a 

ohare 6f the peasant's meagre income. Thus according to 

Dr Uitranil mst, of the landowners in Turkey were absentee 

landlords occupying official und other positions; some had 

bailiffs In the estatose WarburZ2 estimated in 1918 that 

in the various provinces of the ottoman ELVire the peasants 

owned only from 15% to 50; '* of the cultivated area. 

Noverthelesep the Tapu eyetemp despite its failings 

in principle,, had it been successfully applied vould have 

Bricyclopaedia of Social Science, Land Tenure in Eastern 
Europe vzd the Near East. 

(2) of* Mitranip ibid. 
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conferred many lastinZ benefits on tho cultivating peasantp 

not the least of which zould have been security of tenure 

and loaal protection of =11-defined, universally registered 

and clearly understood right in the land replacing the 

more or les3 vagw and easily challengeable prescriptive 

right. In Iraq, even this modect aspiration of the Ottoman 

reforr, er vmv 1nrSe3, y foiled an win be shorn below. 

0 
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1 
2. The-Legal aYstem-of Land Revenue 

The tithe (ushur) and the virghl remained the bases 

of land taxation during this period. Since the Tandhimat 

the tithe was collected mostly at the rate of ten per cent 

of the gross produce on all natural and agricultural pro- 

duoe of the land. Howeverp during this period# Dhamaim 

(ceases) were added to the tithe which mounted in all to 

2-61% of the gross produoe. These ceases were collected 

for special purposes. One and a half per cent were devoted 

In 1883 to u0nafl (benefJLts)ip an Institution which was 

replaced in 1898 by the Agricultural Bank. One-third of 

these ceases, I. e. half per cent, was collected for the 

Haarif (education) and was remitted to the Minister of 

Public Instruction. Another half per cent was added as a 

surtax for general revenue in 18971 while in 1900 an 

additional o-63 per cent was levied for TaJh1zat Askeriyah 

or military armaments2- 

There were two m4thods of collection of the tithev one 

by annual farm, 83 (Iltizam) and the other by direct collection 

(1) The 1jenafI Is a fund established In 1865 to carry out 
developments in communication and to encourage education 
as well as to afford credit facilities* It was under 
the Public Works Department until 1898p when It wait re- 
placed by the Agricultural Bank, 

(2) G. Young# Corps do Droit Ottoman# op. oltot vols Vs 
303. 

(3)p*op. olt. p P. 304. 
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en regie (Amenet). The foxmnr method was more widely 

spread throughout this periodj, and the latter was resort- 

ed to mostly whcn the bid of the farms was considered 

unreasonably low. I In 1889 according to Go Young# nine- 

tenths of the tithe was collected by farms in the Ottoman 

Empire. 

As In the previous periodo several experiments were 

made to replace the farming system by direct collectionp 

but these attempts were again unsuccessful- Thus in 1880,, 

the farms were replaced by direct collection and assess- 

Ments were based on the average returns of the previous 

five years, Both these principles proved to be unsatis- 

factory in their applioation and the farming system was re- 

established In 18852. Subsequent laws and regulations 

aimed at the Improvement of the various aspects of the 

farming system so as to remove as far as possible its most 

flagrant abuses and Injustices# rather than the replacement 

of the farming system by an alternative method of collec- 

tiono Thus the principle followed by the Law of Tithes 

of the 24th Shawwals 1306 (1889)v as modified in 19o6t and 

by the Law of A'shar of 1909v was that "the collection of 

the tithe shall be by far=a3 provided that the tithes of 

every village shall be adjudicated separately and that the 

1 ibid, 
2 op-oltot P. 307o 
3 See also Youngs opcitop pp. 307-329., 
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Inhabitants of the villages shall have a right of prece- 

dence in the farming of the tithes pertaining to their 

particular village. 'When offers for the farms were con- 

sidered unreasonably lowi, the tithe shall be collected 

directly by public officials. 

The method of assessment of the tithe varied according 

to the customs of the locality and tithe laws and regula- 

tions generally permitted these customary mothods to be 

continued. The Law of AOshar of 1909 mentions several 

methods such as the estimation of the crop by eye before 

harvest, by measurement of the fields and the estimation 

of the average y1eldp by weighing or estimating the weight 

of the heaps of corn after the harvestp or when they are 

in store, Fixed assessments according to the number of 

ploughs, the number of frult-bearing trees,, or according 

to the unit of the area under cultivation were also allowed. 

The Law of A'shar regulated the administration of 

tax-oollection and assessment so as to prevent all sorts 

of misuses and aggressions'* Local committees selected by 

the Mejlis Idara (administrative council) of the district 

were to be appointed f or undertakina the assessments and 

Intimating the results to the cultivators end the finance 

officials, The law also provided for appeal In case either 

party was not satisfied by the assessments. Hence an ad hoc 

(1) statistics of the ottoman Uinistry of Finance) for the 

year 1325 A-H-P P. 76. 
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appeal committoe was appointed for tho purpose in each 

locality and in case its decisions were not accepted a 

second appeal was made possible to a committee fomed by 

two members of the administrative council of the area* 

It has been stated elsewherel that the tithe In 

principle is economically unsound when used as a basis for 

land taxation. It penalized the most Industrious cUlti- 

Vator and discouraged capital expenditure on the land as 

It was calculated on the gross produce and it therefore In- 

eluded a portion of the cost of production. Furthermorej, 

It did not take account of the ability to pay as it was 

based on a proportional rather than a graduated scales 

Indeed# when calculated on the basis of net income, the 

tithe actually paid was perhaps even proportionally heavier 

on smaller holdings than on larger holdings as the cost 

per acre would normally be heavier in the former holdings 

due to advantages In the use of indivisible factors in the 

latters Hence the tithe ran directly contrary to economic 

principles as it absorbed a higher proportion of the not 

income of the smaller taxpayer, who is less able to pays 

than of the larger tithe-payer, who is more able to pays, 

The system of collection by farms# added to the in- 

Justicesof the tithe* Apart from the loss to the state of 

(1) Suprap pp. 280-83P 309. 
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a slice of the tithe as a remuneration to the tithe farmer# 

this system entailed oppressiont particularly to the smaller 

and con; paratively defenoeless tithe-payer. By farming of 

the tithe the state delegated so much power to the farmer 

which he often used for his own ulterior motives, which in 

many Instances went beyond the collection of the tithe# to 

the dispossession of the tithe-payer from the land Itself. 

The state made the tax-farmar a partner in the produce of 

the cultivatorp and he often sought to make himself the 

active partner with powers to direct the manner and time of 

cultivation and the area to be cultivated. The power which 

lay in his hand to postpone or press for payment of the 

tithe In bad times was a strong weapon which he often used 

to bully the cultivators into submission. Many large land- 

owners in Iraq# particularly In the Rainfall Zone, owe 

their holdings to their position as farmers of the tithe. 

The stipulation that the farms of each village shall 

be adjudicated separatelY and that the villagers should be 

given a precedence over outsiders in the adjudication of 

the farmsp did not prevent Influential chiefs In the 

villagesp who alone had the means to bid for the farmsp to 

acquire and use for their own interests a great power over 

their smaller co-owners, Nevertheless it must be admitted 

that these stipulations introduced a considerable improvement 



as they minimized or completoly suppressed subletting of 
the farms wherever they vere appliedr with generally 

favourable results to the smallor tithe-payer as well ail 

to the government. 

In the assessment of the produos, toop the administra- 
tive machinery of employing temporary assessoret even when 
It was improved by the law of A' shar* also lent itself to 

corruption and speculation,, though the main causes of this 

corruption were far more fundamental and must be sought in 

the nature and history of the Turkish administration and 
Its relation with the inhabitants, as they lay at the roots 

of its structure which grew at a much earlier date and 
could not be eradicated without destroying the whole edifice 

and 3tarting afresh with a now administration ancl new 

standards of public moralitys This is exactly what happened 

in nearly all parts of the ottoman Empire after the Great 

War, 

The virghi was a property tax established in 1856 to 

be an Integral part of the Ottoman land system. It was to 

be collected on the basis of the registered value of landed 

and urban propertlesp at the flat rate of four piastres in 

every thousand piastres of this value, An additional four 

piastres In evary thousand were also to be collected from 

buildings let and not used directly by their ownersi* 

(1) Statistics of the Ministry of Finance# published In 
1325 A. Ho; Iraq Directory# p. 231. 
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In 1880, a qarar (decloion) was Issuod In which the 

principle of progression was Introducecl In this tax. An 
houses 

4XR&WXX ý49SJK were to be subject to four piastres per 
thousand of their registered value if thir. value did not 

exceed 20#000 piastres, Properties exceeding 209000 piastres 
In value, rzd all properties given on lease were subject to 

a further four per thousand of their registered value* 

The virShi was further Increased end its incidence 

widened in subsequent years to make UP for the deficiencies 

of the Inperial budget. Thus in 1303 (1885) two Per 

thousand were added to leased properties and one per 

thousand an dwellinghouses whose value did not exceed 

20#000 piastres. In the following year a tax of four per 

thousand was imposed on land used as stables and stores in 

rural areas and five per thousand on such places If they 

were located In the towns* Thus by 1908 the virghi IMS 

collected as follows: 

(1) Four lJostres on every thousand piastres of the 

registered value of lands, plots and gardens liable to the 

tithev and on stables, stores and other buildings attached 

to cultivated propertyo 
(11) Pive per thousand on the value of stablest stores 

and other buildings not attached to land but situated Inside 

the towns and villages or adjoining the houses of their 
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owners) and also on drellinghoueon not exoeeding 20#000 

piastres in value. 

(Iii) Eight per thousand of the value of dwellinghouses 

exceeding 20#000 piastres In valueo 
(IV) Ten per thousand of the value of buildings leased 

(ir used for comeroial and Industrial purposes by their 

oYfners,, and also on all land not cubject to the tithe* 

This system of taxation on the basis of the Oapital 

value of the Immovable property 'was changed in the case of 

buildings by the law of 14. fluseiran 1326 A. H. (19io) by 

Which the capital value was replaced by the gross inoomep 

lee. the aseeased gross rental value of the property# The 

taxation of land reminedg howeverp on the ba3le of the 

capital valuei, 

The virghl can be considered a considerable RdVanOO 

from the economic point of view over the principle of the 

tithe and alljo of "the colleotive tax"2 as a mthod of land 

The tax according to the law of 1910 was to be levied 
at the rate of 12% of dwellinghouses over and above a 
minimim of 250 piastres which was free of tax# In the 
case of millop factories and buildings erected of wood 
25.54 of their gross rental value was free of tax. Plots 
of land employed as stores or factories were to be con- 
sidered In the category of buildings and therefore subject 
to the tax* On the other hand, the law exempted from 
this tax all properties belonging to the state# to the 
ro7al family, the mmiaipalitiesp religious and education- 
al institutions and also properties prescribed by 
treaties and buildings erected for agricultural purposes* 
Industrial buildinas could also be exempted for a limited 

)period 
by a special order, 

(2 See suprap p, 280. 



tqxatione It was based on the maVtet value of the land 

as essecaed first by the Tapu commissions and then by 

special ad hoe commissions appointed for the purpose in 

1867 1. Re-assess: wnts were to take place every five years 

after that date. This last provision,, howeverl was never 

carried out and the virghi was based on the assosaments 

made In 1887 2. This made the virShi on land virtually a 

fixed one and any appreciation in land values subsequently 

taking place due to capital expenditure or other reasons 

were In practice free of the tax, Hence, whereas the tithe 

System taxed too heavily capital expenditure on the land 

and discouraged developmentp the virghip on the other hand, 

Proved in practice very eneouragiriZ to capital expenditure 

and development. 

Purther=ra,, judging from reaults in the Rainfall Zone 

of IraQ the original assesszwnts of the capital Value seem 

to have erred considerably on the side of leniency towards 

the taxpayer, Thus the total amount of virghi levied 

annually on all rural as well an urban properties In the 

period between 1874 and 1878 was only about two million 

piastres for the whole of the 17ila7et of Mosul. Whereas 

the tithes levied in this period at IOA of the gross produce 

only on land, and Itself under-assessed and reduced to a 

jiý Youngg opolt. p Vs p. 119* 
2 F. Xhurl, 11M il-Maliehp Damascus# 1924j p, 236; 

llamsdah,, op. cit., pp. 466-7* 
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mJLmim= by the slices taken by fazTwrsv amounted to an 

annual average of 2.719,000 piastres for the same Wilayet's 

Calculatod at a flat basis of four per thousand,, the total 

receipts from the virghi shows Ikat the total assessments 

of the total capital value of urban and rural properties to 

be only about five cillion Turkish liras. 

In 1890, the total receipts from the virghl on land 

and house property was 4,360,000 piastres as compared with 

a total receipt of just under seven million Piastres from 

the tithe on agricultural land alone2. In 1911p the virghi 

levied in the Tfilayet, of Mosul was nearly five million 

piastreO If we allow for the increase of taxation on 

urban properties both due to the rise In the rates of the 

virghi on buildings and also to urban developments taking 

place during the two decades (as the Increase of population 

in the main towns of this zone show) it will appear that 

the recoipto as virghi from landed property had hardly 

changed. 

The virghi was only imposed in Wilayets the properties 

of which had undergone registration and valuation., Hence 

places like Ye=nt Rejaz and parts of Tripoli as well as 

the two Wilayete of Baghdad and Basra were not subject to 

thio tax. Therc was, howeverp a anall tax lafted on each 

(1) consular Reportsy Mosult State Papers (1878-79)p 
LXXII# p. 244* 

ý2ý Guinetv op*cIt*# vol, Ilt p. 805. 
3 Hamadahv opecitep p. 467* 
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tribal tent In tho Wilayeto of Baghdad and Basra* This 

brought onlY 553,000 piastraG for the whole of the Wilay0t 

of Baghdad In 1307 (1890) and 438#000 piastres for the 

Wilayot of Basra in 1306 (1889) 10 

Those are then the salient features of the ottoman 

rAnd and revenue syste= during this period. What are the 

praotical results of their application in Iraq? 

4 

These figures were obtained from Turkish Financial 
Reports (Galnameh) which appeared Irregularly In Iraq. 
The writer has not seen these reports but the figurea 
of come of them were publiched with Gome comment In an 
article written by Ur Yagub Sarkis (who evidently 
possesses copies of them) In the Hagazina of the Chamber 
of Co=wrce,, Baghdads October 19419 pp. 661-671. Cuinet 
(vole III# pe 85) reports that the amount collected for, 
the tax on Arab tents was LT 6,106 in 1890# for the 
Wilayet of Baghdad and 1+62581 Ps-for the Wilayet of Basra. 1 

It appears that this tax was also enforced on the 
Arab tribes in the Wilayet of Mosul as the consular 
report for this Wilayet for the year 1878 (State Paperso 
1878-79. LXX119 po 244) gives "the annual (property) 
tax on the Arab tribes" In the period 1874-78 as being 
144 194 piastres for each of the yuars 1871+9 1875 and 
1679, and 146,84-4 piastres for each of the years 1877 
and 1878. 
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3e The Application of the Taj2u 
-8-vatem 

In 
_IraQ - 

, 
the Rainfall Zone 

"The universal Turkish system of administration. " 

says Ur J. G. Lorimerp British Resident In Baghdad I# Ole 

almost In every respect unsuitable in Iraq. The Turks 

themselves must recognize that It Is a failure here but 

probably few of them appreciate the causep though that 113 

sufficiently obviousl Iraq is not an Integral part of the 

Ottoman EmPirelp but a foreign dependency very much in the 

rough; and its government by sedentary officials accord- 

Ing to minute regulations framed at Constantinople for 

Western Turkey can never be satisfactory. " This was the 

case (particularly In the Irrigation Zone of Iraq) with the 

Ottoman land system which was imposed by Madhat Pasha In 

1871. 

In the Rainfall Zonep where the village, as in other 

parts of Turkey# was the social Unit# the system would 

probably have succeeded had not the administrative machinery 

promulgated for its application broken down. In the Irri- 

gation Zonev where the tribe is the social unit, both the 

principles and the machinery of the Tapu system were un- 

satisfactory and the system lost almost all Its good 

Political Diaryp Month of Marcho 1910; of. Go Bellp 
GIVil Administration of Mesopotamia, p, 1. 
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features on Its application and left a legacy of con- 

fusion and acute agrarian problems for the subsequent 

administrators In Iraq to tackle. 

Owing to the fluid nature of the social conditions 

in Iraq during this periodo no accurate picture can be 

drawn of the results which ensued from the application of 

this land policy and other economic factors which were 

working simultaneously with ite The position of the culti- 

vator and his relation with the state and other social 

strata of the agricultural community in Iraq varied con- 

aiderably not only according to the geographical and other 

economic factoraq but also owing to the original variation 

in the social conditions ranging from purely tribal nomadism 

to individual settled cultivation. This was further compli- 

cated by the existence of various stages of public security 

and central control which was at once a result and a cause 

of these variations. 

Hence the imposition of the alien Turkish legal system 

of land ownership and tenure based on peasant proprietor- 

ship and settled village communal lifev neither completely 

succeeded In uprooting the local practices and moulding 

society Into Its own patternp nor was It completely scrapped 

and rendered into a dead latter by the pressure of local 

opposition and social enertia* The varying degrees of 
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laxity of Ottoman administration and the various stages 

of tribal solidarity and resistance, and finally'the induce- 

ment to settlement by the opening of foreign markets and 
the rise of the spirit of commerciallams, caused a state of 

affairs to exist in which the legal system imparted dif- 

ferent shades of influences to the local systems and In- 

creased the already multifarious classes of land-gwnership 

and land tenure and patterne of social and economic rela- 

tionships. 

Under these conditions,, no generalization can be 

accurate. Every rule has some exceptions and every comment 

needs qualifications,, unless one describes the work of 

these dynamic factors in every village In Iraq-a task 

beyond the scope of this work had it been within the 

capacitY of the writer to assume It. 

Yet It to necessary to draw a general picture of the 

conditions of land tenure and agrarian relationships which 

resulted from the application of the Turkish land irystem, 

To this end, only the broad features and tendencies of 

these relationships are indicated below to represent the 

V 

nearest approximation to the heterogeneous practices in the 
i 

various localities in Iraq and subject to the qualifications ý 

stated above. 

In the Rainfall Zone,, the social unit was the villagep 



the lands of which were for the most part permanently 

partitioned by the cultivators Into plots which are clearly 

defined and the prescriptive rights to them mostly under- 

stood and respected. Come of the cultivators even possessed 

some kind of documentary evidence of their right of 

possession, such as a deed of sale from a previous occuplerp 

or a grant by the ancient feudatories or the multezime and 

MUhassils of the previous period. Some villages were still 

communally owned and divided up annually among the culti- 

vators. Every village had a headmang called the mukhtar in 

the Arab Villages and the kokha or the fiLha in the Kurdish 

Villages. The Christian. communities were represented by 

their bishops and religious patriarchs. 

The village headman was either elected from amonz the 

village inhabitants and was therefore one of themp or more 

often, he had Inherited his office which originally accrued 

out of tribal ties or feudal origin. For the villagerst 

particularly In the Kurdish hillep still maintained their 

tribal ties which linked various villages together under 

paramount aghas. "Every true Kurd"p says Mr Ha p "whether 

he lives In a town or a village, even though he is a member 

of no recognized tribe, will refer to himself as a tribes- 

man, by which he means that he recognizes tribal law and 

(1) VY*R. Hayp Two years in Xurdistanp London# 1921, p, 65, 
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customs and expects others to treat him as enjoying 

tribal rights, " This tribal link varies considerably# 

and with It also the position of the tribal chief. In 

the hills# the chief is generally one with the tribesmen 

being the lead1nZ member of a family which has acquired 

leadership through military prowess's In the plains of 

Arbil and Kirkuk,, he often belonged to an entirely 

separate castet and came from a different stock to the 

tribesmen 2 
and was probably the descendent of the dere- 

begs who ruled the area politically as well as economicý-_,. - 

ly before their political liquidation by the Ottomans In 

the Regime of Coercion 3. The perseverance of these 

quasi-tribal ties can be explained by the general absence 

of security and the need of the peasant for protection 

from the marauding habits of his neighbours and the 

avarice of the government official and tax-farmers, Even 

those who did not belong to a tribal community asked the 

protection of the nearest tribe or rallied under the win& 

of some influential townsman. 

Hence the village headman may truly be a patriarchal 

leader of the village as in the hills# or he may be a 

member of the ruling family of a neiabbouring tribe# or 

jlý Ibid. 
2 op. cit. p. 65. E, Ro Leach Social and Economic 

organization of the Rawanduz Kurds# London 1940# pe 4* 
(3) Leach# op. cit. P. 13. 
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alternativelyp he may be one of the inhabitants of a 

villa&* which as a whole owed allegiance to a neighbouring 

tribe or was under the protection of a town notable, Some 

paramount Kurdish aghas usually sent their relatives to 

act an mukhtars to villages the majority of whose Inhabi- 

tants owed tribal allegiance to him# whenever that post 

became vacant* The office is known even to have been sold 

with Its dues and obligations. 

The Mikhtars were responsible for maintaining order 

and security in their villages and for settling disputes 

according to custom and justicO. They were responsible 

for the observance of the orders of the goverment and for 

the protection of the caravans and maintenance of the 

village guefit house (Diwan Khana or Mudhif # for the 

aCCOmMOdation and entertainment of public officials and 

travellers who pass or spend the night in the villeget 

They are also bound to assist the mal-mudirs or provincial 

revenue officials in the estimation of the crops and the 

collection of revenue. In nearly all tribal villages and 

in moat feudal villages he was recognized as the repre- 

sentative of the peasants and the trustee of the lande 

Thus he could dispose of the vacant land of the village# 

he could accept or refuse new settlers and he could banish 

and dispossess serious offenders and supervise the annual 

partition of the land among the cultivators where the 

mushat system was practised* 
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The remuneration of the Uukhtar also varied with 

his position. He often had a land of his own# which he I 

cultivated or leased to others for cultivation* He also 

received customary dues which varied from place to place 

according to the oustom of the locality* Some of these 

dues were payable to him in his capacity as a tribal leadeý 

while others were owing to his office as the mukhtar of 

the village., Generally they consisted of gif ts in kind to 

enable him to maintain the guest house- Some have a right 

to levy a certain percentage on goods sold by the merchants 

in the village. While some Mukhtars demanded from the 

villagers labour dues such as one or two days work in the 

ploughing and harvesting seasonsp and the providing of 

fodder for their animals and fuel for the guest house and 

for their private use. Some demanded a percentage of the 

flooks of the villagerep a measure of their wool clipt of 

their honey and currants and a portion of a brides dowry# 

if the bridegroom belonged to another village. In other 

casest such marriage dues were composed customarily of 

gift (khilla) of clothes# shoes# or a certain quantity of 

augarp tea and coffee, In still other villages# thee* 

dues have been computed into a fixed amount of money every 

year or a fixed amount of the crop from each villagero 

The mcat lucrative Income of the mukhtar# howeyerpý 
I 

was derived from his legal and illegal share of the 
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government revenue of the village. Often hep himself# 

colleoted the share of the government revenue from the 

oultivatore or acted as a farmer of these taxes, He was 

allowed by the Turks a certain percentage not exceeding 

3% of the gross produce out of the share of the government. 

But he also pocketed the difference between the theoretical 

demand of the government which he often collected in full 

and what he actually paid to the government 

Already before the application of the Land Code, some 

influential notablesp within the village or outside 1tv 

had varying Interests in the crop of the cultivator* These 

interests arose in part out of their adninistrative func- 

tiOns as in the case of the mukhtar and the tax-farmer; out 

of their economic functions as in the case of a town notable 

who lent seeds and money to the cultivators# or finally out 

of their political and social functions as a result of In- 

security or tribal and feudal ties. In the settled areas, 

the interests of the townsmen arose from his function as 

protector of the cultivators by acting as an Intermediary 

with the governmentp or as a tax-farmer of the locality 

and In some cases from helping the peasants with aeads and 

loans of money to be paid back at harvest time. In the 

(1) The paramount Kurdish aghas were actually paid salaries 
by the Turks to keep their followers in order (Leach# 
op. cit. P. ig). 
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Kurdish areas of the plains this right arose mostly out 

of old f eudal ties where the agha claimed a tribute In 

the form of the produce from the cultivators who were of 

a different caste and tribal origin to him. In the 

Kurd1sh hills# the aghs, was for the most part# as the 

sheikh in the Irrigation Zone# the representative of the 

bribe and the tz-astee of their land which he distributed 

among them retaining a share for himself while he could 

dispose of the surplus land to newcomers 

When the land code was applied some of these Kurdish 

aahas and town notables claimed the te. earruf of the land 

%o, be theirs. The Turkes mostlo rithout a proper in- 

Vestigation into the nature of these claims and inquiry 

an to whether there were countcr claims by the cultivatiný, 

pensantsp granted the right of tasarruf to these notables 

and eýghas. Thus despite the explicit prohibition by the 

Land Code of granting an entire village in the name of 

one persont not one but several villages are now found to 

be registered in the names of one or the other of the 

notables of Mosul# Arbil# Kirkuk and Suleimaniy7ah and 

Kurdish tribal chiefs in other parts of the Rainfall Zone 

over the heads of the cultivators who were legally reduced 

to the status of tenants at will. 

(1) Leach# op. cit. ppe 14-i5e 
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Some of the peanantst however# succeeded In having 

their land registered in the tapu in their names only to 

lose this legal right of occupancy in later decades by 

the absence of economic and political security and as a 

result of the inefficient and corrupt administrative 

system which allowed only a meagre protection to the small 

holder and his rights. There is a great deal of evidence 

to show that the number of the small tapu-holders was 

dwindling during this periode Many Instances are related 

by the inhabitants as to how the small tapu holders were 

dispossessed by the town notables and the Kurdish aghas, 

In the settled areas townsmen# It is said# have acquired 

land from the peasants by purchase# Intimidation# conniv- 

anoe and bribery of the tapu-offiolalso, spurious documents 

and false witnessesp forced sale and foreclosure for debt 

at usurious rates of interestv and similar methods# and 

have thus accumulated plot after plot until a large part of 

a village became the private possession of an absentee 

landlord with the peasants as his tenants'. "In SInJar 

and Tel-Afar! ý# says Miss Go Bell 2. "there are known to have 

been a great number of fraudulent entries which are being 

steadfastly opposed by the victims; in many eases on the 

left bankp especially in the Yezidi settlements are found 

(1) See also G. Bell# op. cit. p. 54; Dowsont Land Tenure# 
OP* Cite Pe 

(2) Op. cite P* 54. 
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villages divided Into say 271 shares; of these some 193 

are the property of the tapu-holder and the remainder are 

the property of the villagers. The boundaries of the 

shares are not recorded and are entirely unknown, " The 

fact that Christian villages have almost entirely remained 

in the possession of the peasants occupying them, also 

goes to prove these illegal methods. "The Christians alone*, 

says Miss Bell$ 11suaceeded In keeping their land out of the 

6lutches of the Mosul landlords. The reason is probably 

that whereas the Uuhammadan villages had no means of obtain- 

ing protection and obtaining the ear of the goverment$ 

except by attaching themselves as clients (at a price) to 

the city magnates, the Christians had their patriarchs and 

bishops who were their natural and ready protectors and 

spokeameng and, In the case of the Catholic Churches# they 

could appeal to a foreign power. "' 

In the Kurdish areas# the absence of security exposed 

the small tapu holder to the raids and attacks of his 

neighbours. Hence he was forced either to rally under the 

banner of some tribal organization and claim membership of 

it# or place himself under the protection of the nearest 

Kurdish Agha against a share of his produce or perhaps also 

the title of his land. In the purely tribal areas of the 

Kurdish mountaines the tribal cystem gave the peasant 

(1) Op. alt. P. 54-- 
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proprietor ample protection; hence In these areas peasant 

proprletor3hip Is generally more frequent than in the 

p2ains 1. 

The system of farmIng of the tithe also helped as an 
instrument for the dispossession of the peaBant proprietor,, 

The government share f rom each village was put UP tO 

auction and sold to the highest bidder. The large landlords 

generally were themselves the farmers and collected the 

shares from their own villagers. These collections were at 

rates which left a considerable margin of profits for them- 

selves. There was also a class of professional multezims 

(famers) whose sole livelihood was on the annual buying 

(1) This was the case in Amadlyyah and Agra. According 
to the answomgiven by the administrative official in 
the Agra for the Questionnaire of Sir Ernest Dowson for 
his Inquiry In 1930P 95% of the cultivators of that 
Qadha own their own lands and cultivate them by them- 
selves. Similarly in Amadiyyah the owner cultivates the 
land by himselfp and may employ labourers at fixed wages 
if he was rich. 

In Rawanduz according to Leach (op. cit. P-17) the 
land was mostly held by the Aghan who aVloyed the 
tribesmen on the crop-sharing system. But here the 
land can be considered more communal than x: V private 
and the agha as the tribal sheikh in the south though 
called the "mellak" owner) in merely a trustee of the 
land. The peasants 

ýfellahin) 
mostly related in blood 

or kinnhip to the Aghat hnd a prescriptive right to the 
land and could not be evicted LLeaohp op, cit. P-15. 
Compare tribal tenure in the Irrigation Zone# infra 
pp. 620-40 )*i 
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up of the taxes accruing 1.1rom villa8en which vere occupied 

mostly by small peasant proprietors who could not undertake 

the farms in their own village. In 1890 accordinZ to 

Cuinet# out of a total of about seven million piastres 

collected frova the tithe on agricultural produce in the 

Wilayet, of Uoaul, only n little under 900,000 piastres 

were collected en regle (nnanet) while the remainder were 

collected by iltizemi. 

These farmers rhather the7 wore rillage mukhtarst 

tribal chiefs or professional tnx-collectors were given 

ample porers to perform" their functionz and developed a 

real and lej,. al interest in the villa,; es as to make them 

partners with the cultivator in the crop* From partnerst 

they bec=e =aters of all egricultural operations in the 

village. They fixed the time for reaping and selling of 

the corn and nothir4T, could be done without their leave. 

AS the experience In India and elsewhere uhowp the step 

from a partner in the produce to the ornership of the land 

was not a long one to take, particularly when security was 

absent., the naneds were vaguet if they existed at all@ and 

the precariousness of rain and occasional attacks of the 

(i) Op. cit, # Vol. Up P. 805. 



the locust# the Sunn pest and Rust ij 
rendered the 

economic Independence of the peasant proprietor precarious, 

Arrears of the tax or mortgages of the land were a prelude 

to dispossession and the transformation of the tax-farmer 

who himself may be the tribal aghap into the landowner of 

most of the peasants' land. 

Yet there was a section of the peasants who managed 

to retain proprietorship of the plot of the land which 

they held right to the end of this period (and to the 

present day), They paid the ushur and the virghi on 

their land to the state# which were collected mostly by 

the larger landowners and by professional tax-farmers* 

The peasant also owed varying dues to his Mukhtar to 

sustain the guest house and occasional gifts to his tribal 

agha as a symbol of affiliation to a larger tribal Unity 

and in return for the tribal protection which the latter 

afforded him* This tribal agha may himself be the mukhtarp 

the larger landowner and the tax-farmer in the village# 

and may be himself the person against whom the peasant was 

struggling for independence and for maintaining his position 

as a peasant proprietor, 

(1) Both the Rust and the Sun Peat attack wheat which Is 
the most important crop In the Rainfall Zone of Iraq. 
The Rust is a kind of fungus which develops due to a 
very wet winter. The Sun is a small bug which devours 
the grain from the ears. 
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Then there were the more numerous peasants who still 

had a prescriptive right to the land but owed a share of 

their produce to some tribal agha or a town notable aris- 

Ing out of a legal title to the land or out of feudal or 

tribal practice not yet legally confirmed as a legal 

title. This type of peasant's right of occupancy rested 

also on the sanction of local custom mostly supported by 

tribal law. He could not be evicted from his land except 

for a grave breach of this law. The share that he owed 

to his agha was also governed by the custom of the locality 

which in Its turn was a product of the old feudal and 

tribal practives as modified by such economic and geographi- 

cal exigencies such as the fertility of the soilp proximity 

to markets and the state of political security. Thus this 

rate ranged from one quarter of the crop to a sixteenth or 

eTen twentieth part of It. An eighth or a tenth being thef 

mote usual' for the winter crops which are mostly cereals: 

and generally cultivated by daim (rain)o For the summer 

crops, It was for the most part higher and ranged up to 

50% of the gross produce# as these sumer crops were more, 

valuable and required irrigation water derived from streams 

and underground channels (Kahrizes) which are privately* 
2 

owned and maintained by the aghas In Aqrap the share 

iý Go Bellp p. 54. Hay, op. cit. p. 65. 
2 Bay# op. cit. p. 102, Sea Description and Sketch of 

a Kahriz op* cit# ppo 20-21o 
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of the agha in his tapu land was only five per cent of the 

gross produce in the winter crops and 30% of the summer 

crops. In AmadJLyyah,, the tapu owner got a tenth or a 

seventh of the winter crop and 15% of the summer crop, In 

Suleimaniyyahp the cultivator had to give up 20% on the 

winter crops and 40% on the summer crops# but the agha was 

responsible for the payment of the government tithe. In 

Arbil, the peasant had to pay lWo of his crop to the land- 

lord both In the hills and In the plains in addition to 

the tithe of the government, Presumably the virghi was 

paid out of the share of the agha as it is a tax on the 

titLe of the land and devolves on the tapu holdere 

Apart from these two classes of tenants# there were 

also some tenants at will both In theory and practice and 

some agricultural laboarers employed by the season. The 

tenant at will was called the Uarabi'Ji around Uosul and 

was employed annually by the peasant proprietor or the 

agha (in his own land) against a proportion of the produce, 

His position was therefore very similar to the position 

of the fellah in the settled districts of the Irrigation 

Zone who was also employed annually according to the crop- 

dharing system called the Muzara'ah in that Zone, The 

share of the Murabiji appears to have at some time been a 

fourth of the produce,, hence the name Muraba'a and Uarabi'ji. 

In this period he normally received one elkhth of the Pr 10) 
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although in some cases he got as much as half of the 

produce if he provided his own seeds and implements. He 

was usually given a certain amount of money as a loan to 

be paid in harvest time (at very high rates of interest) 

to enable him to sustain himself until that time. Hence 

he was often "so heavily in debt to his master that he in 

to all Intents and purposes a serf attached to the land'. 

In Arbil some aghas employed farm labourers on their 

properties and retained all liberty, of management in the 

land. This is particular3, v the case with irrigable land 

which may truly be called the private property of the 

a9has with the peasants generally having no right of 

prescription over It, These labourers were engaged for 

nine months (the period of ploughing) and were either 

fed by the agha# or if they lived out# they were granted a 

subsistence allowance in kind In addition to their small 

money wages, At the end of the period of the engagement# 

every man who had worked well received a present in 
2 

clothes and perhaps also a cash bonus 

Finally there was the seasonal labourer who was on- 

gaged mostly at harvest time and called the sapan (harvester) 

in the Kurdish districts and the Hasu in the Arab dis. 

triates He mostly came from the nomad and other tribes in 

Bell# op. cit*# ps 54.. ý2 
Hay, op. cit. pp. 96 and 102. 

1ý 
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the hills and even from beyond the Persian frontiers. His 

remuneration was usually in kind and consisted either of.,. a 

fixed quantity of the crop or a sýare of the crop harvested. 

Both the share and the fixed wages fluctuatederery year 

by the law of supply and demand and depended on the nmber 

of these labourers available In the locality and the con- 

dition of the crop and the area cultivated in that year. 

In 1919-20 In the Liwa of Arbil# the Sapans received one 

Sixth of the crop on which they were employed, 
I 

The picture drawn above is necessarily a very broad 

one. Indeed the social and economic relationship between 

the various rural classes during this period was so 

transitory and fluid that no precise picture could be 

drawn* Security was increasing In the area and except 

for a few relapses among the Shamnars the Hamawand and 

the Jaffjo there were no serious tribal risings. The com- 

mercial spirit and the opening of the foreign markets for 

the wheat of the plains of Mosulp Arbil and Kirkuk was 

fast desolving the tribal ties and ethnic relationships 

were gradually being replaced by economic relationships* 

In the mountainous districts on the other hand# inadequate 

transport and the laxity of governmental control kept the 

co=unitiea more or less self-sufficient economic and 

social entities and the relation between the various 

(1) Hayp op. cit. p. i0o. 
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classes was still based on tribal foundations. From this 

the general trend becomes obvious. In the early seven-\ 

ties# even in the plains when there was ordinarily more 

land than labour to till it and the co=eroial incentive 

had not yet pervaded the more or less self-sufficient 

societyp the effect of legal registration of the land in 

the name of the aghas and the ashraf (town notables) did 

not have very detrimental effects. Indeed these lords 

still fulfilled necessary and highly desirable economic 

and political functions by settling disputes among the 

peasants and helping them through hard times and above 

all by giving them protection from the attacks of their 

neighboure and the injustices of the Turkish officials; 

while the abundance of landv the scarcity of labour and 
the personal contact and the tribal tradition and code 

of morality acted as a more or leas sufficient protection 

for the peasants against despotism by their chiefs and 

legal landlords, 

But in subsequent decades when communication and the 

possibility of trade have improved# the commercial incen- 

tive began gradually to replace the personal and tribal 

bonds in the relation between the peasant and the tapu- 

holder, Some tapu holders# themselves originally tribal# 

moved into the towns and became merchants or idle gentry 

and appointed agents to be their milkhtars and kukhas 132 
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their villages. Others driven b7 misfortune had pledged 

and forfeited their land to town dwelling merchants for 7' 

debt. "The personal touch and interdependence", says 

Sir Ernest Dowson 1p "that existed between even the most 

arbitrary local chieftain and the village cultivators 

appears not infrequently to have been replaced by more 

mechanical efforts to exploit the land from, outside and 

by obstruction to such efforts from withle'. This remark 

refers to the conditions as they existed In 1930 when he 

made his inquiry. But the process had etarted long before 

the Great War of 1914-18# although the co=ercial in- 

centive and the disintegration of the tribal ties were 

very much accelerated after that war* Thus H. Cuinet 

speaks In 1890 of settled inhabitants in the Wilayet of 

Mosul whom he calls the Syrian Arabs who were engaged in 

commerce and agricultural exploitation and "neveral of them 

possess large estates which they give on lease. "2 This 

Is also shown by the fact that Tapu holders in the mountainýý 

oua districts were more lenient to their peasants than in 

the plainog and the degree and forms of oppression increasesý, 

the nearer we come to the main towns where the commercial 

incentive is stronger and government control is more firmly I 

established. Cuinet In 1890 says that the aghas in the 

ýi Inquiry into land tenure in Iraq# ope cit. # pe 20, 
2ý Op. cit. P Vol. Ilt P. 765. 
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tobacco growing, districts of SuleimaniyYah and KOL Sanjaq 

exercised an absolute authority on the fellahsp and al- 

though they were considered the mellaks (owners of the 

land) the peasants obeyed them and were willing to sacri- 

fice their lives for them Hay# in 1920# says that the 

aghas in the Liwa of Arbil are very oppressive to their 

tenants more especially where the government is close at 

hand and can exert authority, "2 "In the mountains$" he 

adds, "the chiefs find It difficult to oppress the 

peasanteo"3 Elsewhere in his book he remarks# that among 

the inhabitants of Arbil Town# there are some Kurdish and 

Turkish-speaking aghas who "possess a considerable number 

of villages" and they "always try to add field to field. "'* 

The symptoms of tribal disintegration in the Arbil Liwa 

were evident by 192ot thus Hay remarks that "the desire 

for expansion in land especially in the plains 10 One of 

the chief motives for tribal wars" which more often took 

place between two rival parties of the same tribe than 

between different tribesot#5 

Thus the tapu system could not be said to be unsuitable 

and inadaptible to the social conditionso land holding# and 

11 Op" cl to I Vol* IIIg P- 37. 
2 HaYs op., cit. $ P. 7. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Op. cit. s pp. 84 and 85,, 
5 Or. 0itot p- 74- 
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the agrarian system of the Rainfall Zone as the village# 

as in Turkeyp was the social unit even in the hills where 

tribal ties are strong* Prescriptive rights of the 

peasants to particular plots of land are widespread, and 

they are mostly understood and respected in nearly all 

the area. 

Administratively and perhaps also economically# the 

system failed. The lack of investigation at the outset 

as to these prescriptive rights allowed townsmen and 

feudal aghas to acquire legal titles to the land over 

the heads of the occupying peasants. Subsequent17 the 

absence of security# credit faciliticap the vagueness of 

boundaries and areas mentioned in the sanads and the 

syst" of tax-: arming were means whereby the aghas and 

ashraf profited and succeeded in annexing further plots of 

land and rcduoing an increasing number of peasant pro- 

prietors to the status of tenants: and this just at the 

time when thb commercial spirit began to pervade the 

previously self-sufficient society und the various means 

of protection of the peasants such as tribal ties# 

scarcity of labour and superfluity of land were decreasing 

in effectiveness* Hence the Tapu system first introduced 

as a protection to the peacant began to be used as a 

method for his oppression, 
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it must not be asuwned that the PrOCeSD Of land 

registration in tapu was immediate and universal. It was 

goinZ on throughout the period between 1871 and 19i4j, and 

although it has covtinued In the post-War period$ yet It 

cannot by any means be said that all the miri land in the 

Rainfall Zone was so registered. According to figures 

obtained from local statistics 
971rYErnest 

Dowson. in 1930P 

out of an estimated cultivated area of about 37,, 500 square 

kilometres with an additional 3#500 equare kilometers of 

potentially cultivable land in the four liwas of the Rain- 

fall Zone, only 18,850 kilometers or just over 50A"' were 

"territory containing tapu holdings. "' Only in the Liwa 

of Suleimaniyyah realstration seems to have been near com- 
show. 

pletion as Dowsons' f igureo/xktz! LxzXtxl&Axxdxgg"=XAW'mdtX 

Vk11xffhCMx 

As both the cultivated area and the area that was 

registered in the Tapu have naturally increased between 1914 

and 1930, these figures cannot apply to the position in 

19% and no comparable figures are obtainable@ To some 

extentp however, these figures serve to indicate the fact 

that registration was far from complcte In 1914. 

The tasarruf of the land which was not registered# but 

was occupied and cultivated# was not considered as belonging 

(i) Dorsong op. cit. p. il. 
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to the state, It still belonged to the party who had a 

prescriptive, right to it and was treated : rroinýt4 point 

of view of govemncný revenuo as trough it were alienated 
land* Hence what was said above relates both to register- 

ed and unregistered land 10 

There is hor. ever one exception to -this rule* , It- re- 

lates to the Ganiyyah land which reverted to, the state in 

1909# AS was, stated elrewherep tile Suniyyah had acquired 

large. areas in the Tapu. in this "one# particularly. near 

Mosul# Viest of Arbil and in Sulelmani"sh and Kirkuk Liv7as. 

These were partly acquired from the state at nominal 

fizureo as vacant land or purchased from their owners. 

As a landlord the $ani. -yah leased these lands to the 

peasants tnklng In almost all cases 171% of the produce i 

In the winter crops* This payment included the tithe of 

the government, The remaining two and-a, half percent 

normally aorruipg to, the-landlord was collected by ths-. - 
tribal cN , 

lef o or by the mul;, htars,, as renum-ration for their 

aerylops 2'. In-the summer cropes the share of-the Sanimh 

(1) Proprietorship supported by a prescriptiYe right but 

, not registered intthe,. Tapa, -is generally, called-Tahrir 
in the mountainous districts of Xurdistane (Hays op. 
oit"V P. 94) 

(2) Hays op# cit, p. 96. 
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was mo3tly 3C% of the produce# but more often Irrigable 

land which belonjed to the Saniyyah vras famed at fixed 

amounts to some tribal aghas. 

Men the land beca-. e mudawwarahj, the atate retained 

the tasarruf of the land and assumed the role of landowner 

and charged the same rents as were previously collected 

by the Saniyyah without fully carrying out the functions 

previously performed by the Saniyyah administration which 

had under the Saniyyah compensated for the high rents 

charged and did no much for the revival and development of 

the land. zndxftz Some of these estates were famed in 

auction and the share of the government both an tithe 

and rent was collected by these farmers: while neighbour- 

Ing Kurdish aghas began to assume overlordship of the 

peasants in the Saniyyah land and cent mukhtars from their 

familien to the Saniyyah villages and thereby pocketed the 

difference between the theoretical demand of the govern- 

ment including -ent and the actual amount paid# 1hus 

developing an interest over the land. The outbreak of the 

war saw the cultivators of these estates pursuing on the 

one hand an unequal struggle with the Kurdish aghas to 

maintain their independencot and on the other hand trying 

to get the government to recognize their prescriptive 

right to the land and obtain the right of tasarruf in the 

tapu. 
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THE IRRIGATION ZONE 

THE POLICY OF MADHAT PASHA 

In the Irrigation Zone, the tribe rather than the 

village was the social and economic unit. Only in the 

vicinity of the main towns and in the areas irrigated by 

lift or perennial canals where the tribes had disintegrated, 

could land holding be said to be individualistic. In other 

parts tribal tenure was predominant. This was based on the 

conception of the tribal dirah over which the tribe exercised 

an exclusive right of occupancy. The dirah was not limited 

to parcels of land actually tilledv but extended to other 

non-cultivated land, and even to marsh land (as in the rice 

areas) which were submerged by water and which were reserved 

for subsequent reclamation. Claims of this naturet over 

desert# marsh or cultivated land may even be asserted long 

after the reason on which they were based# J, e, occupanoyp 

have ceased by the emigration of the tribe to another area(l), 

Cultivation in the tribal dirah shifted annually due 

to the exhaustion of the land, the variability of the water 

supply, the timeliness of rain# the level of the marsh and 

the extent of the flood as well as to other internal and 

external disturbances. 

Such for instance is the claim of Al-Fatlah over the 
Pawwar Land. 
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The cultivated parts of the tribal dirah were usually 
divided up into parcels and lefty generally in the hands 

of the heads of the tribal sections and the clanst with the 

paramount sheikh retaining an additional area to enable him 

to dispense the duties of sheikhdom and the expenses of the 

mudhif., But these holdingst including that of the sheikh, 

were not personal and individualq but communall belonging 

to the tribe as a whole or to that section of it which the 

head represented. In some cases the division of the land 

goes so far as to be almost individualistic or familial. 

In other cases large estates are held by a few leading 

tribesmen. 

Inside these holdings one sometimes finds distinctive 

Prescriptive rights pertaining to individual tribesmen or 
families. These originated from partitionj first revivalp 

and development - as, for instancep the planting of trees 

or the erection of a water lift - or simply by a grant from 

the sheikh for services renderedp or were inherited from 

forefathers who acquired it by some such ways* These rights 
have various names as for instanceý Nagshaht Saham, Jisim, 

Hussah, etc. But these constitute only a small part of theý 

land* In any case they could not trul)t be considered the 

absolute individual property of their holders as they are 

a part of the tribal dirah and subject to tribal custom. 

The large holdings of the tribal sheikhs or sub-tribal 
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chiefs which are more communal than individual are more 

commonly called Lazmah 
(1) 

especially on the T. Jgrisq and 

defined as "the right of occupation and cultivation" 

(Haq al sukna wal zirata). 

As cultivation was shiftingg the lazmah included 

cultivated as well as uncultivated land. The cultivated 

part was actually tilled by the fellahin or the afrad 

(tribesmen) under the management of the lazma holder, 

generally according to the crop-sharing system. Nominally 

the fellahin were mere agricultural labourers or lessees 

from the lazma holder; actually most of them were related 

in blood and were kin to him and could be considered as 

partners not only in the crop but also in the lazmah itself, 

The difference between the conception of lease and the 

conception of partnership as applied to the relation between 

the fellah and the lasma holder is not very well defined 

and varied from area to area, In general, it cant however, 

be stated that where tribal solidarity was weakened there 

was a tendency for the lazma holder to be the lessor and the 

fellah the lessee of the land and thereby the conception of 

p4rtnership other than in the crop weakened* This can 

clearly be seen in the well developed areas in the vicinity 

of the towns as for instance in Diyalag Basrat and parts of 

Hillaq where individual ownership has replaced co=unal 

(1) They are also called Sakaniyyah in Mv*iafig and the 
Duliinls 
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ownership in the cultivated land. On the other handg where 

tribal solidarity was still strong as in Muntafigg 

Diwaniyyap Amara and Kut "there was no personal lazma rightsý 

allotments to individual tribesmen could be and frequently 

were resumed by the sheikh. "M 

Hence two principles can be deduced from the tribal '\ 

system. Firstly the tribal land was in general co=unal 

property, and the chiefsp though in name and viz-a-viz the 

government they were the lessees of the land and the 

tribesmen were the sub-lesseest according to local practice 

they were the representatives of the tribe and the trustessl 

of the land, and not the landowners. 

Secondly cultivation was mostly shifting and not stable 

in one particular spot, It follows that the fellahin rarely 

had a chance to develop a prescriptive right to any partiou- 

lar plot. 

These two features of the tribal system were in direct 

conflict with the principles of the Land Code which forbade 

communal ownership of the land (except as metrouke) and 

recognized a proscriptive right of the land only to 

individual cultivators who could prove actual possession 

and cultivation of a particular plot of land for at least 

ten years. 

Hencep it is clear that the first provision of Article 

78 of the Land Codep i, e. the grant of tasarruf gratuitouBlY 

(1) Sir Ernest Dowsong op. cit. p. 26* 
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under haq-el-qarar, could apply to hardly any part of the 

Irrigation Zone# because neither the peasant nor the lazma 

holder nor the sheikh fulfilled the conditions of haq-el- 

qarar. The peasant's claim was invalid because he could 

rarely prove ten years possession in any plot of land, and 

he almost always surrendered a share of the produce of the 

land to the lazma. holderp and sometimes directly to the 

legal holder which legally proved a right to other parties 

in his land; the lazma holder could not substantiate his 

claim under the Land Code because he did not cultivate the 

land by himaelf and he was considered legally to hold his 

land by a contract of lease either directly from the govern- 

ment or from his sheikh, The sheikh was not entitled to 

the land because he did not cultivate it by himself and 

because he was a representative of the tribe rather than 

the owner of the land* in all cases as the origin of land- 

holding in the tribal areas was by squattingg none of these 

classes could normally prove that the origin of his claim 

was derived from one of the three roots of title recognized 

in Turkish lawp namely devolution by inheritance# purchase 

from the previous possessorp or grant by competent authority. 

Hence haq-el-qarar in the Irrigation Zone came almost 

universally to mean the grant of land in the tapu against 

bedel mithl, and the application of the Land Code had to be 
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based on the second and third provisiono of Article 78 i. e. 

the grant of title against bedel tapu or if -',, he apparent 

claimant refused it the eale of land by auction. 

Furthermore even according to the second provi3ion of 

Art. 78 it was by no meana clear an to who among the various 

classes of the rural population shall be entitled to the 

tasarruf by payment of bedel mithl. In the vicinity of the 

towns where the tribes had mostly disintegrated and where 

individual proprietorship was more marked whether in the 

form of landlord and tenant as in the estates near Baghdad 

and Dyala, or in the form of a cultivating proprietor as in 

the case of a oharid owner or a tree planter in the riverain 

and some canal areas, the apparent beneficiary to this right 

could perhaps be easily pointed out* Similarly those 

comparatively few who held the land under the feudal 

tasarruf and possessed documents to support their claims 

could now register their right in the Tapu. 

But in the major part of the land which was occupied 

by the tribes, all classes of the tribal population can be 

said to have some sort of title to the land of the tribe; 

but the alienation of the tribal land in favOur Of one 

class e. g. the sheikhey the lammix holders* or even the 

peasants would do a great injustice to the other classes 

apart from the fact that it might be entiroly impossible 

from the practical point of view. 
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It is not clear whether Madhat rauha. saw the inherent 

inadaptibility of the Lund Code to the local conditions and 

eought alienation irrespective of the class of beneficiariesl 

or whether he had intended to beatow thin right to a partiou- 
lar class of the eZricultural community. His son writes as 
followst (1) 

"Madhat Pasha realized that to defeat the tribes 
by force was not enough... a radical change had to be 
brought about . 0. especially in the conditions of land 
tenure in the country, The Arab cultivator for the 
most part hold his lands from týj state on the condition 
of giving three fourths (sio) of the produce to the 
state and retaining one fourth to himself; such a 
System naturally discouraged agriculture and rendered 
all improvement in cultivation Impossible. Th-- conse- 
quence was that for the most part the Arab shunned the 
soil preferrina predatory to industrious modes of 
gaining his living. Madhat determined to attach him 
to the soil by giving him rights of proprietorship and 
divided large tracts of land into plots which were 
offered for sale on easy and advantageous t 
Special provisions being made against accumulation of 
plots into single hands. " 

If this was the intention of Madhat Pashat then judging 

from the results, one can say, that he not only had failed, 

but that he also did not recognize at the outset the inherent 

conflict between the Land Code and the local conditions and 

did not realize that the Tapu system was not the instrument 

to achieve such aimo. 

Shihn (3) hints that Madhat Pasha had sold rural atate 

(1) Ali Haidar Madhats The life of Madhat Pasha, opo cite 
P- 50. 

(2) This is not correct in the case of most of the peasants 
for the terms of tenure and the shares of the cultivator 
and the state before the governorship of Madhat Pasha 
see supra pp. 

(3) La Province de Baghdad, OP. cit. 9 p. 67* 
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property as he had sold urban state property in order to 

aecure funds for his projects. 

Longrigg (1) 
says that Madhat Pasha's land policy was 

directed towards the settlement of the tribes by converting. 

the Sheikb into landlords and thus detaching them from an 

exclusively tribal setting and winning them for the govern- 

ment by self-interest. "As chiefs of an agricultural 

corwuunity, the sneikhe would become accessible because 

rooted; valnerable by reason of government's power of water 

control; taxable aince crops cannot be driven off or 

wholly concealed; dependent on government as landlords 

whose titles - whose very powgr to collect the "tapu" crop 

share - was from the statee" 

The instructions contained in the Farman Of the 

governship of gadhat Pasha of 1286 throws some light on the 

purposes of Madhat Pasha* Thus in these instructions it is 

Gtated3 

"Land in the Wilayets ot Bagdad and BaRraht the 
owners of which have perished so that the land became 
fjiriy. yah. - That part of such land which can still be 
cultivated and atst still served by rivers (canals) 0 
be adjudged on payment of bedel mithl or by way Of 
auetiona and alienated according to the Tapu system*. *.,, 
If that laad had become barren and had no rivers (canali) 
to serve it, it shall be assignod to "any body who 
, qa, ats it" (-Talibiha) free of charge . #.. provided that 
such alieniTIZEn 5-Faill be subject to the condition that 
either the assignee shall undertake to bear the Cost Of 
digging and clearing the canals newly or that the 
treasury shall pay the necessary knitial expenses while 
ýubsequent cost of maintenance shall be borne by the 
issiGnee. to 

(1) Pour Centuries of Modern Iraqp op, cit- PP. 305-311. 
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This purpose Of encouraging land development can be 

seen in anothor Articlo of these instructions which runs: 

" If it is aacertained that a landowner is unable to 
cultivate the land and devolop it by himself or through 
another; his land will bo seized and administered by 
the state; provided that he should be iven a heritable 
interest equal to 1/20,1/259 1/30 or lN10 from the 
produce of the land in tho name of Uqr, This rate 
should not exceed 1/20 of the crop, 11 

Thus a ccording to this Artiole what uncultivated mtLlk 
lands have remained from the previous period have been 

converted into 4iriyyah.. land and subjected to the Uqr 

Gorvizudeq to augment the Uqr rights which already existed 

in the country. But Madhat Pasha was alive to the economic 

disadvantages of Uqr, Thus in a special farman doalinS with 

Uqr rights dated the 23 of Shawal, 1287P he sought to elimi- 

nate the right by giving a preferential right of adjulcation 

-of the land to those who have a right of Uqr over it* It 

waS further stipulated that In case a Und subject to Uqr 

10 Ooldp the holders of the Uqr right shall have a right of 

pre-emption over other purchasers on condition that the 

Dula 1ýrico of Uqr shall not exceed fifteen times the total 

anniaal income of the Uqr right calculated on the average 

return for the previous three years. 

Finally it was stipulated in the farman that once the 
are both 

land and the Uqr right over itT3 owned by one person or 

Joiatly by a group of peoplev neither the land nor the Uqr 

, can be oold separately from one another. 
(') 

riGht 

(1) A separate sanad is issued for the Uqr right, 
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As will be seen later the reduotion of the share of the 

estate in alienated land and in land that noeds development 

also shows that the real purpose of the land policy of 

Madhat Pasha was to encourage cultivation in Iraq and to 

induce the tribes to settle to peaceful pursuits for gaining 

their livelihood. His attempts to introduce irrigation and 

railway schemes tnto the countrys to improve river transport 

and to establish strong centralizod administration tended in 

the same direction, Hence his land policy must be read in 

this light. On payment of the tapu value which was arranged\ 

On eaBY instalments, the miri land was to be alienated in 

small and large tracts to holders of farmans and other 

documents of the previous aget to villagers who had cleaned 

a canal or planted a garden, and most important of all to 

sheikhe and sub-tribal chiefs of the tribes in their respeo- 

tive tribal areae. The Tapu holders would then enjoy a 

security of tenure which was denied to them by the policy of 

the state ownership of the land pursued in the Regime Of 

Coersion, The revenue demand would be considerably reduced 

and the cause of cultivation and settlement would correspond- 

ingly be enhanced. Purthermore land holding, which has been 

a ripe source of dispute and rivalry among the various 

tribal sheikbz and a weapon often used by the central 

administration to Dow disuention within the leading families 
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of the various tribes, would once and for all be settled 

and with the development of transport, irrigation, security 

of tenure and reduction of the revenue demandst the tribes 

would be occupied with peaceful means of gaining their 

livelihood and tribal disintegration would inevitably follow 

as a new a,, -e of prosperity sweeps away the old conditions of 

insufficiency which nursed and maintained the tribal system. 

Unfortunatelyq like others of his major schemesq his 

land policy was launched without a preliminary study of the 

local conditions and investigation of the multifarious 

claims to the land by the various occupants of it, Por, 

he appears to have singled out tribal sheikhs and townsmen, 

to be the most favoured recipients of his tapu grant of the 

land over the head of the lazma holders and the peasants, 

Thus Ibn Hadhdhal of the Anizah beduin tribe acquired gardens 

and land on the Upper Euphratesq Farhan of the ShamWLr Jarba 

was granted a tapu oanad on part of the tribal dirah of 

Shamma at Shirgat, the Sheikh of Chaab was granted land 

on the Shatt-ol-krabo(l) but the most glaring example was 

the manner in which he alienated the land in the Muntafig 

area. Here he authorized Nasir Pasha AI-Sadunq his nominee 

chieftain of the tribal Confederation of the Muntafigo whom 

he had appointed as liwa governor (Mutasarrif) of the 

(1) Shiha says that madhat Pasha had sold to Sheikh Jabir 
the chief of the Muhaigin of Chaab tribeq a large estate 
called Kut Sheikh Jabir and thus assured to Persia a part 
of the left bank of the Shatt-al-Arab. (op. oit. po 6§9% 
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distriotq to have the major part of the tribal land of the 

Muntafig Confederation registered in his name and in the 

name of various members of his family; and granted large 

estates tohis Christian clerk Naoum Serkist to his Jewish 

banker Mr. Danial as well as to some townsmen in Shatrah 

and Nasiriyyah. Pew of the sub-tribal chiefs and lazma 

holders of the Mantafig Confederation and hardly any members 

of the cultivating peasants secured registration of their 

holdings in the tapu. 

Nevertheless the majority of the tribal sheikhs did not 

look with favour on this scheme and declined Madhat's offer 

to have the tribal land registered in their name; mainly 

because they were mistrustful of all Turkish schemes due 

to centuries of Turkish misrule and oppression. They also 

feared that adherence to such a policy would bring them 

under the direct control of the Government and would involve 

the much dreaded enforce=ent of the compulsory military 

service which Madhat Pasha had been si=11taneously trying 

to apply more rigorously in Iraq$ and from which the tribes 

had beeng hithertog for the most partt exempto The attitude 

of the tribal sheikhs to Madhat's land policy is explained 

by Mr. Longrigg as follows(') 

Many saw the clear purpose of detribalizing; 
more suspected any blessing that issued from the Serai; 
and more again were still too well content with their 
own remoteness to accept a change. Vivid fear of 

(1) Longrigg, op. cit. p. 307. 
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conscription kept the tribes from accepting the 
obligation of settlementv which had other evils 
enough in accessibility, toil, dependence on 
canals and markets. There was in any caseq money 
to be paid. The majority of tribal leaders feared 
and shunned the now status; some were forestalled 
as purchasers by a town-dwelling speculator 
friendly with the tapu officials; some gladly 
acquired rightst but in land far from their own 
people; others paid a first instalment and with- 
held the rest. Thus if the aim of Tapu settlement 
was fixity of tribal cultivating tenure which 
should transform sheikh into landlordp it was an 
aim largely frustrated by the hesitancy of the 
sheikhs. " 

Townsmen on the whole were much more attraoted to the 

now policy than tribesmen. Apart from those absentee land- 

lords who held hujjas for mulk land and farmans for life- 

grants under the old regimes and who had duly registered 

, 
their title to the land in the Tapup a considerable number 

hastened to acquire land over the heads of the cultivators, 

particularly in settled and semi-settled areas where the 

control of the government was strong enough to permit the 

effective possession of the land and the due payment of 

rent from the cultivator* Thus in some parts of the more 

settled districts of Diyalaq Hilla and Baghdad the land 

was in effect sold to large landowners the majority of whom 

were townsmen. Thus a considerable number of the leading 

families in Baghdad came to possess land in Diyala# Karradag 

Salman Pakt RidhwaniYYahO Kut and Sama ra. Similarly some 

of the leading families of Hilla had purchased canals in 
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that Liwa. Cuinet specifically mentions the name of 

M. Zarifi a retired Turkish bankert shot he assertsp 

acquired about 45POOO hectares of land in Beledruz in the 

DiYala Liwa. (1) 

The greatest single landownert howeverp who had 

benefited from the application of the Taph system in Iraqq 

was Sultan Abdul-Hamid himself. He acquired most of his 

estates in Iraq in the latter Eightiest i, e. subsequent 

to the governorship of Madhat Pasha and the manner of his 

acquisition was like that of any tapu holder who had pur- 

chased land from the state over the heads of the cultivators, 

The extent of his estates had been mentioned elsewhere; 

it is sufficient here to say that they included some thirty 

per cent of the total cultivated land in the Wilayet of 

Baghdad and correspondingly large estates in the Wilayets 

of Basra and Mosul. 

Even including the lands which were acquired by the 

Sultan and became "Saniyyah"t alienation of miri land in 

the Tapu was not complete and a large portion of the total 

cultivable and cultivated land in the irrigation zone 

remained throughout this period legally in the hands of 

state as crown lands, According to Guinet of the total 

cultivated area in the Wilayet of Baghdadp about 3CO/- I 

(1) Cuinet Vol. 1119 pp. 109,121o 
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belonged to the Civil Lists 20% was waqf . 2%, belonged to 

private individuals and the remaining 3W. "belonged to the 

government directly". (') Thus if these proportions couldi' 
be relied upong and excluding the Saniyyah lands which were 
acquired after Madhat Pashat and the Waqf land which it is 

safe to assume that they mostly were waqf before he camep 
Only twenty per cent of the cultivated land was held by 

private individuals in the Wilayet of Baghdad and that 

included some mulk plantations particularly in Diyalat Hilla 

and Karbala and the vicinity of Baghdad and Salman Faki 

which are mostly non-tribal and the title for which is 

rarely disputed. It also included land of the Tamlik or 
life grant category of the previous periodg the title for 

which was supported by farmans and other documents which 

were now replaced by a Tapu sanad. While the fertile area 

between the Tigris and the Euphrates west of Baghdadj most 

of the area lying on both sides of the Hindiyya branch of 
the Euphratest and by far the greater part of the Kut and 

Diwaniyya Liwas were not alienated in the Tapu to private 
individuals, although some of the beat parts of these lands 

were later acquired by the Saniyyah. 

In the Wilayet of Basra registration in the Tapu seems 

to have been more extensive. It included nearly all the 

area of Shatt-al-Arab from Pao to Qurnah and the whole of 

(1) Cuinett op. Cit. Vol. IIIP P. 44. 
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the cultivable area of the Muntafig Liwa with a great 

portion of the qadhas of Eat and Hai. In the Liwa of Amara 

there was comparatively little land alienated in the Tapu 

until the Civil List acquired its large estates there. (') 

Hence, as in the Rainfall Zoneq registr4tion in the 

Tapu was incomplete. But in the Irrigation Zone the reason 

was not only the antipathy felt towards registration by the 

tribes. Unlike the position in the Rainfall Zone where 

registration had continued throughout this periodp in the 

Irrigation Zone two Iradas were subsequently issued which 
in effect abrogated all the provisions of Article 78 of the 

Land Code as far as it applied to land in this Zonep and 

thus prohibited alienation of state lands to private claim- 

ants and put the policy of Madhat Pasha at an end. The 

causes and results of these two Iradas will be considered 

later* It is sufficient here to say that the policy of 

Madhat Pasha did not last more than ten yeam During this 

period it not only failed to accomplish its purposet but 

it also introduced new problems and additional confusion 

in that part of the land which was already alienated and 

generally called Tapu Land in Iraq, 

One Tapu estate near Amara is registered in the name 
of the Sheikh of Alb=-Muhammad tribe., 
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TAPU SANADS 

Even had it been economically and politically sound 

to alienate tribal land to tribal sheikhs and townsmeng 

the manner in which it was carried out contributed a great 

deal to the confusion which resulted from ouch alienation. 

Owing to the lack of an efficient and honest technical staff 

which was necessary at the outset to carry out the colossal 

task which Hadhat ]Pasha had undertakeng alienation in the 

Tapu was scarcely made after due survey and investigation 

in order to ascertain the boundariest areas and values of 

the properties alienated. 10a a report made by Capte R*E* 

Aldermant Inspector General of Tapix showing the progress of 

the Tapu Department between 1920 and 19309 he,,, writes: 

"The Tapu Sanads (of the Turkish period) were not 
based on survey plans or any plans at all . *#. were 
so vague as to be praotically worthless.... This 
applies to both lands and town property. " 

Several examples can be cited to corroborate this 

Statement. In a Sanad belonging to Palih Al-Badun and 

relating to the estate of Al-r= in the muntafig Liwat the 

boundaries mentioned in the Sanad would include the two 

Muqatalas of Racha and Ajuz. These were situated on the 

other side of the Euphrates and were separated from the 

Maqatala of Xar by several other estates which belonged to 

different Tapu Holders. In the Muqatals, of Hamdan in the 

same Liwa, the four boundaries were stated to be as follows 
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(i) Hor (irna sh) el-Prehi p (ii) marsh (iii) Marsh 

(iv) Huseiniyyah (canal). While the Huseiniyyah may or 

may not still be identified the other three boundaries 

always remain indefinite an the Ton shes were never stable 

for a number of years or even between one year and another. 

Apart from the marsh the desert (Jezirah or Shamiyyah) was 

often mentioned as the boundary in the Sanads of the Muntaffig 

Liwa. In Iraq where the desert to: rdering the sown area, is 

no more than a steppe or a potentially cultivable areal this 

sort of boundary enables the Tapu holder to extend his claim 

over Mewat Land or the unregistered tribal land of somebody 

else while having all the time the sanad to provp that he is 

still within the boundaries mentioned therein. 

Parthermore many of the Sanads in the Mantafig area did 

not include the exact area enclosed within the boundaries 

mentioned in them. Alternatively when they were included 

they diverged considerably from the actual area of the 

Estate. In one sanad the area was stated to be about 

40POOO domims whereas tne true area of the estate as 

measured according to its boundaries was found to be only 

14POOO donums. Cases where the areas were declared to be 

much smaller than they actually weret are more frequent in 

the Mantafig. This is partly because cultivation had in 

the mean time extended into the receding marsh or the vast 

"desert" which formed one or more of the boundaries; and 
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partly because the areas wore declared to be much smaller 

at the outuat by the recipients of the Tapu Sanads in order 

to reduce the amount of bedel mithl payable on the land. 

In other cases only the area actually cultivated at the time 

of the issue cf the Sanad were recorded, while the boundarise 

related to a much larger area. Thue the Muqat4la of Preyhi, 

the actual area of which amounted to 9936 donums, was stated 

in the Sanad to be only 147 donumn I The Muqatata of 

Al-. Lbid-of which the area was 689125 donuaw sias stated in 

the Ganad to be only 6#000 donums. 

These cases have been aelooted from scorea of similar 

cases revealed in the unpublishod reports made by the 

CoMmiasion, for the Settlement of the Muntafig Disputes 

established in 1930. But the muddle of registration was 

Uot confined to the area of the Rlmtafig. A great number 

of similar vaguenesses and inaccuracies have been discovered 

by the courts and the post-War administration in Iraq and 

a still greater number are up till now buried in the archives 

of the Tapu Department pending- investigation by the more 

scientifically instituted Settlement Commissions established 

in Iraq since 1933* 

Thus a garden near Basra was de3oribed by a Tapu Sanad 

as being bounded by the "QiblataW -a vague term denoting 

the direction of Mecca and Jeru3alemll Even in the 

vicinity of Baghdad registration was not free from the 
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muddle perpetrated by iaeff icient and unskilfal Tapu 

Oftioials. In 1920 a short-lived attempt at settlement was 

made by the Civil administration in Iraq in the Divisions of 

Hilla and Baghdad. (') 
In his first report on settlement in 

the Baghdad Division, the officer in charge writes as 

follo-6, g: 

"Tapu Sanado can rarely be made to fit the ground.... 
At the outset it is necessary completely to disregard 
the points of the compas as given in the Sanads. Even 
the river itself is more often than not incorrectly 
ylaoed. The most glaring instance of incorrect orien- 
tation I have yet come across is in Zambarabiyyah; 
here a line of hills lying on the North-West of the 
property is described as the Eastern boundary in the 
Tapu Sanad and the Weatern in the Uqr Oanads. It is 
scarcely an exaggeration to may that the points of the 
compas are more often incorreotly than correctly stated, 

"Nor is the description of the boundary much better, 
owing in the first instance to the absence of any 
attempt to keep them up to date. If the eastern boun- 
daxy of a property ia shown as "the garden of 1[aji 
So-and; Sooo In the document a 100 years oldt it will 
aliaoSt oertainly 'be the same in the most recent docu- 
mento though Haji So-and-Sols garden had changed hands, 
many tilnea in -tile interval, A striking example is one 
of the Dabbaghiyyah Sanads which gives the boundaries 
aa follows; Eautt lTorthi West and Southo Haji Hassan 
Beg's garden. Unfortunately no one knows which is the 
garden of Raji Hassan Beg. A similar oat of boundaries 
is given in the case of one property the ownership and 
boundaries of which are both'in disputso Nor does any 
attempt even seem to have been made to coordinate the 
docuwents of the neighbouring properties. Having found 
that the garden of Zaid is bounded on the East by the 
cultivated lana of 'Umrp one turns hopefully to 'Umr1o 
Sanad hoping to find Zaid's garden given as his 
western boundary. As a matter of facto if Zaid'O 

(1) See Administration Report of the Revenue DepartmOnt 
for the year 1919p pp. 21-2o 

(2) The writer has not seen the report itself but thiB 
passage is quoted by Bellp OP. Cit- P. 85# 
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garden io mentioned at all, it is probably in the 
North or South. In many cases it is not'even mentioned, 
A striking instance of this lack of coordination is to 
be found in the Sanads of Jaibachi and the surrounding 
Miri Land. a-uraijSyyah, Hulaijah, Awairij and Kuwairish 
all have Jaibachi as one of their boundaries, but no 
single one of them is mentioned in the Jaibachi Sanad. 
The Jaibachi title deed and the Miri sanad refer withott 
doubt to exactly the uame area* Not one singla boundary 
mentioned in the one appears in the other. " 

"Areas are practically never uentionod. Where 
mentioned they are without exception incorrect often 
to zn incredible extent. Length and breadth measure- 
ments are sometimes given, but they again are always 
inaccurate. " 

If we add to the*o almost inexedible faults of 

registrationg the various abueem %rihich were perpetrated 

deliberately by dishoneut and ill-paid Tapu officials who 

were influenced by bribeev and intirdidt-ttad by blackmail and 

patronage, a picture can be inaaiiled vf the mannor in which 

registration in the Talra proceeded. 

TIM TAFU . 1-10.02R. 

The main evils, howevers ertsuing from the application 

of the Tayu system in the Irrigation Z0119i arose from the 

fact that moat of the land was alienatad to tribal sheikhs 

and townsman., It is clear that alienation in favOur Of 

these classes over the heads of the cultivators is socially 

unjust, politically unwise and perhaps also economically 

unprofitable. For althouZh it may in some cases succeed 

in sowing faction and disintogration within the tribal 

confederatiousq and even induce vetUomant and attract 

capital to the land and extend cultivation, it also tends 
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to create absentee landlordism and convert tribal tenure 

with comaunal ownership Into Zeudal tenure with large 

pxivate ownersUip. Had the tribal sheikhm been more willing 

to conspire with Madhat Pasha in the diapossession of tha 

land of their tribeo and had the gover=--at been able to 

enforce the olairus of the Tapu-holderj ovar the resictant 

peasants by force, and offered reasonable returns for townsman 

who bought tribal land, then land ownerzhip and social 

relationship in Iraq would have presented a different story 

today. The cultivator would have been reduced to the status 

of a tenant at will or an agricultural labourer to an 

abaentee townsman. The tribal Sheikh wGuld have been 

converted from a war-lord to whom the number and welfare 

of his tribesmen were the source of hio strength and 

prautidep to a landlord who saw in tho dispoceession of his 

tribesmen of their land and thair convorsion into tenants 

at will or their replacement by ugricultural labourers, a 

source of wealth to himself. Henco free land-holding 

rifleman would have tended to becoma oervilo ploughmen 

under the mercy of their provious protoctor. 

Bat 9, as it happoned M00% of the tribal a heikJI0 were 

un, Nilling, to coopar. Ate in this plot. To,. Msmon wOrG 10th tO 

sink their capital in tribal laal the actual possession o: r 

which was doubtful and the retarns for their capital 
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precarious, The government found itself unable to enforce 

the claims of the Tapu holders to full possession of the 

land in the tribal areas owing to the resistance of the 

Lazma holders and the peasants whose claim to the land had 

been ignored at the time of registration. 

The results of Madhat's policy in the manner in which 

it was carried out can best be illustrated in what actually 

ensued in the Muntafig Area where tribal land had actually 

been alienated at the time of Madhat Pasha to members of 

the Saduns, the paramount ruling family of the Muntafig 

confederation and to their friends and servants. 

In this areaq it appeared at first as if the government 

had won the support of the tribal leaders of the Muntafig 

to their side by transforming them from representatives 

and spokesmen of their tribal confederation into land owners 

deriving their authority from the government and the sanotion 

of the Laws without any apparent lose of the loyalty of the 

sub-tribal sheikhs to those leaders. This was however 

short-lived. In the first place the ruling house itself was 

soon divided into two factions one supporting the government 

and the other opposing it. But the greatest blow to the 

authority of the Saduns in the Mxntafig came from the lose 

of loyalty of the component parts of the tribal confederationý, 

to the ruling family. These component parts soon realized 

that Saduns had "betrayed" them by consenting to exchange 
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At first the customary arrangement between the component tribes 

Of the confederation and the ruling family as to land-holding 

and tribute-paying was not violated. The chiefs of the component 
tribes continued to pay a share of their crop or a lump sum to 
the Sadun family in the name of the miri or gover=ent share. 
But the installation of Ottoman regiments and gendermerie in 
Inmadiglyy-Ii, Shatrah, Hai and other parts of the Muntafig area 
had gradually embolderod the Sadun Family in their dealings with 
the component tribes. They did not find it necessary any more 
to consider the wishes of the component tribesv because they did 

not need their military support any longer. They used the 

government forces in their midst to affirm their full claims as 
landlords of the land of the tribes. Tftey claimed payment of the 

mallakieyah (rent) as well as the miri or government revenue 

whereas in the Regime of Ooercion they only required insignificant 

payments (in addition to military service) which would cover the 

irregular payments of tribute to the central authority and main- 
tain the Mudhif and other duties of sheikhdom. They began to 

assert their right of evictiong whereas before Madhat Pasha they 

were bound to consider tribal opinion and respect tribal custom 

with regard to lamm holdings and distribution of land. Thus the 

Sadun leaders were gradually losing popularity throughout the 

Seventies but there was apparently no armed resistance against 

them, aB long as they were backed by strong units of the govern- 

ment foroes stationed in the area. -vinally in 1877-78 when some 
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of the Turkish forces had to be vrithdraim owing to contingencies 

impoced by the war with Russia and Persiag the component tribes 

of the Muntafig confederation seized the opportunity and rose up 

in arms against the government as well as against their ruling 

74ouse. Thus Mr. Nixon, the Consul general in Baghdad in his 

report for that year writes as follows: 

"The Mmtafig were reported not to have committed any crime 
in the way of robbery eto. 9 since they were permitted to 
acquire land by purchase on the Euphrates But these Arabs 
are subject to the caprice of the Pashas 

Ld 
recently there 

has been nearly a formidable revolt on an attempt being made 
to dispossess them of their lands. " (1) 

Since that rising the breaoh between the Sadun family and 

the tribes widened and with it the struggle between the two 

factions of the ruling house itself was intensified. "Year after 

year tribal war went Ono state forces sometimes participated from 

11(2) their barracks at M=isivyah or from outside . Members of 

the Sadun family were sometimes rejected from the' land. Others 

were satisfied with nominal contracts and an occasional payment 

of rent the amount of which depended less on the condition of 

the harvest and more on the relative power of the tribes and the 

strength of this or that Badun with the support of the government 

to enforce payment. The Saduns themselves began to stir up one 

section of the Confederation against another in a vain attempt 

to maintain their power over them all. Finally when the Turkish 

(1) Consular Reportso Baghdado LXIIIt 1878-79. 

(2) Longriggp Op. cit. p. 309. 
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government was occupied with war$ in the Balkans and with Italy 

and had again to withdraw a great part of the forces from Iraqt 

the Uuntafig tribes dismissed nearly all the Saduns and other TaPu 

holders from their midst and entertained no claim of ownership 

of their land either by the state or by the Tapu holders. Hence 

neither the Saduns nor the state collected more than a fraction 

of their rents. 
(') In 1911, the Turkish Government instituted 

a Committee of Enquiry to investigate the causes of a rising 

against Sadun Pasha the Chief of the Muntafig, "The Commission 

was understood to 'attribute the Mantaffig troubles to the fact 

that the arable lands of the tribes are in the hands of a few 

powerful sheikhs who oppress their follow tribesmen and keep them 

at variance and that the proper remedy is a thorough going parti- 

tion of the lands. 10 
(2) But the wars had interrupted any 

ibeasures that they may have had in view to remedy the situation. 

Similar problems though on a smaller scale were created in 

other parts of the Irrigation Zone particularly in Hillat in 

KUt and in Shamtyya, where the Tapu holdor 13 generally a townsman 

and the occupants of the land are the tribes. Describing the 

position of the Tapu holder just at the end of this period Miss 

G. Bell writas a3 follows: 
(3) 

ýlj G. Bellp op. cit. p, 23. 
o Administration Report of the Revenue Department for the 

)year 
19199 Baghdadq 19009 p. 24. 

(3 Bell op. cit. p. 84. 
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"The ability of the landlord to collect hie rent dePended 
partly on his relation with the local executive authorities 
and partly on his power of bargaining with the Sheikh; if 
the executive desired to assistp they would lend gender- 
mer, Ia ani treat dobtor3 of the proprietor as if they were debtors of the state. More usually a bargain was entered intomwith the sheikh who, it is as3artedp often succeeded 
in wringing from the landlord half the amount oollected 
from the fellah. L-xamplea wore not infrequent where the 
Baghdad landlord holding a tapu sanad had never in Turkish 
timea ventured to visit his astate or received more than a 
small fraction of his rent from the tribal cultivators who 
snapped their fingers at his title deed. " 

In another reporto dated 1919t the relation between the Tapu 

holdera and the tribes are described in the following terms: (1) 

"In Many parts of th country the inter-tribal squabbles 
over land faded intoý§ignificance before the much more 
difficult contention botween tribesman and Tapu-holder, 
Cases between opponents of these two classes were of the most 
bewildering variety. The most extreme formp on the one hand 
might be a dispute for possession between a tribesman whose 
ancestors had cultivated the disputed land for'centuries, 
Paying only revenue to governmentq and avoiding payment 
even of that when they daredv and some influential absentee 
landlord who could produce a book of title deedst all in 
ordert serially numberedt each for the same vast area and 
insignificant price, with unrecognisable boundariesq...... 
and wholly unsupported by possession. At the other end of 
the scale we would find cases of tribesmen who after recog- 
nizing a resident landlord for years rose on the outbreak 
of war or just before it, and hurled out the rightful owner. ý 

Only in the settled and "submissive" areas where central 

control is strong and well established and the tribal system 

does not exist or had disintogratedo the landlord had freedom 

of action in the land and succeeded in exacting his share of thb 

produce. The conflict between legal rights and customary 

rights for the major part of these areas do not existp and 

(1) Report of the Revonue Department for the year 1919t P. 24. 
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as will be seen belowp(l) wherever the cultivator had a 

proprietory interest in the land as for instance in the 

case of Mugharasa and Taabah forms of leusest(2) it is 

usually contraotual and oould be enforced in the aourts. 
But hero the struggle betveen the customary holder and the 

legal holder has long been won by the latter and ended by 

the former being reduced to or replaced by a tenant or an 

agricultural labourer. Some of the legal holderst it is 

true were themselves the oultivators of the land or resident 

therein, Others who lived in the towns showed an intelligent 

interest in the management of their estates or gardens. 

For the most part however the legal holder was an absentee 

landlord, or one or more families jointly owning the 

Property which was leased to the cultivator with rarely any 

contribution made towards the development of the land. 

Of the logal holders Waqf lands generally exhibited 

even worse aspects of the general problem of land ownership 

in the countryq than tapu land. Where such waqf lands 

existed in tribal areast the same conflict also was present. 

In the settled areas where moot of Va Waqf properties are 

situatedv waqf lands exhibited the worst features of 

absentee landlordism. The mobn object of the Ottoman staff 

of the Awqaf Department me to remit as much money an 

possible to Constantinople while their employees were 

ffl Infra pp. 627,639-43. 
2 Infra pp. 640-43. 
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starved and the agricultural property neglected. Thus 

according to Bell, (') 
of the property that belonged to the 

Waqfo "there waa not a single garden in the Baghdad area 

as wall kept a3 neighbouring gardens in private hands and 

in manY ca; 383 the waqf land was a bare patch thOugh flanked 

on both aides by thriving date groves*" 

Apart from the settled areas in Baurah and elsewhere# 

only the Saniyyah administration among the legal holders 

seems to have full control of the land in the tribal areas, 

Yet the Saniyyah lands could not be said to be subJeOt to 

alisexit-d'aý laadlordiam. They were administered by an army 

of efficient and well paid provincial officials; the 

Saniyyah commanded tho servicoo of the available engineers 

In the army for the cutting of new oanals and made use of 

them to increase the fertility of the soil and compensate 

the cultivators for the additional shares which were demanded 

Of them. It lent meods and implementat built storesy and 

opened schools and mosques,, and above all it protected the 

Peasants cad established security in the area. Here also the 

conflict between cuatomary and legal interests in the land 

seems to have been solved. The peasants and the lasma, 

holders were themselves the tenants of the Saniyyah and the 

rents which they paid was amply covered by the services 

that the Baniyyah administration was offering them# So 

(1) op. cit. P., 10. 
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much so that the Saniyyah lands were preferred to private 
lands by the oultivators althol.; ýSh the rents ývere higher. 

The Saniyjah adminia-6. -ration waa under the commander of the 

Sixth Armv corps and had therefore the moral# and in the 

last re3ort the aotualy backinZ of the legal rights of the 

Sultan by forue of arms. 

Thus the Ta; 4, eyatem in the manner It was applied by 

Yaahat Paaha had failed. Sir Ernast Dowson. summ-arily puts 

the reasons for its failure in the folloving ter=ss (1) 

"It failed for two reasono either of which would have 
been decisive. It was foredoomod to fail as it failed 
generally tlarou&out the Ot4-0=m Dominions because the 
administra-Itive experience and machinery, the technical 
knowledge and tho qualified staff needed to accomplish 
so formidable a task were lacking. It was also fore- 
doomed to fail because it attompted immmiturely to cast 
in a rigid (and an alien) mould the fluid practices 
of a 3till predominantly primitive society. " 

Thesa reasons ara borne out by the facts stated above. 

But it must be added that the experimeat left a legaoy of 

oonfusion and acate agrarian problem wherever the Tapu 

system was applied and more partioularly in the tribal areas. 

. 
JIB I_ LA ND-. 4. 

The Tapa experiment did not die a natural death in the 

Irrigation Zone of Iraq, It was abandoned by the Turks and 

Artiole 78 of the Land Code was virtually repealed as far 

i 
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as it applied to the still unalienated land of the Irrigatioa 

Zone by two Iradas issued during this period subsequent to 

the governorship of 11adhat Pasha. The firat Irada repealed 
the last two Paragraphs of Article 78 by forbidding the 

sale of miri land against bedel mithl or In auction, The 

second so interpreted the first part of Article 78 as to 

deprive of the right of haq-ol-qarar all holders of mirl, 

land from the statet if each holding was made according to 

the contract of mazarala. 

Unfortunately a soarch of twenty years by competent 

authorities in Iraq to trace the text of the first Irada 

was-unsuccessful, So that even its date has not so far been 

exactly datermin3d. Local opiniong however, dates this 

Irada to around the year 1293 A. H. (1880 A. D. ) If this is 

tho case then nearly all the land acquired by the Saniyyah 

in Iraq was sub3oquent to this Irada. and in contravention 

of it. 

Ail we know about the first Irada is derived from the 

reference to it in the documents annexed to the second 

Irada issued on the 17th of Dhil-Hijjah 1309 (12th of July, 

1892). This Irada was passed on the reoo=endation of 

Oouncil of State (Shurai Dawlet) which had issued a MAzbata. 

(memorandum) from the text of which it appears that the 

Tapu Secretariat had written to the Shurai Davralet stating 

that it has been found that "most of the land of Iraq 
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(khutta Iraqich) was owned by the state and cultivated 

yearly by farming them on ordinary lease or QU MUzara'a 
terms. " The Tapa Department advanced the opinion that 

"therefore no one could have a right of haq-el-qarar on 
such land*" Parther that "an Imperial Irada. was (previously) 

issued prohibiting the sale at bedel mithl or by auction 
of land situated in the same country and administered by 
the state, Thus in the event of cases of baq-el-qarar 

being raised In court, the court should refuse to hear such 

claims until the sale of such land at bedel mithl or by 

auction is parmitted (again). " The Tapu Department requests 
that "the Ministry of Justice should be notified accordingly 

so that the necessary instructions may be issued to presi- 
dents of the courts. " 

The Shurai Dawletq in view of the importance of the 

matterg otudied it in the presence of two represenlatives 

on behalf of the Minister of Justice and the Directorate 

of Defter-al-Khaqani (Tapu) respectively, An a r@Bultt it 

was resolved thats 

"Miri lands leased by way of Muzarala, in the Rhutta 
Iraqieh are in no case subject to a claim of Raq-01- 
qarar; and in thd event of such cases being raiBedt 
the court should give the legal answer* Claims of 
Haq-el-qarar are not prohibited on lands which are not 
leased or given on Muzarala, termsp such an lands 
situated in Shahrizor and other parts included in the 
Xhutta Iraqieh. 0 

These reco=endations were also agreed to by the 

Council of Ministers in their resolution dated the 16th 
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Dhil HiJJaht 1309 and the Irada 'Has issued the following day 

confirming the resolution of the Shurai Dawat, The Defter 
Khazaniv and the Uinistry of Justice as well as yaqam 

al-Uashayakha (the chief teligiouo Counabl)(1) were notified 
accordingly. The Irada was conveyed by the Department of 
UPI in its Circular dated the fifth of Safar 1310, to 

local Tapu offioes, 

There has been throughout the Twenties of this century, 
a considerable amount of discussion and dispute regarding 

the exact meaning ol those two Iradas, in vvhich the State 

Domains, the tapu department, the Ministry of Justice, the 

Ministry of the Interior as well as some lawyers outside 

the Civil Service participated. The dispute centered around 

the followizk; pointas 

(i) What is meant by the Miutta Iraqieh, does it 

inolude the whole or a part of the Rainfall Zone as woll 

as the Irrigation Zone? 

(ii) If only the Irrigation Zone is subject to the 

Iradas, doea the prohibition of haq-el-qarar in this Zone 

apply to land which in not under the Muzara'a form of lease? 

Or. in other wordsp does the phrase ##other parts included 

in the Xhutta Iraqieh*, apply to the Irrigation Zone or 

only to the Rainfall Zone of Iraq? 

(1) So that the Shariyyah Courts be likewise informed. 
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Legal opinion waa divided in the answer of these 

questions, On the one hand, a section interproted the Irada 

to mean that the prohibition applieo to the Irrigation Zone 

only and not to the Rainfall zone. Of this scotion some 

admitted that tho Irada does not apply "to other places" 

not subject to the Uuzarala in the Irrigation Zone, while 

others made it universal to the whole of this Zone. Another 

section interpreted the prohibition to include the whole of 

Iraq with the exception of Shahrizor which wais pacifically 

mentioned. 

It is not PrOY03ed to enter into the diucussion as to 

the precise meaning of the loose expressions and geographical 

teras contained in the Irada of 1892; as they are of no 

practical value and aide-traok the main issuea involved* 

It is sufficient here to say that Article 78 was consistently 

applied in the Rainfall Zone of Iraq and land alienation 

in the Tapu continued throughout this period in the Sanjaqu 

of Noaulg Suleimania, and Shahreizort i. e. the whole of the 

Wilayet of Mosult as if no Iradas had been issuede Hencep 

as the Turks understood and applied the two Iradasq they 

seem to have excluded the whole of the Rainfall Zone from 

their proviuions. 

As regards the Irrigation Zone it is the first and 

not the second Irada, which is really important. It was the 
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first Irada which repealed the policy of Madhat Pashat by 

prohibiting the sale of land by bedel mithl and by auctiOut 

as alienation of land in the Irrigation Zone had been 

carried out by Madhat Pasha and his successorso, up to 18809 

precisely in accordance with the second and third provisiona 

of Article 78 of the Land Code. The second Irada has not 

made any modification in or imposed any new restrictions on 
the provisions of the first paragraph of Article 789 by merely 

stating that land leased by the state to private individuals 

by ordinary lease or according to mazara is not subject to 

haq-61-qarar. As implied or confessed admission of the 

possessory right of the statep as for instance by lease or 

by squatting, is only recognized by the land Code to estab- 

lish a right to Tapu on payment of bedel mithl and that 

right had been withdrawn in the Irrigation Zone by the first 

Irada, Hence it is the first and not the second Irads. which 

in effect suspended the application of the Land Code in the 

Irrigation zone in the lands which had not been already 

alienated. 

Why then have the Turks issued the first Irada? 

Until that Irada is traced and its text studied, the 

reasons for its issue remain more surmises which cannot be 

verified with certainty. It is reasonable and logical to 

assume that the Turks having witnessed the failure of the 

Tapu System in the Irrigation Zone Put a stop to its 
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application before the muddle and conflict spread to all the 

remaining land in the whole of this Zone. This view is 

taken by Major Hedgecockg one time Acting Director and 
General Inspector of the State Domains Department. In one 

of his numerous departmental memoranda on the subjeotl he 

writes as follows: (1) 

"The purchase of large estates by absentee landlords 
at absurdly low figurest had brought about a state of 
affairs which was contrary to the land policy of the 
Turkst and that this had led a subsequent wali to 
prohibit the sale of miri lands by bedel mithl or by 
public auction. " 

Bir Ernest Dowson also seems to Support this view; 

thug he writes that these Iradast 

"appear in fact to have been little more than early 
r ognitions by the ottoman Government of the imprac- 
t(Nility of applying Tapu tenure under the conditions 
existing in these wilayets. " (2) 

There arel howeverg reasons which cast a doubt on this 

View. In the first plaost the Turks did in fact alienate 

large tracts of land by bedel mithl to absentee landlords 

subsequent to the Irads, of 1880 and even that of 1892. 

Thus Sultan Abdul Hamid blin elf acquired his vast estates 

mostly between 1861 and 1890. (3) If that can be dxplailled. 

as an extra-legal act devired*by the Sultan on the basis of 

self-interest and sanctioned by his ministers to gratify 

1 Note on Raq-el-Qarar, dated the 25 of April 1924. 
2 Inquiry into Tana Tenureq op. cit. p. 21. 
3 Sao supra, p. 417. 
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and please himq alienation to private individuals can not 
be so explained. For there were many cases of this sort. 

In a letter, (') 
to the Dir4ctor Genoral of the TaymDepart- 

mentp the Direotor of Tapuq Bag! Ldad Divisionp writes in 

1924; 

"3029 temporary Sanads which were transferred to thý 
permanent register were issued on Rao-ol-Qarar both 
before and after the Irada (of 1892)-was issued. The 
reason of the grant of the Sanads is unknown to me-* 

Again in a report in 1926 by the Director Of UP 

Euphrates Division (2) it in statedt 

"In the Suphraten area Tapu Sanade by Raq-el-Qarar were 
freely issued for eleven years at least after %he date 
of the Irada of the 12th of julyp 1892l and ito -may well 
be that thejý were issued up till a still ; &ter date. " 

Mr. Saleh Qahtang once Legal Advisor to the Department 

Of the Date Domains in a Mcnoranduin written in 14/8/19279 

gives the following list of lands which had been alienated 

NUbOequent to 1880g and which had come to his notice* 

M Estate (muqatala) of Khanassah in fffOur 
ZAAhim Pagha, 
Babouni Land to Altotasian. 
Hussa Land to Al-Quyumobson. 

iv) Abu Budaira to W. -md Chalabi Al-ShObandar., 
V) Wany other estates to Sultan Abdul Hamide 

All these beneficiaries were townsmen and absent** 

landlords and four of them are ali94*1to the tribee by 

religion or race or both. 

Moreover, tribal and communal ownership of land had 

existed In Other Parts Of the Ottoman Empire besideO tbs. 

ýlj lo. 33.18 dated 10/6/1924. 
2 Letter to the Tapu ]Direotorato No, 2573 dated 611VJ920. 
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Irrigation Zone of Iraq. Thus tribal conditions very 

similar to those in Iraq existed in Palestine and Syriat 

and indeed in some parts of Shahrizor itself, which was 

specifically excluded from the operation of the Iradas. 

Pinally, if the Turks had soon the unsuitability of 
the Tapu Tenure to Iraq and still recognized the necessity 

of giving security of tenure in pursuance of the spirit if 

not the methods of the policy of Madhat Pashat they should 

have provided a now system or recognized with some modifica- 
tion the customary tribal system. Thusp for instanceg the 

grant of tribal land in long leases to the lazma holders# 

or even the modification of Articles 8 and 130-of the Tand 

Codep so as to allow the alienation of land to a tribal or 

village commiinity as a communal property, would perhaps 

have gone a long way towards removing the conflict between 

the legal system and the customary system, Yet the Iradas 

do not embody any new regulations as to the manner of 

disposal of the unalienated land, and no laws were issued 

for the purpose. 

These facto lead to the conclusion that there are other 

motives for the two Iradas. There could be two other 

motives$ 
In the first placet the Turks subsequent to Madhat 

Pasha# saw that in the alienation of land to the tribes and 
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particularly to tribal sheikhev they would forfeit a weapon 
Which if retained would still be of great value for the 

control of the tribes and tb4ij. - chiefs, Hence in subsequent 
years they lost no opportunity to exploit the principle of 
state landownership and to appoint as lessees those of the 
tribal chiefs who showed loyalty to themo and to sow dis- 

affection within the tribes by buying off a sub-tribal leader 

or a rival to the sheikh through the grant of lease of part 

or the whole of the land that is held by another who had 

shown a sign of disobedience to their orders or provoked 
their displeazure, 

Secondly unlike other parts of the Ottoman Empirep the 

land in the Irrigation Zone of Iraq was nominally paying a 

much higher rate than the Ushur that is due on Tapu land, 

Hence the alienation of the land in the Tapu would involve 

the abdication by the state of its additional share of the 

produce over and above the Ushur; while payment in lieu of (1) 
the tapu value and in registration fees proved disappointing. 

If these reasons were not thomotivea for the issue of 

the two Iradasq and more particularly the first OnOt they 

were certainly the results of them. Por, their issue marked 

a direct reversal of the policy of Madhat Pasha of alienating 

(1) A section of the Shilites in Iraq ascribe the reluctance 
of the Turks to alienate land in the Irrigation Zone OU 
the part of the Turks to religious and sectional pr9ju- 
dioes. The fact that the Saduns are Sunnie and the 002PO-, 
nent parts of the Muntafig tribal confederation are 
Shilites in generally brought in support of their argument 
This however may have been a coincidence,, A number of 
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state lands in favour of the policy of state landlordism 
followed by the governors of the Regime of Coercion in the 

generation previous to Madhat's governorship. It suspended, 
the operation of the Land Code in the unalienated lands of 
the Irrigation Zone and =ade the state an absentee landlord 

just as the application of the Land Code had created absentee 
landlords in the lands which were already granted in the 

Tapu. It indeed caused the creation of an extra., -legal 
class of land that was neither intended nor provided for 

by the Land Code; nor have the Iradas been supplemented 
by legislation to regulate this class* This is the class 

of land which may or may not be actually cultivated but 

was invariably subject to a prescriptive tribal claim an 

a result of long occupation. It was clearly neither MUlk9 

nor waqf nor metrouke; it was not tapu or subject to a 

TaPU right that awaits registration; it does not fall 

within the definition of Mewat as it is more often occupied 

Or even cultivated. It is generally called Amiriyyah or 

51APlY Mri in Iraq; while state land, the tasarruf of 

which had been alienated and a Tapu San d issued for ito 

is called Tapu land. This class reveals still more clearly 

the conflict between the law and the practice in the 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

Shia's also acquired land in Tapu particularly in Hilla 
and Karbala but also in Baghdad and elsewhere. Nearly 
all acts of oppression committed by the Turks in the 
Irrigation Zone in generally explained by the inhAbitants 
on religious prejudices. It is therefore very difficult 
to ascertain how much truth if anyt there is in this 
accusation. I& 
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Irrigation Zone. Indeed ao diverZent had the legal and 

customary Systems become t"t In the "miri" tho inhabit3nts 

Of the Irrigation Zone also included the mewat land and 

Often also the metrouke. These latter terms were scarcely 

used outside legal and depart=ntal circles. 

from the point of view of the Statep the miri land 

was considered simply as a part of the public domains, the 

tasarruf as well as the raqabah of which belonged to the 

Crown. It was leased to the cultivators noxinally by annual 

contracts and generally according to the Mazara'a or crop 

sharing system. Prom the point of view of the cultivator, 
it was conaidered his own land just as the lazma holder in 

tribal land which was alienated in the Tapu to other than 

himself considers the land his own. There is however one 

important differenoa. Prom the purely legal ; oint of view, 

it can be said that the position of the lazma holder in tapu, 

mulk or waqf lands 13 governed by a contract which could be 

Upheld by the courts and by the Islamic laws of tenancy as 

well an by the Land Code and other ottoman. logialation. 

The lazza holder or tenant in miri land is not so protected 

as the courts were forbidden from h9aring cases relating to 

land which were not registered in the Tapu and supported by 

a Sanad. Indeed the miri h6lder had even no legal remedy 

against encroachments made by a neighbouring Tapu holder on 

his land unless the state was willing to take his aide an 

a third party to the suit. 
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Hence the miri land %vas dealt with outside the frame- 

work of the legal system and was administered and managed 

accOrding to the discretion and arbitrary will of the 

Provincial adminintration. How did the provincial adminis- 
tration dispose of the miri land and what were their 

relations with the miri holders? 

As the provincial administration treated land reve=e 

and rent in the same way and collected them together in 

this clans of landg these queations will be dealt with in 

the next section which deals with land Revenue in the 

Irrigation Zone both in miri and other classes of land. 

TIM SHARE OP TIIS STXTEs 

The Sbun-re of the state aroge from thrOO sOurc0s: 

firstly from t7ae Islamic theory of Zakat and Xharaj in 

mulk lands, secondly from the Ottoman theory of Tasarruf 

tenure in the case of Tapu land and thirdly from thO 

principle of state landlordism applied in the Irrigation 

Zone in the case of miri land. Sinco the chare of the 

State from mulk and tapu land were made uniform in 184'Dl 

there were therefore in practice two kinds of 81=99* One 

we chall call land revenue and -the other mellakiyysh (rent). 

In mulk and Tapu land only the land revenue was demanded; 

in iairi luad both land rovenuo =d m--llakiyvah were demanded 

(1) Supra p, 296. 
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and leviod together. In all cases it is called haq-ul-miri# 

and if it was one fi.! "th of the groSS prodiloo, I: kUM3 Ul-ViTi 

(the fifth of the state). Certain categories of waqf 1a 

were exempt from payment of land revenue as a result of 

special farzaaa issued by the Sultana and walis of the 

provioaa periods as acts of piety. The Sanlyyah lands wereý 

also exampt from paynant of land revenue but ihe Bultan 

was collecting it as a part of rent. 
in 

The rate of land revenue do. -tand/mOst land in the 

Raiafall Zone and other parts of Turkey was, as stated above, 

Only ten per cent of the gross produce toget'Ifter with the 

cenaes imposed dvxing this period. In the Irrigation Zone 

tho system of land revenue again diverged from this rule. 

The V#ghi was not levied at all throughout this period 

because it involvad land registration and valuation vhich 

in this Zone were neither complete nor satisfactory, The 

ceases were also not leviable In this Zone. The "tithe"p 

on the other was levied on generally 4ighor ratee than was 

the cane in the rainfall zone. 

Beforo the reign of What Pashat the share of the 

state, ýtranged according to the kind of crop and the MannOr 

of its irrigation from teU per cent on crops irrigated by 

lift or by daim to 2VI, (on datea and fruito)t 3054 (on wheat 

and barley) and as =ch an 50% (on rice) on land irrigated 

by canal, 
(l) 

(1) Suprat Pi308. w, ",, -'t. 
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Madhat Pasha seems to have made a general reduction in 

these rates to be applied simultaneously with his land 

policy on land that was alienated in the Tapu. Land 

irrigated by daim and lift was still to be subject to 10% 

of the gross produce, Land irrigated by flow and alienated 
in the Tapu was to be subject to a flat rate of 20% of the 

gross produce* Thus in an Instruction contained in the 

Farman of 1286 of the governorship of Madhat Pashat it was 

Otipulated that land revenue leviable should be inscribed 

in the Sanadse "The rate of the demand was stated to be 

the Ushur (tithe); in lands in Mosulq Shahrizor and 

Sulelynnnlyyah Sanjaqs (Art. 2). Within the Sanjaqis of 

Baghdads Karbalap Duleimp Hillag Amara and Muntalig (Lee 

the whole of the Irrigation Zone except the Sanjaq of Basra,, 

the khums (one fifth) collected from dates and other pro-' 

ducts and ushur from fruits and vino yards "should be clearly 

stated before alienation is made. " (Art. 3). 

This principle was followed throughout this periodq 

thus in 1890 Cuinet states that the share of the Government 

in Tapu land was twenty per cent of the gross produce in 

flow lands and ton per cent in lift land. (2) As will be seen 

jlj For Baerah see below, pp. 602-6. 
2 OP- Cit-t IIIP P- 43. 
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in the table in Appendix XIV relatirig to the rates Of 

reve=e denand in various categories of land just before 

the great warg the demand in Tapu land ras invariably 20 

per cent in both shitwi and saifi crops in Tapu land in 

districts situated in the Irrigation Zom- and normally 

Irrigated by flow. The revenue de=and on lift land was 

actually ten per cent of the prod-aoe 
(1) but it was not 

shown in the table as such lif t laads are scattared through. 

out the Irrigation Zone, 

The differentiation between flow land and lift and, dra6in 
the iju (rain)land QzV rate of revenue demand suggests that 

the additional tithe levied on the former was considered 

&S a Sort of water tax. This would perhaps have been Ju3t 

and fair had the state really seen to it that the water 

supply so paid for was regular and perennial. As was 908n, 

in the section on irrigation this waa far from beina the 

case. Indeed this rate was the same on land which was 

supplied by perennial water and on land the water SupplY 

Of which was irregular and seasonal. Thus as will be 000A 

in the table in Appendix IIV# one fifth was demanded on 

tapu lands situated in the relatively well watered UWSO O't 

Baghdadt Hillat Diyala and MLrbala as well as .,, ýmndatiOn 

areas as in N&3iriya and Diwaniya. 

(1) Report of the Revenue Department for 1919, p*9* 
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Nor can this additional tithe be considered as compen- 

sation for the virgi leviable in the Rainfall Zone and 

other parts of the Ottoman Empire; as the virghi at the 

rate of Oo4% of the capital valuey would perhaps amount to 

Boma ten per cent or less of the not rental value of the 

land in Iraqj# and would therefore fall far below 10% of the 

gross produce of tha land* 

It is true that well watered lands in the Irrigation 

Zone could bear a higher rate of tax tion than land culti- 

vated solely by rain in the Rainfall Zone. But this is not 

equally true in districts in the Irrigation Zone where flow 

is precarious, where summer crops were almost universally 

impracticableg and the yield on winter crops is vary small, 

as compared with either the daim land or even more 80 with 

areas which are irrigated by privately owned streams and 

kahrizes in the Rainfall Zone. 

The only explanation for this additional tithe in the 

Irrigation Zone is that of history. Since the Islamic 

POrloat 
") 

and perhaps earlier# land irrigated by flow was 

taxed more heavily than land irrigated by lift or daim. 

At the time whon the Irrigation system was highly developed 

and perennial water was provided for the land, the differen- 

tiation justifiod itself by the higher yield and greater 

income derivad from flow land than from daim land, But 

(1) Supra p. 123. 
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although the reason for this differentiation had for the 

main part disappeared by the destruction of the irrigation 

system# the rates nevertheless remained higher on flow land 

than on daim or lift land. 

Prom those rules there were however some notable excep- 

tions. In the first placeg the instructions of 1286 Gt1pu- 

late that where canals did not exist and where lands are not 

cultivated or planted in the Irrigation ZOnst and are 

alienated to intending purchasers on condition that they 

should be planted or cultivated and new canals opened in 

themp all products of such lands are subject to a payment 

of a tenth not a fifth of the gross produce* "The aforesaid 

conditions should officially be stipulated in the agreement 

concluded with the purchaser. " 

Here again the aim of Mal'bat Pasha of encouraging 

cultivation and the reclamation of virgin land can be 

clearly seen. But a more important achievement was made by 

him in the Shatt-al-Arab area* Por in that area he succeeded 

in computing the government share into a fixed annual 'Payment 

in cash for every jerib. 
(l) The date plantations in this 

area were divided into three classes according to distance 

from the river# and an annual tax of 140,120p and 100 

piasters was imposed on each jerib of these classes 

(1) The jerib in Basrah, is equal to 41s684 1/3 sq, festo 
or about 0*95 of an acre* 
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respectively, 
(1) 

The basis used to arrive at these fixed 

taxes was the average demand for the previous five years 

converted at the average price of the crop into cash and 
divided according to the number of jeribse It was a rough 

and ready assessment by which the tax was inclined on the 

side of leniency. As the fixed rates were not altered 

throughout this periodo this tax became increasingly lighter 

owing to the general increase in the price of dates by the 

opening of the European and American markets# and also by 

such factors as the increase in the average yield per acre 

and in the improvement in the quality of dates producedy 

and the manner of its packing as well as due to the fall in 

the value of money. According to prices for dates prevailing 

in 1911-13 namely about ZT 23-50 per kara for Hillawip 

U 17-73 per kara for Khadhrawi and LT 13.46 for Sayirt 
(2) 

and assuming the average produce of a Jerib to be four fifths 

of a kara of dates Mwe 
got the following resultst 

ý1ý YOUnar OP. Cit. Vol. V. f. 304. 
2 The prices for the Kara 6048 lbs. ) as reported in 

Consular reports (Basrah Ron. 49801 5168 and 53690 were 
as follows: 

Hillawi Khadhrawi Sa ir 
M r. T. L0 

1911 25-00 18060 12.17 
1 1912 20.50 16oOO 14-10 

1913 25.00 18*00 14-PlO 
Average 23-50 17-73 13o46 

(3) The average produce of an acre of date palms in this 
area was calculated by V. H. W. Dowson in 1919 (Dates and 
Date Cultivation in Iraq) to be 69108 lbs. for first 
class land, 5927 lbso for second class lando 4160 lbso and 
2398 lbs. for third and fourth classes. The average for 
the whole area was according to him 49920 lbs. per acre* 
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Average yield of a Jerib (kara) 
Average price of a Kara (4T) 
Av. value of the date cro of 

a jerib 
fZT) 

Percentage of the Tax at 
4T 1.40 per jerib 

Percentage of the Tax at 
, eT 1.20 per jerib 

Percentage of the Tax at 
ZT 1.00 per jerib 

Hillawi 
0080 

Kkiadhrawi 
o ou 

Sa i 

23-50 0 17-73 13*46 

18.80 14.20 10.96 

7.4% 9.9% 1298% 

6.4% 8.5% 11.0% 

5.3% 7.0% 9.1% 

Thus the tax ranged from 5.3f- to 12.8% of theg rose 

produce of dates. This does not include income received 

from other fruit treest vegetables, alfalfa and other 

produce grown under the palm trees. Thsixaverage number of 

fruit trees in every acre was found to be 39 as compared 

with 122 fruit bearing palm trees in the area. If we add 

the produce derived from these fruit trees and also from 

other products onto the date produce we shall find that 

the rate of taxation was actually considerably snaller than 

the rate shown above. Even got it was found that just before 

the Great War about fifty percent of the owners of the date 

plantations evaded fall payment of the tax. 

Perhaps no where had the policy of Madhat Pasha of 

land registration and fixing the amount of the tithe been 

suocessful as in Basrah* The light taxatiOn &nd 200uritY 

of ownership to wbjOh it has given rise# just On the eve Of 

(Pootnote contined from. provious page) 
i. e. about 0.815 of a kara as the Jerib, in only 0.05 smaller 
than the acrep the average yield of one jerib would be close 
to four fifths of a karas) 
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the Opening, of the Suez Canalo gave a great impetus to the 

expansion in the cultivation of dates in this area, Details 

of this expansion aro given in another part of this work*('ý 
It will be seen from there that thequentity of dates pro- 

duced in Iraq (mainly in this area) has more than trebled I 

during the period, *hile the amount exported multiplied 

eight times. In value the total exports of dates rose from 

Z7ltOOO per annum in the late sixtiest to about C470000 

Per annum, in five years preceding the Great War. 

The Share of the State in Miri Land: 

In the miri landq the share of the state was even 

higher than the share demanded in Tapu land. Here the 

state generally demanded an additional percentage of the 

gross produce which was called the mellakiyyah or rent 

charge In the post, War period. During the Nineteenth 

Centuryp howeverv it was not levied separately or in the 

name of rent as distinct from laad revenue; but was 

collected together with land revenue in the name of the 

"share of the state. " Indeed Article 79 of the Land Code 

states thats 

"Nothing shall be recovered in respect of diminution in 
value or by way of rent from a person who his arbitraril. 0 
occupied and cultivated vacant state or waqf land .... 
and regularly paid the imposts. " 

(1) Supra Y- 362. 
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Here again the Turkish legislator did not look with 

favour on the principle of state landlordism and the payment 

of rent apart from the land revenue of the state. 

In Iraq howeverg the share of tha state in the miri 

land was generally higher than that in the Tapu land of 
the same condition of irrigation facilities and the kind of 

crop grown, Here again the system in Iraq diverged from 
the Turkish system fcr no apparent reason except ofthe 

course the fact that the legal possession of the miri land 
(tacarraf) has not been alienated by the state and this 

additional demand could be deemed as rent charged in spite 

of the stipulations of the Land Code. In fact it seems 
that the share of the state in miri land had not been 

altered by W hat Pasha when he made a reduction in the came 

of alienated or Tapu land. Thus 1&. Nixon, the Consul 

General in Baghdad writes in 1875 i-e- three years after 

Madhat Pasha had left Iraq thatt(l) 

"it in creditably stated that the Turkish demands on 
some land irrigated by canals in very high; sometimes 
so high as seven-fifteenth of the produce; but in 
Rost plaoesp the demand is limited to one fifth. " 

In 1890 accordiAg to Cuinetv the state demanded One 

third of the produca as the govornment share in miri landl\ 

irrigated by flows In lift land the do--=d was fixed in 

kind according to the area cultivated or the capacitY Of ths 
.i 

(1) ConsulAr Reports, Baghdad# 1875P LUTI1. 
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water-lift contrivance (per bakrah or per bucket)0(1) 

The table in Appendix XIV shows the rates demanded by 

the state on miri land just before the Great War* It will 

be seen that the share of the state in miri land was one 

third of the gross produce in the winter crops in Baghdad# 

KAdhimaint Musayyab, Hindiyya and Kufa; forty per cent of 

the gross produce in Tikritt Sama rag Beledq Baqubav Diwaniyya 

Abu Sukhar, Samaws, and Nusiriyys, and fOrtY-fOur and even 

sixty 
(2) 

per cent of the gross produce in some parts of 

Hillao In the summer crops it was also one third of the 

gross produce in the Uwa. of Baghdad and in Wasayyabt forty 

per cent in 3)iwaniyya, Hasiriyya and Qurnaq fifty per cent 

in Hindiyya. and Kufa and forty-four and again as much as 

sixty 
(3) 

per cent of the gross produce in parts of Hilla. 

Thus the share of the state in miri land in these 

areas exoeeded that demanded from Tapu lands by ton, twenty 

or even thirty or forty per oent of the gross produoeo On 

the other hand, some miri land was exempt from the mella- 

kiyyah ahd was-, liable to the same rate of revenue demand 

as Tapu lands, Thus the total revenue demandg inoluding 

the mellakiyyah, on miri land situated in the headquarter 

Qadha of Karbalat in Nejef, in Qurna and in Kut was only 

fl Cuinet, op. cit. vol. III. P-43. 
2 In the two maqatalas of Batta and Xhawas-91-Maidan, 

(Administration Report of the Revenue Departmentt 
Baghdadv 1918t p*8). 
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twonty p-ar cent of the gross produoe on Anter crops. 

Bu=er crops grown on miri land situated in Nejef, Baqubaht 

Kut and Qurmh were also liable to a revenue demand of 20% 

Of the gross produce only* 

When the Saniyyah Lando werO turned into Madawwarah and 

attached by the State, after the Turkish revolationt the 

Ghare which was roceivad by ths Sultan xwas not altered, so 

that just before the War, as the table in Appendix = shown# 

the share of the state in the Saniyyah land ranged from 36% 

to 44% of the gross produce with the exception of Kutp Qizil 

Robot and Anah where it was lower. 

It must be remembered that these rates are in terms of 

the gross produoe and not the not produce of the land. 

Henae if they were collected in falls even in tapu land, 

where they were lower they would have absorbed the larger 

part of the not income from the land and indeed in the case 

of such high rates as forty per cent or over# they may 

encroach on the cost of production itself. 

Methods of Collection; but these revenue demands were never 

colleoted in full. The severity of the Turkish demands were 

tempered by the laxity of their colleotion. The method of 

the asiessment of the tax varied from place to plaoso In 

the Shatt-al-Arab area, as was otated aboveg it was collected 

as a fixed tax per jerib. In other fruit and date palm 

plantations the fruit-bearing trees were counted and a 
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fixed tax in money was generally imposed on each tree. 

This fixed tax again varied from areato area and from time 

to time. Just before the Wart it was one and a half piastres 

per date bearing tree in Qurnahq from one piastre to twh 

and a half piastres in Mat and Hasiriyyah. In Amaraq it 

was as much as 31 Piastres- More frequently howeverp it was 

2.24 piastres per fruit-bearing tree. (13 Sometimes the 

fruit was estimated while still on the trees and the share 

of the state was assesseds In the case of vegetablesp the 

share of the state was collected at the rate of ton per cent 

and the tax was levied in money when the crop was sold in 

the market. Here it is assumed that the fruits are grown 

in lift land. In the case of other crops grown on lift land 

a fixed tax was imposed on each Bakrah (pulley) or bucket 

of the water lift device. 

The more ganeral ruleg howeverg in flow landp was that 

the crop was estimated every year by a special committee 

aocording to one of the fonowing methods: 

(i) In some casess as in Kut, the number of feddans 

(yokes) were counted and a fixed amount of the crop was 

imposed, on every feddan. 

(ii) In the rice areast the cultivated land was 

measured by ropes and the crop was estimated for every unit 

of the area. 

(1) youngl op. cit. Note to Page 304 Vol. T. 
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(Iii) The crop was simply estimated while standing 

before harvest and the share of the gover=ent assessed# 
(iv) The crop was estimated while a piles in the 

threshing fields or in the stores. 

These methods allowed room for abuse and corruption 

both in the estimation of the average yieldo in the area 

cultivated as well as in the estimation "by eye" Of the 

total crop while standing or in BtOrOB; so that the assess- 

ments were far below the tbeoretioal share of the state. 

Even 80 the assessments were rarely paid in fall. The 

share of the state was sometimes oollected directly by the 

state but in most cases it was farmed. Where direct collso- 

tion was resorted to, the legal ownerv Le, the tapu holderp i 

or mulkp or waqf owner paid the tax directly to the state 

in areas where the authority of the government could be 

maintained and the legal owner had the effective P0600ssion 

Of the lando In the purely tribal areasg the statet even in 

alienated land# usually transcended the legal owner and 

demanded its share from the customary possessor or tribal 

shelkh. Similarly where the tax was collected by farmst 

the lazza holders or the sheikhs were themselves the 

farmers Of the government share. The farmer is generally 

called the Sarkal. 190 may be himself the Lawma holder of 

the area# or one of the Uzza, holders; he may be the 

sheikh of the tribe and alternatively he may be in name & 
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paid agent of the legal holder. 

In the Miri land the share of the state was considered 

as a form of rento and the revenue payer an the lessee of 

the ziri land from the state. A contract of lease called 

Shartnameho(l) According to the MUzarar or crop-sharing 

tenure was made between the Sarkal and the Government 

according to which the sarkal had the lease of the miri land 

on condition that he paid the government shareq kept the 

peace in the area and cooperatod with the Government. The 

contract lasted only for one yeex but it was renewable. 

In practice the shartnamas were never drawn and signed 

annually. Indeed in some cases the state claimed that its 

relation with the tribal chief was based on the Muzara'a 

or. crop sharing system although no shartnamns were drawn 

between the government and the sheikh or lazma holddr at 

any time. Alternatively# once madep it was never renewed, 

The position in the years just before the War was that in 

Dyala, the annual shartnema were regularly made; in Kut 

the grant and renewal of shartnamas were spasmodic; while 

in Diwaniyyah they were seldom issued, 

In Ama aq the Ottoman Gover=ent followed another 

system. Iarge estates (Muqatalag)t usually much too large 

for one person to managep were auctioned for lease for a 

period of three years (later extended to five years) at a 

(1) It was also called Sanad-ol-Tiegamo 
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fixed rent (maqtul). Hence this sytem, was called Iltizam 

of Vuqatalah, Theoretically the choice of lessees was 

unlimited; in practice it was difficult and dangerous to 

adjucato a farm occupied traditionally by a tribe, either 
to the Sheikh of another tribe or to a non-tribal townsman. 

The losseesp thereforej worst almost without 9 xoeptiong the 

leading obeikhe of the local tribes* This system appears 

to have been practised long before Madhat Pasha when the 

whole of the area was under the suzerainty of the Sheikh 

of Beni Mat and the Albu-Muhammad and other smaller tribes 

such as the Albu Darraj# Al-Souaids AI-Isorij and Al-Sudan, 

were vassals to hiz, (l) Then the Albu-Nuhammad became 

independent of the Beni Lan during the Regime of Coercion, 

and farmed their land directly from the GovernMent. In the 

Eighties the Saniyyah acquired from the state some of the 

richest muqatalas in this Liwa and particularly those 

situated in what was then called the Qadha of Zubeirp the 

headquarters of which was Wasaidah. 
(2) The Saniyyah also 

let these estates to the larger sheikhs of the tribes. In 

1890p the Beni Lam and the Albu Darraj (according to 

Cjuinst(3)) famrod six Maqatalas in this Liwaq while the 

Albu Muhammadq 31-Bouaid, JLI-Sudan and Al-Ijairij farmed 

1 Suprap pe 323. 
2 Cuinstp op. cit. 1119 p. 293- 
3 op. cit. vol. IIIp p9283* 
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between them the other eleven mxqatalas of the liwa. When 

the Saniyyah properties were annexed by the statet the 

farming system was oontinued and the share of the government 

wall taken as a fixed amount payable usually in money. 
The share of the state whether in Tapu land or in 

miri land was never collected in fullo In the settled areas 
the payment to the government perhaps approximated the 

assessments, In the tribal areang arrears were left to 

aoou=iate for a few years and finally they Were demanded 

in full at the point of the bayonet. SomGtime8P 48 Often 

happened in Diwaniyyat the troops marched to the vicinity 
but no action was taken* The amount payable was settled by 

an intermediary who often was a memi-tribal sayyid. The 

Turkish commander was bribedt the sayyid retained a part 

of the payment and a fewhundred Turkish liras were taken 

to the local treasury to cover some of the arrears until 

the next expedition, In some oases no compromise wax arrived 

at and the result of the expedition was the confiscation- 

Of the stocks af the tribesp the imprisonment or banishment 

Of the tribal sh#ikh and his replacement by a rival. Normally 

such expeditions were made so costly by the armed resistance 

of the tribes and the difficult terrain of the country that 

the Turkish governors were willing at the outset to acoept 

only nozinal payments for the government share. 
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Nevertheless it appears that the actual receipts by 

the Turkish Government in tithex constituted a great propor- 

tion of the prod-ace of the land and the income of the 

cultivator. The total receipts from the tithes in the 

three Wilayets of Baghdadq Mosul and Basrap on all agricul- 

tural produce (including receipts in lieu of the mellakiyyah 

and in the form of maqtul or iltizam) amounted to 011P929 

ILU 1890 and &527,175 in 1911. Unfortunately we cann t 

Correlate these figures with the total cultivated area to 

Und land taxation per acreq nor can we correlate them with 

the total agrioult=al produce in order to find the 

percentage of the government share to the total produce. 
(') 

The following tableg howevers oompares theme figures with 

the estimated population and the value of the export of 

the dates and graint whioh are by far the most important 

crops in the oo=try. The oorresponding figures for the 

year 1937 are also stated for comparison,, 

(1) A rough estimate of the total cultiTated area can be 
found on pages 676-8 infra. 
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1890 1911 ") 3.937 
Population 11850POOO 2p849pO00 39560POOO 
Date Export f-250#955 9456P795 L974#216 
Grain Export L278040 Llpl989119 t2P1569867 
Total Govt. Revenue 

from Agric. Produos L3119929 L5279175 024t220 (3) 

This number of population in an estimate for 
1919. See Appendix IX. 

ý2ý Inoluding seeds, 
The f1manoial. year ending in Maroh of the following 
year, 

Thus it wil. 1 be seen that the total receipts from lazd 

r9Y9=9 OIL 89ricultural produce show aL =ch smaller propor- 

tiOn Of the value of date and grain export from the country 

in 1937 than in 1911 and a still smaller one than in 1890, 

This is despite the fact that the populationt and therefore 

local corAumption of these products have increased steadily 

between these three dates* In 1937t the rites of revs=*. 

d4mana ranged from ton per cent of the gross produce (or ihe 

produce sold in the market) to a m=imum, of 30% of that' 

produce* It must therefore be concluded that the iotual"' 
Turkisn 

receipts by the/Government from the tithes constituted even 

larger proportions of the gross produce, 
(') Indeed the 

Ottoman Bank estimated the share Of the state in the r8c9iPtD, 

from the grain exported in 1911 'to be 300 of those receiPtat 

while the agriculturalists only received 50 of themp 

leavi3ig 160 : for the cost of intkern4l trmsport and otorago 

(1) The collection in 1937 6f the greater part of the tith* 
in the form of Istihlak (i. e. when the crop was mold in 
the mar)cet) lefT-W=apait of the crop which was used V 
the cOnguraPtiOn Of the cultivator and was not soldp 
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and dealers I profito. 
01 Thus it can be said that perhaps 

nowheres in any part of the world was agrioultural produotiOn 

taxed co heavily as it was taxed in the IrrigatiOn ZOnO Of 

T-raq during this ; sriod. 

But the theory of state landlordism as it wax applied 

by the Turks in the Irrigation Zone was not restricted to 

the demand for a heavy share of the produce of the land 

without giving such gqrvioqx and effecting such development 

in the land as to oomponeate the cultivators in the foM 

Of a heavier crop. It was further used as a means to subdue 

the triUs* Though it was rarely pushed to its logical 

COnClUsion of treating the tribes as tenants-at-willt and 

ClOarir. 9 them off the land wbonever they provoked the dis- 

Pleasure; of the governmentt this theory had nevertheless 

been the most potent weapon In the hands of the government 

to force the tribal sheikhs to obedience and to break the 

solidarity of the tribes. The threat of collecting 'the 

laxge arrears invariably acaumeating due to the origiMny 

heavy demandav made some tribal leaders think twice before 

(ROOtnoto continued from pxovioux page) 

untaxed by the amount of th* Iotihlak whioh was ten per 
cent of the yroduceo yurth*r the additional tax as 
Xel3. akiyyah and water tax whiph wan still collected by 
assessment wag in most oases lenient and below the nominal 
share og the 3t&tg, Hence the total receipts by the 
Government in 1937 from agricultural produce represented 
4 lowar proportion than 10% to 30% of the gross produce* 

(1) Consular Reports# Trade Seriesp 1912v No* 4890., 
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I 4"hey dared to provoke the displeasUre of the provincial 

governor. In some cases the tribal area was partitioned 

&=AS several farmerst each with a separate ohartnamah 

with Ue state, as the deed of loase to 1s$8 holding, Thusp 

in Amara the n=ber of units farmed increased from one or 

two Muqatalas in the Sixties to seventeen Muqatalas in 1890 

and 28 just before the War. 
(') Oiallar procedure was 

followed in ]Cut and I)Jwaniyyah# Another method followed was 

the encouragement of some tribes more amenable to Ottoman 

Control to settle in the land formally claimed by another 

tribe. A case in view is the settlement of Al-Patlah In 

the J11ndiyy& area to weaken the power of the 1hasail tribes 

from within. 

Theme methods, logically resulting from the theory of 

state landlordism, were employed with more or lose effective- 

uses in nearly all the tribal areas* The high share 

demmded by the state acted as a deterrant to the expansion 

of cultivation and the mettlement of the peasants., 2h* 

sowing of disaffection among the various sections Of the 

tribes increased tribal feuds and enhanced the militant 

NPirit Of the tribes, Then the local militia was strong, 

the government supporter among the tribes was probably 

upheld and & certain degree of 2604rity achieved in the 

Supraq p. 613 dainsto Illo p. 283; Bellt Op. Oit- 
p. 22o 
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tribal aream; but When the local jdljtazj =LitB were 

P%rtiIL1lY withdrawn for other parts of tte country or outoid-, 

it# the disaffected sections were quick 10 seize their Oha3IO* 

and IL U=ber of old grievances and tribal feuds flared 'up 

into tormidable tribal rising or serious inter-tribal 

0011flIct which went very far to undo the work of settlement 

8nd expansion induced by auoh external faotors as the 

development of transport sto. The policy of the Tiuks can 

be OXOMpUfled in Ama at during the last &eWe of this 

periodo In this liwat individual and sootional, prescriptive 

rights to the land are generally absent and although the 

tribe an a whole may lay a claim over a pawticul6x. part of 
this liwa, the varioum sections of the tribe, moved frolk 

CAO =qatafa to another an they became terumte of +-his OT 

'that tribal head who farmed the maqatata from the government, 

Thus 9 
"every chief# if he wished to maintain hia VdffitiOllt was 
obliged to farm sufficient land to give 0IAPlQYm$z't to 
his followers at the risk of seeing them disperse ard 
offer their earvicas to another lord* profiting by 
, this necervityp the Turks put up the lease$ to auction 
and encouraged the oheMo to bid against one another 
until the amounts bid reached a figure far above the 
value of the entate. Both the Turkish officials and 
the farmers know that they could AGT*r be paidq but the 
officials had the rlessurs of *xhibiting to the depart- 
mental heads at Xetanbul enormous demands frox their 
province which were comr*rtably interpreted an being 
synonymous with enormous revenuel While they gloo 
enjoyed t2it satisfaction Of TOGSivIft Contilmal bribes 
from the: ALrmSr$ to Induce them AOt to press for pay- 
ment. The farmers had to be backed. merchant mrsties 
who took from them Urge sum., 7izxaljLy, 

when tbs jmgm 
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arrearjo ý&& mounted up agai; wt the farmer or he had 
attvacted the private an-mity of an official or the 
displeasure of governmentp the whole erection would 
topple down at one blow; the fArmar, if a sheikh would 
pass from rebellion to imprisonment or exilet the lands 
and houses of t1he surety woi; ld be confiscated and the 
estate would be put* up afresh to auction and farmed for 
a still higher and more lxpQssibl, e rent to the rivals 
of the supplanted man. Scarce a year passed without 
conflict. The watorwa of the 

% 
grin... would be 

blocked by Insurgent 
YAefe 

of Albu. MUhammad or Boni 
Lam, who advertIsed their just grIevances by holding 
up traffic and flring on the river steamorso" (3. ) 

Such was the alternative policy chosen by the Turks aftoý 

repealing the jznd poliay of 11, adhat Pasha. Could it be said 

to have solTed the land and tribal problems in Iraq? The 

answer can easily be given but before that is done the 

position of the aotual oultivation of the land must be 

oonsiderado 

(1) Bell or. cit. P4220 
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The Customary system of Land Tenure and the 

The cultivated land of the Irrigation Zone of Iraq was 

divided into muqatalas (estates)l these muqatalas were 

divided Into qitlas (pieces) which were in their turn split 

up Into plots variously called faddans,, khaitap jeribsp 

shiggass wuslaso juft jisimp sahams hussax nagehat Tall'a, 

shkarap etc. according to the area of the plot* the kind of 

crop grown and the manner of its tenure. 

Goneral3yopeaking these divisions would correspond with 

the social division of the tribe and the system of tribal 

tenure* The tribal dirah usually consisted of one or more\ 

Muclatalas leased by the sheikh from the legal owner of the 

land whether that legal owner was the states the Saniyyah, 

the waqf or the Tapu holder* The muqata'a ran sometimes to 

thousands of acres andeven to tons of thousands In the winter 

crop areas4i Some muqatatas In these areas are known to have 

exceeded a hundred thousand acres, In the rice areas# the 

muqata'a rarelv exceeded a few thousand acres and In most 

cases they were less than a thousand acres. In date plan-, 

tations they were naturally still 108so 

The qittas were generally hold by a sub-tribal chief 

variounly called Sahib al-iazma, mallak, musaggim or 
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sarkal. 
1 The q1ta 'a ran to a few hundred acres In the winter 

crop areas and was usuaLly under a hundred acres in the rice 

areas and In date plantatiom. 

The plots in every qita 'a wo; xld correspond to the 

holding of the peasant or fellsh and ranged from ton to 

f if ty acres in the winter crop areas m3d frOlu three or four 

to ten acres In rice areao and In date plantations. 

The relation between these agrarian classes to each 

other and to the legal holder varied from area to area 

according to the nature of the crop grown# tho wathod of 

cultivation and above all the solidarity of the tribe. In 

general the Irrigation ýonu could be divided into three areas: 

Firstly, the purely tribal areas where the tribal bond was 

very strong as In the Uuntafig, Diwaniyya,, Amaras the Dulaim 

and among the tribe of Rabi 'a In Nut and the " "ubeid In Hills. 

Secondly# in areas which were still tribal but the solidarity 

There is no common name used to denote the qit'a holder. 
In Kut he is called the lazma holder (Sahib al-lazma)s 
in Diwaniyya and Hills. he was generally called the mellak; 
In Muntafiq and Amara he was mostly called the Sarkal, 
The "lazma holder" and "mallak" are intercha nge able terms 

and mean the qit'a holders who have prescriptive right to 
the land. This Is again not universal as in Muntafiq the 
term zaellak Is given to the Tapu holder and in Uahmoudiýrya 
It is given even to a townsmen wbo lent the seeds stoo 
against a share of the produce, and the customary holder 
Is either called Sahib al-lazma or sarkal, The latter term 
may also be given to the payer of the government revenue 
which he collected from a number of customary holders in 
the area# as for instance in Suq-el-Shuyukh. In other 
cases as in Diwanlyyap the sarkal may simply be a tenant 
to the tribal chief or to the legal holder or even a ppld 
employee rather than the customary holder of the land. 
Where the earkal has also a proprietory (customary) right 
to the land# he Is called generally "sarkal mallak". 
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of the tribe had weakened and the tribe was broken up Into 

their ccmponent sections down to the qit's holder or sarkal 

so. in some parts of Hills, in Samrra and the Dujail area# 

In Mahmoudiyya and the area west of Bagdad azý &Igo along 

the Tigris below Bagdad to Bughaila. Thirdly* the areas 

where the tribes had completely diaintedrated down to the 

individual tribesman and for all purposee did not exist or 

only existed In name and c3cial affiliation, but had no 

economic significance; such for instance were the areas 

In the gardens and date plantations of Basrcr Karbala, Dyala, 

and Bagdad and also in the grain lands neighbouring or 

attached to them. 

(v! ) Where tha tribal organization was still strong, the 

tribal dirsh composed of one or more Muqatalas Was farmed by 

the tribal sheikhs from the legal holder according to a con- 

tract called the Shartnamah or Sanad-el-tisgam, whereby the 

sheikh undertook against the lecoo of-the land, to pSY to 

the leggl qwner a share of the produce or (much less frequent3y) 

a fixed amount of rent in kind or JIA monoy every year* Some- 

timee the tribal sheikh could actually move soctions of the 

tribes from one qitta to another &a he oub3at tha land 

against a share of the produce (or as in Amara# agOinst a 

fixed sum) to the sub-tribal chiufso Thun in A=rus a few 

tribal sheikhs farmed the muqatatas of the whole of the land 
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of that liwap each in his own tribal dirah. These sheikhs 

then shblet the gitalas to the sarkals or the sub-tribal 

chiefs# and they actually could move them from one qit'a 

to another and even from one muqata Oa to another, together 

with the whole of the tribal section under their leadership4 

This is more or less the case among the tribe of Rabita 

In Fut and the Zubeid in Hilla# and acme tribal sections of 

the Muntafiq confederation. 

More generally# however# the tribal sheikh had no such 

Power over the movement and holding of the sub-tribal chiefs. 

Each muqata'a was divided into q1talas held traditionally 

by one or other of the sub-tribal chiefs whom the tribal 

chief could not move without incurring the enmity and dis- 

loyalty of that particular section to which the land belonged. 

The sheikh also had his own land which partly belonged to 

him as the leader of his own tribal sections and partly be- 

longed to his office as the paramount tribal sheikh# and was 

therefore called the share of the mudhif. He either managed 

his holding by himself or engaged a sarkal for the tlsgam 

(cultivation and management) of the land. When the qIt'a 

holder also claimed a prescriptive right to the land and 

could not'be moved by the tribal sheikh, the latter was 

a tax-firmer of the government share and the collector of 

rent due to the legal holder of the muqatalas under his farm. 
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This Is mostly the case in Diwanlyya. In Dulaim, Kut, and 

Muntafiq, the tribal sheikh was more than a farmer of the 

government share; he had a share in the produce of the 

land of the sarkals and could sometimes move them from their 

holdings. 

In both these cases the sheikh had several other Im- 

portant duties to perform; such as the maintenance of order 

and security in the tribal dirah and the arbitration In dis- 

putes among his tribesmen; he represented the tribe via-&- 

via the government# the legal holder# and the neighbouring 

tribess and he organized the defence of the locality against 

outside aggression; he organized the hashir or forced labour 

contributed by the qit'a holders for the clearing of canals, 

the strengthening of the river banks# the building of tem- 

porary and permanent weirs over the rivers and canals, and 

other general communal work that was needed In the tribal 

dirahs finally he supervised the distribution of the canal 

water among the qit'a holders and prevented any trespass or 

damage done by the alignment of the drainage lines of one 

qit'a to the crop of the other* 

Apart from his share of the produce in his own gitlas, 

the sheikh sometimes clained certain dues from the sub-ttibal 

chiefs. These took the form of either a share of the produce 

of the land as in Kutp (1) or a fixed amount from every 

(1) See below, p. 632 
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faddan or bakra as in Duleimo (1) or the crop of small 

plots of land (called talita) to be cultivated by the 

fellahin for his benefit as in some parts of Muntafiq. 

He also received considerable revenue from the lease 

of uncultivated land to shepherds who visited the tribal 

dirah from another area and did not belong to the same 

tribe and often also levied taxes on river craft and cara- 

vans passing through the tribal dirsh.. 

But his most important remunerations howevers accrued 

to him from his capacity as the farmer of the governwnt 

revenue and the lessee of the land from the legal holder. 

In most cases the government allowed him a rebate Of a part 

of its share up to about six per cent of the gross crop. 

In addition# he retained a good portion of the land revenue 

and the mellakiyyah (rent) which (as was shown above) was 

never paid in full# whereas he often collected them in full 

from the qjt'a holders, Thic rule# however# is not universal. 

In Diwaniyyahl, for inetance,, whatever tho sheikh paid to the 

government was actually divided among the various holders of 

the land according to their holdings. 

(b) Xfhere the tribe had partially disintegrated# the 

qjt'a holders were more or less completely Iridependent of 

(1) This is called The Mashyakha or the right of the sheikh* 
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the paramount sheikh to whom they only owed nominal alle, 

giance. They hold the qjt'aG directly froni the legal holder 

under a contract of tiagam. and carried all the duties with 

regard to canal clearance and arbitration of disputes. Thus 

for Instance the =qatalas situated on the left bank of the 

Hills, Rivers were divided Into independent qit'as each hold 

by a separate holder of the Jubur tribes. This is also the 

case with most of the muqatatas In the area enc2OBed by 

Fellujaj, Muaayyab and Bagdad, Here also the tribes have 

disintegrated into sections each holding' a qitta IndependentIf 

of his neighbour. Similarly In the Dujail Area above Bagdad 

and on the left bank of the Tigris below Bagdad down to Bug- 

hails, the land was leased mostly by the qIt'a rather then 

by the maqats'a from the legal holder, It appears that 

wherever the Saniyyah had land# the tribe seem to have dis- 

integrated into their compunent sections and the land was 

leased by the q1t'a* The only exception to this rule seems 

to have been in Amara where the land was farmed In muqatalas 

to the tribal sheikhs, This may have been the result of a 

deliberate policy followed by the Saniyyah to go beyond the 

sheikh to the sub-tribal leaders and deal with the latter 

directlys The success of this rAthod is undoubtodly due 

not so much to the power that was at the disposal of the 
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saniyyah. administration# as to the fact that that admini- 

stration took over the duties of the tribal sheikhs such 

as the maintenance of order# protection from external aggres- 

sion and the organization for canal ciearances so that the 

duties of the paramaount sheikh having more or less die- 

appeared# his office became redundant and he gradually sank 

Into the ranks of qitta hol4ers, 

(a) In the settled areasO in the vicinity of Bagdad, 

In the liwa of Dyalapin Karbala and# above all# in Basra# 

the tribe having for the most part completely disappeared 

or disintegrated# the legal holder generally had the effec- 

tive possession and management- of the land. Here the legal 

holder or his agent replaced the tribal sheikh in the muqa- 

talas while the qitlas were managed by sarkals who acted as 

mere tenantep both In practice and In lawp to the legal hol- 

der. In some cases the legal holder managed the gitlas by 

himself by employing the fellahin mostly on the crop sharing 

system and had a paid wakil to look after his Interests. 

- 
Hence as a rule the qjt'a was the unit Of cultivation 

in the Irrigation Zone of Iraqq and there was generally an 

intermediary between the legal holder of the land and the 

actual cultivators (the fellahin) of it. This is true in 

the purely tribal areas# as well as in the semi-disintegrated 

tribal areas and the non-tribal or settled areas. * His 
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agricultural functions were generally called the tiýga 

Under this term fell such work as the employmnt of the 

fellahin on the land and lending them "assistance" (musat 

adah) or "advance" (silfe h) in the form of sedds and susten- 

ance until the harvest. He decided which part of the qit'a 

should be ploughed and irhich should be loft fallow, He 

allotted the plots to the cultivators and organized the 

distribution of water in his q1t'a and chose some members 

of his feliahin or all of them for the hachir for canal 

clearance or other duties inside his qit0a or outside it, 

In the purely tribal areas the qit0a holder generally 

held his land in his capacity as the representative of his 

own tribal section. The holding In this case was heritable 

and pas3ed to his direct male descendants. Females did not 

as a rule inherit land in the tribal areas. The holding wag 

generally not partitioned among the heirs# butpassed as the 

sheikhdom itself to the most promising and influential mem. 

ber of the family of the deceased. Although the elder son 

was the apparent suacessorp a younger son# a brother# or a 

(1) In his capacity as organizer of cultivation# the qitta 
holder is called "musaggim". Sometimes this term - munag- 
gim - was given to a townsman who lent seeds and advances 
to fellahin against a share of the produce whereas the 
sub-tribal chief was in charge of the more social duties. 
The earkal was remunerated by either a share of the pro- 
duce with the musaggim or a fixed amount on every plot 
cultivated, Alternatively he was allowed to cultivate 
his plot free of the share of the musaggixL. This in 
mostly in the areas where the tribes have disintegrated 
as in Mahmoudiyya and in the Dujail and parts of Hillao 
In Mahmoudiyyas the musaggim was also*called mellak. 
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nephew might be the succeeding holder of the lazmas Other 

members of the family either worked under him# or were joint 

partners in the proceeds or were allowed piots of land free 

of the share of the meliak. Sometimes the la=a holder 

allotted parts of the lana to his relatives before his 

death and they retained possession of them after his death 

so that the land was In practice partitioned* In other 

cases where the lazma holding was largre and there was a 

cleavage within the family of the deceased lazma holders 

partition-aptually took place but such partition was mostly 

accompanied or followed by much ill feeling and feud. These 

problems of inheritance also relate to the holding of the 

sheikh and to the office of sheikhd=,, and were very much 

exploited# and disaffection often encouraged by the Turks 

in their effort to break the solidarity of the tribe* 

The lazma holding originated in various ways. 8ozAtimG9 

it was a result of the partition of the tribal dirah among 

the ruling family or a ng the sub-tribal chiefs# after the 

death of a powerful paramount sheikh who hold the whole area 

under his sway. Sometimes it was a rosult of partition among 

the tribal sections after the conquest of the land In battle 

and according to the number of fighters In each tribal sec- 

tion who participated in the battle. Often it was originally 

a grant to a sub-tribal chief for services rendered or as an 

r 
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inducement to make him contribute his forces in case of 

need, Sometimes it was as a result of development carried 

out by the tribal section of which the lazma holder was the 

leader. It will be seen that in all these cages ownership 

of the land was not individual but accruing to the whole 

Of the tribal section of which the lazma holder was the 

leader. 

Nevertheleso individual holdings ware not entirely 

absont, in the tribal areas, Within the q1t1as we e=etimes 

find Individual prescriptive rights to plots of land per- 

taining to the rank and file of the tribe (theafrad). These 

Individual rights were variously called naffshap hussa# saham, 

jisimp sh1gga, khaitp ahkarap etc. These rights arose either 

by sub-divi9ion of the la=as which led to the qreation of 

0 peasant proprietor type of holding; or by original par- 

tition of tho land amor4; the indiviAual taffegah (riflemn)o 

lAore often it originated frora first development or by a 

grant from the lnzma holder or the ahoikh for services ren- 

dered. Thus tho installation of a charid in riverain plot 

or the planting of trees may be the origin of such individlaal 

prescriptive rights. In other cosesk the grant by the lazma 

holder or tho sheikh of a plot of land to a tribesman in 

what is called flahah mlachah Leo "with the right of the 

fellah as well as the right of the mellak in the crop"& may 
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be the origin of It. The recipients of such favours were 

sometimes the relatives of the sheikh or the lazma holder# 

the cay7ids, who were the ambassadors and the priests and 

the arbiters of dispute In the area* to influential tribes- 

men who Imn1grated to the area from another section# and 

to ordinary tribesmen who had distinguished themselves in 

battle or on othor occasions. 

These peasant-, proprietor holdings sometimes constituted 

a great proportion of the cultivable land particularly in 

rice areas and date plantations. Thus in rice areas of the 

lower H"iyyah (in the Qedhas of Shamiyyah and Abu Sukhair), 

11r. Ahried Fahml 1 
found In 1925 that of the total cultivated 

area in these two qadhasp which amounted to 74#300 donume 

(2500 sq, moters), 32,800 donams were hold directly by the 

afrad and the smaller sarkals (direct holders from the go- 

vern=nt) and the romaining 41#500 donums were held by the 

larger holders (the sheikhs and the chiefs), who held over 

100 donums each (i. e. nearly 621 acres). The number of the 

small holders, according to the same source, was-, - 5x200.2 

This gives each holder an average of 6.3 donums each or 

about four acres. The number of the large holders were 115 3 

1 TaqrIr Hawl-al-lraqp Bagdad, 1926, p, 82 
2 Op. cit. p P. 89 
3 09. cit. * P. 85. Of these 86 hold between 100 and 400 

donums each# 21 hold between 400 and 1000 donumsp while 
the remining 8 holdera,, held between 1000 and 4000 donums 
each; Apparently no one In this area had a bolding over 
4000 donums. 
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and employed between them 6#000 fellahin. Thus 47% of the 

peasants in this area had a proscriptive right to the land 

in their posaassion. 

Similarly In Bug-el-Ghuyukhp the peasant proprietors 

who were called so- Naggasha (singular Naggash frorn nagshah) 

hold by far the greater part of the land in the Qadha and 

particularly In the date plantations, There the sarkals 

were merely the farmers of the government revenue and the 

right of the tapu holder. In addition they however claimed 

a fixed amount in kind or in money from each naggash in 

lieu of their services and tribal chieftainship. Sometimes 

in the sam area, these dues took the form of talilae Each 

nagaash had to cultivate a strip of land not exceeding one 

tenth of his holding for the benefit, of the oarkal. 

Peasant holdings also existed on a considerable scale 

in the areas of Daghara where rice and shitwi crops are 

grown and in the shitwi and date plantations of JarbouiMh 

below Hilla. 1 Small holdings under the Taabah in the date 

plantations of Basrah and mugharasah elsewhere will be ex- 

Plained later. 

Nevertheless the mostýtypical holding in the Irrigation 

(1) There are at present peacant-proprietor holdings on a 
considerable scale in the canal areas of Yusuflyyaq Mah- 
moudiyyas Ibrahim-al-Alis Abu Ghurnib and Ugailp but these 
have been created artificially by the government after 
the Great War subsequent to the digging of these canals. 
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Zone was that of a qjt'a held by an inte=ediary between 

the legal holder and tho fellahs, arA who employed the 

fellahin on the crop sharing system. By far the greater 

majority of the actual cultivators of the aoil held the 

land under this tenure. 

hand Holding 

The SYstem of crop sharing tenure has been known In 

Iraq since the First Babylonian period or perhaps earlier, 

Hence the Hammourabi Coda fixed the duties and shares of 

the cultivating partner and regulated the relation between 

him and the land owner. 
1 liewman 2 

shows that this form of 

tenure wasmore general than ordinary leaseholds during the 

Sassanide period. In the Islamic periodo the practice was 

left substantially intact# and later this form of contract 

was embodied in the Islamic Civil Law* Thus the crop-shar- 

Ing tenure is included in the Mejelleh under partnership and 

was called the muzara'a in the case of grain land and the 

musaqat in the case of plantations. 
3 They are compared with 

the mudharabah in commerce where capital is provided by one 

partner and labour by the other while the profits are shared 

between the two partners. In muzara'a the land Is provided 

ý1 C. H. W. Johnaj, The Hamwourabi Codes op, cit. 
2ý Agricultural life of the Jews In Ilooopotamiap opcitep 

)PP-49-73 t (3 For Mulara a see Arts. 1441-1"8; for mueaqat, Arts. 
11+31-1440. 
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by one partner and labour by the others whilet tho various 

MQ&ns of Cultivatiun are furnishud by ona or the other of 

the partners accordin,; to agrearlont; tho crop being shared 

in various proportions again accordinj to agreement. In 

musagat, -treeo instead of grain lanLI uro 91-ovided by one 

partner# and labour by the others whila the fruits aro 

shared between them. The contract usually lasted for one 

season; and when the harvest was gathered and divided, the 

contract ended unleaa it was renewed. 

I This form of tenure was follow4d not only between the 

peasant and the la=3 holder,, but also between the latter 

and the lezal holder or the utatee A3 we huye seen In the 

relation between the le6al holder una the lazma holder or 

the Shaikh# the form of muzara'a (outside tho settled areas) 

was merely a legal fiction azid the legal holder had no 

power to evict the cultivatinZ partner frau the land at the 

and Of tha harvest. This is also true of the relation of 

the lazma holder with =gat of the cultivating pessante or 

the fallahin, The sanction against eviction of the fellsh 

In this case was tribal custom rather then laxity of admi- 

nistration, 

There ware two classes of fallahin or afrads those 

9ho belonged to the saw triLe &a the Lazma holder and were 

therefore related to him In blood and kinship# and those Who 
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were of a different tribe and took refuge in the area with 

the permission of the tribal sheikh or the lazma holder. 

They were both in theory tenants at will and their con- 

tracts,, written or oralt lasted for one season to be renewed 

If the lazma holder thought desirable. but the practice 

diverged from the theory and was more true with regard to 

the walio7a triebeamen" than with regard to the native. It 

was also nearer the truth In the settled areas* In the 

purely tribal areast and especially *ith the native tribes- 

man# the fellah could not be called an agricultural labourer 

or a tenant at will. His economic position was Inescapably 

governed by his social positione His duties and rights 

arose more out of his tribal affiliation than out of his 

economic function as the tiller of the soil. In these tur- 

bulent areas fighting was as much a function of the fellah 

and other members of the tribe as the tilling of the soil, 

Indeed he was first a fighter then a cultivator of the soil. 

Those# too, who come from another tribe Were employed on 

condition that they accepted tribal law and carried arms and 

defended the honour and possession of the tribe whenever 

they were called upon to do so. If a fellah was ejected 

from his holding or left it voluntarily# he was readily wel- 

comed by another musaggim or tribal leader, unless he was 

known to have committed a dishonourable act,, Hence the lazma 
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holder was loath to part with his fellahin and risk the 

waning of his tribal Influencep while watching the influence 

Of his rivals grow. 

Moreovers whatever development had taken place,, such 

as the opening of a now canal* the draining of a marsh area, 

the constant clearing of the existing canals and the build- 

ing of weirs and embankments, was done by the aid of the 

fellah not in his capacity as a labourer who was paid for 

the job# but In his capacity as a tribesman called upon by 

his chief to give a hand in this and many other communal 

duties. Hence in purely tribal areas the fellah can be 

said to have a share in the land as well as in the crop 

which he raised, He could not be evicted from the tribal 

area by the musaggim or by the sheikh except for a serious 

breach of the tribal law. Indeed this partnorship is some- 

times implicitly acknowledged by the sheikh of the lazma 

holder# as for instance when the tribesman were closely 

related to him in blood or when re-allotment took place as 

In some parts of Shatrah, Afag and Diwaniyyah. 

This is not exactly the case with that class of tribes- 

men (generally very small in the purely tribal areas) who 

belonged to a different tribe and took refuge or sought am- 

ployment with the lazma. holdare These could mostly be 

called tenants at will and their relation to the land was 
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more economic than social. They could be evicted at the 

end of the harvest and indeed thoy constituted a more or 

less floating population who sought employment with this 

or that musaggim. But even here some of them got assimilated 

in the tribe as time went on. As they stayed with the same 

musaggim for a long period, they too developed a moral 

, right of employment in the lando and it was considered a 

breach of good tribal morality to evict them from the land. 

All of these tribeemeni Participated In battle and in the 

CO=Unal labour and accepted the tribal code and custom; 

hence their relation too was not entirely economic# but be- 

Came gradually more and more of a social nature the longer 

they stayed In the tribal dirah. 

Where the tribe had disintegrated or was undergoing 

that process, the reverse tendency took place# lose the 

position of the fellah tended to change from a social to 

an economic relations and the qit'a tended to be held by 

the lazma holder or malisk more as a private holding and 

Individual owner ship rather than as a communal property with 

the holder as the trustee or representative of the tribal 

section occupying the gitla. It follows that the tenure of 

the afrad In these areas tended to be based more on their 

contkacts and less on their social status as members of the 

tribe* Wherever tribal disintegration had set in# the tribal 
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sheikh too tended to consider his qIt*as and the share of 

the mudhif as his private property, These tendencies were 

induced by the rise of commercial spirit in the rural areas# 

and by the increase of security In some parts of the country 

which was within the reach and control of the central admini- 

stration# Here the function of the fellah as a soldier 

began gradually to lose its significance and reality# and 

the sheikh could dispense with his services without undue 

lose of power or prestige as these began to be derived more 

from ownership of the land and lose froin tribal chieftain- 

ship. The legal conception of land tahure of muzara! a and 

musaqat based on private holding and tenancy exerted its 

Influence in the same direction. The Turkish and above all 

the Saniyyah policy of dealing with the sheikh or sub4ribal 

sheikh as the losses of the land was also another factoro 

Hance lazma holdings began to be sold or bequeathed by their 

holders in these disintegrated tribal areas often with the 

full recognition of the Turkish administrative officials who 

were Included as witnesses In the body of the contract. 

But this tendency did not assume a largescale movement 

in the Irrigation Zone even by the end of this period, By 

far the greater part of tribal land was still hold under 

tribal tenure and communal ownership. The fellah was mostly 
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a partner In the land and in the produce. The land was 

usually not sold or bought between tribesman among themselvea 

except perhaps in those holdings which were of the nature 

of the peasant proprietor typet such as the holdings of the 

afrad in the rice areas of the lower Hindiyyah and the 

nagshas in Sug-ei-shuyukh. The holding of the lazma and 

the share of the mudhif were communal. Lven the sarkals 

employed by the bheýgh and the larZer tribal chiefs would 

not be considered tenants at will or employees of the sheikho 

but had a share together with their followers in the holding 

Under their 6ultivation, only in the post-war period did 

the tendency of commUnal ownership to become private owner- 

ship by the larder tribal holders asa=e a real and definite 

large scale movement and transformed tribalism Into feudalism 

or capitalistic cultivation, 

In the vioinity of the towns and in the settled areas, 

the relation of the agrarian classes between themselves and 

the legal holder was more contractual and economic than so- 

cial. There the lazma, holder himself became a more sarkal 

or a tenant of the legal holder bound by a contract of 

lease# paying a share of the produce or a fixed sum as a rent 

to the legal holder. Sometimes he was not even a lessee but 

a more wage earner paid by the legal holder to look after 

the interests of the latter; while tho fellahin were 
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employed directly by the Tapu holder. The status of the 

fellahin too was based on a contract and they often could 

be dismissed at will, Some of them were paid monthly wages 

in money or in kind,, while the majority of them were crop 

sharing tenants, The position In the settled areas could 

be Illustrated in the land tenure followed In the data plan. 

tations of Basra and Shatt-el-Arabo In that area the owner 

of the plantations dealt with either of two classes of 

cultivators one was called the taab and the other the fellfth. 

In case the land needed plantations for the first time or 

was so badly and sparcely planted that it needed extensive 

development, a contract was made with a teab for a period 

varying between ten and thirty or fifty years during which 

the taab had to plant the land and bear expenses of cultiva- 

tion such as the digging of minor channels and ditches# the 

making of wells, the planting of shoots# etc* Largercanals 

and sometimes the walls too were however made at the expense 

of the landlord. While the period of the contract was still 

running# the fruit of the plantation was either shared between 

the landlord and the taab or entirely accrued to the latter., 

Similarly,, whatever subsidiary products were grown In the 

land# such as fruit trees (other than dates) alfalfa# 

vegetables and grain# were likewise either retained by the 

taab or shared by contract botween them, At the end of the 
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period of the contract, the taab was entitled to a portion 

of the land which he planted, in full ownerchipe This share 

was usually a fourth In Basra and it was chouen by tho land- 

lord and usually specified in the contract to be the least 

developed part of the plantation (kharab) presumably in or- 

der that the taab should carry out the plantation properly 

in all the land. In this way a great number of the peasants 

came to own proprietory holdinjs in the plantations of Basra 

while still a greater number remained in the land under 

the taabah contract which had not ended* The great number of 

this class Is accounted for by the extensive development 

carried out In this area during this period# as the expan- 

sion of production of dates show. 

The right of the taab Is heritable during the period of 

the contract, It could be (and was) sold or otherwise dis- 

posed of with the consent of the landlord, The taab could 

not be evicted from the land unless he was paid fall com- 

pensation for his share of any development which had been 

effected in the land. 

If the lanM was already devoloped and fully planted, 

the landlord usually employed a follah to tend to the trees 

against a share of the produce. Similarly the taab often 

employed fellahin to help him in the development of the 

land against a share of the produce. The status of the 

fellah In this area was entirely bound up by his contracte 
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In It his duties and shares of every kind of the crop was 

stated either by writing or orally following the custom of 

the locality, The period of the contract was usually for 

one year but longer periods were also known. 

The system of taabah was not restricted to the area 

Of Shatt-el-Jtrab. A plantation contract which involved the 

ownership of the trees (the land was usually tapu or miri 

outside Basra and could therefore not be owned In mulk, 

It however followed 1 the trees) was often made in the date 

and other fruit gardens In Baghdad# Diyala# Karbala and 

Hills* There the contract was called mugharasahs but this 

term was also used in the contract which involved the sharing 

Of the crop only, The cultivating partner was called the 

mugharlso Often the share of the mugharis was half of the 

trees (in mulk) at the end of the contract. Here also the 

right was heritable and could be transferred during the 

period Of the contract* Wliila the period was still running,, 

the dates and the fruits were usually shared between the 

mugharis and the landlord,, other crops such as vegetables,, 

lucerne and grain were mostly left to the mugharis although 

he generally sent presents of the produce of these crops 

to his landlord in their seasons. 

(1) See Bupra, pp. 294-5. 
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Outside Basra, the. more general system of plantation 

contracts did not Involve the ownership of the trees but 

was restricted to a share of the crop of dates and fruits 

together with the whole or a share of the subsidiary crops 

grown. The period of the contracts was however usually 

longer than one season# and the mugharis could not be evicted 

from the plantation before the end of his contract without 

compensation for any development which he had effected in 

the land. Sometimes it o nly lasted for one year and the 

musharls was in that case merely a tenant at will. 

Apart from the fellah. there was also the casual and 

seasonal labourer who was employed to help In the harvest# 

In the threshing of the corn and in the collecting and the 

packing of dates, Some of the fellahin In the winter crops 

moved to the sumer or rice areas at harvest tire to help In 

the harvest and threshing of the rice# which usually took 

place In September and October when the afli sowing in 

the winter crop areas had not begunj while the crop of the 

last season had already been collected and stored. Similarly 

some of the fellahin in the rice areas came to the winter 

crop areas in April and May when the sowing of the rice 

crop has not yet started. Thus a great number of the fellahin 

from the shitwi areas In the Gharraf moved in autumn to the 

Dice areas of Shatzaand Buqt while In the late spring the 

movement of the fellahin was In the opposite direction* 

I 
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Bimilar movements took place between the Hills branch of 

the Euphrates where winter crop was grown and the Hindlyya 

branch where summer crop was mostly grown, This also took 

place between the rice areas Of Amara and the winter areas 

above that town up to Kut and in Haij and also on a smaller 
movement took place 

scale/between the heads and the tails of the various canals# 

of Dyala. In some perennial canal areas and also In lift 

Irrigation the land was fit for winter as well as summer 

crops (other than rice) and the peasant was engaged through- 

out the year In different plots of land or even In the same 

plot where two crops were grown in one year. 

The seasonal labourer was paid in kind either a fixed 

quantity or a fixed ahare'of the harvest* 
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DIvislon of the crop 
-arid 

the share of the irellah. 

It to vcry dlfflculý to assess the ooonomic position and 
the remuneration of the follahv and oven wora co to measure 

the chazges In his Ilositlon during this periods as the ma- 

terlals at our disposal for estimation of his share of the 

produce are put In general tome and wero not rolated to a 

particular locality. FurthermDro even If these shares were 

kw= at the beginning and at the end of the periods, we can t. 

Judge whether his remuneration has Irproved or deteriorated as 

his Income also depended on the state of Irrigation hnd pro- 

ductivity of the lands on the actual amounts levied by the 

state and the landlord# and on what subsidiary occupation he 

practised as for Instance the rearing or sheep and seasonal 

work elsewhere. 

Lr. temball stated In 1865 M# that wthe greater portlon 

of canal lands in gover=ant property and farcied to middlemen 

who sublet It In parcels at rates equivalent In money or In 

kind to half Its produce,, Ir the farmer or other middleman 

supplies the seeds azA cattle and maintalno the cultivator 

until harvestp as In usually the casep the latter receives one 

tenth only of the rcimaInIng half as a recompense for his 

labour. " 

(1) GIrcular on Cotton Cultlvatlon,, op. alt. 
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The above remark evidently relates to miri land in canal 
areas in the Ifilayet of Baghdad; where exactly are these 

terme applicable and whether there are any variations In 

different localities, in saifi and shitwi cr0PsP and in 
"private land, 03, mr. Kemball does not Say- 

Cuinet's account of the division of the crop in 1890 is 

more detailed. - He states' that in Tapu land the division of 
the crop varied in the winter and su=mr crop areas and In 

the land cultivated by lift Irrigation. 

In the winter crop areas that are alienated in the Tapup 

the crop was divided into five parts: one fifth was taken 

by the government and called al-mirrIZZah, one fifth by the 

tapu holder and called tapu and the remaining three fifth 

were divided equally between the I'mellak" and the follsh. 
2 

According to the same writer the mellak furnished the seeds# 

hence the fellah received onlr thirty per cent of the gross 

produce in 18901, but the seeds were provided for him* Whether 

the seeds'were borrowed by the fellah and had to be paid back 

at harvest# and how Much was the share of the fellah if he 

provided his own seeds,, Mi. Cuinet is silent on these POintc- 

In rice land which are Tapu the state received twenty 

per cent of the produce and the legal owner thirty per cent; 

the other half of the Produce was divided between the mellak 

ýlj op. cit. III, p-43- 
2 Ibid. 
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and the fellah. The latter usually received a third of the 

total gross produce leaving 17 2/3 per cent of it to the 

mellak or musaggim. Mere the land was Saniyyahl, the share 

of the legal owner as well as that of the state was received 
bY the Sanlyyah administration. 

1 

In Tapu land irrigated by lift,, the division of the crop 
according to Cuinet was as follows 2: 

after the government 

share was taken which is ten per cent of the gross produce, 
the crop was divided equally between the tapu holders the 

mellak and the fellah. Thus again the fellah received 30 per 

cent of the gross produce. 

In unalienated (miri) land., the crop was# according to 

the same writer, divided equally between the government# the 

mellak and the fellah in the shitwi crop areas*3 

In the Salfi (rice) areas the jpvernment share according 

to the same writer was fifty per cent of the gross produce. 4 

Apparently here too the fellah received a third of the gross 

produce leaving a sixth of it to the musaqqiM. 

In lift land the remuneration of the goverment was a 

fixed quantity of the crop per feddan' or bakra#6 md paid In 

OP:, Cit-IIIP P-150. ý21ý 
op Oit-Illp P-43. 

3 Jbid, 
4 Op-cit-IIIP P-150- 
5 For the definition and area of the feddan see supra jp. 418 

the bakra is the pully of the Karad and is sufficient for 

to 
Irrigating from, 50 to 60 donums (31-381 acres). 
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kind. 

These forms of crop sharing relate onV to the Wilayet, 

of Baghdad and no comparable account was given in Cuinet for 

the Wilayet of Basrah. 

Thwards the end of this period we have more detailed 

account of the mamer of the division of the crop. The sourcee 

here are partly official reports and memoranda written during 

and just after the Vrar and of which very few are publishedp 
1 

an& partly from information given to the writer by the elder 

generation of the local inhabitants when he made his tour in 

Iraq. 

The division of the crop varied fr6m areas to areat 

mostly according to the kind of the crop groym and the mamer 

of Its Irrigation. The category of ownership and the 80li- 

darity of the tribe does not seem to affect the share of the 

ýfellahv though the share of the Sarkal was naturally affected 

by both. 

The following are some of the most general forms of crop 

(1) Of the reports which are publishedq some remarks as to 
division of the crop can be found In Revenue Report for the 
year 1918 (P*19)p and 1919 ( p. 7) 
A Handbook of Mesopotamiag, op. cito Vol-IIpp,, 190-2* 
G. Bell. Civil Administration of Mesopotamia pp. 79 and 86. 
peace Hindbookep Mesopotamiat Ito-63. op. cit. pp. 80-81. 
The most import6nt unpublished reports used for this pur- 
pose were the following: Revenue Report,, Basrah Wilayet, 
1918p by L- Walkers Administration Report of the Murtafig 
Division# 1919 by Capte A. H, DitchbUrno Note on Land 
policy by E, B, Howell# Lts Golot 1919. 
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divisions at the end of this periodo but they must not be 

taken as exhaustive; other modifications of these forms also 

existed on a smaller scale in other areas -or in the same area 

to which they relatel the existence of an uqLr right I In the 

land or the special fertility of an area may be a factor for 

a different form of crop-division affecting the share of the 

sarkal or the fellah or both, The forms were taken according 

to the Arear rather than the Category of land because In every 

area there seems to be a traditional fom of the division of 

the crop readily accepted by all classes and few diversions 

were made from it, Indeed so fixed these firms were that 

the contract with the fellah,, oral or writtent often neglected 

to mention the shares of each leaving it to the Urq (custom) 

of the locality. 
IV 

In the Rice areas of Amarat the fellah received one third 

of the gross produce and he had to provide his own seeds# 

animals and implements. If the sarkal suppliedthe seedej, the 

fellah only received one fourth of the gross produce. The 

remainder of the crop was taken by the sarkal who paid a 

fixed rent to the sheikh or the oultezim of the, muqatala.,, 

In the winter crop and other summer crops (beside rice) in the 

same areas, the crop was divided equally between the fellah 

See Supra pp. 



and the sarkal; provided the fellah supplied the seeds. 
If the sarkal supplied the seedsp it is usually on loan and 
he took it back In the harvest. 

In the Muntafig area, the fellah usually took half of 
the gross produce and the sarka2 the other halfe If the 

sarkal provided the seedas Implements and an1malsp the share 

of the fellah was generally one quarter of the produce. Of 

his share the sarkal was supposed to pay one fifth of the 

produce to the Tapu holder and one fifth to the government 

retaining only the remaining tenth for himself. If the land 

was miri or saniyyahp he had to surrender 40% of the produce 

to the state or the Saniyyah respectively and again retain 

one tenth of the produce for himself* As was shown abovet 

the share of the state and the Tapu holder was never paid in 

full and often not at all. In some parta of this liwa the 

fifth of the state was taken before the half of the fellahs 

thus the fe2lah received 40% of the gross produce and not 50%. 

If he received a full half, his share is called nisif barid 
lk 

or "cold half". 

In kut,, which was Mostly shitwi crop areas the gross 

produce was generally divided Into five heaps. One heap was 

taken by the government who demanded only twenty per cent of 

the gross produce here although the land was miri and the 

greater part of It was cultivated by Inundation (chibis) or 

canals. The second heap which represented the share of the 
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legal owner was divided equally between the lazma holder and 
the paramount sheikh., The remaining three heaps were divided 

ma 
equally between the fellah and the laz/holder provided the 

fellah had his own seeds and cattle. If notp the fellah only 

reoelved one fou"th of these three heaps. Hence the share 

of the fellah was 30% or 15% of the gross producep and the 

share of the mellakiyyah. acrued not to the fellah but was en- 
tirely taken by the tribal chiefs. 

In the rice areas of Diwaniyyah and Hindiyyahp a third 

of the gross produce was received by the fellah as in Amara, 

Of the remainder# 40% of the gross produce was due to the 

I egal holder and the statev leaving 23 213% to the lazma 

holder. 7hus if the land was Tapup half of this legal share 

was due to the Tapu holder and the other half to the state as 

government revenue. If the land was mirit which was mostly 

the casep the whole 4o% was due to the govermment. If the 

land was Saniyyah (and later Mudawarrah)p It was due to the 

saniy7ah administration (and later to the government). The 

Ganiyyah allowed 1+% of its share to the lazma holder and only 

received 36% of the gross produce. In Abu Sukhair Qadha of 

this Llwaq the saniyyah demanded half of the gross produce# 

leaving only one sixth to the lazma holder. However, It 

allowed an additional six per cent of her share to the lazma 

holder. Thus in that qadhat the division of the crop in 

Saniyyah land was as follows: 33113% to the fellahp 44% tO the 

SanIYYah and 22 21YIfo to the lazma holder. 
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In the shitwi crop in the same liwal the shares of the 

legal holders appear to have been the same as in the saifi 

ctops (See appendix XI) but the share of the fellah was not 

one third but half or 40% of the gross produce. 

In Hillay Baghdad and Diyala, the share of the fellah" 

was between one third and two fifths of the gross produce. 

Sometimes, however, as in Samarra and the Dujail area and 

in parts of Hilla., he received one half of the produce. 

Another third or two fifths went to the legal bwper of the 

land,, and the remaining part, i. e. between one third and two 

fifths, was the share of the mellak or lazma holder. The 

fellah again had to provide his own seedsp cattle and Imple- 

ments, or borrow them. In these settled and semi-settled 

areas a townsman sometimes undertook to provide the fellah with 

seeds and cattle on condition that he surrendered a part of 

his share to him, This share was up to a half of the share 

of the fellah or one fifth to one sixth of the gross produce. 

The townsman who undertook this function was often called 

the mus4ggim or the mellak, while the lazma holder or the 

tribal chief wao called the sarkalo 

In lift land the government's share was generally 10% of 

the produces The fellah received again between 30 to 50% of 

the produce while the remaining part was disputed between the 

legal holders the lazma holder and often also the sheikh. 

Where the land was Taput the Tapu holder received one fifth 

of the gross produces leaving between 20 to 40% to tho lazma 
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holder. 'v"&ere the land was Saniyyaho the share of the latter 

was mostly twenty per cent of the produce (Including Govern- 

ment revenue) leaving thirty to fifty per cent to the lazma 

holder. In Uiri land,, thý share of the state in lieu of the 

land revenue as well as the mellakiyyah was mostly fixed and 

represented 20A of the produce, thus leaving the same share 

to the lazma holder as in Sai4yyah. 

In date plantations# the share of the taab in Basrah was 

In most cases halt of the fruit; he also received one half 

of the winter crop grown In the land and all the vegetables 

and other products. These shares also applied to other parts 

of the countz7 for this type of tenure,, although In some 

cases the whole produce was left for the man developing the 

land and the sharing of the dates only became applicable after 

a certain number of years. 

In the case of the fellah in date p2antationsp I*eo the 

cultivator who had no share in the ownership of the land or 

the trees, his share of the produce in Basrah varied with his 

duties, If he was charged with the ploughing of one fourth 

or one fifth of the garden,, the planting of new suckers to 

replace the aged trees and other general duties# he received 

mostly a fourth to a fifth of the gross produce, If his duties 

and responsibilities were more restrictedt he received smaller 

sharesS for instancep the fellah charged with the clearing of 

ditches or the pruning and the clipping of the trees received 

one eighth of the producep while those charged with the 
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gathering received one tenth of the produce or a fixed payment 

In k1rA. In date plantations in other parts of the countrys 

the fellah received from one half to one third of the produce. 

Sometimes as in Diwaniyyah, he received up to two thirds of 

the dates. 

Thus broadly speaking the share of the fellah varied froM 

one third to a half of the produce in summer and winter crops 

and he had to provide his own seedsp cattle and implements 

for cultivation. If he had none of them he had to surrender 

up to a half of his share to the one who supplied him with 

them. Seeds alone were often lent by the musaggim to be 

recovered at harvest time either at Interest as In the settled 

areas or free of charge as was mostly the case in the tribal 

areas. Another 20% of the produce went to the goverment as 

revenue and was collected by the sheikh or sarkalp while the 

reaminder of the crop was disputed between the legal owner 

of the. land and the sheikh and the sarkal, Generally 20% of 

the gross produce was the share of the legal owner of the 

land whether it was the states, the Sanlyyahj, the Tapu holder 

or the 'Waqf Autýority (or their lessee). Actually this share 

was never paid in fall and a big or small slice of it was re- 

tained by the sheikh or the lazma holder (if he was indepen- 

dent from the sheikh) or divided between them. The remaining 

part of the produce which was between 10 and 30% of the pro- 

duce was the share of the intermediary between the fellah and 
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the legal holder. He may be at once the Sheikh of the tribes 

the holder of the qit'a and the musaggim. for the cultivation. 

This was the case of a tribal qitla under the direct holding 

and management of the tribal sheikh. It was also the case 

with the independent lazma holders who were also the musaggims 

of the land. Sometimesp however# the sarkal was in name or 

In practice., a tenant of the sheikh and his share of the pro- 

duce depended on agreement with the sheikh. In this case 

the sheikh sometimes, as in Kutp received a portion of the 

mellak's aharezith the sarkal, In other cases as in Duleim. 

he received a fixed amount of the produce. Still in other 
the 

cases as in/settled areas the sarkal himself was paid a fixed 

amount and the remainder of the crop went either to the sheikh 

or the townsman. 

The position of the cultivator 

The economic position of the cultivator during this 

period and particularly in the Irrigation Zone was unenviable, 

In the first place,, the share of the produce that he gotp was 

not net income., He had to bear the entire cost of production 

in his plot in the form of seedsp cattle and implements* If 

outside labour was employed for the harvestingv threshing and 

winnowing of the crop,, as was mostly the case, the remuneration 

of this labour came out from the crop before its division and 

he, therefore# had to bear hie share of the cost* Further he 

had: to contribute to the maintenance of certain officials In 
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the tribal areat such as the qahwachi or the attendant of the 
mudhif, the say7idq the guard or in some cases even the agent 
of. the sheikh or earkal In the land@ some even had to bear 
the cost of transporting the share of the sheikh# the townsman 

or the lazma holder to the stores or the village. 
In addition the share Itself or what remains of It after 

these deductions, did not amount to a great deal due to the 

very low yields per acre obtainable iu the Irrigation Zone. 

According to estimates made by the assistant political offi- 

cers In1919, the average yield per donum for the winter crops 

was found to be about 200 kilos (320 kilos per acre) in Bagh- 

dad 
10 

180 kilos per donum in Nasiriyyap 160 in Shamiyya,, 

134 in Duleimt 105 in Kut and 86 in Baquba. But the harvest 

seems to have been an exceptionally poor one in that year. 
2 

The average yield per donum appears to be about 200 kilos for 

wheat and 250 fbr barley. 3 

(1) Revenue Report for the Baghdad, 19190 Appendixp D, PP-50. The Assistant political officer also mentions 50 to 150 
kilos per donum In some parts of Baghdad (ibid. ) 

ý2j op. cit. p. 8. 
3 In 1923 M. Sellier,, the Director General of Irrigation In 

a Report on the Development of the Euphrates (OP-01t. ) es- 
timated the average yield on canal land on the Euphrates to 
be about half a ton per acre in case of wheat (317 kilos Ver 

donum) and j of a ton in case of barley (476 kilos per donum),, 
but this would apply only to well watered land supplied with 
scientifically constructed perennial canals,, whereas the larger, 
part of the area in the Irrigation Zone was supplied in this 
period with inundation canals, In 1928p the average produce 
per donum was estimated by the government for the purpose Of 
revenue collection to be 400 kilos per donum for' first class 
land,, and 30U., 200v 3.00 and 75 kilos for the other OlaSsese 
[Annual Report of the Revenue Departmentm Baghdado 1929p Appen- 
dix M., P-4-71. Although the areas in which these methods were 

applied 
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The average size of the holding of the fellah In the 

Irrigation Zone Is about 40 donums of which half is cultivated 
and the other half left fallow, The gross produce would 

F, -n da 
therefore be about ono/half short tons of wheat: and three and 

a quarter tons of barleyt of which the share of the fellah 

(say at 40% of the gross produce) would be about 600 kilos 

of wheat and about IP300 kilos of barley; or about two tons 

of grain in all, At the prices ruling in July 1911 (i. e. 

about four Z per ton of barley and Z6.10 for wheat) 
I, 

the 

share of the fellah would represent a gross Income of about 

nine pounds per annwa. If he had to borrow hie seeds and 

implements, etc. his income would be about C4.10.0. Sometimes 
40 

this holding ofAon%=s Is shared between two fellahs and in 

all cases the fellah worked on the land with his children. 

applied mostly in Baghdad,, Dyalas, and 1111lat where canal 
water is better serveds most of the land was assessed at 
classes 2#3 and 4# where the average yield was estimated 
between 300 and . 100 kilos (ibid, ). - The figures of 200 
kilos for wh6at and 250 for barley per donum is an esti- 
mate made by an official of the Department of Agriculture, 
well conversed in these matters. They seem to the 
writer, in view of the above faotav to be reasonable 
estimates. 

(1) Consular Reports, 1912, No. 4980. 
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Hence this income represents the gross earning of the family. 

A large family of three adult males or more usually held 

larger areas. 

In the rice areas the average holding of the f ellah was 
from five to four donums and his gross receipt was estimated 

by Hro Ahmed Fahmj In 19251 to be 1,, 268 kilos per fellah in 

the lower Hindiyya area. At the 'prices prevailing in the end 

Of 1911 (viz. about 96 per ton) 
2. 

the income of the f ellah 

would amount to a little more than V-10-0 per ann=* 

In the date gardens the normal holding of a- fellah was 

about five jeribs (4-75 acres) the gross crop of which would 

probably be roughly ten tons of which the fellah received half 

or a quarter of the produce* At the price of ibout JO per ton 

the share of the fellah would be from Z25 to 912.10.0 per 

annum. 

These figures are by no means underestimates of the 

Income of the fellah In the Irrigation Zone., They are veri- 

fied by the monthly wages taken by gardeners in the towns 

during this period. According to a consular report for the 

year 19G7. the gardener in Baghdad took a monthly wages of 

13/4 (rZ per annum) to 18/- (zlo. 16.0 per annum. )3 These 

wages rose in 1911 according to another consular report4 to 

1 1) Taqrirv op-cit. P-87. 
2 Consular reports# 1911P NO-4980. 
3 op-cit. 19089 No-4073. 
4 op. cit. 1912, No. 4999. 
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between 17/- per month (910-4.0 per annum. ), and 20/)+ per 

month (. C12.1+. Cý per annum. ). Taking Into consideration that 

the gardener was more or less a skilled labourer who had been 

attracted to the town by the higher wages, it will appear 

that the returns of the fellah particularly In the shitwi Crop 

areas cultivated by the precarious inundation canals, were 

if anything over-rated. The latter sometimes supplemented 

his earnings by such subsidiary occupations as the rearing 

of live otock and helping in the harvest In another area. 

Some fellahs could also supplement their earnings by growing 

GMall plots of the more valuable summer crops (other than 

rice) whenevert water could be commanded in their land. 

Further, the fellah generally lived on the harvest for over 

two months from the time it ripened till the time it was 

divided. 

In the Rainfall Zonet both the average produce per donum 

and the share of the fellah was much higher; hence the 

economic position of the fellah was much better than that of 

his counterpart in the Irrigation Zone. This is particularly 

the case with the peasant proprietor and the felXah with the 

presoriptive right to the land. The position of the =ra- 
to have been 

bilji, however, doee not seem/any better than the position of 

the-fellah in the Irrigation Zone, ' The holding of the pea ant 

varied in the North from place to place according to fertility 

and ownership of the land. The peasant usually cultivated 
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from one to four feddans. The feddan In this zone was de- 

fined as the area that could be ploughed by the animal in 

the possession of the fellah and varied according to whether 
the animal was a donkeyp an ox or a mule. Generally it was 
from 15 to about 40 donums. "The average produce per donum 

in Eirkuk was in 1919 714 kilos as against 200 kilos in Bagh- 

dad. In Arbil Plain the normal yield is ten times the am unt 

of the seeds sown. As the fellah sows from one ton to fbur 

tons In his holding, the gross crop trould be from ten to forty 

tons of grain,, of which from two thirde to four fifths are 

srheat and the remainder barley, Ax lie paid mostly a fifth 

of the produce in land revenue and as a share of the Tapu 

holder, his share amounted to from eight to thirty six tons 

of grain. And his income was several times greater than the 

Income of the fellah in the Irrigation Zone. 

Tt is sometimes suggested that the poverty of the peasant 

In the Irrigation Zone Wan only a product of his own laziness. 

This Is perhaps to a certain extent true. Thus the fellah in 

the Rainfall Zone generally ploughed the land twice# once in 

the spring when the land was left fallow and the second time 

in the autumn Just before sowing# whereas the fellah in the 

Irrigation Zone only ploughed once after the first rain In 

the autumn. Furthermorep the ranner of the ploughing was 

better in the North where It was deeper and more regular 

while in the South it was no more than scratching the earth 
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with a wooden plough. Finally the Plot of the peasant in the 

North was Invariably more clean from weeds, whereas the land 

of the fellah in the South looked neglected and full of weede, 

Thus the superior method in the North partly accaunted for the 

higher YBld. I 

But this is only one factor In a oomplex problem. Indeed 

it can be argued on the other hand that in the Irrigation Zone 

the cultivator had duties which were more toilsome than In 

the nainfall Zone,, such for instance as the yearly clearance 

of canals, the building of dams and the strengthening of the 

river banks. 

Furthermore,, while the rain fluctuated in the North from 

year to year, It was much more stable as a source of Irriga- 

tion than either the rain or the rivers in the South. Indeed 

a great portion of the area cultivated in the Rainfall Zone 

was provided with springst ancient wells and underground chan- 

nels (kahri. -ec) which supplemented the rains whereas In the 

Irrigation Zone a small area was cultivated by lift irrigation 

at a considerable cost. cnlv in the area of Basra (with the 

help of the tide which raised the level of the river twice a 

day and led tho sweet water to the creeks and plantations) and 

(1) Thus it to said that the yield on land that had been 

ploughed in the previous spring is 20% higher than on land 
that was mt so ploughed. (Hayo op. eit. 0 p, 99), 
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in the few peremial canals In Hilla and Baquba was irrigation 

more or less adequate. In- the remainder of this Zone the 

cultivator was never sure of a harvest and often he barely 

recovered his seeds, when the first early rain failed or the 

rivers did not rise in time for the sowing. It is therefore 

more the laziness and neglect of the state of its duties which 

accounted for the miserable condition of the fellah in this 

Zone than the laziness of the fellah. 

Furthermoreq the high share of the state and the legal 

holder as well as the sarkal and tribal holder left the culti- 

vator with very little return for his labour. The high share 

of the tribal sheikh and the lazma holder could be accounted 

for by two reasons; firstly the hiEýi cost of reclamation and 

the expenses Incurred on organization and credit afforded to 

the peasant in a country where capital was searce, and could be 

obtained from the townsman at rates ranging from 201% to as 

much as 33%# or even 50% per season; the absence of security 

and lack of confidence were also In part responsible for these 

high rates. But the main reason for the high share of the 

large tribal holder was that the latter was not merely an 

employer or a capitalistv but primarily a war chief who had 

to tax his tribesmen In order to obtain funds for the defence 

of the area against outside attack and equip and maintain a 

pemanent detachment to keep order and security in the area, 
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and to form the neucleus of the army whenever mobillsation 

for defence or offence was required. He also had to keep at 

his. expense the mudhif and provide coffee and meals for the 

Visitors and the tribesmen. He had to entertain government 

officials who usually lodged with him for a long period to 

carry out assessments# to collect revenue or to negotiate a 

settlement. Similarly he bore the expenses of the guests of 

honour and ambassadors coming from other tribes and had to 

provide In these occasions such entertainment as was commensu- 

rate with the status of hi. s guestso in these as well as other 

occasions such as marriage# deaths# circumcisions, etc. meals 

were prepared for anybody who cared to be presento 

ý, l'ohere the tribe had settled down or disintegrated# the 

expenses of the tribal chief were considerably reduced. He 

tended to become less and less a wAr chief and more a landlordl 

he rarely kept and sUpported a large number of standing militia, 

The mudhif was still maintained but the high expenditure on 

ceremonies, etc., and the number of occasions they took place 

were both reduced, In short# he became less a warlord and a 
more 

governor of the area ajWa private investor and employer and 

his admin1strative and military functions and expenses were 

born by the state@ But his share of the produce continued at 

the same traditional rate# rarely changed as a comparison bet- 

ween the shares of the produce related by Xamball and Culnetp 

and those relating to the end of this period will readily shoi 
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Indeed the share of the fellah seems to have varied not accord- 
Ing to the solidarity of the tribe but according to the manner 

of Irrigation of the land and the kind of crop grown. Thus in 

the shitwi crop, the fellah received a third both among the 

more or less disintegrated tribes of Baghdad and Diyala as in 

the tribal area of Yute He received two fifths or a half 

both In the Muntafig and In Hilla. He received a half or a 
third of the produce in lift Irrigation both in the tribal 

areas of Dulaim and Uuntafig and in Hilla, Samarra and Baghdad, 

In the rioe areas of Amarap Diwanly7aq Hindiyya and Shatral, his 

share seems to be the same namely a third of the produce 

although the tribal solidarity in these areasiere not the same, 

Thus whereas the high share of the tribal chief and the 

lazma holder may be justified In the purely tribal areas where 

the latter was a warlord# an administrator as well as a land- 

lord, it could not be justified in the areas where the mili- 

tary. 9 administrative and police functions -have been taken over 

to a greater or smaller degree by the state* 

The high share of the legal holder and the state could 

never be justified in any area. Some legal holders such as 

the Ganlyah and some Tapu holders In Hills had performed their 

proper functions and incurred expenses on the development of 

the land such as to compensate In part for their high share 

of the produce. But in mot casesp the legal holder, includ- 

ing the state# were absentee landlords living as parasites on 
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the produce of the land and profitting by any development 
that the cultivator may have introduced In the area without 
participating In the cost of such development. Examples could 
be cited In nearly all parts of the Irrigation Zone where 
the tribesmen had dug up virgin land and opened Irrigation 

canalet reclaimed a marsh area or planted trees only to find 
later that they had to pay one fifth to a half of their gross 

produce to some absentee landlord who had acquired the land 

over their heads from the statep or to the state itself under 
the theory of state lant'lordism. 

Another reason for the disinterestedness and laziness 

of the fellah was the system of land tenure under which he 

cultivated the landa In the Rainfall Zone# the peasant en- 

joyed a greater security of tenuxee A considerable number of\ 

these peasants held their plots by a legally recognized title 

whether it was registered or not registered (tahrir) in the 

Tapu Department, Still the greater part had a prescriptive 

right to a particular plot of land which was legally held by 

the townsman or the agha. only a small proportion were of 

the class of murabiIji, holding the land according to the crop 

sharing system, and removable at wilL. In the Irrigation Zone 

although the greater part of the tribal population can be said 

to have a share in the tribal area# yat cultivation was almost 

everywhere shifting and the peasant rarely stayed in one plot 

for a long number of years to enable him to be attached to the 

land and develop an interest in its development. A few of the 
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peasantshad individual proprietory rights to the land and a 

greater n=ber were merely floating population who moved frou 

one area to another and got employment with this or that =eagr 

gim or sarkal. Very often they were half cultivators and half 

shepherds and wavered between the two occupations according 

to the condition of grazing in the steppes or uncultivated 

parts of Iraq and in the Gyrian Desert. As stock breadingg 

though also precarious and liable to heavy mortality due to 

animal diseases, to exceptional frosts and to occasional scar- 

city of grazing, was not liable to a heavy rate of taxation 

either by the state or by the tribal sheikh. 7he state charged 

a fixed tax per head which was supposed to represent one tenth 

of the value of the animal per annum and that could be evaded#. 

as the method used for collection was by counting of the sheep 

and farming of the tax* 7he sheikh charged one or two, animals 

(sheep) every season from every flock (of about two hundred or 

less). 

Still another reason was the indebtedness of the fellahN- 

which forced on him a hand-to-mouth existence, He often had 

to borrow his seeds and his sustenance from the musaggim 

until the crop ripened when the paid them back with or without 

interest or in the form of a part of his share. He bought his 

bare necessities such as clothes# tobacco# ealtp domestic 

utensils, a carpet or a bad cover and his implements and 

occasionally dates and sugar from the shop keeper in the 
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nearest hamlett again mostly by credit bearing a high rate 

of interest and had therefore to surrender a part of crop to 

these creditors so that he could borrow again. If he Was Un- 

fortunate enough to have a bad harvest or if his cow diedo or 

in case of marriage or death of a relative,, his debts mounted 

and he had to mortgage his next crop to bear his immediate 

needs. 

It to not therefore surprising that he had no great 

Interest In cultivation or incentive to drive him to improve 

his yield, as by far the greater part the increment resulting 

from such improvement was taken by the governmentv by the 

legal holder, by the sarkalp the shop keeper and the usurer 

of the town or the village. Mile the land he improved was 

not considered his and he often left it before he could enjoy/ 

the benefit of 1its developmento Ilis laziness and misery were 

theiýefore to a large part impooed on him by the agrarian and 

other conditions of his enviroz=ent, and by the economic in- 

security under which he lived. The only form of security that 

the fellah enjoyed was provided by his tribal organization and 

that was fast collapsing with the strengthening of the central 

administration and t-he introduction of itodern means of com- 

munication and the gradual spread of the commercial spiritt 

but he clung to it as fast and as long as he couldo 

IlMat sort of living did the income of the fellah provide 

him? This varied of course in various areas particularly 
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according to the kind of crop grownp the mamer of its irri- 

gation (which In their turn affected his net income) and also 

according to the namber of hands in his family who helped in 

the cultivation and the number of mouths which he had to feed* 

The condition of living of an average fellah and his family 

was as follows: 

In the winter crop areas he lived with. his family in a 

tent made of goat hair or a hut made of reed mats. In the 

rice areas he lived in a hut made of reed poles and reed mats. 

In the date plantations he had a more commodious residence 

which consisted of a mud hut but sometimes of a read hut. In 

all cases this hut consisted generally of one room (less 

frequently of two), the floor of which was partially covered 

-by a reed mat or a course woollen carpet which was also his 

bed., Sometimes a couch made of palm branches (earir) was 

possessed by the we3. l-tO-dO fellabsfor a bed, other furni- 

ture in the hut were a jar'for carrying watert a copper pati 

for cooking and another one for the flour dUfft a few cups 

for tea and coffee, a few plates# wiutensil for grinding the 

grain and clearing the husks. 

His food consisted primitively of baked bread which 

was made of millet, maize or barley, wheat and rice were 

produced by the cultivators mostly for sale. The bread was 

supplemonted by butter-milk after its butter had been 

extracted and sold as ghee. Datest onions and vegetables 

were often considered semi-luxurious courses and only used 
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with a normal meal among the well-to-do of the fellahin 

Meat is rarely used except in ceremonious occasions in the 

the mudhif of the sheikh. 

As to his clothing,, the fellah was a2MOst universally 

bare-foot. His clothes consisted of one gown made of "grey" 

cotton cloth which rarely left his body until it wore cuts He 

had also a woollen cloak (aba) which was used as a cover at 

night and against the sun at day times It was worn over the 

gown but sometimes it was his onay dreses as for instance in 

the rice Areasp when he intended to take It off In summer ana 

work entire2y naked In the mtre transplanting the young rice 

shoots (shital) or weeding out his fields His head dress was 

a linen handkerchief fixed on his head by means of an IiRal 

(a sort of heavy ring made of jute and coyered by woollen 

threads). His women folk wore a gown of calico and also an 

aba. They were similarly bare-foot with a handkerchief for a 

head-gear, The children were clad with one piece of cheap 

cotton gown which they often took off 14 summer* 

In the North, the fellah lived mostly In a mud house made 

of one,, but more often of tro rooms and he was clad with a 

pair of trousers and a shirt (among the Kurds) or a gown and 

an aba (a ng the Arabs),. His food consisted mostly of wheat 

bread and butter-milk. 
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8* Settlement and tribal disintegration 

Despite the handicaps in political illssOuritYp the 

bad conditions of irrigation and transport, the chaotic 

system of land tenure and the heavy government demand in lazd 

rmnaep a considerable number of the nomadic tribes have 

settled down to cultivation and the powerful organizations 

of the large tribal confederations have tended to disinte-. 

grate into their component unite, 

In the rainfall Zone this movement has taken the forix 

of zaas settlement, Thus for instanoe in the plains of tba 

Great Zabq "villages have multiplied and enlarged" says 

Ouinet in 1890, (3, ) *and agriculture has become a now 

oooupation for the inhabitants of these villages who were 

previously leading & life of robbery and brigandage. " 

"7our nomadic tribes, " he adds 
(2)"became settled since 

about thirty yearst *** they are the Juburs the Aoidat, 

Abu Badran and the Hadidin, The last mentioned trilm 

although they have been attached to the landq still live 

in tents; the others have built mud-houses for themselven. w 

In another place of his worko(3) he states that the number 

of villages occupied by these four tribes were SA follows: 

1 op. oit. 
2 ibide 
3 OP. oit. 

Vol. 119 p-7659 
Vol. II, P. 814- 
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Name of the Tribe 
THO ju 
The Aghidat 
Abu Badran o ........ The Hadidin o ........... Total 9o*o*oo*o*@o***o*o*soo 

Number Of villages 
56 YJLI ages 
14 
9 

ab villages 

This movement must have continued during the latter 

Part Of this period as among the Arab population of the 

Rainfall Zones, only the tribe of Shammar and the Tai were 

still nomadic at the end of this period. 

In the Mardish areas a parallel movement towards 

Battlement has taken place so that by the end of, this 

periodg although the greater part of the Mirds Preserved 

their tribal organization particularly north of thoUttle 

Zabo only a few tribes like the Horkip the Ranawand and the 

; aff remained nomadic while by far the greater part of then 

were cultivators settled in villages built of mud. Tents 

were only used in the spring by a part of them who came out 

of the villages and lived in the open mostly to food their 

sheep and goats. An example of the development in oultiva- 

tion which had taken place in these areas in provided by 

the tribes of 3)izai in the Arbil Plain. 2hose tribes 

according to Bay (1) 

"descended from the hills about three centuries ago and 
occupied a few villages round quoh Tappohl for a 
considerable period they paid tribute to the Arabs 
(from the tribe of Tai), About sixty years agot they 

(1) op. oit. pp. 77 and 92@ 
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started to expand and rapidly covered the whole 
country up to the Tigris displaoing the Nomad Arabs 
who had previously roamed it at win. * 

Hence the extension of cultivation effooted by the 

DIzadL appears to have begun in the Sixties and continued 
throughout this period. 

This development in the W nfall Zone can be shown in 

the rise in produclion and export of wheato the most'impar- 
tant crop in this Zone* In 18909 according to Cuinet the 

average amount of wheat produced In the Wilayst of Yosul 

wax 3OpOOO tons (1) 
of which about 6vOOO tons wer4k, exportel. 

In the period between 1909 and 1912t the value of, wheat,. 

exported from the Wilayet of Mosul (entirely to- JA94dad) 

ranged from C30pOOO to L2009000*(3) The average in this 

period was a little over L131#000 per am=m* At the prices 

prevailing in Baghdad during this period, (vis between c6 

alld Q per ton) this would represent from l8pjqO to 22p500 

tons* In 1910 and 1909 when the value of wheat exported 

was 42OOpOOO per annump the tonnage okould haTe been about 

30#000 tons or five times the tonnage exported in 1890. 

This increase of export had taken place d9spite the fact 

that the number of population in this Wilayet and therefore 

jlj Cuinet Op. Cit-9 Vol. Ilt P-788. 
2 op, cit, p, 800, This quantity was entirely exported 

to Baghdad for local consumption and for fipal export 
through Basral it was carried from Mosul and IDirdistan 
mostly by the kelekso i (3) Consular Report for Mosult 19139 10.4885, pp, 6-7* 
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the amount of wheat produced for local consumption had 

also increased during the aame periodo 

,, In the Irrigation Zone toot tribal o ettlement and 

cult ivation during this period was on a considerable sCal6e 

Thus the Zubeid who were mostly nomads in the Regime of 

Coeroion(l) had nettled down along the right bank of the 

Tigris below Cteciphon and along the left bank of the Hill& 

Channel. (2) 
Part of the Shammar Toga who were beduin camel 

lion began to cultivate patches of land in the loops on the 

left bank of the Tigris from Oteciphon to Kuto The Duleiz 

had installed karads along both sides of the Euphrates from 

Ana to Polluja. Au increasing number Of the Muntafig tribes 

had taken to cultivation while large areas were opened for 

rice cultivation in Amarat Shamiyyah and the Hindiyyah by 

the Albu Muhammado Beni Lamt A. 1-Patlah and Boni Hassan and 

other smaller tribeep and in Baerah and elsewhere for dates. 

"on the Tigrings, says the British Consul in Baghd*do in his 

report for the year 1878, (3) "above Ama aht the nomad Arab 

population have taken to ergot 'ohurds' 
(4) 

or mechanical 

means for irrigation; they became more settledq built 

mud-houses and began to forsake their predatory habits. " 

1 $09 Supr&# p, 224. 
2 -zongriggo P0309- 
3 (11onsular Reportst Baghdad (1878-79) LXXII- 
41 aharids age supra ps 
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This settlement owes much of its impetus to the development 

of the steamship and the opening of the Suez Canal; while 

in the Eighties and up to 1908# an added incentive was 

provided by the constructive work carried out by the Civil 

List Department in its vast estates, Thus the rise of the 

towzw of Asiziyyaf. Sughailap Kuto Amarat and Qalaat Saleh 

on the Tigris below Baghdad and Ramadi and Nasiriyyah on 

the Euphrates dates from this period or a few years earlier, 

The town of Asiziyyap was founded in 1884 as a small 

post for the Zabti*L (Gendermerie); then whOu th3 civil 

list aoquired and pleared the SIULdi Canalt the tribe of 

0 Sha=ar Toga were encouraged to settle there; 
(1% 

. 0imil 

Bughaila, and the whole Qadha of Jos-irah dates from the 

Bightion and owes its 03cistallog to tba BaniyyAh developments 

in this area tog, 9ther with thq settlement of part of the 

Zubeid tribes. (2) 
:, Zt in the Sixties Was =thing but a 

oolling station for the river steamers and rose to a 

Population of 4,3-15 In 1890(3) and over 5,000 in 1914 an 

it became a oentre of the expanding agricultural district 

situated on the fork of the TigrIs and the Gharraf and 

developed by the tribe of Rabila. In the same way the towns 

of Amara and Qalaat Saloh had &risen mainly through the 

O-ffeot of stews navigation and the development of the &rO&s 

l Cuinett Vol. IIIjtP 22. 
2 ft. oit. Vol* 11 ;! 134. 
3 op. oit. IIIt p*140* 
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gurroundIng them by the Saniyyah administration. 
") 

On the Lower Supbratemp the town of Nasiriyyah was 

entirely built by Nagir Paeha at this instigation of Madhat 

Pamha to be the headquarters of the oivil govor=ent in the 

Muntafig area; and rose to a population of nearly 12#000 

Inhabitants in 1890(2)0 

Up the Euphrates in the Hindiyyah Branoh, the tribes of 

Al-, Tatlaho Beni. Hassan and Al-Namud, who moved to this area 

from the 3fawwar aLtea in the beginning of the centuryj3) 

were encouraged to settle as independent co=unities from 
the Rhasail. Their main oocupation was the cultivation of 

rice andt when rice land rose above the level of the floodo 

dates auA other su=er crops took the place Of riO9- 

, Referring to these tribest Cuinet writes: 
(4) 

"Por some years these tribes have become a little more 
peaoeful and sees tc be proceeding on the way to a 
civilized life -a course which the cultivation of 
dates had encouraged them to pursuo. The fact is that 
when an Arab possesses a pa3; ntreep he seeks to estab- 
lish himself near his propertys Instead of a airifa 
(reed but) he builds himself a mud hut then a Trick- 
hOUA0#'MOr6 durable and cOmuodioust and entirely 
renounces nomadic life. n 

Tbus we can conclude that a considerable degree of 

Op* cito IIIv pp. 280-90. 
Opo cito p. 298p The town of Ramadi was built bf"Madhat 

Pasha an a military outpost on the xývS3rrI9h-JMxGr 
see suprat pp. 109-10. 

4 Cuinett op. cit, p. 205. 
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settlement and cultivation has takOA place during this' ; eriodj 

the figures relating to the export trade zf Iraq and'to the 

. various phases of economic expansion irelated in the previous 

chapter and given in Appendices V to 11 corroborate this 

conolusion, lhxt it must not be assumed that the process of 

settlement had been completed by 1914; this is far fro; & 

being the cane. Indeed in 1919p it was creditably stat9d 

that about htaf of the population of the country were sýill 

nomads or xemi-nonads. The annual cultivated area was a 

small portion of the -wea that could be oultivateA by thý 

water-supply of the riverfil in the Irrigation Zone, Sir 

William Willoooks estimated the area of the "delt%, -4 of the 

two rivers in 19099 at some 12 zdl1ion lorW ý, f which afrput 

nine million aares are desert and two and a half million 

acres fresh water swamps#"(') leaving only about 500pOOO 

acres under oultivation. In 1913P it was estimated in 

another souroo(2) that seven thousand square kilometers or 

just under two million acres were under oultiVation in the 

Irrigation Zo4q. This appears to be a gross over-estimate 

as such an area would produce at an average of 200 kilograms 

of grain per donum (800 kilos per heotare)# some 560#000 

(1) Mesopotamia, Past, Present and Puturep a paper read by 
Sir William Willoooks at the Royal Geographioal Sooisty 
an Noir, 15t 1909, (%sographioal Journalt Tol. 35t pp. 
1-18p Jan. 1910), 

(2) Y-agazins f. Teohnik und Industriepol No* 7 of 4-x- 1913., 
of. Enoyolopaedia of Iolaz, under Iraki, 
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tons of grain per annum. This amount of production should 

leave at least about 4009000 tons of grain as a surplus over 

the requirements of the local Inhabitants of the Irrigation 

Zone; whereas the average tonnage of grain exported trom 

the country including the surplus of the Rainfall Zone was 

only 121t632 tonsp during the five years 1908-1912. ý') 

Perhaps the estimate of two minion acres included the 

area that was left fallow every year* which was at least 

equal to the area which was actually under cultivation as 

the biennial fallowing system was almost universal in the 

winter crop areas of Iraq, While the summer crop areas 

ag rice and dates where fallowing is not practised are 

relatively smaller in comparison. 

It thus appears that the area aotually cultivated, every 

year towards the end of thic period in the Irrigation Zone 

ranged between one million and 500POOO acres, This con- 

stitutes about eight to four per cent of the oultivAble 

area of this zone if the-irrigation system was under proper 

control and efficiency* 
In the Rainfall Zone no figures or estimates can be 

quoted. In view of the facts that the surplus of wheat 

exports& annually from the Wilayst of Mogul in 19110 

averaged about 20#000 tonspWand that the population of 

(1) Supra P- 358 
WXX"XY4W"*MMr. 
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were about 
thig WilaYOt dldLxR9. txmxcW9d 700, ooo inhabitants(') in 
1919# the total cultivated area in this zone could only be 

a sMall fraction of the area whi6h could be cultivated and 
which was estimated by Sir Ernest Dowson at 419000 square 
kilometers in 1930, (2) Thus according to an official report 

I (Handbook of Mesopotamia lot Edition Zondon 1916) "Not 
five Per Cent of the Cultivable area in Mesopotamia (in- 

eluding the whole of Iraq) bears a orop at the present day*" 
A description of the country at the end of this Period 

still left an impression of a desert and marsh land devas. 

tated by centuries of neglect and inhabited by primitive 
illiteratet disease-strioken half-starving tribesmen. In 

the Rainfall Zone# the most important agricultural area was 
the region hetwoom t#v two Zabsp the plain in the neighbour- 

hood of Mosult and the cultivated belt extending along the 

toot Of the Eudish hills from Arbil to Kirkuk Md Dyala, 

There was also some cultivation in the area between Sinjar 

and Tel Afar at the foot of Jebel Sinjar and also in some 

Of the watered valleys in Sulenania and Amadiyya. The 

remainder of the Zone is a steppe land which was W ohed 

in the summer and containing some foliage for grazing in 

the spring which vatied in density and luxuriousness and 

was generally poorer as we move to the South West, The 

ýfl See Appendix IX. 
2 op. cit. P. 11. 
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mountainous region was for the most part baret arid and 

treeless with the exception of the cultivated patches at the 

bottom of the valleys. 
(l) 

The Irrigation Zone wax described by Sir William 

Willcooks in 191ý as follows: (2) 

"Beginning at Bel'odt the Tigris Euphrates Delta today 
oonsints at first of bare plains of clay with the milt- 
banks of countless canals showing what a desperate 
fight the wretched agriculturalists made for existence 
when the dame were carried away and the level of the 
water fell, We have then alternative stretches of 
level country covered with a thorny leguminous plant 
which dies down in winter and the same bare plains 
which we met in the North, Near the riverol in placeal 
are jungles of liquorice plant and the same leguminous 
thorn, Here and-there on the foreohores of the Tigrist 
but much more frequently on those Of the Euphrates, 
are luxuriant growths of poplarso On the Upper 
Euphrates and as on* approaches Babylong are great 
stretches of salted land Interspersed with bare plains 
and low sand-drifts. One is never out of eight of the 
giant banks of the old cans. 19 and the ruins of ancient 
touns, As one goes mouth# the salted land increases 
in aroaand then the warshes begin with their Stretches 
of rice. Beyond the millions of acres of fresh water 
marshi'lies Basrah and the Shatt-ol-Arab country. 
Though there are-date groves and stretches ef dultiva- 
tion along the xijýbk, 'banks and along a small number of 
canalat it is only when one approaches the lbw-lying 
marsheg traversed by the Euphrates and Part of the 
Shatt-91-Arab that one seen extensive date groves and 
gardens, 4- n-led with wheat and clover and a look of 
promperi, ioh brings back the memory of anoient, days. 
The Delta vf the Dyala River to the North East of 
Baghdad is well irrigated and cultivated. " 

Nor in this miserable condition merely a result of the 

devastation which attended the ruin of 'the Hindiyyah Dau iii 

jlý E[andbook of Mesopotamiap op*oit. pp, 172-73. 
2 Two and a half years in-Mesopotamia by Sir William 

Willoookov Blaokwood Magazines Vol. 1999 PP-304-3239 
Aprilt 1915# 
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1904 and the restlessness of the tribes In the last decade 

of this period and the liquidation of the SanJLyyah adminis- 

tration; though all these factors contributed towards the 

degeneration of the Irrigation system. Thus in 1903P 

Rrofessor DelitIch tevoribed Babylonia an "sand deserts 

lashed by storm-winds,, water-des. orts; overhung with gigantic 

-Voodoo the canals mostly choked with sandsl the land bereft 

of peoplep the few inhabitants poor dnd eager to plunder# 

afflicted by favor and sickness, disease of the eye being 

very common, "(') 

The po; ulation exhibited every stage in the conversion' 

of the beduin into the settled oultivator of the aoil. 
(2) 

There were the purely tribal and roaming boduin communities 

such as the Anizah of the Shamiyyahq the Sbammar of the 

Joxirsho the majority of the Beni Lan and the Sham= Toga 

an the Tigris# the Hamawand, the Hirki and the Jaff of the 

Kurdish areas and smaller tribal units in various parts of 

'the country. They lived on the rearing of flooks of sheep 

and herds of canals and moved ýwith them aooording to the 

season within certain limits to food their stocks* 

Then there were the stock-brooding tribesmen as the 

M2&zail and part of A2bu-Muhammad who reared mainly 

1) Quoted by I)r- R. j. ]Dillon in his article "Yoreigh 
Affairs - The Baghdad Railway" in the Contemporary Review, 
'Vol. 83t pp. 732-750# Mart 1903- 

(2) Bell, op. cit. p*21. 

V 
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buffaloes in the marshes of Shamiyyah and Amara. 

Then there were the balf settlod rice growers such as 
the major part of Albii-luhammado the Ijerij and part of 
Beni Lam in Amaraq the Xhafaja and LTVada in Shatraq Al- 

Fatlah aad Beni Hassan in Hin&Lyyah and several smaller 

communities in Rumalthat Suq-el-Shuyukh and tha tails of 
the Uilla and the Dyala canals. They lived in clusters 

of reed huts which they could shift to higher ground 
, 
as the 

land became flooded in Spring aad a groat number of them 

particularly in A=r. s were half naked and bare foot afflioted, 

with Malariag Anchlostonag Bilharsia and Dysentry and other 

diseases of the stomach* 

Men there were the semi-settled tribes in the winter 

crop areas such as the Zubeid, tha MUntafig, the Rabitat 

the Dulaimo part of the ShEumar Toga and Ber-i Tomim and 

several other smaller tribes West and North o. -. 0 Baghdad who 

cultivated shifting patches of land variable in sixe'aooord- 

ing to the level of the river and the attraction of the 

rival occupatIon of stock breeding by the condition of 

grazing in the country. Theý, ý. ý, postly lived in hair tents 

like the beduin tribesmen and few of them were promoted 

to a domicile in mud houses* 

7inally there were the settled rural populattion mostly 

to be found in the date plantations of Basrat Dyalat Karbala 

Ind around BaSha"O and in the patches of cultivation by 

the aid of lift irrigation and along the few perennial 
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canale in Dyala and Hilla. They lived in mud houses 

clustered together into villages or more frequently 

situated on their plots. Some however still lived in reed 
huts or even in tents. To this category also belong most 

of the inhabitants of the Rainfall Zone of Iraq with the 

exception of the purely nomadic Kurdish and Arab tribes dz. 

the Shammart the Hirkip the Hamawand and the Jaff who lived 

in tents. 

Lastly there were the inhabitants of the provincial 

towns (and also of the main towns) which were the agricul- 

tural and commercial centres of their surrounding districts 

and in which lived the merohantst the shop-keepers, the 

money lenders and some of the landlords. The houses here 

were mostly of brick or mud according to the state of'the 

resident in them. 

Nor were the tribal population of the country peaceful 

during this period. It is true that a comparison with the 

previous period would show that there was a general tendency 

for disintegration of the large tribal confederations into 

their smaller component parts, Thus the tribal Confederation 

of the Muntafig was broken up into scores of smaller tribal 

unitst with the collapse of the influence and the authority 

of the Saduns who held them together. The Beni Lam were 

reduced to a small part of the Amara Liwa while in the other 

part several tribes were independent from each other, the 
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largest of which were the Albu-Muhammad wbo themselves were 
divided up into rival houses and separated by feuds which 
the Turks had encouraged. The authority of the Khazail in 
the miýdle Euphrates had waned into insignificance, and the 

area was divided into several tribal dirahs which were inde- 

pendent from one another and having direct relation with the 

Government. The Zubeid# the Dulsim. # the Shammar Togay and 
Beni Temimp were similarly divided up into smaller units 

and scores of other smaller tribal clusters having direct 

relation with the government and paying no dues or homage 

to a larger tribal sheikh existed in nearly every part of 

the country. 

Yet Iraq was still a country of tribesmen who were 

resentful of the government acknowledging only the tribal 

code of behaviour and knit together less by economic and 

more by ethnic and social ties. Although the authority 

of the paramount sheikh of a tribal confederation had 

weakened or ceased to exist, it gave place to the authority 

of the sub-tribal chiefs of which the confederation was 

composed. 

Tribal risings and inter-tribal wars were 1985 fr*queAt 

than in the previous period but the tribes were still well 

armed and essentially militant in characters The compara- 

tive peace seems to have been brought about more by the 

OxiBtOnce of strong government forces than by the spirit of 

b, 
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tacit acquiescence in Turkish rule as a result of the 

general amelioration in their conditions, This is borne 

out by the increase of disturbances immediately the Turkish 

forces were denuded of their strength or withdrawn to other 

areas as had happened in the Russo-Turkish War of the late 

Seventies and again in the Balkan wars in the Twentieth 

Century, Thus in the wake of the Russian War it was 

reported(') that: 

"Distitbances have been going on all over the province 
during the past year (i. e. 1877). The Arabs look upon 
the Turks as their conquerors and as aliens and they 
have given a great deal of tro#ble at Kerbala and 
Nejefv on the Euphrates and at Amarah, In fact they 
took advantage of the province being nearly denuded 
of troops. " 

Again in 1878t the Anizah, and Dulaim were reported to 

have "crossed the Euphrates and stole and plundered large 

flocks of sheep belonging to the people of Mosopotamia. "(2) 

After the return of the forces from the Russian Wart 

now and stronger forces appeared at Zliamisiyyah in the 

Muntafigp at Ramadi in the Dulaim, at Ama a in the Beni Lam 

country and the Shabaneh were likewise strengthened in ths 

marshes of Amarap Hindiyya and the M=tafige(3) Ngverthelegg 

I Consular Reportog Baghdad 1878 (LXIV). 
2 op. cit. 1878-79t LXXII. 
3 Longrim OP. cit. P-3110 
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inter-tribal wars though less frequent than in the previous 

period were still numerous and tribal encounters with the 

government forces and the pillaging of caravans and the 

shooting at the river steamers were often reported. Thus 

the Beni Lam were fighting among themselves in 1879 and with 

Albu-Muhammad in 1880. The Hamawand were cutting the route 

east of Kirkuk and at times "brought the government at 

Sulelmaninah to a close. "M Mass transplantation to 

Sinai in 1882 did not prevent them from stealing their way 

back and resumin their predatory habits. 
(2) In 18869 

fierce combat raged between the Sha=ar and the Dulaimp and 

in 1893 between the Beni Hassan and Al-Fatlah* In that 

year the Albu Muhammad and the Beni Isad (of the Muntafig) 

called for chastisement by the Turks. (3) While "in some 

areas it was habitual for'government to send a oolu= 
(4) 

every few years to collect the accumulated dues"* 

The advent of the Young Turks into power in COnstanti- 

noplet in 1908 and their policy of enforce& Turkification 

preceded by the degeneration of the transport system and 

the ruin of cultivated land in 11indiyyah and elsewhere; 

and followed by the liquidation of the Saniyyahs the 

1 Longriggg op-cit. P-310. 
2 ibido 
3 ibido 
41 ibid4i 
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continuation of the chaos in the Tapu tenure and the attempt 

of the Turks to enforce full payment of their revenae 

shares - all these factors accompanied by the withdrawal 

of the Turkish troops on the engagement of Turkey-in the 

Balkan Warog inflamed the tribes and brought their power 
into ascendancy in relation with the existing power of the 

governmentq and increased tribal resistance so much so that 

it looked as if the tribal system of the early Nineteenth 

Century was having its full owing and the work of settlement 

and disintegration during the preceding age was doomed to 

collapse. Yearafter year from 1907 to 1912l "tribal dis- 

turbances" were reported in various parts of Iraq. In 1907P 

tribal disaffection in Amara was continued intermittently 

throughout the year and hampered the grain traffic. (') 
In 

1908 the tribal disturbances in Amarah were continued and 

the lower reaches of the Euphrates were frequently disturbed 

from time to time. (2) The disturbances on the Tigris pre- 

vented the sailing craft from using the river and steam 

navigation was very much handicapped. "Steamers were fired 

on by the Arabs who inhabited the banks of the Tigris .... 

sailing vessels are unable to travel at all except under 

strong convoy and the tribes in the Amarah district are in 

a state of armed robellion.. oo Serious attacks involving 

ffl Consular Reports, Baorah (1908) No. 4024. 
2 opocit,, (1909) Bagdadt No. 4354. 
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(1) 
loss of life occurred on British and Tarkiah steamers alike2 
In 1909, the situation grew worse; river steamers ran the 

gauntlet of rifle fire from both bank of the river. The 

mail had to be suspended for six weeks and was ultimately 
dispatched by way of the Eaphrates. (2) In 1910 and 1911, 

the scene of disturbances moved from the Tigris to the 

Euphrates and the Jezirah while the disturbances on the 

Tigris had not entirely ceased until 1912. (3) When Sir 

William Wil. 1cocks was in Iraq he witnessed a number of 

these phases of tribal restlessness. Thus he writes that 

the country above Nasiriyah "was so unsettled no one dared 

to escort uj3.. 
(4) Again "the Matasarrif of Nasiriyabv dared 

not move outside the town unless he was aooompanied by a 

representative of the muntafig Sheikhs. "(5) His party was 

fired at between Nasiryyah abd Suq-el-Shuyukh and he reports 

that at Chibaish, "the Arabs were preparing a raid on a 

neighbouring tribe. The Turkish government encouraged these 

inter-tribal wars in every way it could. "(6) On the Tigris 

he reports that the Arabs of Beni Lam and Albu, M"uhammad had 

risen against the Turks and had dug trenches along both 

11 Consular Reportep Basraht (1909) No. 4267- 
2 op. cit. 1910) No. 4513. 
3 op-cit. 

R913) 
No. 5168. 

4 Two and a half years in MesopOtamiat OP-cit- 
5 ibid. 
61 ibid. 
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banks. Some Arabs who were on the Turkish side "burnt two 

Villages, drove the enemy off the left bank of the river and 
brought in -come horses, sheep and other booty. "(') 

In 1912, the Hamawand again gave trouble in Shahrizor 

and were looting the caravans between Kifri and Kirkuk and 

out all communication between Ilosul and Sulelmaniyah. (2) 

Conclusionst 

Thus about four Centuries of Turkish rule in Iraq have 

failed to solve the fundamental and inter-related problems 
of tribaliamt irrigation and land tenuret and to provide 
the necessary conditions for a settled and prosperous life. 
IUd9edt far from solving these problems, the imposition of 
their alien institutions has created chaos in the social and 
economic organization of the country and left &auto agrarian 
unrest for the subsequent administrator of Iraq to tackle. 
Iraq has been aptly likened to a badly neglected large 

estate. Indeed the state owned some four-fifths of the 

cultivable land in Iraq (after the liquidation of the 
Saniyyah) while the other fifth was owned an waqfo Tapu and 
=1k by absentee landlords. This estate required a paternal 
benevolent landlord whose duty it was not only to establish 
bkddk AhA 8ettId disputes amo. 14 his tenants (which are often' 

ý1ý ibid. 
2 Consular Reportsq Mosult (1913) No. 5055. 

ký 
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the product of their environment) but also to eliminate as 

far as possible the disturbing factors which have made 

settled life so difficult and at a disadvantage In the 

countrys to control the river system and develop irrigation 

so as to remove the precariousness of the water supply and 

increase the fertility of the soil; to develop transport 

facilities so as to enable the marketing of the products 

of the land at reasonable cost of carriago, to establish 

security of tenure and recognize and regulate customary 

rights and protect the cultivator from tho injustices of 

their chiefs and of the outsiders; to demand reasonable and 

oquitable land revenue which would leave to the cultivator 

a margin for improving his standards of living and for 

developing his holding, and to colleot such revenue in a 

m3nner that would give no room for -the exploitation of the 

peasant; to provide credit facilities to enable the oulti- 

vator to bear a bad harvest and deliver him from the 

clutches of the money lender; to establish model farms and 

open research departments for the improvements of the crops 

and the manner of their cultivation and for discovering 

more profitable crops suitable for the country; to spread 

education and care for the health of the producers so as to 

increase their efficiency; and finally to organize the 

marketing of the crops by establishing cooperative and 

other enterprises on a large scale so an to ensure to tk- 

grower an adequate return for his toile 
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It can be justly stated that the Turks during the four 

centuries in which they were In Iraq proved themselves bad 

ore of the estate of Iraq. The failure to carry out 

these functions necessarily led to their transfer to inter- 

mediaries such as tribal sheikhaq absentee landlords, 

un crupulous town usurerst avaricious tax-farmers' and 

speculating foreign exporterst who robbed the producer of 

a large part of his hardly won crop. At the same time, 

nature while uncontrolled, by flood# change of the 
, 
river 

courest failure of rain and low water levelop diseasep 

locusts, Sunn peat and the like robbed him of still another 

portion of his livelihood and energy M3%&N=aW1x while 

the fight against these factors and the defence of his area 

against the plunder of his neighbour and the struggle to 

liberate himself from his usurping landlords (including the 

State) and intermediaries took the major part of his time 

and prevented him from the pursuit of a productive DOCU-Pati-OlL 

ýMý)As therefore more surprising that such external factors as 

the opening of the Suez Canal and the development of the 

steamship have counterbalanced these ravages and led to an 

expansion of production than that these latter factors 

alone should raise Iraq from a neglected estate to a 

flourishing one. Had the state been a better landlordy 

Iraq would by 1914 have surpassed Egypt and the Punjab : LU 
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PrOOperity and wealth and recovered its position as one of 

the grans ies (or perhaps cotton producing areas) of the 

world. 

This work leads to the following conolusionss 
(a) That the Maintenance of order and security and the 

existence of an efficient system of irrigation in Iraq were 

throughout its history the principal factors for the exist- 

ence of prosperous and settled communities. 

(b) That conversely the destruction of the irrigation 

system coupled with and due to ths various foreign invasions 

from the Tenth to the Seventeenth Centuries brought about 

conditions of insecurity and insufficiency in the country 

which promoted the development of tribal communities having 

their own autonomous institutions and social$ economic and 

administrative systems which were in conflict with the 

established legal systems. 
(c) That the attempt to break those institutions by 

force alone as the Turks did in the gooond third of the 

Nineteenth Century were doomed to failure as it added to the 

conditions of unrest and defeated the very Purposes for 

which it was madet namely the disintegration and settlement 

of the tribes. 

(d) That the tendency to settlement and disintegration 

of the tribal system during the period between 1870 and 1914 

was mainly the result of economic factors such as the 
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introduction of modern means of commijnications the opening 

of foreign m4rkets and to some extent to the improvement 

effected in the irrigation system particularly by the 

Saniyyah. These developments tended to alleviate some of 

the factors of insufficiency and insecurity and to provide 

the tribes with an alternative way of life. 

(e) The events of the last period and particularly the 

experience of the Saniyyah administrationp give a clue to 

the proper treatment of the social and economic problems 

in Iraq. The establishment of order# the removal of the 

dynamio disturbing factorsq and the incorporation of the 

tribal system within the framework of the civil administra- 

tion with special consideration to social justice in the 

distribution of agrarian incomest would therefore be bound 

to break the tribal ties and establish economic and political 

stability in the country. 
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APPENDIX IV* 

AVERAGE AMIUAL TRADE OF IRAq - 1864-1869 

Commodity: - 

Cerealst 
Wheat and flour 
Barley and Dholl 
Rice 
Seeds 

Other rops: 
Dates5 
Dried Fruits 
Tobacco 
Cotton 
Gall Nuts 

Ani=3 Produce: 
Live Stock 
Wool 
Hair and Mohair 
Rides and Skins 
Ghee ipullied butter) 

Other: 
Of home origin 
Of foreign origin 

Total: 

Grossi Gross 1 Net 2 Net 2 
Exports Imports Exports Imports 

3.9 8,791 00000 5., 2 8 
1 

ýt 
134 *0 28 

1 547 04::: 36 
54 475 99 

71$433 
350 

000 0 
2 ' 638 

71. p 433 
*of* 2 288 

40 q> 79. -6o8 l 0 000 
) 792608 iä 3,166 3ý148 

2 
, 9334 4 33 

*ob** 
3,961 2., 960 13,001 0*000 22., 225 565 21., 660 00090 23 640 000e0 617 
39025 6 39019 0 00 349 6,111 0**** 

: ý 5 76 

4p369 
1.109 ob*** 448.080 

4.9369 
(A a 2-2.. L 

**Ooo 146. Q Z5 

_L 
114j 06 994,73-1 103.909 944.331 

1 These figures only relate to the trade of Bagdad and Basra as 
they were registered at the custom houses of these towns and wert 
reported by British ConsUls (Consular Reportsy State Papers, 
Bassorah and Bagdad, 1867, LXVII; 1867-68, LXVIII; 1870, 
LXIV). They do not include the trade of Mosul to Turkey and the 
Mediterranean, and Bagdad to Damascus and Aleppo. The figures 
for both Bagdad and Basra were in piastres; they were added up 
and converted into 9 sterling, at the rate of 110 piastres to 
the 9 sterling. The official rate during this period was 109j 
piastres to the 2 sterling, but the market rate varied and was 
122J piastres to the 9 sterling in 1866 in Bagdad (Consular 
Report.. Bagdad,, 1867,, LXVIIp p. 291)9 

2 Not exports are obtained as the excess of exports over imports, 
of the articles concerned; while net imports are the result of 
the excess of gross imports over gross exports in the previous 
two columns, 
3 The figure of dates exports include also small amounts of 
date juice. 
4 In view of the fact that only agricultural products are 
relevant here, only those products have been laid down in detail 

while manufactured goods and other prQrlucts of foreign origin, 
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APPETTDIX V. 

THE ANNUAL GROSS TRADE OF THE PORT OF BASRA 
DURING THE PERIOD 1887-1913 

Year Gross Exports Gross Imports 
E9 

188 L 973, *761 11j. 022 9 
188 : 11010p432 41., 941 
1889 - 1ýpll 

. 9314 7 g6o. 447 
1890 - p 048 1s3 76 921,, 131 
1891 - 1,95242927 lj142,622 
1ý02 - lpll4p3l5 8 8,737 

69 18-93 - 8 
7ý%282 
6 ., 

42ý 
6 1 94 - 8 4,9022 9 1,155, 

1895 - - 
12 09Os734 lp399y465 

18 6 9- 1.1173.. 057 1 , o64,473 
1897 - ly02Oj, 250 719,433 
1W - - 

833j, 297 l. - 1 77j, 714 
18 99 - 1.. 135, *563 1,190,168 
1900 - lj, 561.. 276 1., 264 05 ; 
1901 - ., 152., 178 1 187 1,2ýE: 
1902 - 95 , 703 E lj, 2 . 077 
1903 - lp29 " 7g2 1., 255j, 423 

6 1904 - 11 
.. 
305.. 7 1 o., 7ng 12 p 190 2 ls504., 795 lo 387,, 5 8) 

190 ip644p220 1., 11#545 9 
1907 1§0015 79, t 56 l.. 
igou - 1,, 84,382 2., 4-U., 56 
1909 - lp504yOO4 2,36o, 102 
1910 - l., 66%. 624 2,634.. 596 
1911 - 2. *525, #847 ý46 60 

2,8 677 
86 2 

5ý 
6 1912 - 3P .5 9 ý 3 

11 1913 - lj939s259 3S, 8)9.. 273 

Notes: These figures have been compiled from the British 
Consular Reports for Basra for the relevant years. They were 
reported in 9 sterling and no conversion had to be made. They 
include re-export and transit trade, particularly Persia. The 
sudden rise of exports of 1911 is caused by a bumper harvest, 
while that of 1912 was due to a considerable rise of prices and 
also to disposal of stocks of the previous year. The sudden 
rise in imports from 1908 was mainly due to the increase by 
30% of the value of cotton goods (which forms 40; ý of the total 
imports) over the value of the invoices. In 1913 almost the 
whole rise over the previous year was due to import of material 
for the Bagdad Railways, 
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APPENDIX VI. 

ANNUAL TONNAGE OF GRAIN LXPORTED FEW IJASIIA IN THE PEIlIOD 
BETWEEN 1888-1913- 

1888 9.9026 
1889 12j, 562 
1$90 32,0796 
1&91 40j, 203 
1892 35j, 241 
1W3 43. t42Z 1894 32P70-6 
189-5- 56,9369 
18-6 40j, 025 
18 

9 
7, 9 14ý 

189 2.984 
1859 40., 23 
1900 84., 916 
1901 4 9852 1902 1%498 
1903 51., 498 
1904 43., 544 
1905 45s212 
igo6 ýý#303 
1909 lsO13 
190 2., 996 
1909 

ilvO3 

1910 27,619 
1911 85,781 
1912 117099 
1913 36,9269 

wheat 

7, #751 15j. 356 
30., 065 
57.918) 
24, Z09 
13.. 664 
40p491 
88, o68 
45j, 45 
5* 59 
lj,, 514 
5.9084 

10.9 14 
9, M? 

p 8P932 

4p 
OL5 

j. 
2 

24., 002 
31j. 29 
30. s13; 1, v 3ý 

p 36 
24p4lý 
28., 045 
loj, ool 

Tones 

4�544 
1,9281 
ai, 579 

lg» 291 
s 046 

4j, 182 
4. -378 426 

478 
58 

2., 725 
5p072 
2j, 9 10 

4, pog 29943 
2, p 046 

13j908 
2 j, 4 
17,633 
9,9 43 

16, 
2 

2,15 
6ý»$ 2ý 
39200 

Ft ed-l E es, an e 

407 1.. 361 
7jp 401 1S278 

. 985 299 
000; 492 

7950-1 31 
1OP267 ls40; 
18,. 2o6 66 
18 41 631 
13X5 1: 8 
12,9805 1, p 50 
lOjO21 

F2 

0 
14., 141 293 
232528 24 
19. P633 

9 

13,0640 1932 
111 064 
l7s, 518 15 
22#528 
21,91Z5 

3 
9 

13#9 3 49 
25)339 830 
14.9156 13 
14017 

YJ 
4 

129161 598 
17, p4O2 458 

3, P799 ILI 

To-tel 

22P 515 
41pl4l 
68p294 

108, s4 0 
82 

.0 
6327 

76., 11 
103. $251 171, s400 101p493 

27, #934 15,92 0 
62j, 477 

124p8g4 
8o, p 6o 
32p522 

2j, 
L5j 255 

, 603 
97, v204 143j431 

126,19 
, 

J5 
201 
64018 

148. *648 231pl 
5 3.9 2W 

I-Tote. The above figures have been obtained from the British 
Consular Reports of Basra for relevant years. The original figures were sometimes expressed in cwt. and somotimes in Bags. 
They were converted into long tons. The results were verified by the figures in tons given for the years 1904-1913 in the 
F-cports for that period, The bag of barley was one wazna , which is equivalent to 218 lb. 2 oz. and 8 dr., but was considered for 
co=ercial purposes to be equivalent to two hundred-weights; the 
bag for ricco wheat and sesame was considered to be equivalent to 
li cwt. while the bag for seeds was 140 lbs. (See Cons. Reportsop Basra., 1907,. Commercial &cries No. 3865P P-11; A Handbook of Mesopotamia, Vol. Ip p*239. ) The sudden rise in the export of barley in 1911 was due to an exceptionally good harvest; that for 1912 was due to an exceptional rise of prices and the sale of 
stocks of the previous harvest, The rise in prices was due to the 
Balkan Wars and other international factors. (Cons. Reports, 
Basrap 1912, Mo, 49804 1913P NO-5168. ) 
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APPENDIX VII 

AlNMAL VALUE OF GRAIN EXPORTED FROM BASRA 
IN THE PERIOD 1888-1915 

Year Barley Wheat Ries Seedd Sesame Total 

z z z z z z, 
1888 18j, 835 53vl67 - I 60p0a 20#457 123pll7 
1889 25vI23 91,441 19., 645 55, v754ý 17,9455 209.. 318 
1890 65p522 1838330 5#189 208864 3#435 278.. 5tO 
1891 12EO305 355#504 19"838 640079 4p830 572j556 
1892 123o751 160#000 68*650 49,, 838 9#068 411,0307, 
1893 
1894 

78*025 
519190 

458548 
79*561 

190050 
160726 

23*50P 
42, t34Q 

le 0700 7,0963 
l8C832 
1W., 79i 

1895 94j872 181*169 l7p512 450490 190571 358. *62t 
1896 86, p721 113,647 2,9129 33#29 200500 256 p296 
1897 . 17, o857 4#200 20627 40s, 97, 20, p996 860662 
1898 110390 5p055 341 40008 

1 

100660 67 p 529 
1899 181pO55 18#950 14.. 988 56. p56 2p146 271#700 
1900 36P#122 35$379 27p894 94#11 5#795 545,9301 
1901 244p262 31#683 150061 88p347 5,9303 ', 584$656 
1002 79#786 8;, 299 4*084 61#380 19458 1550907 
1903 255#738 29*775 24*515 81p278 lv765 393joO71 
1904 #73.9 217 40#683 3.2p755 85*588 1S289 358pO34 
1905 , 226pOO2 76pI63 8#528 114,272 4#655 429#620 
1906 192p736 106p675 53#079 1160573 6,9896 475p960 
1907 4209079 208,674 1150608 83#910 6#057 8400328 
1908 3700977 241#093 650968 1900039 8#940 897#025 
1909 820788 llp531 490660 1069173 9., 746 259., 898 
1910 290#954 660907 78$407 82pG29 8,0580 4570477 
1911 772#025 195p339 127pO9O 97,, 290 6#375 1,9198,93-19 
1912 IpII8,9490 2431,054 341j, 664 156,614 41,884 

132 
1#064p706 

430 O71 1913 362p690 10POO9 l9p250 37pg9O s 

Note: - The above figures have been obtained 
from the British Consular reports from Basra 
for relevent -years, 
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APPENDIX VIII 

ANWAL VALUE 0? ANIUAL PRODUCE EXPORTED FROM BASRA 
IN THE PERIOD IWS-1913 

Year Wool Hair & Hide a& Horses Ghee Total 
mohair skins 

z z z z z z 
less 299#563 15 #612 160069 510150 980222 aO*616 
1689 326#243 13#071 llp963 610930 55#862 469#059 
2890 313#220 20#391 16#275 36#860 24s, 076 400., 822 
ILS91 286#056 1*350 180938 73#930 50,9112 430m386 
2892 221#640 7#370 12#832 37#504 38#019 317#365 
1893 120jOOO 7s46O 50*480 4s586 182j526 
1994 236j920 7, p; 08 8#180 4Bp270 Ss, 150 328#82B 
1895 281#993 3, p896 13*770 68p715 13*413 381p787 
1896 337#056 4#800 28#845 25*560 27#112 423#373 
1897 357, p762 US 26j, 920 19, p669 1,9565 406#764 
1898 229jOC2 1*914 450510 29#046 820 3060346 
1099 199#238 2#304 469160 27#504 l3p613 288, p817 1900 2569000 8#128 55#750 37#544 357#502 
2901 190s, 770 9*264 22#670 129169 234#873 
1902 173#934 9#184 47#605 5*670 4#638 241#031 
1903 1389288 100000 47#785 46jI40 14#969 257sl82 
1904 182#502 34#976 540822 53#640 26#717 351#657 
I'M 243#696 32*296 62#512 49*764 33#273 4210541 
1906 250#273 32#360 65,0059 43*525 25#371 416, p588 1907 282#364 22#608 46#590 66#700 30#226 348#488 
1908 123#868 20#032 31#488 55s, 425 12#022 242p835 
1909 310#744 12#072 67#594 43#725 59*933 484#068 
1910 303*030 11#928 48 056 35s325 84#038 45Os577 
1911 246#449 10*480 53: 070 Z6,1500 86p230 432#729 
1912 253*651 110064 54j, 256 53sO75 25*409 397#455 
1913 288#022 130636 56*574 82#075 31j617 440#924 

Note: - The above figures have been obtained 
from the British Consular reports for Basra 
for relevent years* 
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APPENDIX X 

THE TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE OF THE THREE WILAYETS 
OF BAGHDADp MOSUL AND BASRA 
For the Two Finanoial Years 

1889v90 and 1910-11* 

1889-90 1910-11 
r, r, 

Aashar (tithes) 3110929 5270175 
Customs 118"181 380,0625 
Sale of state property 3#740 180#450 
Aghnam (animal tax) 124, p201 179*475 
Pension premiums w 56#850 
Bedel Askeriyyah (1) 997 520,125 
Property tax (Wairgoo) 49j, 499 44.9850 
Post and telegraph 35,, 864 390900 
Temettu (1) 23#313 29,, 625 
Other 64#335 162 a 000, 

Total 757912b 0,663,, 076 

Notes- The revenue for the financial year 1889-90 was 
obtained from Cuinot (for the 171la7st of Baghdad V019II19P*85; 
for the Wils7et of Basra# vol*III, p*254; and for the Wilayst 
of Mosuls vol*IIO p*805*) Those relating for the financial 
-year of 1910-11 are from Said Hamadsho The Economic System 
of Iraq (in Arabic)v Beiruto 1938, pp. 461-2 and also Appendix 
11 a* The figures of Culnet more rendered from the Turkish 
lira and the GoS*P* at the rate of LT 110 to Z100 and 110 Gs, p, 
to the Z. 

(1) The pa7ment of 
exemption from obligator7 
is more in the nature of 
It was levied most17 from 

the Bedel AskerL77ah entitles 
militar7 service# while the tamattu 

a labour tax than of income tax an 
craftsmen* 

'I 
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The following h. 31-t is not exhaus"tive; many sources 
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Note on Locusts in Iraq and the control measures adopted by Hooke, H. G. D. t Bag. Govt. Pr. 1930. 

Notes on trees and shrubs for lower Iraqt by Evan Gustf 
Bagdad, 1932. 

Civil and Revenues- 

Review of the Civil Administration of the occupied 
Territories of Al Iraqo 1914-18, Bagdad, 1918, 

Administration Reportv Revenue Boardq Bagdad, 1917 by 
Mr, Garbett, 

Administration Reportt of the Revenue Department by 
Lt, Col. Be Be Howell for 1918. 

Administration Report of the Revenue Department for 
1919 by Lt. Col. E. Be Howell. 

Administration Report of the Revenue Department for the 
year 19269 by Mr. Be He Longriggo 

Administration Report of the Revenue Department for the 
year 1927 by Mr, 8* He Longrigg. 

Annual Report on the operation of the Revenue Department 
for the financial year 1927-28 by Mr. S. He Longrigae 
Statistics of the Department of Revenue for the year 1928. 
Annual Report on the Operation of the Revenue Department 
for the financial year# 1928-29. by Mr. 3. He Longriggo 
Report of the Department of Revhnue for the Nine Months 
ending 318t. Decemberg 1929o 
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Other Reports: - 
Climate and Weather of Iraqv (Bagdadp 1919) 

The Arab of Mesopotamiap published by the Superintendent 
of the Government Press (Basrap 1918) 

Report of the Economic Committee# 1922# Bagdadp Government 
Press. 

Iraq Year Lookt Bagdadp 1922. 

Administration Report for the Deýartment of Irrigation 
1922-24 (Bagda4,1927. 

Reports of Tapu Directorates 1920-1930 by Captain R. E. 
Aldermang Inspector General of the 

Tapu Department inlIraq. 

Report upon the Marketing of Dates in Great Britain with 
special Reference to Iraq Dates by H. B. Forrester. 

(Bagdadl 1929ý 

Reports on Economic Conditions and Policy and Loan 
olicy by Sir Edward Hilton Youngt June 19309 Bagdad 1930. ' 
Published also in British Government Report on the 

Administration of Iraq for 1930. Appendix 2, pp. 163-184) 

An Inquiry into Land Tenure and Relattde Questionu, 
Froposale for the Initiation of Refom by Sir Erneat 
Dowsonp K. B. E. Garden City Press Ltd. 9 England, 3.931) 

Report to the Government of Iraq on the Froductio= 
, Storage and Haudling of Grain in Iraqt by W. Rhoder, (1937), 

Iraq Geological Department, Walor Supplies of Iraq by 
W. A. MacPadyeng(Bagdadp 1938) 

Statistical Abstractev Departnent of Co=ercep Bagdad 
for the years 1927-1933 Bagdad, 1935) 

1928-1935 Bagdadp 1936 
1929-1936) Bagdad# 1938 
1937-1938 

jBaGdadj 

1941 
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Other Unpublished Material, 

Apart from the published material stated above the 
writer has also used a considerable volume of unpublished 
material which he partly collected from the archives of 
the various state departments during his inquiry in Iraq 
and partly from notes made of general observations and 
interviews with representatives of the local inhabitants. 
To give some idea of the material perused from the 
government archives here are some examples of them: 
The annual reports of the Tapu Department, the Irrigation 
Departmentt the Department of Agriculturep of Veternary 
Services and the reports of their provincial branchesp 

reports of the Administrative Inspectors and the 
"Dawrl2j, ah" reports written by the outgoing provincial 
adminiutrative officials to enlighten the incoming 

governors of the affairs of the province or district 
to which they were appointed or transferred; the monthly 
reports of the Commission for the Settlement of the 
Muntafig disputes of 1930-31 and for the Settlement 
Co=issions established since 1932. The answers of eahh 
liwa and qadha governors on the 100 questions put by 
Sir Ernest Dowson fur his inquiry in 193G which mostly 
relatcd to land tenure and othe agrarian questions; the 
ne=orandav correspondance and notesp on special 
problemal new schemest projects for new lawat circulars, 
instructions# regulations, laws and other material 
relevent to the subject selected from over 300 chosen 
files from the Departments of Financet Irrigation, Tapu, 
Agriculturep Interior and above all the State Domains 

Department* 

Of the interviews and peraonal contact it is 
impossible to speak in preciao terms. The writer was 
himself born in DagUdad and spent a n=ber of years in a 
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provincial town in the Gharraf area. He spent nine 
months from July 1938 to March 1939 in Iraq particularly 
to study the agrarian problems; apart from research in 
the government archives he joined three of the six land 
settlement commissions then at work in the country and 
observed their procedure in office and in the fields and 
had speoial opportunity to acquire first1nnd knowledge as 
to the peculiar problems of land tenure and other related 
problems; he also toured through twelve of the fourteen 
provinces of Iraq and observed their conditions and 
interviewed provincial governors# judicial and technical 
personnel and Tapu officials# lawyersp tribal sheikhs, 
landlords, merchantal money lenders and cultivators. He 
had the fortune to got access to a number of responsible 
people in Iraq including ministerap mutaserrife, directors 
of departments and inspectors and ascertained their views 
on the subject. 

Most of this material naturally related to the 
period between the two ware i. e* subsequent to 1914; but 
as the principle problems went further back and had a 
hiatory which was sometimes explained deliberately or 
casually in the treatment of these problems the material 
proved invaluable at every point in the writing of this 
work; Hert are come of tho notes on special subjects 
which deserve nexition and eome of which have been quoted 
or referred to in this work: 

Administrative Report# Revenue Board Baghdadq by Mr. 
Ghrbettg dated 1917. 

Revenue Report for Basra Wilayet by Mr. Walker, 1918. 
Note on Land Policy by Lt. Col. flowellt 19191 

The Administration Report for the Muntafig Division for 
the years 19199 1920 and 1922, by Capt. A. H. Ditchburn. 

Notes on Uqr by N. F. Forbeal Garbetto and Bensont 1917-23. 
Notes on the Future Development of the Euphrates by 
Mr. Selliert dated 1923. 
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Kemoranda on the Saniyyah estates by Major H6dgeock, 
1921-24. 

ýIemorandun on Canal Clearance by Major Iledgcock, 1925. 
Note on Haq-el-Qarar by Major Hedgeock, 1924. 
Note on Land Revenue Policy by S. H. Longrigg, 1926 
(Later published but out of print) 
Report on Yusufiyya by Ahmed Ali-Sufi, 1926. 
Note on Haq-el-Qarar by Ahmed Al-Saadi# 1927. 
Note on (land) Alienation 2olicy by Major Hedgoockp 1928, 
Note on the State as a landlord by Major Hedgcook, 1928, 
Note on the connection between the method of aosessmentof 
agricultural produce and the type or identity of the 
revenue payert by Mr, Allardt 1928. 

Note on the Policy of the State Domain Department written 
by Major Hedgcock for Sir Ernest Dowsont 1929. 

Tribal and Agrarian. Conditiono on the left bank of the 
Tigris by 11r. Staffordt Administrative Inspector of Kut 
Liwa, 1929, 
Note on the Relation betwecn current methods of assessment 
of the agricultural produce and the crop-share theory by 

11. Longrigg, 1929, 
Report of the Director of Irrigation (Mr. Allard) to 
Sir Hilton Young (who was invited to inquire into the 
economic conditions of the country. See Iraq Govt, 
Reports, above. ) 1930. 
Report by Mr, Allard to Sir Ernest Dowsont 1930. 

Report of Ahmed Fahmi on Duleim (for the Revenue Dept., ) 
dated 1929. 
Note on the Gan lization of the Gharraf by FoS. Hardy, 
1937. 
The Froblem of the River Euphrates between Hindiyyah 
Barrage and Samawah by F. S. Hardyp 1938. 
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GLOSSARY. 

(Abbrevlr-tion3 used: Ar. - Arablo; ArsCOle- Colloquial 
Arabia; tr*T. - Turkish word of Arabia origin; To- Turkislal 
Po- Persian; Gre- Greek; K*- Kurdish*) 

A: L-Awqaf Al-Madbbutah. (Are) i "Seized Awqaf" under the 
direct administration of the Aiqaf Departmente. See 
Awqaf (qove) 

Al-Awqaf Al-rLulhaqah (Aro)t "Attaehed Awqaf" under the 
supervision of the Awqaf Department. See Awqaf (q*v. ) 

Al-Awqaf Al-Ifust-athnat (Are): RF=empt Awqaf" which are in. 
dependent from the Awqaf Department* See Awqaf (qove) 

AM (Ar, Colo)t Late acwIng of grain* 

Afrad (Are): Pla for fard; "individual" tribesman, fellah, 

Agha (To): A gentleman or offictl of middle (someti*e& hig 
ran'-. # rdlitar7 or olvile A Kurdish landlord or tribal 
chief* 

Amil (Ar. )t Governor of a province during the Islamic and 
Ottoman periode, 

'Amir (Are): Developed or cultivated propertye 

Amanet (Ar*T*): = Direct coneotion, of taxes ais opposed 
to farmso 

'Anar (Ar* Cole): Denzely planted garden; palm plantation . containing other fruit trees and subsidiary cultivatim, 
Col. 

Arazi lfiri7yah (Arot Public or state domains* See =1ri(q., O 

'Arifah (Ar. ): Tribal judicial council of one or more 
members who are better acquainted with the tribal 
custom.. who advised the sholkh in the settlement of 
disputes and arbitrationo 

Aroue=a (A. -', T, ). ' Ottoman feudal dues on the oceasion of 
marriage., 

Alshar (Aro):, Tithes; pl. for ushur (one tenth)* A3.30 
used as the share of the "-to though it exceeds one 
tenth. 
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Ashirat Dam (Ar. ): "A tribe of blood". I. e. a tribe linked 
together by blood relationship and comrzon origin* 

Ashirat Rays (Ar. )i "A tribe of a standard0p looe a tribe 
formed tj sections not related In blood but joined. by 
military alliance. 

Ashraf (Ar, )-: Pl. of ab. orIfs leading gentry# notableso 

Asper (Te): An Ottoman coin. 

Asyab (T*)t Milling rights; Ottoman feudal dues on milling.. 

'Atat (Aro): -Stipends; pay of soldiers in the Islamic period; 

A, wqaf (Ar. ): Properties or'funds entailed to pious found- 
ation3 or purpo3eap or for the benefit of the fami1j; ' 
also nama of the Depart=nt administoring those, 

PPIO of Vaqf. 
Bataih (Ar. ) : Nam given by the early Arabs to the swimps 

of-lowar Iraq; ple, of Batiha. 

Bakra (Aro): Pulley of a karad (Charld)* used'to represent 
an aroa of about 50 to 60 donums which oould'be irrigatedý 
by one pulls-ye 

Badel Mithl (Ars, )s "Equivalent value"j, payment made to aoqu# the right of possession in the land tuider the Tapu 
system; also called badel Tapuo 

Badol Tapu (Ar*T,, ): See bedel mithl., 

Bait (Ar. ): Sales disposal* 

Bait (Ar, )i Household$ tent, house. 

Beral (Te)s Royal decree. 

Beyler boyi (T01 Title of a pasha of the highest rank and 
governor of an Eyaleto 

Bit Abiou (Babylonian)s The ancestral domain or family 
property in the Babylonian periods. 

BitikteU(Ts, ). - An inspector of the fief's vho kept a 
register of them during th6 Mongolian periods, He was 
called mushrif (Ar*) in Iraq. 

Caravanserai (Te)t Halting place or rest'house for the 
caravans., 

Charid (Ar*Colo)t A water-lifting device using animal power# 
also called karad In literary Arabic. 
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Chibis (AreCole): Cultivation of grain (beside riee) on 
previously flooded land using moisturo retained by 
the earthe 

Chiftliq (To)t A tract of land such an needs one toke 
of oxen to work'it. See tohifliq (qoya) 

Dahaqin (P*): Persian landlords in the Sassanide and 
Islamic periodse 

Daim (Ar*)I Cultivation depending on rain for its irrigatim. 

Dairstul-San: L77ah (Are)t The administration which was in 
charge of the properties of the Sultan of Turkey, 

Danak (Aro)t Native river craft used in Iraq, 

Defter (Are); Departmental register, 

Defter Khaqani (T*)z The Tnperial register (of land and 
other i=-. ovable propertjý.. the Isand Registrablon Deparbm*. 

Defterdar (To)t AccoiLntant; chiof revenue and treasury 
officer oiý a province* 

Demir Khana (To): Repair shop of river steamer* 

Dore Be6s (T*); "Ohiefs of the valley"; generic designation, 
for Independent (often tribal) rulers of localities 
nominally within Turkish provinces* 

Deyirman (To): Feudal dues on milling rights* 

Dhabtly7ah (Ar. Col. ): Gendermerie in the Nineteenth CenturY 
Iraq* 

Lba, maim (Aro)s Ceases on taxes* 

Dhile'HiJJah (Are): ThO twelfth month of the Islamic : LunsLr 
7ear 0 

Dhil-Qidah (Are): The eleventh month of the Islamic lunar 
79are 

Dhiman (Ar. ): Tax-fa=ing* 

Dhimi. (Are): 'Arnon-Nuslim. tributary subject under the 
protection and rule of the Muslims* 

Dinar (Gr, ): A gold coin used in the Islamic period@ It iz'ý 

also v-i, - the unit of the currency in Iraq today* 

Dirah (Ar, )t Area recognized as the grazing ground of 
pmLrtjeu3. &r tribe a 
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Dithem (P-): Silver coin used in Iraq during the Sassanide 
and Islamic period* 

Divan (Are): Department In the aftinistration of the 
Islamic period. 

Diwan-ul-Muqatalat (Aro): The department of fiefs, 

Divan Rhana (K, )t Kurdish village guest house corresponding 
with the mudhif kept by the Arab sheikhs, 

Djund (Aro): Army# soldiers. 

DJundl (Ar*): A soldier* 

Donum (To) t An Ottoman 34easure of area. The dom= atiq 
(old donum) was about 09 square metre4o The now donum 
(donum jadid) its 2500 square metres or one fourth of 
&'ýheetare. 

Emir* (Ar, ): PrLe; military chief during the Islamic perioe. 
Cowaander of 10'. =0 mono 

Eyalet (Te)I-A provinces used 'in the administrative system 
of the Ottomans before the Tandhimato 

Fai (Aro)t Defined as what 
without babt2e. It was 
whole Muslim communityo 

in acquired by the Muslims 
used for the benefit of the 

Faragh (Are)t "Evaouation"., transfer of Tapu land as 
distinot': Crom boil (sale) in =lk land (freehold)j 
also spelt firagh, 

Yard (Ar*): A tribe=an or a follah* ple Afrad. (q. v. ) 

Farman (To): Letters-patent granted by the Sultan,, eogo on 
granting a fief or appointing a governor., 

Fasl (Are)t "Settlement" of tribal dispute; Indemnity paid 
for suoh setti4mnt. 

Feddan (Ar. ): A measurc of area defined in central Iraq 
an that land which could be sown with one taghar (about 
two tons) of grain (wheat and barley); equal to about 
44t acres; a yoke of oxen or other animalej also used 
In the Rainfall Zone of Iraq to denote the land that 
could be ploughed by one yokeo 
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Feunh (Ar. ): A pearant or cultivator of the soil. Pl., fellahin 

Fellahin (Ar. ): Ill. for fellah. (q. v. ) 

Fe3. lahiyyah (Ar. Col. ): The contract used in Basra for employing 
crop sharing peasants. 

Firagh (Ar*T. )** Bee faragh. 

Ghamir (Ar. ): Land under water; which could be cultivated. 

Ghanimah (Ar. ): Booty; what is acquired from the enemy in battle. 

Ghazu (Ar. ). - Raid or foray by an Arab tribe. 

Guffah (Ar. Col. ): Coracleý--shaped river craft of ancient origin 
in Iraq. 

Haq-el-l, -itiqal (Ar. ): Rig ht of d evolution in Tapu land. 

Ilaq-el-Uiri (Ar. Col. ): "The Share of the state", 4S land 
revenue and'also in lieu of its ownership of the land. 

Haq-cl-Qarar (Ar. ): The right of prescription to the land Which 
entitles (under the Ottoman I; and'Code) thb graiij'-'of the right 
of possession and r6gistration, l, -in the Tipu to 'th6'claimant. 

Haq-el-Riyhan (Ar. ): See Tapu Right (q. v. ) 

jffuquqi-Shariyyah (Ar. T. ): Canonical taxeso prescribea. by ihe 
Ijusi-j= Law. 

11ashir (Ar. Col. ): Forced seasonal labour imposed, on 
' 
the 

tribesmen by their, sheikhs or by the Government: mainly, for 
the annual clearaned-of cdnals., maintenance of-d"ýmss etc. 
Also alleddIthushur". 

Hasud (, &r. Col. ): Harvester. 

Henefip (Ar, ): One of the four orthodox sects or schools in 
Islam. 

, I, kr (Ar, ): A form of long lease mainly used in Awaqaf land,. 

ll,. Ij. al7i (, &r. Col. ): Co=ercial kind of date fruit. 

Hirfi (jLr. Col. ): Early Sowing of the grain; see afli (q, v. ) 
I 

Hisbeh. (Ar. )t A department established in the Islamic period to,, 
keep public order and public morality. 

Ilis. se (Ar. T. ): A part; a portion# 
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Hisseli (T. ): A fief which could be divided; under the old 
Turkish feudal system. 

HuJJa (Shariyyah) (Ar. ): Deed or document of sales titles etc. 
signed by a judge. 

Huzhur (Ar. Col. ): See Hashir. 

Hussa (Ar, ): "Portion"s also denoting a prescriptive right to 
a piece of land by a tribesman. 

Ijarah (Ar. ): Lease; rent. 

Ijaretein (Ar. ): Leasehold mostly used in Waqf on payment of 
"double rents". one i=ediate and the other deferred and 
recurring annually. 

Ijarah Wahidah Daimiyyah (Ar. ): Leasehold on payment of 
nsingle (annual) perpetusl rent". 

Ijarah Wahidah Tawilah (Ar. ): Leasehold for a "long" period, 
on payment of a yearly rents 

IJ=alli (T. ); Indivisible Ottoman fiefo 

Ilm wa Khbar (Ar. ): A sort of affidavit or notification 
denoting an a priori title to the property. 

Iltizam (Ar. ): Tax-farming. 

Imam (Ar. ): The religious and temporal head of the Islamic state; 
also used to denote the leader in a public prayer. 

Iqta (Ar. )t Concession of land or revenue; military fief. 

Iqta Istighlal (Aro): Concession of the usufruct of the land. 

Iqta Tamlik (Ar. )t Concession of the land in absolute ownership 
as distinct fron the concession of its usufruct only. 

Iqta-ul-Karaj (Ar,, ): Concession of the land revenue leviable on 
a village or a district. 

Iqtaat (Ar, ): Plots of land granted in fiefs. 

Iradah (Ar. ): An imperial dcoree. 

Irth (Ar. ): Inheritance. 

Jabalu Mukamm. al (Ar&T*): Fully equipped soldier provided by the 
holders of the Ottoaan fiefs. 

Jammsah (Ar, Col, ): "People of the buffalo"; tribes who live in 
the marshes and rear these animals. 
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Jamad (al) Arwal (Ar-)S The fifth month in the Islamic Lunar 

yeare 

Jamad (al) Thant (Ar,, )S The sixth month in the Islamic Lunar 
years 

Jerib (AWs A measure of area equal in the Islamic period to 
about 1384 sq@ matron. It is also used In date planta- tions at present in Iraq and in equal to about 0*95 of an 
acreo 

Jozirah (Aro)s Literally means an "island". but also used to 
denote the steppes between the Euphrates and Tigris above Baghdade It is further used by the tribes of Iraq to 
denote any steppe or desert* 

Zihah (Aro)s The beneficiary or pious purpose of the Waqf. 

Jizya (Ar. )s nTribute"s gennrally used In the. Islamio period to denote capitation tax on non-muslimse 

Kahriz (Keh Artificially-dug underground later channel, 
Narad (Ar. ): See Charid, (qev. ) 

Narah (Ar-colo)s A measure of weight used in dates and equal to about 5,550 lbse 

Kashf (Ar. ): Inquiry on the spot; mostly used by the Tapa 
Department to ascertain nature and boundaries of property, 

Keer; el; Hijarah (Ar*)s Literally means "the breaking of the 
a on a" or earth# bat also used to denote a prescryptive 
right to the'lande 

Xelek (Ar*Colo): Raft borne on inflated skins* 

Khadrawi (Ar*Col*): Commercial kind of date fruit. 

Khait (Ar, )i Measure of area used in the rice cultivation which Is a strip of landIJ90 dhirs (of nearly 19 inches) wide and 
extending from the main canal to the marsh and about four 
donams (2j acres) to 8 donums (5 acres) In areae 

Kharab (Arq, )* Not so. well developed land; plantations sparse- ly plantea or containing few subsidierycrops (beside 
dates)* 

Kharaj (Gr*)s UsedAdenote land tax during the Islamic period 
and capitation tax during the Ottoman period6 

I 
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lUiaraji7yah Land (Ar. ): Land conquered by the Muslims and 
subject to the kharaj; it 'was considered communal proper- 
t7 to all Muslime during the early Islamic period and then 
a mulk or freehold during the Abbaside Period and the 
Ottomans* 

Mass (Are): A military fief under the Ottomans given usuaII7 
to the governors of the provinoes. 

Rhatti Hamayun (To): The Imperial deoree issued in 1839 by 
sultan Abdul Majid to establish the prineiples of the now 
reform In the Ottoman Empire* 

Khavassi Hamayun (To): Fiefs pertaining to the Sultan, 

Rhavasal Wazera (To)s Fiefs pertaining to the Ministers, 

Xhuwwa (AroColo): "Fraternity"; toll levied by the tribes on 
caravansp travellers and sheep passing through their dirah, 

Kilid (Ar-Cols): gative boat used In the marshes. 

Kishlaq (To): Winter pasture* 

Kodah (Ar*Colo)t Tribal name for the Turkish sheep (and 
other animal) tax. 

Kukha (K#): The headman or mukhtar of a Kurdish village 

Khums-el-Miri (Ar*Col*): "The fifth of the crown" in the crop 
Of the land in lieu of the land revenue* 

Kudurra (Babylonian)t Babylonian boundary stone of property* 

Rhilta (Arth Robe of honours gift. 

Lazma (Are). * Litor&117 means "holding"j, but it. gonerall-y 
denotes in the Irrigation Zone of Iraq a right of oeou. 
panoy to the land to wh1oh it referee 

Lira (TOS Turkish gold oaln equal before the areat War to 
100 part's of 110 of the Z sterling* 

Liva (Are): Sub-province In the administrative system of the 
Turks; a province of the Turkish administrative system 
at present; a standard; a brigade* 

Masdan (ArCole): Marsh dwellers in Xraq# 

Hahlul (Ar*)t "Vacant" land escheating to the state with no 
private claims over Lt. 

A 
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Mal-Mudir (Ar, ): Revenue officer of a qadha during the 
Ottoman period# 

Malikiane (Teh Farms for life* 

Mallaeh (Ar*Colo)s Corrupted from mellak (Ar, )o loe, "owner". 
but it may denote a tribal holder of the land or simply 
manager of ito Pl. mellaohah. 

Mamluks (Aro)i A dynsst7 of freed Georgian slaves governing 
Baghdad between ISW and 3.831. 

Namur Shabah (Ar*)s Official of the Sanl7yeh administration 
charged with managing and safeguarding the interests of 
the Saniyph in her estates. 

Vaqtut (Are): "Fived" rent or revenue. 

Hashhuf (Ar. Col. ): Native boat used in the marshes. 

Mazbata (AroTo): Memorandum#' document Issued by an authori- 
tative body* 

Mahmiyyah (Aro)s Sao metroukee (q*vo) 

Mejlis Idara (Aro)s Administrative council* 

Maktubehi (T*)s Secretary general In tho Wilayet (province). 

Mellak (Are): see mallache (qovo) 

Mallakiy7ah (AroCol. ): Rent, the sftjýrs of the mallak, 

Metrouke (Are): "Reservod" land for the USO Of a Village or 
for public maos e-ge grazing ground or streeto It in also 
called mahmiyyahe 

memat (Ar. )t "Dead" landt ioso land that is not cultivated 
and that is vacant with no claim over It# eoge desert# 

Mingbashi (To): Commander of a thousand during the Mongol 
period* 

Mir Liva (AroTo)s BnSadier general* 

Miri (T*): Crown land defined as that class of land the 
raqaba (dominium plenum) of which belongs to the state 
while the tasarruf (possession of usafruet) m&7 be hold by 
another# It is used in Iraq to include metrouke and mewat 
land; and contrasted with lani the tasarruf of which in 
alienated in the Tapu; the latter class of "miri" land in 
called Tapu in Iraq, Hirl is also called miriyyah and 
amirinah, 
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Uiriyyah (AreColo): See miri. (q. v. ) 

Xudawwarah (Aro)s Given to the Saniyyah lands when they were 
"turned over" to the state in 1908, 

Mudir (Ar*)-, Manager# head of the administration of a nahiyah,, 

Xudhif (Ar*): Guest house maintained by the tribal chief for 
the entortainment and accomodation of the guests and also 
as a civic centre and coffee house for the tribe* 

Nugharasah (Aro). - Partnership tenure in plantations and gardens. 

Huharram (Are)t The first month of the Islamic Lunar year# 

Muhailah (Ar-coi. )t Native river'oraft. 

Muhasibehl (To)*- Vinanee officer in a liva. 

Muhassil (Aro)s Tax-farmer of a district# during the ottoman 
period before 1854. 

Mugharis (Ars)s The planting or cultivating Partner in the 
Mugharasah form of tenure. 

Xuajjalah (Ara)s "Deferred rent" In the tenure Of Ijaretein and 
also in TaPu form of tenures The immediate rent is called 
Xulajjalah, 

Mukhtar (Ar. ),: Official village headman. 

Mulk (Ar-Colo)s Freehold or property in absolute ownership; 
the correct Arabic pronunciation is milk, 

Multesim (Aro): Tax-farmer. 

Muqatata (Ar-): Estate; a tract of land irrigated by one canal 
or a branch of a canal; leasing on a fixed rent and fixed 
land revenue. 

Murabalah (Ar, )s "Division by four"; a system of crop sharing 
tenure in the Rainfall Zone of Iraq* 

Murabifji (Ar*Col*): Crop sharing landless' peasant in the Rain. 
fall Zone of Iraq under murabatah tenure* 

Musaidah (Ar*): "Assistance" given to tho fellahin by the 
Sarkal or another intermediary for seada and sustenance, 
also Called silfsh (advance). 

Musaggim (Ar*Colo)s The one who undertaken the management of th% 
land in the Irrigation Zone and employs the fellahin and 
organizes production, 

Musaqat (Ar. ): A form of crop sharing tenure used in gardens jr, 
the Islamic and present period. 
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Musellem (To) t Land exempt from taxation under the 
Ottoman feudal system. 

Mushrif (Aro)s "Supervisor" of fiefsp see bitiektahie 

Wustahfiz Timar (To): Privileged Timar (Turkish fief. ) 

Mustaqil Qilij (To)j Independent sword land of a Tiriare 
(To Fief. ) 

Mutasarrif (Aro)s- Possessor of Tapu (miri) Und; governoz. 
of a 4wa or sub-province, 

Y-uta'ww&lli (Ar*) s Administrator or trustee of waqf propert; z, 

Muzaraah (Aw. ): A form of crop-aharing tenure (metayage). 

Iftz-ari (Ar, )t The oultivating partner in a crop-sharing 
tezrar6. 

N aggash (Ar*Colj, )i Vae holdor of a noZahah (q. ve)l pi. 
naggashahe 

WaSSh&h (IX# Colo) i Litzatrally meaning "marking"; and 
denotaaýn Suq-ol-Sh: uyuIda a piece of land which Is hold 
bY Prescription by a tribesman who hiMsOlf Cultivated 
the I&nd, 

Nahiyah (Are)t A sub-divislon of a qadha* and administratlv, 
areae 

Natour (Ar. Col. ): A native vmbor lift device Wing water oz. 
animal power* 

llawr= (P., ): Tha Persian Now Year) ilso a present given 
by the peasant dn that oacaslon* 

Kidham (Ar*): Orders. Regulation or official instructiona. 

Nldhamly. vah (Ar. I (T -) I Litorally means "statutaryn and 
used to di3tinguinh the institutions established by the 
laws of the Tandhimat in the Nineteenth Century; hence 
Kidbanl7yah army,. Nidhamiyyah Courtsp NidhoLmi7yah 

schooUoba 
", r, 

Onbashi (To): Co=ander of a platoon of ton men in the 
mongol period* 

Otlaq (T. )t Feudal dues on the use of winter and au=er 
pastures* 

Pasha (To): Title of a minister or governor In Turkey* 
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Pashaliq (T. ): The office or the territori es of a pasha. 

Patesi (Sumerian): Prince-priest. 

Qabalah (Ar. ): Tax-farming during the Islamic Period. 

Qadha (Ar. ): A sub-division of a Liwa; an administrative 
district. 

Qadhi (Ar. ): Judge. 

Qafiz (Ar. ) tA measure of ca acity during the Islamic period 
equal to a load (two bagsy of a mule; one tenth of a jer: Ll: 
in the plantations of Basra. 

Qaim-maqam, (Ar. ), * A governor of a qadha. 

Qalamiyyah (Ar. T. ): Chancellery dues. 

Qariah (Ar, ): Village. 

Qarar (Ar. ): Decision; decree of an authoritative body. 

Qilij (T. ): Sword; or Sword land of Timar exempt from Jebelis. 

Qitta (Ar. ): "Piece" of land being th6 unit of cativation 
in the Irrigation Zone of Iraq. 

Rabi (el-) Awwal (Ar. ): The third month of the Islamic 
lunar year. 

Rabiatu (Babylonian): The mayors of the provincial to-Wrns 
in the Babylonian period. 

Rebi (el-) Thani (Ar. ): The fourth month of the Islamic 
lunar year. 

Ramadhan (Are): 'The ninth month of the Islamic lunar year. 

Raqabah (Ar. ) Literally means a nape or a neck; also a legal 
term in Islamic and Ottoman Law denoting dominium plenum 
of a property as distinetnfrom the possession of it. 

Rejeb (Ar. ): The seventh month of the Islamic lunar year. 

Resmi Aghnam (T. ): Sheep tax. 

Resmi Dukhan (T. ): Feudal dues on the collectýon of fuel 
by individuals foreign to the Timar 

Resmi Oghil (T. ): Herd tax, 
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Reami Tahift (To): Fixed sum of money imposed on the land 
by the Ottomans and collected from each holdings 
See Tchiftliq* 

Rusum (Ar*To): Revenues taxes. * dues. 

Rusumi Urfiyyah (To): Customary duese 

Safar (Are): The second year of the Islamic lunar year# 

Safinah (Are): Native river craft. 

Sahak (AreCole): A share* a portion; used with regard to 
tribal land In the sense of allotment denoting a right 
to the lando 

Sahib el-Lazma(ý()The owner (holder) of the lazma. 

Sabibi Arz (To): Lord of the land. 

Saifi (Are): Pertaining to the sunmerl crop grown in the 
bu=ner o 

Saih (AreCols, ): Flow irrigation eogs, by canal as distinct 
from diin or Irrigation by rain* 

Sajiyah (Are Cole): Native boat used in the marshese 

Sakaniyyah (ArsColo)t "Occupancy" right of tribesman to a 
piece of land; or the land subject to such right, 

Salyana (T9): Districts where state taxes were farmed 
annuallye, 

Sanad (Ar*)t A deed; a-title deed to the land issued by the 
Tapu Departments, 

Sanad al-Tiagam (ArsCole): A deed for the lease of the land 
by the musaggim, or the sarkal from the owner or the sheSchi 
of the tribea, 

sanad Mujaddad (AroTo)t Issue of a title deed for a property. ý 
for the first time* 

Saniyyah (Ar*)t Pertaining to the Sultan) land purchased by 
the Sultans and admirAttered by the Civil 14st Department; 
the administration in charge of these properties. 

Sanjaq (To): "Banner"; sub-provinoe of an Eyalet also called, 
liwa (qovo) 

Sanjaqbe7i (To): A military officer; a governor of a sanjaq, ý, 
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Sapan (Ko)s Kurdish harvestor.. being a seasonal labourers 

Sarai (To): Palace; govern=nt offices* 

Sarkal (Po)s Corruption of Barkar (persian., meaning a 
foreman), 9 used in Iraq to denote (a) payor or collector 
of the government revenue., (b) lessee of the miri land 
from the state or other owner of the land,, (c) manager 
of the land being paid by the owner a share of the produce 
or fixed wages* Sometimes the sarkal claimed an occupancy 
right to the land under his lease and in thatcase he was 
called sarkal mellake 

Sayir (Ar*Colo)s Co=ereial quality of date fruit meaning 
"other" than HJLllawi and Khadhrawie 

Sayyido (Are)t A descendant of the Prophets 

Sawad (Aro)t A name given by the Arabs to what corresponds 
to the alluvium plain of lower Iraq* 

Shaaban (Aro)t The eighth month of the Islamic lunar -year. 

Shabaneh (Ar. Colo): Tribal police force mainly employed In 
the marshes* 

Shaddah (AroColo): A band of cultivating tribeamens or 
workerso 

Shakhtur (Ar*Col. ): Flat-bottomed boats used on the 'Upper 
Euphrates# 

Sharilah (Aro): Muslim religious laws; also called Sharl. 

Shartnameh (Ar*Col)s A document r the laase of the land 
usually from the governm. anp o; 

OSaniyyahe 

Sheikh al-Machaylkh (Aro)t "The sheikh of the Sheikhs"; 
a title borne especially by the Muntafig paramount chiefs 
up to about 1870. 

Shewwal (Ar*): The tenth month of the Islamic lunar 78are 

Shihna (AroColo)t Agent of the Sheikh or big sarkal in his 
land; guardian of the interests of the sheikh in his land* 

Shitwi (Ar*Cole): Pertaining to the winter; crops grown in 
the winter such as wheato barley etee 

b 
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Shuf Is (Are): Right of pre-emption over mulk land in the 
Islamic Law in case of sale of the land* Right of pre- 
emption over Tapu land Is called Haq-el-Rujhan and Is 
governed by different prinoiplea4 

Shurai Dawlat (To)s The Ottoman Council Of Statel, being the 
highest Appallite Court In'the Ottoman Empire and the 
adviser Of the government in legal matters. 

Silfsh (Are)s See Musaidah. (q, v, ) 

Sirifsh (AreColo): Cottage built of read mats, 

Spaht (To): Hormeman; knight; holder of a timar (Turkish fiat)., 

Sulh (Ar*)s Treaty of peace or "capitulatioeo 

Shkarah (Ar, Col, ): Piece of land granted by the Sheikh or 
Sarkal to a tribeman together with the share of the sheikh 
or sarkal in its A part or the'"hole of the share of 
sheikh or markal in a piece of land-when granted to a 
relative or somebody else* 

Taab (Ar. Col, ): The planter-or the Cultivating peasant in ths 
date plantations of Basra under the crop-sharing tenure or 
TGabah,, whereby a part of the land so planted an well'ag- 
a share of the crop accrued to him after a certain number 
of years. 

Taabah (AreColo)s See Taab, (qov. ) 

Taffagah (Ar&Col, )s Plural-for taffass a rifleman* 

Tafwidh (Ar., ): Grant of a posseenory, title of the mirl land 
according to the Tapu system of. tenure* 

I 
Tahrir (Aro)t Used in the'Rainfall Zone to denote the right 

of possession to the lard which in not 7et registered In 
the TapA Departmento and deed issued for It* 

Tahrirat Mudirl. (Ar*T*): Secretarygeneral in a liva. 

Taji7yah (Are)s The oultivating peasants in the Islamio period, 

Takholsat Waqf'(Ar4, T#): Mirl landp the ievenue of wh1oh In 
granted in entail to a pious purpose (waqf)o 

Tali'& (Aro-)s A plot of land oultivated by the peamants for, 
the exoluaive benefit of tho Sarkal or aheikh; a part or the 
mhole of the oroP of suoh land* 

Tandhimat (Ar*)t The bod7 of reforms and now Institutions 
ordained b7 Sultan Abdul Majide 
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i 

Tapu,,,, (T. )i", Lsizid"Hod'o4rd, -'(R6ýistration) 
Department; 'an Ottoman 

Tormý, of itat6ýreoogrii, zed a Usufructuary, 
liar e'dita ti tI t. 01 thejandý, to,, thos e vho - have ap reserip. 
tive-or-oooupaxicy'rikht', of it. 0ii'payment, of land revenue. 

Tapa I' 
L ý, Aid, ý(Te-): 'State', land rogis tiýýed in'I'the*'Land Record 

'Departmeiit `iýd, a tifle. 'ýaýedý is's'ued forAt granting'a 
hereditary rIght of txsufruct`(tisa, rruf) to a''private 
individuals 

Tapu-Holder (T. -)s,. A person holding a. title, deed to Tapa land 

-Tapu Mamur (T*)t, P'rovindial -registration officer, of the Tapu 
Department 

Tapa right (T. )s, A claim of., pie-emption-over state land to 
theýacqUsltlon Of aý title,, `tb,. At_, aCcor ding, ''t6, the' Tapu 
(q. v, ) tenurei: igiinst payment of-Iti ý0441valent values, 

Tasarruf (Are): "PossesslorP;,, a h6reditiry'ýiight of,, th Ia as a- 
fra'at of -state, land#' a"ecordint. U. "thi -Tapu (q,. v*) tenure. 

Tchiftliq (T. '). -, In -Turki'sh 
taw,, 'itmeani'3,, 'aIract, of. land such 

h-Iti' Ord narl 7, as nýeds one',, yoke of-: ox, gp tqýpldug 
spoaking it Inqlude. s giainp 
lmplements, andý', other,: a oaess6ý16i", buiI: t, _or-' procured for 
cultivation. 

Timar (T-): Hereditary fief of, ' týmans* 

Tisaam, (Ar, *Cbýl. ). - Organis4tion and'management ý'of the land; th e 
lease of`th*, ltnd'from, ', , the owner or. ''tho-'sheikh for that 
purpose* 

, 
qanal In the inandstion area of the Irriga- T6ar (Ar*Col*)vA, -' tion"Zone, partloularlýjný, the., 'rlce 

Ummal- 
, 
ul-Kharaj (Arý, Paiil, 

l 
iaventie-btf I ears during the 

Islactic perl, 6ý 

Uman-Ottomazi Idaii (Ai. T*). * T#e'administratlonýof'ýthe Turkish 
owned . riv . 6i ''naiieati9n ooneern, in 11 Ir aq'b*efor's it 'was taken 
over.. by SuIt&n", 0du. I Hlamid"JI; Ini, 11904's 

Uqr (Ar. ); A, rlghtý-ý. qf 's*rivltýta on, land "equivalent to one, in 
twentyi'one ln, ýtventy-f ive"Or . 'one- in . ý41 , ity. of Its gross 
produces 
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Ushriyyah (Are): Land paying one tenth or one twentieth 
of the crop to the State and considered freehold 
(mulk) of its owner# 

Virghl, (To): Fixed tax on land and buildings imposed by 
the Turku; in Iraq it is called wairgooo 

Wadi (Are): Valley; a seasonal water course In the steppes 
of the Syrian Desert and the Jeziraho 

Waqf (Are): See Awqtkfe 

vlaqf 'Am (Aro)t Public waqf instituted for pious ýpurpbses 
as distinct from waqf khass or private waqf for the 
benefit of a family; the latter Is also called wqqf 
dhurri (family trust or entail)o 

Waqf Dhurri (Aro)t See Waqf 'Am (qov*) 

Waqf Ghair Sahih (Are) "Untruewaqf" constituted out of 
state land where only the usufruct or the land revenue 
could be so constituted and not the raqabah (q, v4, ) 

Waqf Rhass (Are): See Waqf fAm, (qove) 

Waqf SaMh (Ar, )t "True waqfu constituted out of mulk 
land (freehold) in contrast to waqf--Ghair Sahih (q. v. ) 

Waqfi7yah (Ard, )t Document or w. 111theroby the waqf (qovo) 
is constituted* 

Wall, (Ar. )t Governor-general of a province in the Islamic 
and ottoman systems of administration* 

Wilayet (AroTo): Prdvince in the Ottoman administrative 
system of the. Ninoteenth Century replacing the (often) 
I! Rrger eyalet (qovo) 

Wusla (Are): Piecej, 9, ge of land smaller than the qitla. 

Yaylaq (To): Summer pasture. 

Yuzbashi (To): Commander of a hundred men during-the Mongol 
period* 

Zabtieh (Ar*To)t Corrupt Arabic Dhabti-y7ah (q9vo) 

Zakat (Are): "Purifiogtion"; a tithe or half a tithe impowd 
by Islam on property to be spent on the poor* 

Zalm, (Aro)o Holder of an Ottoman fief of Ziamet (qovo), 

Ziamet (Ar*T*): Hereditary military fief under the ottcmande. 
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